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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION.

THE following pages are an attempt to give a con-

cise but full Exposition of the Epistle of Paul to the

Ephesians. My object has been, to exhibit the mind

and meaning of the apostle, not only by a scientific

analysis of his language, but also by a careful delinea-

tion of the logical connection and sequence of his

thoughts. Mere verbal criticism or detached annotation

upon the various words by themselves and in succes-

sion is a defective course, inasmuch as it may leave the

process of mental operation on the part of the inspired

writer wholly untraced in its links and involutions.

On the other hand, the sense is not to be lazily or

abruptly grasped at, but to be patiently detected in its

most delicate shades and aspects, by the precise inves-

tigation of every vocable. As the smaller lines of the

countenance give to its larger features their special and

distinctive expression, so the minuter particles and pre-

positions give an individuality of shape and complexion

to the more prominent terms- of a sentence or paragraph.

In this spirit philology has been kept in subordination

to exegesis, and grammatical inquiry has been made

subservient to the development of idea and argument.
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At the same time, and so far as I am aware, I liave

neglected no available help from any quarter or in

any language. The Greek fathers have been often

referred to, the Syriac, Coptic, and Gothic versions are

occasionally quoted, and the most recent German com-

mentators have been examined without partiality or

prejudice. Though agreeing in so many views with

Olshausen, Meyer, Harless, Stier, and Tischendorf, yet

there are many points in connection with the text,

literature, exegesis, and theology of the epistle, on

which I am forced to differ from one or all of them,

and in such cases I have always endeavoured to "render

a reason." Perhaps some may think that too many
authorities are now and then adduced, but the method

*

has at least this advantage, that if names be of any

value at all, they receive their full complement in such

an enumeration
;
and should the opinion of any of them

be adopted, it is seen at once that I do not claim the

paternity, but avoid equally the charge of plagiarism,

and disavow the awkward honour of originality for a

borrowed or repeated interpretation. On many an

important and doubtful clause the various opinions are

arranged under distinct and separate heads, showing

at once what had been done already for .its elucida-

tion, and what is attempted in the present volume.

Not that I have merely compiled a synopsis, for it is

humbly hoped that the reader will find everywhere the

living fruits of personal and independent thought and

research. Sometimes when the truth, which I suppose

to. have been delivered by the apostle, is one which has
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been either misunderstood or rejected, a few paragraphs

have been added, more for illustration than defence.

Perhaps, indeed, T may not be wholly free from the

same weakness which I have found in others
; yet I

fondly trust that my own theological system has not

led me to seek polemical assistance by any inordinate

strain or pressure on peculiar idioms or.expressions. It

is error and impiety too, to seek to take more out of

Scripture than the Holy Spirit has put into it. - As the

commentator neither creates nor invents the grammar
of the language which he is expounding, I have invari-

ably quoted the best authorities, when any special usage

is concerned, so that no linguistic canon or principle is

left to the support of mere assertion. The lamps which

have guided me I have thus left burning, for the benefit

of those who may come after me in the hope of finding

additional ore in the same precious and unexhausted

mine. Will it bespeak any indulgence simply to hint

that the work has been composed amidst the continuous

and absorbing duties of a numerous city charge, and

will it be thought out of place to add, that the Chris-

tian ministry has a relation to all the churches, as well

as to an individual congregation ? In the hope, in fine,

that it may contribute in some degree to the study and

enjoyment of one of the great apostle's richest letters,

the book is humbly commended to the Divine blessing.

CAMBRIDGE STREET, GLASGOW,

October, 1853.





PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

IN preparing this second Edition, the entire matter of

the first has been very thoroughly revised, in many

parts curtailed, and in many sections altered and

enlarged. Some opinions have been modified, a few

revoked, and others defended. Grammatical investi-

gations have been more accurately, because more

formally stated, and that with uniform care and pre-

cision. While the main features of the work remain

the same, the minor improvements and changes may
be found on almost every page. No pains have been

spared and no time has been grudged in remedying

the unavoidable defects of a first edition, which was

also a first attempt in exegetical authorship. I have

refused no light from any quarter, and have always

cheerfully yielded to superior argument. For I have

no desire but, with all the helps in my power, and

ever in dependence on Him who guides into all truth,

to gain a clear insight into the apostle's mind, and

to give an honest and full exposition of it. Whether,

or to what extent, my desires have been realized,

others must judge. My best thanks are due to Robert

Black, M.A., student of Theology, for his care in

reading the sheets, and his labour in compiling the

index.

13 LANSDOWNE CRESCENT, GLASGOW,

February, 1861.





THE LTTERATURE OF THE EPISTLE,

I. EPHESUS AND THE PLANTING OP A CHRISTIAN CHURCH

IN IT.

EPHESUS, constituted the capital of proconsular Asia1 in

B.C. 129, had been the scene of successful labour on the part

of the apostle. On his first and hurried visit to it, during his

second missionary tour, his earnest efforts among his country-

men made such an impression and created such a spirit of

inquiry, that they besought him to prolong his sojourn. Acts

xviii. 19-21. But the pressing obligation of a religious vow

compelled his departure, and he "
sailed from Ephesus

"
under

the promise of a speedy return, but left behind him Priscilla

and Aquila, with whom the Alexandrian Apollos was soon

associated. On his second visit, during his third missionary

circuit, he stayed for at least two years and three months,
or three .years, as he himself names the term in his part-

ing address at Miletus. Acts xx. 31. The apostle felt that

Ephesus was a centre of vast influence a key to the western

provinces of Asia Minor. In writing from this city to the

church at Corinth, when he speaks of his resolution to remain

in
it,

he gives as his reason "
for a great door and effectual

is opened unto me." 1 Cor. xvi. 9. The gospel seems to have

spread with rapidity, not only among the native citizens of

Ephesus, but among the numerous strangers who landed on

the quays of the Panormus and crowded its streets. It was

the highway into Asia from Kome
j

its ships traded with the

ports of Greece, Egypt, and the Levant;
2
and the Ionian

cities poured their inquisitive population into it at its great

1
Linqwntur Phrygil ad claras Asice volemus urbes. Catullus, Epig. xlvi.

2
Strabo, xiv. vol. iii. ed. Kramer, Berlin, 1848; Cellaring, Notitiai, ii. 80.
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annual festival in honour of Diana. Ephesiis had been visited

by many illustrious men, and on very different errands. It

had passed through many vicissitudes in earlier times, and

had through its own capricious vacillations been pillaged by
the armies of rival conquerors in succession

;
but it was now

to experience a greater revolution, for no blood was spilt, and

at the hands of a mightier hero, for truth was his only weapon.
Cicero is profuse in his compliments to the Ephesians for the

welcome which they gave him as he landed at their harbour

on his progress to his government of Cilicia (Ep. ad Alt. v. 13) ;

but the Christian herald met with no such ovation when
he entered their city. So truculent and unscrupulous was the

opposition which he at last encountered, that he tersely styles

it
"
fighting with wild beasts at Ephesus," and a tumultuous

and violent outrage which endangered his life hastened his

ultimate departure. Scipio, on the eve of the battle of Phar-

salia, had threatened to take possession of the vast sums

hoarded up in the temple of Diana, and Mark Antony had

exacted a nine years' tax in a two years' payment;
1 but Paul

and his colleagues were declared on high authority
" not to be

robbers of churches :" for their object was to give and not to

extort, yea, as he affirms, to circulate among the Gentiles "the

unsearchable riches of Christ." The Ephesians had prided

themselves in Alexander, a philosopher and mathematician,
and they fondly surnamed him the "

Light;" but his teaching
had left the city in such spiritual gloom, that the apostle was

obliged to say to them "
ye were sometimes darkness ;" and

himself was the first unshaded luminary that rose on the

benighted province. The poet Hipponax was born at Ephesus,
but his caustic style led men to call him 6 7rt/cpo9, "the bitter,"

and one of his envenomed sayings was,
" There are two happy

days in a man's life, the one when he gets his wife, and

the other when he buries her." How unlike the genial soul

of him of Tarsus, whose spirit so often dissolved in tears,

and who has in " the well-couched words
"

of this epistle

1 Article "
Ephesus," Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography ; Perry,

De Rebus Ephesiorum, Guttingen, 1837
;
or the full and interesting work of Gnhl

Ephesiaca : Scripsit Ernestus Guhl, Phil. Dr. Berolini, 1843 ;
Smith's Dictionary of

the Bible, Art.
"
Ephesns."
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honoured, hallowed, and blessed the nuptial bond ! The famed

painter Parrhasius, another boast of the Ionian capital, has

indeed received the high praises of Pliny (Hist. Nat. 35, 9)

and Quintilian, for his works suggested
" certain canons of

proportion," and he has been hailed as a lawgiver in his art
;

but his voluptuous and self-indulgent habits were only equalled

by his proverbial arrogance and conceit, for he claimed to be

the recipient of divine communications. Institut. xii. 10. On
the other hand, the apostle possessed a genuine revelation

from on high no dim and dreamy impressions, but lofty,

glorious, and distinct intuitions; nay, his writings contain the

germs of ethics and legislation for the world : but all the

while he rated himself so low, that his self-denial was on a

level with his humility, for he styles himself, in his letter to

the townsmen of Parrhasius,
" less than the least of all saints."

During his abode at Ephesus, the apostle prosecuted his

work with peculiar skill and tact. The heathen forms of

worship were not vulgarly attacked and abused, but the truth

in Jesus was earnestly and successfully demonstrated and

carried to many hearts
;
so that when the triumph of the

gospel was so soon felt in the diminished sale of silver shrines,

the preachers of a spiritual creed were formally absolved from

the. political crime of being
"
blasphemers of the goddess."

The toil of the preacher was incessant. He taught
"
publicly

and from house to house." Acts xx. 20. He went forth

"bearing precious seed, weeping;" for "day and night" he

warned them ''with tears." Acts xx. 31. What ardour,

earnestness, and intense aspiration ;
what a profound agitation

of regrets and longings stirred him when " with many tears
"

he testified
" both to the Jews and also to the Greeks repent-

ance toward God and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ."

By his assiduous labours the apostle founded and built up a

large and prosperous church. The fierce and prolonged oppo-
sition which he encountered from "many adversaries

"
(1 Cor.

xvi. 9), and the trials which befell him through
" the lying in

wait of the Jews" (Acts xx. 19), grieved, but did not alarm,
his dauntless heart. The school of Tyrannus

1 became the

1 For various opinions about Tyrannus, see Witsius, Meletemeta Leidensla, viii. 8
;

Suidas, sul) voce
; Neander, Pflanzung, i. 359

; Vitringa, de Vet. Si/nag, p. 137.
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scene of daily instruction and argument, and amidst the bitter

railing and maledictions of the Jews, the masses of the heathen

population were reached, excited, and brought within the circle

of evangelical influence. During this interval the new religion

was also carried through the province, the outlying hamlets

were visited, and the Ionian towns along the banks of the

Cayster, over the defiles of Mount Tmolus, and up the valley

of the Mseander, felt the power of the gospel ;
the rest of the

" seven churches
"

were planted or watered, and "
all they

which dwelt in Asia heard the word of the Lord Jesus."

Demetrius excited the alarm of his guild by the constrained

admission "Moreover, ye see and hear that not alone at

Ephesus, but almost throughout all Asia cr^eSoz/ irao-ris rrjs

'A<r/a9 this Paul hath persuaded and turned away much

people." Acts xix. 26.

The eloquence of the apostle was powerfully aided at this

crisis by his miracles Bvvd/meis pv r9 rvxpixras. Surprising
results sprang from the slightest contact with the wonder-

worker; diseases fled at. the approach of those light articles

of his dress as the symbols or conductors of divine power ;

and the evil spirits, formally acknowledging his supremacy,

quailed before him, and were ejected from the possessed.

These miracles, as has been well remarked, were of a kind

calculated to suppress and bring into contempt the magical

pretensions for which Ephesus was so famous. None of the

Ephesian arts were employed. No charm was needed
;
no

mystic scroll or engraven hieroglyph ;
there was no repetition

of uncouth syllables, no elaborate initiation into any occult

and intricate science by means of expensive books
;
but shawls

and aprons aovbdpia rj cn/uKivdia were the easy and expe-

ditious vehicles of healing agency. The superstitious
" char-

acters
"

'E(/>ecrta ypd^ara, so faTnous as popular amulets in

the Eastern world and which the Megalobyzi (Hesychius, sub

voce) and Melissa?, the priests and priestesses of Artemis, had

so carefully patronized were shown by the contrast to be

the most useless and stupid empiricism. Some wandering
Jewish exorcists a class which was common among the
"
dispersion

"
attempted an imitation of one of the miracles,

and used the name of Jesus as a charm. But the demoniac
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regarded such arrogant quackery as an insult, and took

immediate vengeance on the impostors. This sudden and

signal defeat of the seven sons of Sceva produced a deep and

general sensation among the Jews and Greeks, and "the

name of the Lord Jesus was magnified." Nay more, the

followers of magic felt themselves so utterly exposed and out-

done, that they
" confessed and showed their deeds." They

were forced to bow to a higher power, and acknowledge that

their
" curious arts

" rd irepiip^a were mere pretence and

delusion. Books containing the description of the secret power
and application of such a talisman, must have been eagerly

sought and highly prized. Those who possessed them now

felt their entire worthlessness, and convinced of the inutility

and sin of studying them or even keeping them, gathered them

and burnt them " before all men " an open act of homage to

the new and mighty power which Christianity had established

among them. The smoke and flame of those rolls were a

sacrificial desecration to Artemis worse and more alarming
than the previous burning of her temple by the madman
Herostratus. The numerous and costly books were then reck-

oned up in price, and their aggregate value was found to be

above two thousand pounds sterling dpyvpiov /juvpidSas irivre.

The sacred historian, after recording so decided a triumph,
adds with hearty emphasis

" so mightily grew the word of

God and prevailed." Acts xix. 20.

But " no small stir
"

Tapo.%09 OVK 6A,</yos was made by
the progress of Christianity and its victorious hostility to magic
and idolatry. .The temple of Diana or the oriental Artemis

had long been regarded as one of the wonders of the world.

The city claimed the title of vecoKopos, a title which, meaning
originally "temple-sweeper," was regarded at length as the

highest honour, and often engraved on the current coinage.

Guhl, p. 124; Conybeare and Howson, vol. ii. p. 76. The
town-clerk artfully introduced the mention of this dignity
into the commencement of his speech, for though all the

Ionic Hellenes claimed an interest in the temple, and it was
often named o 7% 'Ao-ta? mo?, yet Ephesus enjoyed the

special function of being the guardian or sacristan of the

edifice. The Ephesians were quite fanatical in their admira-
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tion and wardenship of the magnificent Ionic colonnades.
1

The quarries of Mount Prion had supplied the marble; the

art and wealth of Ephesian citizens and the jewellery of

Ephesian ladies had been plentifully contributed for its

adornment
;

its hundred and twenty-seven graceful columns,
some of them richly carved and coloured, were each the gift

of a king ;
its doors, ceiling, and staircase were formed

respectively of cypress, cedar, and vine-wood
;

it had an altar

by Praxiteles and a picture by Apelles ;
and in its coffers

reposed no little of the opulence of Western Asia. Thus

Xenophon deposited in it the tithe rrjv Sefcdrfjv which had

been set apart at Athens from the sale of slaves at Cerasus.

Anob. v. 34. A many-breasted idol of wood,
2 rude as an

African fetich, was worshipped in its shrine, in some portion

of which a meteoric stone may have been inserted, the token

of its being
" the image that fell from Jupiter

"
TOV BLOTTC-

roOs.j Still further, a flourishing trade was carried on in the

manufacture of silver shrines vaol or models of a portion of

the temple. These are often referred to by ancient writers,

and as few strangers seem t6 have left Ephesus without such

a memorial of their, visit, this artistic
" business brought no

small gain to the craftsmen." But the spread of Christianity
was fast destroying such gross and material superstition and

idolatry, for one of its first lessons was, as Demetrius rightly
declared "they be no gods which are made with hands."

The shrewd craftsman summoned together his brethren of the

same occupation re^vLrai, epyarai laid the matter before

them, represented the certain ruin of their manufacture, and

the speedy' extinction of the worship of Diana of Ephesus.
The trade was seized with a panic, and raised the uproarious

shout "Great is Diana of the Ephesians!" "The whole

city was filled 'with confusion." A mob was gathered and

seemed on the eve of effecting what Demetrius contemplated,

1 The asylum afforded by the temple impunitas usyla statuendv led to great

abuses interfering with the regular course of justice ; and in the reign of Tiberius

that city was heard by its delegates legati before the Roman senate in defence of

the sacredness of the edifice. Tacitus, Annal iii. 61.

2
Hot.vpa.ffTY, multimammia, Jerome, Procem. in Ep. ad Ephes.

3 Creuzer, Symlolik, ii. 113
; Euripides, Iphig. in Tcmr., 977

; Ovid, Fasti iii. 372
;

Dionys. Halicar. ii. 71.
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the expulsion or assassination of the apostle and his coadjutors

by lawless violence, so that no one could be singled out or

punished for the outrage. It would seem, too, that this tumult

took place at that season of the year the month of May,
sacred to Diana,

1 the period of the Pan-Ionic games when
a vast concourse of strangers had crowded into Ephesus, so

that the masses were the more easily alarmed and collected.

The emeute was so sudden, that " the most part knew not

wherefore they had come together." As usual on such occa-

sions in the Greek cities, the rush was to the theatre, to receive

information of the cause and character of the outbreak. (Thaat-

rum ubi consultare mos est. Tacitus, Hist. ii. 20.) -I
1wo of

Paul's companions were seized by the crowd, and the apostle,,
'

who had escaped, would himself have very willingly gone
in et9 TOV Sfjfiov and faced the angry and clamorous rabble,

if the disciples, seconded by some of the Asiarchs or presidents

of the games, who befriended him, had not prevented him. A
Jew named Alexander, probably the "

coppersmith,", and, as

a Jew, well known to be an opponent of idolatry, strove to

address the meeting airoKo^ela-daL T&> BijfJ>q> probably to

vindicate his own race, who had been long settled in Ephesus,
from being the cause of the disturbance, and to cast all the

blame upon the Christians. But his appearance was the signal

for renewed clamour, and for two hours the theatre resounded

with the fanatical yell
" Great is Diana of the Ephesians."

The town-clerk or recorder ^pa^aTev^ a magistrate of high

standing and multifarious and responsible functions in these

cities, had the dexterity to pacify and dismiss the rioters, first,

by an ingenious admixture of flattery, and then by sound legal

advice, telling them that the law was open, that the great

Ephesian assize was going on cvyopaioi ajovrat and that all

charges might be formally determined before the sitting tri-

bunal " and there are deputies teal avdimaroi elcriv ; while

other matters might be determined ev ra> hvo^ KK\r)ala

in the lawful assembly." Such a scene could not fail to excite

more inquiry into the principles of the new religion, and bring-

more converts within its pale. The divine traveller imme-

diately afterwards left the city. After visiting Greece, he sailed

1
Conybearc and Howson, vol. ii. p. 80, 81. -

'
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for Jerusalem, and touching at Miletus, he sent for the presby-
ters of the Ephesian church, and delivered to them the solemn

parting charge recorded in Acts xx. 18-35.

II. TITLE AND DESTINATION OP THE EPISTLE.

. It can surely be no matter of wonder that the apostle should

afterwards correspond with a community which had such an

origin and history as the church of Christ in Ephesus.
1 We

cannot sympathize with Mr. Conybeare in his remark, that

it
"

is a mysterious dispensation of providence
"
that Paul's

epistle to the metropolitan church at Ephesus "should not

have been preserved to us."2 For we believe that it has been

preserved, and that we have it rightly named in the present

canon of the New Testament. And such is the general testi-

mony of the early church..

Great stress cannot be laid on the evidence of Ignatius.

-In the twelfth chapter of his own epistle to the Ephesians,

according to the longer reading, there is no distinct reference

to the Pauline epistle, though there is a high probability of it
;

but there is an allusion to the apostle, and an intimation that

ev Trday ema-rotf) "in the whole epistle," he makes mention

of them. But in the briefer form of the Ignatian composition

that found in a Syriac version the entire chapter, with the

one before and after
it,

is left out, and, according to the high

authority of Burisen3 and Cureton, they are all three decidedly

spurious. Yet even in the Syriac version the diction is taken,

to a great extent, from the canonical book. It abounds in

such resemblances, that one cannot help thinking that Igna-

tius, writing to Ephesus, thought it an appropriate beauty to

enrich his letter with numerous forms of thought, style, and

imagery, from that epistle which an inspired correspondent

had once sent to the church in the same city. According to

one recension, we have allusions to Eph. i. 1, in cap. ix., and

to iv. 4 in cap. vi.

1 Gude, Comment, de Eccles. Eplies. Statu, Leips. 1732.

2 Conybeare and Howson, vol. ii. p. 404, note.

a
Ignatius von Antiocliien und Seine Zeit, p. 23, Hamburg, 1847.

4
Corpus lyiwtiunum, &c., by William Cureton, M.A., F.R.S., London, 1840.
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Irenseus, in the second century, has numerous references to

the epistle, and prefaces a quotation from Eph. v. 30 by these

words /caOws 6 (jbaicdpios IlauXo? (prjcriv,
ev rfi 7T/309 'E<jJ>e<rio9

eVio-roX^ "as the blessed Paul says in his epistle to the

Ephesians." Again, quoting Eph. i. 7, ii. 13-15, he begins

by affirming quomodo apostolus Ephesiis dicit' and similarly

does he characterize Eph. i. 13 in epistola qua ad Epliesios

est, dicens. Again, referring to v. 13, he says, TOVTO Se teal 6

IlaOXo? Xeyet. Adversus Hceres. lib. v. pp. 104, 718, 734, 756.

Nor is the testimony of Clement of Alexandria, later in

the same century, less decisive
; for, in the fourth book of his

Stromata, quoting Eph. v. 21, he says Bto ical ev ry 737)09

'E(jE>6cr/ov5 <ypd<f>ei; and in his Pedagogue he introduces a cita-

tion from Eph. iv. 13, 14, by a similar formula 'E<j!>6<7ioi<?

ypa<jxbv. Opera, pp, 499, 88, Colon. 1688. His numerous

other allusions refer it plainly to the apostle Paul.

In the next century we find Origen, in his book against

Celsus, referring to the epistle to the Ephesians, as first in

order, and then to the epistles to the Colossians, Thessalonians,

Philippians, and Romans, and speaking of all these composi-
tions as the words of Paul rot"? Hav\ov \6<yovs. Contra

Celsum, lib. iii. p. 122, eel. Spencer, Cantabrigise, 1677.

Again, in his tract On Prayer, he expressly refers to a state-

merit ev rfj ?r/)09 'E<etnW?.

The witness 'of Tertullian is in perfect agreement. For

example, in his book D& Monogamia, cap. v., he says Dicit

apostolus, ad Epliesios scribens, quoting Eph. i. .10. Again,
in the thirty-sixth chapter of his De Prcescriptionibus, his

appeal is in the following terms Age jam, qui voles curiosi-

tatem melius exercere in negotio salutis tuce, percurre ecclesias

opostolicas, apud quas ipsce adlmc cathedrae apostolorum suis

locis prcesident, apud quas ipsce authenticce litterce eorum reci-

tantur . ... si potes in Asiam tendere, lidbes EpJiesum.

Lastly, in lib. iv. cap. 5, of his work against M.arcion, we find

him saying Videamus, quid legant Phiiippenses, Thessaloni-

censes, Ephesii. Opera, vol. i. p. 767, vol. ii. pp. 33, 165, ed.

Oehler, 1854.

Cyprian, in the next age, is no less lucid
; for, in the

seventh chapter of the third book of his Testimonies, he uses

b
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this language Paulus apostolus ad Ephesios ; quoting iv. 30,

31, and in his seventy-fifth epistle he records his opinion thus

sed et Paulus apostolus hoc idem adhuc apertius et clarius

manifestans ad Ephesios scribit et dicit, CJiristus dilexit eccle-

siam ; v. 25. Opera, pp. 280 and 133, ed. Paris, 1836.

Such is the verdict of the ancient church. But though its

testimony is so decisive, it is not unanimous. Still, this

diversity of opinion only confirms the evidence of the vast

majority. In consequence, however, of this exception, the

question whether the common title to this epistle be the cor-

rect one, has been matter of prolonged controversy, and a

variety of opinion still exists among expositors and critics.

Apart from the evidence already adduced, the settlement of

the question depends, to a great extent, on the idea formed of

the genuinenesss of the words h 'E<eo-p, in the first verse.

The old versions are unanimous in their favour, and among

existing MSS. only three throw any doubt upon them. " But

what are these among so many?" In Codex 67, they have

been deleted by some later correctionist. In Codex B they
stand on the margin, as an apparent supplement of the

discovered omission by the original copyist, according to

Hug j

1 but according to Tischendorf, on whose critical acumen

and experience we place a higher confidence, they are an evi-

dent emendation from a second and subsequent hand.2
Iri

the Codex Sinaiticus yet unpublished, they are absent, but

supplied in like manner by a later hand.3

1 " Juxta tantum in margine a prima manu, pari elegantia et assiduitate ac

reliqua pars opens . . . sed cliaractere paullo exiliori." De Antiq. Cod. Vat.

Commentatio, 1810.

a " Manu altera posteriore in margine ista suppleta sunt." Novum Test, in loc.

seventh ed. Also more fully in Studien und Kritiken, 1846, p. 133.

3 Tischendorf says Multi sunt qui codicem post ipsuni scriptorem attigerunt. Alii

certos tantum libros, alii totum codicem vel certe pleraque recensuerunt, rursus alii

nou tarn recensondo textni quam supplementis quibusdam studuerunt, ut Ammonii

Eusebiique numeris addendis. Qua de re accuratiora in Prolegomenis dabimus. Is

qui h. 1. a/ iqi/rta supplevit, item ad finem evang. Lucae za< <mpej. us ro aujavon, totum

N. T. recensuit. Saeculo vixisse videtur sexto exeunte vel septimo atque in

numero correctorum eorum qui imprimis in censum veniunt quartum locum occupat.

In brevi adnotatione critica textui paginarum duodeviginti addita nobis dicitur

corr. Ex re enim esse visum est ut correctores et aetate et scriptura et indole cog-

nati uno codemque numero comprehendantur, nee nisi ubi ccrto distingui possunt
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Origen, as quoted in Cramer's Catena, says enl (JLOVWV

evpofjtev Keipevov, TO Cl row 07/0*9 Tofr overt
"

/cat

el fir) 7rape\/cet irpoarKeifievov TO "TO?? or/lot?

t," Tt SuvaTat a'ljfjtatvetv' opa ovv el yJrj wcnrep ev ry

ovofia (f>rjartv eavTov 6 ^prj/jtaTt^wv Mwcret TO doy, o#Tft>9 ol

row 6Wo9, ^IvovTObi 6We9, Ka\ovfj,evot oiovel etc TOV

etvat els TO elvat ' "
efeXeTO yap 6 609 TCL

/.ir} ovra"

iv 6 avTos TlavXos,
"

'iva, TO, ovTa KaTap^ffrj.^
" We

found the phrase
'
to the saints that are,' occurring only

in the case of the Ephesians, and we inquire what its

meaning may be. Observe then whether, as He who revealed

His name to Moses in Exodus calls His name I AM, so they
who are partakers of the I am, are those who be, being called

put of non-existence into existence for God, as Paul himself

says, chose the things that are not that He might destroy the

things that are." This, however, must be compared with the

references in Origen previously given by us.

The declaration of Basil of Cappadocia, not unlike that of

Origen, has often been quoted and discussed. The object of

Basil is to show that the Son of God cannot be said to be

begotten e' OVK OVTCOV, because he is 6W9 &v ; for while the

Gentiles who know Him not are called OVK OVTCL, his own

people are expressly named ol 6We9. The following is his

proof from Scripture, and he must have been sadly in lack of

argument when he could resort to it:
1 'AXXa /cat TOW 'E<j&eo-/ot9

o>9 yvrja-ioyj rjvaj/j,evot<> TW OVTI oY eTrvyvaxrecos,

avTOV? ISiaJyOVTWs wvo/jiaa-ev, elirdov TO?? 07/0*9 Tofc 'overt

/cat Trto-Tofc ev Xpto-Tft> 'Ii/croD* OVTO) yap /cat ol irpo

TrapaBeBco/cao'tj /cal ?7ytiet9 ev TO49 7ra\atot<; T&V

evptf/ca/tev. "But also writing to the Ephesians, as being

truly united by knowledge to Him WHO IS
;
he calls them in

a special sense THOSE WHO ARE, saying, To the saints Tofc

ova-t WHO ARE, and the faithful in Christ Jesus. For thus

those before us have transmitted it, and we have found it in

the ancient copies." No little refinement and subtlety have

been employed in the analysis of these words. It does not

singulatim indicentur. Notitia Editlonis Codicis BibUorum Sinaitici, page 19,

Lipsise, 1860.

1 Contra Eunomium, lib. ii. cap. 19
; Opera, ed. Gamier, torn. i. p. 254-55.
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much concern the critical fact which Basil states, whether,

with L'Enfant, Wolf, and Lardner, we understand him aa

basing his argument on the article tot?; or whether, with

Wiggers, we regard him as discovering his mystical exegesis

in the participle ofi<riv; or whether, with Michaelis and

Koppe, we hold that TOW oScrt is the phrase on which the

absurd emphasis is placed. The fact is plain, that in ancient

MSS. handed down from'previous centuries, he had found the

first verse without the words ev 'E^ecro), and thus rot? oScrt

/cal TrtaTofc. Had the phrase ev 'E<e<r&> occurred in the

clause, Basil's ingenuity could have found neither impulse
nor pabulum ;

and there is no proof that it ever stood in the

verse in any other position than that occupied by it in the

majority of Codices. Saints, says the father, are there called

ol 6We? they who are= that is, persons in actual posses-

sion of spiritual existence
;
and they receive this appellation

after Him WHO IS o &v the Being of pure and underived

essence. The omission of the words ev 'E^eo-w could only
warrant such a phantasy, for otherwise the statement might
have been founded as well on the initial verses of the epistles

to Borne or Philippi. The sum of Basil's statement is, that

in the early copies which he had consulted, ev 'E<ecra was

wanting ;
but the inference is, that the words existed in the

copies then 'in common circulation, nay, that the father him-

self looked upon the epistle as inscribed to the church in

Ephesus. At the same time, Basil does not state how many old

copies he saw, nor in what countries they originated, nor what

was their general character for accuracy. The corroborative

assertion that himself had seen them, would seem to indicate

that they were neither numerous nor of easy access. He does

not appeal to the received and ordinary reading of the verse,

but prides himself on a various reading which he had dis-

covered in ancient copies, and which does not seem to have

been commonly known, and he finally interposes his own

personal inspection and veracity as the only vouchers of his

declaration.

The statement of Jerome is not dissimilar. In his Com-

mentary on Ephesians i. 1, he says Quidam curiosius quam~
necesse est

} putant ex eo, quod Moysi dictum sit: Hcec dices
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filiis Israel) qui est misit me, etiam eos
} qui Ephesi sunt

}
sancti

et fideles essentice vocdbulo nuncupates, ut ab eo qui est,-
hi qui

sunt appellentur. Alii vero simpliciter non ad eos qui sunt, sed

qui Ephesi sancti et fideles sunt, scriptum arbilrantur. Opera,

ed. Vallarsius, torn. vii. p. 543. "
Some, with an excessive

refinement, think from what was said to Moses l These words

shalt thou say to the children of Israel, HE WHO IS has sent

me '

that the saints and faithful at Ephesus are addressed by
a term descriptive of essence, as if from him WHO IS, they had

been named THEY WHO ARE. Others, indeed, suppose that

the epistle was written not simply to those WHO ARE, but to

those WHO ARE AT EPHESUS, saints and faithful." The lan-

guage of Jerome does not warrant, so explicitly as that of

Basil, the supposition that he found any copies wanting the

words in Ephesus. At the same time, it is a strange mis-

apprehension of Bottger (Seitrage, &c. iii. p. 37) and Ols-

hausen to imagine, that Jerome did not himself adopt the

common reading, when he expressly delivers his opinion in

the very quotation. One would almost think, with Meyer,
that Jerome speaks of persons who gave ofi&i a pregnant sense,

though it stood in connection with ev 'E<e<r<p ; but the origina-

tion of such an exegesis in this verse only, and in none others

of identical phraseology, surpasses our comprehension for its

absurdity and caprice. Probably Jerome records the mere

fact or existence of such an interpretation, though he might
not have seen, and certainly does not mention, any MSS. on

whose peculiar omission it might have been founded. He
would, in all likelihood, have pointed out the origin of the

quaint exegesis from the absence of the local designation, if he

had known it
;
and the apparent curiositas of the explanation

lay in the fact, that TO?? o$(nv had an evident and natural

connection with ev 'E^etrco. Such a hypothesis appears to be

warranted by the order in which he arranges the words in his

Latin version qui JEpkesi sunt sancti et fideles as if in order

to give countenance to the alleged interpretation, the words

ev 'E<ecr> had, in construing the sentence, been dislodged
from their proper position. The probability is, however, that

Jerome refers to the passage from Origen already quoted ;
for

in his preface he says Illud quoque in prefatione commoneo
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ut sciatis Origenem tria volumina in Jianc epistolam conscripr

sisse, quern et nos ex parte sequuti sumus.

The general unanimity of the ancient church is also seen in

the peculiar and offensive prominence which was given to

Marcion's fabrication. This heresiarch, among his other inter-

polations, altered the title of the epistle, and addressed it to

the Laodiceans
TT/JO? AaoSi/cea?. One of the most acute and

vigorous of the ancient fathers thus describes and brands the

forgery Prcetereo Mo et de alid epistold quam nos ad Ephesios

prcescriptam habemus
}

hceretici vero ad Laodicenos. . .

JScclesice quidem veritate epistolam istam ad Ephesios habemus

emissam^ non ad Laodicenos : sed Marcion ei titulum aliquando

interpolare gestiit, quasi et in isto diligentissimus explorator.

NiJiil autem de titulis interest
}
cum ad omnes apostolus scrip-

serit, dum ad quosdam "I pass by in .this place another

epistle in our possession addressed to the Ephesians, but the

heretics have inscribed it to the Laodiceans .... According
to the true testimony of the church, we hold this epistle to

have been sent to the Ephesians. But Marcion sometimes

had a strong itching to change the title, as if in that matter

he had been a very diligent inquirer. The question about

titles is of no great moment, since the apostle wrote to all

when he wfote to some." Advers. Marcion, lib. v. cap. 11, 17.;

Opera, ed. Oehler, vol. ii. pp. 309, 323. We think it a strained

inference on the part of Meyer, that Tertullian did not read

ev 'E^ecrw in his copies, since in such a case he would have

appealed not to the testimony of the church, but to the words

of the sacred text. But the testimony of the church and the

testimony of the text were really identical, for it was only on

the text as preserved by the church that her testimony could

be intelligently based. By
"

title
"
in the preceding extract

we understand, in accordance with Tertullian's usus loquendi,

the superscription prefixed to the epistle, not the address con-

tained in ver. 1. But if Marcion changed the extra-textual

title, consistency must soon have obliged him also to alter

the reading of the salutation, and change ev 'E^eerp into ev

AaoSt/ceia. Tertullian, then, means to say, that Marcion in

his critical tamperings had interfered with the constant and

universal title of this epistle, and that he did this as the
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avowed result of minute inquiry and antiquarian research

(quasi diligentissimus explorator). We know not on what his

judgment was founded. He may have found the epistle in

circulation at Laodicea, or, as Pamelius conjectures in his

notes on Tertullian, it was the interpretation he attached to

Col. .iv. 16 "And when this epistle is read among you,
cause that it be read also in the church of the Laodiceans

;

and that ye likewise read the epistle from Laodicea." Mar-

cion's view was not only in contradiction of the whole church,

but his other literary misdemeanors throw a suspicion at

once on the motives of his procedure, and on the sobriety and

trustworthiness of his judgment.
The result of the whole inquiry is, that in some ancient

copies the words eV 'E06<r> did not exist, and that some

theologians built a doctrine upon the words of the clause as

read with the omission
;
that the omission was not justified by

the current MSS. in the third and fourth centuries
;
that the

judgment of the ancient church, with such slight exceptions,

regarded the epistle as inscribed to the Ephesians ;
and that

one noted heretic imagined that the current title should be

changed, and the inspired letter inscribed to the Laodiceans.

It seems strange indeed that this last opinion should have

been adopted by any succeeding writers. Yet we find that

several critics hold the view that the epistle was meant for

the church at Laodicea, among whom are Grotius, Mill, Du

Pin, Wall, Archbishop Wake, the younger Vitringa,
1

Venema,

Crellius, Wetstein, Pierce, Benson, Whiston, Paley,
2 Gres-

well,
3 Huth4

, Holzhausen, Kabiger
5
,
and Constable.6 The

only plausible argument for the theory is, .that there are no

personal references or salutations in the epistle a circumstance

supposed to be scarcely compatible with the idea of its being
sent to Ephesus, a city in which Paul had lived and laboured,

but quite in harmony with the notion of an epistle to the

1 Dissertatio da genuine titulo epistolze D. P. quse vulgo inscribitur ad Ephesios,

pp. 247-379. Franequerse, 1731.

2 Horse Paulinas, c. vi.

3 Dissertations upon a Harmony of the Gospels, vol. iv. pp. 208, 217. Sec. Ed.

4
Epistola ex Laodicea in encyclica ad Ephesios asservata. Erlang. 1751.

5 De Christologia Paulina, p. 47. Vratislavise, 1852.

6
Essays Critical and Theological, p. 77. London, 1859.
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church in Laodicea, in which the apostle is supposed to have

been a stranger. But such a hypothesis cannot set aside the

all but unanimous voice of Christian antiquity. And how
-came it that out of all copies Laodicea has dropt, and that it

is found in no early MS. or version, and that no ancient critic

but Marcion ever dreamed of .exchanging the local terms ?

Again if Col. iv. 16 be appealed to in the phrase
" the epistle

from Laodicea," then if that is to be identified with the present

Ephesian letter, it must have been written long prior to the

epistle to Colosse a conjecture at variance with many internal

proofs "and allusions
.;

for the so-called epistle to Ephesus and

that to Colosse were composed about the same period, and

despatched by the same trusty messenger, Tychicus. And
how should the apostle command the Colossian church to

salute in his name the brethren of Laodicea, if the Laodiceana

had received such a communication by the very same mes-

senger who carried the letter to Colosse, and who was charged

to give them all minute particulars as to the apostle's welfare

and thus comfort their hearts ?

It is also to be borne in mind, that Marcion does not fully

bear out this theory usually traced to him
;
for according to

Epiphanius, while he had some parts, pepi), ofan epistle to the

Laodiceans, he put .into his canon as, the seventh of Paul's

epistles that to the Ephesians e/386///?? 7rpb<; 'E0e<n'ou9. Hceres>

xlii. cap. 9, p.. 310, ed. Petavius
; Paris, 1662. Whatever

may be meant, in Col. iv. 16, by the epistle from Laodicea, it is

plain that it cannot, as Stier supposes, be the epistle before us
;

and plainer still, that it cannot be the brief and tasteless

forgery which now passes under the name of an Epistle to the

Laodiceans.

Another hypothesis which has received a very large support

is, that the epistle is an encyclical letter a species of inspired

circular not meant for any special church, but for a variety of

connected communities. The idea was originated by Usher,

in his Annales Veteris et Novi Testament^, under the year 64

A.D. Ubi notandum, in antiguis nonnullis codicibus (ut ex

Basilii libro ii. adversfos Eunomium, et Hieronymi in Jiunc

Apostoli locum commentarioj apparet) ge-neratim inscriptam

fuisse fianc episiolam rot? ayiois, rot? o&n, real ma-Tois ev
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j
vel (ut in litterarum encycticarum descriptione fieri

solebat] sanctis qui sunt . . . . et fidelibus in Christo Jesu,
ac si Ephesum primb) ut prcecipuam Aside, metropolim, missa ea

fuisset ; transmittenda inde ad reliquas (intersertis singularum

nominibus] ejusdem provincice ecclesias : ad guarum aliquas,

quas Paulus ipse nunyuam victunrat^ ilia ipsius verba potissimlim

spectaverint. His idea has been followed Tby a whole host of

scholars and critics, "by Gamier, in his note to the place cited

in Basil,
1
by Ziegler,

2

Hanlein,
3

Justi,
4 and Schmid, by such

writers of " Introductions
"
as Michaelis, Eichhorn, Bertholdt,

Credner, Schneckenburger, Hug, Feilmoser, Cellerier, Guerike,

Home, Bottger, Schott, and Neudecker, also by Neander,

Hemsen, Schrader, Liinemann, Anger/ Wiggers, Conybeare, .

and Burton, and by the commentators Bengel, Harless, Boeh-

mer, Zachariae, Eiickert, Matthies, Olshausen, Baumgarten-

Crusius, Bloomfield, Meier, Macknight, Stier, and Bisping.
These authors agree generally that Ephesus was not the

exclusive recipient of the epistle, and the majority of them

incline, in the face of all evidence, to hold the words ev

'E^ecrci) as a spurious interpolation. Others, such as Beza,

Turner, Harless, Boehmer, Schott, Liinemann,
8

Wiggers,
7

Schrader, Ellicott, Schaff,
8 and Hodge, reject this line of

proof, and build their argument on another foundation

believing that Ephesus received the epistle, but that some

daughter-churches in the immediate vicinity were associated

with it. To such an opinion there is less objection, though
while it seems to solve some difficulties, it suggests others.

The advocates of the encyclical character of the epistle are

not agreed among themselves. Many suppose that the

1 The treatises by the most of these authors are well known : some of them may
be noted.

2 In Henke's Magazin. iv. 2, p. 225.

3 Commentat. de lectoribus, quibus epistola Pauli quse ad Ephesios missa traditur,

vere scripta esse videatur. Erlang. 1797.

4 Vermischte Behandlungen, vol. ii. p. 81.

5 Uber den Laodicenerbrief, Leipz. 1843, replied to in Zeller's Theol. Jahrbuch

for 1844, p. 199.

6 De epistolje quam Paulus ad Ephesios dedisse perhibetur authentia, primis lec-

toribus, argumento summo ac consilio. Gotting. 1842.

1 Studien mid Kritiken, 1841-42, p. 423.

* History of the Apostolic Church, vol. ii. p. 380, Edinburgh, 1854.
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apostle left a blank space rot? oixriv. . . /cal Trto-Tot?, and

that the name of the intended place was filled in either by
Paul himself in the several copies ere they were despatched,

or by Tychicus as opportunity prompted, or that copies were

transcribed in Ephesus with the proper address inserted in each.

Each of these hypotheses is shaped to serve an end to explain

why so many Codices have ev 'E<eo^>, and none ev AaoSifceta.

There are some who believe that no blank room was originally

left at all, but that the sentence is in itself complete.' With
such an extraordinary view, the meaning differs according as

oftcriv is joined to the preceding ayiois or the following Trio-rots.

Meier and Oredner join oftcriv to Trta-rots, and render den

Heitigen, die auch getreu sind " the saints who are also faith-

ful," an interpretation which cannot be sustained. See under

i. 1, pp. 3, 4. Credner propounds a worse view, and regards

TTio-rofc as signifying genuine Pauline Christians. Schnecken-

burger and Matthies connect O$<TIV with 07/069, the latter giving
a sense welche da sind which Bengel had already advanced

gui prcesto sunt that is, as he explains it,
in the places

which Tychicus was under commission to visit. Schneck-

enburger renders to the saints who are really so -den Heiligen

die es in der That sind. Gresswell holds a similar view
;
but

the numerous so-called similar Greek formulae which he adduces

are not in point. Now the usual exordiums of the apostle are

fatal to these hypotheses, for in them not only is the place of

destination named, even though, as in the case of Galatia, it

include a province or circuit of churches, but the participle is

simply used along with the local name and without pregnant

emphasis.

How the words, ev 'E<ea-c0, came to be dropt out of the text,

as Basil affirms, we know not. Perhaps some early copyist

seeing the general nature of the epistle, left out the formula, to

give it the aspect of universal applicability. Or, the churches
" in Asia "

claiming an interest in the apostle and his letters

might have copies without the special local designation ; or,

as Wieseler suggests, the tendency of the second century to

take away personal reference out of the New Testament, may
have led to the omission, just as the words ev 'Papy are left

out in several MSS. of the Epistle to the Romans, i. 7.
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;
External evidence is thus wholly against the notion that

either Laodicea by itself, or Ephesus with a noted cluster of

sister communities, was the designed and formal recipient of

this epistle. Nor is the result of internal proof more in favour

of such hypotheses. It is argued that the apostle sends no

greetings to Ephesus a very strange omission, as he had

laboured there three years, and must have known personally

the majority of the members of the church. But the argument
is two-edged, for Paul's long years of labour at Ephesus .must

have made him acquainted with so many Christian people

there, that their very number may have prevented him from

sending any salutation. A roll far longer than the epistle itself

might have been filled, and yet the list would have by no

means been exhausted. Omissions might have given offence,

and Tychicus, who was from the same province, seems to have

been charged with all such private business. In churches

where the apostle knew only a few prominent individuals, they
are greeted, as in Philippi; Colosse, Borne, and Corinth. It

is also objected that an air of distance pervades the epistle, and

that it indicates nothing of that familiarity which the previous
three years' residence must certainly have induced. This idea

is no novelty. Theodoret, in the preface to his Exposition,
refers to some who were led to suppose from such language
that Paul wrote this letter before he had visited the Ephesians
at all. Euthalius1 and the author of the Synopsis of sacred

Scripture found in the works of Athanasius,
2
express a similar

opinion. To such statements, either in their simple or more

exaggerated form, we certainly demur, as the proofs adduced

in their behalf do by no means sustain them. The expression
in i. 15 has been usually fixed on " Wherefore I also, after

I heard of your faith in the Lord Jesus, and love unto all the

saints." But this statement is no proof that Paul was a

stranger. It rather indicates the reverse, as may be seen by

consulting our comment on the place. Dr. Davidson and

others instance the similar use of a/covo-a? in the letter to

Philemon, so that the inference based on the use of the

term in Ephesians cannot be justified. The same remarks

1
Zacagnii, Collectanea Monumentorum Vet. JSccles. &c. p. 624. Paris, 1 6,98.

2
Athanasius, Opera, torn. iii. p. 191, ed. Benedict. Paris, 1698.
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apply to other passages commonly adduced to prove the

encyclical nature of the Ephesian epistle. In iii, 2 the

apostle says eiye ^Koixrare, rendered Toy some "
if ye

have heard of the dispensation of grace committed to me for

you." But the phraseology does not express doubt. Con-

stable maintains that elye everywhere has the idea of doubt

attached to it. Essays, p. 90. But the statement is unguarded,
as the particle puts the matter in a hypothetical shape, and

by its use and position takes for granted the truth of what is

stated or assumed. Klotz-Devarius ii. p. 308. Constable also

refers to the commendation given to Tychicus, vi. 21, as if

that implied that he was a stranger. But Tychicus might be

of Asia, and yet not of Ephesus while the eulogy pronounced

upon him is a species of warrant, that whatever he said about

the apostle and his private affairs to them might be absolutely

credited; for he was intimate with the apostle "beloved"

and he was trusty. On the other hand, there are^not a few

distinct intimations of the writer's personal knowledge of those

whom he addressed. He writes to them as persons whom he

knew as sealed with the Spirit, as exhibiting the possession

of faith and love the Gentile portion of them as one with

the believing Jews as so well acquainted with him that they
were prone to faint at his sufferings, as having enjoyed distinct

and plenary instruction, and as taking such a deep interest

in his personal affairs, that they would be comforted by the

appearance of Tychicus. And these statements are also direct

language, pointedly addressed to one community, and not

vaguely to an assemblage of churches, unless they were

regarded as one with it. In short, the letter is intended for

advanced Christians
;
and such surely were those, so many of

whom had for so long a period enjoyed instruction from the

apostle's own lips. Some years had elapsed since he had been

at Ephesus, and, perhaps, on that account personal reminis-

cences were not inserted into the communication. "Nothing,"
as Dr. Davidson says, "is more unjust than to restrict the

apostle of the Gentiles, in his writings, to one unvarying
method." The opinion of Wetstein, Liinemann, and De

Wette, that this epistle is written to Gentile converts, while

the church at Ephesus was composed principally of Jews,
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is not according to the facts of the history, nor according
to the language of the epistle. It is true that the first

members of that church were Jews, and that the twelve

converted disciples of John seem to have formed its nucleus.

But was not Paul forced to leave the synagogue? and

what raised the ferment about the falling off in the sale of

shrines? Still we cannot accede to some commentators and

Dr. Davidson, that when Paul, in the first chapter, uses

rjpels he means himself and the Jewish converts
;
but when

he employs fytefr, the Gentile disciples are alone intended.

There is no hint that such is the case
;
and is it solely for the

Gentile Christians that the magnificent prayer in the first

chapter is presented ? There is nothing so distinctive about

"we "as to confine it to Jews, or about "ye" as to restrict

it to heathens, save where, as in ii. 11
;
the apostle marks

the limitation himself.

Timothy indeed is mentioned in the salutation to the Colos-

sians, but not in that to the Ephesians. But this fact affords

no argument against us
;

for no matter in what form the solu-

tion is offered, whether Timothy be supposed to have been

absent from Borne, or to have been in Ephesus, or to have

been a stranger at the time to the Ephesian church no

matter which hypothesis is adopted, the absence of the name
does not prove the encyclical character of the epistle. There

may be many reasons unknown to us why Timothy's name

was left out. If Timothy came to Ephesus soon after the

arrival of the epistle, Tychicus might have private information

to communicate about him, or have a letter from himself. So

that as his personal teaching was so soon to be enjoyed, this

epistle emanates solely from the great apostle.

We are therefore brought to the conclusion that the epistle

was really meant for and originally entituled to the church

at Ephesus. The strong external evidence is not weakened

by internal proof or statement
;
the seal and the superscription

are not contradicted by the contents. Such was the opinion of

the ancient church as a body, as seen in its MSS., quotations,

commentaries, and all its versions
;
of the mediaeval church

;

and in more modern times of the commentators Calvin, Bucer,

Wolf, Estius, Crocius, Piscator, Cocceius, Witsins, Zanchius,
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Bodius, Rollock, Aretius, Van Til, Roell, Quandt, Fergusson,

Dickson, Chandler, Whitby, Lardner, and more recently of

Cramer, Morus, Meyer, Davidson, Stuart,
1
Alexander,

2
Rinck,

3

Wurm,
4
Wieseler,

5

Alford, Newland, and Wordsworth.

III. GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.

The proofs that the apostle Paul wrote this letter are

stronger still than those which vouch for the correctness of its

present title. It may Ibe doubted, with Meyer, whether at

least the first of the two citations usually adduced from the

twelfth chapter of Polycarp's letter to the Philippians be one

from this epistle, since it may be regarded as taken from the

Old Testament; and perhaps the formula introducing both is

more usually employed in reference to the Old Testament

than the New. Patres Apostolici, ed. Jacobson, vol. ii. p. 487.

In the first chapter of the same letter there is a quotation from

Eph. ii. 8, 9 on %apirl ecrre creo'(ocrfji.ei>ot,)
OVK e' epycdv. Id. vol.

ii. p. 466. Besides the authorities already given, we might
refer to Origen, who, in his Commentary on John, says IIw?

6 IlavXo? (jjrja-i TTOV, teal rffjueOa reicva tyvcrei opyrjs. Again, in

his Commentary on Matthew, he refers to Eph. v. 32, under

the same heading 009 IlauXo? (brjarlv. Commentaria, ed.

Huet. vol. i. p. 497, ii. p. 315. From Polycarp downwards,

through the succession of patristic correspondents, apologists

and commentators, the evidence is unanimous, and even Mar-

cion did not secede from this catholic unity, nor apparently
did the Valentinians. Irenseus, Adv. Hceres., i. 8, 5. The

heretics, as well as the orthodox, agreed in acknowledging
the Pauline authorship. The quotations already adduced in

reference to the title, are, at the same time, a sample of the

overwhelming evidence. But De Wette, Usteri, Baur, and

1 Notes to Fosdick's English Translation of Hug's Introduction, p. 757, Andover,

1836.

2 In Kitto's Cyclopaedia ;
Art. Epistle to the Ephesians.

3 Sfcudien und Kritiken, 1849, p. 946 under the title Kann der Epheserbrief an

die Gemeinde zu Ephesus gerichtet seyn? von W. Fr. Rinck, Pfarrer Zu Greuzbach

im Badischen Oberlande.

4 Tiibin. Streitschriften, 1833, p. 97.

5 Chronologic des Apost. Zeitalt. p. 442, &c.
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Schwegler, have risen up against this confronting host of

authorities, and cast suspicion on the Pauline origin. Ewald,

too, in his die Sendschreiben des Apostel Paulus, &c., omits the

Epistle to the Ephesians, and regards the salutations in the

last chapter of Romans as a fragment of an epistle sent to

Ephesus. Not that there is any external fact in their favour
;

nor that any ancient writer falters in his belief, or hints that any
of his predecessors or contemporaries had the least hesitation.

Nay, the evidence may be traced back to the first link : for

the apostle John lived long at Ephesus, and there Polycarp
must have learned from him that Paul was the author

;
while

Irengeus, who is so decided in his testimony, enjoyed the tuition

of Polycarp. And what shall we say of the additional witness

of Ignatius and Origen, of Clement and Tertullian, Basil and

Cyprian ? But these German critics have a test of their own,
and they apply it at once, not to the external history or chain

of proof, but to the contents of the epistle. So thoroughly do

they believe themselves imbued with the spirit and idiom of

the inspired writer, that they can feel at once, and by an infalli-

ble sense, whether any composition ascribed to him be genuine
or spurious. They may not be able to detail the reasons of

their critical feeling, but they rely with calm self-possession on

their assthetical instincts.

De Wette adduces against the genuineness of this epistle,

its dependency (Abhangigkeit) on that to the Colossians a

thing, he says, without example, except in the case of the

first Epistle to Timothy which is also spurious. This epistle

is only a mere " verbose expansion
"

wortreiche Erweiterung
of that to the Colossians, and besides there are against it the

employment of unusual words, phrases, parentheses, digres-

sions, and pleonasms, and an indefinite Unpauline colour and

complexion, both in doctrine and diction. Einleit. in N. T.

146. Take a sample of the resemblances from the first

chapters of both epistles :

EPHESIANS.
.

COLOSSIANS.

i. 4 ?va/ tyttas ay/ot/s xa} apti- i. 22 napatfrJjrfa/

vwwiov aurou.
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EPHESIANS. COLOSSIANS.

i. 7 'Ev $ e^ofj^ev rfiv 7roXur- i. 14 'Ev w s^opsy rv\v

gcutfiv
dia rov afaaros auroC, rrjv rputiiv, r%v apeffiv ruv apapnuv.

utpsdiv rav irapairruftdruv.
r-

i. 10 E/s oiKovo/jjiav rov irXqpti- i. 20 Ka/ 3/ avrov

rwv xaipuv, avaxftpahaju- \dai ra wdvra sis avrbv,

ra -ravra sv rw Xp/tfrw, rcb cro/jjtfas S/a roD a/^aroj rou tfraupou

Iv ro?^ ovpavofg xal r& zirl rye, <yij$} auroD, S/' auro!>, g/Vs rcls ITT/ rSjg 7^5

Iv aur^T. g/Vs rcls Jv ro/^ ovpavo?*;.

i. 21 'iCirspdvu Traces a^%^s i. 16-18 '"Or/ li/ aur^
xai s^ovffiag xa} dwdfj^eug zal xupio- rcls crccvra rcls !v ro/g ovpavo?*; x<x,i r&

na,l wavrbs ovofAaros bvopatp- Iw/r^syjjs, rc<s oparA xa/ rcls aopara,

ou /AOI/OV Iv rw a/ww rourai g/Vs dpoi/o/ g/rs xvpiorqns s'/rs

dXXcIs xa/ If
rtfi jU-iXXoiT/. g>Vg g^outf/a/. rci irdvra, 5/' aurou

g/S ai/riv g^r/tfra/.
17Ka/ aurog

TT^o flrairwv %/ rcls irdvra sv avrfi

ffuve<frr)Hsv.
18Ka/ aurog stfriv q xsp-

aX% rov atiftaros, rr^g eaxXqgiag' b's

etfriv dpffl, irpuroroKos SK ruv veitpuv,

iva ysvqrai sv iratfiv avrbs irpurivuv,

These resemblances are not so strong as to warrant the idea

of imitation. The thought and connection are different in

both epistles. Thus in Eph. i. 4 perfection is presented as

the end or ideal of the eternal choice
;
but in Col. i, 22 it is

held out as the result of Christ's death. The forgiveness of

sins in Eph. i. 7 is introduced differently from Col. i. 14, though
in both places it is in natural connection with Christ

;
in the

first as a sequence of predestination, but in the second as an

element of redemption, and as introductory to a description of

the Redeemer's person. The references to the final effects of

Christ's death, in the two epistles, are also different, both in

introduction and aspect ;
it is re-capitulation in Eph. i. 10,

and reconciliation in Col. i. 20. In Eph. i. 21 the apostle

pictures Christ's official exaltation over all the heavenly hosts,

but in Col. i. 16, 18 he represents Christ as Creator, and there-

fore Head or Governor by essential and personal right. In

both epistles Christ is
/cefyaXr],

and the church is o-w/m j.
but

the accompanying illustration is different.

Other similar terms are selected by De Wette TrA.^/jWyU.a,

Eph. i. 23 Col. i. 19, ii. 9
; fjLvvrrtpiov, Eph. i. 9 Col. i. 26

;
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l v/jias tivras, Eph. ii. 1 Col. i. 13. Then come such phrases,
as

Trepiro/juv} ^apOTrowyTO?, Eph. ii. 11 Treptro/A^ a^eipoTrow?-

T09, Col. ii. 11
j aTryXkorpitofjievot, Eph. ii. 12, and Col. i. 21

;

v Sorypaa-tv, Eph. ii. 15, and in Col. ii. 14
j avro/caraATui^at,

Eph. ii. 16, and Col. i. 20. These resemblances, like the

previous ones, are however in connections so different that

they are proofs of originality, and not of imitation.

De Wette finds many other parallels, both in the thoughts
of the general sections, and also in particular phrases j

those

in Ephesians being moulded from those in Colossians. Thus
the paragraph, iii. 1-21, is said to be from Col. i. 24-29, and

the practical section, Eph. iv. 17 vi. 20, is alleged to be from

Col. iii. 5 iv. 4. Still these and many other similarities

adduced by the objector are by no means close
;
some of them

are not even striking parallels, and they have no tame or ser-

vile air about them. The passages in Ephesians are as bold,

free, and natural, as they are in Colossians. There is nothing
about them betraying imitation

j nothing like a cautious or

artistic selection of Pauline phrases, and setting them anew,
as if to disguise the theft and trick out a spurious letter. Even

Baur, who denies the Pauline authority of both epistles, admits

that both may have had the same author. Paulus, p. 455

Dass der Epheserbrief in einem secunddren Verhaltniss zum

Colosserbrief steht, geld am allem Mar Jiervor, ob er aber mel

spater geschrieben ist und einem andern zum Verfasser hat Jcann

bezweifelt werden. Sollten niclit beide Briefe zusammen als

Briiderpaar in die Welt ausgegangen seyn? Besides, as Meyer
has remarked, so far from Ephesians being a verbose expan-
sion of Colossians, as De Wette asserts, it shows in several

places a brevity of allusion where there is fuller statement in

Colossians. Compare Eph. i. 15, 17 Col. i. 3-6; Eph.
iv. 32 Col. iii. 12-14. The apostle's use of the quotation
from the 68th Psalm, in iv. 8, is brought against him by
De Wette, and, if so, what then shall we say of Horn. x. 6

and x. 18? The quotation in v. 14 is said by De Wette
to be from an unbiblical writing, and therefore unapostolic
in manner

;
but it is rather a free quotation from Isa. Ix. 1,

and is not without parallel even in the gospels. Matt. ii.

15, 23. Objections are also taken to the demonology, ii. 2,
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vi. 12, that it is exceptional; and to the characteristic epithets

or clauses connected with the name of God, that they are

singular, as in i. 17, iii. 9, 15, &c. Other peculiarities,
as

the prohibition of stealing and the comparison of Christ to

a bridegroom, are brought forward for the same end. We
may reply that not only are such representations apostolic,

but that they are also Pauline, for in other Pauline writings,

in some form or other, they find a place. The Epistle to the

Ephesians has certainly no system of dogmas or circle of allu-

sions peculiar to itself. It does in some points resemble that

to the Colossians but surely if two letters are written by
the same person, about the same period, and upon kindred

subjects, similarity of diction will inevitably occur. It would

be the merest affectation to seek to avoid it,
nor do the strictest

notions of inspiration forbid it. The mind insensibly vibrates

under the influence of former themes, and the earlier language

unconsciously intrudes itself. And if the topics, though gene-

rally similar, are specifically different, we expect in the style

generic resemblances, but specific variations. De Wette edited

the correspondence of Luther, but he has not rejected any.

letter, which, written in the same month with a previous one

upon some similar themes, is not unlike it in spirit and phrase.

Such a phenomenon occurs in this epistle, for many of its

verses contain diction somewhat similar to correspondent pas-

sages in Colossians. It is like that to the Colossians, and yet
unlike it not with the tawdry and dull similarity of imitation,

disguised by the artful sprinkling of a few discrepancies ;
but

it has that likeness which springs from unity of contempo-
raneous origin and theme, and that difference which results, at

the same time, from living independent thought. And if it

do contain un-Pauline thoughts and diction, how came it to be

received ? how was the forgery not detected ? The reasoning

against its genuineness seems to be on this wise. It is so

like Colossians that it cannot be an original document ;
but it

is also so unlike other Pauline letters, that it cannot be ascribed

to Paul. The statement neutralizes itself. If usual words

prove it an imitation, what do the unusual words prove?
Does not rather the natural combination of the so-called usual

and unusual phrases mark it as a document akin to the other
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production, and having a purpose, at the same time, peculiar

to itself? Every original composition on a distinct topic pre-

sents those very characteristics and affinities. But the whole

is Pauline in spirit and form. As in the other acknowledged

writings of Paul, so you have here the same easy connection

of thought, by means of a series of participles the same

delight in compound terms, especially formed with vvrep, and in

words that border on pleonasm the same tendency to go off

at a word, and strike into a parenthesis the same recurrence

of <ydp and OTI introducing a reason, and of 'tva pointing to a

high and final cause the same culmination of an argument,
in the triumphant insertion of ov povov and /caXXoy Se -the

same favourite formula of a conclusion or deduction in apa oftv

the same fondness for abstract terms, with the accumulation

of exhaustive epithets the same familiar appeal to the Old

Testament, and striking illustrations drawn from it the

same occasional recurrence to personal authority and inspired

warrant, in a mighty and irresistible eyw or ^pi the same

irregular and inconsequent syntax, as if thought jostled thought
the same rich and distinctive terminology that calls the

gospel iivcrrripiov, and prefixes 7rXot)T09 to so many of its

blessings ;
that includes BiKaioo-vvrj^ TriVrt?, X>7<n9, Ka,Ta\-

and %o)ij among its distinctive doctrines
;
that places

olfcoBo/j,^ avaicalvaxrtij and irpoa-cvywyr] among its

choicest privileges ;
that gives Jesus the undivided honour of

, /ee<>aX?7, Kvpios, and KpLrrfs ;
and in its ethics opposes

to
<ra/>f:,

finds its standard in PO/AO?, its power in

and its reward in eX-Tn? with its rich and eternal

K\rjpovo/jiLa. The style and theology of Paul are the same

here as elsewhere
;
and we are struck with the same lofty

genius and fervid eloquence; the same elevated and self-

denying temperament the same throbbings of a noble and

yearning heart
;
the same masses of thought, luminous and

many-tinted, like the cloud which glows under the reflected

splendours of the setting sun
;
the same vigorous mental grasp

which, amidst numerous digressions, is ever easily connecting

truths with first principles all these, the results of a master

mind into which nature and grace had poured in royal pro-

fusion their rarest and richest endowments.
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If, therefore, there be generic sameness in the two epistles

to Ephesus and Colosse, it is only in keeping ;
but if there be

specific difference it is only additional resemblance. If there

should be thirty-eight aira^ Xe<yo//,em in this epistle, there are

forty in the first two chapters of Colossiaiis, above a hundred

in Romans, and no less than two hundred and thirty in the

1st Epistle to the Corinthians. (See our Introduction to Colos-

sians.) The writer does use some peculiar terms, but why not ?

Might there not be many reasons in the modes of thought

and speech peculiar to Ephesus, and perfectly familiar to the

apostle, that led him to use in this epistle such words and

phrases as ev rofc eVovpay/ot?, i. 3, 20, ii. 6, iii. 10, vi. 12
;

tb, TTvevfJiariKdj vi. 12
; Sta/3oXo9, iv. 27, vi. 11

;

vi. 12; fftorripLoV) vi. 16; oiicovofiia, i. 10, iii. 2, 9;

ptovj v. 32
; TrKtfpafta, i. 23

; ev\oyia}
i. 3

; auovj ii. 2
; irepi-

irobi<ri,S) i. 14
; d^Oapa-la, vi. 24

; ftavOdvetvpiv. 20
; (fxurlfeiv,

iii. 9
; ir^pova-Bai ev

}
v. 18, and efc, iii. 19

; ySacrtXetia rov

eov KOI XpicrTov, v. 5
j

TO 0e\tj/j,a rov Kupiov}
v. 17. The

forms of construction excepted against are without any diffi-

culty, such as
r

iva with the optative, i. 17, iii. 16, IWe rywwo--

/COVTC9, v. 5
;
and iva ^>o/3^rat, v. 33. Nor is there any

stronger proof of spuriousness in the want of the article in the

instances adduced by the objector. Any forger who had studied

the apostle's style, could easily have avoided such little singu-

larities. In fine, what De Wette calls pleonasms (Breite und

Pleonasmus], as in i. 19, vi. 10, are clauses where each word

has its distinctive meaning; various relations and aspects of

one great idea being set out in their connection or develop-
ment. And if the epistle be a forgery, it is a base one, for

the author of it distinctly and frequently personates the apostle
" 1 Paul " " I Paul, the prisoner of Jesus Christ," &c., &c.

Indeed/the imitation is so good, that De Wette ascribes it

to the first century, and to a pupil of the apostle's. We can

scarcely suppose that an imposition so gross could be associated

with a genius so lofty as that which has composed such a letter.

Nor can we imagine that the Ephesian church would not detect

the plagiarism. This "
discerning of spirits

" was one of their

special gifts, for the keen and honest exercise of which the

Saviour eulogizes them when he says:
" Thou hast tried them
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which say they are apostles and are not, but hast found them

liars." Rev. ii. 2.

There is,
as we have said, that natural difference of style

which arises from difference of subject and situation, in itself

a proof of Pauline authorship. But we deny that there is any

inferiority, such as De Wette complains of, or any of that

verbosity, tedious and imperfect illustration, or superfluity of

terms which are adduced by him as objections. The style

betokens fulness of thought and a rich mind. There is order

without system, reasoning without technical argument, pro-

gress without syllogistic landmarks, the connection free and

pliant as in a familiar letter all converging on one great end,

and yet with a definite aim in the several parts. The imme-

diate terms are clear and precise, and yet the thoughts are

superposed

" With many a winding bout

In linked sweetness long-drawn out."

Each surge may be guaged, but the advancing tide is beyond
measurement.

Therefore the attack of De Wette, faintly responded to by
Usteri in his preface to his Paulin. Lehrbegriff, is wholly
unwarranted. It is based upon critical caprice, and upon a

restless subjectivity which gives its mere tastes the authority

of argument. Though so often self-deceived and exposed, it

still deludes itself with a consciousness of immense superi-r

ority, as if in possession of a second and subtle inspiration.

We place in opposition to De Wette's opinion the following

testimonies :
:

Chrysostom, no mean judge of a Greek style, says in his

preface to his Commentary, that as Ephesus was a place of

intellectual eminence ravra 8e qfuv ou% a.7r\w9 elpyrai, aX-V

wore Set^at, on rroXXr)<; e'Set rq> Tlav\w cnrovSr]? 7T/309 efceivov?

ypd<f)ovri. Aefyerat Be teal ra ftaOvrepa r&v vo^^drmv avrofc

efjiTrio-reva-ai
are 77877 Kartj^fjievoL^. "Ecru 8e vorjfAarwv /u-ecr-n;

77 e-TTtcTToX^ vtyrjK&v KOI Boyfjidrfov . . . /cal

ryepet, T&V vorj^drwv Kal virepoyKtov. *A <yap

e(f>OeyJ;aTo ravra evravda Si}\oi.
" Paul would neces-

sarily take great pains and trouble in writing to the Christians
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there. He is said to have intrusted them with his profoundest

conceptions, as they had been already so highly instructed,

and the epistle is full of lofty conceptions and doctrines," &c.

Jerome says in his preface Nunc ad Ephesios franseundum

est
}
mediam apostoli epistolam}

ut ordine ita et sensibus. Mediam

autem dico, non quo primas sequens}
extremis major sit

}
sed

quomodo cor animalis in medio est
}
ut ex hoc intelligatis quantis

difficultatibus, et quam profundis qucestionibus involuta sif.

Erasmus testifies Idem in hac epistola Pauli fervor, eadem

profunditas, idem omnino spiritus ac pectus. Passing Luther

and others, we refer to Witsius, who adds in his Meletemata

Leidensia (p. 192), in higher phraseology Ita vero universam

religionis Christianas summam divina hac epistola exponit, ut

exuberantem quandam non sermonis tantum Evangelici irappv)-

nrlavj sed et Spiritus Sancti vim et sensum, et charitatis Chris-

tiana flammam quandam ex electo illo pectore emicantem, et

lucis divince fulgorem quendam admirabilem inde elucentem, et

fontem aquce vivce inde scaturientem, aut ebullientem potius,

animadvertere liceat : idque tantd copia}
ut superabundans ilia

cordis plenitudo, ipsa animi sensa intimosque conceptus, con-

ceptus autem verba prolata, verba denique priora quceque

subsequentia, premantjUrgeant, obruant* Grotius, too, no enthu-

siast, thus describes it Merum sublimitatem adcequans verbis

sublimioribus quam ulla unquam habuit lingua humana. " In

this," says Coleridge, "the divinest composition of man, is

every doctrine of Christianity, first, those doctrines peculiar

to Christianity, and secondly, those precepts common to it

with natural religion." Table Talk, p. 82. London, 1851.

Similar testimonies might be taken from Eichhorn's Einleitungj

and from the prefaces of several of the commentators.

The attack upon the genuineness of this epistle (or rather

both epistles, for Colossians is set aside as well as Ephesians)

by the Tubingen school of criticism, is of a different nature.

Their idea is, that the epistle is a composition of the second cen-

tury, and that it had its origin in the Valentinian Gnosticism.

Baur,
1
,
the Coryphaeus of the party, has openly maintained

1 Der Apostel Paulus, sein Leben und Wirken, &c., p. 420, &c., Stuttgart, 1845
;

or his Kritische Miscellen zum Epheserbrief in Zeller's Theolog. Jahrb. 1844,

p. 378. Baur died in December, 1860.
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the extraordinary hypothesis. Schwegler,
1

Zeller, and

Schneckenburger have gone beyond their master in extrava-

gance ;
while Bruno Bauer 2 has surpassed them all in anti-

Pauline bitterness and absurdity.

This hypothesis has its origin in the leading . error of the

Tubingen school, viz., that the original type of Christianity

was nothing more than Ebionitism, and that its expansion by
the apostle of the Gentiles was in direct antagonism to Peter,

James, and the rest of the apostolical college. In proof, it

is maintained that John, in speaking of only twelve apostles,

in the Apocalypse, xxi. 14, excludes Paul from the sacred

number, and that he praises these very Ephesians for having
sifted and rejected his claims, when he says: "Thou hast

tried them which say they are apostles, and are not, but hast

found them liars." It is surely needless to dwell on the refu-

tation of such an uncritical statement. An excellent reply to

the whole delusion will be found in a recent work of Lechler,

Das Apostolische und Nachapostolische Zeitalter^ &c., 2nd ed-

Stuttgart, 1857.

In fact, the entire theory is a huge anachronism. The
Gnosticism of the second century was not wholly unchristian

either in idea or nomenclature, but it took from Scripture

whatever in thought or expression suited its specious theo-

sophy, and borrowed such materials to a large extent from the

epistles of the New Testament.3 Such a procedure may be

plainly proved. The same process has been repeated in

various forms, and in more recent times in Germany itself.

The inference is not, as these critics hold, that the epistles to

Colosse and Ephesus are the product of Gnosticism in array

against Ebionitism, but only that the Gnostic sophists gilded
their speculations with biblical phraseology. As well, were it

not for the long interval of centuries, might we infer that the

pantheism of Strauss originated no little of the language of

the apostle John, rather than was copied from it
;
or that the

Book of Mormon was the source of the original Scripture, and

1 Das Nachapostolische Zeitalter, &c. ii. 325, 326. Tubingen. 184.6, passim.
2 Kritik der Paulinischen Briefe, iii. p. 101. Berlin, 1852.

8 De Origine Ep. ad Coloss. et Eph. a criticis Tubingensibus e Gnosi Vakntiniana

dedticta. Scripsit Albertus Kloepper, Theol. Lie. Gryphise, 1863.
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not, as it is, a clumsy and recent caricature. We may well

ask How could a document so distinctly Gnostic be.accepted

by the church, which was ever in conflict with Gnosticism ?

Baur and his followers hold that this epistle is a Gnostic

effusion, because of its exalted views of the person and reign of

Christ, its allusions to various ranks in the heavenly hierarchy,

its repeated employment of the term irK^pm^a and its allied

verb, and its doctrine of the re-capitulation of all things in

Christ, as if such teaching and even diction were not common in

Paul's acknowledged epistles addressed to European churches.1

Thus the Christology is offensive to Baur, Eph. i. 20, though
the idea is found in 1 Cor. xv. 24. Why should not the apostle

develop his ideas more fully on some points, in addressing

churches in a region where errors on the same point might
soon intrude ? What connection have Gnostic seons shadowy
and impalpable emanations from the Bythos or from one

another with those thrones and dominions, principalities and

powers, over which Christ Jesus presides as Governor. Nay,
the Gnostics distinguished Christ and Jesus as aeons; the

former having, in fact, sent the latter as Saviour. The theo-

sophic speculations of the Valentinians are applied by Baur to

the term 'ir\r)pa)pta
)
in a way that is wholly unwarranted by

its occurrence in both epistles. In this epistle the term is

applied to time, as marked out by God, and so fulfilled or

filled up ;
to the church as filled by Christ, and to God as

denoting His spiritually perfect nature
;
and to Christ in the

phrase,
" the stature of the fulness of Christ." But in such

phrases there is no allusion to any metaphysical notion of the

Absolute, either to what contains it or"what is contained in it.

Most certainly in the nuptial illustration, v. 25, &c., there

is no reference to male and female aeons, or to the Suzygies
of the Yalentinian system such as that of the ^,0709 with

&>?7 from whom were generated avdpamos and eKfcXqcria, as if

the relation of Christ to His church were a similar relation

absolute essence realizing and developing itself in a con-

crete Being, as the wife is the complement of the man
Kara <rv%vyiav. One may indeed wonder how Baur could

dream that in iii. 10 " that now unto the principalities and
1

Rabiger, De Christologia Paulina contra Baurium. Vratislaviffl, 1852.
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powers in the heavenly places might be made known by
the church the manifold wisdom of God " was contained the

Gnostic idea of the seon
<ro<j>ia straggling to be united with

/3i>0o9, and her final return to the Trkrfpafjia through the

a-v&yla between Christ and His eKK\r)(r(a. Or who besides

Baur could imagine that in the phrases Kara rov al&va rov

rovTOV ; el? Tracra? ra9 yeveas rov ai&vo? r&v alwvwv ;

r&v al&vav there is a reference to the relation which

the Gnostic seons sustained to" God, as the primal extra-

temporal unity of time individualizing Himself in them as

periods, or to .their relation to another in sexual union and

development ? Nay more, in the phrases
" as is now revealed

unto His holy apostles and prophets ye are built upon the

foundation of the apostles and prophets
"

the quick eye of

Baur discovers traces of Montanism because in it prophets
had a high and honoured place as the organs of divine com-

munication. So that in his opinion the man who wrote those

phrases must have lived at a period when so-called prophets

enjoyed apostolic honour, and that he thus unconsciously betrays
himself and the lateness of his time. As if in Acts, Komans,
and 1st Corinthians there were no allusion to this class of men,
or as if all those documents too had a post-apostolic origin !

And then Baur would require to tell us how two systems so

opposed as Montanism and Gnosticism could thus coalesce

in the same epistle. The epithet 07/09, applied to the

apostles and prophets, betrays, according to De Wette also

a late origin, and the writer manifests his lateness by his

anxiety to identify himself and exalt himself as an
apostle,

a prisoner for the Gentiles a minister, less than the least of

all saints an ambassador in chains. What is this objec-
tion but dictating to the apostle how he shall write when
an old man in a prison, what amount of personal reference

shall go into his letters, or how large or small shall be the

subjective elements in his communication to any particular

community, and through it to all churches and for all

time? The expression "less than the least of all saints"

is in no way inconsistent with such an exalted assertion

as "by revelation he made known unto me the mystery;
"

for this refers to official function, and that only to personal
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emotion. A more decided contrast is found, in 1 Cor. xv. 9
" the least of the apostles, that am not meet to Ibe called an

apostle ;

" and 2 Cor. xi. 5 " I was not a whit behind the

very chiefest apostles." Surely, then, the resemblance which

the subsequent Gnosticism -bears to these doctrines in its

theosophy and angelology, is a proof that it borrowed the

shadowy likeness, but no proof that out of it were manu-

factured the apostolic documents. In fine, the whole scheme

has been overwhelmed with confusion
;
for it has been proved

by citations from Hippolytus,
1 that some books of the New

Testament are quoted by him more than half-a-century before

these Tubingen critics dated or allowed of their existence.

IV. RELATIONSHIP OP THE EPISTLES TO EPHESUS AND

COLOSSE.

The letters of the apostle are the fervent outburst of

pastoral zeal and attachment, written without reserve and

in unaffected simplicity. Sentiments come warm from the

heart without the shaping out, pruning, and punctilious

arrangement of a formal discourse. There is such a fresh

and familiar transcription of feeling, and so much of con-

versational frankness and vivacity, that the reader associates

the image of the writer with every paragraph, and his ear

seems to catch and recognize the very tones of oral address.

These impressions must have been deepened by the thought
that the.letter came from "such an one as Paul the aged," often

a sufferer, and now a prisoner. If he could not speak, he wrote
;

if he could not see them in person, he despatched to them

those silent messengers of love. Is it then any matter of

amazement that one letter should resemble another, or that

two written about the same time should have so much in

common, and each at the same time so much that is peculiar ?

The close relationship between the epistles to Colosse and

Ephesus must strike every reader, and the question has

been raised, which of them is the earlier production. The
answer is one very much of critical taste, and therefore

different decisions have been g-iven. A great host of names,
i Bunsen's Hippolytua, vol. i. Pref. London, 1852.
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which the reader will find in Davidson's Introduction, are in

favour of the letter to Ephesus ;
but others, and these includ-

ing Meyer, Harless, Wieseler, and Olshausen, declare for that

to Colpsse.

Neander says Und daraus erhettt auch, das er den Brief
an die Oolosser zuerst unter diesen beiden geschrieben hat ;

denn in demselben zeigen sick uns diese Gedanken in ihrer

ursprungliclien Enstehung und Beziehung, wie sie durch den

Qegensatz gegen jene in diesem Briefe von ihm belcampfte Selcte

hervorgerufen wurden. Geschichte der Pflanzung, &c., vol. i.

p. 524, 4 ed. That is
" In the epistle to the Colossians the

apostle's thoughts exhibit themselves in their original form

and connection, as they were called forth by his opposition to

the sect (of Judaizing Gnostics) whose sentiments and prac-

tices he combats in that epistle." Little stress can be laid on

such ah argument, for whenever the mind assumes an agonistic

attitude, its thoughts have always more vigour and specialty,

more pith and keenness, than when in calmness and peace it

discusses any ordinary and impersonal topic. Harless and

Wiggers have fixed upon Ephesians vi. 21, compared with

Colossians iv. 8. In Colossians the apostle says of Tychicus,
" Whom I have sent unto you that he might know your
estate." But in Ephesians he adds /cat,

" that ye also may
know my affairs, and what I am doing, Tychicus, a beloved

brother, shall make known to you all things." In using the

word "also," the apostle seems to refer to what he had said

to the Colossians. Naturally he first says to the Colossians,
" that ye may know," but in. a second letter to the Ephesians,
" that ye also may know." This hypothesis takes for granted
that the Ephesians would know what was contained in the

letter to Colosse, or at least that Tychicus would inform them

of its existence, and of its reference to himself as the bearer of

personal and private tidings of the apostle. The /cat, however,

may refer not to the Colossians, but to the apostle himself as

Alford puts it
" I have been going at length into the matters

concerning you, so if you also on your part wish to know my
matters," &c. The argument from ica

} therefore, cannot be

conclusively relied on. On the other hand, it is contended

by Hug and others, that the absence of Timothy's name in
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the "beginning of the Epistle to the Ephesians is a strong

proof in favour of its priority. Various solutions have been

given j
one probability is that Timothy was absent on some

important embassy. These critics suppose that he had not

by this time come to Borne, but did arrive ere Paul composed
the epistle. to Colosse. This circumstance is too precarious

for an argument to be founded upon it.

Efforts have been also made to demonstrate the priority of

the Epistle to the Ephesians, from its containing no expression
of any hopes of deliverance, and no reference to the success of

the gospel, whereas these occur in the Epistle to the Philip-

pians, written about the same time. But neither in Colossians

are there any such intimations, and in the letter to Philemon,
which Onesimus carried to him, as both he and Tychicus
carried theirs to the Colossians, he says, generally

" I trust

that through your prayers I shall be given unto you." The

question can scarce be solved on such data. It may be tried

by another criterion. Supposing Paul to be in imprison-

ment, which of these two churches would he most probably
write to, which of them stood most in need of an epistle,

which of them was in circumstances most likely to attract the

immediate attention of the prisoner that of Ephesus or that

of Colosse? Lardner has virtually laid down such a test.

There might be many considerations inducing the apostle

to write to the Ephesians soon after his arrival at Kome.

Ephesus was a place of great importance and traffic, and

in it Paul had stayed longer than in any other city, except
Antioch. Here also he had wrought many and special miracles,

and had enjoyed great success in his preaching. He had on

a previous occasion determined to sail by Ephesus, and when
he came to Miletus " he sent to Ephesus and called the elders

of the church." These things may have induced him to

write first to Ephesus on his coming to Rome, and having

liberty of correspondence. But we might thus reply to these

statements. The Ephesian church had preserved its faith

unsullied, for no reproof or warning is contained in the epistle.

They stood in no immediate need of apostolic correspondence.
No difficulty pressed them, for none is solved. No heresy had

crept in among them, for none is refuted. But Colosse was
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threatened by a false system, which would corrupt the sim-

plicity of the gospel, which had in it the elements of discord

and ruin, but which had a peculiar charm for the contemplative

inhabitants of Phrygia, so prone to mysticism, and therefore

would be the more seductive to the church of Colosse, and the

more calculated to work havoc among its members. This

being known to the apostle, such a jeopardy being set before

him, would he not at once write to Colosse, expose the false

system, warn against it,
and exhort the adherents of Chris-

tianity to a steadfast profession? Would he not feel an

immediate necessity for his interference, would not the case

appear to his mind more urgent, and having more claim on

his labour than the church of Ephesus, where truth was yet

kept pure, and the fire on the altar ascended with a steady

brilliancy ? Thus, of such an argument as that of Lardner

no advantage can be taken. Still, balancing probabilities in

a matter where facts cannot be fully ascertained, we may
incline to the opinion that the earlier epistle is that to the

Colossians.

The following table will point out the similarities between

the two epistles :

Eph. i. .1,
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Not a few of these similarities are but accidental, and those

which really deserve the name are corroborative proofs of

genuineness.

V. PLACE AND DATE OF ITS COMPOSITION.

The usual opinion has been that the epistle was written

in Borne. Some of the later German critics, however, have

concluded that Caesarea was the place of composition. Schulz

in the Studien und Kritiken, 1829, p. 612, first broached this

hypothesis, and he has been followed by Schneckenburger,

Bb'ttger, Reuss,
1
Wiggers, and even by Schott, Thiersch,

2 and

Meyer.
We find that Paul when in Csesarea was subjected to very

rigorous confinement. His own countrymen were bigoted and

violent, and only his friends might come and minister unto

him. Intercourse with other churches seems to have been

entirely prohibited. On the other hand, in Rome the watch

and ward, unstimulated by Jewish malice, were not so strict.

The apostle might preach, and labour to some extent in his

spiritual vocation. Again, Onesimus was with the apostle, a

fugitive slave who would rather run and hide himself in the

crowds of Rome, than flee to Csesarea where he might be more

easily detected. Aristarclms and Luke were at Rome too, but

there is no proof of their being with Paul at Ceesarea. Besides,

we have mention of the palace and " Caesar's household." We
cannot be brought to believe by all Bottger's reasoning, that

such an expression might apply to Herod's royal dwelling in

Cassarea. Surely Herod's house could never receive the lofty

appellation of Caesar's. Antiquity, with the probability of

fact, supports the notion that Rome was the place where the

epistle was composed. Those who contend for Csesarea lay

stress on the distance of Asia Minor from Rome, and on the

omission of the name of Onesimus in the Epistle to the Ephe-

sians, as
if, setting out from Csesarea, the bearer of the letter

would arrive at Colosse first, and Onesimus delivering himself

up to his master, would not proceed with Tychicus onward to

1 Geachichte d. Heil. Schrift. Novi Testamenti, 114.

2 Die Kirche in Apostolischen Zeitalter, &c., p. 17. Frankfurt, 1852.
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Ephesus. But there were peculiar reasons for commending
Onesimus to the Colossian church. His flight and conversion

would make him notorious and suspected. Besides, as Paul

says, he was one of themselves, and if he touched at Ephesus

first, he needed no formal introduction, being in the society of

Tychicus. Emphasis is laid on the phrase, TT/DOS &pav}

" for a

season," as if it signified
"
soon," and referred to the period

elapsing between the flight of the slave and his reaching Paul,

as if such brevity would be realized more likely at Csesarea

than Rome. But, as .has been answered, the phrase qualifies

%a)po-0r)}
and denotes that his separation from his master was

only temporary. On the whole the argument preponderates in

favour ofRome, as the place whence this epistle was despatched,
and probably about the year 62.1 From the metropolis of

the world, where luxury was added to ambition, and licen-

tiousness bathed in blood, an obscure and imprisoned foreigner

composes this sublime treatise, on a subject beyond the mental

range of the wisest of Western sages, and dictates a brief

system of ethics, which in purity, fulness, and symmetry

eclipses the boasted "Morals "
of Seneca, and the more laboured

and rhetorical disquisitions of Cicero.

VI. OBJECT AND CONTENTS OP THE EPISTLE.

The design of the apostle in writing to the Ephesian church

was not polemical. In Golossians, theosophic error is pointedly

and firmly refuted
;
but in Ephesians, principles are laid down

which might prove a barrier to its introduction. The apostle,

indeed, in his farewell address at Miletus, had a sad presenti-

ment of coming danger. Acts xx. 29, 30 " For I know this,

that after my departure shall grievous wolves enter in among

you, not sparing the flock. Also of your own selves shall

men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples

after them." But the epistle has no distinct allusion to such

spiritual mischief and disturbance. In 2nd Timothy, too^ the

heresy of Hymenaeus and Philetus is referred to, while Phy-

gellus and Hermogenes are said to have deserted the apostle

1
G-raul, De Sententia scripsisse Paulum suas ad Ephes. Coloss. PTiilem. Epittolas,

in Ccesareensi Captivitate. Lipsire, 1836.
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at Eome. In the apocalyptic missive addressed to Ephesus
as the first of the seven churches, no error is specified ;

but

the grave and general charge is one of spiritual declension.

The epistle before us may therefore be regarded as prophy-

lactic, more than corrective in its nature. What the imme-

diate occasion was, we know not
; possibly it was gratifying

intelligence from Ephesus. It seems as if the heart of the

apostle, fatigued and dispirited with the polemical argument
and warning to the Colossians, enjoyed a cordial relief and

satisfaction in pouring out its inmost thoughts on the higher

relations and transcendental doctrines of the gospel. The

epistle may be thus divided :

I. The salutation, i. 1, 2. II. A general description of

divine blessing enjoyed by the church in its source, means,

purpose, and final result, wound up with a prayer for further

spiritual gifts, and a richer and more penetrating Christian

experience, and concluding with an expanded view of the

original condition and present honours and privileges of the

Ephesian church, i. 3-23, and ii. 1-11. III. A record of

that marked change in spiritual position which the Gentile

believers now possessed, ending with an account of the writer's

selection to and qualification for the apostolate of heathendom,
a fact so considered as to keep them from being dispirited, and

to lead him to pray for enlarged spiritual benefactions on his

absent sympathizers, ii. 12-22, and iii. 1-21. IV. A chapter
on the unity of the church in its foundation and doctrine,

a unity undisturbed by diversity of gifts, iv. 1-17. V. Spe-
cial injunctions variously enjoined, and bearing upon ordinary
life. iv. 17-32, v. 1-33, vi. 1-10. VI. The image of a

spiritual warfare, mission of Tychicus, and valedictory bless-

ing, vi. 11-24. The paragraphs of this epistle could be sent

to no church partially enlightened, and but recently emerged
from heathendom. The church at Ephesus was, however, able

to appreciate its exalted views. And therefore are those rich

primary truths presented to it, tracing back all to the Father's

eternal and benignant will as the one origin ;
to the Son's

mediation and blood as the one channel, union with Him

being the one sphere ;
and to the Spirit's abiding work and

influence as the one inner power ;
while the grand end of the
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provision of salvation and the organization and blessing of the

church is His own glory in all the elements of its fulness.

The purpose of the apostle seems to Tbe to refresh the con-

sciousness of the church by the retrospect which he gives of

their past state and God's past sovereign mercy, and by the

prospect which he sets out of spiritual development crowned

with perfection in Him in whom all things are re-gathered
as well as by the vivid and continual appeal to present grace
and blessing which edges all the paragraphs.

Whatever emotions the church of Ephesus felt on receiving
such a communication, the effects produced were not perma-
nent. Though warned ]by its Lord, it did not return to its

"
first love," but gradually languished and died. The candle-

stick was at length removed out of his place, and Mahometan

gloom overspread the city. The spot has also become

one of external desolation. The sea has retired from the

harbour, and left behind it a pestilential morass. Fragments
of columns, arches, and porticos are strewn about, and the

wreck and rubbish of the great temple can scarcely be dis-

tinguished. The brood of the partridge nestles on the site

of the theatre, the streets are ploughed by the Ottoman

serf, and the heights of Coressus are only visited by wan-

dering flocks of goats. The best of the ruins columns of

green jasper were transplanted by Justinian to Constan-

tinople, to adorn the dome of the great church of Sancta

Sophia, and some are said to have been carried into Italy. A
straggling village of the name of Ayasaluk, or Asalook, is the

wretched representative of the great commercial metropolis of

Ionia. While thousands in every portion of Christendom

read this epistle with delight, there is no one now to read it

in the place to which it was originally addressed. Truly the

threatened blight has fallen on Ephesus.
1

VII. WORKS ON THE EPISTLE.

The principal writers on the literature of the epistle have

.already been mentioned in the course of the previous pages.

1 On the present state of Ephesus, the travels of Ainsworth and Fellowes, and

the work of Arundel " On the Seven Churches," may be read with advantage.

d
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Several ancient expositions of the epistle have Ibeen lost
;
for

Jerome makes mention of one by Origen, of another by Apol-
linaris of Laodicea, and of a third by Didymus of Alexandria.

Among the Fathers we have the twenty-four homilies of Chry-

sostom, and the commentaries of his followers Theodoret,

(Ecumenius, and Theophylact. We have often referred to

these, and to others in Cramer's Catena, as presenting the

earliest specimens of Greek commentary. The commentaries

of Jerome, Pelagius, and Ambrosiaster1
belong to the Latin

church. Exposition was not the work of medieval times,

though we have found some good notes in Anselm, Thomas

Aquinas, and Peter Lombard, and in the Postills of Nicolas

de Lyra of the fourteenth century. The expositors of the

Reformation period follow : Erasmus, Calvin, Beza, Musculus,

Bucer, and Bullinger ;
somewhat later among Ihe Catholics,

Estius and a-Lapide ;
and among the Protestants, Zanchius,

Calovius, Calixtus, Crocius, Cocceius, Piscator, Hunnras, Tar-

novius, Aretius, Jaspis, Hyperius, Sehmid, Eosll, and Wolf
all of whom have written more or less fully on the Epistle to

the Ephesians. Wetstein and Grotius follow, in another era,

with several of the writers in the Crilici Sacri. In England
there appeared

" An Entire Commentary upon the whole

Epistle to the Ephesians, wherein the text is learnedly and

powerfully opened, &c. preached by Paul Bayne, sometime

preacher of God's Word at St. Andrew's, Cambridge;" London,
1643 : and " An Exposition of the First and part of the

Second Chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians, by Thomas

Goodwin, D.D., sometime President of Magdalen College in

Oxford," was published at London in 1681. In Scotland we
have the Latin folio of Principal Boyd (Boclius), published at

London in 1652
;
the Latin duodecimo of Principal Itollock,

reprinted at Geneva, 1593
;
the Exposilio Analyitca of Dick-

son (Professor of Theology in the University of Glasgow) on

this and the other Epistles, published at Glasgow, 1645, and

dedicated to the Marquis ofArgyle,because his Grace had urged
that the Professor should devote some portion of his course to

1 An unknown writer, so called to distinguish him from Ambrose, to whom his

Commentaries were long ascribed, and with whose works they are still bound up.
Manv suupose him to have been Hilary the deacon.
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Biblical exegesis. Fergusson of Kilwinning also sent out a

" Brief Exposition of the Epistles of Paul to the Galatians and

Ephesians," at Edinburgh, 1659. The Commentaries of the

Socinian Crellius and Slichtingius are contained in the Fratres

Poloni. We have also the eloquent French work of Du Bosc

on a portion of the epistle, and a similar and smaller Medita-

tion by Gauthey, published in 1852. Lardner mentions an

exposition by a Dutch minister of Rotterdam, Peter Dinant,

of which a flattering review appeared in the Bibliotfieca

Bremensis, 1721. He opposed both the theory of Grotius

and Usher. We pass over the various editors of the New

Testament, such as Slade, Burton, Trollope, Valpy, Grinfield,

and Bloomfield
;
and the numerous annotators and collectors

of illustrations, such as Eisner, Kypke, Krebs, Knatchbull,

Loesner, Kiittner, Raphelius, Palairet, Bos, Heinsius, Alberti,

Keuchenius, Doughtseus, and Cameron, pronounced by Bishop

Hall, the most learned man that Scotland ever produced.

We have not space to characterize Hammond, Chandler,

Whitby, Callander, Locke, Doddridge, A. Clarke, Macknight,

Peile, and Barnes, and the more popular works on this epistle

by Lathrop, M'Ghee, Evans, Eastbourne, and Pridham. We
hasten to specify the recent German commentaries. From
that prolific nation of scholars and critics we have not only
such works as those of Morus, Flatt, Koppe, Eosenmiiller,

von Geiiach, Kahler, and others, but we have the following

formal and specific expositions on this epistle. Simply men-

tioning the comments of Spener (1730), of Baumgarten (Halle,

1767), of Schutz (Leipzig, 1778), of Mliller (Heidelberg, 1793),
and of Krause (Leipzig, 1789) we refer especially to the follow-

ing: Cramer, neue TJebersetzung des Briefes an die Epheser nebst

einer Auslegung desselben. Kiel, 1782. Holzhausen, der Brief
des Apostels Paulus an die Eplieser ubersetzt und erMart. Han-

nover, 1833. Riickert, der Brief Pauli an die Epheser erldutert

und vertheidigt. Leipzig, 1834. Matthies, Erldarung des

Briefes Pauli an die Epheser, Greifsvald, 1834. Meier,

Gommentar uber den Brief Pauli an die Epheser. Berlin, 1834.

Harless, Gommentar uber den Brief Pauli an die Epheser.

Erlangen, 2d ed. 1860. Olshausen, Biblischer Commentar,
vol. iv. Konigsberg, 1840. Meyer, Kritiscli exegetischer Com-
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mentar uber das N. T.; Achte Abtheilung Kritisch ExegetiscJies

Handbucli uber den Brief an die Epheser. Gottingen, 1859.

De Wette, Exegetisches Handbuch zum N. T. vol. ii. Leipzig,

1843. Passavant, Versuch einer praktischen Auslegimg des

Briefes Pauli an die Ephesier. Basel, 1836. Catenae in Sancti

Pauli Epist. in Gal. Ephesios, &c. ed. Cramer. Oxon. 1842.

Commentar uber den Brief Pauli an die Epheser, von L. F. O.

Baumgarten-Crusius, ed. Kimmel and Schauer. Jena, 1847.

Stier, Auslegung des Briefes an die EpTieser. Berlin, 1848.*

Bisping, ErTdarunc/. der Briefe an die Epheser, Philipper, &c.

Miinster, 1855. To these must be added the following recent

English and American writers : Turner, The Epistle to the

Ephesians in Greek and English. New York, 1856. Alford,

Greek Testament, vol. iii. London, 1856. Hodge, A Com-

mentary on the Epistle to the Ephesians. New York, 1856.

Ellicott, A Critical and Grammatical Commentary on St.

Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, 2d ed. London, 1859. Words-

worth, Greek Testament, part iii. London, 1859. Newland, A
New Catena on St. Paul's Epistles a Practical and Exeyetical

Commentary on the Epistle of St. Paul to the Ephesians.

Oxford and London, 1860.

i In Tholuck's Ansdger for 1838 occurs a series of reviews of the commentaries

of Matthies, Meier, Riickert, Holzhausen, and Harless, written, we believe, by
Prof. Baumgarten, late of Rostock.

NOTE.

In the following pages, when Buttmann, Matthiae, Kiihner,

Madvig, Kriiger, Bernhardy, Schmalfeld, Scheuerlein, Donald-

son, Jelf, Winer, Rost, Alt, Stuart, Green, and Trollope, are

simply quoted, the reference is to their respective Greek

grammars ;
and when Siiidas, Hesychius, Passow (ed. Eost

Palm, &c.), Robinson, Pape, Wilke, Wahl, Bretschneider,

Liddell and Scott, are named, the reference is to their respec-

tive lexicons. If Hartung be found without any addition,

we mean his Lehre von den Partikeln der Griechisehen Sprache,

2 vols. Erlangen, 1832. The majority of the other names are

those of the commentators or philologists enumerated in the

previous chapter, or authors whose works are specified. The
references to Tischendorf's New Testament are to the seventh

edition.



COMMENTARY ON EPHESIANS.

CHAP. I.

The first paragraph of the epistle introduces, according to

ancient usage, the name, and title or office of the writer, and

concludes with a salutation to the persons addressed, and for

whom the communication is intended.1

(Ver. 1.) IIcwXo?, aTrocrroXo? ^Kpicrrov 'I^croO. "Paul, an

apostle of Christ Jesus." The signification of the term anroa-

ro\o9 will' be found under chap. iv. 11. While the genitive

XjOioTou 'I^crov is that of possession, and not of ablation, jet

naturally, and from its historical significance, it indicates the

source, dignity, and functions of the apostolical commission,
Acts xxvii. 23. Though, as Harless suggests, the idea of

authorization often depends on some following clause, yet the

genitive apparently includes it the idea of authority being-

involved in such possession. This formal mention of his offi-

cial relation to Jesus Christ is designed to certify the truth

and claims of the following chapters. On similar occasions he

sometimes designates himself by a term which has in it -an

allusion to the special labours which his apostleship involved,

for he calls himself "a servant of Jesus Christ," Kom. i. 1
;

Phil. i. 1
;
Titus i. 1. See under Col. i. 1

j
and especially

under Phil. i. 1 :

Sia 06\7Jfjiaro<; eov "by the will of God." The prepo-

sition Sid points out the efficient cause. The apostle is fond

of recurring to the truth expressed in this clause, 1 and 2 Cor.

i. 1
;
Col. i. 1

;
2 Tim. i. 1. Sometimes the idea is varied, as

Kar eTTvrayrjv @eoO, in 1 Tim. i. 1
;
and to give it intensity

other adjuncts are occasionally employed, such as tckyros in

.'iov iOo( TO Itrto'reJ.eus trgotrrtBevKi TO ^xi^iv, Suidas.

B
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Bom. i. 1
;

1 Cor. i. 1. The notion of Alford, hinted at by

Bengel in his reference to verses 5, 9, 11, that the phrase may
have been suggested

"
by the great subject of which he is

about to treat," is not sustained by analogous instances. It is

added by the apostle generally, as the source and the seal of

his office, and not inserted as an anticipative thought, prompted

by the truth on which his mind was revolving. For his was

no daring or impious arrogation of the name and honours of

the apostolate; and that "will" according to which Paul

became an apostle, had signally and suddenly evinced its

origin and power. The great and extraordinary fact of his

conversion involved in it both a qualification for the apostle-

ship and a consecration to it els 01)9 eyd) ere aTrooreA-Xoi), Acts

xxvi. 17
;
1 Cor. ix. 1, xv. 8. It was by no deferred or cir-

cuitous process that he came at length to learn and believe

that God had ordained him an apostle ;
but his convictions

upon this point were based from the first on his own startled

and instructive experience, which, among other elements of

self-assurance, included in it the memory of that blinding-

splendour which enveloped him as he approached Damascus

on an errand of cruelty and blood; of the tenderness and

majesty of that voice which at once reached and subdued his

heart
*,

of the surprising agony which seized and held him till

Ananias brought him spiritual relief; and of the subsequent

theological tuition which he enjoyed in no earthly school.

Gal. i. 11, 12; 1 Tim. i. 11-13. So that writing to the

churches of Galatia, where his apostleship had been under-

rated if not denied, he says, with peculiar edge and precision,
"
Paul, an apostle, not of men, neither by man, but by Christ

Jesus and God the Father." Gal. i. 1. This epistle is

addressed

Tofc aylois Tofc ofta-iv ev 'E<e0-&> "
to the saints that are

in Ephesus." "Ayw, as a characteristic appellation of the

Christian church, occurs first in Acts ix. 13. The word,

rarely used by the Attic writers, who employ the kindred

adjective 0,7^69, is allied to a^o^ai and a<yafji(u}
and signifies

one devoted or set apart to God. Porson, Adversaria, p. 139
;

Buttmann, Lexilogus, sub voce. This radical meaning is

clearly seen in the related ar/ictfa, in such passages as Matt.
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xxiii. 17
;
John x. 36, xvii. 17. It is not, however, to classic

usage that we are to trace the special meaning of 07*09 in the

New Testament, "but to its employment in the Septuagint as

the Greek representative of the Hebrew
tiip, Dent, xxxiii. 3

;

This notion of consecration is not, as Kobinson seems to

intimate, founded on holiness
;
for persons or things became

holy in being set apart to God, and, from this association

of ideas, holiness was ascribed to the tabernacle, with its

furniture, its worshippers, and its periods of service. The idea

of inner sanctity contained in the expressive epithet originates,

therefore, in the primary sense of unreserved and exclusive

devotement to Jehovah. Nor, on the other hand, can we
accede to the opinion of Locke and Harless, that the word has

no reference in itself to internal character, for consecration to

God not only implied that the best of its kind was both claimed

by Him and given to Him, but it also demanded that the hal-

lowed gift be kept free from sacrilegious stain and debasement.

So that, by the natural operation of this conservative element,

holiness, in the common theological sense of the term, springs

from consecration, and the "saints" do acquire personal and

internal holiness from their near' relation to God
;
the con-

sciousness of their consecration having an invincible tendency
to deepen and sustain spiritual purity within them. When
Harless says that the notion of holiness which cannot be

disjoined from a Christian ayio?, is not got from the word,
but from our knowledge of the essence of that Christian com-

munity to which such a aytos belongs, he seems to confound

source and result
;
for one may reply that it is the aytot who,

as such, originate the character of the Christian community,
and not it which gives a character to them. The appel-
lation aytoL thus exhibits the Christian church in its normal

aspect a community of men self-devoted to God and His

service. Nor does it ever seem to lose this meaning,
even when used as a general epithet or in a local sense,

as in Act ix. 32, xxvi. 10
;
Rom. xv. 25. The words rots

vba-w ev 'E<ecr&>, which simply indicate locality, have been

already analyzed in the Prolegomena. The saints are further

characterized

ical 7T40-Tot9 ev Xto-Tw 'I^o-ou
" and believers in Christ
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Jesus." These words contain an additional element of

description, and the two clauses mark out the same society

in two special characteristics. But the meaning of TTICTTOS

in this connection must first be determined. There are two

classes of interpreters : 1. Such as give the adjective the

sense of JideUs, "faithful," in the modern acceptation of the

English term that is, true to their profession. Such is the

view of Grotius, Rosenmuller, Meier, and Stier. But were

such a sense adopted, we must suppose the apostle either to

make a distinction "between two classes of persons who were

or had been members of the Ephesian church, or to affirm

that all of them were trusty were, in his judgment, persons
of genuine and of untainted integrity. Did he then suppose
that all the professed ayioi were faithful? Or among the

ayioi did he distinguish and compliment such of them as were

blessed with fidelity ? The word in itself is not very deter-

minate, though generally in New Testament usage TZYO-TO? in

the sense of faithful fidetis is accompanied by an accusative

with eW, or a dative with eV, in reference to things over

which trust has been exercised, and by the dative when the

person is referred to toward whom the faithfulness is cherished.

The idea of "
faithful to Christ

" would have required but the

simple dative, as in Heb. iii. 2. We have indeed the phrase
in 1 Cor. iv. 17 a^a'rr^rov teal rmcrrov ev Kvpiw, but there the

formula,
" in the Lord," qualifies both adjectives. 2. Some

give the term its active sense of "
believers," faithful, in its

original and old English meaning, faith-full full of faith

TTicrr^ being equivalent to Trio-Tevwv, save that the adjective

points to condition rather than act. Many old interpreters,

such as Roell, Cocceius, Vatablus, Crellius, and Calovius, with

the majority of modern interpreters, take the word in this sig-

nification. For a like use of the word in classical writers a

use common to similar verbal adjectives see Kiilmer, 409,
3. The term TTLO-TOS has often this meaning, and is so

rendered in our version, John xx. 27
;
Acts x. 45, xvi. 1

;

2 Coivvi. 15
;

1 Tim. iv. 3, 10, 12, v. 16, vi. 2. It should

have been so translated in other places, as Gal. iii. 9
;
Acts

xvi. 15
;
Titus i. 6. The Syriac version also renders it by

the participle 1 1 Vi. rr\ *n believing. Hesycliius defines it
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by eu7ret#?79. The phrase is thus a second and appropriate

epithet, more distinctive than the preceding, while the article

is not repeated. It is a weak supposition of Morns and

Macknight, that these words were added merely for the sake

of distinction, because the epithet
" saints

" had but the

simple force of a common title in the apostolical letters.

Neither do we conceive that the full force and meaning are

brought out if with some, as Beza, Bodius, a-Lapide, Calovius,

and Vorstius, we take the icai as epexegetical, and reduce the

clause into a mere explanation of the preceding title, as if it

stood thus" To the saints in Ephesus, to wit, the believers

in Christ Jesus." For the salient point of their profession

was faith in Christ Jesus, belief in the man Jesus as the

Messiah, the anointed Saviour, the commissioned and success-

ful deliverer of the world from all the penal effects of the fall.

It was its faith specifically and definitely in Christ Jesus that

distinguished the church in Ephesus from the fane of Artemis

and the synagogue of the sons of Abraham. Tlio-ros is here

followed by ev referring to the object in which faith terminates

and reposes ;
els is sometimes employed, but ev is found with

the noun in this chapter, ver. 15
;

Gal. iii. 26
j
Col. i. 4

;
see

also Mark i. 15. The same usage is found in the Septuagint,

Ps. Ixxviii. 22
;
Jer. xii. 6, based perhaps on the Hebrew for-

mula "a ypMrr
"

Though the verbal adjective be used here in its

active sense, it may therefore be followed by this preposition.

If, when ek is employed, faith is usually represented as going
out and leaning on its object, and if eiri expresses the additional

idea of the trustworthiness of him whom we credit, then eif in

1 The disputed signification of this word affords a peculiar and curious instance

of the hazard of extreme opinions. H. Stephens had affirmed in his Thesaurus that

o'la-ros is never used in an active sense, and never seems to signify one gidjidem hdbel ,

aut etiam qui credulus est. N. Fuller in his Miscellanea /Sacra, lib. i. ch. 19, main-

tains, in opposition to the great lexicographer, that whenever the term is applied to

a Christian man pro Jtomine Christiana seu pio iisurpatur it invariably denotes a

believer, qui credit aut fidem adhilet Deo, The usage of the New Testament in at

least nineteen places, shows that it has this latter or active sense
; still, in some

clauses, even when applied to Christians, it seems to bear the sense ofjidelis 1 Tim.

i. 12
;
2 Tim. ii. 2

; Col. iv. 9
;

1 Pet. v. 12
;
Rev. ii. 10. Among the Greek

Fathers, the word is used in both senses, as the examples adduced by Suicer, sub

voce, abundantly testify.
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the formula Ibefore us gives prominence to the notion of placid

exercise, especially as ev is not so closely attached to the adjec-

tive as it would be to the verb or participle if it followed either

of them. Fritzsche, Comment, in Marc., p. 25. The faith of

the Ephesian converts rested in Jesus, in calm and perma-
nent repose. It was not a mere external dependence placed

on Him, but it had convinced itself of His power and love,

of His sympathy and merits
;

it not only knew the strength

of His arm, it had also penetrated and felt the throbbing
tenderness of His heart it was therefore in Him. There

might have been agitation, anxiety, and terrible perturbation
of spirit when the claims of Christ were first presented and

brought into sharp conflict with previous convictions and

traditionary prepossessions; but the turmoil had subsided into

quiescent and immovable confidence in the Son of God.

But does ev X/jto-rcS 'I^o-ov simply qualify Trio-rots ? or does

it not also qualify ayiow ? Storr renders it Qui Ohristo sacri

sunt et in eum credunt. (Opuscula, ii. 121). The phrase
"
saints in Christ Jesus

"
occurs in Phil. i. 1, and the meaning

is apparent saints in spiritual fellowship with Christ. In

Col. i. 2 we have "saints and believing brethren in Christ,"

where the words in question may not only qualify
"
saints,"

but also describe the essence and circle of the spiritual

brotherhood. But we are inclined, with Jerome, Meyer, De

Wette, and Ellicott, in opposition to Harless, Meier, and

Baumgarten-Crusius, to restrict the words ev Xpiarm 'lyo-ov

to TTto-rofr. The previous epithet is complete without such

an addition, but this second one is not so distinctive without

the supplement. The intervention of the words rofc OIHTIV

ev 'E<ecr< separates the two phrases, and seems to mark them

as independent appellations. But though grammatically they

may be separate names of the same Christian community,

they are essentially and theologically connected. ''Nemo

fidelis," says Calvin, "nisi qui sanctus; et nemo rursum

sanctus, nisi qui fidelis." The more powerful and pervad-

ing such faith is the more the whole inner nature is brought
under its controlling and assimilating influence; the more

deeply and vividly it realizes Christ in authority, example,
and proprietary interest in "the church which He has
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purchased with His own blood," then the more cordial, entire,

and unreserved will be the consecration.

(Ver. 2.) Xapt9 vjuv real eiprjvr)
" Grace to you and

peace." The apostolical salutation is cordial and comprehen-
sive. " Claudius Lysias to the most excellent governor,

greeting" Paul to the Ephesians, "grace and peace." It

is far more expressive than the vyialvew, yaCpetVj or ev Trpdr-

reiv of the ancient classic formula. The same or similar

phraseology occurs in the beginning of most of the epistles.

Xa/>t9, allied to ^atpetv and the Latin gratia^ signifies favour,

and, especially in the New Testament, divine favour that

goodwill on God's part which not only provides and applies

salvation, but blesses, cheers, and assists believers. As a

wish expressed for the Ephesian church, it does not denote

mercy in its general aspect, but that many-sided favour that

comes in the form of hope to saints in despondency, of joy
to them in sorrow, of patience to them in suffering, of vic-

tory to them under assault, and of final triumph to them in

the hour of death. And so the the apostle calls it %a/Hz> els

evttaipov fiotfOeiav grace in order to well-timed assistance.

Heb. iv. 16.

'Eiiptfvr) Peace, is the Greek equivalent of the Hebrew
Dibti a term of familiar and beautiful significance. It includes

every blessing being and well-being. It was the formula of

ordinary courtesy at meeting and parting.
" Peace I leave

with you," said our Lord
;
but the term was no symbol of cold

and formal politeness
" not as the world giveth, give I unto

you." John xiv. 27. The word in this connection denotes

that form of spiritual blessing which keeps the heart in a

state of happy repose. It is therefore but another phase, or

rather it is the result, of the previous %/cw. Stier distin-

guishes these two blessings, as if they corresponded to the

previous epithets 0,71049 Kal Trio-rots, grace being appropriate

to the "
saints," as the first basis of their sanctification

j
and

peace to the "
faithful," as the last aim or effect of their confi-

dence in God. But "
grace and peace

"
are often employed in

salutations where the two epithets of saints and believers in

Christ Jesus do not occur, so that it would be an excess of

refinement either to introduce such a distinction in this place,
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or to say, with the same author, that the two expressions

foreshadow the dualism of the epistle first, the grace of God
toward the church, and then its faith toward Him. Nor can

we, as Jerome hints, ascribe grace to the Father and peace to

the Son as their separate and respective sources. A conscious

possession of the divine favour can alone create and sustain

mental tranquillity. To use an impressive figure of Scripture,

the unsanctified heart resembles " the troubled sea," in con-

stant uproar and agitation dark, muddy, and tempestuous ;

but the storm subsides, for a voice of power has cried "
Peace,

be still," and there is
" a great calm :" the lowering clouds are

dispelled, and the azure sky smiles on its own reflection in the

bosom of the quiet and glassy deep. The favour of God and

the felt enjoyment of
it,

the apostle wishes to the members of

the Ephesian church in this salutation
; yea, grace and peace

cmo eov Trarpbs rj^wv /cal Ktynov 'I^croO XyotcrroC
" from

God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." The source of

these spiritual blessings is now stated. Erasmus, Morus, and

some Socinian interpreters, would understand the connection

as if /cvplov were governed by Trar/ofo, and not by airo

" From God our Father, the Father, too, of our Lord Jesus

Christ." This interpretation would sever Jesus from the

bestowment of these blessings, as, in such an exegesis, they
are supposed to descend from God, who is our Father, and

who is at the same time designated as Christ's Father. This

construction is wholly unwarranted. Father and son are both

specified as the sources of grace and peace. Grace and peace
are not earth-born blessings ; they descend from heaven, from

God on His glorious throne, whose high prerogative it is to

send down those special influences and from Christ at His

right hand, who has provided these blessed gifts by His suffer-

ings, and death who died to secure, and is exalted to bestow

them, and whose constant living sympathy with His people

enables Him to appreciate their wants, and prompts Him out

of His own fulness to supply them. God is described as our

Father r^iwv. Our sonship will be illustrated under ver. 5.

The universal Governor being the parent of believers, who
have a common fatherhood in Him, grace and peace are

viewed as paternal gifts.
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The Saviour is characterized as Lord Jesus Christ
;

"
Lord,"

Master, or Proprietor.
'O KvpLos is 'often applied to Jesus in the

Pauline writings. It corresponds to the theocratic intimations

of a king a great king to preside over the spiritual Sion.

Ps. ex. 1. Gabler, in his New Theological Journal, iv. p. 11,

has affirmed, that in the New Testament /cupto?, without

the article, refers to God, and that d /cvpios is the uniform

appellation of Christ a distinction which cannot be main-

tained, as may "be seen by a reference to Rom. xv. 11
;
1 Cor.

x. 26
;
Heb. viii. 2

;
for in all those passages the reference is

to God, and yet the article is prefixed. Winer, 19, 1. Like

go? in many places, it is often used without the article when
it refers to Christ. In about two hundred and twenty instances

in the writings of Paul, icvpios denotes the Saviour, and in

about a hundred instances it is joined to His other names,
as in the phrase before us. Perhaps in not more than three

places, which are not quotations or based on quotations, does

Paul apply /cvpio? to God.1 It was a familiar and favourite

designation the exalted Jesus is "Lord of all" "He has

made Him both Lord and Christ." He has won this Lord-

ship by His blood. Phil. ii. 8, 11. " He has been exalted,"
that every tongue should salute Him as Lord. 1 Cor. xii. 3.

While the title may belong to Him as Creator and Preserver,

it is especially given Him as the enthroned God-man, for His

sceptre controls the universe. The range of that Lordship has

infinitude for its extent, and eternity for its duration. The

term, as Suicer quaintly remarks, refers not to ovcria, but to

ejjova-La. And as He is Head of the church, and " Head over

all things to the church"- its Proprietor, Organizer, Governor,

Guardian, Blesser, and Judge whose law it obeys, whose

ordinances it hallows, whose spirit it cherishes, whose truth it

conserves, and whose welcome to glory it anticipates and pre-

pares for
;
therefore may He. sustaining such a relation to his

spiritual kingdom, be so often and so fondly named as LORD.

The apostle invokes upon the Ephesians grace and peace from

the Lord Jesus Christ whose supreme administration was

designed to secure, and does actually confer, those lordly gifts.

1 Stuart's Essay, Biblical Repository, vol. iv.
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The mention of spiritual blessing fills the susceptible mind

of the apostle with ardent gratitude, and incites him to praise.

In his writings argument often rises into doxology logic

swells into lyrics. The Divine Source of these glorious gifts,

He who gives them so richly and so constantly, is worthy of

rapturous homage. They who get all must surely adore Him
who gives all. With the third verse begins a sentence which

terminates only at the end of the 14th verse, a sentence which

enumerates the various and multiplied grounds of praise.

These are : holiness as the result and purpose of God's eter-

nal choice adoption with its fruits, springing from the good

pleasure of His will with the profuse bestowment of grace all

tracing themselves to the Father : pardon of sin by the blood

of Christ the summation of all things in Him the interest

of believers in Him these in special connection with the

Son : and the united privilege of hearing, and trusting, and

being sealed, with their possession of the Earnest of future

felicity a sphere of blessing specially belonging to the Holy
Ghost. Such are the leading ideas of a magnificent anthem

not bound together in philosophical precision, but each

suggesting the other by a law of powerful association. The

one truth instinctively gives birth to the other, and the con-

nection is indicated chiefly by a series of participles.

(Ver. 3.) EuXoY^ro? 6 eo? KCLL Trarrjp TOV Ktyjtbv r//ui&v

'Ivjo-ov XpLo-rov "Blessed be the God and Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ." The verb is usually omitted. The

adjective in the doxology is placed before the substantive,

because being used as a predicate, and representing an

abstract quality, the emphasis lies on it. Such is the inva-

riable usage in the Old Testament not God is blessed, but,

from the position of the words Blessed be God, nin; ijna

At least thirty times does the formula occur. Ps. Ixviii. 19

in the Septuagint being a mistranslation or doubled version

of the Hebrew, is only an apparent exception, and the phrase,
Rom. ix. 5, we do not regard as a doxology. In all the

passages quoted by Ellicott after Fritzsche Rom. ix. 5 as

if they were exceptions to this rule, it is ev\o<yr)/j,evo$ and not

6^X0777x65 which is employed, and there is a shade of differ-

ence between the participle and the adjective for while in
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the Septuagint euXo7?7//.ei/o9 is applied to God, 6^X07^69 is

never applied to man. Thus in 1 Kings x. 9, 2 Chron. ix. 8,

which are parallel passages yevoiro being employed in the

first instance, and eWw in the second
;

and in Job i. 21,

Ps. cxii. 2, in both of which ovo/j,a icvplov with ely occurs,

the verbs, as might be expected, are followed immediately

by their nominatives. T&v\o<yr)r6? in the New Testament is

applied only to God His is perpetual and unchanging blessed-

ness, perpetual and unchanging claim on the homage of His

creatures. EvXoy^eyo? is used of such as are blessed of God,
and on whom blessing is invoked from Him. Matt. xxi. 9

;

Luke i. 28. But the blessedness we ascribe to God comes

from no foreign source
;

it is already in Himself, an innate

and joyous possession. Paul's epistles usually begin with a

similar ascription of praise (2 Cor. i. 3.) But in many cases

the majority of cases he does not utter a formal ascription:

he expresses the fact in such phrases as "I thank,"
" We

thank," We are bound to thank"" God."

One would think that there is little dubiety in a formula so

plain ;
for 609 and irarrfp are in apposition, and both govern

the following genitive Blessed be the God of, and the Father

of, our Lord Jesus Christ. The Divine Being is both God
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Yet there are many
who sever the two nouns disjoining @eo9 from /cvptov

and so render it, Blessed be God, who is the Father of

our Lord Jesus Christ. Theodoret, the Peschito, Whitby,
and Bodius, with Harless, Meyer, Holzhausen, Baumgarten-

Crusius, Bisping, and Ellicott, are in favour of this opinion.
But Jerome, Theophylact, Koppe, Michaelis, Riickert, Stier,

Olshausen, and Alford, adhere to the former view, which we
are disposed to adopt. The words of themselves would
bear either construction, though Olshausen remarks that, to

bring out the first opinion, the Greek should run evXoyyTo?
eo9 o Trarrjp. Theodoret capriciously inserts the adjective

r)fj,5)v in his note upon @eo9. He represents the apostle as

showing 897X0)1;, d)9 fi/Awv pev ecrrt 609, TOU Se Kvpiov

rj^fav iraTrjp) as if Paul meant to describe the Divine Being
as our God and Christ's Father. To say with Meyer that

only irarrfp requires a genitive and not @eo9, is mere asser-
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tion. The statement of Harless, too, that re should have been

inserted before icai, if eo? governed /cvpiov, appears to us to

be wholly groundless, nor do the investigations of Hartung,
to which he refers, at all sustain him. Lehre von den

Partikeln der Griech. Sprache, vol. i. 125. Compare 1 Peter

ii. 25. Had the article occurred before Trartfp, this particle

might have been necessary ;
but its omission shows that the

relation of eo? and 'jrar^p is one of peculiar unity. Dis-

tinct and independent prominence is not assigned to each

term. Winer, 19, 3, note. Nor is there any impropriety of

thought in joining eo<? with Kvpiov the God of our Lord

Jesus Christ, eo9 //,<=*>, says Theophylact, e!>9 a-aptcwOivTos,

vrarrfp Se o>9 Oeov \6yov. The diction of the Greek Father,
in the last clause, is not strictly correct, for the correlative

terms are Father, Son, vraT??/?, wo9 : God, Word, 609, \6yos.
" The God of our Lord Jesus Christ

"
is a phrase which occurs

also in the 17th verse of this chapter. On the cross, in the depth
of His agony, the mysterious complaint of Jesus expressed the

same relationship,
" My God, my God." " I ascend," said He

to Mary, "to my God and your God." Eev. iii. 12. The

phrase is therefore one of scriptural use. As man, Jesus

owned Himself to be the servant of God. God's commission

He came to execute, God's law He obeyed, and God's will

was His constant guide. As a pious and perfect man He
served God, prayed to God, and trusted in God. And God,
as God, stands in no distant relation to Christ He is also

His Father. The two characters are blended "God and

Father." See under verse 17. Sonship cannot indeed

imply on Christ's part posteriority of existence or derivation

of essence, for such a notion is plainly inconsistent with His

supreme Divinity. The name seems to mark identity of nature

and prerogative, with infinite, eternal, unchanging, and recipro-

cal love.1 Since this God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ

sent Him into the world, prescribed His service of suffering

and death, and accepted it as a complete atonement, it is

therefore His prerogative to dispense the blessings so secured

1 For a spirited view of the doctrine of the &t&8fuos in the hymnology of the

early church, the reader may consult Dorner, die Lehre von der Person Christi, second

edition, vol. i., p. 294. See also Thomasius, Christi Persona, c., 41 (1857).
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97/^9 "who blessed us" "us," not the

apostle simply, as Koppe supposes from the contrast of v/iefc

in ver. 14. The persons blessed are the apostle and the

members of that church addressed by him he and they were

alike recipients of divine favour. The eyXoy^cra? stands in

ideal contrast to the evXoyvjTos God blessed us, and we bless

God; but His blessing of us is one of deed, our blessing
of Him is only in word. He makes us blessed, we pronounce
Him blessed. He confers on us wellbeing, we ascribe to Him

wellbeing. Oars is lenedwere, His is lenefacere. The parti-

ciple here, as in many places, has virtually a causal signi-

ficance. Kiihner, 667. We bless Him because He has

blessed us. As the word expresses that divine beneficence

which excites our gratitude, it must in a doxology have its

widest significance. The enraptured mind selects in such a

case the most powerful and intensive term, to express its sense

of the divine generosity. As Fergusson in his own Doric

says,
" The apostle does not propound the causes of salvation

warshly, and in a cauldrife manner:

ez> Trdarj evhoyla TrvevpariKr} "with all spiritual blessing."

'Ey is used in an instrumental sense, and similar phraseology
in reference to God occurs in Tobit viii. 15, James iii. 9.

'EvXo7/a is not verbal wish expressed, but actual blessing

conferred. The reader will notice the peculiar collocation of

the three allied terms, ei>-\o'yi)T6s~\o<y'rja-a<i-\oyia, a repetition

not uncommon in the Hebrew Scriptures, and found occasion-

ally among the Greek classics.

The blessings are designated as spiritual, but in what

sense? 1. Chrysostom, Grotius, Aretius, Holzhausen, and

Macknight, suppose that the apostle intends a special and

marked contrast between the spiritual blessings of the new

dispensation, and the material and temporal blessings of the

old economy. Temporal blessings, indeed, were of frequent

promise in the Mosaic dispensation dew of heaven, fatness of

the earth, abundance of corn, wine, and oil, peace, longevity,

1 Winer, Grammatik, 40-5, b. i., denies that the aorist tears the meaning of

repeated action in the New Testament, but Stuart, 136, on the other hand,

expressly affirms it, referring to James i. 11 and John iv. 12, in both of which

passages, however, the tense may have its ordinary meaning of an indefinite past.
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and a flourishing household. It is true that such gifts are

not now bestowed as the immediate fruits of Christ's media-

tion, though, at the same time, godliness has " the promise of

the life that now is." But mere worldly blessings have sunk

into their subordinate place. When the sun rises, the stars

that sparkled during night are eclipsed by the flood of superior

brilliance and disappear, though they still keep their places ;
so

the blessings of this world may now be conferred, and may now

be enjoyed by believers, but under the new dispensation their

lustre is altogether dimmed and absorbed by those spiritual

gifts which are its profuse and distinctive endowments. If

there be any reference to the temporal blessings of the Jewish

covenant, it can only, as Calvin says, be "tacita antithesis."

2. Others regard the adjective as referring to the mind- or

soul of man, such as Erasmus, Estius, Flatt, Wahl, and

Wilke
;

while Koppe, Riickert, and Baumgarten-Crusius,

express a doubtful acquiescence in this opinion. This inter-

pretation yields a good meaning, inasmuch as these gifts are

adapted to our inner or higher nature, and it is upon our

spirit that the Holy Ghost operates. But this is not the rul-

ing sense of the epithet in the New Testament. It is, indeed,

in a generic sense opposed to crap/a/eo? in 1 Cor. ix. 11, and

in Bom. xv. 27, while in 1 Cor. xv. 44-46, it is employed
in contrast with tyv)(iic6<s the one term descriptive of an

animal body, and the other of a body elevated above

animal functions and organization, with which believers

shall be clothed at the last day. Similar usage obtains in

Eph. vi. 12
;

1 Pet. ii. 5
;

1 Cor. x. 3, 4. 3. But in all

other passages where, as in this clause, the word is used to

qualify Christian men, or Christian blessings, its ruling refer-

ence is plainly to the IToly Spirit. Thus spiritual gifts,

Kom. i. 11
;
a special endowment of the Spirit, 1 Cor. xii. 1,

xiv. 1, &c.
; spiritual men, that

is, men enjoying in an

eminent degree the Spirit, 1 Cor. ii. 15, xiv. 37
;
and also in

Gal. vi. 1
;
Kom. vii. 14

; Eph. v. 19
;
Col. iii. 16

;
and in

1 Cor. ii. 13, "spiritual" means produced by or belonging to

the Holy Spirit. Therefore the prevailing usage of the New
Testament warrants us in saying, that these blessings are

termed spiritual from their connection with the Holy Spirit.
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In this opinion we have the authority of the old Syriac version,

which reads t*oj|
" of the Spirit;

" and the concurrence of

Cocceius, Harless, De Wette, Olshausen, Meier, Meyer, and

Stier. The Pauline usus loquendi is decidedly in its favour.

lidary "All." The circle is complete. No needed blessing

is wanted nothing that God has promised, or Christ has

secured, or that is indispensable to the symmetry and perfec-

tion of the Christian character. And those blessings are all

in the hand of the Spirit. Christianity is the dispensation

of the Spirit, and as its graces are inwrought by Him, they
are all named "

spiritual
"

after Him.

It certainly narrows and weakens the doxology to confine/

those "
blessings

"
wholly or chiefly to the charismata, or

extraordinary gifts of the primitive church, as Wells and

Whitby do. Those gifts were brilliant manifestations of

divine power, but they have long since passed away, and are

therefore inferior to the permanent graces faith, hope, and

love. They were not given to all, like the ordinary donations

of the Holy Ghost. Theodoret, with juster appreciation, long

ago said, that in addition to such endowments, e'Sw/ce

rfjs dvacrTdd'eais, ro.9 Trjs ddavacrias

virocr^eo-LV TT)? /SatriXeia? TWV ovpav&v, TO

dgico/j,a "the blessings referred to here are, the hope of

the resurrection, the promises of immortality, the.kingdom of

heaven in reversion, and the dignity of adoption." The bless-

ings are stated by the apostle in the subsequent verses, and

neither gifts, tongues, nor prophecy, occupy a place in the

succinct and glowing enumeration :

ev T049 eTTOvpavlois ev %pi<rTa>
" in the heavenly places, in

Christ" a peculiar idiom, the meaning of which has been

greatly disputed. What shall be supplied Trpdy^acri, or

TOTTot?, things or places ? The translation,
" In heavenly

things," is supported by Chrysostom, Theodoret, CEcumenius,

Luther, Baumgarten-Crusius, Holzhausen, Matthies, and

Meier. This view makes the phrase a more definite charac-

terization of the spiritual blessings. But the construction is

against it,
for the insertion of rofc seems to show that it

is neither a mere prolonged specification, nor, as in Hom-

berg's view, a mere parallel definition to ev Trda-y
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The sentence, with such an explanation, even though the

article should be supposed to designate a class, appears con-

fused and weakened with somewhat of tautology. Nor can

we suppose, with Van Til, that there is simply a designed

contrast to the terrestrial blessings of the Old Testament.

The other supplement, roTrot?, appears preferable, and such is

the opinion of the Syriac translator who renders it simply

VklftS> m heaven of Jerome, Drusius, Beza, Bengel,

Eiickert, Haiiess, Olshausen, De "Wette, Meyer, Stier, and

Bisping. The phrase occurs four times besides i. 20; ii. 6;

iii. 10
;

vi. 12. In all these places in this one epistle, the

idea of locality is expressly implied, and there is no reason

why this clause should be an exception. Harless remarks

that the adjective, as CTTL would suggest, has in the Pauline

writings a local signification.

But among such as hold this view there are -some differ-

ences of opinion. Jerome, Beza, Bodius, and Riickert would

connect the phrase directly with euXoy^o-a?; but the position

of the words forbids the exegesis, and the participle must .in

such a case be taken with a proleptic or future signification.

Beza alternates between two interpretations. According to

his double view, men may be said to be blessed
" in heaven,"

either because God the Blesser is in heaven, or because the

blessings received are those which are characteristic of heaven

such blessings as are enjoyed by its blessed inhabitants.

Calvin, Grotius, and Koppe argue, that the term points out the

special designation of the spiritual blessings ;
that they are to

be enjoyed in heaven. Grotius says, these spiritual blessings

place us in heaven "
spe et jure." The sweeping view of

Galovius comprehends all these interpretations ;
the spiritual

blessings are eV rofc eTrovpaviois rations et originis, qualitatis,

tatis et finis. The opinion of Slichtingius, Zanchius, and

1 While we heartily admire the enterprise of M. Pacho and Archdeacon Tattam,
and the critical erudition of Mr. Cureton in reference to the literary remains of

Ignatius, we may be allowed to refer in a matter of philology to two of his so-

called epistles. Mention is made of *. ixou%.viu. *} 4 So*> ran a.yyiKuv, the heavenly

regions and the glory of the angels. Ep. ad. Smyrn. vi. and also Ep. ad Trail.

T ItrouoKvia, xxi TO,; raraBla-iix.! TO.; a.yyi\ixa.; where roxcQicriK stands in apposition to
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Olshausen, is almost identical. . The latter calls it
" the

spiritual blessing which is in heaven, and so carries in it a

heavenly nature." 1

We have seen that the idea of locality is distinctly implied
in the phrase ev row eirovpaviot^. Olshausen is in error when he

says that "
heavenly places

"
in Paul's writings signify heaven

absolutely, for the phrase sometimes refers to a lower and

nearer spiritual sphere of it
;

" He hath raised us up, and made
us sit together with Christ in the heavenly places." Our

session, with Christ is surely a present elevation an honour

and happiness even now enjoyed.
" We wrestle against prin-

cipalities, .against powers against spiritual wickedness in

heavenly places," vi. 12. These dark spirits are not in heaven,
for they are exiles from it,

and our struggle with them is in the

present life. There are, therefore, beyond a doubt, "heavenly

places
"
on earth. Now the gospel, or the Mediatorial reign,

is
" the kingdom of heaven." That kingdom or reign of God

is "in us," or among us. Heaven is brought near to man

through Christ Jesus. Those spiritual blessings conferred

on us create heaven within us, and the scenes of Divine bene-

faction are "heavenly places;" for wherever the light and

love of God's presence are so enjoyed, there is heaven. If

such blessings are the one Spirit's inworking, that Spirit

who in God's name " takes of the things that are Christ's and

shows them unto us" then His influence diffuses the atmo-

sphere of heaven around us.
" Our country is in heaven,"

and we enjoy its immunities and prerogatives on earth. We
would not vaguely say, with Ernesti, Teller, and Schutze,
that the expression simply means the church. True, in the

church men are blessed, but the scenes of blessings here

depicted represent the church in a special and glorious aspect,

as a spot so like heaven, and so replete with the Spirit in the

possession and enjoyment of His gifts so filled with Christ

and united to Him so much of His love pervading it, and so

much of His glory resting upon it, that it may be called ra

7rovpavla. The phrase may have been suggested, as Stier

observes, by the region of Old Testament blessing Canaan

1 "Der geistliche Segen welcher in Himmel ist, also auch hiinmlische Natuv an

sich triigt.

C
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being given to . the chosen people of God as the God of

Abraham.

The words ev Xpicrrw might be viewed as connected with

ra eirovpavla, and their position at the end of the verse might
warrant such an exegesis. Christ at once creates and includes'

heaven. But they are better connected with the preceding

participle, and in that connection they do not signify, as

Chrysostom and Luther suppose, "through Christ" as an

external cause of blessing, but "in Him." Castalio supposing
ev to be superfluous, affectedly renders in rebus Christi cceles-

tibuSj and Schoettgen erroneously takes the noun for the dativus

commodi in laudem Christi. The words are reserved to the

last with special emphasis. The apostle writes of blessing-

spiritual blessing all spiritual blessing all spiritual blessing

in the heavenly places ;
but adds at length the one sphere in

which they are enjoyed in Christ in living union with the

personal Redeemer. God blesses us : if the question be,

When ? the aorist solves it
;

if it be, With what sort of gifts ?

the ready answer is,
" With all spiritual blessings" ev

;
and

if it be, Where ? the response is,
" In the heavenly places

"

ev
;
and if it be, How ? the last words show it,

" in Christ "

ev, the one preposition being used thrice, to point out varied

but allied relations. If Christians are blessed, and so blessed

with unsparing liberality and universal benefaction in Christ

through the Spirit's influence upon them
;
and if the scenes

of such transcendent enjoyment may be named without

exaggeration
"
heavenly places

"
may they not deeply and

loudly bless the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ ?

And so the triune operation of the triune God is introduced:

the Father who blesses the Son, in whom those blessings

are conferred and the Spirit, by whose inner work they are

enjoyed and from whom they receive their distinctive epithet.

(Ver. 4.) Ka#G>9 e^e\e^aro 97/^0.9 ev avrw "
According as

He chose us in Him." The adverb Ka0co<; defines the con-

nection of this verse with the preceding. That connection is

modal rather than causal
; /ca0o>5, like /caGon, may signify

sometimes "
because," but the cause specified involves the

idea of manner. Ka#<w9, in classic Greek Ka0d, is the later

form (Phrynichus, ed. Lobeck, p. 426), and denotes, as its
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composition indicates,
"
according as." These spiritual Bless-

ings are conferred on us, not merely because God chose

us, but they are given to us in perfect harmony with His

eternal purpose. Their number, variety, adaptation, and ful-

ness, with the shape and the mode of their bestowment, are

all in exact unison with God's pretemporal and gracious

resolution
; they are given after the model of that pure and

eternal archetype which was formed in the Divine mind

egeXegaTo. 1 Cor. i. 27. The action belongs wholly
to the past, as the aorist indicates. Kriiger, 53, 5-1

;

Scheuerlein, 32, 2. The idea involved in this word lay at

the basis of the old theocracy, and it also pervades the New
Testament. The Greek term corresponds to the Hebrew im

of the Old Testament, which is applied so often to God's

selection of Abraham's seed to be His peculiar people. Deut.

iv. 37, vii. 6, 7; Isa. xli. 8; Ps. xxxiii. 12, xlvii. 4,

&c. Usteri, Paulin. Lehrbegriff, p. 271. The verb before

us, with its cognate forms, is used frequently to indicate the

origin of that peculiar relation which believers sustain to

God, and it also assigns the reason of that distinction which

subsists between them and the world around them. What-
ever the precise nature of this choice may be, the general

doctrine is, that the change of relation is not of man's achieve-

ment, but of God's, and the aorist points to it as past ;
that

man does not unite himself to God, but that God unites man
to Himself, for there is no attractive power in man's heart to

collect and gather in upon it those spiritual blessings. But

there is not merely this palpable right of initiation on the

part of God; there is also the prerogative of sovereign bestow-

ment, as is indicated by the composition of the verb and by
the following pronoun, f)fjia<$

" us
" we have

;
others want.

The apostle speaks of himself and his fellow-saints at Ephesus.
If God had not chosen them, they would never have chosen

God.

Hofmann (Scliriftb. p. 223, &c., 2nd ed. 1857) denies that

the verb contains the idea of choice in its theological use.

Admitting that it does mean to
"
choose," as in Joshua viii. 3,

and to prefer, as in Gen. xiii. 11, Luke x. 42, he abjures in this

place all notion of selection they are chosen not out of others,
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but chosen for a certain end
^/"itV

etwas. The supposition is

ingenious, but it is contrary to the meaning of the compound
verb, even in the passages selected by him, as Exodus xviii.

25, Acts vi. 5, in which there is formal selection expressed

judges out of the people by Moses; deacons out from the

membership of the early church. The phrase ol e/eXe/erot

ayyeXoi, in 1 Tim. v. 21, may, for aught we know, have a

meaning quite in harmony with the literal signification, or

e/cXe/eT09 may bear a secondary sense, based on its primary

meaning, such as Hofmann finds in Luke xxiii. 35, and accord-

ing to a certain reading, in Luke ix. 35. But while there is a

high destiny set before us, there is a choice of those who are

to enjoy it,
and this choice in itself, and plainly implying a con-

trast, the apostle describes by etjekegaro. On the other hand,
Ebrard Ohristliche Dogmatik, 560, vol. ii. p. 695, 1851

denies that the end of election, considered as individual eternal

happiness, is contained in the verb
;
for election, according

to him, signifies not the choice of individuals, but of a multi-

tude out of the profane world into the church, so that e/eXe/CT09.

is synonymous with #7109. Election to external privilege is

true, but it does not exhaust the purpose : for it would be

stopping at the means without realizing the end. Besides,

the choice of a multitude is simply the choice of each indivi-

dual composing it. That multitude may be regarded as a

unity by God, but to Him it is a unity of definite elements

or members. On the divine side the elect, whatever their

number, are a unity, and are so described Tray o SeSwice
yu,ot,

John vi. 39
;

irav o SeSw/ca? avreS, John xvii. 2 a totality

viewed by Omniscience as one
;
but on the human side, the

elect are the whole company of believers, but thus individual-

ized 7r9 6 0ecop)v TOV viov Kal Tricrrevtav John vi. 40 :

'Ez> avrm " in Him," for such is the genuine reading, not

eavrw, or in ipso, as the Vulgate has it and some commen-

tators take it; nor "to Himself," as the Ethiopic renders it.

The reference is to Christ, but the nature of that reference

has been disputed. Chrysostom says,
" He by whom He has.

blessed us, is the same as He by whom He has chosen us
;

"

but afterwards he interprets the words before us thus Sia T%
ei9 avrbv Tr/crrec^, and lie capriciously ascribes the elective
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act to Christ. Many, as a-Lapide, Estius, Bullinger, and

Flatt, translate virtually,
" on account of Christ." But the

apostolical idea is more definite and profound. 'Ey avrw

seems to point out the position of the ^a?. Believers were

looked upon as "being in Christ their federal Head, when they
were elected. To the prescient eye of God the entire church

was embodied in Jesus was looked upon as "in Him." The
church that was to be, appeared to the rnind of Him who fills

eternity, as already in being, and that ideal being was in

Christ. It is true that God Himself is in Christ, and in Christ

purposes and performs all that pertains to man's redemption ;

but the thought here is not that God in Christ has chosen us,

but that when He elected us, we were regarded as being in

Christ our representative like as the human race was in

Adam or the Jewish nation in Abraham. We were chosen

irpo KaraftdKris Koapov, "before the foundation of the

world." Similar phraseology occurs in Matt. xiii. 35
j

John xvii. 24
;

1 Pet. i. 20. The more usual Pauline

expressions are irpb rcov alcovwv, 1 Cor. ii. 7
; irpo

Xpovojv alwvicov, 2 Tim. i. 9. Kara/3oX?7 is also used in the

same sense in the classics, and by Philo. Loesner, Observat.

p. 338; Passow, sub voce. Chrysostom, alluding to the

composition of the noun Kara-(3o\ri, says fancifully,
" Beau-

tiful is that word, as if he were pointing to the world cast

down from a great height yes, vast and indescribable is the

height of God, so wide the distance between Creator and

creature." J The phrase itself declares that this election is no

act of time, for time dates from the creation. Prior to the

commencement of time were we chosen in Christ. The

generic idea, therefore, is what Olshausen calls Zeitlosigkeit,

TimelessnesSj implying of course absolute eternity. The choice

is eternal, and it realizes itself or takes effect in that actual

separation by which the elect, ol eK\eKToi
}
are brought out of

the world into the church, and so become KJvrjrol, ajlot,}
KOI

1 K; xeOi.as aT/3oA.jti (Trti/, at atro Ttyoi fyovf xaraptphiitAivov ^EyaAoi/ xiirov SeiasvtJj, x/x'i

-y5 (JiAya, &KI K$a.TOv TO u'i|/0f TOW @lou, ov ra rmru, aAAa ru a,vct%t%ugtiKcm -nn ifuirtus. It is

marvellous that Adam Clarke should find any allusion in the phrase to
" the com-

mencement of the religious system of the Jews," and that Barrington should render

it,
" Before the foundation of the Jewish state.'
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Before that world which was to be lost in sin and

misery was founded, its. guilt and. helplessness were present to

the mind of God, and His gracious purposes toward it were

formed. The prospect of its fall coexisted eternally with the

design of its recovery by Christ

elvat, 97/^9 aylovs teal a/juwfAoV9 Karevcajriov avrov " in

order that we should be holy, and without blame before

Him." Wivai is the infinitive of design "that we should

be." Winer, 44, .4; Col. i. 22. The two adjectives

express, the same idea, with a slight shade of variation. Deut,

vii. 6, xiv. 2. The first is inner consecration to God, or

holy principle the positive aspect ;
the latter refers to its

result, the life governed by such a power must be blameless

and without reprehension the negative aspect, as Alford and

Ellicott term it. Tittinann, Synonym, p. 21. The pulsation
of a holy heart leads to a stainless life, and this is the avowed

purpose of our election.

That the words describe . a moral condition is affirmed

rightly by Chrysostom, Theophylact, Calvin,- Matthies,

Meier, Stier, Baumgarten-Crusius, and De Wette. Some,

however, such as Koppe, Meyer, von Gerlach, Bisping, and

Harless, refer the phrase to that perfect justifying righteous-

ness of believers to which the apostle alludes in Bom. iii. 21,

22, v. 1, &c., viii. 1
; &c.; 1 Cor, vi. 11. But the terms found

here are different from those used by the apostle in the places

quoted, where men are said to be justified, or fully acquitted

from guilt, by their interest in the righteousness of Christ.

On the other hand, the eternal purpose not only pardons, but

also sanctifies, absolves in order to renew, and purifies in order

to bestow perfection. It is the uniform teaching of Paul, that

holiness is the end of our election, our calling, our pardon and

accceptance. The phrase, "holy and without blame," is never

once applied to our complete justification before God
; and,

indeed, men are not regarded by God as innocent or sinless,

for the fact of their sin remains unaltered
;

but they are

treated as righteous they are absolved from the penal con-

sequences of their apostacy. It is no objection to our inter-

pretation, which gives the words a moral, and not a legal or

forensic signification, that men are not perfect in the present
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state. We would not say apologetically, with Calixtus

Quantum fieri potest, per Dei ipsius gratiam et carnis nostrce

infirmitatem. We can admit no modification
;
for though the

purpose "begins to take effect here, it is not fully wrought out

here, and we would not identify incipient operation with final

perfection. The proper view, then, is that perfection is

secured for us that complete restoration to our first purity

is provided for us that He who chose us before time began,
and when we were not, saw in us the full and final accom-

plishment of His gracious purpose. When He elected us

He "beheld realized in us His own ideal of restored and

redeemed humanity. Bee under chap. v. 27. Men are

chosen in Christ, in order to "be holy and without blame.

1 Thess. iv. 7
;

Titus ii. 14. Jerome says, Hoc est
} qui

sancti et immaculati ante non fuimus, ui postea essemus. The

Father vindicates this view, and refutes such objections as

Porphyry.was wont to advance, by putting the plain question,
"
Why, if there be no sovereignty, have Britain and the

Irish tribes not known Moses and the prophets ?
" These

facts are as appalling as any doctrine, and the fact must be

overturned ere the doctrine can be impugned. The last

lesson deduced by Jerome is, Concede Deo potentiam sui.

fcarevcoTnov avrov" before Him," vj$. No good end is

gained by reading ai/rov, with Harless and Scholz, as the sub-

ject is remote. . The meaning is, indeed, Before Himself, that

is, before God. Winer, 22, 5
;
note from Bremi

; Kiihner,

628. As the middle form of eeA,eaTO indicates, they were

chosen by God for Himself, and they are to be holy and

blameless before Him. The reference to God is undoubted,
and the phrase denotes the reality or genuineness of the holy
and blameless state. God accounts it so. The "elect" are

not esteemed righteous
"
merely before men," as Theophylact

explains. Their piety is not a brilliant hypocrisy. It is

regarded as genuine, "before Him" whose glance at once

detects and frowns upon the spurious, however plausible the

disguise in which it may wrap itself. Such is another or

second ground of praise.

The reader may pardon a few digressive illustrations of the

momentous doctrine of this verse. It would be a narrow
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and superficial view of these words to imagine 'that they

are meant to level Jewish pride, and that they describe

simply the choice of the Gentiles to religions privilege. The

purpose of the election is, that its ohjects should be holy,

an end that cannot fail, for they are in Christ; in Him ideally

when they were chosen, and also every man in his own
order in Him actually, personally, and voluntarily, by faith.

Yet the sovereign love of God is strikingly manifested, even

in the bestowment of external advantage. Ephesus enjoyed
what many a city in Asia Minor wanted. The motive that

took Paul to Ephesus, and the wind that sped the Ibark which

carried him, were alike of God's creation. It was not because

God chanced to look down from His high throne, and saw theo /

Ephesians "bowing so superstitiously before the shrine of

Diana, that. His heart was moved, and He resolved in His

mercy to give them the gospel. Nor was it because its citi-

zens had a deeper relish for virtue and peace than the masses

of population around them, that He sent among them the

grace of his Spirit.
" He is of one mind, and who .can turn

Him?" Every purpose is eternal, and awaits an evolution

in the fulness of the time which is neither antedated nor post-

poned.
.And the same difficulties are involved in this choice to

external blessing, as are found in the election of men to per-

sonal salvation. The whole procedure lies in the domain of

pure sovereignty, and there can therefore be no partiality

where none have any claim. The choice of Albraham is the

great fact which explains and gives name to the doctrine.

Why then should the race of Shem be selected, to the exclu-

sion of Ham and Japheth ? Why of all the families in Shem
should that of Terah be chosen ? and why of all the members

of Terah's house should the individual Abraham be marked

out, and set apart by God to be the father of a new race ?

As well impugn the fact as attempt to upset the doctrine.

Providence presents similar views of the divine procedure.

One is born in Europe with a fair face, and becomes enlightened

and happy ;
another is born in Africa with a sable countenance,

and is doomed to slavery and wretchedness. One has his birth

from Christian parents, and is trained in virtue from his earlier
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years ;
another has but a heritage of shame from his father,

and the shadow of the gallows looms over his cradle. One is

an heir of genius ; another, with some malformation of "brain,

is an idiot. Some, under the enjoyment of Christian privilege,

live and die unimpressed; others, with but scanty oppor-

tunities, believe, and grow eminent in piety. Does not more

seem really to be done by God externally for the conversion

of some who live and die in impenitence, than for many who
believe and are saved? And yet the divine prescience and

predestination are 'not incompatible with human responsibility,

Man is free, perfectly free, for his moral nature is never strained

or violated. We protest, as warmly as Sir William Hamilton,

against any form of Calvinism which affirms " that man has

no will, agency, or moral personality of his own." 1 Fore-

knowledge, which is only another phase of electing love, no

more changes the nature of a future incident, than after-know-

ledge can affect a historical fact. God's grace fits men for

heaven, but men by unbelief prepare themselves for hell. It

is not man's non-election, but his continued sin, that leads to

his eternal ruin. Nor is action impeded by the certainty of

the divine foreknowledge. He who believes that God has

appointed the hour of his death, is not fettered by such a faith

in the earnest use of every means to prolong his life. And
God does not act arbitrarily or capriciously. He has the Ibest

of reasons for his procedure,^though he does not choose to

disclose them to us. Sovereignty is but another name for

highest and "benignest equity. As Hooker says,
"
They err

who think that of the will of God to do this or that, there is

no reason but His will." Eccles. Pol., lib.
i., chap. ii. 3. The

question of the number of the saved is no element of the

doctrine we are illustrating. There have, alas! been men,
Calvino Calmniores^ who have rashly,, heartlessly, and unscrip-

turally spoken of the e/eXe/erot as a few a small minority. God
forbid. There are many reasons and hints in Scripture leading
us to the very opposite conclusion. But, in fine, this is the

practical lesson
;
Christians have no grounds for self-felicita-

tion in their possession of holiness and hope, as if with their

own hand they had inscribed their names in the Book of Life.

1 Discussions on Philosophy, Literature, &c,, p, 600. Edin, 1852.
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Their possession of "all spiritual blessing in the heavenly

places
"

is not self-originated. Its one author is God, and He
hath conferred it in harmony with his own eternal purpose

regarding them. His is all the work, and His is all the

glory. And therefore the apostle rejoices in this eternal

election. It is cause of deep and prolonged thankfulness, not

of gloom, distrust, or perplexity. The very eternity of design

clothes the plan of salvation with a peculiar nobleness. It

has its origin in an eternity behind us. The world was

created to be the theatre of redemption. Kindness, the result

of momentary impulse, has not and cannot have such claim

to gratitude as a beneficence which is the fruit of a matured

and predetermined arrangement. The grace which springs

from eternal choice must command the deepest homage of

our nature, as in this doxology EuXoY^ro? d eo? fca8<b<;

The eternity of the plan suggests another thought, which

we may mention without assuming a polemical aspect, or

entering into the intricacies of the supra- and sub-lapsarian

controversies. It is this salvation is an original thought and

resolution. It is no novel expedient struck out in the fertility

of divine ingenuity, after God's first purpose in regard to man
had failed through man's apostacy. It is no afterthought, but

the embodiment of a design which, foreseeing our ruin, had

made preparation for it. Neauder, indeed, says the object of

the apostle in this place is to show that Christianity was not

inferior to Judaism as a new dispensation, but was in truth the

more ancient and original, presupposed even by Judaism itself.

The election in Christ preceded the election of the Jewish

nation in their ancestors. Greschichte der Pflanzung, &c., ii.

443. But to represent this as the main object of the apostle

is to dethrone the principal idea, and to exalt a mere inferen-

tial lesson into its place.

Before proceeding to the words ev ayaTry, we may remark,
that the theory which makes foreseen holiness the ground of

our election, and not its design, is clearly contrary to the

apostolical statement; chosen in order that we should be

holy. So Augustine says that God chose us not qiiia futuri

sed ut essemus sancti et immaculati. There is no
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1'oom for the conditional interjection of Grotius, Si et homines

faciant, quod debent. The dilemma of those who base pre-

destination upon prescience is :* if God foresaw this faith and

.holiness, then those qualities were either self-created, or were

to "be bestowed by Himself
j

if the former, the grace of God is

denied, and if the latter, the question turns upon itself

What prompted God to give them the faith and holiness

which He foresaw they should possess? The doctrine so

clearly taught in this verse was held in its leading element

by the ancient church by the Roman Clement, Ignatius,

Hennas, Justin Martyr, and Irenseus, before Augustine
worked it into a system, and Jerome armed himself on its

behalf. It is foreign to our purpose to review the theory of

Augustine, the revival of it by Gottschalk, or its reassertion

by Calvin and Janssen
;
nor can we criticise the assault made

upon it by Pelagius, or describe the keen antagonism of

Calistus and Julian, followed up in later times by Arminius,

Episcopius, Limborch, and Tomline. Suffice it to say, that

many who imagine that they have explained away a diffi-

culty by denying one phase of the doctrine, have only
achieved the feat of shifting that difficulty into another posi-

tion. The various modifications of what we reckon the truth

contained in the apostolical statement, do not relieve us of

the mystery, which belongs as well to simple Theism as to

the evangelical system.
2 Dr. Whately has, with character-

teristic candour, admitted that the difficulty which relates to

the character and moral government of God, presses as hard

1 The Chevalier Ramsay and Dr. Adam Clarke deny that God knows the free

actions of moral agents before they take place.
2 That prince of thinkers, the late Sir William Hamilton, says of the "Philosophy,

of the Conditioned" "It is here shown to be as irrational as irreligious, on the

ground of human understanding, to deny, either, on the one hand, the foreknow-

ledge, predestination, and free grace of God, or, on the other, the free will of man
;

that we should believe both, and both in unison, though unable to comprehend

even either apart. This philosophy proclaims with St. Augustine, and Augustine

in his maturest writings:
' If there be not free grace in God, how can He save

the world? and if there be not free will in man, how can the world by God be

judged?
'

(Ad Valentiniim, Epist. 214.) Or, as the same doctrine is perhaps ex-

pi essed even better by St. Bernard: 'Abolish free will and there is nothing to be

saved
;
abolish free grace, and there is nothing wherewithal to save.' (JDe Gratia

et Libero Arbitrio. c. i. Discussions, &c. p. 598.)"
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on the Arminian as the Calvinist, and Sir James Mackintosh

has shown, with his usual luminous and dispassionate power,
how dangerous it is to reason as to the moral consequences
which the opponents of this and similar doctrines may impute
to them.1 In short, whether this doctrine be identified with

Pagan stoicism or Mahometan fatalism, and be rudely set

aside, and the world placed under the inspection of an inert

omniscience; or whether it be modified as to its end, and that

be declared to be privilege, and not holiness
;

or as to its

foundation, and that be alleged to be not gratuitous and irre-

spective choice, but foreseen merit and goodness ;
or as to its

subjects, and they be affirmed to be not individuals, but com-

munities
;
or as to its result, and it be reckoned contingent,

and not absolute
;
or whether the idea of election be diluted

into mere preferential choice : whichever of these theories be

adopted -and they have been advocated in some of these

aspects not only by some of the early Fathers,
2 but by Arch-

bishops Bramhall,
3
Sancroft,

4
King,

6
Lawrence,

6
Sumner,

7 and

Whately,
8 and by Milton,

9
Molina,

10
Faber,

11
Nitzsch,

12
Ease,

13

1 Miscellaneous Works, p. 139.

2
Origen, Pliiloc. cap. xxv. ;

Justin MartJT, Dial, aim Tryph. 141
; Clem.

Alex. Strom, vi. See also Wiggers, Versuch einer pragmatischer Darstellung des

Augustinismus und Pelagianismus. Berlin, 1821.

,
s
Controversy with Hobbes on Liberty and Necessity,Work, tome iii. Dublin, 1677.

4 Fur Prsedestinatus, &c., a satire which Lord Macaulay justly styles
" a hideous

caricature." History ofEngland, vol. ii. p. 389, 8th ed.

6 Sermon on Predestination, preached before the Irish House of Lords in 1719

usually annexed to his well-known treatise
" On the Origin of Evil," and reprinted

with notes by Dr. Whately. in 1821.

8 Bampton Lecture " On the Articles of the Church of England improperly con-

sidered Calvinistical." 1826.

7 Archbishop of Canterbury, Apostolical Preaching Considered. 1826.
8
Essays on Some Difficulties in the Writings of St. Paul, p. 91.

8 In his treatise De Doctrina Christiana, printed first in 1825, by Dr. Sumner,
now Bishop of "Winchester.

10 A Spanish Jesuit of the University of Evora in Portugal, who, in his advocacy
of semipelagian views, first gave currency to the term scieniia media, in his treatise

Liberi arlitrii concordia cum gratia donis, Divina praiscientia, providentia. prcedesti-

natione, et reprobatione. Lisbon, 1588.

11 On the Primitive Doctrine of Election* Lopdon, 1842.

12
System der Christl. Lehre, 141, 5th Auflage. 1844.

13 Hutterus Redivivus, 91, 6th Auflage. Leipzig, 1845.
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Larige,
1

Copleston,
2
Chandler, Locke, Watson,

3 and many
others such hypotheses leave the central difficulty still

unsolved, and throw us back on the unconditioned and undi-

vided sovereignty of Him " of whom, to whom, and' through
whom are all things," all whose plans and purposes wrought
out in the church, and designed to promote His glory, have

been conceived in the vast and incomprehensible solitudes of

His own eternity. I can only say, in conclusion, with the

martyr Ridley, when he wrote on this high theme to Bradford
" In these matters I am so fearful, that I dare not speak

further
; yea, almost none otherwise than the text does, as it

were, lead me by the hand."

The position of the words ev wyairy will so far determine

their meaning, but that position it is difficult to assign.

Much may be said on either side. 1. If the words are kept,

as in the Textus Receptus, at the end of the fourth verse,

then some would join them to efeXe^aro, and others to the

adjectives immediately preceding them. That ev a^dirrj at

the end of the verse should refer to egeXegaro at the beginning,
is highly improbable. The construction would be so awkward,
that we wonder how (Ecumenius, Flacius, Olearius, Bucer,
and Matt could have adopted it. The entire verse would

intervene between a reference to the act of election and the

motive which is supposed to prompt to it. 2. Others, such

as the Yulgate and Coptic, Ambrosiaster, Erasmus, Luther,

1 Von der freien und Allgemeinen Gnade Gottes. Elberfeld, 1831. Written

against Booth's Reign of Grace. See Payne's Lectures on Divine Sovereignty, p. 69.

2 An Inquiry into the Doctrine of Necessity and Predestination. 1821.

8 Institutes of Theology, vol. iii. See for opposing arguments the systems of

Hill, Dick, Woods, Chalmers, Wardlaw, and Finney, and of Mastricht, Turretine,

Stapfer, and Pictet. See Eeuss, Histoire de la Theologie Chret. &c,, vol. ii. 13 2 : Stras-

bourg, 1852. Schmidt's Dogmatik, part iii. 30. Dritte Auflage, Frankfort, 1858.

Messner die Lehre der Apostel, &c., p. 252. See also Treatise on the Augustinian
Doctrine of Predestination, by J. B. Mozley, B.D., Oxford. In this volume, with no

little argument, he elaborates the theory that where our conceptions are indistinct,

contradictory propositions may be accepted as equally true such contradictory pro-

positions as God's predestination and man's free will. But surely -we cannot affirm

them to be contradictory unless we fully comprehend them, and though they may
appear contradictory when viewed under human aspects and conditions, we dare

not transfer such contradictions to the domain of theology, for the whole question,

as Mansel says, "transcends the limits of human thought." Bampton Lecture, p.

412, 2d ed.
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Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Matthies, Meier, Baumgarten-Crusius,
and Alford, join the words to the adjectives ayiot ical a/u-ctytot,

as if love were represented as the consummation of Christian

virtue. The doctrine itself is a glorious truth all the Chris-'

tian graces at length disappear in love, as the flower is lost in

the fruit. Those who refer the adjectives to justifying right-

eousness justitia imputata object to this view that it is not

Pauline, but that ev TTLOTTU would be the words employed.
3. Though we are not hampered by such a false exegesis,

we prefer to join ev aydwr) to the following verse, and for

these reasons: Where 07409 is used along with a/iw/^o?, as in

Eph. v. 27, and even in Col. i. 22, where a third epithet,

ew>e7/cX?7T09, is also employed, there is no such supplementary

phrase as ev a^airy. Alford tries to get rid of this objection

by saying that ev aydirrj refers not to the epithets alone, but

to the entire last clause. Yet the plea does not avail him,
for his exegesis really makes ev aryanrr) a qualification of the

two adjectives. Olshausen appeals to other passages, but the

reference cannot be sustained; for in Jude 24 the additional

phrase ev ayahXtda-ei, qualifies not a/zw/io?, but the entire pre-

ceding clause the presentation of the saved to God. When

synonymous epithets are used, a qualifying formula is some-

times added, as in a/Ae/^TTTou?, 1 Thess. iii. 13, but blameless

in what ? the adjective is proleptic, and ev citfyttoo-uvr} is added.

Koch, Comment., p. 272. The words ev elprjvr] occur also in

2 Pet. iii. 14, in the same clause with afMo/Mjrosj but they

belong not, as Olshausen supposes, to the adjective; they
rather quality the verb evpeflrjvai

" found in peace." If ev

ayaTTTf belonged to the preceding adjectives, we should expect
it to follow them immediately; but the words icaTevwTriov

avrov intervene. The construction is not against the Pauline

style and usage, as may be seen, chap. iii. 18, vi. 18, in

which places the emphasis is laid on the preceding phrase.

Nor has Alford's other argument more force in it that the

verbs and participles in this paragraph precede these quali-

fying clauses : for we demur to the correctness of the state-

ment. 1. We interpret the 8th verse differently, and make
ev Trda-rj (rotyla teal ^pov^aet, qualify the following yvcopio-as.

2. The other qualifying clauses following the verbs and par-
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ticiples in this paragraph are of a different nature from this,

four of them being introduced by Kara referring to rule or

measurement, and not to motive in itself or its elements.

3. It is more natural, besides, to join the words to the fol-

lowing verse, where adoption is spoken of; for the only source

of it is the love of God, and it forms no objection to this view

that ev or/aTr?) precedes the participle. Love is implied in pre-

destination. Di-lQctio prsesupponitur ^-lectioni, says Thomas

Aquinas. And lastly, the spirit of the paragraph is God's

dealing towards man in its great and gracious features
;
and

not precisely or definitely the features or elements of man's

perfection as secured by Him. The minuter specifications

belong to God His eternal purpose and His realization of it.

The union of ev ayaTry with 7rpoopt<ra<; is sanctioned by the

old Syriac version, by the fathers Chrysostom, Theophylact,

Theodoret,. and Jerome
; by Zanchius, Crocius, Bengel,

Koppe, Storr, Eiickert, Harless, De Wette, Olshausen, Holz-

hausen, Stier, Turner, and Ellicott
j

and by the editors

Griesbach, Scholz, Lachmann, and Tischendorf.

(Yer. 5.) 'Ei/ a^airy Trpooplcras 17/^9 et? vioOecrtav Sia 'I^crov

X/jicrToO et9 avrbv " In lo.ve having predestinated us for the

adoption of children by Jesus Christ to Himself." Still

another or third ground of praise. 'Ey aya-Tn?, ^cr/, TrpoopLaas,

says Chrysostom, and Jerome renders in cJiaritate prcedestinans.

Saints enjoy the privilege and heritage of adoption. The
source of this blessing is love, and that love, unrestrained and

self-originated, has developed its power and attachment
"
according to the good pleasure of His will." This verse is,

to some extent, only a different phase of the truth contained

in the preceding one. The idea of adoption was a favourite

one with the apostle Rom. viii. 14, 15, 19, 23, ix. 4; 2 Cor.

vi. 18; Gal. iii. 7, 26, iv. 5, 6, 7; Heb. ii. 10, xii. .5-8,

&c. In the Old Testament piety is denominated by the filial

relationship "sons of God." Gen. vi. 2. The theocratic

connection of, Israel with God is also pictured by the same

tender tie. Ex. iv. 22
;

Jer. iii. 19
j
Hos. i. 10. Tlodearla

Oerbv vlbv iroiel(r6(u conveys a similar idea, with' this dis-

tinction, that the sonship is not a natural but a constituted

relationship, for the Oeros was quite distinct from the
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The idea here is not merely that of sonship, as Usteri ima-

gines, but sonship acquired by adoption. Paulin. Lehrbegriff,

p. 194. Whatever blessings were implied or shadowed out

in the Israelitish adoption, belong now to Christians. For

they possess a likeness to their Father in the lustrous linea-

ments of His moral character, and they have the enjoyment
of His special love, the privilege of near and familiar access,

the wholesome and necessary discipline withheld from the

bastard or foundling Heb. xii. 8 and a rich provision at

the same time out of His glorious fulness, for they have an

inheritance, as is told in ver. 11. God and all that God is,

God and all that God has, is their boundless and eternal pos-

session 1 Cor. iii. 21-23 to be enjoyed in that home whose

material glories are only surpassed by its spiritual splendours.

Adoption is, therefore, a combined subjective view of the

cardinal blessings of justification and sanctification.

Hpooplcras The signification of the verb is,
"
to mark out

beforehand," and it is the act of God. We were marked out

for adoption TT/JO ; not before others, but before time. The

TTjod does not of itself express this, but the spirit of the con-

text would lead to this conclusion. The general idea is the

same as that involved in ee\eaTo, though there is a specific

distinction. The end preappointed Trpo, is implied in the

one
;
the mass out of which choice is made e/c,

is glanced at

by the other. In the first case, the Divine mind is supposed
to lookforward to the glorious destiny to which believers are

set apart; in the second case, it looks down upon the unde-

serving stock out of which it chose them. Tipoopl(ra<s may
indicate an action prior to e^eXe^aro

"
Having foreappointed

us to the adoption of children, He chose us in Christ Jesus."

Donaldson, 574; Wirier, 451. Homberg Parerga, p.

286 thus paraphrases, Postquam nos prcedestinaret adoptan-

dos, ettgit etiam nos, ut sitnus sancti. But as the action both

of verb and participle belongs to God, we would rather take

the participle as synchronous with the verb; Bernhardy,

p. 383. For though the order of the Divine decrees is a sub-

ject too high for us, as we can neither grasp infinitude nor

span eternity, yet we may say that there is oneness and not

succession of thought in God's mind, simultaneous idea and
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not consecutive arrangement. See Martensen's Cliristliclie

Dogmotto, 207, 208, 209; Kiel, 1855. The doctrine taught

is, that our reception of the blessings, prerogatives, and pros-

pects implied in adoption, is not of our own merit, but is

wholly of God. The returning prodigal does not win his

way back into the paternal mansion. This purpose to accept
us existed ere the fact of our apostacy had manifested itself,

and being without epoch of origin, it comes not within the

limits of chronology. It pre-existed time. It is strange to

find the German psychology attempting to revive out of these

words Origen's dream of the pre-existence of souls. Surely
it forgets that He whose mind comprises beginning and end,
"

calls things that are not, as though they were."

Sia 'Irja-ov XptoTot) not simply for Christ's sake, but by
means of His mediation, since but for Him the family had

never been constituted. God's Son is the "
first-born

"
of the

vast household, and fraternal relation to Him is filial relation

to God.

el<$ avrov "
to Himself." It matters not much whether

the reading be avrov or avrov. The former, coming so closely

after Sta I.X., is certainly preferable, while the latter reading-

has at least the merit of settling the reference. Griesbach,

Knapp, and Scholz, following Beza, Stephens, and Mill, have

avrov. Other editors, such as Erasmus, Wetstein, Lachmann,
and Tischendorf, prefer avrov, and they are supported by

Harless, Olshausen, and Meyer. The reference of the word,

however, is plainly to God. To Se et? avrov rov Trarepa Xeryet

Theodoret. Some, indeed, refer the pronoun to Christ.

The scholastic interpreters, Anselm and Thomas Aquinas, did

this, and they have been followed by Yorstius, Bullinger,

a-Lapide, and Goodwin, who, however, as his manner is,

combines both the views; "the Holy Ghost," he adds,
" intended both." But these expositors are more or less

paraphrastic and wide of the truth. Others, referring it to

God, give it the signification of a dative, such as Calvin,

Beza, and Calixtus, who join the words with vrpoopto-a?, and

find in the formula this idea that the cause of our adoption

lies only in God, that predestination is not caused by any
motive or power foreign to Himself extra seipsum. But this

D
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exegesis is a capricious and unwarranted construction of et?

with its accusative. Others, again, take it as a dativus corn-

modi for eavrai, as Grotius, Koppe, Holzhausen, and Meier.
" God has made us His own children," a meaning which does

not bring out the full force of the word. Not very different is

the explanation of Hiickert, who makes it equivalent to avrov

in the genitive "He has predestined us to His own adoption."

The apostle does not use a preposition where a simple dative

or a genitive would have sufficed. Others, retaining the

undoubted meaning of the accusative, would render it in

various ways. Piscator translates Ad gloriam gratice suce.

Theophylact, with QEcumenius, explains, rrjv et9 avrov ava-

jovcrav adoption leading to Him. Olshausen's notion is not

dissimilar. De Wette renders simply fur ilin ; that is, for

Him whose glory is the ultimate end of the great work of

redemption. Theodore of Mopsuestia thus expounds it,
'iva

avrov viol "heyolfjuedd re KCLI ^ptj^arL^wfjiev. Something of the

truth lies in all those modes of explanation, with the exception

of the view of Calvin, and those who think with him. Efc

occurs twice in the verse, first pointing out the nearer object

of Trpooplcras, and then the relation of the spiritual adoption
to God. In such a case as the last, efc indicates a relation

different from the simple dative, and one often found in the

theology of the apostle. Winer, 49, 31-4. Adoption has

its medium in Christ : but it has its ultimate enjoyment and

blessing in God. Himself is our Father His household we
enter His welcome we are saluted with His name and

dignity we wear His image we possess His discipline we
receive and His home, secured and prepared for us, we hope
for ever to dwell in., To HIMSELF we are adopted. The origin

of this privilege and distinction is the Divine love. That love

was not originated by us, nor is it an essential feeling on the

part of God, for it has been exercised

Kara rr}v ev8ofclav rov Oehij^aros avrov "
according to the

good pleasure of His will." Kara, as usual, denotes rule

or measure. Winer, 49. EvSoKia, according to Jerome a

word coined by the Seventy, rebus novis nova verba fingentes,

has two meanings; that of will it seems good to me
voluntas liberrima " mere good pleasure ;" and that of bene-
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volence or goodwill. The former meaning is held by Chry-
sostom (TO a(J3oBpbv 0eA/?7//,a), Iby Grotius, Calvin, Flatt,

Biickert, De Wette, Ellicott, and Stier, with the Vulgate and

Syriac. The notion of "
goodwill," or benignant purpose, is

advocated by Drusius, Beza, Bodius, Kb'ell, Haiiess, Olshau-

sen, and Baumgarten-Crusius. Such is its prevailing accepta-
tion in the Septuagint, as representing the Hebrew ]i:n.

The translators gave this rendering on purpose and with

discrimination, for when fun signifies will or decree, as it

sometimes does, they render it by tfeA/^a. Compare Ps.

xix. 15, li. 19, Ixxxix. 18, cv. 4, with Esther i. 8; Ps.

xxix. 5, xl. 8; Dan. viii. 4, xi. 3, 16, &c. The Seventy
render the proper name rm? (Delight), Cant. vi. 4, by evSotcla,

Symmachiis by eySo/c^r^. .In the New Testament the mean-

ing is not different. Luke ii. 14; Bom. x. 1
; Philip, i. 15,

ii. 13. Matt. xi. 26, and the parallel passage, Luke x. 21,

may admit of the other meaning, and yet, as Harless sug-

gests, the context, with its verb tfyaXkido-arOy seems to

support the more common signification. Fritzsche ad Rom.
ii. 369 note. Ellicott virtually gives up his decision, by

admitting that "
goodness is necessarily involved ;" and the

philological and contextual arguments of Hodge for the first

view are utterly inconclusive. We agree with De Wette that

the reference in evBofcla is to be sought, not in the Trpowpicr-

ftevoi) but in irpoopio-a^ ;
but it defines His will as being

something more than a mere decree resting on sovereignty,
and there is on this account all the more reason why praise is

due, for the clause is still connected with 6^X0777x69. CEcu-

menius well defines
it, 97

eV' evapyeala /3ovXr}(ris. Theodoret

says, that the Sacred Scripture understands by evSotcla, TO

dyaObv rov . OeXn^p.a. The 6e\rj^a not an Attic term

(Phrynichus, ed. Lobeck, p. 7) in itself simple purpose, has

in it an element of evSo/cta. Benignity characterizes His

unbiassed will.

And the proof of this statement is plain to a demonstration.

For. though adoption among men usually results from child-

lessness, and because no son has a seat on their hearth, they

bring home the orphaned wanderer, no motive of this kind

has place with God. His heart rejoices over myriads of His
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unfallen progeny, and His glory would not have been unseen,

nor His praises unsung, though this fallen world had sunk

into endless and hopeless perdition. Again, while men

adopt a child not merely because they like
it,

but because

they think it likeable in features or in temper, there was

nothing in us to excite God's love, nay there was every-

thing to quench it in such a ruined and self-ruined creature.

So plain is
it,

that if God love and adopt us, that love has

no assignable reason save " the good pleasure of His will."

In endeavouring to show that the occurrence of /card, rrjv

after ev dyaTrrj is no tautology, Olshausen says, that

refers to the proper essence of God, and that evSoKia

brings out the prominent benevolence of the individual act of

His will. The opinion of Harless is similar, that aydTri) is

the general emotion, and that its special expression as the

result of will is contained in evSotcla. Perhaps the apostle's

meaning is,
that while adoption is the correlative fruit of love,

purpose, special and benign, has its peculiar and appropriate

sphere of action in predestination m-pooptcra^- Kara. There

is
" will" for if God love sinners so as to make them sons, it

is not because His nature necessitates it, but because He wills

it. Yet this will clothes itself, not in bare decree, but " in

good pleasure," and such good pleasure is seen deepening into

love in their actual inbringing. The idea of this clause is

therefore quite different from that of the last clause of v. 11.

(Ver. 6.) Efc eTratvov 0^779 T% %a/jm>9 avrov " To the

praise of the glory of His grace." Efc occurs thrice in the

sentence first pointing out the object of predestination

then, in immediate sequence, marking the connection of the

adopted with God and now designating the final end of the

process relations objective, personal, and teleological, dif-

ferent indeed, yet closely united. A6^9 has not the article,

being defined by the following genitive, which with its pro-

noun is that of possession. Winer, 19, 2, b; Madvig,

10, 2. This verse describes not the mere result, but the

final purpose, of God's Trpoopicrftos.
The proximate end is

man's salvation, but the ultimate purpose is God's own glory,

the manifestation of His moral excellence. 2 Cor. i. 20
;

Philip, i. 11, ii. 11. It was natural in an ascription of
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praise to introduce this idea, the apostle's offering of praise

euXt^To? 6 609 being at that moment a realization of

this very purpose, and therefore acceptable to Him. Some
critical editors read ai/rov, but without valid reason.

The reduction of the phrase to a Hebraism is a feeble

exegesis. That reduction has been attempted in two ways.

Some, like Grotius and Estius, resolve it into ets eiraivov evSojfov

to the glorious praise of His grace. Others, as Beza, Koppe,

Winer, Holzhausen, and Meier, construe it as %a/w eVSoo9.

But it is not generally His glorious grace, but this one special

element of that grace which is to be praised. Winer, 30, 31
;

Bernhardy, p. 53. Xffyw is favour, Divine favour, proving
that man has not only no merit, but that, in spite of demerit,
he is saved and blessed by God. (See under chap. ii. 5-8.)

Its glory is its fulness, fteeness, and condescension. It shrinks

from no sacrifice, averts itself from no species or amount of

guilt, enriches its objects with the choicest favours, and con-

fers upon them the noblest honours. It has effected what

it purposed stooping to the depths, it has raised us to the

heights of filial dignity. Still farther : this grace, with its

characteristic glory, is a property in God's nature which

could never have been displayed but for the introduction of

sin, and God's design to save sinners. This, then, was His

great and ultimate end, that the glory of His grace should be

seen and praised, that this element of His character should

be exhibited in its peculiar splendour, for without it all

conceptions of the Divine nature must have been limited and

unworthy. And as this grace lay in His heart, and as its

exhibition springs from choice, and not from essential obliga-

tion, it is praised by the church, which receives it,
and by the

universe, which admires it. Therefore to reveal Himself fully,

to display His full-orbed glory, was an end worthy of God. 1

The idea of Stier, that the words have a subjective reference,

is far-fetched, as if the apostle had said that we are predestined

to be ourselves the praise of his glory. All that is good in

this interpretation is really comprised in the view already

given.

1 No one who has read, can forget, the magnificent, tract of Jonathan Edwards
" God's Chief End in Creation." Works, i. p. 41

;
ed. 1806, London.
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eV $, or ^9 e^apiraxrev 77^9. The former reading has in

its favour D, E, F, G, K, L. The Vulgate and Syriac cannot

be adduced as decided authorities, as they have often charac-

teristic modes of translation in such places. For
97*9

we have

the two old MSS. A and B, and Chrysostom's first quotation

of the clause. Authorities are pretty nearly balanced, and

editors and critics are therefore divided Tischendorf and

Ellicott being for the first, Lachmann and Alford for the

second but the meaning is not affected whichever reading

be adopted. While ev y is well supported, 779 would seem to

be quite in harmony with Pauline usage, and is the more

difficult of the two readings, tempting a copyist on that

account to alter it. It stands so by attraction. Bernhardy,

p. 299; Winer 241; Eph. iv. 1; 2 Cor. i. 4; see also

under ver. 8. Two classes of meanings have been assigned

to the verb :

1. That of Chrysostom, and the Greek fathers, who usually

follow him, Theodoret, Theophylact, and (Ecumenius
;
also

of many of the Catholic interpreters, and of Beza, Luther,

Calvin, Piscator, Olshausen, Holzhausen, Passavant, and the

English version. The verb is supposed by them to refer to

the personal or subjective result of grace, which is to give men

acceptance with God gratos et acceptos reddidit. Men filled

with gratia are gratiosi in the eye of God. Luther renders

angenelim gemacht, as in our version, "made accepted."

Chrysostom's philological argument is, the apostle does not

say 779 e^apicraro a\V e^apiraxrev rf/id?, that is, the apostle

does not say,
" which he has graciously given," but " with

which he has made us gracious." He further explains the

term by fcal sTrepdaTovs eVoMJo-ez/
" He has made us objects

of his love
;

" and he employs this striking and beautiful

figijre
" It is as if one were to take a leper, wasted with

malady and disease, with age, destitution, and hunger, and

were to change him all at once into a lovely youth, sur-

passing all men in beauty, shedding a bright lustre from his

cheeks, and eclipsing the solar beam with the glances of his

eyes, and then were to set him in the flower of his age and

clothe him in purple, and with a diadem, and all the vest-

ments of royalty. Thus has God arrayed and adorned our
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soul, and made it an object of beauty, delight, and love."

But the notion conveyed in this figure appears to us to be

foreign to the meaning of the term. The word occurs, indeed,

with a similar meaning in the Septuagint, Sirach xviii. 17,

where avrjp Ke%apiTc0/jievo<i is a man full of grace and bland-

ness; and the same book, ix. 8, according to the Codex A and

Clement's quotation, has the same participle, as if it were

synonymous with evftopfos comely, well-shaped. Opera, p.

257
; Colonise, 1688. Such a sense, however, is not in har-

mony with the formation of the verb or the usage of the New
Testament. Yet Mb'hler, in his Symlolik, 13, 14, uses the

clause as an argument for the justitia inhcerens of the Komish

church.

2. The verb xapiToco, a word of the later Greek, signifies

according to the analogy of its formation to grace, to bestow

grace upon. So some of the older commentators, as Cocceius,

Rb'ell, and most modern ones. Verbs in 6a> signify to give
action or existence to the thing or quality specified by the

correlate noun, have what Kiihner appropriately calls ein

factitive Bedeutung, 368. Thus, Trvpow I set on fire,

Oavarow I put to death, that is,
I give action to jrvp and

Qdvaros. Buttmann, 1.19. XapiToo) will thus indicate

the communication or bestowment of the %a/w. The grace

spoken of is God's, and that grace is liberally conferred upon
us. To maintain the alliteration it may be rendered, The

grace with which He graced us, or the favour with which He
favoured us. The Vulgate has gratificavit, and the Syriac
<&sattfbj| which He has poured out. Xdpis has an objec-

tive meaning here, as it usually has in the Pauline writings,

and
/ce%apiTo>yu,ez/7?, applied to the Virgin (Luke i. 28, Valck-

naer, ap. Luc. i. 28), signifies favoured of God, the selected

recipient of His peculiar grace. Test. xii. Patr. p. 698. The

use of a noun with its correlate verb is not uncommon. ISph.

i. 3, 19, 20
;

ii. 4
;

iv. 1
; Donaldson, 466

; Winer, 24, 1.

The spirit of the declaration is To the praise of the glory of

His grace, which He so liberally conferred upon us the aorist

referring to past indefinite time and not to present condition.

The liberal bestowment of that grace is its crown and glory.

It was with no stinted hand that God gave it, as the following
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context abundantly shows. This glory of grace which is to

be lauded is not its innate and inoperative greatness, but its

communicated amount. The financial prosperity of a people

is not in useless and treasured bullion, but the coined metal

in actual circulation. The value is not in the jewel as it

lies in the depth of the mine, in the midst of unconscious

darkness, but as it is cut, polished, and sparkling in the royal

diadem. So it is not grace as a latent attribute, but grace in

profuse donation, and effecting its high and holy purpose; it

is not grace gazed at in God's heart, but grace felt in ours,

felt in rich variety and continuous reception it is
" the grace

with which He graced us," that is to be praised for its

glory. And it is poured out

ev TW 9770,73-77pevat
" in the Beloved." Some MSS., such

as Dt, E, F, G, add vi& aurov, an evident gloss followed by
the Vulgate and Latin fathers. The Syriac adds the pronoun,
in his Beloved O"ir\*.;xC>. The reference is undoubtedly to

Christ. Matt. iii. 17; xvii. 5; John, iii. 16; 1 John, iv. 9,

10, 11; or Col. i. 13 o vto? r}9 wydTrijs avrov. Jesus is the

object of the Father's love eternal, boundless, and immut-

able
;
and " in Him "

as the. one living sphere, not for His

sake only, men are enriched with grace. But what suggested

such an epithet here? 1. The apostle had said,
" In love

having predestinated us to the adoption of children." We,
as adopted children, are indeed loved, but there is another,

the Son, the own beloved Son. It was not, therefore, affec-

tion craving indulgence, or eager for an object on which to

expend itself, that led to our adoption. There- was no void

in His bosom, the loved One lay in it. 2. The mediatorial

representative of fallen humanity is the object of special affec-

tion on the part of God, and in Him men are also loved by
God. Bengel suggests that the %api<s we enjoy is different

from this a^anrf]. Still the apostle affirms that we share in

love as well as grace. 3. The following verse tells us that

redemption comes to us Sta rov aipwros by His blood, for

the Beloved One is the sacrifice. What love, therefore, on the

Father's part to deliver Him up what praise to the glory of

His grace and what claim has Jesus to be the loved One

also of His church, when His self-sacrificing love for them
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has proved and sustained its fervour in the agonies of a violent

and vicarious death ! For the next thought is

(Ver. 7.) 'Ev
<j> ejfp^iev rrjv airoKvTpwa-iv Std TOV aifj,aro<f

avTov " In whom we have redemption by His blood." The

apostle now specifies some fruits of that grace illustrates

exapiracrev. From a recital of past acts of God toward us he

comes now to our present blessing. Redemption stands out to

his mind as the deliverance so unique in its nature and so

well known, that it has the article prefixed. It is enshrined

in solitary eminence. The idea fills the Old Testament, for

the blessing which the Levitical ritual embodied and symbo-
lized was redemption delivemnce from evil by means of

sacrifice. Lev. i. 4, 9; iv. 26; xvii. 11. Blood was the medium

of expiation and of exemption from penalty. Umbreit, Der

Brief an die Homer ausgelegt, p. 261: Gotha, 1856. 'ATTO-

\VTp&)crt9, as its origin intimates, signifies deliverance by the

payment of a price or ransom \vrpov. It has been said that

the idea of ransom ,is sometimes dropped, and that the word

denotes merely rescue. We question this, at least in the New
Testament

; certainly not in Kom. viii. 23, for the redemp-
tion of the body is, equally with that of the soul, the result of

Christ's ransom-work. Even in Heb. xi. 35, and in Luke
xxi. 28, we might say that the notion of ransom is not alto-

gether sunk, though it be of secondary moment
;
in the one

case it is apostacy, in the other, the destruction of the Jewish

state, which is the ideal price. We have the simple noun in

Luke i. 68
;

ii. 38
;
Heb. ix. 12

;
and \vrpfivv in Luke xxiv.

21
;

Tit. ii. 14. The human race need deliverance, and they

cannot, either by price or by conquest, effect their own libera-

tion, for the penal evil which sin has entailed upon them

fetters and subdues them. But redemption is not an imme-

diate act of sovereign prerogative; it is represented as the

result of a process which involved and necessitated the death

of Christ. The means of deliverance, or the price paid, was the

blood of Christ Bia TOV at/iaro? avrov ; as in Acts xx. 28,
*

where we have Tre/weTrot^VaTo, and 1 Cor. vi. 20, where we have,

under a different aspect ^jopda-Orjre, and similarly in Gal. iii.

13. Blood is the material of expiation. The death of Jesus

was one of blood, for it was a violent death
;
and that blood
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the blood of a sinless man, on whom the Divine law had no

claim, and could have none was poured out as a vicarious

offering.
1 The atonement was indispensable to remission of

sin it was TO \vrpov the price of infinite value. Matt. xx.

28
;
xxvi. 28

;
Mark x. 45

;
Heb. ix. 22. The law of God

must be maintained in its purity ere guilty man can be par-

doned. The universal Governor glorifies his law, and by the

same act enables Himself to forgive its transgressors. The

nexus we may not be able to discover fully, but. we believe,

in opposition to the view of Schleiermacher, Coleridge, and

others, that the death of Christ has governmental relations,

has an influence on our salvation totally different in nature

and sphere of operation, from its subjective power in subduing
the heart by the love which it presents, and the thrilling-

motives which it brings to bear upon it. See Reuss, Hist, de

la Theologie Chretienne au Siecle Apostoligue^ tome ii. p. 182.

GV & "in whom;
"

not as Koppe, Flatt, and others would

have
it,

" on account of whom." The Bid points to the instru-

mental connection which the death of Christ has with our

redemption, but / to the method in which that redemption
becomes ours. Bom. iii. 24. Ata regards the means of pro-

vision, eV the mode of reception in Christ the Beloved, in

loving, confiding union with Him. as the one sphere a

thought vitally pervading the paragraph and the entire epistle.

For how can we have safety if we are out of the Saviour ?

Bom. viii. 1, 33.

The apostle places the forgiveness of sins in apposition with

redemption, not as its only element, but as a blessing imme-

diate, characteristic, and prominent

TVJV acf>eo-Lv r&v TrapaTTTWjjidrwv "the forgiveness of sins."

Col. i. 14. HapaTTTQifjia falling aside, offence, differs from

d/^aprla, not exactly, as Jerome affirms, that the first term

1 "
Quand clone vons entendez ici parler de son sang, ne vous representez ni

celui de la Circoncision, quand le couteau de la Loi lui en sit perdre quelques

gouttes, hnit jours apres sa naissance; ni celui de son agonie, quand 1'exces du

trouble qu'il ressentoit en son esprit, lui en sit sue'r des grumeaux clans le jarclin

des Olives
;
ni celui de sa flagellation, quand les verges des soldats lui en tirerent

des ruisseaux dans le Pretoire. C'cst celui de sa mort meme." /Sermons snr

VEpiire de St. Paul aux Epltesiens, par feu M. Du Bosc, tome i. p. 277. 1G99.
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means the lapse toward sin, and the second the completed act

in itself, for irapdirrm^a is expressly applied by Paul in Rom.

v. 15
; &c., to the first sin of the first man ;that offence of

which a/jLapria, or a sinful state, is the sad and universal

result. The word, therefore, signifies here that series and

succession of individual sinful acts with which every man is

chargeable, or the actual and numerous results and manifesta-

tions of our sinful condition. "A<ecrt9 sometimes standing

by itself, but generally with apapriutv is release from some-

thing which binds, from the chain which fetters Luke iv. 19

or the debt or tribute which oppresses. Esther ii. 18. It

frees from the o^e/T^/m from debt, as at the year of jubilee.

Lev. xxv. 31
;
xxvii. 24. It is, therefore, the remission of

that which is due to us on account of offences, so that our

liability to punishment is cancelled. It is surely wrong in

Alford to make afyecnv coextensive with aTrokvrpwcnv. In the

New Testament the noun does not signify
"

all riddance from

the practice and consequences of our transgression," but defi-

nitely and specially remission of the penalty. Mark iii. 29
;

Acts, ii. 38 (the gift of the Spirit there succeeding that of

forgiveness) ;
Acts xiii. 38, 39

;
xxvi. 18

;
Heb. x. 18. But

aTrdKvTpwcris is much wider, being not only man's deliverance

from all evil from sin, Satan, and death but his entrance

into all the good which a redeeming God has provided peace,

joy, and life a title to heaven and preparation for it. The

afacris of this verse is not, therefore,
"
equipollent

"
with

aTroXvTpom?, but the following paragraph is
;
for the aTroXv-

Tpw<rt<s contains the series of blessings described in
it,

and

among them forgiveness of sins has a first and prominent

place. "Ac^ecri? differs from Trdpeaw (Eom. iii. 25), for the latter

is praeterrnission, not remission; the suspension of the penalty,
or the forbearing to inflict

it, but not its entire abrogation.

Fritzsche Ad Horn., vol.
i., p. 199

;
Trench On Synon. 33.

But the blessing here is remission. And it is full, all past sin

being blotted out, and provision being made that future guilt

shall also be remitted. Permanent dwelling in Christ, (/ &>,)

secures continued forgiveness. That forgiveness also is free,

because it is the result of His sacrifice Sta cufjuaros ; and it

is irreversible, since it is God that justifies, and who shall
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impeach His equity ? or shall He revoke His own sentence of

absolution ?

And the apostle says, e^p/Aw in the present time
;
not like

ev\o<yri<Tas, e^eXe^aro, 7rpooptcra<S) e-^apLTOxrev descriptive of

past acts of God. The meaning is not We have got it,
and

now possess it as a distinct and perfect blessing, but we are

getting it are in continuous possession of it. We are ever

needing, and so are ever having it, for we are still
" in Him,"

and the merit of His blood is unexhausted. Forgiveness is

not a blessing complete at any point of time in our human

existence, and therefore we are still receiving it. See under

Col. i. 14.

But those TrapaTTTcofjuara are many and wanton not only

numerous, but provoking, so that forgiveness, to reach us,

must be patient and ample, and the apostle characterizes its

measure as being
Kara TO TrXouro? Tr)<$ ^dpiro^ avrov "

according to the

riches of His grace. With JEtiickert, Lachmann, and Tischeri-

dorf, on the authority of A, B, D1

, F, Or, we prefer the neuter

TO TrTuwTo?, a form which occurs, according to the best MSS.,
in Eph. ii. 7, iii. 8, 16

;
Phil. iv. 19

;
Col. i. 27, ii. 2

; Winer,

9,2,2. n\o>T05 is what Paley calls one of the "cant"

words of the apostle, that is, one of the favourite terms which

he often introduces "riches of goodness," "riches of glory,"
"
riches of full assurance,"

"
riches of wisdom," &c. It

serves no purpose to resolve the formula into a Hebraism, so

that it might be rendered "his rich grace," or "his gracious

riches," for the genitive is that of possession connected with

its pronoun. Winer, 30, .3,
1. The classic Greeks use a

similar construction of two substantives. The avrov evidently

refers to God, and some MSS. read amov. Xapt9 see under

ii. 8. The spirit of the clause may be thus illustrated: The

favour of man toward offenders is soon exhausted, and accord-

ing to its penury, it soon wearies of forgiving. But God's

grace has unbounded liberality. Much is expended; many
sinners of all lands, ages, and crimes are pardoned, fully par-

doned, often pardoned, and frankly pardoned, but infinite

wealth of grace remains behind. It is also to be remarked,
that %pt9 and aipa are really not opposed. Atonement is
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not in antagonism with grace. For the opulence of His

grace is seen not only in its innumerable forms and varieties

of operation among men, but also in the unasked and un-

merited provision of such an atonement, so perfect and glo-

rious in its relation to God and man, as the blood of the
" Beloved One."

(Ver. 8.)
TH9 eTrepio-crevcrev els ^ytta?.

" Which He has

made to abound toward us." ^H? is the result of attraction.

If it stand for rjv, then the verb will have a transitive significa-

tion "Which he hath made, or caused to abound." But if

^9 stand for the dative, as Calvin, Camerarius, and Schmid

suppose, the meaning is that of our version " In which he

has abounded toward us." Winer, 24, 1. But the New
Testament affords no example of such an attraction, though
this be the usual signification of the verb. The Vulgate,

taking it for a nominative, falsely reads quce superabundawit in

nobis ; and Piscator's exegesis is wholly arbitrary, copiose se

effudit. It
is, however, natural to suppose that there is no

change in the ruling nominative. Attraction seldom takes

place except when the relative should stand in the accusative

(Kiihner, 787, Anmerk. 4; Jelf, 822), so that, with the

more modern interpreters, we take 179 as the substitute of the

accusative, and prefer the transitive sense of the verb. Such

a Hiphil signification belongs to the word in 1 Thess. iii. 12
;

2 Cor. iv. 15, ix. 8. The relative does not denote the mode

of abundance, but the matter of it. It has been suggested

Ellicott, p. 164 that, as verba faciendi, like irepi(r<reva), may
have an appended accusative elicited from the verb,

" make
an abundance of" so the principle of attraction need not be

applied to 779. Beza gives it, qua redundavit. The riches of

His grace are not given us in pinched exactness, or limited

and scanty measurement where sin abounds, grace super-

abounds. Rom.; v. 20. God knows that He cannot exhaust

the wealth of His grace, and therefore He lavishes it with

unstinted generosity upon us. Theophylact explains the

clause thus : a^Oovws e^e^eev
" He hath poured it upon us

unsparingly." And the apostle, having spoken of forgiveness

as an immediate blessing, adds

ev Trdcrp <ro<f>ta KCU <j>povrj(rei
" in all wisdom and pru-
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dence." The preliminary question refers to the position of

this clause. Should it be joined to the preceding evrepicr-

crev<rev, or does it belong to the following verse, and qualify

the participle yvapta-a? ? If it stand in connection with the

foregoing verb, it may be variously interpreted. Four forms

of exegesis have been proposed :

1. Calvin, Balduin, and Beza understand the phrase as a

general name for the gospel, and their meaning is, that the

vocation of men, by the perfectly wise plan of the gospel, is

to be ascribed to grace as really as is their election.

2. Others understand it as referring to the gifts of wisdom

and prudence which accompany the reception of divine for-

giveness. So Aretius, Calixtus, Wolf, Bengel, Moras, Flatt,

Meyer, Meier, Matthies, Bisping, Baumgarten-Crasius, and

virtually Harless "
According to the riches of His grace,

which He made to abound toward us, along ivith the gifts of

wisdom and prudence." Or as Ellicott says
"
It may mark

out the sphere and element in which the Trepicra-eva-ev is

evinced and realized." But the clause so interpreted may be

either logically connected with eTrepiacreva-ev or <yvwpicraS) and

may mean either " He hath abounded toward us." and one

proof and result of such abundance is the bestowment of these

graces ;
or He hath made us wise and prudent, because He

hath made known to us the mystery of His will. Thus QEcu-

menius, who joins the words with the following verse aofyovs

ical
(frpovt/jiovs iroirjcras OVTCO? eyvatpio-ev rb p,v(nripiov. If we

preferred this exegesis, we should adopt the latter modifica-

tion, which some of these critics also espouse, namely, that

the wisdom and prudence are neither the proof nor the sphere

of grace abounding toward us, but are the effects of God's

disclosure of the mystery of His will.

3. Some, again, refer the words to God, as if they were

descriptive of the manner in which He has caused His grace

to abound toward us. God in all wisdom and prudence has

made all grace to abound toward us. So Castalio, Etickert,

De Wette, Grotius (in one of his explanations), Baumgarten-

Crusius, and Alford a connection which Ellicott stigmatizes
"
as in the highest degree unsatisfactory."

4. The opinion of Olshausen, endorsed by Stier, is quite
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arbitrary and peculiar
" that we should walk in all wisdom

and prudence;" a paraphrase which would indicate an un-

wonted and fatal elasticity in the apostle's diction.

We propose to join the words with the participle, yvwpLa-as
"
Having in all wisdom and prudence made known to us

the mystery of His will." The construction is similar to that

vindicated in ver. 5, with regard to eV ayd-Try, and is not

unusual in the Pauline writings. The idea is homogeneous,
if the words are thus connected. Wisdom and prudence have

no natural connection with the abounding of grace. Grace in

its wealth or profusion does not suggest the notions of wisdom

and prudence. The two circles of thought are not concentric

in any of the hypotheses we have referred to. For if the

words "in all wisdom and prudence" be referred to God, as

descriptive of His mode of operation, they are scarcely in

harmony with the leading idea of the verse
;

at least there

would be a want of consecutive unity. For it is not so much
His wisdom as His love, not so much His intelligence as His

generosity, which marks and glorifies the method of His pro-

cedure. The same remarks equally apply to the theory which

looks upon the clause in dispute as a formal description of the

scheme of the gospel.

Nor if the words be referred to gifts of " wisdom and

prudence," conferred along with grace, or be regarded as the

sphere of its operation, is the harmony any better preserved.

Wisdom and prudence are not the ideas you would expect to

find in such a connection. But, on the other hand,
" wisdom

and prudence" are essentially connected with the disclosure

of a mystery. A mystery is not to be flung abroad without

due discrimination. The revealer of it wisely selects his

audience, and prudently chooses the proper time, place, and

method for his disclosure. To make it known to minds not

prepared to receive it, to flash it upon his attendants in full

force and without previous and gradual training, might defeat

the very purpose which the initiator has in view. The quali-

ties referred to are therefore indispensable requisites to the

publication of a mystery.
An objection, however, is stated against this exegesis by

Earless, and the objection is also adopted by Meyer, Matthies,
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and Olshausen. Harless boldly affirms that (ppovrjo-is cannot

be predicated of God. It is true that this intellectual quality

is not ascribed to God in the New Testament, the word

occurring only in another place. But in the Septuagint, on

which the linguistic usage of the New Testament is based, it is

applied to God as Creator (Prov. iii. 19), and in a similar pas-

sage, Jer. x. 12, and the Divine attribute of wisdom personified

in Prov. viii. 14, exclaims, epr) typovrja-LS "intelligence is

mine." Why should
(j>p6vr)(ri,s

be less applicable than ryvfixns

to God ? Prudence, indeed, in its common acceptation, can

scarcely be ascribed to the Omniscient. Still, if God in any
action displays those qualities which in a man might be

called prudence, then such a property may be ascribed to

him in perfect analogy with the common anthropomorphism
of Scripture. But fypovya-is may not signify prudence in its

usual acceptation. It is the action of the fypyv or mind.

Wisdom is often ascribed to God, and $p6vr](ris is the action

of His wise mind--its intuitive formation of purposes and

resolutions in His infinite wisdom. To refer
<j)p6vr)(ri<; always

to practical discretion, as Estius, Bengel, and Krebs do, is

unwarranted. So</>/a is not simply and always scientia theo-

retica, nor ^poi/^o-t? scientia practica. The words are so

explained, indeed, by Cicero typowrjcriS) quce est rerum expe-

tendarumfugiendarumque scientia. De Offic. i. 43. In the pas-

sages adduced by Krebs 1 and Loesner 2 from Josephus and

Philo, the word does not certainly bear out Cicero's definition,

but in some of them rather signifies insight, or perspicacity.

In the classics it often denotes that practical wisdom which is

indispensable to civil government. The term occurs only in

another place in the New Testament, Luke i. 17, where it is

rendered "the wisdom of the just," and where it certainly

does not refer to prudence. It stands in the Septuagint as

the representative of no less than nine different Hebrew

words. That it is referred to God in the Seventy, shows

that it may be predicated of Him in the New Testament.

2<o(j>{a is the attribute of wisdom, and fypovrjo-i?
is its special

aspect, or the sphere of operation in which it developes itself.

1 Observations in Novum Test, e Fl. Josepho, p. 825.

2 Observationes in Novum Test, e Philone Alexcmdrino, p. 338.
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Thus, in Prov. x. 23, rj Sk ao<f>la dvSpl rUret
(ftpovrjartv.

Com-

pare also in Septuagint 1 Kings iv. 29
;
Dan. ii. 21

, Joseph.

Antiq. ii. 5, 7, viii. 7, 5. It is not so much the result of

wisdom, as a peculiar phase of its action. Intellectual action

under the guidance of
<ro(f>ia is fypbwrja-is intelligence. Beza's

view is not very different from this. The word, therefore,

may signify in this clause that sagacity which an initiator

manifests in the disclosure of a mystery a quality which,
after the manner of men, is ascribed to God.

It is objected, again, that the adjective Trao-??, added to

(ro<j>.
icai,

(f>pov. forbids the application of the terms to God.

Meyer admits that <ppov. may be applied to God, but denies

that Trdcra ^povrjar^ can be so applied. We can say of God,
Harless remarks, "in Him is all wisdom, but not He has done

this or that in all wisdom." Olshausen homologates the state-

ment, his argument being, that God possesses all attributes

absolutely. De Wette, who, however, joins the words to the

preceding clause, but applies them to God, answers, that the

Divine wisdom, in reaching its end by every serviceable

means, appears not as absolute, but only as relative, and he

explains the clause, in oiler dazu dienlicher Weisheit und Ein-+

sicht. But what hinders that the word should be rendered
" in all," which though it may be literally

"
every kind," yet

virtually signifies highest, or absolute wisdom and discretion?

Harless again withstands this, and says, es bezeichnet nie die

Intension sondern nur die Extension. Let the following ex-

amples suffice for our purpose: Matt, xxviii. 18, iraa-a e^ovoria

all power absolute power ;
Acts v. 23, the prison was

shut, GV iracrr) ao-(aXeia " with all safety," in their opinion,

with absolute security ;
1 Tim. i. 15, ird<r^ a7roSo%?7<? aj?

worthy of all or of absolute credit and welcome
5
and in

many other places. Nor is this sense unknown to the classics:

TTOVT 67rta"r7///?79 absolute knowledge;
1 iratra avdyKij utmost

or absolute necessity;
2

e? rrrav tca/cov into extreme distress;
3

et's irdvra iclvSvvov into extreme danger ;

4
els iraa-av d-jropiav

to the utmost embarrassment.5 So that in Tra? the idea of

1
Sophocles, Antic/. 721. 3 Herod, vii. 118; ix. 118.

2
Plato, Phaidr. 235.

4
XenopLon, Cyr. vii. 2, 22.

Polybius, iii. 77, 4. See also Pape and Passow in their respective Lexicons.

E
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intension is at least inferentially bound up with that of exten-

sion. Such appear to us sufficient reasons for connecting the

words with ryvo)plcra<;} and regarding them as qualifying it,

or defining the method in which the mystery has "been dis-

closed.

But among those who connect the words with ryvcopla-as,

there are some forms of interpretation adopted which may "be

noticed and set aside. The first is that of Chrysostom, who,
in one of his expositions, refers the '* wisdom and prudence

"

to the mystery, as if they were descriptive of its qualities :

TOVTO yap eari TO iivarrjpiov TO Trdatj^ croc/ua? re ye/j,ov KOL

(f>povtfcre(i)<;
"for this mystery is marked by its fulness of

wisdom and prudence." He is followed by Koppe, who, as

is common with him, suggests this metaphrase : TO pvo-Tijpiov

<ro(f)(bTaTov K,al $>povi(JiU)Ta,Tov. These interpretations are not

warranted by the syntax. Reverting, then, to the view we
have already stated, we are of opinion that the words qualify

ryvwpicras. For this purpose there is no need that they be

placed after it. The participle is at the same time intimately

connected with the verb eTrepio-crevcrev. It contains one of the

elements of the %/w9, which God has made to abound. His

having made known of His goodwill this higher aspect of

Christ's work, is ascribed to that grace which, in this way
and for this purpose, He hath caused to abound towards us.

It is also one of the elements of airoK-urpwais, and one of

the fruits of that death which secured it. This connection

is approved by Chrysostom, Theodoret, Jerome, Homberg,

Baumgarten-Crusius, Koppe, Semler, and Holzhausen, by
the editors Griesbach and Scholz, and by Conybeare. The
verses are left undivided by Lachmann and Tischendorf.

(Ver. 9.) Tvajptcras rifuv TO pva-Trfpiov TOT) deXitfpaTo? avTov

"Having in all wisdom and prudence made known to us

the mystery of His will." Tvmp(<ra$ stands to eirepia-<rev<rev

much in the same way as irpoopia-a^ did to egeXegaTo. Bern-

hardy, p. 383. And so in iii. 10, when the apostle speaks
of God unveiling a great mystery, he adds that by such a

disclosure His "manifold wisdom" is made known to the prin-

cipalities and powers. The essential idea of pvcrTrjpiov, what-

ever may be the application, is, something into the knowledge
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of which one must be initiated, ere he comprehend it. In

such a passage as this, it is not something unknowable, but

something unknown till fitting disclosure has been made of it;

something long hid, but at length discovered to us by God,
and therefore a matter of pure revelation. The mystery itself

is unfolded in the following verse. It is not the gospel or

salvation generally, but a special purpose of God in reference

to His universe. And it is called the mystery of " His will
"

rov 0eX?7//,aT09 the genitive being either subjective, because

it has its origin in His own inscrutable purpose j
or rather, the

genitive being that of object, because His will is its theme

Kara rrjv evSoiciav avrov "according to His good pleasure."

EvSoicta has been already explained under ver. 5. Though
the mystery be His will, yet in His benevolent regards He
has disclosed it. We preferred in the previous edition joining

the phrase with the following clause and verse, but the similar

use of Kara and its modal clause in ver. 5 induces us, with

Meyer, Euckert, and Olshausen, to connect it with yvtopLaas:

rfv TrpoeOero ev avrq)
" which He purposed in Himself."

The verb occurs only in two other places, Eom. i. 13, iii.

25 and there may be here a quasi-temporal sense in irpo.

The meaning implied in the reflexive form avrq), which Hahn

rightly prints in opposition to Tischendorf and Lachmann, is

correct. Luther and Bengel refer it to Christ but the recur-

rence of the proper name in the next clause forbids such a

reference in the pronoun here. The purpose takes effect in

Christ, but it is conceived in. God's own heart. "In Himself"

He formed this design, for He is surrounded by no co-ordinate

wisdom "With whom took He counsel?" This and the

next verse are intimately connected. Some, such as Bengel,

suppose the verb avaicecfiaXaLwcracrOai, to be connected with

yvwpicras, and others unite it with Trpoedero, but it stands out

as the object to which the whole previous verse points, and of

which it is an explanation.

(Ver. 10.) Et? oiKovopiav rov if^putfjiaro^ rwv /caipwv
" In reference to the dispensation of the fulness of the times."

Winer, 49, a. The article is absent before
ot/covo/uay, as

the term is so well defined by the following genitives. Winer,

19, 2 b. Et? does not signify "until," as Bullinger,
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Erasmus, Calvin, Estius, Bucer,. Zanchius, and Grofiiis have

supposed ;
as if the sense were that the .mystery had been

kept concealed until this dispensation was introduced. This

gives an emphasis and intensity of meaning to Trpoedero, which

the word cannot well hear. Nor can '? be rightly taken for

ev, as is done by Jerome, Pelagius, Anselm, Beza, Piscator,

and the Vulgate, for the meaning would be vague and diluted.

Et<? is "in reference to." Olfcovoftla signifies house-arrangement,

or dispensation, and is rendered by Theophylact, Stoiicrja-is,

Kardarraa-^. The word in the New Testament occurs in

Luke xvi. 2, 3, 4, in the general sense of stewardship, either

the administration itself or the office, and the corresponding

noun, oltcovojjbos, is found in the same chapter,.and in Kom.

xvi. 23. Schweigh. Lex. Polyb., p. 403. Oweovo/ua is also

used with special reference to the gospel, and sometimes

describes it as an arrangement or dispensation under charge
of the apostles as its "stewards." 1 Cor. iv. 1, 2, ix. 17;

Eph. iii. 2; Col. i. 25; Tit. i. 7; 1 Pet. iv. 10. Luther,

led away by this idea, and by the "
dispensatio

"
of the

Vulgate, refers the term to preaching, and to the disclosure

of the mystery dass es geprediget wurde. The noun does

not signify specifically and of itself, the dispensation of grace,

though the context leaves us in no doubt that such is the

allusion here; but it characterizes it as an arrangement

organized and secured in all its parts. Eph. iii. 2, 9
;

1 Tim.

1, 4. It is not made up of a series of disconnected truths

and events, but it is a compact and symmetrical system of

perfect harmony in all its reciprocal bearings and adapta-
tions. The adjustment is exact, so that each truth shines

and is shone upon ;
each fact is a cause and a consequent,

is like a link in a chain, which holds and is held. It is a

plan of infinite wisdom, where nothing is out of place, or

happens either within or beyond its time.

And the scheme is characterized as being rov Trhypw/uaTo?
T&V icatp&v the genitive having its characterizing sense.

Scheuerlein, 16, 3. Into the sense of TrA^pw^ia we shall

inquire at some length under the last verse of this chapter.
The phrase marks the period of the dispensation. It cannot

be the genitive of object administratio eorum guce restant
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tempora, as Storr supposes, taking irKrjpw^a in an active sense,

nor can we say with Koppe, that there is any reference to

extrema temporaihe last .day ;
nor with Baumgarten-Crusius,

that the time specified is the remaining duration of the world.

Harless gives, perhaps too narrowly, an exegetical sense to

the words, as if they explained what was meant by the

economy, to wit, a period when the mystery might "be safely

revealed making the genitive that of identity. Nor can we

suppose, with Stier, that these " times are parallel to the

economy, and of equal duration," that they comprehend die

ganze Zeitdawr dieser Anstalt "
for it developes and com-

pletes itself through" adjusted times and periods." This view

is adopted and eulogized by Alford. It seems to us, however,
to be putting more into the words than of themselves they
will bear. The genitive /catp&v presents a temporal idea, and

ir^pcofiarof may be that of characterization. Winer, 35, 2
;

or as in Jude, tcpiaris p,&yd\r)s r/fjuepa?. It is an economy charac-

terized by the fulness of the times that is, introduced at the

fulness of the times. The passages adduced by Alford are

not at all analogous, for they have different contextual rela-

tions, and all of them want the element of thought contained

in
7rX?7/)G>/Aa. True, there are under the gospel Kcupol

Luke xxi. 24
; Katpol ava^v^eco^j Acts iii. 19

; Kaipois

1 Tim. ii. 6 each of these phrases having a special and

absolute reference. But Triujpafta is relative, and implies a

period which gradually, and in course of ages, has become

filled up; and as the coming of Christ was preceded both by

expectancy and preparation so we have ra reA/j? r&v aiwvoov

(1 Cor. x. 11), eV ea")(aT<av rS)v rt/j,epwv
*

(Heb. i. 1), in the

New Testament
;
and again and again in the Old Testament,

" the latter days
" "

days to come :

"
therefore the phrase

here may define the economy by its marked temporal charac-

teristic, as being full-timed and right-timed. Our view may
be thus expressed : The time prior to the dispensation is at

length filled up, for we take TrX^pwyua in its passive sense.

The TrA^pta/Ao, is regarded as a vast receptacle into which

centuries and millenniums had been falling, but it was now
filled. Thus, Herodotus iii. 22, <a>77<? TrXr/pco/na fj.aKporarov

the longest fulness of life the sense of the clause being,
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The longest period for a person to live is eighty years. Schott,

in Ep. ad Gfalatas, chap. iv. 4, p. 488 ; Winer, ibid. ; Mark i.

15; Luke xxi. 24; John vii. 8; Gal. iv. 4; also in Septua-

gint, Gen. xxv. 24, xxix. 21
;
Dan. x. 3. It is not rov

Xpovov, as in Gal. iv. 4 in which past time is regarded as

a unity but r&v Kcup&v, time being imaged under succes-

sive periods.
1 Theodoret has somewhat vaguely rov 6pi<r-

Oevra Trapa rov eov Kaipov, This is one aspect, and that of

Calovius dispensatio propria plenitudini temporis is another

aspect, both of which seem to be comprehended in the phrase.

The economy commenced at a period which implies that the

times destined to precede it were filled up. Two ideas seem

to be contained. 1. It marks God's time the time pre-

arranged and set apart by Him ;
a time which can neither be

anticipated nor delayed. 2. It specifies the best time in the

world's history for the occurrence to take place. Being God's

time, it must be the best time. The epoch is marked by God
in His own calendar, and years roll on till their complement
is numbered, while the opportuneness of the period in the

world's annals proves and ratifies divine wisdom and fore-

sight. That fulness of the time in which the economy was

founded, is the precise period, for the Lord has appointed it
;

and the best period, for the age was ripe for the event. We
cannot, however, with Usteri, place the entire emphasis of the

phrase on this latter idea. Paulin. Lehrbegriff^ p. 81. The
Grecian arms extended the Hellenic tongue, and prepared the

nations for receiving the oracles of the New Testament in a

language so rich and so exact, so powerful in description and

delicate in shades of expression. Koman ambition had also

welded the various states of the civilized world into one

mighty kingdom, so that the heralds of the cross might not

be impeded in their progress by the jealousy of rival states,

but might move freely on their mission under the protection
of one general sovereignty. Awakened longing had been

created over the East, and in the West the old superstitions

had lost their hold on thinking minds.2 The apostle utters

1 The noun XKI& is allied to xti^ and is often a synonym of JSTJ. Donald-

son's Neiu Cratyhis, 191.

2 Der Kreislauf, in wolcliem sioli die Bestimmung und Idee dor Ileideutlimns,
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this thought virtually in 1 Cor. i. 21. The world was allowed

full time to discover by prolonged experiment the insuffi-

ciency of its own wisdom to instruct and save it. It was

sighing deeply for deliverance, and in the maturity of this

crisis there suddenly appeared in Judaaa " the Desire of all

nations." The Hebrew seer who looked forward to it, re-

garded it as the "latter day" or "last time;" the nations

who were forewarned of it were in fevered anticipation of its

advent, for it was to them, as Cappell says, complementum

prophetarumj and, as Beza paraphrases,
"
tempus tarn diu

expectatum" But we,
" on whom the ends of the world have

come," look back upon it,
and feel it to be a period which

took its rise after the former cycles had fulfilled their course,

and all preparations for it had been duly completed. We do

not deny to Alford that what characterized the .introduction

of the economy characterizes all its epochs, and that this may
be implied in the remarkable phrase. But in the third chapter

the apostle unfolds a portion of the mystery, and as if in
'

reference to this phrase, he says of it'
" Which in other ages

was not made known, to the sons of men
;

"
to wit, it was first

revealed in the fulness of the times. The mystery of this

full-timed dispensation is now described

ava.Ke<f)a\aiQ)craa'dai, TO, Trdvra ev TW Xpurrw
" to gather

together all things in Christ." The infinitive does not need

the article, being explanatory in its nature. Winer, 44, 2
;

Madvig, 144. The signification of the verb has been variously

understood. 1. Some give it the sense of renew, as Suidas

in his Lexicon. Theodoret explains it by ^era^dXKeiv, and

refers to this .change rwv avdpa>7rwv 97 (five-is
aviararai teal

rriv a^Qapcriav evSverai. Tertullian renders it ad initium

reciprocare (De Monogam. 5), and the Syriac and Vulgate

correspond. And this was a general opinion in the ancient

church. Augustine, Enchiridion, 62
; Op. vol. vi. p. 377, ed.

1837. The Gothic has, afira usfulljan again to fill up. It

would, however, be difficult to vindicate such an exposition

on philological grounds. 2. It has been supposed to signify

to collect again under one head Ketyakcuov, or Ke^>a\ij. Such

and Judenthums vollendete, musste erst sein Ziel erreicht liaben. Usteri, Paulin.

Lehrlegriff, p. 85.
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is the general critical opinion of Chrysostom, (Ecumenius,

Theophylact, Erasmus, H. Stephens, Piscator, Calovius,

Bengel, Matthies, Meier, De Wette, Olshausen, and Stier.

"What," asks Chrysostom, "is the meaning of the word

avaK6(j). ? It is, to knit together, a-vvasfyai. It has another

signification To set over one and all the same Head, Christ,

according to the flesh /uW Kefyakfy evriOelvai," Beza insists

against this meaning, that the word comes from Ke<j)d\aiov, not

from Kefyakri. Besides the Headship of Christ is not formally

introduced till the 22nd Terse. The meaning of ava in com-

position must not be overlooked. Though it have only a

faint signification, as compound words abound in the later age
of a language, it does not quite lose that significance. It

signifies here, apparently,
"
again

"
as if there now existed,

under the God-man as Redeemer, that state of things which

had, prior to the introduction of evil, originally existed under

the Logos, the Creator and Governor. 3. The word is sup-

posed to signify, as in our version, "to gather together in

one;" so Beza, Meyer, Baumgarten-Crusius, Harless, and

others. Eom. xiii. 9. The summing up of the data, rerum

repetitio et congregatio^ was called, as Quintilian avers, ava-

Ke<j)a\al(i)o-i$. De Instit. Orator, vi. 1. The simple verb is

found with such a meaning in Thucydides, vi. 91
;

viii. 53
;

and compounded with avv it occurs in Polybius iii. 3, 1.

Xen. Cyr. viii. 1, 15. Such a summation appears to Grotius

and Hammond under the figure of the reunion of a dispersed

army, but Jerome and Cameron view it as the addition of

arithmetical sums. This third meaning is the most natural

there is a re-collection of all things in Christ as Centre, and

the immediate relation of this re-gathering to God Himself is

expressed by the middle voice. The objects of this re-union

are

ra ev rot? ovpavois /cal ra eirl r^9 7*79
" the things in

heaven and the things on earth." This is a mode of expres-
sion designed to be general, as the employment of the neuter

indicates. Some few MSS. supply the particle re after the

rd of the first clause, and B, D, E, L, read etrl for ev in the

same clause, a reading which cannot be sustained. Critical

opinions on the meaning of the phrase are very varied.
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According to Moms, it denotes God and man
; according

to Schoettgen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ernesti, Macknight,

Schleusner, and Koppe Jews and Gentiles; according to

Beza, Piscator, Bodius, Bollock, Moldenhauer, Flatt, and

Peile the spirits of good men, especially under the Old Tes-

tament and the present church
;
and according to the great

majority, the phrase signifies the union of spirits in heaven,

angels or otherwise, with men on earth. So the Scholium

preserved by Matthiae avaice<$>a\atw<riv Ka\ei rrjv et<? ptav

Ke<f)a\r)v eVoxrw, cu9 r&v a<y<yeka>v Sia ^.picrrov rofc dv8pa)7roif

a-vva<j)0evTQ)v. With these interpretations we agree, so far

as they contain truth. But they have the truth in frag-

ments, like "broken pieces of a mirror. We take the ra

irdvra here to be co-equal in extent of meaning with the

phrase, Col. i. 16,
"
By Him were all things created that are

in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible,

whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or

powers ;
all things were created by Him and for Him."

These ra Trdvra are said in ver. 20 to be reconciled to Him.

See under Col. i. 20. The phrase
"
things in heaven "

denotes the higher and more distant spheres of creation,

and these, along with "things on earth," may comprehend
the universe TO, ^avra, including, according to Meyer, all

things and beings, while Harless gives the words the general

sense of the universe. So do von Gerlach, Olshausen, and

Stier. The neuter has a generalizing meaning. Winer,

27, 5
j Poppo, Thucydides, i. 104. It cannot be sup-

posed to be used for the masculine, as no masculine is

implied in the verse. Hodge limits TO, irdvra to the church

in heaven and earth because, he says, the union effected is

by the redemption of Christ. This "
union," as he names it,

is indeed a result of redemption ;
but the gathering together

described here is a consequence above and beyond human

salvation a consequence connected with it, but held out apart

from it as a mystery disclosed according to His good pleasure.

The sense is weakened altogether by the notion of Turner,
that the infinitive may express a divine intention which may
yet be thwarted. The idea seems then to be that heaven

and earth are now united under one government. Christ as
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Creator was rightfully the Governor of all things, and till

the introduction of sin, that government was one and undi-

vided. But rebellion produced disorder, the unity of the

kingdom was broken. Earth was morally severed from

heaven, and from the worlds which retained their pristine

integrity. But Jesus has effected a blessed change, for an

amnesty has been proclaimed to earth. Man is reconciled

to God, and all who bear God's image are reconciled to man.

Angels are "
ministering spirits" to him, and all holy intelli-

gences delight in him. JSTot only has harmony been restored

to the universe, and the rupture occasioned by sin repaired,

but beings still in rebellion are placed under Christ's control,

as well as the unconscious elements and spheres of nature.

This summation is seen in the form of government ;
Jesus is

universal Begent. Not only do angels and the unfallen uni-

verse worship the same Governor with the redeemed, but all

things and beings are under the same administration. The
anthem to God and the Lamb begins with saints, is taken up

by angels, and re-echoed by the wide creation. Bev. v. 9, 14.

The death of Jesus is described in this paragraph -both in

its primary and ultimate results. First, by it "we have

redemption the forgiveness of sins." And, secondly, by the

same event, the universe is gathered together in Christ. The

language, by its very terms, denotes far more than the union

of the church in Him. Now the revelation of this great truth,

as to the ultimate effect > of Christ's mediation, is called a

"mystery." Man could not have discovered it the know-

ledge of it was not essential to his salvation. But it has been

disclosed with peculiar wisdom and delicacy. It was not

revealed in former times, when it could not have been appre-
ciated

; nay, it was not published till the means of it were

visibly realized, till Jesus died and rose again, and on the

right hand of God assumed this harmonizing presidency.

Since the days of Origen, the advocates of the doctrine of

universal restoration have sought a proof-text in this passage.

But restoration is not predicated it is simply re-summation.

Unredeemed humanity, though doomed to everlasting punish-

ment, and fallen spirits for whom everlasting fire is prepared,

may be comprised in this summation subjugated even against
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their -will. But the punishment of the impenitent affects

not the unity of Christ's government. Evil has lost its

power of creating disorder, for it is punished, confined, and

held as a very feeble thing in the grasp of the Almighty

Avenger. In fine, it is going beyond the record to deduce

from this passage a proof of the doctrine of the confirmation

of angels by the death of Christ ut perpetuum statum retine-

ant. Such are the words of Calvin. Were such a doctrine

contained or clearly revealed in Scripture, we might imagine
that the new relation of angels to Christ the Mediator might
exercise such an influence over them as to preclude the possi-

bility of their apostacyj or that their pure and susceptible

spirits were so deeply struck with the malignity of sin as

exhibited in the blood of the Son of God, that the sensation

and recoil produced by the awful spectacle for ever operate

as an infallible preservative.

And this re-capitulation of all things is declared a second

time to be in Christ e'v avra) a solemn and emphatic reas-

sertion. Kiihner, 632. His mediative work has secured it,

and His mediatorial person is the one centre of the universe.

As the stone dropped into the lake creates those widening
and concentric circles, which ultimately reach the farthest

shore, so the deed done on Calvary has sent its undulations

through the distant spheres and realms of God's great empire.
But eV avrqj is the connecting link also with the following

verse. Kiihner, 630-5. See also Col. i. 19, 20.

(Ver. 11.) 'Ey a> KOI eKKrjpmOifjiJuev. For e/eX^/jw^//.^ some

read e/c^Orj/jueVj supported by A, D, E, F, G, and the vetus

Itala. Lachmann, following Griesbach, prefers the latter;

but Tischendorf rightly advocates the former reading, on

what we reckon preponderant authority. Still is the connec-

tion marked, as usual,
" in Christ," and by the ever-recurring

formula ev (a. 'E/tX-^pco^^er/ has its foundation in the usage

of the Old Testament, in the theocratic inheritance nVra, as

in Deut. iv. 20, and in numerous other places. The /eX%)09,

/cXiTjoovopos, and Kh^povof^ia are also familiar epithets in the

apostolical writings. The inheritance was the characteristic

blessing of the theocratic charter, and it associated itself with

all the popular religious feelings and hopes. The ideas which
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some attach to the term, but which refer not to this source

and idiom, are therefore to be rejected. 1. The notion of

Koppe, and of the lexicographers "Wahl, Bretschneider, and

Wilke, is peculiar. According to them, it denotes simply to

obtain, and the object obtained is, or,
"

it has kindly happened
to us," that we should be to the praise of His glory. The

passages selected by Eisner (Observ. Sacrce, p. 204) out of

./Elian and Alciphron, are foreign to the purpose, for the verb

is there regularly construed with the accusative of the object,

and it is not from classic usage that the apostolic term has

been taken. 2. Nor is another common interpretation much
better supported, according to which the verb signifies to

" obtain by lot
"

the opinion of Chrysostom and his Greek

imitators, and of the Vulgate, Augustine, Ambrosiaster,

Aquinas, Erasmus, Estius, and a-Lapide. Chrysostom

explains the word thus K\ijpov yevopevov 97/^9 egeKejjaro.

Still this explanation does not come up to our idea of the

Pauline /eA%)09, which refers not to ihe manner of pur getting
the possession, but to the possession itself not to the lot, but

to the allotment. 3. Bengel, Flatt, Holzhausen, Bisping, De

Wette, and Stier take it, that we have become the /cktjpo^

the peculiar people of God. This, no doubt, yields a good
sense. The Jews are also called by this name the noun,

however, being employed as the epithet, and not the verb as

affirming the condition. Besides the Khrjpos in Colossians

i. 12, and in ver. 18, is not our subjective condition, as this

exegesis implies, but our objective possession in which we

participate, and in the hope of which we now rejoice. 4. So

that with Valla, with Luther, Calvin, and Beza among the

reformers, and with Wolf, Eosenmiiller, Harless, Matthies,

Meyer, Scholz, and Meier, we take the passive verb to signify
" we have been brought into possession" zum ErltJieil gekom-
men as Luther has it. In whom we have been enfeoffed,

in whom we have had it allotted to us. Deut. iv. 20, ix. 29

xxxii. 9. The verb may certainly bear this meaning K\rjpoa)
" I assign an inheritance to some one ;" in the passive
" I have an inheritance assigned to me," as verbs which

in the active govern the genitive or dative of a person have

it as a nominative in the passive. Winer, 39
; Bernhardy,
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4

p. 341
;
Rom. iii. 2

;
Gal. ii. 7, iv. 20. We see no force

in Stier's objection that such a meaning should Ibe followed

by ek TO e^etv 57/^9, whereas it is followed by el? TO elvat,

i5/ta9, for the inheritance is got that the inheritors may &<?,
in

the mode of their introduction to it and their enjoyment of

it, to the praise of His glory. The icai might, if connected

with the unexpressed pronoun, signify
" indeed ;" but it may

be better to connect it with the verb " in whom we have

also obtained an inheritance." Hartung, Kap. ii. 7
;
Devarius-

Klotz, p. 636
; Matthiae, 620. That which is spiritual and

imperishable is not, like money, the symbol of wealth, but

it is something which one feels to be his own an inheritance.

It is not exhausted with the using, and it comes to us not as a

hereditary possession.-
"
Corruption runs in the blood, grace

does not." It is God's gift to the believers in Christ, conferred

on them in harmony with His own eternal purpose. The nomi-

native to the verb, indicated by
"
we," does not refer specially

to Jewish Christians in this verse, as even Harless supposes ;

far less does it denote the apostles, or ministers of religion, as

Barnes imagines. The writer, under the term "
we," simply

speaks primarily of himself and the saints and faithful in the

Ephesian church, as being

'jrpoopicrdevres Kara r

jrp60e<riv rov ra irdvra evep<yovvros

Kara r^v (3ov\})v rov de\^f^aro^ avrov "
being predestinated

according to the purpose of Him who worketh all things after

the counsel of His will." The general significance of these

terms has been already given under previous verses. /3ovX,?7

and 6e\TjfLa are here connected fi the counsel of His will."

The correspondent verbs, ftovkopau and e#eX,are distinguished

by Buttmann thus : the latter is the more general expression,

containing the idea that the purpose formed lies within the

power of the person who formed it (Lexilogus, p. 35) ;
while

Tittmann adds, that OeKrj/ma is an expression of will, but

povKr] has in it the further idea of propension or inclination.

De Synon. p. 124. But the distinction is vague. The words

occur with marked distinction in 1 Sam. xviii; for in ver.

22, 0e\et ev signifies
" he has pleasure in ;" while in ver. 25,

fiovkerai, ev denotes desire consequent upon a previous reso-

lution. Compare also 2 Sam. xxiv. 3; 1 Chron. xxviii. 4.
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therefore, is will, the result of desire voluntas ;

r) is counsel, the result of a formal decision propositum.

Donaldson's New Cratylus, 463, 464. Here /3ov\^ is

the ratified expression of will the decision to which His

will has come. The Divine mind is not in a state of in-

difference, it has exercised deX^^a will; and that will is

not a lethargic velleity, for it has formed a defined purpose,

/3ovA,?7, which it determines to carry out. His desire and His

decrees are not at variance, Ibut every resolution embodies His

unthwarted pleasure. This divine fore-resolve is universal in

its sweep
" He worketh all things after the counsel of His

own will." The plan of the universe lies in the omniscient

mind, and all events are in harmony with it. Power in unison

with infinite wisdom and independent and undeviating pur-

pose, is seen alike whether He create a seraph or form a gnat
fashion a world or round a grain of sand prescribe the

orbit of a planet or the gyration of an atom. The extinction

of a world and the fall of a sparrow are equally the result of a

free pre-arrangement. Our " inheritance
"

in Christ springs

not from merit, nor is it an accidental gift bestowed from

casual motive or in fortuitous circumstances, but it comes from

God's fore-appointment, conceived in the same independence
and sovereignty which guide and control the universe.

(Ver. 12.) Ets TO elvat, 97/^9 efc eiraivov 86^779 avrov, roix;

irporjK'inKO'Tas ev TW Xpt<7T&)
" That we should be to the

praise of His glory we who have before hoped in Christ."

The critical opinions on this verse, and on its connection with

the preceding one, are very contradictory. Meyer and Ellicott

join it to eKkypcbOq/Aev
" we have been brought into the

inheritance, in order that we should be to the praise of His

glory." Others, as Calovius, Matt, and Harless, take efc eV.

as the final cause of the predestination, and read thus,
" that

we who first trusted in Christ should be to the praise of

His glory." Harless would render die wir vorher bestimmt

waren u.s.w., diegenigen zu seyn zum Ruhme seiner Herrlichheit,

die schon vorher anf Christus liofften thus making this fore-

hope the blessing to which they were predestinated. But the

blessings to which men are predestinated are not pre-Messianic,
but actual Christian blessings. Besides such a construction
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is needlessly involved, and in verses 5 and 14 the blessings

which believers enjoy are specified, and the phrase
"

to the

praise of His glory" follows as a general conclusion. Et?

eiraivov 7% 86^9 is therefore not the proximate purpose, but

the ultimate result.

The main struggle has been to determine who are meant by
the i5/ua9 rovs TrporpwuKOTas. Koppe, followed by Holzhausen,
understands the apostle to use the style royal, and to mean
himself. The majority of commentators suppose the words to

denote the believing Jews, so called in the opinion of Beza,

Grotius, Estius, Bodius, Bengel, Flatt, Olshausen, and Stier,

because their faith in Christ preceded in point of time that

of the Gentiles. This exegesis admits of various modifications.

The hope of the Jews in Christ preceded that of the Gentiles,

either, as Harless imagines, because they had heard of Him
earlier

; or, as Rosenmiiller, Meyer, Olshausen, Chandler,

and others affirm, because they possessed the Old Testament

prophecies, and so had the hope of Him before He came into

the world. But it may be replied, that this sudden change of

meaning in ^et?, so different from all the preceding verses, is

a gratuitous assumption ;
for the " we " and the " us

"
in the

preceding context denote the community of believers with

whom the apostle identifies himself, and why should he so

sharply and abruptly contract the signification, and confine it

to himself and his believing countrymen'? There is no hint

that such particularization is intended, and there is nothing to

point out the Jews as its object. Were this the idea, that the

Christian Jews were distinguished from the Gentiles by the

forehope of a Messiah, as the great object of their nation's

anticipations and desires, then we might have expected that the

phrase would have been TrporjKTTiKOTes elf rov Xpicrrov. Nor

do we apprehend that there is anything in the participle to limit

its meaning to the Hebrew portion of the church. The irpo

may not signify before or earlier in comparison with others,

but, as De Wette maintains, it may simply mean
"
already

"

prior to the time at which the apostle writes. Many con-

firmatory examples occur : Eph. iii. 3, KaOox; Trpoeypcu^ra as

I have already written
;

Col. i. 5, ekiriBa rjv vrpoyKovcraTe

the hope of which ye have already heard
;
Acts xxvi. 5, TT/OO-
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<ywa)crKovTs who have already known ;
Gal. v. 21, a 7rpd\eya)

which I have already told you; Kom. iii. 25, r&v frpo-

ryeryovoTwv af^aprrjfidrcov of sins already committed
;
1 Thess.

ii. 2, aXKa TrpoTraOovres but having already suffered
;
and so

in many other cases. The preposition indeed has often a more

distinctive meaning, but there is thus no necessity caused by
the words of the clause to refer it to Jews. The use of fyiefc in

the following verse might be said to be a direct transition,

natural in writing a letter, when the composer of it passes from

general to more special allusions and circumstances. The verb

eXTTi^b) also is used in reference to the Gentiles, Matt. xii. 21
j

Rom. xv. 12
;
and it might here, denote that species of trust

which gives the mind a firm persuasion that all promises and

expectations shall be fully realized. But while these difficul-

ties stand in the way, still,
on a careful review of the passage,

we are rather inclined from the pointed nature of the context

to refer the ^a? to believing Jews. The .participle may
certainly bear the meaning of having hoped beforehand

that is, before the object of that hope appeared ;
or it may

mean before in comparison with others, Acts xx. 13. Thus

the vfjbeis of the following verse forms a sharp contrast to the

expressed ripa? and the row Trpo'rfkTri/cora^j which is a limit-

ing predication, with emphasis upon it, as indicated by its

position and by the specifying article. Donaldson, 492. So

understood, the claim describes the privilege of believing Jews

in contrast with Gentiles. Lightfoot on Luke, ii. 34. The
article r^9 before Sogrjs is omitted by many MSS. and is

justly cancelled by Tischendorf and Lachmann. The clause

itself has been explained under ver. 6,

(Ver. 13.) 'Ez/ o> KOL v/mefc. This clause is variously con-

strued. Morus harshly renders ev & tl

therefore," making it

to correspond to the Hebrew iu>a. Meyer, Peile, and Alford

supply the verb of existence " in whom are ye." But this

appears tame in contrast with the other significant verbs of

the paragraph. Far better, if a verb is to be supplied to the

clause at all, either to take ^A/TTiWre with Beza, Calvin, and

Estius
;

or e/cX^pco^re, with Zanchius, a-Lapide, Bodius,

Koppe, Meier, Harless, and Olshausen. But the clause pre-
sents only one compacted sentence " In whom also ye, having
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heard the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation
;

in

whom (I repeat) ye, having believed, were sealed." 'Ey 3

fcal vfjiels refers to the verb eo-^pa^ia-d^re in Christ ye too

have been sealed; and the second ev & KOL resumes and

intensifies the declaration, for it refers to Christ, as Harless,

Olshausen, and Stier rightly think, and not as Piscator,

Grotius, and Eosenmuller affirm to Xo709, or as Castalio,

Calvin, Beza, and Meyer aver to evcvyye\iov. The apostle,

in assuring the Gentile converts that their interest in Christ,

though more recent, was not less secure than that of believing

Jews, first of all turns to their initial privilege as having heard

the gospel, and then he cannot but refer to their faith
;
and

this second reference, so important, suspends the construction

for a moment. The apostle describes their privilege

aKova-avTes rov \,6<yov Tfjs a\r)0eia<} "having heard the

word of truth." The aorist has its proper meaning, though
rendered "

having heard," and points to the period when their

privilege commenced. The genitive is that of contents or

substance. Scheuerlein, 12, 1. This clause describes the

revealed system of mercy. That word has truth, absolute

truth, for its essence. There is no occasion to suppose any
allusion to the types of the Old Testament, with Chrysostom,
or to the lying vanities and ambiguous oracles of Heathendom,
with Baumgarten-Crusius and a-Lapide. The idea was fami-

liar to the mind of Paul, Rom. i. 18/ii. 8
;
Col. i. 5 77 a\r)-

Oeia ; 2 Thess. ii. 12. This special truth is adapted to man's

spiritual state. It is a truth that there is a God, but the truth

that this God is the Saviour
;
a truth that God is benevolent,

but the truth that grace is in His heart toward sinners
;
a

truth that there is a future world, but the truth that heaven

is the home of the redeemed. The gospel is wholly truth,

and that very truth which is indispensable to a guilty world.

And it comes as a word, by special oral revelation, for it is not

gleaned and gathered : there is a kind and faithful oracle.

It is further characterized as TO evayye\iov T^? awrrjpia^

vfj,)V
" the gospel of your salvation." But what is the pre-

cise form of the genitive ? We cannot regard it, with Harless,

as merely a peculiar form of apposition ;
nor can we make it,

with other critics, the gospel which secures your salvation.
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Rom. i. 16. For the occurrence of a/covcravTe<jj as explaining
their relation to the gospel, would suggest the explanation
the gospel which reveals salvation, because it contains it.

Bernhardy, p. 161
; Winer, 30, 2 b. The gospel is good

news, and that good news is our salvation the best of all

news to a sinful and dying world. Salvation makes safe from

all the elements of that penalty which their sin brought down

upon transgressors, and possession to the inheritance of the

highest good the enjoyment of the Divine favour, and the

possession of the Divine image. This truthful and cheering

revelation they had heard, and that at two several periods,

from the lips of the apostle himself. Having heard the gos-

pel they believed it :
" Faith cometh by hearing." They

heard so as that they believed, for they had heard with

candour, docility, and attention. While others might criticise

the terms of the message, or scoff at it, they believed it, they
took it for what it professed to be. They gave it credit,

received its statements as truths, and felt its blessings to be

realities.

eV a> /cat Trio-Tevcravres
" in whom also having believed."

The pronoun has X/HOTO? for its antecedent, and it is in close

connection with the verb. The verb Trfco-reuco is found with

ev in Mark i. 15, but not in the writings of the apostle. The

aorist marks a time antecedent to the following verb. They
not only heard, but they also believed the word of truth.

ea-^pajio-dijTe T& HvevjuaTt, rtf? eTrayyeKias TO> asytq)
"
ye

were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise." The dative is

that of instrument, and the position of roS cuyia) gives a signal

solemnity to the epithet. This Divine being is termed Hvevfia,
not on account of His essence, since the whole Godhead is

Spirit, but because of His relation to the universe as its Life

and to the believing soul as its Quickener. And He is the

HOLY Spirit, not as if the sanctity of His character were more

brilliant than that of Father and Son, but because of His

economic function as the Sanctifier. The genitive e'jray<ye\la<s

is supposed by Chrysostom, Calvin, Beza, and the early

church, to have an active sense, and to mean the Spirit who
confirms the promise. Better is the idea which makes the

genitive denote quality, as in the Syriac version the Spirit
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which was promised. The genitive is almost that of ablation,

as Theophylact in his first explanation gives it on e% GTTO^-

yekias eSodi). The Spirit is a prominent and pervading pro-

mise in the Old Testament. Isa. xxxii. 15
;

xliv. 3
;
Ezek.

xxxvi. 27, xxxix. 29; Joel ii. 28; Zech. xii. 10. The

Spirit was also the leading promise which Christ left to His

disciples, as recorded in John, referred to in Acts i. 4-8, and

in Gal. iii. 14. See Luke xxiv. 49. The fact is, that Tip to

the period of our Lord's ascension, the Spirit stood to the

church in the relation and attitude of a promised gift. John

vii. 39. "
Holy Ghost was not yet

"
in plenary possession

and enjoyment,
" because Jesus was not yet glorified." The

same truth was taught by the apostle at Ephesus. Acts xix. 2.

Paul said to.icertain disciples there who had been baptized
into John's baptism, ," Did ye receive the Holy Ghost when

ye believed ?
' And they said unto him, We did not so much

as hear whether there be any Holy Ghost." Surely such

ignorance referred not to the person of the Holy Ghost, for

these men were Jews
;
but the reply seems to be,

" "We did

not hear whether His promised outpouring has been vouch-

safed." And when they were rebaptized, the blessing came

upon them. To a church where such a scene occurred, where

men had waited for the Spirit, and felt that His descent

did not follow John's baptism for it was the prerogative of

the Messiah to baptize with the Holy Ghost no wonder that

Paul designates, this Divine Agent by the name of the Spirit

of promise. And though the church now possess Him, still,

in reference to enlarged operation and reviving energy, He is

the Spirit of promise.

By this Spirit they were sealed. 2 Cor. i. 22. The sealing

followed the believing, and is not coincident with
it,

as Har-

less argues. This sealing is a peculiar work of the Spirit.

2 Tim. ii. 19. Various ideas may be contained in the general

figure. It seems to have, in fact, both an objective and a

subjective reference. There are the seal, the sealer, and the

sealed. The Holy Ghost is the seal, God the sealer. 'Ztypayls

/3a<n\LKr) elicwv ecm1 the Divine image in the possession of

1

Polyamus, p. 763.
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the Spirit is impressed on the heart, and the conscious enjoy-
ment of it assures the "believer of perfection and glory Rom.
viii. 16 or, as Theodore of Mopsuestia says, rrjv j3e/3a(<ocriv

eSegaa-de. He who seals feels a special interest in what is so

sealed it is marked out as His :
" The Lord knoweth them

that are His." He recognizes His own image. So Chrysos-
tom Kaddirep yap el' Tt9 TOW Xa%oi>ra5 aurw StfKovs Troirfcreiev,

just as if one were to make manifest such as have fallen to

his lot. The notion of Theophylact is similar. But the idea

that the sealing proves our security to others, or is meant to

do so, is foreign to the meaning. That seal unbroken remains

a token of safety. Eev. vii. 3. Whatever bears God's image
will be safely carried home to His bosom. The sealed ones

feel the assurance of this within themselves. That there may
be an allusion in the phrase to the miraculous gifts of the early

ages, is not to be entirely denied, though certainly all who

possessed those charismata were not converted men. Baptism
was named "a seal" in early times, o-(})pa<yk signaculum.

Greg. Naz. Or. xl. De Bapt. ; Tertull. ApoL xxi. The
reason of the name is obvious, but there is no allusion to

it here. Augusti, Handb. der Christ. Archceologie, vol. ii. p.

315, 16.

(Ver. 14.)
f

'O9 ecmv dppafiwv T?}9 K\r)povo/j,ia$ y/A&v
" Who is the earnest of our inheritance." The reading o is

found in A, B, F, G, L, but appears to be a correction. The
relative does not agree with its antecedent in gender, not that,

as Bloomfield imagines, such a change is any argument in

favour of the personality of the wvevf^a, for it only assumes

the gender of the following definitive predicate. So Mark
xv. 16

;
Gal. iii. 16 : 1 Tim. iii. 13, &c. Winer, 243

j

Ktihner, 786, 3
; Madvig, 98. From not perceiving this

idiom, some refer to Christ as the antecedent. 'Appa/Scoy

earnest, is but the Oriental ]i:ns in Greek letters. 2 Cor. i. 22,
v. 5. The earnest is not, properly speaking, a mere pledge,

pignuS) as the Vulgate has it. The pledge is restored when the

contract has been performed, but the earnest is a portion of the

purchase money. Isidore, lib. v. 25
;
Gaius iii. 139

; Suicer,
sub voce. The master gives the servant a small coin when the

paction is agreed on, and this handgelt, or earnest,
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as Hesychius defines it, is the token that the whole sum

stipulated for will be given when the term of service expires.

The earnest is not withdrawn, but is supplemented at the

appointed period/ for it is only, as Chrysostom explains it,

ytte/jo9 TOV Travrbs, Ireneeus also says
"
Quod et pignus dixit

Apostolus, hoc est partem ejus honoris qui a Deo nobis pro-

missus est, in epistola quce ad Ephesios est" Adv, Hceres,

lib. v. cap. 11. The inheritance, KKypovopia, is that glorious

blessing which awaits us, which is in reserve for us, and held

by Christ in our name that inheritance in which we have

been enfeoffed (ver. 11), and which belonged to the vioOeo-la ;

and
?;yu,<yz/

is resumed, for it belonged alike to believing Jew
and Gentile.

The enjoyment of the earnest is a proof that the soul has

been brought by faith into union with God. It has said to

the Lord,
" Thou art my Lord." This covenant of

" God's

peace" is ratified by the earnest given. The earnest is less

than the future inheritance, a mere fraction of it ex decem

solidis centum solidorum millia, as Jerome illustrates. The
work of God's Spirit is never to be undervalued, yet it is only
a small thing in relation to future blessedness. That know-

ledge which the Spirit implants is but limited the dawn,
faint in itself, and struggling with the gloom of departing

night, compared to the broad effulgence of mid-day. The
holiness He creates is still imperfect, and is surrounded and

often oppressed with remaining infirmities in " this body of

death," and the happiness He infuses is often like gleams of

sunshine on a " dark and cloudy day," faint, few, and evanes-

cent. But the earnest, though it differ in degree, is the same

in kind with the prospective inheritance. The earnest is not

-withdrawn, nor a totally new circle of possessions substituted.

Heaven is but an addition to present enjoyments. Know-

ledge in heaven is but a development of what is enjoyed on

earth
;

its holiness is but the purity of time elevated and

perfected ;
and its happiness is no new fountain opened in the

sanctified bosom, but only the expansion and refinement of

those susceptibilities which were first awakened on earth by
confidence in the Divine Redeemer. The "

earnest," in short,

is the " inheritance" in miniature, and it is also a pledge that
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the inheritance shall be ultimately and fully enjoyed. God

will not resile from His promise, the Spirit conferred will

perfect the enterprise. To give believers a foretasting, and

then withhold the full enjoyment, would be a fearful torture.

The prelibation will be followed by the banquet. As an

earnest of the inheritance, the Holy Ghost is its pledge and

foretaste, giving to believers the incipient experience of what

it
is, and imparting the blissful assurance of its ultimate and

undisturbed possession. And all this-

et9 aTToXvrpwa-iv T/<? TrepiTroirjcrea)?, eh eirawov rfjs Sogijs

avrov "till the redemption of the purchased possession, to

the praise of His glory." The expression is idiomatic and

somewhat difficult." 1. Some suppose Trepmovqaris to mean

salus, conservatio^ deliverance and life. The allied verb some-

times signifies in the Septuagint
" to save alive," and so

Whitby renders the phrase
" the redemption of life," and

Bretschneider, redemptio qua vitce ceternce servamur. Wetstein,

Bengel, and Bos have virtually the same explanation. Holz-

hausen justifies this criticism at some length, and resolves the

clause et? airo\. real
7repi'jroir)<nv. 2. Others take the noun in

the sense of possession. In 2 Chron. xiv. 13, the noun seems

to signify
" a remnant preserved," fcal eire<rov KiQloires wcrre

fir) elvau ev avrofc Trepnroirjcnv. 3. Some connect the two sub-

stantives as cause and effect. Luther renders zu unserer JErl'o-

sung, doss wir sein Eigenthum wurden to our redemption,
that we should be His possession. In this view Luther was

preceded by Theodoret and Pelagius, and has been followed

by Homberg and von Gerlach. Bucer has redemptio qua con-

tingat certa vitce possessio. But with an active sense the noun,
as may be seen under ver. 7, is followed by a genitive. 4.

Vatablus, Koppe, and Wahl give the noun a participial ren-

dering the redemption which has been secured or purchased
for us. Koppe also gives it another turn,

" which we have

already possessed," in allusion to ver. 7. 5. Others change
this aspect, and give it this rendering, ad obtinendam redem/p-

tionem. Beza translates, dum in libertatem vindicemur a

rendering which would require the words to be reversed. 6.

Another party, H. Stephanus, Bugenhagen, Calovius, and

Matthies, preceded by Ambrosiaster and Augustine, who seem
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to have understood it in the same sense, take the word in the

general sense of possession hcereditas acquisita* But the

inheritance needs not to Ibe redeemed,' the redemption certainly

applies to us, and not to the blessedness prepared for us. 7.

The verb denotes to acquire for one's self: Gen. xxxvi. 6
;

xxxi. 18
;
Prov. vii. 4 Isa. xliii. 21, Xao9 /AOV ov trspiGrcov*]-

Acts xx. 28, KK\ij<rta) fyv Trepiiroirjcraro oia rov

rov IBiov ; 1 Tim. iii. 13., {SaOfibv eavrot? tca\ov irepi-

TToiovvrai. Similar instances occur in the Apocrypha, and the

same meaning is found in the classics. Didymus defines it,

T. <yap rb fear* e^aiperov ev Trepiovcrla ical /eryfjuan \e\oyiar-

that is Trepwr., which is emphatically reckoned as portion

of our substance and possession. Theophylact explains the

words by the same terms, and QEcumenius defines it by itself,

ireptiT. fjfJias /ca\el Sto; TO Trepvrroirjcrao'daL y^as rov Oeov.1 In

this way the noun is used in 1 Thess. v. 9, 6*9 irepiir.

pias; 2 Thess. ii. 14, el<$ ir&ovjr. ^0^9; Heb. x. 39, d<$

^y%^9. In all these cases, there is the idea of acquisition for

one's self, and the noun followed by a genitive has an active

significance, which it cannot -have here, and Meyer's connec-

tion with avrov is strained. The idea of life, vitality, or safety,

found in the term so often when it stands in the Old Testa-

ment as the representative of njn, and on which some exegets

lay such stress, is evidently a secondary use. The central

idea is to preserve for one's self, and as life is the most valu-

able of possessions, so the word was employed, tear egoxtfv

to preserve it. The great majority of critics understand irepi-

Trovrja-is in the abstract the possession, i.e., the people pos-

sessed 7rej047roM7#ez/Te9. As a collective noun to denote a

body of people, Trepirofjbtf is employed in Phil. iii. 3, and so

e'/eA,o7?7 stands in Horn. xi. 7 for oi eK\efcrol. The word thus

corresponds to the Hebrew nVno, often rendered by a similar

term Trepiovo-ios. Compare Exodus xix. 5
;

Deut. vii. 6,

xiv. 2, xxvi. 18
;
Isaiah xliii. 21

,*
or Mai. iii. 17, eo-ovrai fjuot

ek irepnToi^o'iv.
The Trepnroi^a-i^ in the Old Testament refers

1 Such a meaning belongs to the verh in the Greek classics. Oi i<ri*.&ovrt< atfi-

TO x5/ov. Thucyd. 3, 102. fas ^u%af at^troi^a-inir&t. Xenoph. Cyrop. 4,

4. 3. 'H Ss TI>M xa,} a tialfAuv ai^i^aivtirt. Herodian, 8, 8. 12. See the Lexicons of

Passow, Pape, and Liddell and Scott, sub voce.
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not to any possession held by the people, but to the people

themselves held in possession by God. Titus ii. 14
;
and \ao?

ek -TrepLTToLrja-Lv ; 1 Peter ii. 9. The collective people of God
are His Trepi.Trobja-is the body of the faithful whom He has

taken to be His K\f)po?. They are His by the blood paid for

their ransom. Omi/e?, says Theophylact, ecrpev rrrepnroiycrft

Kal K\i)<ris Kal Treptovo-ta 6eov. And the redemption which is

here referred to, is their complete, and final deliverance from

all evil. The people who form the "possession" become

God's by redemption, and shall fully realize themselves as

God's when that redemption shall be completed.

Olshausen, Meyer, and Stier understand efc to denote the

final cause "
for the redemption of the purchased possession."

Still in this case "
for

" would have virtually a subtemporal
sense. De Wette and Riickert render it

" until ;" iv. 30.

Whether the words be joined with eatypaylo-OijTe or with the

immediately preceding clause, it matters not, for the meaning
is much the same. The sealing and earnest are alike inter-

mediate, and point to a future result -els implying a future

purpose and period, when both shall be superseded. The
earnest is enjoyed up till the inheritance be received, then it

is absorbed in its fulness. The idea is common in the Old

Testament, as showing the relation which the ancient Israel

bore to God as His "inheritance" His, and His by a special

tie, for He had redeemed them out of Egypt. Triune divine

operation is again developed; the Father seals believers, and

His glory is the last end
;

in the Son are they sealed, and

their redemption is His work
;
while the Spirit

" which pro-
ceedeth

" from the Father, and is sent by the Son is the

Seal and the Earnest.

And this aTroXurpwcrt? is our absolute redemption, as

Chrysostom terms it. Wilke understands by aTroXvrpcocns

the liberation of the minor on his majority, comparing this

passage with one somewhat similar in Galatians. But a,7ro\v-

Tpacris seems, in the apostle's idea of it, to be a long process,

including not a single and solitary blessing, but a complete
series of spiritual gifts, beginning with the pardon of sin, and

stretching on to the ultimate bestowment of perfection and

felicity, for it rescues and blesses our entire humanity. In
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Jesus "we are having redemption;" and pardon, enlighten-

ment, and inheritance, with the Spirit as the signet and the

earnest, are but its present elements, given us partially and

by instalments in the meanwhile : for though it begin when
sin is forgiven, yet it terminates only when we are put in

possession of that totality of blessing which our Lord's obe-

dience and death have secured. Rom. viii. 23
;

1 Cor. i. 30.
" We have redemption

"
so soon as we believe

;
we are ever

having it so long as we are on earth
;
and when Jesus comes

again to finish the economy of grace, we shall have it in its

full and final completion. Thus the redemption in ver. 7 is

incipient, and in ver. 14 is final the first and last stages of

the same a-TroXuTjooxn?.

And all issues, ei$ eTrtuvov rr}<s 80^9 avrov "
to the praise

of His glory" His grace having now done its work. As in

verses fifth and sixth, el? with the proximate end is followed

by. et? with the ultimate purpose. The TrepiTrol'rjo-t'}" the

LORD'S OWN," "the Holy Catholic Church" in heaven praises

Him with rapturous emotion, for His glory is seen and felt in

every blessing and hope, and this perpetual and universal

consciousness of redemption is ever jubilant in its anthems

and halleluiahs. See under ver. 6.

The period of redemption expires with the irapova-ia. No
more is redemption to be offered, for the human race has run

its cycle ;
and no more is it to be partially enjoyed, for the

redeemed are to be clothed with perfection : so that the period
of perfection in blessing harmonizes with that of perfection in

numbers. As long as the process of redemption is incom-

plete, the collection of recipients is incomplete too. The
church receives its complement in extent at the very same

epoch at which it is crowned with fulness of purity and

blessedness. "
May it please Thee of thy gracious goodness

shortly to accomplish the number of thy elect, and to hasten

thy kingdom," is an appropriate petition on the part of all

saints.

(Ver. 15.) This verse begins a new section. After praise

comes prayer. The apostle having given thanks to God for

the Ephesian converts, offers a fervent and comprehensive

prayer on their behalf, that they may enjoy a deeper insight,
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so as to know the hope of His callingj the riches of His future

glory, and His transcendent vivifying and exalting power, as

seen in the resurrection and glorification of Christ.

Aid, TOVTO "Wherefore," not, as Grotius says, and in

which saying he is joined byRiickert and Matthies, "because

we are bound to thank God for benefits," for the words have

a wider retrospective connection than merely with the last

clause of the preceding paragraph. Nor, on the other hand,
is it natural, with Chrysostom, (Ecumenius, and Harless, to

give them a reference to the whole previous section. It is

better, with Theophylact and Meyer, to join them to the 13th

and 14th verses. For in these verses the apostle turns to the

believing Ephesians, and, directly addressing them, describes

briefly the process of their salvation, and then, and for that

reason, prays for them. The prayer is not for "us," but for

"
you," and for you, because ye heard and believed, and were

sealed.

Kayco, rendered " I also." But such a translation suggests
the idea of others, tacitly and mentally alluded to, besides

the apostle. Who then can be referred to in the word

"also?" Is
it,

"Others thank God for you, so do I?" or

is
it, "Ye thank God yourselves, I do it also for you?"

thus, as Meyer says, zusammenwirlct co-operated with them.

These suppositions seem foreign to the context, since there is

no allusion to any others beside the writer, nor is there any
reference to the Ephesians as praying or giving thanks for

themselves. Kat may be merely continuative, as it often is

in the New Testament; it may merely mark transition to

another topic; or it may indicate the transition from the

second person to the first. Stuart, 185. Ko^eo
1
may signify

"
indeed," quidem; or it may have the first of those meanings

in the Pauline diction. Compare Acts xxvi. 29
;
Rom. iii. 7

;

1 Cor. vii. 8, 40, x, 33, xi. 1
;
2 Cor. xi. 16

;
Gal. iv. 12

;

Phil. ii. 19
;

1 Thess. iii. 5. The word would thus mean

"Wherefore I indeed" the apostle who first preached to

you, and who has never ceased to yearn over you

1 Buttraann pronounces it to be an error to write x,.^u with iota subscribed, 29

n. 2; Jelf, 14.
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a/eovow? rrjv K,a& v/u-a? <ni<rriv ev TO> Kvpl<p*Irj(rov "having
heard of your faith in the Lord Jesus." It is wrong to argue

from this expression, with Olshausen and De Wette
;
that the

apostle had no personaUfcnowlecTge* of the persons whom he

addressed. This was an early surmise, for it is referred to Iby

Theodoret. Some, says he, have supposed that the apostle

wrote to the Ephesians, &>? ///??Se7ra> Oeacra^evo^ aurotfc.
1 As

we have seen in the Introduction, those who wish to regard

this epistle as a circular letter, lay stress on the same term.

But some years had elapsed since the apostle had visited

Ephesus, and seen, the Ephesian church, and might he not

therefore refer to reports of their Christian steadfastness which

had reached him ? Nay, his use of the aorist may signify

that such intelligence had been repeatedly brought to him.

Ktthner, 442, 1
; Buttmann, 135, 6, Obs. 5. But this

frequentative sense, however, is denied to aorists in the New
Testament. Winer, 40, 5, 1. The verb vravo/Acu, connected

with this aorist, is in the present tense, as if the apostle

meant to say, that such tidings from Ephesus were so satis-

factory, that he could not cease to thank God for them. His

thanksgiving was never allowed to flag, for it sprang from

information as to the state of the church in Ephesus, and

especially of what the apostle emphatically names

rrjv /ca0* u/m? Tricmv. The expression is peculiar. Winer,

22, 7, renders it fidem qucs ad vos pertinet, but in such a

version the phrase expresses no other than the common form

of the pronoun v/Aerepa TTICTTIS. Harless and Hiickert trans-

late, den glauben bei eu'cli
" the faith which is among you;

"

Biickert holding that a species of local meaning is implied in

1 The criticism of Hammond upon axovinxs is ingenious, but not satisfactory. He
renders it here cum sciverim, for &%wu, he adds, often signifies to know or to under-

stand. Gen. xi. 7, xliii. 24
;

1 Cor. xiv. 2. He that speaketh in an unknown

tongue speaketh not to man ouStis 7? &.xouu for no one understands him. The

use of the verb is similarly idiomatic in the other places cited. It signifies, to hear

so as to understand. These phrases, refer, however, to personal conference, where

difference of language rendered conversation unintelligible. But in this clause it

refers to reports by third parties, and therefore cannot be so used. The idiom is

one easily understood, for it occurs in many similar phrases. Thus, to hear prayer

is to comply with the request ; to hear one in danger, is to help him. With us in

Scotland the order is inverted. One says to his friend,
"
Speak for a moment "

which means,
" Hear me speak for a moment."
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the idiom, and Harless maintaining that if the adjective pro-

noun had been used, the subjective view of their faith would

have been given faith as theirs
;
whereas by this idiom,

their faith in its objective aspect is depicted faith as it exists

among them. Though this mode of expressing relation came

to be common in later Greek, as Meyer has shown, still we

are inclined to think that there was something emphatic in

the form. Bernhardy, p. 241. Acts xvii. 28, rives r&v Kaff

i>fj,a<} 'TTOWJT&V
"
certain of the poets among you

" some of

your poets, not ours not Jewish or Christian bards, but

Greek ones, whom ye claim and recognize as your national

minstrels. Acts xviii. 15, the Koman proconsul says, "If it

be a question of your law," vopov rov Kaff vpas your law,

the law that obtains among you, not the Roman law your
Jewish law, to which you cling, and the possession and ob-

servance of which mark and characterize you as a people. So

in Acts xxvi. 3 r&v Kara 'louoWov? edwv customs among
Jews specially Jewish

;
the very thing under discussion,

and spoken of by one who had been educated at Rome. The

ordinary phrase, r) TTIO-TIS vfjiwv is used seventeen times, and this

form seems to denote not simply possession, as the genitive

v/jb&v or pronoun v/jberepa would imply, but also characteristic

possession. It is that faith which not only is among you,
but which you claim and recognize as your peculiar posses-

sion that faith which gave them the appellation of Trio-rot' in

the first verse, and which is said in ver. 13 to have secured

for them the sealing influences of the Holy Spirit. At all

events, the instance adduced by Ellicott and Alford as against

us, is not parallel. The phrase
"
your law," John viii. 17, ro>

vofjup TK> vfjuerepy is not parallel to Acts xviii. 15, for the first

was spoken by a Jew to Jews it was Plis law as well as

theirs (Gal. iv. 4) ;
but not so in the case of the Eoman deputy

in Achaia. It seems foreign to the phrase to bring .out

of
it,

as Alford does after Stier,
" the possibility of some not

having this faith." He had named them rcivrol already, and

will Kara with the partitive meaning imply that some might
not have this faith ? That faith reposed

ev rep Kvpua 'Ir}<rov. The usage and meaning of /cvpio?

are fully referred to under ver. 2. Such a characteristic faith
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was in Christ. Winzer1 indeed proposes to connect v/^a?

with this clause -fidem, quce, vobis Domino Jesu veluti insitis,

inest. The position of the words excludes such a connection.

Their faith lay immovable in Jesus, and the same idea,

expressed by ez/,
is very frequent in the preceding verses.

See under ver. 1. Hto-ris followed by ev is not common
; yet

et?, 7r/>09, eVi, occur often in such connection in the Septua-

gint; Ps. Ixxviii. 22; Jer. xii. 6'; Gal. .iii. 26; Col. i. 4;
1 Tim. i. 14, iii. 13

;
2 Tim. 1, 13, iii. 15. See under the

first verse. The Tricm?, so well defined by KO,& y/^a?, and

so closely allied to tcvpios, needs not the article after
it,

and

the want of the article indicates the unity of conception. The
article is similarly omitted in Gal. iii. 26, and in Col. i. 4

;

Winer, 20, 2. That faith wrought by love

/cat rqit afyd'mjv rrjv et9 Traz/ra? rov9 cvylovs
ll and your

love to all the saints." Some MSS. such as A, B, &c., omit

rqv wyaTT'iiv, and Lachmann, true to his critical principles,

leaves them out in his edition. But the omission is an evi-

dent blunder. The Syriac version, older than any of these

MSS., has the words, and without them no sense could be

made of the verse. Chrysostom also reads the words, and

says that the apostle always knits and combines faith and

love, a glorious pair 6aviia<rrr)v riva j;vv(opl$a :

aytos is explained under ver. 1. Faith and love are often

associated by the apostle. Col. i. 4
;
Phil. 5

;
1 Thess. i. 3.

The article is repeated after a^air^Vj because the relation

expressed by 669 is not so intimate as that denoted by eV,

because it has not the well understood foundation of THO-T^,
and it may also signalize the difference of allusion 07^17, not

to Christ, but T^V et9 irdvra^ TOW ayiovs. This conception,

therefore, has not the unity of the preceding : it is love, but

love further defined by a special object
"
to all the saints."

It is not philanthropy love of man as man but the love of

the brethren, yea, "all" the brethren "the household of

faith." Community of faith begets community of feeling,

and this brother-love is an instinctive emotion, as well as an

earnest obligation. In that spiritual temple which the Spirit

1 Commentatio in Epli. cap. i., v. 19. Pfingstprogrmnm, Leipzig, 1836.
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is rearing in the sanctified bosom, faith and love are the

Jachin and Boaz, the twin pillars that grace and support the

structure.

(Ver. 16.) Ov rrravofiai, ev%api(TTG)v virep vfjiwv "I cease

not giving thanks for you."
tr

tirip is thus used, v. 20; 1 Tim.

ii. 1. 'Ev^apto-Tetv, in the sense of" to give thanks," belongs
to the later Greek, for, prior to the age of Polybius, it signi-

fied to please or to gratify. Phryn. ed-Lobeck, p. 18. Instead

of a participle the infinitive is sometimes employed, but there

is a difference of meaning. The participle expresses an

action which already exists, and this form of construction

prevails in the New Testament. " As one giving thanks for

you I cease not." The infinitive ev^a'pia-relv would mean,
" I cease not from a supposed period to give thanks." Winer,
45

; Stuart, 167
; Scheuerlein, 45, 5

; Hermann, Ad
Viger., p. 771

; Bernhardy, p. 477.1 The Gothic version of

Ulphilas has preserved the peculiar point of the expression
"unsveibands aviliudo," non-cessans gratias died. The

apostle, .though he had visited them, does not felicitate himself

on his pastoral success among them, but gives thanks on this

account to God, for His grace had changed them, and had

sustained them in their Christian profession.

(Mvetav V/AWV 7roiou/*evo5 eVl rwv 7rpo<Tev)(wv pov
"
making

mention of you in my prayers." Rom. i. 9
;

Phil. i. 3
;

1 Thess. i. 23. Some MSS., as A, B, and D, omit VJLI&V, and

it is rejected by Lachmann
;
but there is no good reason for

its exclusion, for it may have been omitted because of the

previous vpwv so close upon it, for A and B have the same

omission in 1 Thess. i. 2. F and G place the pronoun after

the participle. The terms ev^aptcr&v and . fweiav Troiovpevos

are not to be identified. The apostle gave thanks, and his

thanks ended in prayer. As he blessed God for what they
had enjoyed, he implored that they should enjoy more. He
ihanlced for their faith and hope, and he prayed as he glanced
into the future. And he made special mention of the Ephe-
sian church

; Troiovpevos in the middle voice implying
"

for

1 Kiihner occupies no less than seven sections in enumerating and defining the

different classes of verbs -which are followed by a participle rather than an infinitive

( 657-C64.)
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himself" eid rwv Trpoa-ev^wv pov. The preposition has a

temporal meaning with a sub-local reference. Bernhardy, p.

246
; Winer, 47, 9

;
Stallbaum's Plato, De Eep. p. 460. He

did it as his usual work and pleasure, and perhaps the language

implies that he made formal mention of them whenever and

wherever he prayed. He yearned over them as his children

in Christ, and he bore their names on his heart before the

Lord in fervent, repeated, and effectual intercession.

(Ver. 17.)
(

'Iva 6 GOSTOV K.vplov r}fj,cov'I'r)<rov XptoToO Sow;
" That the God of our Lord Jesus Christ would give."

Making mention of you in my prayers, offering this prayer
for you, that the God, &c. His prayer for them had this

special petition that.
r/

Iva is thus used with the optative,

and that telically to denote the object of desire, the blessing
wished for. Bernhardy, p. 407. We see no reason to agree,

with Harless, Olshausen, Winer, Robinson, Eiickert, and

others, in denying the proper telic use of 'iva in such a con-

nection, or after verbs of entreaty. Ellicott also gives it a

sub-final meaning- the purport of the prayer being blended

with the purpose. Winer, 44, 8. On the other hand, to

deny with Fritzsche the ecbatic sense of Iva, is an extreme

quite opposed to many passages of the New Testament, and

as wrong as to give it too often this softened meaning. Har-

less says, that the optative is here used for distinctness, because

a verb expressing desire is omitted. But the final cause of

entreaty is
" in order that

"
something may be given. The

object of the apostle's prayer was, that God would give the

Ephesians the spirit of wisdom. He prayed for this end

this final purpose was present to his mind
j
he prayed with

this avowed intent Iva. Ellicott's statement is after all but

a truism : if a man tell you to what end he prays, he surely

tells you the substance of his prayers. Disclosure of the pur-

pose must express the purport, and tW, pointing out the
first,

also of necessity introduces the last. But the 'iva in such an

idiom contains in itself the idea of previous desire, and the

optative is used, not as if there were any doubt in the apostle's

mind that his prayer might not be granted, or as if the answer

might be only a probable result, but that God's giving the

object prayed for would be the hoped-for realization of the
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intention which he had, when he began to offer the petitions

which he was still continuing. Jelf, 887, 7 ; Devarius-Klotz,

p. 622. Had the wish that God would confer blessing begun

merely when the apostle wrote the words, had the whole aim

of the prayer been regarded as future to that point of time, the

subjunctive would have been used. AWT/ is a later form for

BOLIJ. Phrynichus ed-Lobeck, pp. 345, 346
; Sturz, De dialecto

Alexandrino, p. 52. Lachmann, however, reads SCOT; in the

Ionic subjunctive form, but without sufficient ground. The
Divine Being to whom Paul presented intercessory prayer for

the Ephesians, is referred to under two peculiar and unusual

epithets

"O 609 TOV Kup/bt/ rjfji&v 'Iijtrov Xpia-rov
" The God of

our Lord Jesus Christ." He is elsewhere called the God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, but only in this place, simply,
" the God of our Lord Jesus Christ." The language has need-

lessly startled many commentators, and obliged them to make
defence against Arian critics. Suicer, sub voce. The dangerous
liberties taken with the words in the capricious use of hyper-
baton and parenthesis by Menochius, Vatablus, Estius, and

a-Lapide, do not gain the end which they were intended to

serve. It is with some of them " the Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ, the God of glory," or " the God (of our Lord

Jesus Christ the Father) of glory." The criticism of Theo-

doret is more rational, though not strictly correct, for he thus

distinguishes the two divine appellations in reference to Christ,

eoi/ pev cos avOpobTTov, irarepa Be co? eov. The reader

will find an explanation of the phrase under the first clause of

the .third verse. The exposition of Harless is somewhat loose.

His explanation is the God by whom Christ was sent to

earth, from whom He received attestation in word and deed,

and to whom He at length returned. But more special ideas

are included 1. To be His God is to be the object of His

worship my God is the Divinity whom I adore. As a man
Jesus worshipped God, often prayed to Him, often consulted

Him, enjoyed His presence, and complained on the cross

of His desertion, saying
" My God, my God." 2. The

language implies that God blessed Him my God is He who
blesses me. Gen. xxviii. 21. He prepared for Him His body,
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sustained His physical life, bestowed upon Him the Spirit,

protected Him from danger, "gave His angels charge concern-

ing Him," raised Him from the dead, and exalted Him to

glory. 1 Cor. xi. 3, xv. 27
;
1 Peter i. 21. Especially, as Har-

less intimates, did He as Messiah come from God and do the

will of God, and He is now enjoying the reward of God.

Possessed Himself of supreme divinity, He subordinated Him-

self to God, in order by such an economy to work out the

glorious design of man's salvation. The immanent distinctions

of the one Godhead are illustrated in their nature and necessity

from the scheme of redemption. And the reason why Paul

refers to God in this relation to Jesus is, that having sent His

Son and qualified and commissioned Him, having accepted

from Him that atonement of infinite value, and having in proof

of this acceptance raised Him to His own right hand, it is now

His divine function and prerogative to award the blessings of

the mediatorial reign to humble and believing suppliants.

At the same time we cannot fully acquiesce in many inter-

pretations of the Nicene Creed, even as illustrated by Petavius,
1

and adopted by such acute defenders as Cudworth2 and Bull.3

To admit the divinity of the Son, and yet to deny Him
to be avToOeos as well as the Father, seems to us really to

modify and impugn the Saviour's Godhead by a self-contra-

dictory assertion. We cannot but regard self-existence as

essential to divinity. Bishop Bull says, however " Pater

solus naturam illam a se habet" The Creed of Nice declares,
" We believe in our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the

only begotten of the Father, that is, of the Essence of the

Father, God of God, Light of Light, very God of very God,

begotten, not made, of one Essence with the Father." These

sentiments have been the faith of the church in every age, but

they have been in many instances explained by unjustifiable

imagery and language, often taken in the earlier centuries from

the Platonic ontology, and drawn in later times from material

sources. The arguments against what is called the eternal

sonship, by Koell, Drew, Moses Stuart, Adam Clarke, and

others, are, with all their show of argument, without founda-

1 De Trinitate, i. 5.
2 Intellectual System, vol. ii. 406, ed. 1845, London,

3
Defensio Fidel Nicamce. Works, vol. v. ed. 1827, Oxford.

G
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tion in Scripture, for a sonship in the divine nature appears

to be plainly taught and implied in it. But a sonship which

affirms the divine nature of the Son to be derived from the

Father, makes that Son only Seurepos eo<? a secondary Deity.

Not only is the Son opoovcrio*; ra> irarpi of the same essence

with the Father, but He is also avrodeos God in and from

Himself. Sonship appears to refer not to essence, but to

existence not to being in itself, but to being in its relations,

and does not characterize nature so much as personality.

But such difference of position is not inequality of essence,

and when rightly understood will be found as remote from

the calumnious imputation of Tritheism, as from the heresy
of Modalism or Sabellianism.1

6 Ticnrjp T% 86^5
" the Father of glory

"
is a unique*

phrase, having no real parallel in Scripture. It has some

resemblance to the following phrases
"
King of glory

"
in

Ps. xxiv. 7
;

" Lord of glory," 1 Cor. ii. 8
j

" God of glory,"

Ps. xxix 3, quoted in Acts vii. 2
; Har^/3 r&v (fxorcov, James

i. 17
;
6 Tlarrjp T&V olKTipp&v, 2 Cor. i. 3

5
and '^epovftelv 80^779,

Heb. ix. 5. Acf?/? is the genitive of characterizing quality.

Winer 34, 2. The notion of Theodoret is, that S6%a signifies

the Divine nature of Christ, and many of the Fathers held a

similar view. Athanasius remarks on this passage, that the

apostle distinguishes the economy KOI Sojfav pev rov [tovo<yevrj

KctXei, referring to the phrase in John i. 14,
" the glory of the

only-begotten of the Father" an idea also repeated by Alford.

Theophylact quotes Gregory of JSTazianzum as giving the same

view KOI ebv Kal Tiarepa ; Xpiarrov fiev ijyovv rov avdpw-

TTUVOV, ebv TJ)<S 8e Sof^?, tfyovv rf)<> ^eor^ro?, Tlarepa. Cyril

also (De, Adoratione^ lib. xi.), Jerome, and Bengel adopt the

same hypothesis. Suicer, Thesaurus, i. 944, 5. These views

1 See also Schleiermacher, der Christl. Glaube, 170-190
; Twesten, Vorlesungen

iiber die Dogmatilc, 41
; Ease, Hutterus Redivivus, 72

; Treffry, On the Eternal

Sonship of Christ, London, 1839. It is a pity that so many non-biblical terms have

been found necessary in the treatment of this awful subject, but sad and fatal

errors seem to have made the coinage of them indispensable. One is disposed to

say of them with Calvin " Utinam quidem sepulta essent, constaret modo huec inter

omnes fides, Patrem et Filium et Spiritum esse unurn Deum : nee tamen aut Filium

esse Patrem, aut Spiritum Filium, sed proprietate quadam esse distinctos." Institntio

'Christ. Reliffionis, vol. i. p. 89, ed. Berolini, 1834.
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are strained and moulded by polemical feelings, and the use

of Sojfa in reference to Jesus in other parts of the New

Testament, will not warrant such a meaning here. While

this special and personal application is without ground on the

one hand, it is a vague and pointless exegesis, on the other,

which resolves the phrase into lia^p evSogos. De Wette

renders The Father with whom glory is ever present ;
refer-

ring to the last clause of ver. 18 the glory of the inherit-

ance. Others find in irarrjp the sense of origination source

of glory auctor, fons. So Erasmus, Fesselius,
1
a-Lapide,

Grotius, and Olshausen, though with varying applications of

the general exegesis. This explanation is at least admissible.

Did we, with some, regard S6%a as the immanent or essential

glory of God, it would be impossible. Such glory is coeval

with the Divine nature, the Essence and Effulgence are

coeternal. Or did we, with others, regard Soga as meaning

glorious gifts conferred upon us, then such a notion would not

be in harmony with the context. That Harrfp may signify

originator is plain, though Harless expressly denies it. What
is Harrjp r&v TrvevpaTcov but their Creator? (Heb. xii. 9) ;

or

Tiarrip r&v <}>d>T(0v (James i. 17) but their Producer? or HaTijp
TWV olfCTipfju&v (2 Cor. i. 3) but their Originator? Harless

refers the &6%a very much to the epithets of the following-

verses, while Stier and Alford virtually maintain an allusion

to the God-man, in whom God's glory is revealed, by whom
it dwells in humanity, and in whom all His people are glorified.

On the other hand, and more in harmony with the course of

thought, Sojfa appears to us to be that glory so often already

referred to, and throwing its radiance over this paragraph. Men
are elected, predestinated, sanctified, and adopted els enrawov

Sot;-}]*} ; enlightened, enfeoffed in an inheritance according to

eternal purpose e/9 e-Traivov 80^779 avrov ; and they hear,

believe, are sealed, and enjoy the earnest of the Spirit efc

eiraivov T-rjs 86^779 avrov. The three preceding paragraphs
are thus each wound up with a declaration of the final result

and purpose the glory of God. And now, when the apostle

refers to God, what more natural than to ascribe to Him that

l
_Adoersaria Sacra, i. 350.
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glory which is His own chief end, and His own prime harvest

in man's redemption. Here stand, as repeated and leading ideas,

ver. 6, Sogijs ver. 12, 86^775 ver. 14, 86^175 ; so that in ver. 17

He is saluted with the title, ttarrjp -rifc Sotjys. This glory is

not His essential glory as Jehovah, but the glory which He
has gathered for Himself as the God of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The clause is in close union with the preceding one. This

Saviour-God, the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, is in this very
character the possessor and thus the exhibiter of glory. It is

then wholly TT/JO? TO TrpoKeipevov, as (Ecumeriius says, that

such a title as this is given to God, that is, because of the con-

textual allusions, but not simply because the gifts prayed for

are manifestations of this glory, as Olshausen supposes ;
nor

merely, as Cocceius and Meyer argue, because He will do that

in answer to prayer which serves to promote His own glory.

The gift prayed for is that He would give
"
you" vfuv

Trvevfia a-o$>ia$ feat aTroKaXvtyeo&s ev eTrvyvwa-ei avrov " the

Spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Him."

Though irvevpa wants the article, there is no reason, with

Middleton, Chandler, Crellius, and Locke, to deny its reference

to the Holy Spirit, and to make it signify
" a wise disposition,"

for the word came to be regarded very much as a proper name.1

Thus, Matt. xii. 28, ev irvev^an eov "by the Spirit of

God ;" Rom. i. 4, Kara irvevpa cuyioMrvvri'S ; 1 Pet. i. 2, ev

a<yi,a(r/j,(p Trvev^a-ro^ ; and in Mark i. 8
;
Luke i. 15, 35, 41,

67, The reference in these cases is plainly to the Holy Spirit,

in some peculiar phases and manifestations of His divine in-

fluence. The canon of Middleton is not borne out by usage.

On Greek Art., pp. 125, 126. The genitives are not wholly
those of possession, but perhaps also of character. Rom.
viii. 2, 15; 2 Cor. iv. 13; 2 Tim. i. 7. The Ephesians had

possessed the Spirit as an earnest and seal, and now the

apostle implores His influence in other modes of it to descend

upon them. This tl revelation" is His mode of operation, and

the enlightened eye is the fruit of His presence. Indeed

Chrysostom and Theodoret use crotyla Trvevf^artKij spiritual

wisdom in explanation of Trvev^a Croatia?, but Chrysostom

1
Compare Gersdorf, Beitrac/e zur Sprach-Characteristik der Schrtftsteller des neuen

Test,, Kap. iv.
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distinctly acknowledges the influence of the Spirit. Theo-

phylact plainly specifies the gift of the Divine Spirit,
" That

He may supply you with spiritual gifts, so that by the Spirit

youmay be enlightened ware. Bta rov Trvev/Aaros <fra)Ti<r0r)vai,."

The Reformers supposed that the Spirit of grace and revela-

tion is taken for the grace itself, as Calvin explains spiritits

sapientice et revelationis .pro ipsa gratia capitur. We prefer a

clear and formal reference to the Holy Spirit the gift of God

through Christ. $o<j>{a and aTTOKaKv^^ are intimately joined,

but not, as Meyer thinks, by the union of a general and special

idea. Nor can we, with Olshausen, refer the words to the

ancient charismata, and make aTroKakwfy'is mean the capacity

for receiving revelation, or for being a prophet. These super-

natural endowments cannot be alluded to, because the apostle

prays for the bestowment of wisdom and revelation to enable

the Ephesians to know those blessings in the knowledge of

which every Christian is interested, and which all Christians

through all time receive in a greater or less degree from the

Holy Ghost

The Ephesians had already enjoyed spiritual blessings, and

they had been sealed by the Holy Spirit. Now the apostle

prays that they may enjoy Him as a Spirit of wisdom and

revelation. ]o<ia is wisdom, higher intelligence, rising at

length into the "riches of the full assurance of understanding."
It is connected with aTroKaKwfyw, for the Spirit of wisdom is

the Spirit of revelation, and by such revelation that wisdom

is imparted. The oracles of the New Testament had not

then been collected, and therefore truth in its higher aspects

might be imparted or extraordinarily revealed by the Holy
Ghost. Such generally is the view also of Harless, a-o^ia,

however, being, according to him, the subjective condition,

and airoKakv^ri^j the objective medium. The clause is no

hendiadys. It resembles Rom. i. 5,
" This grace and apostle-

ship," that is, grace, and the form in which the grace was

given that of the apostolate ;
Rom. xi. 29,

" The gifts and

calling of God," that is, the gifts and the medium of their

conferment the Divine calling. Here we have the gift of

wisdom along with the mode of its bestowment revelation.

We cannot say with Ellicott that crotyia is the general and
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the more special gift, for the last term carries

in it the notion of mode as well as result insight commu-
nicated so as to impart wisdom. Nor can we see how it is

illogical to mention the gift, and then refer to the vehicle of

its bestowment.

And still all spiritual truth is His revelation. The Bible

is His gift, and it is only when the prayerful study of the

Bible is blessed by spiritual influence that wisdom is acquired.

Solemn invocation of the Holy Spirit must precede, and His

presence accompany, all faithful interpretation of the word of

God. As we contemplate the holiness and veracity of its

Author, the grace and truth of all His statements, and the

benevolent purpose of His revelation, the heart will be soft-

ened into that pure sensibility which the Holy Ghost delights

in, as of old the strains of music in the schools of the prophets
soothed and prepared the rapt spirit of the seer for the illapse

of his supernatural visitant. Earthly passions and turbulent

emotions must be repressed, for the " dew "
descends not

amidst the storm
;

the conflicting sensations of a false and

ungodly heart forbid His presence, as the " dove
"

alights not

amidst the tossings of the earthquake. The serenity resulting

from "that peace which passeth all understanding," not only
draws down the Spirit of God, not only imparts a freer scope
to the intellectual powers, a purer atmosphere to the spiritual

vision, and a new relish to the pursuits of biblical study, but

also refines and strengthens those faculties which unite in

discovering, perceiving, and feeling the truths and beauties of

inspiration.

ev eTTiyvebcret, avrov. The avrov refers to God, and not to

Christ, as Calvin, Beza, Bodius, Calovius, Matt, and Baum-

garten suppose. 'Ei/ does not signify et? in reference to, or

in order to, as Jerome, Anselm, Luther, a-Lapide, Grotius,

Bengel, and von Gerlach, erroneously argue. The spirit of this

exegesis may be seen in the note of Piscator " Ut eum in dies

magis magisque cognoscatis" Such an unusual meaning is

unnecessary. The versions,
"
through

"
the knowledge of God,

as Bollock renders, or "
along with "

it, as Hodge makes it, are

foreign to the context. Tyndale cuts the knot by translating
" That he myght geve vnto you the Sprete of wisdom, and
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open to you the knowledge of him silfe." Meyer, Harless, and

Matthies suppose that ev marks out the sphere of operation

die Geistige Thatige-sphare. Connecting the words especially

with ai

7roKa\v^rea)<s)
we suppose them, while they formally

denote the sphere, virtually to indicate the material of the reve-i

lation. In the last view they are taken by Homberg, Riickert

and Stier. If the knowledge of God be the sphere in which

the Spirit of revelation operates, it is that He may deepen or

widen it in our possession of it. In what aspect is the

Spirit prayed for ? It is as a Spirit of wisdom. How is this

wisdom communicated by Him? By revelation. What is

the central sphere, and the characteristic type, of this revela-

tion ? It is the knowledge of God, not agnitio, as the Vul-

gate has it, and Beza and Bodius expound it, but cogniiio

not the acknowledgment, but the knowledge of God. The

knowledge of God stands out objectively to us as the first and

best of the sciences
;
and when the Spirit imparts it,

and gives

the mind a subjective or experimental acquaintance with it,

that mind has genuine wisdom.1
'ETT^wcrt? eoO is the

science, and.erotjb/a is the result induced by the Spirit of reve-

lation. The preposition eV/, in eV/-7i>oocr6s, contains probably
the idea of the " additional

"
as the image of intensive. Such

a.preposition sometimes loses its full original force in compo-

sition, but it would be wrong to say with Olshausen, that here

such a meaning is wholly obliterated. Tittmann, JDe Syno-

nymis, &c., p. 217
; Wilke, Appendix, p. 560. 'ETr^yyeocrt?

is not ascribed to God in the New Testament, neither could

it with propriety. His knowledge admits of no improvement
either in accuracy or extent. Phavorinus defines the term f)

rrjv TrpwTijv ryvoxriv TOV Tpdy/jLaros Kara Svvafiiv irav-

aTavovjo-is. The simple verb and its compound are

used with beautiful distinction in 1 Cor. xiii. 12, apri ryivdxr/coi)

IK /xe/)ou9, Tore Se eTriryvotxrofiai,. That knowledge of God in

1 Stier quotes a remark "se/w naiv" from one of Francke's Fast-Sermons, illus-

trating at once the spirit of the good old man's peculiar pietism, as well as his

opinion of the godless and Christless teaching beginning to prevail in the colleges

of Germany :

" The apostle does not say he wished that a university should be

founded in the city of Ephesus, to which should be appointed a host of professors

by whom the people shoxild be macle wise. O no; he implored the Spirit of

wisdom."
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which the Spirit of revelation works, and which He thereby

imparts, is a fuller and juster comprehension of the Divine

Being than they had already enjoyed. The subsequent
verses show that this additional knowledge of God concerns

not the works of His creation, which is but the " time vesture
"

of the Eternal, but the grace and the purposes of His heart,

His possession and exhibition of love and power, His rich

array of blessings which are kept in reserve for His people,

and that peculiar influence which He exercises over them in

giving them spiritual and permanent vitality. Harless says,

that eTrfyvtocris signifies the knowledge of experience, because

Svvafus stands as its object. This view, however, is defective,

for 8tW//.t5 is not the only object there is also the " inher-

itance," which is future, and therefore so far external to

believers.

Some, however, join the clause with the following verse

"In the knowledge of Him the eyes of your heart being

enlightened." Thus construe Chrysostom, Theophylact,

Zachariae, Olshausen, Lachmann, and Hahn. S.uch a con-

struction is warped and unnatural. Olshausen's reason is

connected with his notion that vofyia and cvrroKakvfyis are

charismata or extraordinary gifts, and could not be followed

up and explained by such a phrase as the "knowledge of God."

But the verb <o>Ttt> is nowhere accompanied by ev ; in Rev.

xviii. 1, it is followed by etc. The Syriac renders,
" And would

enlighten the eyes of your hearts to know what is," &c.

(Ver. 18.) He^ftmcr/iez'oi;? rovs o<f)6a\fjt,oi>s rfjs Kapbias

vp&v "The eyes of your heart having been enlightened;"
that is, by the gifts or process just described. KapSias is

now generally preferred to Staz/ota?, as it has preponderant

authority, such as MSS. A, B, D, E, F, G, &c., with the

Syriac, Coptic, and Vulgate, &c. Thus, too, Clemens Eo-

manus ol o^OaKfjuol T?79 Kapbias. Ep. ad Corinth. 36.

Various forms of construction have been proposed. 1. Some
understand the clause to be the accusative governed by Boatj.

The words are so taken by Zanchius, Matthies, Riickert, Meier,

Harless, Olshausen, De Wette, Stier, and Turner. This con-

struction, however, seems awkward. Bengel remarks that

the presence of the article before o^0a\^ov<^ is against such a
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construction. For the eyes were, not precisely a portion of the

gift, but only the enlightenment of them
; whereas, according

to this construction, if rov? 6<jf>0a.X//,ov? be governed by Sow/,

both the eyes and their illumination would be described as alike

the Divine donation. This, however, is not the apostle's mean-

ing. The eyes of the heari; needed both a quicker perception
and a purer medium in order to distinguish those glorious

objects which were presented to them. The words, as placed

by the apostle, are different from a prayer for
"
enlightened

eyes ;

" and the clause is not parallel with those of the pre-

ceding verse, but describes the result. 2. ne<&moy<i6vov9 may
be supposed to agree by anticipation with the following vpas

" that you, enlightened as to the eyes of your heart." 3.

Ellicott takes it as a lax construction of the participle Tre^cona--

fj,vovs referring to vjuv, with roiis 6(f)6a\fjt,ov<;
as the accusative

of limiting reference. But in a broken construction the par-

ticiple usually reverts to the nominative. See Buttmann, Gram,

der Neutest. Sprach. 145-46. 4. The clause may be a species

of accusative absolute " the eyes of your heart having been

enlightened," and it expresses the result of the gift of the
"

Spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Him."

Such is the view of Beza, Grotius, Bengel, Kiittner, and Koppe.

Kiihner, 682; Bernhardy, p. 133. But we cannot adopt the

hint of Heinsius, that the participle has elvai, understood, and

that the formula is then equivalent to <j)coTie<rdai,. Exercit.

/Sac. p. 459. The " heart
"

belongs to the " inner man," is

the organ of perception as well as of emotion
;
the centre of

spiritual as it is physically of animal life. Delitzsch, System
derBibl. Psychol. 12; Beck, Umriss der Bib. Seelenle7ire

}
26.

The verb qE>ama>, used in such a relation, has a deep ethical

meaning. Light and life seem to be associated in it as on

the other hand darkness and death are in Hebrew modes of

conception. Thus Ps. xiii. 3, xxxvi. 9
;
John i. 4, viii. 12.

The light that falls upon the eyes of the heart is the light of

spiritual life there being appreciation as well as perception,

experience along with apprehension. Suicer, sub voce <ct9.

Matt. xiii. 15
;
Mark vi. 52

;
John xii. 40.1 The figure is

1 Olshausen's virtual denial of any reference in the phrase to the perceptive

faculty, is contrary to the passages quoted. See also his Opuscufa, p. 159.
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common too among classical writers. If the spirit of wisdom

and revelation in the knowledge of God be conferred, then

the scales fall from the moral vision, and the cloudy haze that

hovers around it melts away. It is as if a man were taken

during night to a lofty eminence shrouded in vapour and dark-

ness, but morning "breaks, the sun rises, the mist disparts,

rolls into curling wreaths and disappears, and the bright

landscape unfolds itself. Such is the result, and the design

is that they may obtain a view of three special truths. And,
first

669 TO eiSevai, vfj,a<i, T/9 ecrriv 77 eX,7rt9 T/9 KXtfcrew? avrov
" that ye may know what is the hope of His calling

"
the

infinitive of aim with et? and the article, Winer, 44, 6
5
and

the genitive being that of origin or possession the hope asso-

ciated with or the hope springing out of His calling. KX^o-t9

is a favourite Pauline word. It describes Christian privilege

in its inner power and source, for the "
calling

"
is that Divine

summons or invitation to men which insures compliance with

itself. The term seems to have originated in the historical

fact of Abraham's call, and the fact gives name and illustra-

tion to the spiritual doctrine. It is His calling man's

calling is often slighted, but God's is
"
effectual calling." The

KKrjvis is the incipient realization of the efcXoyrj. Calovius

and Goodwin take e\7rt? wrongly as the ground of hope.

Zanchius, Calovius, Flatt, Meyer, Harless, and Baumgarten-
Crusius maintain it to be the subjective hope which His

calling creates, but the reference seems rather to be to the

object of that hope the inheritance of the following clause.

'EX7U9 is TO e\7ri$fA6vov res sperata, in the opinion of Meier,

Olshausen, and Btier; but of course the knowledge ofthe thing

hoped for sustains the emotion of hope, so that the two ideas are

closely allied. The apostle seems to refer rather to what the

hope embraces, than either to its basis or to its character.

Col. i. 5
;

Tit. ii. 13. It needs no special grace to know the

emotion of hope within us; it can be gauged in its depth,
and analyzed in its character

;
but it does need special en-

lightenment to comprehend in their reality and glory what

are the objects hoped for in connection with God's calling.

We give Ti9 its ordinary meaning, "what" not making it
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mean qualis ml cujusnam naturce, with Harless
;
nor quanta,

iroTanrr), with Baumgarten-Crusius and Stier. That it may
occasionally bear such a sense we deny not

;
but the simple

signification is enough in the clause before us, though indeed it

involves the others. What, -then, is the hope of His calling?
Abraham's calling had hope, and not immediate possession

attached to
it, for not he, but his seed, were to inherit in future

years. Salvation is partially enjoyed by "the called" on

earth, but much of it is in reserve for them in heaven. There-

fore all that lies over for us creates hope, and this rich rever-

sion is here connected, not with our election the reality of

which prior to our calling we knew not but with the calling

itself, and the conscious response of the heart to the influence

of the truth and the Spirit. The apostle also specifies a

second design
Kal T/9 6 7T\OVTO<> T^ 86^9 TJ?? fCh/rjpOVOfAia? UVTOV V TOfcS

07/0^5
" and what the wealth of the glory of His inheritance

among the saints." The /cat is omitted by some MSS., such

as A, B, Df

, K, Gr, and by Lachmann
;
but it is found in the

majority of MSS., and is rightly retained by Tischendorf.

The repetition of teat in the next verse might have led to its

omission. T& is repeated to bring out the emphatic thought.
" The riches of the glory of His inheritance

"
is a phrase to

be resolved neither, with some, into the rich glory of the

inheritance, nor the riches of the glorious inheritance. The
words represent, as they stand, distinct but connected ideas.

It was the riches of His grace in ver. 7 the norm according
to which blessing is enjoyed now

;
here it is the riches of

glory to be enjoyed in the future, the genitives being those of

possession. KA/J7/3oz/o//,i'a
has been already explained under

ver. 11, in connection with the verb eK^pcoBrj/j.ev.

The phrase ev rot? a^ious is attended with some difficulty.

1. Winer and others insert the verb eVr*, and suppose it to

signify
" which is in the possession of the saints." The

strain of the context forbids the exegesis it is future, and

not present blessing, which the apostle refers to. 2. It is

taken by Homberg and Calovius in the neuter gender as a

local epithet "in the holy places." Such an idea is not

found in the epistles, and is not of Pauline usage. 3. Others
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assume the meaning of "for," "prepared for the saints,'-'

such as Vatablus, Bullinger, and Baumgarten j
but this gives

an unwarranted meaning to the preposition ev. 4. Stier

understands the words with special reference to his own

interpretation of ver. 11, which he renders "in whom we
have become God's inheritance

"
so that God's inheritance

is- the saints
;
and as they form it,

it possesses a peculiar

glory. But the inheritance, as we understand it,
is something-

external to the saints something yet to be fully enjoyed by

them, and of which in the interval the Holy Spirit is declared

to be the earnest. 5. The better opinion, then, is, with

Ruckert, Harless, Winzer, Meier, Olshausen, Ellicott, and

Alford, to take ev in the sense of "
among,"

"
among the

saints." Job. xlii. 15. Of Job's daughters it is said, their

father gave them K\r)povo/j,iav ev rots aSeX^ot?
ll

among their

brethren." So Acts xx. 32, KKypovopiav ev Tofc ^'yiaa-fjuevoif

"inheritance among the sanctified." Also Acts xxvi. 18.

Perhaps the full formula may be seen in Numb, xviii. 23, ev

/m,e(T(t>
vlwv 'I<rpar)\ K^povo/Jbiav. There seems no need to

supply ecmv, as is done by Ellicott after Meyer nor does the

article need to be repeated.
r/

A.yio<; has been explained under

the first verse, and means here, those possessed of completed

holiness, or as Cameron TOVS TereXeity/iei/ov?. Mywthecium

p. 248. The inheritance is meant for the possession of the

saints. It is their common property. And the consecrated

ones are not merely, as Baumgarten-Crusius says, those of

the former dispensation who first were called "holy," though
saints alone enjoy the gift. It is

"
His," and they are His.

The possession of holiness is the prerequisite for heaven.

Such a character is in harmony with the pursuits, enjoyments,
and scenes of the celestial world. Saints have now the inci-

pient heritage, but not in its full fruition. It is not here pre-

sented to us as a rich blessing of Christ's present kingdom ;

but it is the blessing in prospect. The two clauses are thus

nearly related. The prayer is, that the Ephesians might first

know the reality of the future blessing ; and, secondly, might

comprehend its character. What, then, are the riches of its

glory ? There is the "
glory," of the inheritance itself, and

that glory is not a mere gilding glitter without value
;
for
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there are also " the riches
"

of the glory. There is glory, for

the inheritance in its subjective aspect is the perfection of

the "
saints." But there are also " riches of glory," for that

perfection is complete in the sweep and circle of its enjoy-

ments, and is not restricted to one portion of our nature the

mind being filled with truth, and the heart ruled in all its

pulsations by undivided love. There is
"
glory," in that the

inheritance is God's, and they who receive it shall hold

fellowship with Him
;
but there are in addition " riches of

glory," inasmuch as this fellowship is uninterrupted, the har-

mony of thought and emotion never disturbed, and the face

of God never eclipsed, but shedding a new lustre on the

image of Himself reflected in every bosom. There is
"
glory,"

in that the inheritance yields satisfaction, for a perfect spirit

in perfect communion with God must be a happy spirit;

but there are likewise " riches of glory," since that blessed-

ness is unchanging, has no pause and no end
; all, both in

scene and society, being in unison with it, while it excites the

purest susceptibilities, and occupies the noblest powers of our

nature, giving us eternity for our lifetime and infinitude for

our home.

The third thing which the apostle wished them to know,
was the nature of that power which God had exerted upon
them in their conversion. The calling of God had glorious

hopes attached to it or rising out of it. The wealthy inherit-

ance lay before them, and the apostle wished them to know
how or by what spiritual change they had been brought
into these peculiar privileges, and how they were to be

sustained till their hopes were realized. Not only had they
been the objects of God's affection, as is told them in the

first paragraph but also, and especially, of God's power.
Infinite love prompted into operation omnipotent strength.

And that power is exercised in a certain normal direction,

for it works on believers as it wrought in Christ, and, as

the apostle shows in the second chapter, it does to them

what it did to their great Prototype. The same kind of power
manifested in the resurrection and glorification of Jesus, is

exhibited in the quickening of sinners from death. The 20th

verse of this chapter is illustrated by the 6th of the following
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chapter, and all between is a virtual digression, or suspension

of the principal idea in the analogy. The power which the

apostle wishes them to comprehend was the power which

quickened Jesus, and had in like manner quickened them
;

which raised Jesus, and had in the same way raised them
;

which had elevated Jesus to God's right hand in the heavenly

places, and had also raised them with Christ, and made them

sit with Christ in the heavenly places. Such is the general

idea. He says

(Ver. 19.) Kol rl rb vTrepftaKXov /jeye#o9 rfjs 8vvd/j,6)s

avrov 49 17/^9 roi)9 Tricrrevovras
" And what is the exceed-

ing greatness of His power to us-ward who believe." 2 Cor.

xiii. 4. The apostle writes r/9 . . r/9 . . rl repeating
the adjective in his emphatic and distinct enumeration. Efc

i5/<ia9
" in the direction of us "

is most naturally connected

with Bvvdftews, and not with an understood eWi power exer-

cised upon us believers. Winer, 49, ed. The greatness of

that power is not to be measured
j

it is
"
exceeding," for it

stretches beyond the compass of human calculation. It is

the power of giving life to the dead in trespasses and sins

a prerogative alone of Him who is
" Life." Compounds with

virep are great favourites with the apostle, and this word is

used by him alone. Speaking of those who are to enjoy the

future glorious inheritance, he calls them absolutely ol aryioi,

but those on whom rests this power in the meantime are only
ol TTKrrevovres ; and while in recording his prayer he naturally

says
"
you," he now as naturally includes himself ^/m9.

The connection of this with the following clause is im-

portant tcara rrjv evepyeiav. Some join the words with the

immediately preceding marevovra^ an exegesis followed

by Chrysostom, Meier, Matthies, and Hodge. On the other

hand, the words are joined to Bvvd/j,ea)$ by GEcumenius, in

one of his explanations, by Calvin, Olshausen, Meyer, Alford,

Ellicott, and Stier. The last appears to be preferable. It

is indeed true, that in consequence of God's mighty power
men believe. See under Col. ii. 12. But the adoption of

such a meaning, advocated also by Crellius, Griesbach,
1 and

1
Opuscula, ii. 9

; Bran's Commentatio in Ephes, i. 19.
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Junkheini; would be almost tantamount to making the apostle

say that they might know the greatness of His power on

them who believe in virtue of His power. Some of the older

divines adopted this view as a mode of defence against Armi-

nian or Pelagian views of human ability, and as a proof of

the necessity and the invincibility of divine grace. But Kara

rarely signifies
" in virtue of,

" and even then the idea of

conformity is implied. Certainly the weak faith of man is

not in conformity with the mighty power of God. Nor can

Kara point out the object of faith in such a construction as

this, and it never occurs with Trta-revco to denote the cause of

faith. Besides, and especially, it is not to show either the

origin or measure of faith that the apostle writes, but to illus-

trate the power of God in them who already believe. Kara,

therefore, signifies
"

after the model of." It points out how
the power to us-ward operates ;

Kara after the model of that

power which operated in Christ.

It weakens the point of the apostle's argument to take the

clause followed by Kara merely as an amplification, as Chry-

sostora, Calvin, Calixtus, Estius, Grotius, Meier, and Winzer

have done. It is not the apostle's design to illustrate the

mere vrcepftaXkov the mere vastness of the power, but to

define its nature and mode of operation. Nor can we agree

with Harless, after Ambrosiaster, Bucer, and Zanchius, in

making this clause and those which follow it belong equally

to the eA/7r/5 and /cX^povo/ua, and regarding the paragraph as a

general illustration of the nature of the hope, and the wealth

and glory of the inheritance. Thus Ambrosiaster : Exemplum
salutis credentium et glorice in resurrectione Salvatoris consistere

profitetur, ut ex ea cognoscant fideles quid eis promissum est.

This explanation is too vague, for evepyeia and the allied words

are connected with Svvauis naturally, but not with the -hopes

or the inheritance. The exegesis of Harless would imply,
that the blessings described in the paragraph are future bless-

ings, whereas, as himself virtually admits, they are blessings

already enjoyed by Christians
(ii. 6). Ellicott errs in the same

way when he says, that the reference is "primarily to the

power of God, which shall hereafter quicken us even as it did

Christ." What he calls primary the context places as secon-
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dary, for it is present power which is causing itself to be felt

on present "believers. The order of thought is not, the hope
then the inheritance and then the power which shall confer

it; but, the hope the inheritance and the power which

sustains and prepares us for its possession. Meyer's notion is

similar to Ellicott's.

Nor does Kara, as in the opinion of Koppe and Holzhausen,

signify mere similitude. For if the resurrection of Jesus be

the normal exhibition of divine power, the implication is, that

other similar exhibitions are pledged to Christ's people. That

power has operated, Kara after the model of that energy
which God wrought in Christ. GBcumenius has the right idea

to some extent when he compares the two acts TO avacrffvat

r)/j,a<}
rov ijrv%iKov Oavdrov real TO avaarr\vai rov (r&uariKov

rov Xpto-Toi/. The objection of Matthies that, had the apostle

meant to show the correspondence between the power exerted

on us and that on Christ in His resurrection, he would have

said ev vuiv, as he has said ev rat X/ottrrw, is without foun-

dation, because the power put forth on Christ was an act long-

past and perfect, whereas the power put forth on believers is

of present and continuous operation, and a stream of that divine

influence is ever coming et? 17/^5 TOU? iriarevovra^. This

use of the article and participle, instead of a simple adjective,

is emphatic in its nature. The participial meaning is brought
into prominence

" on us who are believing," on us in the act

or condition of exercising faith. Nor is the objection of De
Wette more consistent. It is illogical, he affirms, to speak of

applying a norm or scale to exceeding greatness. But the

apostle does not use a scale to mete out and measure the exceed-

ing greatness of God's power, he merely presents a striking

example to enable us to know something of its mode of

operation. The sacred writer illustrates his meaning by the

presentation of a fact, and that meaning will be best brought
out after we have examined the phraseology. For God puts
forth that power

Kara rrjv evepyeiav rov /cpdrov? T>}<? tVjuo9 avrov " accord-

ing to the working of the force of His might." To suppose
that the apostle used these three terms without distinction,

and for no other purpose than to give intensity of idea by the
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mere accumulation of synonymes, would indeed be a slovenly

exegesis. Nor is it better to reduce the phrase to a Hebraism,

connecting TOU tcpdrovs, as Peile proposes, with evp<yeiav,

as if it were equivalent to rrjv tcparovo-av ; or, on the other

hand, resolving it either into tcpdros Ia"xvp6v, or t'cr^u? tcpa-

repdj as is recommended by Koppe and the lexicographers

Bretschneider, Kobinson, and Wahl. 'Io-%y?, connected with

io-^tu, another form of e%&>, is power in possession, ability,

or latent power, strength which one has, but which he may or

may not put forth. Mark xii. 30
;
Luke x. 27

;
2 Peter ii. 11.

Kpro9, from /cpds, the head, is that power excited into action

might. Luke i. 51
;
Acts xix. 20

;
Heb. ii. 14. 'Itr^tfc,

viewed or evinced in relation to result, is /cpdros. Hence it

is used with the verb iroielv. The words occur together,

Eph. vi. 10
;

Isa. xl. 26
;
Dan. iv. 27

; Sophocles, Phil. 594.

'Ez/epyeta, as its composition implies, is power in actual opera-

tion. 'I<rjU9;
to take a familiar illustration, is the power lodged

in the arm, rcpdros is that arm stretched out or uplifted with

conscious aim, while evepyeia is the same arm at actual work,

accomplishing the designed result- Calvin compares them

thus : la"xy<; radix tcpdros arbor ; evepyeta -fructus. The
connection of words similarly allied is not uncommon. Lobeck,

Paralipomena, Diss. viii., 13, p. 534. The language is meant

to exalt our ideas of divine power. That might exercised

upon believers is not only great, but exceeding great, and

therefore the apostle pauses to describe it slowly and analyti-

cally; first in actual operation evepyeia; then he looks beyond
that working and sees the motive power Kpdvos ; and still

beneath this he discerns the original unexhausted might

ia"Xy$. The use of so many terms arises from a desire to

survey the power of God in all its phases; for the spectacle
is so magnificent, that the apostle lingers to admire and con-

template it. Epithet is not heaped on epithet at random, but

for a specific object. The mental emotion of the writer is

anxious to embody itself in words, and, after all its efforts, it

laments the poverty of exhausted language. The apostle now

specifies one mode of operation

(Ver. 20.)
tX

Hi/ ev^pfyrjo-ev ev r& X^icrTw, eyeipas avrov SK

veicpaw
" Which He wrought in Christ, having raised Him

H
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from the dead" in Christ our Head and Representative, ev

denoting the substratum, or ground, or range, as Winer calls

it,
on or in which the action takes effect, 48, 2. The use of a

verb with its correlate noun has been noticed already, chap. i.

3, 6. In such cases there is some intensification of meaning.

Bernhardy, p. 106. The participle is contemporaneous with

the verb. That manifestation of power is now described in its

results, to wit, in the resurrection and glorification of Christ..

He raised Him from the dead. It was the work of the Father

having sent His Son, and having received the atonement

from Him to demonstrate its perfection, and His own accep-
tance of

it, by calling Jesus from the grave.

In the meantime, we may briefly illustrate this third section

of the apostle's prayer
"

that, ye may know the exceeding

greatness of His power to us-ward who believe, according to

the working of the might of His power which He wrought in

Christ, when He raised Him from the dead." Our general

view has been already indicated. The specimen and pledge
of that power displayed in quickening us, is Christ's resur-

rection. Now, 1. It is transcendent power i>7repfid\\ov

fte>yedo<;. The body of Jesus was not only lifeless, but its

organization had been partially destroyed. The spear had

pierced the pericardium, and blood and water blood fast

resolving itself into serum and crassamentum, issued imme-

diately from the gash. To restore the organization and to

give life, not as the result of convalescence, but immediate

and perfect life, was a sublime act of omnipotence. To vivify

a dead heart is not less wonderful, and the life originally

given is the life restored. But created effort is unequal to the

enterprise. The vision of Ezekiel is on this point full of

meaning. The valley lay before the mind's eye of the prophet,
full of bones, dry and bleached, not only without muscle and

integument, but the very form of the skeleton had disappeared.
Its vertebrae and limbs had been separated, and the mass

was lying in confusion. The seer uttered the oracle of life,

and at once there was a shaking the various pieces and

organs came together
" bone to his bone." The osseous

framework was restored in its integrity, nay, sinew and flesh

came upon it,
and " the skin covered them above." But there
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was no breath in them. The organization was complete, but

the vital power the direct gift of God was absent, The

prophet invoked the " breath of Jehovah." It descended and

enveloped the host, and at the first throb of their heart they
started to their feet,

" an exceeding great army." The resto-

ration of spiritual life to the dead soul results immediately
from the working of the might of His power. Conviction,

impression, penitence, and reformation, may be to some extent

produced by human prophesying; but life comes as God's

own gift a divine operation of the power of His might,

analogous to the act of our Lord's resurrection.

2. It is power already experienced by believers power
efc

"
to us-ward." They had felt it in prior time. It is not

some mighty influence to be enjoyed by them in some future

scene of being, or, as Chandler and others suppose, at the

resurrection.
a You did He quicken" raise up, and enthrone

with Christ.

3. It is resurrectibnary power power displayed in restor-,

ing life, for it has its glorious prototype in the resurrection

of Jesus. Divine power restored physical life to Jesus, and

that same power restored spiritual life to those who " were dead

in trespasses and sins." The context shows plainly that this

is the meaning of the reference, for the subject is resumed at

ver. 5 of the succeeding chapter. There was spiritual life

once in man in his great progenitor; but it left him and

he died; and the great purpose of the gospel is to unite

him to God, and to give back to him, through union with
" Christ our life," this life which he originally enjoyed. See

chap. ii. 5, 6.

4. The resurrection of Jesus is in this respect not merely a

specimen or illustration it is also a pledge. Some regard it

as a mere comparison. Morus defines Kara merely simili

modo. Koppe says the power in us is non minor " not less"

than that in Christ
;
and Grotius looks upon it as a proof of

Grod's ability quod factum apparet, id iterum fieri potest.

Chrysostom, on the first verse of the next chapter, says OTL

TOV9 V6/C/30U9
avL(TTav TO ^v^rjv veve/cpfofievrfv lacracrdai -TroXXco

/zefcoi> eVri "to heal a dead soul is a far greater thing than to

raise the dead." But when God raised His Son -the repre-
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sentative of redeemed humanity the deed itself was not only

an illustration of the mode, but also a pledge of the fact, that

all His constituents should be quickened, and should have this

higher life restored to them. For the man Jesus died, that

men who were dead might live, and the revivification of His

dead body was at once a proof that the enterprise had been

accomplished, -and a pledge that all united to Him should

live in spirit, and live at length like Himself in an entire and

glorified humanity. The nobler life of soul, and the reunion

of that quickened spirit with a spiritualized body, are cove-

nanted blessings. Olshausen makes the general resurrection

of believers from the dead the principal reference of the passage.

But this, as we have seen, is a mistaken view. Still, as this

new life cannot be fully matured in the present body, for its

powers are cramped and its enjoyments curtailed, so it follows

that a frame suited to it will be prepared for
it,

in which all

its faculties and susceptibilities will be completely and for

ever developed and perfected. Present spiritual life and future

resurrection are therefore both involved. He raised Him
/cal Ka0i(rev ev Sefya avrov ev rot? etrovpavLoi^" and He

set Him at His own right hand in the heavenly places."

Lachmann. reads KaQivas, after A, B, and some other MSS.,
but the common reading is the best sustained, and the other

has the plausibility of an emendation, like the reading evtfp-

797/cev in the previous clause. This recurrence to the aorist

forms, therefore, an anacolouthon .or inconsequent construc-

tion. These anacoloutha only occur when the mind, in its

fervour and hurry, overlooks the formal nexus of grammatical

arrangement, or when the writer wishes to lay* emphasis on

special ideas or turns of thought. Winer, 63, 2, b. The
transition is sometimes marked by Be. In similar cases it

appears as if the writer wished to indicate a change in the train

of illustration, his immediate purpose being served. John
v. 44 \afj,ftdvovre<; teal ov fyjrelre ; 2 John 2 rrjv ftevovo-av

teal ea-rat. So in the present passage. The sense is com-

plete eyetpas avrov etc veicp&v ; the principal^ essential, and

prominent idea illustrative of Divine power is brought out.

But, changing the construction as if to indicate this, the

apostle adds, not /cat KaQlo-as, but etcadicrev his mind fondly
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carrying out the associated truths. The chief object of the

apostle is to show the nature of that power which God has

exercised upon believers. It is .power which operates after

the model of that which He wrought in Christ. Power was

'manifested in Christ's resurrection, visibly and impressively,

but not in the same form in His glorification. Might is seen

in the one and honour in the other. In the sixth verse of the

'following chapter the principal thought is that of revivification

or spiritual resurrection, though the other idea of glorification

is also annexed
;
but it is still a minor idea, for though we are

spiritually brought into a new life as really as Christ was

physically quickened, yet we are not kv rot? eVovpcwiW, in

-the very same sense as Christ personally is, but only as being
in Him members of the body of which He is the ever-living

and glorified Head.

The verb etcdOtcrev has a hiphil signification, and like some

other verbs of pregnant meaning, seems here as if to contain

its object in itself. It is not therefore followed by a formal

accusative. So the corresponding Hebrew verb a^inV, wants

the personal pronoun as its accusative in 1 Sam. ii. 8.

eV &et-ia avrov "
at His own right hand." Mark xyi. 19

;

Heb. viii. 1
;
x. 12

;
xii. 2. The language refers us to Ps. ex.

ev Tot? GTTovpavtoLs. The phrase has been explained under

ver. 3. Lachmann reads ev rofc ovpavois, without any emi-

nent authority. We cannot say with Matthies, and Hunnius

.quoted and approved by Harless, that the expression has a

special reference to things and not to places, and denotes the

status ccelestis. For the idea of place does not necessarily

imply local and limited conceptions of the Divine essence.

Our Master taught us to pray,
" Our Father which art in

heaven." The distressed mind instinctively looks upward to

the throne of God. The phrase T& Girovpavia does not signify
heaven in its special and ordinary sense, but the heavenly

provinces. In the highest province Jesus is at the right

hand of God, and in the lowest province of the same region
the church is located, as we have seen under i. 3, and shall

see again under ii. 5, 6.

Jesus was not only raised from the dead, but placed at the

Father's "right hand." Three ideas, at least, are included in
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the formiila, as explained in Scripture. 1. It is the place of

honour. Jesus is above all created dignities, whatever their

position and rank. Ver. 21.

2. It is the place of power. He sits
" on the right hand of

power." Matt. xxvi. 64. " All things are undeiv His feet."

He wields a sceptre of universal sovereignty. Ver. 22.

3. It is the place of happiness happiness possessed, and

happiness communicated. " At Thy right hand there are

pleasures for evermore." Ps. xvi. 11. The crowned Jesus

possesses all the joy which was once set before Him. But His

humanity, though glorified, is not deified is not endowed

with any of the essential attributes of divinity. Whatever

the other results of the evaxris tcaO' VTroa-rao-tv, or the commu-

nicatio idwmatum, may be, we believe that the inferior nature

of Jesus remains a distinct, perfect, and unmixed humanity.
The edvOpwTTo? is in heaven, was seen in heaven, "from

whence we look for Him," and the saints are to be caught up
to meet their Lord in the air.

1
Augustine .says well (Ep.. 57)

Ga/mndum est, ne ita divinitatem adstruamus hominis, ut

veritatem corporis auferamus.

(Ver. 21.) ^irepdva)
r

jrdcri}<s p%^5 KOI e%ovcria<$ teal Swd/meaxi

teal KvpiorriTos--
" Far above all principality, and power, and

might, and lordship." The clauses to the end of the chapter

explain and illustrate, as we have now hinted, the session at

the right hand of God. These various appellations are used

as the abstract for the concrete, as if for sweeping significance.

The highest position in creation is yet beneath Christ. Some
of the beings that occupy those stations have specific and

appropriate names, but not only above these, but above every
conceivable office and being, Jesus is immeasurably exalted.

There is no exception ;
He has no equal and no superior, not

simply among those with whose titles we are so far acquainted,
but in the wide universe there is no name so high as His,

1 In the Formula Concorduv, ii. 8, De. Persona Christi, ubiquity is without hesi-

tation claimed for Christ's humanity" Ut videlicet etiam secundam illam suam

assumtam naturam, et cum eu prmsens esse possit, et guidem prasens sit, ubicunque

velit." Die symbolisclien Biicher der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche, ed. Muller,

Stuttgart, 1848, p. 674, et seq. Hase, Hutterus Redivivus, 105. Schmidt, Dog-
matic der Evang.-Lutk. Kirche, p. 243, &c.
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and among all its spheres, there is no renown that matches

His, These principalities stand around and beneath the

throne, but Jesus sits at its right hand. It is a strange whim
of Schoettgen, on the one hand, to refer these names to the

Jewish hierarchy, and of Van Til, on the other hand, to

regard them as descriptive of heathen dignities.

To attempt to define these terms would serve little purpose,
arid those definitions given by the pseudo-Dionysius, and

others even of the more sober _and intelligent Greek fathers,

are but truisms. For example : ap%al are defined by Diony-
sius c!>9 eKeLvvjV TIJV apx^v avafyaivoveai ; Svva/jiew are pro-
nounced by Theodoret o>9 7r\t}povv ra Kekwopeva Swdfievoi;

and the Kvpior^Te^ are stated by Phavorinus to be BvvdfAei?

tvyiat, \eLTovpytKal icvpcov. The first two of these four terms

are used of human magistracy, Tit. iii. 1
;
in this epistle, of

the hostile powers of darkness, vi. 12
;

of the celestial hier-

archy, in iii. 10; and they are spoken of as distinct from

angels, in Bom. viii. 38, and 1 Pet. iii. 22. Jesus is described

as at the right hand of the Father ev TOIS eTrovpaviot*;., and

perhaps the beings referred to under these four designations

are the loftiest and most dignified in heaven. To restrict the

word solely to angels, with Meyer, or good angels, with

Ellicott, might be too narrow; and it would be too vague
with Erasmus, Zachariae, Kosenmuller, and Olshausen, to

refer it to any kind of dignity or honour. These dignities

and honours are at least heavenly in their position, and

belong, though perhaps not exclusively, to the creatures who,
from their office, are termed angels. To say that He who is

at the right hand is raised above human dignitaries, would be

pointless and meaningless; and to affirm that He occupies

a station superior to any on which a fiend may sit in lurid

majesty, would not be a fitting illustration of His exalted

merit and proportionate reward. Yet both are really included.

Human princedoms and hellish potentates must hold a posi-

tion beneath the powers and principalities of heaven, above

which the Son of Grod is so loftily exalted.

What the distinction of the words among themselves is,

and what degrees of celestial heraldry they describe, it is

impossible for us to define. We are obliged to say, with
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Chrysostom, that the names are to us aa-rj^a /cal ov <yvcopi%6-

fteva ; and, with Augustine dicanty gui possuntj si tamen

possuntprdbare 'guod dicunt ; ego me ista ignorare confiteor.

Hofmann denies that the words indicate any gradations of

angelic rank, but only indicate the manifoldness of which

their relation to God and to the world is capable. This may
.be true so far, but the relation so held may indicate of itself

the rank of him who holds it. Schrifib. vol. i. p. 347. The four

terms form neither climax nor anticlimax; the two first of

them here are the two last in Col. i. 16, and the last term

here, /cvpiorijTes, stands second in the twin epistle. The first

and last have special reference to government, princedom, or

lordship, and the intervening two may refer more to preroga-

tive and command. And they maybe thus connected: Who-
ever possesses the ap%r) enjoys and displays egova-ia; and

whoever is invested with the Swapis, wields it in his ap-

pointed KvpLOT^. Speculations on the angelic world, its

number, rank, and gradations, were frequent in the earlier

centuries. Basil and Gregory of Nazianzum set the example,
but the pseudo-Dionysius mustered the whole angelic band

under his review> and arranged them in trinary divisions :

II. Kvptorqreg,
'

III.

The Jewish theology also held that there were different ranks

of angels, and amused itself with many fantastic reveries as

to their power and position.
2 All that we know is, that there

is foundation for the main idea that there is no dull and

sating uniformity among the inhabitants of heaven that

order arid freedom are not inconsistent with gradation of rank

that there are glory and a higher glory power and a

nobler power rank and a loftier rank, to be witnessed in the

mighty scale. As there are orbs of dazzling radiance amidst

the paler and humbler stars of the sky, so there are bright

and majestic chieftains among the hosts of God, nearer God

1
Enchiridion, cap. 58. 2 Hi&rarclda Cvelestis, cap. vi.

3
Eisenmenger, EntdecTctes Judenthwn, ii. p. 374 ; Boehmer, hagoge in Ep. ad Col.

p. 292 ; Petavius, Dogmata Theol. torn. iii. p. 101
; Twesten, Dogmatik, vol. ii. p. 305.
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in position, and liker God in majesty, possessing and reflecting

more of the Divine splendour, than their lustrous brethren

around them. But above all Jesus is enthroned the highest

position in: the universe is His. The seraph who adores and

burns nearest the eternal throne is only proximus Huic

"
Longo sed proximus intervallo."

'vTtepdvG) "over above;'" not reigning over, as Bengel has

it,
but simply in a position high above them. The majority

of cases where the word is used in the Septuagint would seem

to show that it may intensify the idea of the simple avw.

We cannot agree with Ellicott's denial of this. It is true

that compounds are numerous in Alexandrian Greek, and

cease from use to have all their force
; yet in the Septuagint

the passages referred to and others, from the spirit of them or

the suggested contrast to the position of the observer, point to

a full sense of the compound term. Deut. xxvi. 19, xxviii. 1
;

Ezek. i. 25, x. 19, xi. 22.

The second clause expands and rivets the idea of the first,

and corresponds, as Stier well remarks, to the ovre rl$ Kricris

erepa, in Bom. viii. 39. For the apostle subjoins
-

real Travros ovoparos ovajjia^ofjuevov
" and every name that

is named." Kat introduces a final and comprehensive asser-

tion, "and in a word" (Ellicott) et omnino. Fritzsche on

Matt. p. 786. Erasmus, Calvin, Grotius, Estius, Meier, and

Bloomfield, take gvo^a here as a name or title of honour,

referring to Phil. ii..9 ;
John xii. 28 : Acts iv. 12

;
2 Tim. ii.

19
;
and to the verb in Kom. xv. 20. To this we see no great

objection, especially in such a context. But as the following

participle has its usual meaning, ovopa may be taken in its

common signification an exegesis certainly preferable to

that of Morus, Harless, and Riickert, who qualify it by its

position, and make it denote every name of such a kind as

those just rehearsed. To show the height of Christ's exalta-

tion, the apostle affirms that he sits above all

"
Thrones, dominations, princedoms, kingdoms, powers ;"

but to enlarge the sweep of his statement he now adds and

also above every name of being or of rank that the universe

contains. Bodius, Meyer, and De Wette, say TTCLV ovo^a is
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simply for irav ; Beza renders quicquid existit. GEcumenius

makes it equivalent to irav pyrov real ovo^aorrov which is

preferable.

ov fj,6vov ev TW al&VL rovrtit, a\\ci, real ev TO) yu-eA-Xoi/rt
" not only in this world, but also in that which is to come."

This clause does not belong to the preceding e/cddi<rev
}
as

Calvin, Beza, Bodius, Koppe, Holzhausen, Kiittner, and

Burton suppose ;
for they regard it as expressing the perma-

nency of Christ's dominion. The intervening sentences show

that this exegesis is unfounded, and that the words must be

construed with 6vo/jbaofj,evov
"
every name named, not only

in this world, but also in that which is to come." What, then,

is meant by alcov oSro? and alwv fj,e\\wv ? The phrase cannot

have its Jewish acceptation the period before Messiah and

the period of Messiah, as Cocceius and others hold. The

plain meaning is the present life and the life to come,
1 with

the attached idea of the region where each life is respectively

spent earth and heaven, but without any marked ethical

reference.
" The future," as Olshausen remarks,

"
is in the

phrase opposed to the present." Over all the beings we can

name now, or shall ever be able to name, Jesus is exalted

over all that God has brought, or will bring, into existence.

Whether, as Chrysostoni, Theodoret, and Bengel suppose
from this verse, we shall have our knowledge of the celestial

powers extended, is a question which it does not directly

solve. Lest, however, there should be any imagined excep-
tion to Christ's supremacy, or any possible limitation of it

any power or principality anywhere left uncompared or out

of view, the apostle says, Jesus is exalted not only above

such of them as men now and on earth are in the habit of

familiarly naming, but also above every name of existence or

rank in every sphere and section of the universe. Nihil est, says

Calvin, tarn sublime aut excellens qiiocungue nomine censeatur,

quod non suljectum sit Cliristi majestati. There seems to be no

immediate polemical reference in this extraordinary paragraph.
Not only is there exaltation, but-there is also authority

(Ver. 22.) Kat irdvra VTreraffev VTTO TOVS TroSa? avrov
" And put all things under His feet." The allusion is clearly
' ] Vide Eoppe, Excursus I. ; "Witsius, -Miscellanea Sacra, vol. i. 618.
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to the language of the 8th Psalm. In the 110th Psalm the

enemies of Messiah are specially referred to, and their subju-

gation is pictured out by their being declared to be His foot-

stool. The allusion is not, however, in this clause, to enemies

defeated and humbled, as Grotius, Rosenmuller, Holzhausen,
and Olshausen, to some extent, suppose. The apostle is de-

scribing the authority of the Saviour by this peculiar figure.

.It is no repetition of the idea in the preceding verse. That

exhibits His honour, but this proclaims His imperial preroga^-

-tive. Heb. ii. 8. The Travra not only contains what, has

been specified, but leaves nothing excluded. The brow once

:crowned with thorns now wears the diadem of universal sove;?

reignty ;
and that hand, once nailed to the cross, now holds in

it the sceptre of unlimited dominion. He who lay in the

-tomb has ascended the throne of unbounded empire. Jesus,

the brother-man, is Lord of all : He has had all things put
under His feet the true apotheosis of humanity. This quo-
tation from the Psalms Theodoret names T^V nrpo^TLK'ijv

paprvpiav, for this old Hebrew ode plainly refers to man's

original dignity and supremacy to the race viewed in

unfallen Adam (Gen. i. 26-28) ;
but it also, as interpreted in

Heb. ii. 6, 7, as plainly refers to the Second Adam, or to

humanity restored and elevated in Him in Christ as its

Representative and Crown.

teal avrbv e'&w/ee fce^aXyv virep irdvra 777 KK,\v)cria
" and

gave Him to' be Head over all things to the church." There

is no reason for changing the ordinary meaning of eSauce, and

rendering it
"
appointed

"
eOirjKe as is suggested by Calvin,

Beza, Harless, Meier, and Olshausen. In chap. iv. 11, we
have the same verb. His occupancy of this exalted position
is a divine benefaction to the church

;
His appointment is the

result of love, which gives with wise and willing generosity.

Nay more, and with emphasis /cal avrov eBco/ce
" and Him

he gave." The natural meaning of eBarce is thus sustained

by the prefixing of the pronoun, and it governs the dative,

eKfchyo-ia, after it. This repetition of the pronoun intensifies

the idea, and its position in this clause is emphatic" and

Him, so exalted and invested, so rich in glory and power
even Him and none other, has He given as Head."
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The most difficult phrase is Ke<j>a\r]v virep
rrrdv rra. The

Vulgate merely evades the difficulty by its translation supra
-omnem ecclesiam. The Syriac rendering is preferable :

"Him who is over all hath He given to be Head," trans-

.posing the order of the words, a rendering followed by Chry-
sostom rov &vra vir.ep irdvra Xpitrrov ; and the same idea is

.adopted by Erasmus, Camerarius, Estius, and a-Lapide. The

position of the words shows that vtrep Trdvra qualifies /ce^aX^p.

But in what sense? Not

1. In the vague sense of "
special." 'Evrt iraa-L in "

pre-

ference to all," as it is explained by Bodius and Baumgarten.
Bodiiis thus paraphrases Super omnia, nempe ccetera superius

enumerate hoc est, prcB aliis omnibus creaturis. Nor-1

'. 2. In the general sense of "
Supreme Head," as is advo-

.cated by Beza, R/iickert, Meier, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ols-

hausen, Conybeare, Bisping, and De Wette. This exegesis

gives virep the sense of "
above," as the highest head is the

Head above all other heads. Koppe resolves it by vtrepe^ova-a

irdvTo>v
"
overtopping all;" but no comparison of this nature

seems to be in the apostle's mind. Olshausen says, the

apostles and prophets were also in a certain sense heads of

the church, while Christ was -Ke<j)a\r) vn&p jravra. But the

trawra has no such implied contrast in itself, and it naturally

turns our attention to the previous verses, where the princi-

palities and powers are not only pronounced to be inferior to

Christ, but are affirmed to be under His special jurisdiction.

3. The words may mean " He gave Him as Head over

all things to the church," or " He gave Him who is Head over

all things to be Head to the church." The former of these

renderings is expressed by Harless, Alford, and Ellicott in

his second edition, the latter by Stier and Meyer. The dif-

ference is not very material. Meyer supposes that by a

figure of speech called Brachyology, a second K(f>a\^ is

understood. Matthiae, 634- Kiihner, 852; Jelf, 893.

But there is no need of this shift and the first exegesis

is preferable (Madvig, 24, a) ;
the noun being a species of

what Donaldson calls
"
tertiary predicates" 489. New

CratyluSj 302. Christ is already declared by the apostle to

be above all in position and power, vTrep iravra ; but -besides,
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He is by the Father's gift icefyaKri to the church. The Trdvra

are not connected with Him as their /ce^>aX^, their relation to

Hini being merely denoted by virep ; but the church claims

Him as its Head, yea, claims as its Head Him who is over

all. Were the vrrep to be taken in the active sense of super-

intendence, the genitive would be,employed, as Harless inti-

mates
;
but it denotes here, above or beyond all in honour and

prerogative, for VTrep in the New Testament with the accusa-

tive, has always this tropical meaning. Matt. x. 24; Luke

xvi. 8
;
Acts xxvi. 13

";
Phil. ii. 9

;
Philem. 16. The signi-

fication, therefore, is This glorious Being, above all angelic

essences, and having the universe at His feet, is, by divine

generosity, Head to the church, for the Trdvra refers not to

members of the church, as Jerome and Wahl argue and as

Harless favours, but to things beyond the church, being equi-
valent to irdvra in the preceding clauses

;
nor is the word to

be restricted to good angels, as Theophylact and GEcumenius

seem to suppose.
The noun eKK\rj<ria is the name of the holy and believing

community under the New Testament. Its meaning is obvious

the one company to, who have been called or summoned

together to salvation. The church here spoken of is specially

the church on earth, which stands in need of protection, though
the church in heaven be equally related to Jesus, and equally

enjoy the blessings of His Headship. Jerome, Nosselt, Koppe,
and Eosenmiiller extend it to all good beings an extension

not warranted by the name or the context. The dative is not,

as De Wette takes it,
a dativus commodi, nor is it connected with

the KefyaKyv immediately preceding as its complement, but

it belongs naturally to the verb eBwtcev. The relation of Christ

to the church is not .that of austere government, or lofty and

distant patronage. He is not to it merely inrep Trdvra

a glorious being to contemplate and worship, but He is its

Head, in a near, tender, necessary, and indissoluble relation.

And that Head is at the same time "Head over all." His

intelligence, His love, and His power, therefore, secure to the

church that the Trdvra will " work together for good." Under

His " over all
"

Headship, everything that happens benefits

His people discoveries in science, inventions in art, and revo-
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lutions in government all that is prosperous and all that is

adverse. The history of the church is a proof extending

through eighteen centuries
;

a proof so often tested, and by
such opposite processes, as to gather irresistible strength with

its age ;
a proof varied, ramified, prolonged, and unique, that

the exalted Jesus is Head over all things to the church. And
the idea contained in this appellation is carried out to its

correlative complement in the following verse, and in these

remarkable words

(Ver. 23.) "H? ecrrlv TO cr$)jj,a avrov 11 Which indeed is

His body." "Hrts welcheja, as it is rendered by De Wette.

Kiihner, 781, 4, 5. Of this meaning of ocrrt? there are many
examples in the New Testament, though it has also other sig-

nifications.
" Head over all things to the church, which in

truth is His body." The mode of expression is not uncommon.

Chap. ii. 16, iv. 4, 12, 16, v. 28, 30; 1 Cor. xii. 15; Col. i.

18, 24, ii. 19, iii. 15, &c. Head arid body are correlative,

and are organically connected. The body is no dull lump of

clay, no loose coherence of hostile particles ;
but bone, nerve

j

and vessel give it distinctive form, proportion, and adaptation.

The church is not a fortuitous collection of believers, but a

society, shaped, prepared, and life-endowed, to correspond to

its Head. The Head is one, and though the corporeal members

are many, yet all is marked out and "
curiously wrought

"

with symmetry and grace to serve the one design ;
there

being organization, and not merely juxtaposition. There is

first a connection of life : if the head be dissevered, the body
dies. The life of the church springs from its union to Christ

by the Spirit, and if any member or community be separated

from Christ, it dies. There is also a connection of mind : the

purposes of the head are wrought out by the corporeal organs
the tongue that speaks, or the foot that moves. The church

should have no purpose but Christ's glory, and no work but

the performance of His commands. There is at the same time

a connection of power : the organs have no faculty of self-

motion, but move as they are directed by the governing prin-

ciple within. The corpse lies stiff and motionless. Energy
to do good, to move forward in spiritual contest and victory,

and to exhibit aggressive influence against evil, is all derived
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from union with Christ. There is, in fine, a connection of

sympathy. The pain or disorder of the smallest nerve or fibre

vibrates to the Head, and there it is felt. Jesus has not only

cognizance of us, but He has a fellow-feeling with us in all

our infirmities and trials. And the members of the body are

at the same time reciprocally connected, and placed in living

affinity, so that mutual sympathy, unity of action, co-operation,

and support, are anticipated and provided for. No organ is

superfluous, and none can defy or challenge its fellow. Simi-

lar fulness and adjustment reign in the church. See under

iv. 15, 16. Not only is the church His body, but also

TO irXrjptoiAa TOV ra iravra ev iracn, irXypovjAevov
" the

fulness of Him that filleth all in all."

1. The term TrX^w/z.a is in apposition to a-wfia, and is not

governed by eScoKe, as is the strange view of Homberg, Cas-

talio, and Erasmus, who says TO TrXypapa mdetur accusandi

casu legendum, ut referatur ad Christum. Meier holds a

similar view, making the words ^Tt? ear* TO cr&pa avrov a

parenthesis, and supposing that frkrjpmpa stands in apposition

to avrov. This arrangement not only does violence to the

natural and obvious syntax, but, as Olshausen well observes,

God cannot make Christ to be the TrX^pw/tta, for Christ pos-
sesses the fulness of the Godhead, not through an act of .the

Father's will, but by the necessity of His nature. Bengel

regards ir\r)pwp.a as neither referring to the church, nor as

governed by eSco/cG. It stands, in his opinion, as a species of

accusative absolute, like papTvpiov in 1 Tim. ii. 6, and forms

an epiphonema a quod erat demonstrandum. The violence

resorted to in such an exegesis is not less objectionable than

that seen in the opposite opinion of Storr, who imagines that;

it signifies that " which is -in God abundantly," and that it is

employed as a species of nominative in apposition to o eo?-

TrXouo-tos, ii. 4.

2. Many understand the noun in the general sense of mul-

titude copia, costus numerosus, making TrX^/j&^a equivalent to

TrhfjOos. Such is the view which Storr calls probable, and i,t is

that of Wetstein, Koppe, Kiittner, Wahl, and even Fritzsche.1

1 Comment, in Eom. vol. ii. 4G!).
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Hesychius and Phavoriims define TrX^/jw/^a by 7rX^^o97
and

Schoettgen renders, Multitude cui Ghristus prmest. This notion

is plainly unwarranted by the philology of the term. HX^tfo?

has always a reference to abundance, but such an idea is only

secondary in
7fKrfpa)[j,a fulness being merely a relative term,

in application either to a basket (Mark viii. 20), or to the

globe (Ps. xxiv. 1), and its quantity is determined by the

subject. What meaning in such a case would be borne by
the homogeneous irkypovfjievov ? Besides, the idea of unity in

would ill correspond with that of multiplicity given to

Cameron and Bos render ir\ripw^a
" the full body,"

plenitudo ilia quce est in corpore a meaning which the simple

word cannot bear, and which is borrowed from iv. 16, where

other terms are joined with the substantives.

3. Some refer the use of the term to the familiar employ-
ment of the nyptf

1 the divine glory, or visible manifestation of

God, which some,- such as Harless, identify with TrX^/ow/tta.

But the church cannot stand in such a relation to God the

Shechinah is the highest personal manifestation of His own
infinite fulness, the glory of which is reflected by the church,

as shone the face of Moses when even a few straggling rays
of the divine radiance fell upon it.

4. Allied to this last view is the more general one of those

who regard the TrTu/'pco^a in the light of a temple in which

the glory of God resides, and who refer it in this sense to the

church. Michaelis and Bretschneider espouse this notion, the

latter of whom paraphrases 7r\ijpo>fjia quasi templum, in quo
7iabitat

} quod occupat et regit, ut anima corpus. The idea of

Harless, found originally in Hackspann, is very similar. "As,"

says he,
" the apostle employs the same term to denote the

church, which he uses to represent 'the richness .of that glory
which dwells in God and Christ, and emanates from them,
so the church may be called ' the fulness of Christ,' not

because it is the glory which dwells in Him, but because it is

the glory which he makes to dwell in her as in everything
else. It is the glory not of One, who without it suffers want,
but of One who fills all das All in all places The whole

Buxtorf, Lex. Talmud, p. 2394 ; Wagenseil, /Sofa, p. 83.
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earth is full of His glory.' In fact,
l the church

'

is the glory

of Christ, because He is united to it alone as the head with

its body." This is also the view of von Gerlach :

" the church

is His, fulness seine HerrlichJceit, that
is. His glory. All

His divine perfections are manifest in it. It is His visible

appearance upon the earth." This exegesis, however, gives

the word a peculiar conventional meaning, not warranted by
its derivation, but drawn from expressions in Colossians which

have no affinity with the place under review; and such a sense,

moreover, is so recondite and technical, that we can scarce

suppose the apostle to give it to the word without previous

warning or peculiar hint and allusion. No traces of hostility

to Gnosticism and its technical Kevwpa and TrX^/aw/^a are

found in the context, and there is no ground for such a con-

jecture on the part of Trollope, Burton, and Conybeare. The
fulness of the Godhead dwells in Christ o-coynart/ew?, says the

apostle in a letter which formally opposes a false philosophy.
Col. ii. 9. Here he says, on the other hand, the church is

Christ's body, His fulness. Passing by those forms of inter-

pretation which are not supported either by analogy or by the

nature of the context, we proceed to such as have higher

ground of probability.

The grammatical theory in the case of verbal nouns is,

that those ending in
//,6<? embody the intransitive notion of

the verb, while those in 0-49 have an active, and those in pa
have a passive sense, or express the result of the transitive

idea contained in the verb. Kiihner, 370. The theory,

however, is often modified by usage. According to it and

in this case it is verified by many examples Trhtfpto/Aa will

be equivalent to TO irGTrX^pcofjuevov the thing filled, just as

irpajypa is TO weirpaypevov the thing done; or theword may be

taken in an abstract sense, as /eXacr/ta not the thing broken,
but the fragment itself. Thus the meaning may pass to that

by which the effect is produced, and this is virtually the

so-called active sense of such nouns
; not, as Alford observes,

" an active sense properly at all, but a logical transference

from the effegt to that which exemplifies the effect." In fact,

those aspects of active and passive meanings depend on the

view assumed whether one thinks first of the container, and
I
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then of the
'

contained, or the reverse. Thus, Ps. xxiy. 1
;;

1 Cor. x. 26, 97 yf) /cal TO ir\tfpa>iM afar)?
" the earth and its

fulness." So the noun is used of the inhabitants of a city, as

its complement of population ;
of the manning of a ship ;

the

armed crew in' the Trojan horse
;
and the animals in Noah's

ark.1 In such examples the idea is scarcely that of comple-

ment, but rather the city, ark, and ship are represented as in a

state of fulness. What they contain is not regarded as filling

them up TrTujpoxr/.?, but they are looked upon simply as being

already filled up. .

The great question has been, whether irKripw^a has an active

or a passive sense. Critics are divided. Haiiess2
affirms, with

Bahr, that the word is used only in an active sense, while

Baumgarten-Crusius
3 as stoutly maintains on the other side,

that the noun occurs with only a passive signification. The
truth seems to lie between the two extremes. The word some-

times occurs in the so-called active sense, denoting that which

fills up (Matt. ix. 16), where irX^pwfjia is equivalent to eVi-

^Xfjpa the piece of new cloth designed to fill up the rent.

Mark ii. 21. But it is often used in a passive sense to

fulness the state of fulness : Mark viii. 20, Tiocrcov

'TrXypcoftaTa
" the fulnesses of how many baskets '"- " how

many filled baskets of fragments?" So Rom. xiii. 10, 7r\r)-

pto/Ao, vopov
" fulfilment or full obedience of the law." The

idea of amplitude is sometim.es involved, as Eom. xv. 29, eV

if^pw^an ev\oyla<s
" in the fulness of the blessing ;" and in

Rom. xi. 25, irXijpco^a r&v edvwv " the fulness of the Gen-

tiles," where it is opposed to airo pepovs, and in the 12th

verse is contrasted with y/TTT^aa. As applied to time (Gal.

iv. 4; Eph. 1. 10), it signifies that the time prior to the

appointed epoch is regarded as filled up, and therefore full.

See under i. 10.

1. An active signification, however, is preferred by Chrysos-

1
Bobinson, Passow, Liddell and, Scott, sul voce.

2 Ich betrachte es nun mit Bahr als ein unzweifelhaftes Resultat der gefuhrten

Untersuchung, dass es im N. T. nur im activen Siune gebraucht werde, &c. p. 122.

.

3 Gewiss aber hat frhfyap/z auch in N. T., wie in dem gesammteijjSprachgebrauche
purchaus passive Bedeutung, nur den Schein activer Bedeutung nimrat es, &c.

p. 50.
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torn, (Ecumenms, Ambrosiaster, Theophylact, Anselm,Thomas

Aquinas, Calvin,
1
Beza,

2
Eollock, Zanchius, Hammond, Cro-

cius, Zegerus, Calovius, Estius, Bodius, Passavant, Bichfcer,

von Gerlach, Bisping, and Hofmann. The words of Chrysos-
tom are " The head is in a manner filled up by the body>
because the body is composed of all its parts, and needs every-

one of them. It is by all indeed that His body is filled upl

Then the head is filled up, then is the body made perfect,

where we all together are knit to one another and united." 3

The notion involved in this exegesis, which is also beautifully

illustrated by Du Bosc in his French sermons on this epistle,

is the following : The church is His body ;
without that body

the -head feels itself incomplete the body is its complement.
The idea is a striking, but a fallacious one. It is not in

accordance with the prevailing usage of TrXtfp&pa in the New

Testament, and it stretches the figure to an undue extent.

Besides, where TrX^pcoytta has such an active sense, it is

followed by the genitive of what it fills up, as TrX^pca/^ara

K\a<T/jidT(Dv. How, then, would it read here the filling up
of Him who fills all in all ? But if He fill all in all already,

what addition can be made to this infinitude? Or, if the

participle be passive the filling up of Him who is filled as

to all in all
j then, if He be already filled, no other supplement

is required. We are not warranted to use language as to the

person of Christ, as if either absolute or relative imperfection
marked it. According to this hypothesis also, that mystical

body will be gradually growing, and will not be complete
until the second coming. Moreover, in other parts of the

New Testament, the word, when used in a religious sense,

expresses not any fulness which passes from us to Christ, but,

as we shall see in the next paragraph, that fulness which passes

1 Hie vero, says Calvin, summus honor est EcclesisB, quod se Filius Dei quodam-
moclo imperfectum reputat, nisi nobis sit conjunctus.

2 Beza says Complementuin sive supplementum. Is enim est Christi amor ut

quum omnia omnibus ad plenum prsestet, tamen sese veluti mancum et membris

mutilum caput existimet, nisi ecclesiam habeat sibi instar corporis adjunctam.
3

IIX'^fti,!* pun, TOuriffTiv, oiw ?#Xi? irXjjjsuTa; xa.^a, rov ffaif^KTO;' S/ } truii-rav
ju.!g<iv

TO ffuiAK ffuviffr/ixt %.} Ivo; Ixcifrou 5';i?'.

'

Oj xs Kurov zotv/i au.tT(av %S'^OVT tieciyti.

'An yot% f&rt ftt nrflAAo) xoii o fMv %5/f , o Ss xovs, o aXXo ri fj-i^a;, oil xXv^mTM O'AOV TO tru

A< travrcav ouv jrA'/jjnUT** TO truft-u. KIITOV. TOTE a^mouTcti !> xnfa^-vt, rors rlXeiav crafj.cc.

OTUV O/AOV KKVTis SfASv ffuvtifAftivoi xs
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from Christ to us. We need scarcely allude to the view of

Kiickert
7
that Trhrfpco/jia is the means by which the TrXrjpovv

is to be realized, or by which Christ fulfils all things the

means of His fulfilling the great destiny which has devolved

upon Him of restoring the world to God. But ra Trdvra can-

not be restricted to the Divine plan of that redemption, which

the church is Christ's means of working out, neither can

TrXripwpa signify means of fulfilment, nor does the verse

contain any hint of universal restoration. Bitterly does Stier

say,
" We venture to wish in truth and in love, that such an

interpreter might learn to read the writing ere he interpret it."

2. The word, we apprehend, is rightly taken in a passive
sense that which is filled up. This is the view of Theodo-

ret,
1
Cocceius, Grotius, Eoell, Wolf, Flatt, Cramer, Olshausen,

Baumgarten-Crusius, Matthies, DeWette, Meyer, Holzhausen,

Stier, Alford, and Ellicott. This exegesis is certainly more

in unison with the formation, and general use of the term in

the New Testament, and with the present context. So

nr\r)pa)fia is employed, Lucian, Serum Hist. ii. 37, 'A?ro Bvo

irkripwpdrtov epdxpvro they fought from two filled vessels
;

and so, 38 irevre yap el^ov Tr^pw/juara the ship being:named

7r\ijpa>{ta from its full equipment. So the church is named

7r\?7pa)/i,a, or fulness, because it holds or contains the fulness

of Christ. It is the filled-up receptacle of spiritual blessing,

from Him, and thus it is His TrX^pwyu-a, for He ascended tva

Trh.'tjpaHrg ra Trdvra. Again, Col. ii. 10 /cal ecrre ev aureS

7re7r\r)p(o/ji,evoi
" in Him dwells all the fulness of the Godhead

bodily, and in Him ye are filled," ye have become His

7r\rjpa>/j,a or fulness. John i. 16 " Of His fulness have all

we received, and so we become His fulness." Believers are

filled unto all the fulness of God that fulness which dwells

in Him, iii. 19.

The rov which follows TrX^poj^a I refer to Jesus
;
not to

God, as do Theodoret, Koppe, Winer, Wetstein, Meier,

Alford, Turner, and Stier. It is Jesus, the Head, who is

1 Theodoret thus explains it \,KX\^f'm,i ......u^omjyojeuo-e rou [M\> H^nrmS iraua, nu Si

{ auT^v sravroSaflrwv i^a.^ffyt-Ktut, xa,} olxii it ctiir-f,
KO.I 1/j.tTiqnrarti

<favr,\i. This interpretation is wrong in one particular, but it

rightly explains arA^a^a.
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spoken of the church is His body, and the next clause

stands in apposition "which is also His fulness
"

ra irdvra ev iracnv 7T\r)povfjievov. T<z is not found in the

Textus Receptus, but on the testimony of A, B, D, E, F, G,

J, K the majority of minuscules, &c., and the Greek fathers,

it is rightly received into the text.1
Many take ir\i<]pov/j,evov

as a passive, such as Chrysostom, Jerome,
2
Anselm, Wetstein,

Winer, and Holzhausen. So the Vulgate reads adimpletur.

Estius has a similar explanation, and also Bisping, who finds

it a proof-text for the dogma of the merit of the saints. The

exegesis of these critics almost necessitated such a view of

the participle. The idea of Beza, adopted by Dickson, is

better, viz., that the phrase is added to show that Jesus does

not stand in need of this supplement ut qui efficiat omnia in

omnibus reverd. If the participle be taken as a passive form,

the words ra irdvra ev iracn present a solecistic difficulty, and

we are therefore inclined, with the majority of interpreters, to

regard the participle as of the middle voice. Winer, 38.

Similar usage occurs in Xenophon,
3

Plato,
4 and Pollux.6 The

force of the middle voice is
" who fills for himself," all in

all. The Gothic version has usfulljandins
"
filling "j and

the Syriac also has the active. Holzhausen capriciously

makes the phrase equivalent to das Ewige the Eternal, that

is, Christ carries in Himself the fulness of eternal blessings.

Both nouns Trdvra and iracn seem to be neuter, and are

therefore to be taken in their broadest significance
" who fills

the universe with all blessings." In Col. i. 16, ra Trdvra is

used as the appellation of the universe which the Son of God
has created. 1 Cor. viii. 6

j Eph. iii. 9. It narrows the sense

of the idiom to give rraari a masculine signification, and confine

it, with Grotius, Matthies, and Stier, to members of the

church His body j or, with Michaelis, to give it the sense

of "in all places;" or, with Harless and De Wette, to

translate it
" in different ways and forms

;

"
or, with

1 Reiche Comment. Critlcus in N. T., vol. ii. p. 144
; Gottingce, 1869.

2 Sicut adimpletur imperator, si quotidie ejus augeatur exercitus, et flant novro

provincise, et populorum multitude succrescat, ita et Christus in eo quod sibi credunt

omnia ipse adimpletur in omnibus.

Hellen. 6, 2, 14. *
Gorg. 493. 5 Onomast. 164-175.
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Cramer, to interpret it as meaning, that religious blessings

are no longer nationally restricted, but may be enjoyed by
all! ! The preposition is instrumental, v. 18. Winer, 48,

2, d. The true meaning is
" in all things," as Fritzsche

rightly maintains. Comment, in Rom., xi. 12. The idiom

occurs, 1 Cor. xv. 28
;
2 Cor. xi. 6

;
1 Tim. iii. 11

;
Tit. ii. 9.

Macknight, preceded by Whitby, takes iravra as a masculine
" who fills all his members with all blessings." But why

should the adjective dwindle in meaning? Why should

ra irav-ra be less comprehensive here than the repeated

indefinite Trdvra of the preceding verse ? On the one hand

the. verse speaks nothing for the ubiquity of Christ's body,
nor does it bear such a reference to Gnostic philosophy and

nomenclature as betokens a post-apostolical origin, as Baur

conjectures. Ebrard, Christ. Dogmatik, ii. p. 139
; Martensen,

do. 17i, &c. But see also Thomasius, Christi Person und.

Werlc, vol. ii. 45
; Schmid, Die Dogmatik der Evang. Luth,

Kirclie, 31, 3.2, 33.

The church, then, is the :

7r\r/pco/j,a the glorious receptacle,

of such spiritual blessings. And as these are bestowed in

no scanty or shrivelled dimensions for the church is filled,

so -loaded and enriched, that it becomes fulness itself

and as that fulness is so vitally connected with its origin,,

it is lovingly and. truly named "the fulness of Christ."

The storehouse, "filled with the finest of the wheat," is the

farmer's, fulness. The blessings which constitute this fulness,

and warrant such a name to . the church for they fill, it to

overflowing,
"
good measure, pressed down, shaken together,

and running over
"

ar.e those detailed in. the previous verses.

of the chapter.
" All spiritual blessings," the Divine purpose

realizing itself in perfect holiness; filial character and preroga-

tive
; redemption rooting itself in the pardon of sin; grace

exhibited. richly and without reserve; the sealing and. earnest

of the Spirit till. the inheritance be fully enjoyed the results

of the apostle's prayer Divine illumination
;
the knowledge

and hope, of future blessedness, and of the depth and vastness

of that Divine power by which the new life is given and sus-

tained, union to Jesus as the Body with the Head, the source

of vitality and protection all these benefactions, conferred
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upon the church and enjoyed by it, constitute it a filled

church, and being so rilled by Christ, it is aptly and emphati-

cally called His FULNESS.

And the exalted goodness of the Mediator is not confined

to filling the church. His benign influence extends through
the universe ret, Trdvra, as gathered together in Him. As
all ranks of unfallen beings are beneath Him, they receive'

their means of happiness from Him
;
and as all things are

beneath His feet, they share in the results of His Mediatorial

reign. The Plead of the church is at the same time Lord

of the universe. While He fills the church fully with those

blessings which have been won for it and are adapted to
it,

He also fills the universe with all such gifts as are appropriate

to its welfare gifts which it is now His exalted prerogative

to bestow.



CHAP. II.

THE apostle resumes the thought which he had broken off

in ver. 20. He wished the Ephesian saints to know what

was the exceeding greatness of God's power toward those who
believe a species of power exemplified and pledged in the

resurrection of Jesus. That power, he virtually intimates,

you have experienced, for He who gave life to Jesus gave
life to you, when you were dead in trespasses and sins.

(Ver. 1.) Kal vfj,a<? 6Wa? veicpovs rot? irapaTrrcof^aa-t /cal

rat? apapTiai? "And you being dead in trespasses and sins."

We do not connect the words grammatically with ver. 20,

and we hold it to be a loose interpretation which Calvin,

Hyperius, Bloomfield, and Peile express, when they say that

this verse is a special exemplification of the general act of

Divine grace expressed in the last clause of the former chap-
ter. The connection, as we have stated it, is more precise
and definite, for it is the resumption of a previous train of

thought. The verb which governs vpas is not inreraj-ev,

nor 7r\r)pwo-e mentally supplied, nor the TrXypovpevov of the

preceding verse as is supposed by Calovius, Cramer, Koppe,

Kosenmuller, and Chandler, for "
filling

" and death are not

homogeneous ideas. The governing verb is a-vve^fooTroifja-e

in ver. 5, as Jerome and CEcumenius rightly affirm, though
the former blames Paul for a loose construction there conjunc-
tionem vero causalem arbitramur, aut ab indoctis scriptoribus

additum et vitium inolevisse paulatim, aut ab ipso Paulo., qui
erat imperitus sermone sed non scientia superfine, usurpatam.
The thought is again interrupted between ver. 1 and 4, as it

had been between the previous ver. 20 and ver. 1 of this chapter.
The apostle's mind was eminently suggestive, influenced by
powerful laws of mental association, and prone to interpolate

subsidiary ideas but he resumes by Be in ver. 4. Bengel,

Lachmann, and Harless separate the two chapters only by a
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comma, but the sense is complete at the termination of the

first chapter, and the Kai giving emphasis, however, to the

following fytfc continues the discourse, signifying not "even,"

but simply
" and."

The MSS. B, D, E, F, G, &c. the Syriac, Coptic, Arabic,

and Latin versions, with Jerome, Theodoret, and Ambrosi-

aster, place vpwv at the end of the verse. Lachmann has

received it into the text, so has Tischendorf in his seventh

edition, with Hahn and Meyer. A has eavr&v, showing

emendation at work. It is long since attempts were made to

show a distinction between TrapaTTrm/^ara and a^apriai.

Augustine, in his twentieth question on Leviticus, says

Potest etiam videri illud esse delictum, quod imprudenter, illud

peccatum quod ab sciente committitur. Jerome says that the

former is quasi initia peccatorum, and the latter cum quid

opere consummatum pervenit ad finem. These definitions are

visionary and unsupported. On the other hand, Olshausen

regards ira^anrTw^arra as denoting sinful actions, and apapriai

as indicating more the sinful movements of the soul in inclina-

tions and words. Meier, again, supposes the words to be

synonymous, but yet to be distinguished wie Handlung und

Zustand as action and condition. The opinion of Baum-

garten-Crusius is akin. Bengel imagines that the first term

had an emphatic reference to Jewish, and the last term to

Gentile transgressions an opinion in which Stier virtually

concurs
; while Matthies characterizes irapaTTrm^aTa as spi-

ritual errors and obscurations, and apapriat as moral sins and

faults. Tittmann says that the first substantive refers to sin

as if rashly committed, and
is, therefore, a milder term than

dfiaprlaf., which denotes a willing act. De Synonymis, &c.

p. 45. Lastly, Harless gives it as his view, that -n-apaTncofjia

denotes the concrete lapse the act, while the term aftapriat,

as the forcible plural of an abstract noun, signifies the mani-

festations of sin, without distinguishing whether it be in

word, deed, or any other form. Crocius, Calovius, Flatt,

Meyer, and Eiickert regard the two words as synonymous.

(TlapaTTTCopa has been explained under i. 7.) Perhaps while

the first term refers to violations of God's law as separate and

repeated acts, the last, as De Wette supposes, may represent
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all kinds of sin, all forms and developments of a sinful nature.

Thus TrapaTrTcbfAara, under the image of "
falling," may carry

an allusion to the desires of the flesh, open, gross, and palp-

able, while
a/jLaprlai,)

under the image of "
missing the mark,"

may designate more the desires of the mind, sins of thought
and idea, of purpose and inclination. Miiller, Lehre von der

Siinde, vol. i. p. 118; Buttmann, Lexil. p. 79, ed. Fishlake;:

Fritsche, in Horn. v. 12. The two words in close connection

must denote sin of every species, form, and manifestation, of

intent as well as act, of resolve as well as execution, of

inner meditation as well as outer result. In Ps. xix. 13,

14, there is apparently a contrast between the terms the

last being the stronger term -TrapaTrrca/jiaTa rk crvvr/a-ei,,
and

then KadapLd'O^a-ofjiaL a/iro a/jbaprlas /j,e<ya\,'r]s.
The article

before each of the nouns has, according to Olshausen

and Stier, this force Sins, "which you are conscious of

having committed." We prefer this emphasis Sins, which

are well known to have characterized your unconverted

state.

In the corresponding passage in Col. ii. 13, ev precedes the>

substantives, and denotes the state or condition of death. Com-

pare also, for the use and omission of eV in, a similar clause,

Eph. ii. 15, with CoL ii. 14. Though that preposition be

wanting here, the meaning, in our apprehension, is not very

different, as indeed is indicated by the phraseology of ver. 2
" in which ye walked," The "trespasses and sins" do not

merely indicate the cause of death, as Zanchius, Meier, Elli-

cott, and Harless maintain, but they are descriptive also of

the state of death. They represent not simply the instru-

ment, but at the same time the condition of death. The
dative may signify sphere. Winer, 31-6; Donaldson, 456.

The very illustration used by Alford, "sick in a fever,"

represents a condition, while it points to a cause. Sin has

killed men, and they remain in that dead state, which is a

criminal one ey/cX^a e%et, as adds Chrysostom. Quite

foreign to the meaning of the context is the opinion of Cajetan
and Barrington, who would render the phrase neither dead by
nor dead in trespasses and sins, but dead to trespasses and

sins. Appeals to clauses and modes of expression in the
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epistle to the Kbmans are out of place here, the :

object of

illustration being so different in the two epistles. Such a

sense, moreover, would not harmonize with the vivification

described in ver. 5.

The participle ovras points to their previous state that

state in which they were when God quickened them and is

repeated emphatically in ver. 5. The adjective veicpbs is usually
and rightly taken in a spiritual sense. 1. But Meyer contends

for. a physical sense, as if it were equivalent to certo moriturir

and Bretschneider vaguely renders it by morti obnoxii. This

exegesis not only does violence to the terms, but it is plainly
contradicted by the past tense of the verb crvve^cooTroifjo-e.

The life was in the meantime enjoyed, and the death was

already past. (The reader may consult what is said under

i. 19.) . Meyer's opinion is modified in his last edition, and

he speaks now of eternal death der ewige Tod. But this is

not the apostle's meaning,, for he refers to a past, riot a future

death. 2. Some, such as Koppe and Rosenmiiller, give the

words a mere figurative meaning ; wretched, miserable

miseri, infelices. Such an idea is indeed involved in the

word, but the exegesis does not express the full meaning, does

not exhaust the term. The term, it is true, was often em-

ployed both by the rabbinical1 and classical writers2 in a sense

similar to its use before us. But the biblical phrase is more

expressive than the cms of the Jewish doctors, or the satirical

epithets of Pythagorean or Platonic preceptors.
3 Without

putting any polemical pressure on the phrase, we may regard

it asjspiritual death,.not liability to death, but actual death

ve/cpfocns ^TV^LK^ as Theophylact terms it. The epithet

implies :. 1. Previous life, for death is but the cessation of life,

The Spirit of life fled from Adam's disobedient heart, and it

1 Talmud, Berachoth, 3; Levi Gerson, Comment, in Pentat. p. 192
; Schoettgen.

HorcB flebraicai, I Tim. v. 6
; Pococke, Porta Mosis, p. 185.

.

2 Clemens Alexandrinus, /Strom, lib. v. ; Arrian, Diss. 43
; Epictet. Anton. 4. 41.

3
Eaplielius, Annotat. PhiloL p. 469. Clement of Alexandria remarks, that in

the barbaric philosophy, apostates were called dead nx^ous %KKov<ri rov; ixwroui/rat

rut SaypKrtat Strom, v. p. 574. Jamblichns (De VitaPytliay. xxxiv.) says, that for

rejected apostates a cenotaph was built by their former fellow-pupils. Origen,

Contra Cekum, lib. iii. See also Brucker, Dissertat. Exeget. in foe. in the Tempo

Helvetica, ii. 58.
.
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died in "being severed from God. 2. It implies insensibility.

The dead, which are as insusceptible as their kindred clay,

can be neither wooed nor won back to existence. The

beauties of holiness do not attract man in his spiritual insensi-

bility, nor do the miseries of hell deter him. God's love,

Christ's sufferings, earnest conjurations by all that is tender

and by all that is terrible, do not affect him. Alas! there

are myriads of examples. 3. It implies inability. The

corpse cannot raise itself from the tomb and come back to the

scenes and society of the living world. The peal of the last

trump alone can start it from its dark and dreamless sleep.

Inability characterizes fallen man. Ne/cpo/, says Photius,

oarov Trpbs evepyeiav dyadov TWOS. And this is not natural

but moral inability, such inability as not only is no palliation,

"but even forms the very aggravation of his crime. He

cannot, simply because he will not, and therefore he is justly

responsible. Such being man's natural state, the apostle

characterizes it by one awful and terrific appellation
"
being

dead in trespasses and sins."

(Ver. 2.) 'Ei/ als TTOTC TrepieTrar^crare
" In which ye once

walked." This use of the verb originated in the similar

employment of the Hebrew
tjVr, especially in its hithpahel

conjugation, in which it denotes " course of life." The afc

agrees in gender with the nearest antecedent a//,a/mat<?, but

refers, at the same time, to both substantives. Kiihner,

786, 2
; Matthiae, 441, 2, c. The-eV marks out the sphere

or walk which they usually and continually trod, for in this

sleep of death there is a strange somnambulism. Col. iii. 7.

The figure in Trepnrareiv has been supposed to disappear and

leave only the general sense of vivere, as Fritzsche maintains

on Rom. xiii. 12, yet the idea of something more than mere

existence seems to be preserved. It is life, not in
itself, but

in its manifestations. Thus living and walking are placed in

logical connection Trvevj^an TrepiTrareiTe is different plainly
from ffiftev Trvevfjiart. Gal. v. 16, 25. Though there was

spiritual death, there was yet activity in a circuit of sin, for

physical incapacity and intellectual energy were not impaired.

Yea,
" the dead," unconscious of their spiritual mortality,

often place up, as their motto of a lower life
" Dum
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vivamus."1 But this sad period of death-walking was past

Their previous conduct is next described as being
TOV aicova TOV Koa-pov TOVTOV "

according to the

course of this world "
Kara, as usual, expressing conformity.

Sender, Beausobre, Brucker, Michaelis, and Baur (Paulus, p.

433) take the alcov as. a Gnostic terra, and as all but identical

with the Being described in the following clauses the evil

genius of the world. Such a sense is non-biblical and very-

unlikely, yea rather, impossible. Others, such as Estius,

Koppe, and Flatt, regard alwv and /eocr/uo? as synonymous,
and understand the phrase as a species of pleonasm. The
translation of the Syriac is alliterative }-ini 1 vn V v

m;n. <nVv "the worldliness of this world," or the
"
secularity of this seculum." But the aitov defines some

quality, element, or character of the icoa-pos. It is a rash

and useless disturbance of the phraseology which Ruckert

on the one hand suggests Kara TOV al&va TOVTOV TOV KOO~-

fjuov ; or which is proposed by Bretschneider on the other

6 Koa-fjuos TOV a/wz/09 TOVTOV, meaning homines pravi, ut

nunc sunt. A.l(ov sometimes signifies in the New Testament
- "

this or the present time" certain aspects underlying it.

Gal. i. 4. Auselm and Beza would render it simply
" the

men of the present generation;
"
but in the connection before ua

it seems to denote mores, vivendi ratio not simply, however,
external manifestations of character, but, as Harless argues,
the inner principle which regulates it Weltleben in geistiger,

ethischer BezieJiung
" world-life in a spiritual, ethical rela-

tion." It is its
"
course," viewed not so much as composed

of a series of superficial manifestations, but in the moving

principles which give it shape and distinction. It
is,

in short,

nearly tantamount to what is called in popular modern phrase,
" the spirit of the age

"
TIJV irapovcrav &TJV, as Theodoret

explains it. The word has not essentially, and in itself, a bad

sense, though the context plainly and frequently gives it one.,

KoV/u.09, especially as here, and followed by ot/T09, means the

world as fallen away from God unholy and opposed to God.

John xii. 31, xviii. 36
;

1 Cor. i. 20, iii. 19, v. 10
;
Gal. iv. 3.

1 " Mori vero inpeccatis, e.st peccatis vivere." Eollock, in loc.
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None of the terms has a bad meaning in or by itself; nor does

the apostle here add any epithet to point out their wickedness.

But this use of the simple words shows his opinion of the

world, and he condemns it by his simple mention of it, while

the demonstrative o8ro<? confines the special reference to the

time then current. The meaning therefore is, that the Ephe-

sians, in the period of their irregeneracy, had lived, not

generally like other men of unholy heart, but specifically like

the contemporaneous world around them, and in the practice of

such vices and follies as gave hue and character to their own
era. They did not pursue indulgences fashionable at a former

epoch, but now obsolete and forgotten. Theirs were not the

idolatries and impurities of other centuries. No
; they lived

as the age on all sides of them lived-^-in its popular and

universal errors and delusions; they walked in entire con-

formity to the reigning sins of the times.

The world and the church are now tacitly brought into

contrast as antagonistic societies
;
and as the church has its

own exalted and glorious Head, so the world is under the

control of an active and powerful master, thus characterized

TLara rov apxpvra TTJ^ eovcria<? rov aepos
"
According to

the prince of the power of the air
" Kara being emphatically

repeated. The prince of darkness is not only called ap%a)v,

but o 0eo9 TOT) atwi/09 TOVTOV, 2 Cor. iv. 4
;
and his egovcrla is

mentioned Acts xxvi. 18. Again, he is styled o cipxpw TOV

KOCTUOV TOVTOV. John xii. 3L, xiv. 30, xvi. 11. His princi-

pality is spoiled, Col. ii. 15, and Jesus came to destroy his

works. 1 John iii. 8. Believers are freed from his power.
1 John v. 18; Col. i. 13. The language here is unusual,

and therefore difficult of apprehension, and the modes of

explanation are numerous, as might be expected.

Matt is inclined to take egovcrlas in apposition with ap^ovra

qui est princeps, or, as Glaring and Rosenmuller render it

princeps potentissimus. There is no occasion to resort to this

syntactic violence. 'E^ouo-i'a does not seem to signify simply
"
might," as Chrysostom, Jerome, Theodoret, and Theophylact

hold
;
but it is rather a term describing the empire of spirits

over whom Satan presides spirits, so called, either as pos-

sessed of power ,
. as Riickert and Harless think, or rather,
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because they collectively form the principality of Satan, as

Zanchius and Baumgarten-Crusius imagine a meaning which

nouns similarly formed, as SovXeta, o-v/jL/u,a%ia} frequently have.

Bernhardy, p. 47. Such passages as Luke xxii. 53 and Col.

i. 13 show that the opinion which joins both views is justified

by biblical usage.

'A?7p does riot denote that which the e%ova-la commands or

controls, as Erasmus, Beza, Flacius, and Piscator suppose, but

it points out the seat or place of dominion
; not, however, in

the sense of Robinson, von Gerlach, Barnes, and Doddridge.
Holzhausen propounds the novel interpretation, that the

apostle understands by the "power of the air" die lieid-

nisclie Qotterwelt, "the heathen world of gods." That aijp of

itself should signify darkness, is an opinion which cannot be

sustained. Heinsius,
1
Estius, Storr, Flatt, Matthies, Bisping,

and Hodge identify the term with O-KOTOS, in ver. 12 of the

6th chapter, or in Col. i. 13. The passages adduced from the

ancient writers, such as Homer,
2
Hesiod, and Plutarch, in

support of this rendering, can scarcely be appealed to for the

usage of the term in the days of the apostle. The word in a

feminine form signified fog or haze, and is derived from ato,

aifj/jbi

" I breathe or blow," and is used in opposition to aiOijp
" the clear upper air;" and it has been conjectured that

the original meaning of the term may have suggested its use

to the apostle in the clause before us.

But more specially, 1. Some of the Greek fathers take the

genitive as a noun of quality
"
prince of the aerial powers

"

acrco/iarot Swayttet?. Thus Chrysostom TOUTO Traktv fyrjcn

OTI TOV VTTOVpdviov 6%6i TOTTOV, KOI TTvevfJ^ara TraXiv aepia at

acrco/iaroi Swdfjieis elcriv avrov evepyovvros
"
Again he says

this, that Satan possesses the sub-celestial places, and again,

that the aerial spirits are bodiless powers, under his operation."

GGcuinenius quaintly reasons of this mysterious ap%a>y;

" that

his apffl is under heaven, and not above it; and if under

heaven, it must be either on earth or in the air. Being a

spirit, it is in the air, for they have an aerial nature." With
more exactness, Cajetan describes this host as having subtile

1 Exercitat. sac. p. 459. 2
Damra, Lex-icon, sub vnce; Buttnmnn, Le-xilor/w, do.
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corpus nostris sensibus ignotum, corpus simplex ac incorruptible.

Ignatius, in his epistle to the Ephesians, refers also to the

aepiwv irvev^aTGiv. The opinion of Harless is much the same

as that of Olshausen " These evil powers are certainly not

earthly, arid as certainly they are not heavenly," and they are

therefore named by an epithet which defines neither the one nor

the other quality. This is substantially the interpretation of

(Ecumenius, of Hahn, and of Hofmann, Schriftb. p. 455. The

interpretation of Moses Stuart is virtually identical,
1 and the

notion of Stier is not altogether different, but it is somewhat

mystically expressed. The view of a-Lapide and Calixtus,

that those "
aerial

"
imps could and did raise storms and

hurricanes, is as puerile on the one side, as that of Calvin and

Beza is vaguely figurative on the other that man is in as

great and constant danger from those fiends, as if they actually

inhabited the air. Thomas Aquinas and Erasmus take " air"

by a metonymy as meaning earth and air together, or the earth

surrounded by the air an opinion connected with the reading
of F, Gr aepos TOVTOV and ofthe Vulgate, aeris Jiujus. Others,

not satisfied with these fanciful opinions, give the epithet
" aerial" a figurative signification. So Rieger alleges, that

the power of these evil spirits resembles that of the atmosphere

swift, mighty, and invisible. Cocceius also takes the term

metaphorically, as if it described that darkness, blindness, and

danger on "
slippery places," which Satan inflicts on wicked

men. Bucer says indeed, that the apostle describes the air

as the habitation of fallen and wicked spirits ex peculiars

revelations. But, 2. There are others who argue, that the

apostle borrowed the notion either from the Pythagorean or

Gnostic demonology. Wetstein affirms Paulus ita loquitur,

ex principiis philosopfiice Pythagorean^ guibus illi adguos scribit

imbuti erant. The Pythagorean philosophy, it is true, had

opinions not unlike that supposed to be expressed by the

apostle. Plutarch says viraiOpov akpa teal rov VTrovpdviov

ovra Kal Oe&v teal ^aip,6va)v pea-rov? Diogenes Laertius

records, that according to Pythagoras, the air was full of

1 Bibliotheca Sacra, 1843, p. 140
; Maimonides, Moreh NevocMm. iii. c. 51

;
Bux-

torf, Lexic. Talmud, sub voce, !?Npp,

2
Qutest. Rom. i. p. 274, also in his De hide et Ostride, p. 361.
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spirits irdvra rov aepa ^v)(wv e/wrXeoi/. Apuleius, Maximus

Tyrius, Manilius, Chalcidius, and others, niake similar avowals,
as may be found at length in the quotations adduced by Wet-

stein, Eisner,
1 and Dougteeus.

2 The same sentiments are also

found in Philo, in his treatises De Gigantibui? and De Plan-

tatione.* Nay, Augustine held that the demons were penally
confined to the air damnatum ad aerem tanquam ad carcerem.

Comment, on Ps. cxliii. And Boyd (Bodius), as if dreaming
of a Scottish fairy-land, thinks that the devil got the princi-

pality of the air from its connection with us, who live partly

on earth and partly in air, and that his relation to sinful man
is seen in his union with that element which is so essential to

human life. But is it at all likely that the inspired apostle

gave currency to the tenets of a vain philosophy to the

dreams and delusions of fantastic speculation ? Besides, there

is no polemical tendency in this epistle, and there was no

motive to such doctrinal accommodation. Gnosticism is

always refuted, not flattered, by the apostle of the Gentiles.

3. Others, again, such as Meyer and Conybeare, suppose that

the language of the rabbinical schools is here employed.
Harless has carefully shown the falsity of such a hypothesis.

A passage in Rabbi Bechai, in Penta. p. 90, has been often

quoted, but the Eabbi says
" The demons which excite

dreams dwell in the air, but those which tempt to evil inhabit

the depths of the sea," whereas these submarine fiends are the

very class which the apostle terms the principality of the air.
6

Some of the other quotations adduced from the same sources

are based upon the idea that angels are furnished with wings,
with which, of course, they flutter in the atmosphere, as they

approach, or leave, or hasten through our world. /Sciendum,

says the Munus Novum, as quoted by Drusius, a terra usque
ad expansum omnia plena esse turmis et prcefectis, omnesque
stare et volitare in aere. These notions are so puerile, that

the apostle could not for a moment have made them the basis

of his language.
6 The other six places in which arip occurs

1
Observat, p. 206. 2

Analecta, p. 127.

3
Opera, cura Pfeiffer, ii. p. 359. * Do. iii. p. 93.

6
Eisenmenger, Entdecktes Juden. p. 437.

'TJartolocci, i. p. 320. Testament, xii. Patr. p. 729.
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throw no light on this passage, as it is there used in its

ordinary physical acceptation.

In none of these various opinions can we fully acquiesce.

That the physical atmosphere is in any sense the abode of

demons, or is in any way allied to their essential nature,

appears to us to be a strange statement.1 When fiends move

from place to place, they need not make the atmosphere the

chief medium of transition, for many of the subtler fluids of

nature are not restricted to such a conductor, but penetrate the

harder forms of matter as an ordinary pathway. There is

certainly no scriptural hint that demons are either compelled
to confinement in the air as a prison, or that they have chosen

it as a congenial abode, either in harmony with their own

nature, or as a spot adapted to ambush and attack upon men,
into whose spirit they may creep with as much secrecy and

subtlety as a poisonous miasma steals into their lun^ during
their necessary and unguarded respiration. We think, there-

fore, that the arjp and /COCT/AO? must correspond in relation.

Just as there is an atmosphere round the physical globe, so

an arjp envelopes this #007^09. Now, the #60/109 is a spiritual

world the region of sinful desires the sphere in which live

and move all the ungodly. We often use similar phraseology
when we say

" the gay world,"
" the musical world,"

" the

literary world," or " the religious world;" and each of these

expressive phrases is easily understood. So the KO<T/,IO? of the

New Testament is opposed to God, for it hates Christianity ;

the believer does riot belong to
it,

for it is crucified to him and

he to it. That same world may be an ideal sphere, comprehend-

ing all that is sinful in thought and pursuit a region on the

actual physical globe, but without geographical boundary all

that out-field which lies beyond the living church of Christ.

And, like the material globe, this world of death-walkers has

its own atmosphere, corresponding to it in character an atmo-

sphere in which it breathes and moves. All that animates
it,

gives it community of sentiment, contributes to sustain its life

in death, and enables it to breathe and be, may be termed its

atmosphere. Such an air or atmosphere belting a death-world,

But see Cudworth. Intellectual System, vol. ii. p. 6G4, eel. Lend. 1845.
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whose inhabitants are veicpol rofc irapaTrr^^atTb ical raw apap-

Tiat9, is really Satan's seat. His chosen abode is the dark nebu-

lous zone which canopies such a region of spiritual mortality,

close upon its inhabitants, ever near and ever active, unseen

and yet real, unfelt and yet mighty, giving to the Koa-pos

that "form and pressure" that aivv which the apostle here

describes as its characteristic element. If this interpretation

be reckoned too ingenious and interpretations are generally

false in proportion to their ingenuity then we can only say,

that either the apostle used current language which did not

convey error, as Satan is called Beelzebub without reference

to the meaning of the term "Lord of flies;" or that he

meant to convey the idea of what Ellicott calls
" near propin-

quity," for air is nigh the earth
;

or that he embodies in the

clause some allusions which he may have more fully explained

during his abode at Ephesus.
In their trespasses and sins they walked /card "according

to
"
the prince of the power of the air. This preposition used

in reference to a person, as here, signifies
"
according to the

will," or "conformably to the example." This dark prince-

dom is further identified as

TO 7rvevfjt,aTO$ TOV vvv evepyovvros ev rot9 wots Tr<?

" of the spirit which now worketh in the children of dis-

obedience." The connection with the preceding clause is

somewhat difficult of explanation. Flatt supposes it, though it

is in the genitive, to be in apposition to the accusative ap'xpvra.

So, apparently, Ambrosiaster, who has the translation spiri-

tum. Bullinger cuts the knot by rendering qiii est spiritus, and

so Luther by his nemlich nacli dem Geist. Others, as Piscator,

Crocius, Riickert, and De Wette, suppose a deviation from the

right construction in the use of the genitive for the accusa-

tive. Some, again, take Trvevparos in a collective sense, as

Vatablus, Grotius, Estius, and Holzhausen. Governed by
apxpvra, the meaning would then be " the prince of that

spirit-world," the members of which work in the children of

disobedience. Winer, 67, 3. Meier and Ellicott take Trvev-

yuaro9 as governed by ap^oz/ra, and they understand by 7rvevfj,a

that spirit or disposition which reigns in worldly and ungodly

men, of which Satan may be considered the master. Meyer,
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adopting the same construction, defines Trvevfjia as a principle

emanating from Satan as its lord, and working in men. Har-

less, Olshausen, Matthies, and Stier take the word in apposition
with eovcn'a9, and governed by ap^ovra, and suppose it to

mean that influence which Satan exercises over the disobedient;

or, as Harless names it wirksame teujftische Versuchung
-

" actual devilish temptation ;" or, as Stier characterizes it

ein verfinsternde todtende inspiration "a darkening and killing

inspiration." But how does this view harmonize with the

phraseology ? Surely an influence, or principle, or inspiration

is not exactly in unison with ap-^wv. We cannot well say

prince of an influence or disposition. We would, therefore,

take 7n/eu/taro9 in apposition with eoy<ri'a9, but refer it to the

essential nature of the e%oi><ria. It is a spiritual kingdom
which the devil governs, an empire of spirits over which he

presides. And the singular is used with emphasis. The
entire objective egovo-ia, no matter what are its numbers and

varied ranks, acts as one spirit on the children of disobedience,

is thought of as one spirit, in perfect unity of operation and pur-

pose with its malignant ap%tt>v. Nay, the prince and all his

powers are so combined, so identified in essence and aim, that

to a terrified and enslaved world they stand out as one irvevjma.

In Luke iv. 33 occurs the phrase irvev^ia Sai/jt,ovlov atca-

Bdprov. This "spirit" is in its subjective form called TO

7TV6v/jt,a rov Kocrpov. 1 Cor. ii. 12. And it is a busy spirit-world

TOV vvv evepyovvros.
J

A.7reideia is not specially unbelief of the gospel, as Luther,

Bengel, Scholz, and Harless suppose, but disobedience, as the

Syriac renders it. It characterizes the world not as in direct

antagonism to the gospel, tbut as it is by nature hostile to the

will and government of God, and daringly and wantonly vio-

lating that law which is written in their hearts. Deut. ix. 23,

24
;
Heb. iv. 6. The phrase viol 7779 cnreiQeias is a species of

Hebraism, and is found v. 6
;

Col. iii. 6, &c. Compare Rom.

ii. 16, and Fritzsche's remarks on it. The idiom shows the

close relation and dependence of the two substantives. As its

"children," they have their inner being and its sustenance from
"
disobedience;" or, as Winer says, they are " those in which

disobedience has become a predominant and second nature,"
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34, 3
;
b. 2. The adverb vvv denotes "

at the present time "

the spirit which at the present moment is working in the

disobedient. Meier, not Meyer as Olshauzen quotes, gives
the adverb this peculiar but faulty reference " The spirit

which yet reigns, though the gospel be powerfully counter-

working it;" and Olshausen as baselessly supposes it to mark
that the working of the devil is restricted, in contrast to the

eternal working of the Holy Ghost. The vvv appears to stand

in contrast to the TTOTG
"
Ye, the readers of this epistle, were

once in such a condition, and those whom you left behind

when you became the children of God, are in the same condi-

tion still." There is, accordingly, no reason to render the

word nunc maxime, as
if,

as Stier argues, there was more than

usual energy on the part of Satan. As little ground have

Riickert and Holzhausen to suppose, that the clause denotes

some extraordinary manifestation of evil influence. The verse

is but a vivid description of the usual condition of the uncon-

verted and disobedient world. The world and the church are

thus marked in distinct and telling contrast. The church has

its head tce^aXij ; the world has its ap%(ov. That Head is

a man, allied by blood to the community over which He pre-

sides
,
that other prince is an unemboclied spirit an alien as

well as a usurper. The one so blesses the church that it

becomes His "fulness," the other sheds darkness and distress

all around him. The one has His Spirit dwelling in the

church, leading it to holiness
;
the other, himself the dark-

est, most malignant, and unlovely being in the universe,

exercises a subtle and debasing influence over the minds of

his vassals, who are " children of disobedience." Matt. xiii.

38; John viii. 44; Acts xxvi. 18; 2 Cor. iv. 4. The apostle

honestly describes their former spiritual state, for he adds

including himself a-vvraTret teal eavrov as Theodoret says

(Ver. 3.) 'Ey 049 teal rjp,el^ Trdvres avea-rpd^rjpev TTOTG ev
"
Among whom also we all had our conversation once in ."

The ot9 does not refer to Tra/xzTrroo/zao-A, as is supposed by
the paraphrase of the Syriac version, and as is imagined by
Jerome, Estius, Cocceius, Koppe, Baumgarten, and Stier; but

it agrees with vtofc, as is argued by De Wette, Baumgarten-

Crusius, Meyer, Harless, Meier, Matthies, and Kiickert. The
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first eV refers to persons, "among whom" as a portion of

them
;
and the second, in immediate connection with the verb,

to things. It appears altogether too refined to suppose, with

Stier, that in ver. 2, and in connection with the a^apriau of

ver. 1, the apostle refers to the heathen world, and that in

this verse, and in connection with 'jrapdinca^a^ he character-

izes the Jewish world. Least of all can the change from
"
you

"
to " we "

vindicate such a meaning. We wait till the

apostle, in a subsequent verse, makes the distinction himself.

The 7/u,et5 irdvres is we all, Jew and Gentile alike. See

also Kom. iv. 16, viii. 32
;

1 Cor. xii. 13
;

2 Cor. iii. 18.

There is not in this section such a characteristic definition of

sins, as should warrant us to refer the one verse to Jews, and

the other to Gentiles. We cannot accede to such a view,

though it is advocated by Harless and Olshausen, and almost

all the modern commentators, with the exception of De Wette
;

advocated, too, in former times by no less names than Pela-

gius -and Calvin, Zanchius and Grotius, Clarius and Bengel.
As much ground is there for Hammond's strange idea, that

the Christians of Rome are here described. Nor is there in

the verse any feature of criminality, such as should lead us

to say that the apostle classes himself among these sinners,

simply, as some would have it, by a common figure of speech.

There is nothing here of which the apostle does not accuse

himself in other places. ] Tim. i. 13.

aveo-Tpafafjiev Trore. 2 Cor. i. 12
;

Gal. i. 13
5

1 Tim. iii.

15. This has much the same meaning with the similar

terms of the preceding verse, perhaps with the additional idea

of greater attachment to the scene or haunt
; speciosius quam

amlulare, says Bengel. All we all of us Jew and Gentile,

were once so distinguished. For we walked

ev rat? emOvpiat? r^ crap/cos fjfji&v
" in the lusts of our

flesh." This clause marks out the sphere of activity. 2<dpj;

signifies man's fallen and corrupted nature, in its antagonism
to the Spirit of God, and it probably has received such a

name because of its servitude to what is material and sensuous.

Not that we at all espouse the notion that sin has no other

origin than sensuousness, or that it is but the predominance
of sensuous impulse over the intellect and will. This theory
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befriended in some of its aspects "by Kant and Schleiermacher,

has been overthrown with able argument by Miiller
;
and the

reply of De Wette, who had also adopted it,
is a failure as a

defence. But though crdp%, in apostolic language, include the

will, and have a meaning which neither crw//.a nor Kpeas has,

the question still recurs, How has our whole nature come to

be represented by a term which truly and properly denotes

only one part of it? Delitzsch, Bib. Psychologie, p. 325.

%dpj; does sometimes stand in opposition to the human vryev/^a,

as 1 Cor. v. 5
j

Col. ii. 5
j
but in such places its meaning is

restricted by the antithesis. Gen. vi. 3. If what properly

signifies a portion of our nature come to signify the whole of

it under a certain aspect, there must be some connection.

What is material, as <rap% naturally is, may represent what is

external and so far unspiritual ;
while what is non-spiritual is

sinful, as being opposed to the Spirit of God. See Ebrard,

Christliche Dogmatilc, 323, vol.
i., p. 463

; Messner, Die

Lehre der Apostel} p. 207. ''Enndvpta in such a connection,

has a stigma upon it, for it represents desires or appetites

which are irregular and sinful such inclinations as are

formed and pursued by unregenerate humanity. The spiri-

tual life is dead, and therefore the trdp% is unchecked in all

its impulses and desires. And the apostle adds

TToiovvres TCI, OekrjfjbdTa T?}? crap/cos Kal T&V Siavoi&v
"
doing the desires of the flesh and of the thoughts." The

principal differences of interpretation respect the word Biavoiwv,

which has a good sense in the classics. The exegesis of the

Greek fathers is too vague. Chrysostom sums up the meaning

by saying rovreo-Ttv, ovSev irvev^aTLKov fypovovvres. Stier

denies that by trap/cos and Siavoicov different species of sin

are indicated, but adds that the last term refers to reasons or

arguments denJcerei which check or guide the flesh in its

sinful propensities. The view of Bengel is coincident. This

interpretation does not bring out the' distinction between the

two terms a distinction which the article before each seems

to intimate. The exegesis of Flatt is his usual hendiadys :

"
flesh and thoughts

"
stands for fleshly thoughts ; or, as

Crellius also latinizes it cogitationes carnales. Some under-

stand by the terms "
depraved fancies," as Hase

; others, like
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Olshausen,
"
sinful thoughts, which have no sensual lust for

their basis
;

"
and others, like Harless,

"
unresolute, shifting

thoughts, which determine the will." Eiickert and Meier

make it "immoral thoughts." Atai/o/at in the plural is

found only here, and in the . singular it stands often in the

Septuagint for the Hebrew ti. In the plural, as if for Sia-

rfpaTa it apparently denotes -

thoughts or sentiments, ideal

fancies and resolves. See Numb. xv. 39
j

Is. Iv. 9. %dpt;
in the first clause may signify humanity as it is fallen and

debased by sin while here the meaning is more defined and

restricted to our fleshly nature. The general
" conversation

"

of disobedient men may be said to be " in the lusts of the

flesh," but when their positive activity is described TTOIOVVTGS,

and when these eiriOv^iai, become actually Oefaj/jicna when
inclinations become resolves, a distinction at once arises, and

sins of a grosser are marked out from those of a more spiritual

nature. Such is the view of Jerome. The " desires of the

flesh
"

are those grosser gratifications of appetite which are

palpable and easily recognized ;
and the "

desires of the

thoughts," those mental trespasses which may or may not be

connected with sensuous indulgences. Matt. xv. 19
;
Luke

xi. 17. Our Lord has exposed such "thoughts" as violations

of the Divine law. The crap% is one, all its appetences are

like
;
but the word Siavotcu is plural, for it describes what is

complex and multiform. See <ro</tu, Aristoph. Ranee, v. 688
;

and $apientice} Cicero, Tusc. ii. 18. Thought follows thought,

as the shadows flit across the field on a cloudy summer day.

Men may scorn intemperance as a degrading vice, and shun
it,

and yet cherish within them pride high as Lucifer's, and

wrath foul and fierce as Tophet. Under the single head of

a-dpt; (Gal. v. 19, 20) the apostle includes both classes of sins
"
hatred, variance, emulation, wrath, strife, seditions, here-

sies," as well as "
adultery, fornication, murder, drunkenness,

and revellings." The
'

historian Polybius describes men

sinning, as many of them, Sta rrjv ako^ia-riav from want of

thought, as Sia rrjv cfriKnv, by nature. Lib. xvii. cap. viii.

apud RapJiel. But there is an awful and additional clause

/cal
fj/j,ev refcva

^tvcret, 0/37779-^-" and we were by nature

children of wrath." This common reading is retained by
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Tischendorf, followed by Riickert. Lachmann, however,
after A, D, E, F, G, J, has

(jtvcrei,
re/cva opyrjs. But there

appearg no good ground for departing from the order of the

Textus Receptus, the changed order wearing the aspect of an

emendation. 'Opyrj is not simply
"
punishment," Ibut that

just indignation which embodies itself in punishment. The
word is often so used in the New Testament. Te/cra 0^7779

resembles the previous viol Trjs aTreiOeias, but implying, as

Alford says,
" closer relation." That phrase does not denote,

liable to disobedience, but involved in it
;
and therefore retcva

opytjs does not signify liable to wrath, but actually under it.

Thus, Deut. xxv. 2, riant
j3 a son of stripes not liable to be

scourged, but actually scourged. The idiom, then, does not

mean "
worthy of wrath," as the Greek fathers, when they

render it
0/37775 aftot, and as Grotius, Koppe, Baumgarten, and

others have understood it; but it describes a present and

actual condition. The awful wrath of God is upon sinners, for

sin is so contrary to His nature and law, that His pure anger
is kindled against it. Nor is this 010797 to be explained away
after the example of the early Fathers,

1 as if it were simply

chastisement, tcoXacris not judicial infliction, but benignant

castigation ;
for as Alford well says then the phrase would,

from its nature, imply that they had been "actually punished."

'0^777 is God's holy anger against sin, which leads Him justly

to punish it. Eom. i. 18. But God's manifestation of wrath is

not inconsistent with His manifestation of love
; for, to repeat

the oft-quoted words of Lactantius Si Deus non irascitur

impiis et injustis^ nee pios justosque diligit.

The apostle says further, re/cva (frvaei
"children by nature;"

the dative, as Madvig says, defining
" the side, aspect, regard,

or property on and in which the predicate shows itself," 40.

See also Phrynichus ed-Lobeck, p. 688
; Kiihner, 585

;
Am-

merk. 1. 3>v<ri,s
" nature

"
in such an idiom, signifies

what is essental as opposed to what is accidental, what is

innate in contrast with what is acquired ;
as Harless puts the

antithesis das Gewordene im G-egensatz zum Gemacliten. This

is its general sense, whatever its specific application. Thus

1
Suicer, Tkesawtts, sub voce.
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is the nature of a drug, its colour, growth,
and potency. <J>i5crt9 rov 'AtyvTTTov

2
is the nature of the land

of Egypt a phrase referring to no artificial peculiarity, .but to

results which follow from its physical conformation. It stands

opposed to z/oytto? or avdytcr), as marking what is spontaneous,

in contrast to what is enjoined or is inevitable. Thus Plato,

De. Leg. lib. x. Some say that the gods are ov
<f)va-et,

a\\&

TLCTL z/6/Aot?. Again, the noun is often used in the dative, or

in the accusative with /card or nrapd^ in descriptions of condi-

tion or action, and then its signification is still the same :

(f>v<rei, TIK^XOS
" blind by nature," not by disease;

3 rbv <pva-ei,

8ov\ov "the slave by nature," that is, from birth, and not

by subjugation ;

4 ol
<f>va-ei irciXe^iot

" warriors by nature,"

by constitutional tendency, and not by force of circumstances.6

And so in such phrases as, Kara fyvcnv "agreeably to nature,"

not simply to education or habit
; Trapa <j>vcnv contrary not

to mere conventional propriety, but to general or ordinary

instinctive development ;
thus o Kara

<j)ixrtv vios
" the

natural," not the adopted
" son." The usage is similar in

the Hellenistic writers. Wisdom vii. 20, <f>va-ei,<s ZOKOV
" the

natures of animals," not the habits induced by training.

Qva-ei, irdvres elalv (f>i\avToi "all are by nature," not by

training,
"
self-lovers."6

<&vcrei, irovripos &v. "
being evil by

nature," and not simply by education. So also in the same

author of the constitutional clemency of the Pharisees

<j>v(T6(,
e-Trtet/cw? e^ovcnv? Likewise in Philo, elpt^vaioi, <f>va-ei

"peaceful by nature," not from compulsion;
9 and in many

other places, some of which have been collected by Loesner.

The usage of the New Testament is not different. Save

where in James iii. 7 and 2 Pet. i. 4, the word has a significa-

tion peculiar to these passages ;
in all the rest, the meaning

is the same with that we have traced through classical and

Hellenistic literature. If the term characterize the branches

of a tree, those which it produces are contrasted with such as

are engrafted (Rom. xi. 21-24) ;
if it describe action or

i
Odyss. x. 303. 2 Herodot. ii. 5.

3 Aristot. Nicomach. iii. 7. 6
Julian, Varia Hist. iii. 22. 7

Joseph. Antiq. xi. 2, 2 .

4 Dio Chrysost. xv. p. 239. 6
Joseph. Antig. iii. 8, 1. 8 Do. xiii. 10, 6.

9 De Confusione Ling. C.
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character, it marks its harmony with or its opposition to

instinctive feeling or sense of obligation (Bom. i. 26, ii. 14;
1 Cor. xi. 14) ;

if it point out nationality, it is that of descent

or "blood. liom. ii. 27
;

Gal. ii. 15. See Fritzsche on the

references to Romans. And when the apostle (Gal. iv. 8)

speaks of idols as being <y<r " not gods," he means that

idols become objects of worship from no inherent claim or

quality, but simply by
" art and man's device." And so " we

are children of wrath," not accidentally, not by a fortuitous

combination of circumstances, not even by individual sin and

actual transgression, but "by nature
"

by an exposure which

preceded personal disobedience, and was not first created by it
;

an exposure which is inherent, hereditary, and common to all

the race by the very condition of its present existence, for

they are " so born
"
children of wrath. For, c^iW? does not

refer to developed character, but to its hidden and instinctive

sources. We are therefore not atomically, but organically

children of wrath
;
not each simply by personal guilt, but the

entire race as a whole; not on account of nature, but by
nature. Wholly contrary, therefore, to usage and philology
is the translation of the Syriac A_.*|_.\V^ -plene; that of Theo-

phylact, CEcumenius, and Cyril, a\r)0)s or 71/170-10)9
tl

really
"

or "
truly ;

"
that of Julian, prorsus, and that even of Suidas

"a constant and very bad disposition and long and evil

habits
" a\\a rrjv ep/jiovov KOL KaKiari^v Biddecrtv /tal %poviav

jcal Trovqpav crvvtfBeiav, for on the contrary, <j)vo-i$ and avvr]-

6eta are placed by the Greek ethical writers in contrast.

Harless adduces apt quotations from Plutarch and Aristotle.

Pelagius, as may be expected, thus guards his exegesis Nos

paternce traditionis consuetude possederat, ut omnes ad damna-

tionem nasci VIDEREMUE. Erasmus, Bengel, Koppe, Morns,

Flatt, De Wette, Reiche, and others, take the word as descrip-

tive of the state of the Ephesian converts prior to their con-

version, or, as Bengel phrases it citra gratiam Dei in Christo.

But, as Meyer observes, the status naturalis is depicted in the

whole description, and not merely by </>uo-et. Such an inter-

pretation is also unsatisfactory, for it leaves untouched the

real meaning of the word under dispute. That the term may
signify that second nature which springs from habit, we deny
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not. Natura had such a sense among the Latins1 quod con-

suetudo in naturam vertit but in many places where it may
bear this meaning, it still implies that the habit is in accord-

ance with original inclination, that the disposition or character

has its origin in innate tendencies and impulses. When Le

Clerc2 says that the word, when applied to a nation, signifies

indoles gentis, he only begs the question j
for that indoles or

<UCH<? in the quotations adduced by him, and by Wetstein

and Koppe, from Isocrates, the so-called Demetrius Phalereus,

Polyamus, Jamblichus, Cicero, and Sallust, is not something

adventitious, but constitutional an element of character

which, though matured by discipline, sprang originally from

connate peculiarities. The same may be said of Meyer's

interpretation durch Entwichelung naturliclier disposition
"
through the development of natural disposition ;

"
for if that

disposition was natural, its very germs must have been in us

at our birth, and what is that but innate depravity? And

yet he argues that
(frva-is

cannot refer to original sin, because

the church doctrine on that subject is not the doctrine of Paul,

and one reason why Koppe will not take even the interpreta-

tion of Le Clerc is, that it necessarily leads to the doctrine of

original sin. Grotius, Meyer, De Wette, and Usteri (Paulin.

Lehrbegriff, p. 30) object that the word cannot refer to original

depravity, because it is only of actual sin that the apostle

speaks in the preceding clauses. So little has Grotius gone
into the spirit of the passage, that he says that it cannot

refer to original sin, as the preceding verses show, in which

vices are described from which many of the ancients were free

a quibus multi veterum fuere immunes. Usteri is disposed

to cancel tyvcrei, altogether, and Heiche (Comment. Criticus,

1859) dilutes it to a habitus naturalis connatus quasi, p. 147.

See also Episcopius, Instit., ii. 5, 2; Limborch, Theolog. Christ.,

iii. 4, 17, p. 193
; Amstelsedami, 1686. We may reply with

Olshausen, that in this clause actual sins are naturally pointed
out in their ultimate foundation " in the inborn sinfulness of

each individual by his connection with Adam." Besides, the

apostle means to say that by natural condition, as well as by
1
Quintilian, i. 2

; Sallust, JugurtJia, 87 ; Freund, Latein. Worterbuch, sub voce.

2 Ara Critica, Londini, 1698, p. 194.
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actual personal guilt, men are children of wrath. Had he

written, ical 6We9, as following out the idea of Troiovvres,

there might have been a plea against our view of innate

depravity
"

fulfilling the desires of the flesh and of the

mind, and being, or so being, children of wrath." But the

apostle says, K<U fjpev
" and we were," at a point of time

prior to that indicated in iroiovvres. This exegesis is also

supported by the following clause

0)9 teal ol \ofjroi " as also are the rest of mankind
;

"
not

Gentiles simply, nor the remainder of the unbelieving Jews,
as is held by Stier and Bisping. Turner apparently imputes
our exegesis, which is simply and plainly grammatical, to

want of candour and to a desire to support a "
preconceived

doctrinal theory."

Having described the character of unregenerate men, the

apostle adverts to their previous condition. We and the

entire human family are by nature children of wrath, even as

Crellius himself is obliged to paraphrase it velut hcereditario

jure. Those who hold that r^efr refers to the Jews injure

their interpretation, and Harless and Olshausen unnecessarily

suppose that the apostle contrasts the natural state of the

Jews with their condition as the called of God, though they
do not, like Hofmann, join fyva-ei to 0/37*79,

as if the allusion

were to the Jews, and the meaning were objects of God's

love as the children of Abraham, and but of His anger as

children of Adam. Schriftb. i. p. 564. Thus Estius opposes

filii naturd to filii adoptione ; and Holzhausen's idea is that

they were children of wrath " which rises from the ungodly
natural life." To get such a meaning the article must be

repeated, as Harless says rf?9 fyvcrei 0/37779 ; or as Meyer, TT^

777 <f)va-6i, or, etc
-7-779 <vo-eo>9 0^07779. We do not imagine,

with many commentators, that
<f>va-ei,

stands in contrast with

%dpi,Ti. The former denotes a condition, and cannot well be

contrasted with an act or operation of God. Death by or in

sin, walk in lust, vassalage to Satan, indulgence of the dis-

orderly appetites of a corrupted nature, and the fulfilling of

the desires of the flesh and of the mind these form a visible

and complex unity of crime, palpable and terrific. But that is

not all
;
there is something deeper still

;
even by nature, and
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prior to actual transgression, we were " the children of wrath."

The apostle had just referred to the erapf feeble and depraved

humanity, and knowing that " that which is born of the flesh

is flesh," and that the taint and corruption are thus hereditary,

he adds, "and we were by nature," through our very birth,
" children of wrath

;

"
that is, we have not become so by any

process of development. Thus also Muller (Die Lehre von

der Sunde, ii. p. 378) says
" that they, that is Christians,

from among the Jews as well as others, had been objects of

Divine punitive justice nach Hirer naturliclien angebornen

Beschaffenheit Q-egenstande ; and Lechler also calls man's

natural condition erne angeborne Zorneskindschaft d. Ji. eine

angeborne Verderbniss der MenscTiennatur. Das Apost. und das

nachap. Zeitalter, &c., p. 107. Barnes and Stuart1 deny,

indeed, that the use of this term can prove what is usually

called the doctrine of original sin. It is true that the apostle

does not speak of Adam and his sin, nor does he describe the

germs and incipient workings of depravity. It is not a

formal theological assertion, for
<f>va-ei is unemphatic in posi-

tion
;
but what is more convincing, it is an incidental allusion

as if no proof were needed of the awful truth. How and

when sin commences are not the present question. Still the

term surely means, that in consequence of some element of

relation or character, an element inborn and not infused, men
are exposed to the Divine wrath. The clause does not, as

these critics hold, simply mean that men in an unconverted

state are obnoxious to punishment, but that men, apart from

all that is extrinsic and accidental, all that time or circum-

stance may create or modify, are " children of wrath." As
Calvin says Hoc uno verbo quasifulmine totus homo quantus-

quantus est prosternitur. It would be, at the same time,

wholly contrary to Scripture and reason to maintain, with

Flacius, that sin is a part of the very essence and substance of

our nature. The language of this clause does not imply it.

Sin is a foreign element an accidence whatever be the

depth of human depravity.

It belongs not to the province of interpretation to enter into

1 Biblical Repository, 2d Ser. vol. ii. 38.
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any illustration of the doctrine expressed or implied in the

clause under review. The origin of evil is an inscrutable

mystery, and has afforded matter of subtle speculation from

Plato down to Kant and Schelling, while, in the interval,

Aquinas bent his keen vision upon the problem, and felt his

gaze dazzled and blunted. Ideas of the actual nature of sin

naturally modify our conceptions of its moral character, as

may be seen in the theories which have been entertained from

those of .Manichsean dualism and mystic pre-existence,
1 to

those of privation,
2
sensuousness,

3
antagonism,

4
impreventi-

bility,
5 and the subtle distinction between formal and real

liberty developed in the hypothesis of Mliller.
6 While admit-

ting the scriptural account of the introduction of sin, many
have shaped their views of it from the connection in which

they place it in reference to Divine foreknowledge, and so have

sprung up the Supra-lapsarian and Sub-lapsarian hypotheses.

Attempts to form a perfect scheme of Theodicy, or a full vin-

dication of the Divinity, have occupied many other minds

than that of Leibnitz. The relation of the race to its Pro-

genitor has been viewed in various lights, and analogies

physical, political, and metaphysical, with theories of Crea-

.tianism and Traducianism, have been employed in illustration,

from the days of Augustine and Pelagius
7 to those of Eras-

mus and Luther, Calvin and Arminius, Taylor and President

Edwards. Questions about the origin of evil, transmission of

depravity, imputation of guilt, federal or representative posi-

tion on the part of Adam, and physical and spiritual death as

elements of the curse, have given rise to long and laboured

argumentation, because men have looked at them from very
different stand-points, and have been influenced in their treat-

1
Miiller, Die Christliche Lehre von der Siinde, vol. ii. p. 495, 3rd ed. See also

Beeclier's Conflict ofAges.
.

2
Leibnitz, Essais de Theodicee sur la Bonte de Dieu^ &c. pp. 85, 86, 288.

Amsterdam, 1726.

3 De Wette, Christliche Sittenlehre, 10, and Studien und Kritiken, 1849
; Rothe,

Ethik, vol. i. pp. 98, 99
; Schleiermacher, Der Christliche Glaube, 66.

4
Lactantius, Instit. Divin. lib. ii. cap. 8, 9

; Hegel, Philosophic des Recl/ts, 139.

6 The Mystery, or Evil and God. By John Young, LL.D. London, 1856.

8
Miiller, vol. ii. pp. 6-48.

:
Wiggers, August, tmd Pelag. Kap. 20

; Nitzsch, 105, 107.
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ment of the problem by their philosophical conceptions of the

Divine character, the nature of sin, and that moral freedom

and power which belong to responsible humanity. The modus

may be and is among
" the deep things of God," but the res

is palpable ;
for experience confirms the Divine testimony that

we are by nature " children of wrath "
per ffenerationem, not

per imitationem.

(Yer. 4.) 'O 8e @eo<?, -rrXouo-io? wv h eXeet "But God,

being rich in mercy." The apostle resumes the thought

started in ver. 1. The Be not only intimates this, but shows

also that the thought about to be expressed is in contrast with

that which occupies the immediately preceding verses. The

fact of God's mercy succeeds a description of man's guilt and

misery, and the transition from the one to the other is indi-

cated by the particle 8L Hartung, vol. i. p. 173
; Jelf, 767.

Jerome rashly condemns the use of Se ; but Bodius stigma-
tizes the patristic critic as judging nimis profecto audacter et

hypercritice. "E\,eo<? signifies
"
mercy," and is a term stronger

and more practical than oi/m/3ya6<?. It is not mere emotion,

but emotion creating actual assistance sympathy leading to

succour. The participle &v does not seem to have here a

causal significance, as such an idea is expressed by the follow-

ing Bid. And in this mercy God is rich. It has no scanty
foot-hold in his bosom, for it fills it. Though mercy has been

expended by God for six millenniums, and myriads of myriads
have been partakers of it, it is still an unexhausted mine of

wealth

Sta ri]v 7ro\\r]V ayaTT^v avrov, TJV ^ydirfjaev r)/j,a<;

" on

account of His great love with which He loved us." The
former clause describes the general source of blessing ;

this

marks out a direct and special manifestation, and is in imme-

diate connection with the following verb. On the use of a

verb with its cognate noun carrying with it an intensity of

meaning, the reader may turn to i. 3, 6, 20
; Winer, 32, 2

;

Kiihner, 546. The ^yua? are Paul and his contemporary

believers, and, of course, all possessing similar faith. That

love is 7roXX?7 great indeed
;
for a great G od is its possessor,

and great sinners are its objects. The adjective probably
marks the quality of intensity j indeed, while its generic
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meaning remains, its specific allusion depends upon its ad-

juncts. The idea of frequency may thus be included, as it

seems to be in some uses of the word 1 number being its

radical meaning. Ho\\r) dryaTrr), therefore, is love, the inten-

sity of which has been shown in the fervour and frequency of

its.developments. See under i. 5. And what can be higher

proof than this

(Ver. 5.) Kat oVra? i7//.as z/epou<? rot? irapaTTTM^aa-tv
" Us

being even dead in trespasses." The icai does more than

mark the connection. It does not, however, signify
"
also,"

as Meier supposes
"
us, too, along with you ;

"
nor, as Flatt,

B/iickert, Matthies, and Holzhausen think, does it merely
show the connection of the vfjua? of ver. I with this 17/^9 of

ver. 5. Nor does it mean "
yet,"

"
although," as Koppe

takes it. In this view, to give any good sense, it must be

joined to the preceding verb " He loved us, even though we
were dead in sins." But such a construction destroys the

unity of meaning. With Meyer and Harless, we prefer join-

ing the /cat to the participle ovras, and making it signify
"
indeed," or when we " were truly

"
dead in sins. Hartung,

vol. i. p, 132. See chap. i. 11, 15.

<rvv6%Q)07rolr)(r6v r<x> XptoroS "quickened together with

Christ." Some MSS. and texts have the preposition ev

before TW XptcrTw, but for this there is no authority, as the

dative is governed by the o-vv- in composition with the verb.

The o-vv is repeated before the dative in Col. ii. 13. The
entire passage, and the aorist form ~of the three verbs, show

that this vivification is a past, and not a future blessing. It

is a life enjoyed already, not one merely secured to us by our

ideal resurrection with Christ. The remark of Jerome is

foreign to the purpose, that the aorist is used with reference to

the Divine prescience id quod juturum est
} quasi factum esse

jam dixerit. We have already exhibited the validity of our

objection under i. 19. Theodoret's interpretation is out of

place exetvov yap avaa-ravro^^ KCLI ^efc eX7r/b/u-ez/ avaa-nj-

a-ea-Oai. Meyer's view has been already rejected under the

1st verse of this chapter ;
for as the death there described is

1

Passow, Pape, Lex. sub voce.
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not a physical death to come upon us, but a death already

experienced, so this is not a physical resurrection to be enjoyed
at some distant epoch, but one in which, even now, we who
were dead have participated. Therefore, with the majority of

interpreters, we hold that it is spiritual life to which the apostle

refers. The exegesis :of Harless, found also in the old Scottish

commentator, Dickson, though it be cleverly maintained, is too

refined, and is not in accordance with the literal and sincere

appeal of the apostle to present Christian experience, for in his

opinion, life, resurrection, and glorification are said to be ours,

not because we actually enjoy them, but because Jesus has

experienced them, and they are ours in Him, or ours because

they are His, Olshausen advocates a similar view, though not

so broadly. Slichtingius and Crellius suppose that the verb

refers to the jus, not the ipsumfactum ; and it is of necessity

the theory of all who, like Bollock and Bodius, maintain, that

the resurrection and enthronement described are specially con-

nected with the body and its final ascension and blessedness.

The interpretation of Chrysostom el <yap 97 wirapyT] 77,
K<U

97//.efc -"if. the first-fruits live, so do we," does not wholly

bring out the meaning. Theophylact's exposition, which is

shared in by Augustine and Erasmus, is more acute. God
raised up Christ, etceivov evepyelq Him in fact, but us Swdfjuei,

vvv potentially only, but afterwards in fact also. Harless

compares the language with that in Rom. viii. 30, which Meyer
also quotes, where the verbs are all aorists, and where the last

verb refers to future but certain glory. But the apostle in

that -verse describes, by the aorists, God's normal method of

procedure viewed as from the past the call, justification, and

glorification being contained in a past predestination, and

regarded as coincident with it. The apostle is not appealing
to the Roman Christians, and saying,

" God has called and

glorified you" ;
he is only describing God's general and

invariable method of procedure in man's salvation. But here

he speaks to the Ephesian converts, and tells them that God

quickened them, raised them up, and gave them a seat with

Jesus. He is not unfolding principles of divine government ;

but analyzing human experience, and verifying that analysis

by an appeal to living consciousness. Were no more intended
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by the words than Harless imagines, then they would be quite

as true of Christians still unborn as they were of Ephesian
believers at that time in existence, since all who shall believe

to the end of time were spiritually comprised in the risen

Saviour. Nay more, the sentiment would be true of men in

an unconverted state who were afterwards to believe. But

here the apostle speaks of union with Jesus not only as a

realized fact, but of its blessed and personal results. The

death was a personal state, and the life corresponds in char-

acter. It is not a theoretic abstraction, but as really an

individual blessing as the death was an individual curse. The
life and resurrection spoken of are now possessed, and their

connection with Christ seems to be of the following nature.

When God quickened and raised Christ, this process, as we
have seen, was the example and pledge of our spiritual vivi-

fication. When He was raised physically, all His people
were ideally raised in Him; and in consequence of this con-

nection with Him, they are, through faith, actually quickened
and raised, i. 19, 20. The object of the apostle, however, is

not merely to affirm that spiritual life and resurrection have

been secured by such a connection with Jesus, but that, having
been so~provided, they are also really possessed. The writer

tells the Ephesians that they had been dead, and he assures

them that life in connection with Christ had been given them,
and not merely through Christ potentially secured for them,
and reserved for a full but future enjoyment. The verb

crvveKa&ia-ev, on which Olshausen and Harless lay stress as

supporting their view, does not, as we shall see, at all support
their exegesis. In a word, the apostle appears to intimate

not only that the mediatorial person of Jesus had a peculiar
and all-comprehending relation to His whole people, so that,

as Olshausen says,
" Christ is the real type for every form of

life among them," but that the Ephesian believers possessed'

really and now these blessings, which had their origin and

symbol in Jesus, the Saviour and Eepresentative. And, there-

fore, the notion of Beza and Bloomfield, that aw- in the verb

glances at a union of Jew and Gentile, is as wide of the truth

on the one side, as is on the other the opinion that it means
"

after the example of" the opinion of Anselm, Marloratus,
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Koppe, Grotius, a-Lapide, and "Eosenmiiller. See on Kara

in i. 19. Calvin limits the possession too much to objective

happiness and glory laid up for us in Christ. The language
of Crocius is better nos excitatos esse in Christo, ut in capite

membra, / idque non potentia^ non spe}
sed actu et re ipsa.

Now, the life given corresponds in nature to the death

suffered. It is, therefore, -spiritual life, such as is needed for

man's dead spirit. The soul restored to the divine favour

lives again, and its new pulsations are vigorous and healthful.

As every form of life is full of conscious enjoyment, this

too has its' higher gladness ; truth, peace, thankfulness, and

hope swelling the bosom, while it displays its vital powers in

sanctified activity : for all its functions are the gift of the

Vivifier, and they are dedicated to His service. That life may
be feeble at first, but "the sincere milk of the word" is

imbibed, and the expected maturity is at length , reached.

Its first moment may not indeed be registered in the con-

sciousness, as it may be awakened within us by a varying

process, in harmony with the quickness or the slowness of

mental perception, and the dulness or the delicacy of the moral

temperament. The sun rises in our latitude preceded by a

long twilight, which gradually brightens into morning ;
but

within the tropics he ascends at once above the horizon with

sudden and exuberant glory. (For an illustration of God's

power in giving this life, the reader may consult under verses

19 and 20 of the previous chapter.) Then follows the inter-

jected thought

'Xjaptri ea-re <Te<TGHr(Avoi
"
by grace have ye been saved."

The Se or <yap found in some MSS. is a clumsy addition, and

oS, the genitive of the relative pronoun, occurring in D*", E,

F, G (01) T$ xdpni, or o5 %apm), and plainly followed by the

Vulgate and Ambrosiaster, is rejected alike by Lachmann and

Tischendorf. The grace referred to is that of God, not of

Christ as Beza supposes. The thought is suddenly and

briefly thrown in, as it rose to the apostle's mind, for it

is a natural suggestion; and so powerfully did it fill and

move his soul, that he suddenly writes it, but continues the

illustration, and then fondly returns to it in ver. 8. This

mental association shows how closely Paul connected life
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with safety how mercy and love, uniting us to Christ, and

vivifying us with Him, are elements of this grace, and how
this union with Jesus and the life springing from it are iden-

tical with salvation. But he proceeds

(Ver. 6.) Kat <rvvij'yeipev
" And raised us up with." The

meaning of aw- is of course the same as in the preceding

(rvvefy/aoTTovrjcre. Believers are not only quickened, but they
are also raised up ; they not only receive life, but they ex-

perience a resurrection. The dead, on being quickened, do

not lie in their graves; they come forth, cast from them the

cerements of mortality, and re-enter the haunts of living

humanity. Jesus rose on being vivified, and left his sepulchre

with the grave-clothes in it. His people enjoy the activities

as well as the elements of vitality, for they are raised out of

the spiritual death-world, and are not found " the living

among the dead." It is a violation of the harmony of sense

to understand the first verb of spiritual life, and the second of

physical resurrection, or the hope of it, as do Menochius,

Bodius, Estius, and Grotius. Still more;

KOI a-vveicdOio-ev
" and seated us together with." This

verb is to be understood in a spiritual sense as well as the two

preceding ones. It is the spirit which is quickened, raised,

and co-enthroned with Christ. And the place of honour and

dignity is

ev rot? eirovpavLo^ ev Xptorft) 'I^o-ou "in the heavenly

places in Christ Jesus." This idiom has been already con-

sidered both under ver. 3 and ver. 20 of the 1st chapter.

It does not denote heaven proper, but is the ideal locality

of the church on the earth, as " the kingdom of heaven "

-above the world in its sphere of occupation and enjoy-
ment. The addition of ev X/oto-ro) 'Irjo-ov occurs also i. 3

;

and in both places the epithet ra eirovpavia points out the

exalted position of the church. Union to Christ brings us

into them. His glory is their bright canopy, and His pre-

sence diffuses joy and hope. The ev before Xpiara> 'I^o-ou

has perplexed commentators, for arvv- is also in composition
with the verb, and would have been supposed to govern these

nouns, had not ev been expressed. But ev again, as fre-

quently in the previous portion of the epistle, defines the
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sphere, and refers to the three aorists so anxious is the

apostle to show- that union to Christ is the one source of

spiritual honour and enjoyment. This spiritual enthronement

with Jesus is not more difficult to comprehend than our "
royal

priesthood." The loose interpretations of it by Koppe and

Kosenmiiller rob it of its point and beauty. Nor is the mere
"
arousing of the heavenly consciousness" all that is meant,

as Olshausen supposes. Indeed, Kiickert, Meier, Matthies,
and Conybeare, are nearer the truth. Our view is simply as

follows Our life, resurrection, and enthronement, follow one

another, as in the actual history of the great Prototype. But

this "sitting with Jesus" is as spiritual as the life, and it

indicates the calmness and dignity of the new existence. The

quickened soul is not merely made aware that in Christ, as

containing it and all similar souls, it is enlivened, and raised

up, and elevated, but along with this it enjoys individually

a conscious life, resurrection, and session with Jesus. It feels

these blessings in itself, and through its union with Him. It

lives, and it is conscious of this life
;

it has been raised, and it

is aware of its change of spiritual position. It is more than

Augustine allows Nondum in nobis, sed jam in Illo for it

feels itself in the meantime sitting with Jesus, not solely

because of its relation to Him in His representative character,

but because of its own joyous and personal possession of royal

elevation, purity, and honour. " He hath made us kings."

ReVi i. 6. What is more peculiar to the spirit in this series

of present and beatific gifts, shall at length be shared in by
the entire humanity. The body shall be quickened, raised,

and glorified, and the redeemed man shall, in the fulness of

his nature, enjoy the happiness of heaven.
.
The divine

purpose is

(Ver. 7.) "Iva evBei^raL ev rofc aiw<rw rofc eVep^o^evot?
" In order that He might show forth in the ages which are

coming
"

Iva indicating design. The meaning of this verse

depends on the sense attached to the last word. Harless, Meyer,

Olshausen, De Wette, and Bisping, take them as descriptive of

the future world. Thus Theophylact also Nw ^ev yap TroXXot

aTrtarovcriV) ev Be TW fj,e\\ovTt alwvt irdvre^ yvaxrovrai rL qjuv

%apt(raTO } opoWe? ev a<para) $6%y TOV? ar/iovs ; the idea being
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that the blessings of life, resurrection, and elevation with Christ

now bestowed upon believers, may be hidden in the meantime,

but that in the kingdom of glory they shall be seen in their

peculiar lustre and pre-eminence. Thus Wycliffe also
" in

the worldlis above comying." But the language of this verse

is too full and peculiar to have only in it this general thought.
'

Why should the greatness of the grace that quickened and

elevated such sinners as these Ephesians, not be displayed till

the realms of glory be reached? Or might not God intend in

their salvation at that early age to show to coming ages, as

vicious as they, what were the riches of His grace ? The verb

evBeit-yrai, which in the New Testament is always used in the

middle voice, means to show for one's self for His own glory.

Jelf, 363, 1. Still, the language of the verse suggests the

idea of sample or specimen. Paul, who classes himself with

the Ephesians in the ^9, makes this use of his own conver-

sion. 1 Tim. i. 16. The peculiar plural phrase al&vesj with

the participle e7re/>%oya/oi, denotes "
coming or impending

ages." Luke xxi. 26, 37
;
James v. 1.. The al&v is an age

or period of time, and these al&ves form a series of such ages,

which were to commence immediately. These ages began
at the period of the apostle's writing, and are still rolling on

till the second advent. The salvation of such men as these

Ephesians at that early period of Christianity, was intended

by God to stand out as a choice monument to succeeding

generations of "' the exceeding riches of his grace
"

TO VTrep(3d\\ov TrXovro? rt]<s %dpc,TOs avrov. The neuter form

is preferred by Tischendorf and Lachmann on the authority
of A, B, D1

, F, G. Gersdorf, Beitrage, p. 282
; Winer, 9, 2,

note 2. The participle vTrepftdXkov has been already ex-

plained, i. 19. The conversion of the Ephesians was a mani-
festation of the grace of God of its riches, of its overflowing-
riches. That was not restricted grace grace to a few, or

grace to the more deserving, or grace to the milder forms of

apostacy. No
;

it has proved its wealth in the salvation of

such sinners as are delineated in the melancholy picture of

the preceding verses. Nay, it is couched

ev xpya-TOTyTi e<'
rjfj,a<; ev XptcrT&j 'I^croO

" in kindness

toward us in Christ Jesus." Four terms are already employed
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by the apostle to exhibit the source of salvation e\eo9,

"Xapts, %/9^0-roT'j;? conveying the same blessed truth in differ-

ent aspects. The first respects our misery ;
the second defines

the co-essential form of this eXeo? ; the third characterizes

its free outgoing, and the last points to its palpable and expe-
rienced embodiment. Trench on Syn. p. 192. Winer suggests

that
e</>' fipfa is connected with virep^a\\ov^ 20, 2, b. But

the structure of the sentence forbids altogether such a connec-

tion, and the construction proposed by Homberg and Koppe
is as violent 7^9 %a/)tro9 Kal xpya-roTyTOs, supplying ovras

also to the phrase ev "Kpicrrw 'I^o-oO. The noun xpija-TOTiis

may be followed itself by eW, as in Eom. xi. 22, or as when
the adjective occurs, Luke vi. 35. We do not understand, with

Olshausen, that ev ^p^o-Tor^Tt is a closer definition of the

more general %a/>t9. Nor is there any need of a metonymy,
and of taking the term to denote a benefit.or the result of kind-

ness. This kindness is true generosity, for it contains saving

grace. It is not common providential kindness, but special
" kindness in Christ Jesus," no article being inserted to show

the closeness of the connection, and the preposition ev again,

as so often before, marking Christ Jesus as the only sphere

of blessing. See under i. 16. There is an evident alliteration

in %/, xpya-TOT'T)?, XptoT09. The kindness of God in Christ

Jesus is a phrase expressive of the manner in which grace

operates. His grace is in his goodness. Grace may be shown

among men in a very ungracious way, but God's grace clothes

itself in kindness, as well in the time as in the mode of its

bestowment. What kindness in sending His grace so early

to Ephesus, and in converting such men as now formed its

church ! 0, He is so kind in giving grace, and such grace,

to so many men, and of such spiritual demerit and degrada-
tion

;
so kind as not only to forgive sin, but even to forget it

(Heb. viii. 12) ;
so kind, in short, as not only by His grace

to quicken us, but in the riches of His grace to raise us up,
and in its exceeding riches to enthrone us in the heavenly

places in Christ ! And all the grace in this kindness shown

in the first century is a lesson even to the nineteenth century.

What God did then, He can do now and will do now
;
and

one reason why He did it then was, to teach the men of the
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present age His ability and desire to repeat in them the same

blessed process of salvation and life.

(Ver. 8.) T$ yap ^apirL eore o-eo-axTfievoL Sta rij<j Tr/crew?
" For by grace ye have been saved, through your faith." The

particle <ydp explains why the apostle has said that the exceed-

ing riches of God's grace are shown forth in man's salvation,

and glances back to the interjectional clause at the end of

ver. 5. Salvation must display grace, for it is wholly of grace.

The dative %a/jm, on which from its position the emphasis

lies, expresses the source of our salvation, and the genitive

7rto-T6t9 with Sid denotes its subjective means or instrument.

Salvation is of grace by faith the one being the efficient, the

other the modal cause; the former the origin, the latter the

method, of its operation. The grace of God which exists

without us, takes its place as an active principle within us,

being introduced into the heart and kept there by the con-

necting or conducting instrumentality of faith.

%a/o9
"
favour," is opposed to necessity on the part of

God, and to merit on the part of man. God was under no

obligation to save man, for His law might have taken its

natural course, and the penalty menaced and deserved might
have been fully inflicted. Grace springs from His sovereign

will, not from His essential nature. It is not an attribute

which must always manifest itself, but a prerogative that may
either be exercised or held in abeyance. Salvation is an

abnormal process, and "
grace is iio more grace

"
if it is of

necessary exhibition. Grace is also opposed to merit on man's

part. Had he any title, salvation would be " of debt." The
two following verses are meant to state and prove that salva-

tion is not and cannot be of human merit. In short, the human
race had no plea with God, but God's justice had a high and

holy claim on them. The conditions of the first economy had

been violated, and the guilty transgressor had only to antici-

pate the infliction of the penalty which he had so wantonly
incurred. The failure of the first covenant did not either

naturally or necessarily lead to a new experiment. While
man had no right to expect, God was under no necessity to

provide salvation. It is
"
by grace."

1

1 This generic meaning of the word is the true one here, and it is not to be

regarded specially and technically as in the scholastic theology, and divided into
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But this grace does not operate immediately and univer-

sally. Its medium is faith Sia r?)? TTtcrTew?. The two

nouns "grace" and "faith" have each the article, as they

express ideas which are at once familiar, distinctive, and

monadic in their nature
;
the article before %a/3m, referring

us at the same time to the anarthrous term at the close of the

fifth verse, and that before vrto-Teo)?, giving it a subjective

reference, is best rendered, as Alford says, by a possessive.

Lachmann, after B, D1
, F, G, omits the second article, but

the majority of MSS. are in its favour. It is the uniform

doctrine of the New Testament, that no man is saved against

his will and his desire to be saved is proved by his belief of

the divine testimony. Salvation by grace is not arbitrarily

attached to faith by the mere sovereign dictate of the Most

High, for man's willing acceptance of salvation is essential to

his possession of
it, and the operation of faith is just the

sinner's appreciation of the divine mercy, and his acquies-

cence in the goodness and wisdom of the plan of recovery,

followed by a cordial appropriation of its needed and adapted

blessings, or, as Augustine tersely and quaintly phrases it

Qui creavit te sine
te, non salvdbit te sine te. Justification by

faith alone, is simply pardon enjoyed on the one condition of

taking it.

And thus "ye have been saved ;" not ye will be finally

saved; not ye are brought into a state in which salvation is

possible, or put into a condition in which ye might
l< work and

win" for yourselves, but ye are actually saved. The words

denote a present state, and not merely "an established pro-

cess." Green's Gram, of New Test. 317. Thus Tyndale
translates

"
By grace ye are made safe thorowe faith." The

context shows the truth of this interpretation, and that the

verb denotes a terminated action. If men have been spiritually

dead, and if they now enjoy spiritual life, then surely they
are saved. So soon as a man is out of danger, he is safe or
" saved." Salvation is a present blessing, though it may not

be fully realized. The man who has escaped from the wreck,
and has been taken into the life-boat, is from that moment a

gratia 2>i'ct?veniens, operans, co-operans ; the first having for its ohject homo conver-

tendus; the second, homo, qui convertitur ; and the third, homo conversus sed

sanctificundus.
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saved man. Even though he scarce feel his safety or be

relieved from his tremor, he is still a saved man
; yea, though

the angry winds may howl around him, and though hours may
elapse ere he set his feet on the firm land. The apostle adds

more precisely and fully

teal TOVTO OVK e% v/j,o)v
" and that not of yourselves

"
e/c

}

as -it often does, referring to source or cause. Winer, 47, b.

The pronoun TOVTO does not grammatically agree with Trio-Tews
,

the nearest preceding noun, and this discrepancy has originated

various interpretations. The words ical TOVTO are rendered
" and indeed" "by Wahl, Riickert, and Matthies. This em-

phatic sense belongs to the word in certain connections. Rom.
xiii.'ll

;
1 Cor. vi. 6

;
Phil. i. 28. The plural is also simi-

larly used. 1 Cor. vi. 8
;

Heb. xi. 12
; Matthiae, 470, 6.

The meaning of the idiom may here be "
Ay, and this" is

not of yourselves. But what is the point of reference ?

Many refer it directly to Trwr-m
" And this faith is not of

yourselves." Such is the interpretation of the fathers Chry-

sostom, Theodoret, and Jerome. Chrysostom says ovSe $

e|f qftaVj el ycip OVK rjX9ev, el <yap fir) e/cd\ecre
} 7r9

a TTio-Teva-ai. Jerome thus explains Et hcec ipsa fides

non est ex vobis, sed ex eo qui vocavit vos. The same view is

taken by Erasmus, Beza, Crocius, Cocceius, Grotius, Estius,

Bengel, Meier, Baumgarten-Crusius, Bisping, and Hodge.
Bloomfield says that "

all the Calvinistic commentators hold

this view," and yet Calvin himself was an exception. There

are several objections to this, not as a point of doctrine, but

of exegesis. 1. If the apostle meant to refer to faith
Trta-Tts,

why change the gender ? why not write /cal avTt] ? To say,

with some, that faith is viewed in the abstract as TO TTKT-

Teveiv, does not, as we shall see, relieve us of the difficulty.

2. Granting that /cat TOVTO is an idiomatic expression, and

that its gender is not to be strictly taken into account, still

the question recurs, What is the precise reference of S&pov ?

3. Again, Tr/cm? does not seem to be the immediate reference,

as the following verse indicates. You may say
" And this

faith is not of yourselves : it is God's gift j" but you cannot

say
" And this faith is not of yourselves, but it is God's gift ;

not of works, lest "any man should boast." You would thus
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be obliged, without any cause, to change the reference in

ver. 9, for you may declare that salvation is not of works, but

cannot with propriety say that faith is not of works. The

phrase OVK e% epycov must have salvation, and not faith, as its

reference. The words from ical TOVTO to the end of the verse

rmay be read' parenthetically
"
By grace are ye saved, through

.faith (and that not of yourselves : it is the gift of God), not of

works ;" that is,
"
By grace ye are saved, through faith,"

" not of works." Even with this understanding of the para-

graph, the difficulty still remains, and the idea of such a

parenthesis cannot be well entertained, for the e|f vp&v corres-

.ponds to the e epycw. Baumgarten-Crusius argues, that the

allusion is to Trwrm, because the word Swpov proves that the

reference must be to something internal au/ Innerliches.

But is not salvation as internal as faith ? So that we adopt
the opinion of Calvin, Zachariae, Riickert, Harless, Matthies,

Meyer, Scholz, De Wette, Stier, Alford, and Ellicott, who
make KOL TOVTO refer to eVre a-ecrcoa-fjLevoi "*and this state of

safety is not of yourselves." This exegesis is presented in a

modified form by Theophylact, Zanchius, Holzhaiisen, Chan-

dler, and Macknight, who refer /cat TOVTO to the entire clause
u this salvation by faith is not of yourselves." Theophylact

says ov rrjv TT/CTTW \eyei Swpov eoi), a\\a TO Sta Trterrea)?

<ra>0v]vai,, TOVTO Swpov earn eov. But some of the difficulties

of the first method of interpretation attach to this. The /cal

TOVTO refers to the idea contained in the verb, and presents

that idea in an abstract form. At the same time, as Ellicott

shrewdly remarks,
" the clause teal TOVTO, &c. was suggested

by the mention of the subjective medium 7r/oTA9, which

might be thought to imply some independent action on the

part of the subject." This condition of safety is not of your-
selves is not of your own origination or procurement, though
it be of your reception. It did not spring from you, nor did

you suggest it to God
j
but

eov TO S&pov" God's is the gift." God's gift is the gift

. the genitive eov being the emphatic predicate in opposition

to vp&v. Bernhardy, p. 315. Lachmann and Harless place

this clause in a parenthesis. The only objection against the

general view of the passage which we have taken
is, that it is
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somewhat tautological. The apostle says
"
By grace ye are

saved," and then" It is the gift of God.;" the same idea

being virtually repeated. True so far, but the insertion of the

contrasted OVK e% vp,G>v suggested the repetition. And there

is really no tautology. In chap. iii. 7 occur the words Kara

rrjv Bcopeav TVJS %a/otro9 rov Seov ; %apt9 being the thing

given, and Scopedv pointing out its mode of bestowment. Men
are saved by grace rfj %apvri ; and that salvation which has

its origin in grace is not won from God, nor is it wrung from

Him
;

" His is the gift." Look at salvation in its origin it

is
"
by grace." Look at it in its reception it is

"
through

faith." Look at it in its manner of conferment it is a "
gift."

For faith, though an indispensable instrument, does not merit

salvation as a reward
;
and grace operating only through faith,

does not suit itself to congruous worth, nor single it out as its

sole recipient. Salvation, in its broadest sense, is God's gift.

While, then, teal TOVTO seems to refer to the idea contained in

the participle only, it would seem that in eov TO Bwpov there

is allusion to the entire clause -God's is the whole gift. The

complex idea of the verse is compressed into this brief ejacu-

lation. The three clauses, as Meyer has remarked, form a

species of asyndeton that is, the connecting particles are

omitted, and the style acquires greater liveliness and force.

Dissen, Exc. ii. ad Find. p. 273; Stallbaum, Plato Grit.

p. 144.

Griesbach places in a parenthesis the entire clause from Ka\

TOVTO to e epyav, connecting the words Iva py rt9 Kavyfiarfrai

with Sia 7% 7r/crTeGt>9? but the words OVK le epyav have an

immediate connection with the iva a connection which can-

not be set aside. Matthies again joins OVK e% epycov to the

foregoing clause " and that not of yourselves ;
the gift of

God is not of works." Such an arrangement is artificial and

inexact. The apostle now presents the truth in a negative
contrast

(Ver. 9.) OVK e epycov
" Not of works "

the explanation
of OVK 1% vfj,G>v.

The apostle uses Sta with the article before

7rto-Tew9 in the previous verse, but here e'f without the article

before epywv the former referring to the subjective instru-

ment, or causa apprehendens ; the latter to the source, and
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excluding works of every kind and character. 'E/c again refers

to source or cause. Sweighaiiser, Lex. Herodot. p. 192. Sal-

vation is by grace, and therefore not of us
;

it is through faith,

and therefore not of works
;

it is God's gift, and therefore not

of man's origination. Such works Ibelong not to fallen and

condemned humanity. It has not, and by no possibility can

it have any of them, for it has failed to render prescribed

obedience
;
and though it should now or from this time be

perfect in action, such conformity could only suffice for pre-

sent acceptance. How, then, shall it atone for former delin-

quencies? The first duty of a sinner is faith, and what

merit can there be where there is no confidence in God?
" Without faith it is impossible to please Him." The theory

that represents God as having for Christ's sake lowered the

terms of His law so^as to accept of sincere endeavours for

perfect obedience, is surely inconsistent in its commixture of

merit and grace. For if God dispense with the claims of His

law now,.why not for ever if to one point, why not altogether

if to one class of creatures, why not to all ? On such a

theory, the moral bonds of the universe would be dissolved.

The distinction made by Thomas Aquinas between meritum

ess congruo and meritum ess condigno, was too subtle to be

popularly apprehended, and it did not arrest the Pelagian

tendencies of the mediaeval church.

iva
IJ/TI Ti9 Kavxtfa-'rjTai

"
lest any one should boast."

According to the just view of Riickert, Harless, Meyer, and

Stier, the conjunction marks design, or is telic; according

to others, such as Koppe, Flatt, Holzhausen, Macknight,

Chandler, and Bloomfield, it indicates result
"
so as that no

one may boast." So also Theophylact TO, yap, "va, OVK

alrto\o^iKQV ecrrtj aAA,' e/c T?}? aTroftdcrecos rov Trpwy/jLaTos ;

that is,
the iva is not causal, but eventual in its meaning.

Koppe suggests as an alternative to give the words an im-

perative sense "Not of works : beware then of boasting."

Stier proposes that the
r

iva be viewed from a human stand-

point, and as indicative of the writer's own purpose ;
as if the

apostle had said
" Not of works, I repeat it, lest any one

should boast." This exegesis is certainly original, as its

author has indeed mentioned
;
but it is as certainly unnatural
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and far-fetched. Macknight lias argued, that tva cannot have

its telic force, for it would represent God as appointing our

salvation to be by faith, merely to prevent men's boasting,
tc which certainly is an end unworthy of God in so great an

affair ;" but this is not a full view of the matter, for the apostle

does not characterize the prevention of boasting as God's only

end, but as one of His purposes. For what would boasting

imply ? Would it not imply fancied merit, independence of

God, and that self-deification which is the very essence of sin ?

A pure and perfect creature has nothing to boast of; for what

has he that he has not received ?
"
Now, if thou didst receive

it, why dost thou glory, as if thou hadst not received it?"

When God purposes to preclude boasting, or even the possi-

bility of it,
he resolves to effect His design in this one way,

by filling the mind with such emotions as shall infallibly

banish it. He furnishes the redeemed spirit with humility
and gratitude such humility as ever induces man to confess

his emptiness, and such gratitude as ever impels him to ascribe

every blessing to the one source of divine generosity. We
see no reason, therefore, to withhold from tva its natural and

primary sense, especially as in the mind and theology of the

apostle, event is so often viewed in unison with its source, and

result is traced to its original design, in the divine idea and

motive. And truly boasting is effectually stopped. For if

man be guilty, and being unable to win a pardon, simply
receive it

; if, being dead, he get life only as a divine endow-

ment; if favour, and nothing but favour, have originated
his safety, and the only possible act on his part be that of

reception ;
if what he has be but a gift to him in his weak and

meritless state then surely nothing can be' further from him

than boasting, for he will glorify God for all. 1 Cor. i. 29-31.

Ambrosiaster truly remarks hcec superbia omni peccato nocen-

tiorj omni genere est elalionis insanior. And further, salvation

cannot be of ourselves or of works

(Ver. 10.) AvroO yap ea^ev iroi^^a "For we are His

workmanship." The <ydp has its common meaning. It ren-

ders the reason for the statement in the two previous verses.

It does not signify
"
yet," as Macknight has it. Others care-

lessly overlook it altogether. Nor can we accede to the opinion
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of Theophylact, Photius, and Bloomfield, that this verse is

introduced to prevent misconception, as if the meaning were
" Salvation is not of works," yet do them we must,

"
for we

are His workmanship." This notion does not tally with the

simple reasoning of the apostle, and helps itself out by an

unwarranted assumption. Eiickert and Meier join this verse

in thought to the last clause of the preceding one-^-" No man
who works can boast, for the man himself is God's workman-

ship." But the apostle has affirmed that salvation is not of

works, so that such works are .not supposed to exist at all
;

and therefore there is no ground of boasting. Nor can we,
with Harless, view the verse as connected simply with the

phrase eoO TO B&pov. We regard it, with Meyer, as designed
to prove and illustrate the great truth of the 9th verse, that

salvation is not of works. "
By grace ye are saved, through

faith, and that not of yourselves not of works, for we are

His workmanship." Hooker, vol.
ii., 601

; Oxford, 1841.

But the terms may be first explained. The apostle changes
from the second to the first person without any other apparent
reason than the varied momentary impulse one yields to in

writing a letter. The noun Troika, as the following clause

shows, plainly refers to the spiritual re-formation of believers,

and it is as plainly contrary to the course of thought to give

it a physical reference, as did Gregory of Nazianzum, Tertul-

lian, Basil, Photius, and Jerome. The same opinion, modified

by including also the notion of spiritual creation, is followed

by Pelagius, Erasmus, Bullinger, Riickert, and Matthies.

The process of workmanship is next pointed out

KTio-Qevre? ev Xpio-Tw 'I^croy
" created in Christ Jesus."

This added phrase explains and bounds the meaning of

7row7/tta. The reference here is to the KCUVT) Kria-ts (2 Cor.

v. 17
;

Gal. vi. 15), and the form of expression carries us back

to many portions of the Hebrew prophets, and to the use of

in Ps. li. 10, and in Ps. cii. 18 (Schoettgen, Horce Hebraicm,
i. p. 328). See also verse 15 of this chapter. Chrysostom

adds, with peculiar and appropriate emphasis e/c rov
firj 6Wo?,

et? TO elvai Trap^dfj/jiev. Again is it ev XpicrTtp 'I^o-oO, for

Christ Jesus is ever the sphere of creation, or, through their

vital union with Him, men are formed anew, and the spiritual
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cliange that passes over them has its best emblem and most

expressive name in the physical creation, when out of chaos

sprang light, harmony, beauty, and life. The object of this

spiritual creation in Christ is declared to be

eVt epyoi? ayaQois
" in order to," or "

for good works."

This meaning of eW may be seen in Gal. v. 13
;

1 Thess.

iv. 7. Winer, 48 e y Kttimer, 612; Phrynichus ed-Lobeck,

p. 474. Palairet, in his Observat. Sac. in loc.
}
has given

several good examples of eVi with such a sense. Our entire

renovation, while it is of God in its origin, and in Christ as

its medium, has good works for its object.

Now, as already intimated, we understand this verse as a

proof that salvation is not of works. For, 1. The statement

that salvation is of works involves an anachronism. Works,
in order to procure salvation, must precede it, but the good
works described by the apostle come after

it,
for they only

appear after a man is in Christ, believes and lives. 2. The

statement that salvation is of works involves the fallacy of

mistaking the effect for the cause. Good works are not the

cause of salvation
; they are only the result of it. Salvation

causes them
; they do not cause it. This workmanship of

God this creation in Christ Jesus is their true source,

implying a previous salvation. Thus runs the. well-known

confessional formula Bona opera nonprceceduntjustificandum,
sed sequuntur justificatum. The law says

" Do this and

live;" but the gospel says "Live and do this." 3. And
even such good works can have in them no saving merit,

for we are His workmanship. Talia non nos efficimus, says

Bugenhagen, sed Rpiritus Dei in nolis ; or, as Augustine puts
it ipso in nobis et per nos operante:

merita tua nusguam jactes}

quia et ipsa tua merita Dei dona sunt. Comment, in Ps. cxliv.

The power arid the desire to perform good works are alike

from God, for they are only fruits and manifestations of divine

grace in man
;
and as they are not self-produced, they cannot

entitle us to reward. Such, we apprehend, is the apostle's

argument. Salvation is not el? epycov ; yet it is evrt epyois

cuyaOoi?
" in order to good works "

the fruits of salvation

and acceptance with God, proofs of holy obedience, tokens

of the possession of Christ's image, elements of the imita-

M
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tion of Christ's example, and the indices of that holiness

which adorns the new creation, and " without which no man
can see the Lord." Peter Lombard says well Sola bona

opera dicenda sunt, guce fiunt -per dilectionem Dei. But there

can be no productive love of God where there is no faith in

His Son, and where that faith does exist, salvation is already

possessed. The disputes on this point at the period of the

Beformation were truly lamentable; Solifidians and .Syner-

gists battled with mischievous fury : Major arguing that salva-

tion was dependent on good works, and Amsdorf reprobating

them as prejudicial to it
;

while Agricola maintained the

Antinomian absurdity, that the law itself was abolished, and

no longer claimed obedience from believers. And these
"
good

" works are no novelty nor accident

0^9 r

jrpof)TOLfj,aa-ev 6 @eo9, tva ev avrois TreptTrartfa-wfAev
" which God before prepared that we should walk in them."

The interpretation of this sentence depends upon the opinion

formed as to the regimen of the pronoun o!?.

1. Some taking the word as a dative, render " To which

God hath afore ordained us, in order that we should walk

in them." Such is the view of Luther, Semler, Zachariae,

Morus, Flatt, Meier, Bretschneider, and virtually of Fritzsche,
1

Alt,
2 and Wahl. But the omission of the pronoun ^a? is

fatal to this opinion. The idea, too, which in such a connec-

tion is here expressed by a dative, is usually expressed by the

accusative with 649. Rom. ix. 23
;
2 Tim. ii. 21

;
Rev. ix. 7.

2. Valla, Erasmus, Er. Schmidt, and Riickert give 0*9 a

personal reference, as if it stood for 00-0*9 ri/A&v
"
among

whom God before prepared us." But the antecedent ^efc
is too remote, and the 019 appears to agree in gender 'with

ev

3. Bengel, Koppe, Rosenmuller, and Baumgarten-Crusius
take the phrase as a kind of Hebraism, or as a special idiom,
in which, along with the relative pronoun, there is also

repeated the personal pronoun and the preposition Da
-I^N

ev ol$ iva TrepfTrar^crco/jiev ev auTofr, TrpoyroifAaaev 6 eo9.

But this exegesis is about as intricate as the original clause.

1 Comment, in Matt. iii. 12. 2 Gram. Ling. Graec. N. T. p. 229.
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4. The large body of interpreters take the ol<$ for a by
attraction. Winer, 24, 1. This opinion is simple, the change

of case by attraction is common, and a similar use of tva is

found in John v. 36. So the Vulgate Quce prceparavit.

5. Acting upon a hint of Bengel's, Stier suggests that the

verb may be taken in a neuter or intransitive sense, as the

simple verb thus occurs in 2 Chron. i. 4, and in Luke ix. 52.

Gould this exegesis be fully justified, we should be inclined

to adopt it
" For which God has made previous preparation,

that we should walk in them." The fourth opinion supposes

the preparation to belong to the works also, but in a more

direct form the works being prepared for our performance of

them. In this last view, the preparation refers more to the

persons preparation to enable them to walk in the works.

The fourth interpretation is the best grammatically, and the

meaning of the phrase,
" which God has before prepared,"

seems to be "in order that we should walk in those works,"

they have been prescribed, defined, and adapted to us.

It is wrong to ignore the nrpo in Trpo^rot/Aacrey, as is done

by Flatt and Baumgarten-Crusius. Wisdom ix. 8
; Philo, De

Opif. 25. Nor can we, with Augustine, De Wette, and

Harless, give the verb the same meaning as Trpoopitpiv, or

assign it,
with Koppe and Rosenmuller, the sense of velle or

jubere ; Harless saying that it is used of things as the verb

last referred to is used of persons, but without sufficient proof;

and Olshausen supposing that the two verbs differ thus that

TTpoeTOLfid^ew refers to a working ofthe divine eternal will

which is occupied more with details. Perhaps the difference

is more accurately brought out in this way : Trpoopi^eiv marks

appointment or destination, in which the end is primarily kept
in view, while in TrpoeToifJid^eLv the means by which the end is

secured are specially regarded as of idivine arrangement, the

Trpo referring to a period anterior to that implied in KTiaOevres.

We could not walk in these works unless they had been pre-

pared for us. And, therefore, by prearranging the works in

their sphere, character, and suitability, and also by preordaining
the law which commands, the inducement or appliances which

impel, and the creation in Christ which qualifies and empowers

us, God hath shown it to be His purpose, that " we should
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Walk in them." Tersely does Bengel say, anibularemusj non

salvaremur out viveremus. These good works, though they

do not secure salvation, are by God's eternal purpose essen-

tially connected with it,
and are not a mere offshoot accident-

ally united to it. Nor are they only joined to it correctionally,

as if to counteract the abuses of the doctrine that it is not of

works. The figure in the verb irepLiraT^crcofjiev is a Hebraism

occurring also in ver. 2. See under it. Tit. ii. 14, iii. 8.

Though in such works there be no merit, yet faith shows its

genuineness by them. In direct antagonism to the Pauline

theology is the strange remark of Whitby
" that these works

of righteousness God hath prepared us to walk in, are condi-

tions requisite to make faith saving." The same view in

substance has been elaborately maintained by Bishop Bull in

his Harmonia Apostolica. Works, vol. iii. ed. Oxford, 1827.

Nor is the expression less unphilosophical. Works cannot

impart any element to faith, as they are not of the same nature

with it. The saving power of faith consists in its acceptance
and continued possession of God's salvation. Works only

prove that the faith we have is a saving faith. And while

Christians are to abound in works, such works are merely

demonstrative, not in any sense supplemental in their nature.

KCM KTi<r0i)<s OVK iva apyys, aXX' a/a epya^y (Theophylact).

But the Council of Trent Sess. vi. cap. 16 declares " that

the Lord's goodness to all men is so great that He will have

the things which are His owfl gifts to be their merits
"

ut

eorum velit esse merita quce sunt ipsius dona. See Hare, Mission

of the Comforter, i. 359.

(Ver. 11.) The second part of the epistle now commences,
in a strain of animated address to the Gentile portion of the

church of Christ in Ephesus, bidding them remember what

they had been, and realize what by the mediation of Christ

they had now become

Ato fjivrj/jiovevere
" Wherefore remember." The reference

has a further aspect than to the preceding verse 8to com-

mencing the paragraph, as in Rom. ii. 1, and in this epistle,

iii. 13, iv. 25
; though in some other places it winds up a para-

graph, as in 2 Cor. xii. 10
;
Gal. iv. 31. These things being

so, and such being the blessings now enjoyed by them, lest
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any feeling of self-satisfaction should spring up within them,

they were not to forget their previous state and character.

This exercise of memory would deepen their humility,, elevate

their ideas of divine grace, and incite them to ardent and

continued thankfulness. The apostle honestly refers them to

their previous Gentilism. Kemember

6Vt irore vpeis ra edvrj ev <raptcl
" that ye, once Gentiles

in the flesh." "Ovres is understood by some, and ^re by
others

;
but of such a supplement there is no absolute need

the construction being repeated emphatically afterwards.

The article rd before eOvrj signifies a class, and it is omitted

before ev a-ap/cl to indicate the closeness of idea. "E0z^
D'fo has a special meaning attached to it. Not only were

they foreigners, but they were ignorant and irreligious. Matt,

xviii. 17. If WVY] simply signified non-Israelites, then they
were so still, for Christianity does not obliterate difference of

race
;
but the word denotes men without religious privilege,

and in this sense they were irore once heathen. But their

ethnical state no longer existed. Some render ev (rapid
"
by natural descent," as Bucer, Grotius, Estius, Stolz, and

Kistmacher. This meaning is a good one, but the last clause

of the verse points to a more distinct contrast. Ambrosiaster,

Zanchius, Crocius, Wolf, and Holzhausen take the term in its

theological sense, as if it signified corrupted nature
;
but Kara

o-dpica would have been in that case the more appropriate
idiom. J.erome supposes the phrase to stand in opposition to

an implied ev irvev^an. But the verse itself decides the

meaning, as Drusius, Calvin, Beza, Bollock, Bengel, Ruckert,

Harless, Olshausen, Meyer, De Wette, and Stier rightly sup~

pose. Natural Israel was so ev vapid ; the Gentiles were

also so ev crapKi. Col. ii. 13. Both phrases have, therefore,

the same meaning, and denote neither physical descent nor

corrupted nature, but simply and literally
"

in flesh." The
absence of the " seal

"
in their flesh proved them to be Gen-

tiles, as the presence of it showed the Jews to be the seed of

Abraham. If ev vapid denoted natural descent, then the

fact of it could not be changed. Heathens, and born so,

they must be so still, but they had ceased to be heathen on

their introduction into the kingdom of God. The world
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beyond them, whose flesh had "been unmarked, was on that

account looked down upon by the Jews, and characterized as

ra-edvrj. The apostle now explains his meaning more fully

ol "heryofAevoi, 'A/30/3uo-Tia
" who are called the Uncircum-

cision." The noun aKpofivcrria is, according to Fritzsche (on

Romans ii. 26), an Alexandrian corruption for cucpoiroa-dia.

This term has all the force of a proper name, and no article

precedes it. Middleton, Greelc Art. p. 43. It was, on the part

of the Jews, the collective designation of the heathen world,

and it stigmatized it as beyond the pale of religious privilege.

Gen. xxxiv. 14
j
Lev. xix. 23

; Judg. xiv. 3
;
1 Bam. xiv. 6

;

Isa, lii. 1
;

Ezek. xxviii. 10. And the Gentiles were so

named bn

VTTO r^5 \eyofJLevrji} TlepiTOfjurj?
"
by the so-called Circum-

cision" this last also a collective epithet. This was the

national distinction on which the Jews flattered themselves.

Other Abrahamic tribes, indeed, were circumcised, but the

special promise was " In Isaac shall thy seed be called."

The next words ev crapKl jfeipoiroii/jTov
" hand-made in the

flesh," as a tertiary predicate, do not belong to Xefyo/Aei/???.
" In

the flesh made by hands " was no portion of their boasted

name, but the phrase is added by the 'apostle, and the Syriac

rightly renders it'fi m^^> A^'l r=^ *MM " and it is

a work of the hands in the flesh." He cannot, as Harless and

Olshausen remark, be supposed to undervalue the rite of cir-

cumcision, for it was signum sanctitatis. Indeed his object in

the next verses is to show, that the deplorable condition of the

Gentiles was owing to their want of such blessings as were

enjoyed by the chosen seed. Still, the apostle, by the words

now. referred to, seems to intimate that in itself the rite is

nothing that it is only a symbol of purity, a mere chirurgical

process, which did not and could not secure for them eternal

life. Rom. ii. 28, 29; Gal. v. 6; Philip, iii. 3
;

Col. ii. 11,

iii. 11. The word is used in a good sense in Acts x. 45,

xi. 2
;
Rom. xv. 8

;
Gal. ii. 7, 8, 9

;
Col. iv. 11

;
Tit. i. 10.

The apostle alludes mentally to the " true circumcision
" made

without hands, which is not " outward in the flesh," and which

alone is of genuine and permanent value. Remember

(Ver. 12.) "Qn rjre r<a /catpq) eicelvtp X^P^ XpicrTov
a That
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at that time ye were without Christ." The preposition ev is

of doubtful authority, and is rejected by Lachmann and

Tischendorf. Kiihner, 569
; Winer, 31, 9 b. External

authority, such as that of A, B, D1
, F, G, is against it, though

the Pauline usage, as found in Rom. iii. 26, xi. 5
;

1 Cor.

xi. 23
;
2 Cor. viii. 13, &c., seems to be in its favour. The

reference in the phrase
"

at that time," is to the period of

previous Gentilism. The conjunction on resumes the thought
with which the preceding verse started, and TO> Kcupq) points

back to TTore. The verb ^re, as- De Wette suggests, and as

Lachmann points, may be connected with the participle a7rt]\-

\oTpi<o/j,evot, "that at that time, being without Christ, ye
were excluded from theocratic privileges." Ellicott and

Alford call this construction harsh, and make ev Xpio-roS a

predicate. We will not contend for the construction, but we do

not see such harshness in it. In this syntactic arrangement,

%ft>/7t? Xpiarov would give the reason why they were aliens,

from the Hebrew commonwealth. Xcwpt? X/UCTTOV corresponds
to ev X/34<TTft> Iqcrov in ver. 13.1 But in what sense was the

Gentile world without Christ ? According to Anselm, Calo-

vius, Flatt, and Baumgarten-Crusius, the phrase means
" without the knowledge of Christ." Olshausen, Matthies,
and Eiickert connect with the words the idea of the actual

manifestation and energy of the Son of God, who dwelt among
the ancient people prior to His incarnation. Koppe, Meyer,
and Meier give this thought prominence in their interpreta-

tion-
" without any connection with Christ

" an exegesis,

in an enlarged form, adopted by Stier. De Wette rightly

gives it
" without the promise of Christ," and in this he has

followed Calvin, Bucer, Bullinger, and Grotius. Harless

takes it as a phrase concentrating in its two words the fuller

1
According to Tittmann (De Synon. p. 94), Hvw Xptrrov -would be only Christ

was not with you ; but xutfs XgirroS is ye were far from Christ, ya^ii referring to

the subject as separate from the object. Not to contradict this refinement, we might

add, that ,nu, allied to in, un, ohne, might, in a general sense, signify privation ;

but %{/? marks that privation as caused by separation. The Gentiles are viewed

as being not merely without Him, but far away from Him. Their relation to Him
is marked by a great interval %a(is. But, as Ellicott says,

" this distinction must

be applied with caution, when it is remembered that x,ui>is is used forty times in the

New Testament, and Hvtu only three times."
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exposition of itself given in the remaining clauses of the verse.

Now it is to be borne in mind, that the apostle's object is to

describe the wretched state of Gentilism, especially in contrast

with Hebrew theocratic privilege. The Jewish nation had

Christ in some sense in which the Gentiles had Him not. It

had the Messiah not Jesus indeed but the Christ in promise.

He was the great subject the one glowing, pervading promise
of their inspired oracles. But the Gentiles were " without

Christ." No such hopes or promises were made known to

them. No such predictions were given to them, so that they
were in contrast to the chosen seed " without Christ." The

rites, blessings, commonwealth, and covenants of old Israel

had their origin in this promise of Messiah. On the other

hand, the Gentiles being without Messiah, were of necessity

destitute of. such theocratic blessings and institutions. Such

seems to be the contrast intended by the apostle. In this

verse he says %&)/3t9 X/jto-roj), as Xpto-Tcfc was the official

designation embalmed in promise ;
but he says in ver. 13

ev Xpterr&> ITJO-OV, for the Messiah had appeared and had

actually become Jesus.

aTrvjXhoTpicd/jievoi, TT)? TroXtreta? rov 'loyia^X
"
being aliens

from the commonwealth of Israel." The first thing to be

examined is what is meant by the iroKireta rov 'loyja^X. The
conversatio (referring, it may be, to citizen-life) of the Vul-

gate, Jerome, Theophylact, Yatablus, and Estius, is not to

be thought of. As Israel was the theocratic appellation

of the people, the iro\ireia is so far defined in its meaning.
It does not signify mere political right, as Grotius and

Rosenmiiller secularize it
;

nor does it denote citizenship,

or the right of citizenship, as Luther, Erasmus, Bullinger,

Beza, and Michaelis understand it. Though Aristotle defines

the word T&V rrjv troXw OLKOVVTWV rdffis r*9, yet it often

denotes the state or commonwealth
itself, especially when

followed, as here, by a possessive or synonymous genitive

containing the people's name. Polit. iii. 1
; Xenophon, Memo-

rabilia, ii. 1, 13; 2 Maccabees iv. 11, viii. 17, &c. "The
commonwealth of Israel

"
is that government framed by God,

in which religion and polity were so conjoined, that piety
and loyalty were synonymous, and to fear God and honour
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the king were the same obligation. The nation was, at the

same time, the only church of God, and the archives of the

country were also the records of its faith. Civil and sacred

were not distinguished ; municipal immunity was identical

with religious privilege ;
and a spiritual meaning was attached

to dress and diet, as well as to altar and temple. And this

entire arrangement had its origin and its form in the grand
national characteristic the promise of Messiah. The Gen-

tiles had not the Messiah, and therefore were not included in

such a commonwealth. This negation is expressed by the

strong term aTrrjXhoTpiwfjievoi. Eph. iv. 18
;
Col. i. 21

;
Ezek.

xiv. 7
;
Hos. ix. 10

j Homberg, Parerga, p. 291
; Krebs, Ob-

servat. p. 326. The contrast is a-v^TroKlrat, in the 19th verse.

The verb itself is used by Josephus to denote a sentence of

expatriation or outlawry. Antiq. xi. 4. May not the term

imply a previous condition or privilege, from which there

has been subsequent exclusion? Harless and Stier, led by
Bengel in his note on iv. 18, hold this view. Historically,

this interpretation cannot be maintained, indeed, as the Gen-
tiles never were united with the actual theocracy. But if the

term TroTureio. be used in an ideal sense, as Ruckert thinks,

meaning eine wahrhaft gottliehe Begierung
" a true Divine

government" then the exegesis may be adopted. Olshausen

finds this notion in the form of the word itself, for the heathen

are not simply a\\orploi but airrjK^OTpimfj,evoi, men who had
been excluded from the Hebrew commonwealth. Chrysostom
notices the word, and ascribes to it 7ro\\rj epfyaa-ts. National

distinction did not, indeed, exist in patriarchal times, but by
the formation of the theocracy the other races of men were

formally abalienated from Israel, and no doubt their own
vices and idolatry justified their exclusion. And therefore

they were destitute of religious privilege, knowledge of God,
modes of accepted worship, enjoyment of Divine patronage
and protection, oracle and prophet, priest and sacrifice. And
still more awful

Kal %kvoi T&V SiaO'rjK&v 7*79 e7ra<yye\ia<s
" and strangers

from the covenants of the promise
"

covenants having the

promise as their distinctive possession, and characterized by
it. The collocation of the words forbids the exegesis of
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Anselm, Ambrosiaster, a-Lapide, Estius, Wetstein, and Gxan-

ville Penn,
1 who join the two last terms to the following clause

"
having no hope of the promise." The term SiaOrjKcu is

used in the plural, not to show that there were distinct cove-

nants, but to indicate covenants often renewed with the chosen

people the Mosaic covenant being a re-ratification of the

Abrahamic. Rom. ix. 4. It is- erroneous, then, either to say,

with Eisner and Wolf, that the plural merely stands for the

singular ;
or to affirm that the two tables of the law are referred

to
;
or to suppose, with Harless and Olshausen, that the cove-

nant made with the Jewish people by Moses is alone the

point of allusion. The covenant founded with Abraham,
their great progenitor, and repeated to his children and. their

offspring, was at length solemnly confirmed at Mount Sinai.

That vofjLo0ea-la succeeds BiaOffKai in Rom. ix. 4, is no

argument against the idea that there was a covenant in the

Mosaic law. Stier restricts the covenants to those made

with the fathers, and denies that the transactions at Mount

Sinai were of the nature of a covenant. But the cove-

nant was bound up in the Sinaitic code, and ratified by
the blood of sacrifice, when Moses formally sprinkled .

" the

book and all the people." The covenant was made with

Abraham, Gen. xii. 3, xxii. 18
;
with Isaac, Gen. xxvi. 3

;

with Jacob, Gen. xxviii. 13
;
with the people, Exod. xxiv. 8

;

and with David, 2 Sam. vii. 12. See also Jer. xxxi. 31-34
;

Mai. iii. 1
;
Bom. xi. 27. The use of the plural was common.

Sirach xliv. 11; Wisd. xviii. 22; 2 Mace. viii. 15. And
when we look to this covenant in its numerous repetitions, we

are at no loss to understand what is meant by
" the promise

"

the article being prefixed. The central promise here marked

out by the article was the Messiah, and blessing by Him. That

promise gave to these covenants all their beauty, appropriate-

ness, and power.
" Covenants of the promise

"
are therefore

covenants containing that signal and specific announcement of

an incarnate and triumphant Redeemer. To such covenants

the heathen were strangers %evoi. This adjective is followed

by a genitive, not as one of quality, but as one of negative.

i Annotations to the Books of the New Covenant, in lac.
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possession. Bernhardy, p. 171. Or see Matthiae, 337
;

Scheuerlein, 18, 3 a. Thus Sophocles, (Edip. Tyr. 219

^ez/09 rov \6yov. This second clause represents the effect of

the condition noted in the former clause not only gives a

more special view of
it,

as Harless too restrictedly says, Ibut

it also depicts the result. Being aliens from the theocracy,

they were, eo ipso, strangers to its glorious covenants and

their unique promise. The various readings in the MSS.
are futile efforts to solve apparent difficulties. Another fea-

ture was

e\7r$>a
jj,rj e^ovre?

" not having hope." The subjective

negative particle prf, so often employed with a participle,

shows the dependence of this clause on those preceding it.

Winer, 55, 5 j Kiihner, 715
; Hartung, vol. ii. pp. 105-130;

Gayler. It is an erroneous and excessive restriction to confine

this hope to that of the resurrection, as is done by Theophylact,
from a slight resemblance to 1 Thess. iv. .13. Neither can

we limit it to eternal blessing, with Bullinger, Grotius, and

Meier ;
nor to promised good, with Estius

;
nor to the redemp-

tion, with Harless. 'EX-Trfc, having the emphasis from its

position and without the article, has the wide and usual sig-

nificance which belongs to it in the Pauline epistles. Thus

Wycliffe
" not having hope of biheest." The Ephesians

had no hope of any blessing which cheers and comforts, no

hope of any good either to satisfy them here, or to yield
them eternal happiness. They had hope of nothing a sinner

should hope for, of nothing a fallen and guilty spirit writhes

to get a glimpse of, of nothing which the " Israel of God "

so confidently expected. Their future was a night without

a star.

Ka\ ddeoi "and without God" not "atheists" in the

modern sense of the term, for they held some belief in a supe-
rior power ;

nor yet antitheists, for many were "
feeling after

the Lord," and their religion, even in its polytheism, was

proof of an instinctive devotion. The word is indeed used of

such as denied the gods of the state, by Cicero and by Plato

De Nat. Deor. i. 23
; Opera, vol. ii. p. 311, ed. Bekker,

Lond.
;
but it is also employed by the Greek tragedians as an

epithet of impious, or, as we might say,
"
godless

"
men. It
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occurs also in the sense " without God's help," as in Sopho-

cles, (Edipus Tyrannus, 661 :

'Evei &Qeo$ ap/Xog o n

" Since I wish to die godless, friendless," &c.

Perhaps the apostle uses the term in this last sense not so

much without belief in God, as without any help from Him.

Though the apostle has proved the grovelling absurdity of poly-

theism and idolatry, and that the Gentiles sacrificed to demons

and not to God, he never brands such blind worshippers as

atheists. Acts xvii. 23
;
Eom. i. 20-25

;
1 Cor. x. 20. Theo-

doret understands by the phrase eprjfjuot Beoyvaxrias
" devoid

of the knowledge of God;" and the apostle himself uses the

phrase OVK et'Sore? eoz>, Gal. iv. 8. Compare 1 Thess. iv. 5
j

2 John 9. The Gentile world were without God to counsel,

befriend, guide, bless, and save them. In this sense they were

godless, having no one to cry to, to trust in, to love, praise,

and serve
;
whereas Jehovah, in His glory, unity, spirituality,

condescension, wisdom, power, and grace, was ever present

to the thinking mind and the pious heart in the Israelitish

theocracy, and the idea of God combined itself with daily

duty as well as with solemn and Sabbatic service.

ev r& Acoo-/u,

" in the world." The connection of this

clause has been variously understood. Koppe refers it to the

entire verse
;
and the view of Calovius is similar. Such an

interpretation is a mere nihility, and utters no additional

idea. Storr (Opuscula Academica, iii. p. 304) paraphrases
In his terris versabimini ; and Flatt renders' " Ye were

occupied with earthly things, and had mere earthly hopes,"

CEcumenius,' Matthi.es, and Meier understand the clause of

an ungodly life. Olshausen and Stier explain "in this

wicked world in which we have so pressing need of a sure

hope, and of a firm hold on the living God." Kiickert wan-

ders far away in his ingenuity
" In the world, of which the

earth is a part, and which is under God's government, ye
lived without God, separated from God." Bloomfield takes

the phrase as an aggravation of their offence" to live in

a world made by God, and yet not to know Him." But
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we are inclined to take ev rw Koa-fjuo) as a separate epithet, and

we would not regard it simply as inter cceteros homines

pravos. According to Stier and Passavant, these terms crown

the description with the blackness of darkness" the sin of

sins, death in death," and they regard it as in apposition with

ev trapicL Schutze intensifies it by his translation in per-

ditorum hominum sentind. With Harless and Calovius, we

regard ev rw /cocr/u-w as standing in contrast to the TroTure/a.

The #607409 is the entire region beyond the TroTura'a, and, as

such, is dark, hostile, and under Satan's dominion, and, as the

next verse mentions, it is
"
far off." The phrase then may

not qualify the clause immediately before it, but refer to the

whole description, and mark out the sad position of ancient

Heathendom, ii. 2. And all their misery sprang from their

being
" without Christ." Being Christless, they are described

in regular gradation as being churchless, hopeless, godless,

and homeless.

(Ver. 13.) 'Nwi Se, ev Xpiarp. Irj^ov
" But now, in Christ

Jesus." The apostle now reverses the picture, and exhibits

a fresh and glowing contrast. Nw/ is in contrast to ev r&

Kaipm eiceivq). The present stands in opposition to the past

8e. 'Ej; XpfcOTft) I^croO is also the joyous contrast to the pre-
vious dark and melancholy %o>/3t<? ~Kpio-rov. Once apart from

Messiah, from the very idea and hope of Him, they were now
in Him in Him, not only as Messiah, but as Messiah em-

bodied in the actual Jesus of Nazareth. And the phrase
stands to this entire verse as %o>|0i9 'Kpia-rov does to the verse

in which it occurs. It states adverbially the prime ground or

reason of the subsequent declaration. But " now in Christ

Jesus," that is, ye being in Christ Jesus
; though there is no

reason to espouse the opinion of Luther, Calvin, Harless, and

Stier, and supply 6We? to supplement the construction. We
understand the apostle thus: But now through your union

to Christ Jesus

v/iefc oft TTore ovT69 ftatcpav, eyyvs eyevrjOijTe
"
ye, who

sometime were far off, became nigh. Lachmann reads e<yevri-

dfjre '77^9, but without sufficient authority. The adverbs,

fjuaicpdv and 677179, had a literal and geographical meaning
under the old dispensation. Isaiah Ivii. 19; Daniel ix. 7

;
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Acts ii. 39. The presence of Jehovah was enjoyed in His

temple, and that temple was in the heart of Judsea, but the

extra-Palestinian nations were "far off" from it,
and this

actual measurement of space naturally became the symbol of

moral distance.1 Israel was near, but non-Israel was remote,

and would have remained so but for Jesus. His advent and

death changed the scene, and destroyed the wide interval, as the

apostle shows in the subsequent verses. They who had been
"
aliens from the commonwealth of Israel," were now incor-

porated into the spiritual community, were partakers of " a

better covenant established on better promises," were filled

with "
good hope through grace," knew God, or rather " were

known of God," and were no longer
" in the world," but of

the " household of God." The Gentile Christians enjoyed

spiritually all that was characteristic of the Hebrew theocracy.

As the " true circumcision," they were "
near," spiritually

as near as the Israelites whom a few steps brought to the

temple, altar, and Shechinah. The apostle, having described

the position of the Ephesian converts as being in Christ Jesus,
next alludes to the means by which this nearness was secured,

and the previous distance changed into blessed propinquity
ev TG> aifjuari rov Xpta-Tov "in the blood of Christ."

Compare i. 7, where S/a is employed with a difference of view.

The proper name, more emphatic than the simple pronoun,
is repeated. The preposition ev is sometimes used instrument-

ally. Winer, 48 a. Still, in such a usage, the power to

produce the effect is supposed to dwell in the cause. That

power which has changed farness into nearness, resides in the

blood of Christ, or as Alford says, but not very precisely
" the blood is the symbol of a faith in which your nearness to

God consists." Their being in Jesus was, moreover, the

reason why the blood of Christ had produced such an effect

on them. How it. does so is explained in the next verses.

The apostle's object is to show that by the death of Christ

1 Wetstein (in loco) and Schoettgen (p. 761) have illustrated by a variety of

examples the modes of Jewish speech on this subject. The Jewish religionists

speak of themselves as near, and of the heathen as remote, and when a man was

made a proselyte he was said "
to be brought near ;" thus, propinquim facere,

equivalent to prosdytum .faco.re.
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the exclusiveness of the theocracy was abolished, that Jew and

Gentile, by the abrogation of the Mosaic law, are placed on

the same level, and that both, in the blood of Christ, are recon-

ciled to God.

The following passage is magnificent in style as well as

idea. No wonder that the pious taste of Bengel has written

Ipso verborum tenore et quasi rhythmo canticum imitatur :

(Ver. 14.) Avro? yap e<rrtv rj elptfvri ripwv
" For He is our

peace." Tap introduces the reason of the previous statement.

There is peculiar force in the auro?. It is not simply
"
He,"

but " He himself"--" He truly," or
" He and none other."

Winer, 22, 4. The ^wv cannot, as Locke supposes, refer

to converted Gentiles, but to Jew and Gentile alike. In its

widest sense, as this paragraph teaches,
" Christ is the peace,"

and not merely peacemaker ;
the Author of it, for He " makes

both one," and "
reconciles them to God ;" the Basis of it, for

He has "abolished the enmity in His flesh," and "by His

cross ;" the Medium of it, for
"
through Him we both have

access to the Father;" and the Proclaimer of
it,

for "Pie

came and preached peace." For such reasons Paul may have

used the abstract personified form
elptfvr).

" He himself,"

says Olshausen, followed by Stier,
" in His essence is peace."

Yet we question if this be the apostolic idea, for the apostle

illustrates in the following verses, not the essence, but the

operations of Christ. This peace is now stated by the inspired

writer to be peace between Jew and Gentile viewed as anta-

gonist races, and peace between them both united and God.

The first receives fullest illustration, as it fell more imme-

diately within the scope of the apostle's design. Gentiles are

no longer formally excluded from religious privilege and

blessing, and Jewish monopoly is for ever overthrown. And
it is Christ

o TToirja-as ra a^orepa ev
" who made both one." The

participle is modal in sense, and ra a^orepa are clearly the

two races, Jew and Gentile, and not, as Stier and others main-

tain, man and God also. The words are the abstract neuter

(Winer, 27, 5), and in keeping also is the following

adjective ev. Jew and Gentile are not changed in race, nor

amalgamated in blood, but they are " one "
in point of pri-
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vilege and position toward God; The figure employed by

Chrysostom is very striking :
" He does not mean that He

has elevated us to that high dignity of theirs, Ibut He has

raised both us and .them to one still higher I will

give you an illustration. Let us imagine that there are two

statues, one of silver and the other of lead, and then that both

shall be melted down, and the two shall come out gold. So

thus He has made the two one." And this harmony is

effected in the following way
teal TO fjLecroroL'Xpv rov <f>pasyfjiov \v<ra<;

" and broke down
the middle wall of partition

"
paries intergerinus. KW is

explanatory of the foregoing clause, and precedes a descrip-

tion of the mode in which " both were made one." Winer,

53, 3 obs. We see no reason to take the genitive rov

<j>pcvy/j,ov as that of apposition ;
nor could we, with Piscator,

change the clause into rov <ppa<yjmbv rov /jLeo-6roi%ov. It
is, as

Be Wette calls it, the genitive of subject or possession the

middle wall which belonged to the fence or was an essential

part of it. Donaldson, 454, a, a. ^pay^o? does not, however,

signify
"
partition ;" it rather denotes iriclosure. The Mosaic

law was often named by the Rabbins a hedge an?. Buxtorf,

Lex. Talmud, sub voce. What allusion the apostle had in

(tefforoi'xpv has been much disputed. Dismissing the opinion
of Wagenseil, that it refers to the vail hung up before a royal

or a bridal chamber
;
and that of Gronovius, that it signifies

such partitions as in a large city, inhabited by persons of

different nations, divide their respective boundaries, very much
as the Jewish Ghetto is walled off in European capitals we

may mention the popular view of many interpreters, that the

allusion is to the wall or parapet which in Herod's temple
severed the court of the Jews from that of the Gentiles. The
Jewish historian records that on this wall was inscribed the

prohibition p,rj Seiv aX\o(j>v\ov evrb<? rov aylov Trapelvai.

Joseph. Antiq. xv. 11
;
Bellum Jud. v. 2. Such is the idea of

Anselm, Wetstein, Holzhausen, Bengel, and Olshausen. Tyn-
dale translates " The wall that was a stop bitwene vs." The
notion is quite plausible, but nothing more; for, 1. There is

no proof that such a wall ever received this appellation.
2. That wall described by Josephus was an unauthorized
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fence or separation. There was another wall that separated

even the Jewish worshippers from the court of the priests.

3. Nor could the heathen party in the Ephesian church be

supposed to be conversant with the plan of the sacred fane in

.Jerusalem. 4. And the allusion must have been very inap-

posite, because at the time the epistle was written, that wall

was still standing, and was not broken down till eight years

afterwards. So that, with many expositors, we are inclined

to think that the apostle used a graphic and intelligible figure,

without special allusion to any part of the architecture of the

temple, unless perhaps to the vail. But such a primary allu-

sion to the vail as Alford supposes is not in harmony at all

with the course of thought, for it was not a bar between Jew
and Gentile, but equally one between them both and God,
and could not be identified with the enmity of race which

sprang from the ceremonial law, as described in the next

verse. Any social "usage, national peculiarity, or religious

exclusiveness, which hedges round one race and shuts out all

others from, its fellowship, may be called a " middle wall of

partition j" and such was the Mosaic law. Avcra?
"
Having

pulled down," is a term quite in unison with the figure.

John ii. 19. Having pulled down

(Yer. 15.) T^z/ fyOpav "To wit, the enmity." These

words might be governed by Xwra? without incongruity, as

Wetstein has abundantly shown. And perhaps we may say
with Stier, they are so

;
for if they be taken as governed by

Ka,Tapyij(ra<$, as in our version and that of Luther, the sentence

is intricate and confused. Trjv e^Opav "the enmity," pro-

verbial and well known, is in apposition to /^ea-oroi^ov ;

"
having broken down what formed the wall of separation, to

wit, the .hatred." This ej(j9pa is not in any direct or promi-
nent sense hatred toward God, as Chrysostom, Theophylact,

CEcumenius, and Harless suppose, for it is not the apostle's

present design to speak of this enmity. His object is to

show first how Jew and Gentile are reconciled. Some again,

like Photius and Cocceius, imagine that hatred between Jew
and Gentile, and also hatred of man to God, are contained in

the word. This hypothesis only complicates the apostle's

argument, which is marked by precision and simplicity. The
N
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arguments advanced by Ellicott in defence of this hypothesis

are not satisfactory ;
for the phrases

" who hath made Loth

one," "wall of partition," "law of commandments," or

Mosaic code plainly refer to the position of Jew and Gen-

tile, and reconciliation with God is afterwards and formally

introduced. At the same time, the idea of enmity towards God
could not "be absent from the apostle's mind, for this enmity
of race had its origin and tincture from enmity towards God.

Nor can we accede to the interpretation of Theodoret, Calvin,

Bucer, Grotius, Meier, Holzhausen, Olshausen, and Cony-

beare, who understand by the e^Opa the ceremonial law, as

the ground of the enmity between Jew and Gentile. The

objection of Stier, however, that to represent law as the cause

of enmity is saying too much, as it leaves nothing for the

other factor the flesh is, as Turner says, not very forcible.

We prefer, with Erasmus, Vatablus, Estius, Riickert, and

Meyer, to take the term in its plain significance, as the con-

trast of elprjvrj,
and as denoting the actual, existing enmity of

Israel and non-Israel >an enmity of which the ceremonial

law was the virtual but innocent occasion. It was this hatred

which rose like a party wall, and kept both races at a dis-

tance. Deep hostility lay in their bosoms
;
the Jew looked

down with supercilious contempt upon the Gentile, and the

Gentile reciprocated and scowled upon the Jew as a haughty
and heartless bigot. Ample evidence is afforded of this

mutual alienation. Insolent scorn of the Gentiles breaks out

in many parts of the New Testament (Acts xi. 3, xxii. 22
;

1 Thess. ii. 15), while the pages of classic literature show how

fully the feeling was repaid.
1 This rancour formed of neces-

1 When Haman wished to destroy the Jews, he impeached them as a strange

people whose "laws are diverse from all people." (Esther iii. 8.) Tacitus says:

Moyses, quo sibi in posterum gentem firmaret, novos ritus contrariosque ceteris

mortalibus indidit. Profana illic omnia quos apud nos sacra. . . . . Cetera

instituta sinistra, foeda, pravitate valuere Apud ipsos fides obstinata,

misericordia in promptu, sed adversus onines alios odium Projectis-

sima ad libidinem gens, alienarum concubitu abstinent, inter se nihil illicitum.

. . . ... Judseorum mos absurdus sordidusque. (Ilistor. v. 4, 5.)

And Juvenal sings:

Nil prater nubes, et cmli rtumen adorant

Nee distare putant humana came suillam, &c.
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sity a middle wall of partition, but Jesus, who is our peace,

hath broken it down. The next sentence gives the requisite

explanation

ev rfi vapid avrov TOV VO/AOV r&v evroKwv ev Boyfiacriv fcarap-

7970-0,5
"
having abolished in His flesh the law of command-

ments in ordinances." The course of thought runs thus:

Christ is our peace. Then there follows first a statement of

the fact, Jew and Gentile are made one
;
the mode of operation

is next described, for He has quenched their mutual hatred,

and He has done this in the only effectual way, by removing
its cause the Mosaic law. The words ev ry vapid avrov

cannot refer to e%0/ja, as the clause is pointed by Lachmann,
as Chrysostom and Ambrose quote, and as Bugenhagen and

Schultess argue, giving adp^ the sense of kinsfolk hatred

existing among his own people ;
or as Cocceius, who adopts

that view of the connection, renders donee appareret in

came. Such a construction would require the insertion of

the article rrfv. ^ap% cannot bear such 'a meaning here, and

the enmity, moreover, was not confined to the Jews
;

it was

not all on their side. Nor can we, with Theodoret, GEcume-

nius, Theophylact, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Estius, Biickert,

and Matthies, join the phrase to Xvo-a?, as it is more natural,

and in better harmony with the course of thought, to annex

them to Karapytfo-as, as explanatory of the means or manner

of the abolition. This last opinion is that of Harless, Ols-

hauseu, Meier, Meyer, and De Wette. 2<dpj; is Christ's

humanity, but not that humanity specially in its Jewish

blood and lineage, as Hofmann contends as if because He
died as a Jew, His death secured that participation in His

kingdom did not depend on Israelitism. Karapytfa-as means
"
having made void

" "
having superseded." Eom. iii. 31.

The phrase rov VOJJLOV T&V evro\a)v ev So^/aacrfc is a graphic

Horace sneers at them, too :

Hodie tricesima sabbata, vin' tu

Curtis Judreis oppedero. (Satir. Lib. I. ix. 70.)

Diodorus Siculus speaks of their institutions as ra, ^iir&vll^uaK x.i n-a$vo;* WYI ,

(Lib. xxxiv.) Shakspeare's "Shylock" was the universal picture of a Jew in

times not very distant from our own, and still, alas! the Jew is a "hissing and a

proverb."
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description of the ceremonial law. But the meaning and

connection of eV Soyftacrt hare been disputed : I. It has been

regarded as the means by which the law has been abolished,

to wit,
"
by doctrines" Christian doctrines or precepts. Such

is the reading of the Arabic and Vulgate, the Syriac being-

doubtful
j
and such is the view of Chrysostom, Theodoret,

Theophylact, Estius, Zeger, a-Lapide, Bengel, Holzhausen,

Scholz, and Fritzsche Disser. ad 2 Cor. p. 168. Winer in his

third edition proposed this view, but renounced it in the fourth.

Thus Ohrysostom says Boy^aTa yap tca\el rrjv TTLO-TLV. Theo-

doret and Theophylact as usual follow him, while OBcuraenius

vindicates the use of the word as applied to Christ's teaching,

by quoting from the sermon on the mount such phrases as " I

say unto you," these being proofs of authoritative diction, and

warranting the truth propounded to be called Soypa. To this

theory there are insuperable objections 1. The participle in

this case would have two connected words introduced alike by
eV. 2. The sense given to Soypa is wholly unbiblical. &6y/jt,a

is equivalent to the participial form TO SeBoypevov, and has

its apparent origin in the common phrase which prefaced a

proclamation or statute e'Soe roS Xaw real rfj fiovXy. In the

New Testament it signifies decree, and is applied, Luke ii. 1,

to the edict of Ceesar, and in Acts xvii. 7 it occurs with

a similar reference. But not only does it signify imperial

statute, it is also the name given to the decrees of the eccle-

siastical council in Jerusalem. Acts xvi. 4. It is found too,

in the parallel passage in Col. ii. 14. In the Septuagint its

meaning is the same
;
and in the sense first quoted, that of

royal mandate, it is frequently used in the book of Daniel.

To give the term here the meaning of Christian doctrine or

precept, is to annex a signification which it did not bear till

long after the age of the apostles. It is finical and out of

place on the part of Grotius to suppose that Paul used a phi-

losophical term to describe the tuition of the great Teacher,

because he might be writing to persons skilled in the idiom

of philosophical speech. 3. It is not the testimony of Scrip-
ture that Jesus by his teaching abolished the ceremonial law,

but the uniform declaration is, that the shadowy economy was

abrogated in His death. 4. The phrase ev Soyftacn is too
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general to have in itself such a direct meaning, and avrov, or

some distinctive appendage, must have been added, did the

words bear the sense we are attempting to refute.

II. Harless, Olshausen, and von Gerlach connect ev Soyfjuaari

with Karapyija-as, but in a different way. They understand

ev Sorypaa-L as describing one peculiar phase of the Mosaic law,

in which phase Jesus abolished it. The- phrase is supposed

by them to represent the commanding aspect of the law, and

so far as these Boyf^ara are concerned, the law has been abro-

gated.
"
Having abolished as to its ordinances Satzungen

the law of commandments," that
is, the law of commandments

is still in force, but its Soy/^ara are set aside. In this view

those scholars were preceded by Crellius non de tota lege sed

ej'us parte quce dogmata continebat. Von Gerlach understands

the "
condemning power

"
of the law to be abolished. But it

is rather of the Levitical than of the moral law, that the

apostle is speaking. But, surely, to show us that Soy/iara is

a part of the
1/0/1,09,

the article rofc should have been prefixed,
or an adjective should have been added. Besides, the spirit

of the apostle's doctrine is, that the entire law is abrogated,
and not a mere section of it. The whole Mosaic institute was
fulfilled in the death of Jesus. Hofmann's idea somewhat

similar that Christ has put an end to Boyparaj statutes,
"
Satzungen" is, as Meyer says, contradicted by many parts

of the New Testament. Rom. iii. 27
;
Gal. vi. 2. Nay, out

of it might be developed an antinomian theory. Gal. iii. 18
;

Col. ii. 14.

III. The correct junction of the phrase ev Soyftaa-t, is with

vofjiov rcov evro\S)v. Had it referred to VO/AOS alone, one would

have expected the article to be repeated vopov rwv evroX&v TOV

ev Soy/Ada-i. This is in general the view of Erasmus, Calvin,

Beza, Bollock, Bodius, Crocius, and Zanchius in former times,

and in more recent times of Theile,
1
Tholuck, Bltckert, Meier,

De Wette, Meyer, Baumgarteri-Crusius, and Matthies. Winer,

31, 10, note 1. The ceremonial institute is named 1/0/1,09, as

it was a code sanctioned by supreme legislative authority.

But, as a code, it comprised a prodigious number of minute,

1 Winer's Greek Gram. 31, 7, 1, oth edition. Exeget, Stud. 1, 183.
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varied, and formal regulations or prescriptions evroXal, the

genitive being that of contents
;
while the phrase ev Boy/Jiao-i

defines the nature of these eWoXat, for they were Boy/iara

issued under divine sanction, and resting on the immediate

will of God
;

and , they had constant reference to health,

business, and pleasure, as well as to divine service. They
were ordonnances proclamations in the name of God. In an

especial sense, the ceremonial institute seemed good to God

BoKetj and it became a Soy^a. It was not a moral law, having
its origin and basis in the divine nature, and therefore un-

changed and unchangeable, binding the loftiest creatures and

most distant worlds
;
but a positive law, having its foundation

simply in the divine will, established for a period among one

people, and then, its purpose being served among them, to be

set aside. Viewed as an organic whole, the Mosaic institute

was z>oyiio9 a law
; analyzed and looked upon in its separate

constituents, it was 1/0/1,09 evroK&v ; and when these evro\ai

are inspected in their essence and authority, they are found to

be 86<yfj,ara to be obeyed, because the divine Dictator was

pleased to enjoin them. The article, therefore, is not prefixed

to Soyftacri,, which is descriptive of the form and authority

of those statutory regulations, the phrase representing one

connected idea. Winer, 20, 2. The eV is not to be taken

for avv, as Heinsius and Matt take it, nor can it signify

propter, as Morus renders it. Now, this legal apparatus was

abolished " in His flesh," that is, in His incarnate state
>

especially by the death which in that state He endured. The

language of Ambrosiaster is appropriate ?e#e2 guce data erat

Judceis in circumcisione et in neomeniis et in escis et in sacrificiis

et in sabbatis evacuavit. By the abrogation of the Mosaic

institute, the e^Qpa was destroyed, and the party wall, which

separated Palestine from the great outfield of the world, laid

low. Difference of race no longer exists, and Abrahamic dis-

tinction is lost in the wider and earlier Adamic descent.

The apostle now states more fully the purpose of the abro-

.gation of the old law

iva TOVS &uo KTicr?) ev kavrw 619 eva icaivov dvdpcoTrov
" that He might create the two in Himself into one new
man." This clause is no mere repetition of the preceding
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declaration;
" Who hath made both one." It is more special

and distinctive in its description. The two races are per-

sonified, and they are formed not into one man, but into one

new man. Kaivbs avdpanros is found elsewhere as an epithet

descriptive of spiritual change, as in iv. 24; 2 Cor. v. 17;
Gal. vi. 15

;
Col. iii. 10. The phrase is very different from

the novus homo of the Latins, and therefore Wetstein's learned

array of quotations from Homan authors is wholly useless.

And the idea of moral renovation is not to be so wholly
excluded here as some critics argue. One new man both

races being now enabled to realize the true end of humanity ;

Gentile and Jew not so joined that old privilege is merely
divided among them. The Gentile is not elevated to the

position of the Jew a position which he might have obtained

by becoming a proselyte under the law
;
but Jew and Gentile

together are both raised to a higher platform than the circum-

cision ever enjoyed. The Jew profits by the repeal of the

law, as well as the Gentile. Now he needs to provide no

sacrifice, for the One victim has bled
;

the fires of the altar

may be smothered, for the Lamb of God has been offered
;
the

priest, throwing off his sacred vestments, may retire to weep
over a torn vail and shattered temple, for Jesus has passed

through the heaven "
into the presence of God for us ;" the

water of the " brazen sea
"
may be poured out, for believers

enjoy the washing of regeneration ;
and the lamps of the

golden candelabrum have flickered and died, for the church

enjoys the enlightening influences of the Holy Spirit. Spi-
ritual blessing in itself, and not merely pictured in type, is

possessed by the Jew as well as the Gentile. The Jew gains

by the abolition of a law that so restricted him to time, place,

and typical ceremony in the worship of God. As unity of

privilege distinguishes both races, and that alike, they are

formed into one man, and as that unity and privilege are to

both a novelty, they are shaped into one new man. And this

metamorphosis is effected ev eavrw (A, B, F, have OVT&} not

Si eavrov, as CEcumenius has it
;
nor per doctrinam swam, as

Grotius paraphrases it; nor is the phrase synonymous with
" in His flesh." It signifies in union with Himself, or, as

Chrysostom illustrates
"
laying one hand on the Jew and
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the other on the Gentile, and Himself being in the midst."

This harmony of race is effected "by the union of both with

Christ; that is to say, the unconverted Jew and the unbe-

lieving Gentile may be, and are, at enmity still, but when

they are united to Christ, they both feel the high and novel

place which His abrogation of the law has secured for them.

Both are elevated to loftier and purer privilege than the old

theocracy could ever have conferred.

TTOI&V elprfvyv "making peace." This elprfvij must be the

peace described peace with Jew and Gentile
; not, as Harless

holds,
"
peace with God," nor, as Chrysostom takes it, with

Alford and Ellicott,
"
peace with God and with one another

"

7T/009 rbv Oeov /cal
TT/JO? aXX^Xoi;?, for peace with God is in

the order of thought, the formal theme of the next verse,

although both results spring together from the same work of

Christ. The present participle, referring back to CWTO?, is

used, because it does, not, like the aorist in the next clause,

express a reason for the result contained in the /criey, but it

is contemporaneous with it. The participle covers the entire

process abolition of enmity, abrogation of law, and creation

of the new person ;
for in the whole of it Jesus is

"
making

peace." Scheueiiein, 31, 2 a. There is yet a higher aim

(Yer. 16.) Kal a7TOKara\\d^rj TOV? a/jufrorepov? lv evl

crmfMari ra> ew "And that He might reconcile the twain

in one body to God." This verse indicates another and

separate purpose of the annulment of the law. Not only are

Jew and Gentile to be incorporated, but both are to be united

to God. This idea is not, as Olshausen intimates, virtually

identical with that of the preceding clause. It is a thought

specifically different, and yet closely united. Indeed the idea

of the preceding clause to some extent presupposes it. The

two acts, mutual Union and Divine reconciliation, are contem-

poraneous.
The principal difference of opinion regards the phrase ev evl

ercbfjiaTi,; viz. whether it refer to united Jew and Gentile, or to the

one humanity of Christ. The latter opinion is held by Chry-

sostom, Theodoret, Beza, Crocius, Bengel, JRiickert, Harless,

Matthies, and Hofniann, Schrift. ii. 379; but it is untenable.

For, 1. The order of the words would indicate another meaning
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TOVS afjicfjorepovs ev evl (rot^arL "the two in one body," the

very truth which the apostle had been illustrating and enforc-

ing. He views the union as effected does not now say TOW

Bvoj but names the united races the twain in one body. The
els Kawos av0p(*>7ro<? is viewed as ib aco/^a. Photius explains
it Si& fjuev rou ev evl o-w/jian, rrjv Trpbs a\Xtf\ov$ epfyalvei

KaraXkcuyriv. 2. If the phrase refer to Christ's humanity,
then the words must be understood of that humanity offered

as an oblation. The meaning would be much the same as

that of Bia rov crravpov, and the same idea would be again
and again repeated in the paragraph. But, 3. Why should

Christ's body be called His one body ? why attach such an

epithet to His single humanity? and we should have expected
an avrov to have specified the possessor of the body, even

though the idea should be " one body" they in Him

enjoying fellowship with God. It appears better, then, to

adopt the other exegesis, and to take the phrase as meaning-
Jew and Gentile incorporated. Such is the view of GEcume-

nius, Pelagius, Anselm, Erasmus, Calvin, Estius, Meier,

Meyer, Olshausen, De Wette, and Baumgarten-Crusius.
Besides what we have said in its favour, this idea is in

harmony with the context, and with what is advanced in the

next chapter. 1 Cor. xii. 12, 20, 27; Col. iii. 15. In the

apostle's idiom the phrase is confined to the church
;

for the

church in the preceding chapter is affirmed to be His body.
In that body there is no schism, and though it is made up of

two different races, it is yet but one body. So that the ev evl

crwfjiaTi, of this verse is in agreement with ev evl irvev^ani of

the 18th verse.

. The action is defined by the verb aTTOKaraXka^Tj. The
double compound is found only in Col. i. 20, 21. The UTTO in

composition with the verb may either signify ".again," as Pas-

sow, Harless, Olshausen, and Ellicott affirm, which is perhaps
doubtful

;
or it may strengthen the original signification, as

seen in such words as aTrepfya^b/zat, aTroflp^avceo, avre^ft).

Much has been written on the difference between StaXXacro-<w

and fcaraXhdercrco. Verbs compounded with Sta have often a

mutuality of signification, but they cease in many instances

to bear such a distinction. KaraXXacro-ca is not practically
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different from 8taA,Xao-o-&>, and so Passow holds (sub voce) that

Kara\\dcr<ra) in the middle voice signifies sicli unter einander

versohnen " to effect a mutual reconciliation." 1 The radical

idea is to cause enmity to cease to make up friendship again ;

but the mode, time, and form of reconciliation must be learned

from the context. The meaning of the apostle is not that

Jew and Gentile have been reconciled into one body by the

cross. Such, indeed, is the view of (Ecumenius, Photius,

Anselm, Calvin, a-Lapide, and Grotius, but it gives the ev the

sense of efc, and takes away the full force of the dative TW

@e&>, making it mean ut Deo serviant. But rat eo>,
as in

other passages where the words occur, defines the person with

whom the reconciliation has been secured, while h evl o-mpari,

describes the result of a contemporaneous but minor unity

between the two races. Winer, 56, 5. It is probable, how-

ever, that ev and efc were originally one
e'z/9,

like /ne/9 pkv.

Donaldson's New Cratylus, 170.

Reconciliation to God is not the removal in the first

instance of man's enmity toward God, but Jesus reconciles

us to God by turning away the divine anger from us. As,
in 1 Sam. xxix. 4, David was supposed to "reconcile himself"

to his master by doing some feat to secure his favour, so Jesus

reconciles us .to God by the propitiation which He presented
to God, and through which He is enabled even as a righteous

1 Tittinann lias entered at length into the discussion iu his book on the Synonymes
of the New Testament. According to him, Siu*\<i<r<ra refers to the cessation of

mutual enmity, and x,va.\\a.a-tru is employed in cases where the enmity has existed

only on one side. The passage which he refers to in Matthew will not hear out

such a distinction as he enforces. Matt. v. 23, 24. " If thou bring thy gift to the

altar, and there rememberest that thy brother hath ought against'thee, leave there thy

gift before the altar, and go thy way ;
first be reconciled to thy brother "

SKXA}<ij0i

rS .l&$ia. But " be reconciled to thy brother "'
is plainly not Cease to be at

.enmity with him, as if you had hated him, and need your own ill-will also to be

quenched ;
for the supposition is not " Thou hast ought against thy brother," but

it is
" If thy brother has ought against thee." Be reconciled to him, that is, induce

"him to lay aside Ms quarrel against thee. At the same time, while such a philo-

logical argument may be maintained, it is not the less true that mutual agreement
is the result. The phrase

"
Thy brother hath ought against thee." implies that

something had been done justly to offend him, and that, upon explanation or

apology, his good-will was to be restored. Tholuck (Bergpredigt, p. 192) has well

exposed the futility of Tittmann's subtle distinction. Usteri, Lehrb. p. 102
; Fritzsche,

Ad Rom. i. p. 276.
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God to justify the ungodly. This statement is proved by
the phrase 8t^ TOU o-ravpov for the cross has reconcili-

ation to God for its immediate object. Restoration to the

divine favour is the primary and peculiar work of the great

High Priest,
" who offered Himself without spot to God."

A sacrifice had always reference to the guilt of the offerer,

and it averted that penalty which a righteous governor might

justly inflict. Another proof of our position is found in ver.

18, in which the result of this peace is declared to be " access

to the Father," which has been created by the blood of the

atonement. True, indeed, God is love, but the provision of

an atonement is the glorious expression of it. And His

government must be upheld in its majesty; for the pardon,
without any peculiar provision, of all who break a law, is

tantamount to its repeal. The fact of an atonement seems to

prove its own necessity. God has shown infinite love to the

sinner, and infinite hatred to his sin, in the sufferings of the

cross, so that we tremble at His severity, while we are in the

arms of His mercy. The justice of the great Lawgiver is of

unchanging claim and perpetuity. The reader will find in

Dr. Owen's dissertation on " Divine Justice
' 51

many striking

remarks on the theory that sin might be pardoned by a mere

act of grace on God's part, apart from any satisfaction to his

justice a theory vindicated even by Samuel Rutherford and

Mr. Prolocutor Twisse. Jew and Gentile are thus reconciled

to God, and the same act which gives them social unity, con-

fers upon them oneness with God, for the abrogation of the

ceremonial law was in itself the glorification of the moral law,

in the presentation of a perfect obedience to it,
and in the

endurance of its penalty.

wiroKTetvwi TTJV e^Opav ev avrm "
having slain the enmity

in it." The enmity referred to has been variously under-

stood. But e%0pa cannot exist on God's part, for what He
feels toward sin is

0^0777.
That it signifies human enmity

towards God, is the opinion of many, while others connect

with this idea also hatred between Jew and Gentile. But if

our view of the nature of reconciliation be correct, and we

1
Works, vol. x. p. 495. Edin. 1853.
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agree with Meyer, Olshausen, and De Wette, this last can

hardly be meant. It is not of man's hatred the apostle speaks,

but of God propitiated. Besides, the participle wiroineivas

describes an action which precedes that of its verb airoKardX-

\dgrj
" and that, having slain the enmity, He might recon-

cile both in one body to God." Bernhardy, p. 382. The
occurrence of the word e%0pa here is one of Alford's principal

arguments for giving it the extended sense of enmity toward

God, as well as enmity between the two races. But the argu-
ment will not hold, for 1. The slaying of the enmity being an

act prior to the reconciliation, refers to the sentiments ofthe pre-

ceding verses the enmity between Jew and Gentile. 2. The
word e^dpa has special reference to the phrase ev evl o-m/^art

" and having slain the enmity between them, he might
reconcile them both in one body unto God." 3. The stress

lies on rov9 a/Jtiforepovs ev evl o-co/juan the twain are in one

body as they are in the act of being reconciled the previous

enmity between them being subdued. 4. The idea of union

between the races fills the apostle's mind, as is plain from

the first half of the following chapter that
is, by the abro-

gation of the Levitical law the Gentiles come into a new

relationship and new privileges. These the apostle dwells on

and glories in.

The Vulgate renders ev avrm in semet ipso, and Luther

in sicli selbst
}
with which the reading ev eavra) coincides,

and which is naturally vindicated by such exegets as Bengel,

Semler, Hofmann, and others, who refer to o-co/^ari as the

antecedent, and understand by a-copa Christ's humanity. But
the more natural interpretation is to refer the pronoun to rov

o-ravpov. The Syriac reads " and by His cross has slain

the enmity." The word anroKTeivas, as Grotius suggests,

seems to have been employed because the cross referred to

was an instrument of death. The cross which slew Jesus

slew this hostility ;
His death was the death of that animosity

which rose up between Israel and non-Israel like a wall of

separation.

(Ver. 17.) Kal e\6<0v evajyeXla-aro elprfvyv
" And having

come He preached peace."
"
Peace," in this clause, is to be

taken in its widest acceptation ;
that peace which had just
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been described peace between Jew and Gentile, and peace
between both and God. It is an error in Chiysostom to

restrict it to peace with God, and in Meyer, De Wette, and

Olshausen apparently, to confine it to peace between the two

races. The clause plainly carries us back to ver. 14 "
for

He himself is our peace," and the apostle then proceeds to

explain the two kinds of peace. The following verse also

proves our view. "
For," says the apostle,

" we both have

access to the Father." And that peace was good tidings, as

the verb implies. The middle voice was used also by the

earlier writers. Phrynichus, ed-Lobeck, p. 266. Kat does

not simply indicate that this clause follows in idea the

announcement avro? jap ea-rtv 17 elprfwr) r)fj,G)v,
as if the

intervening verses were parenthetical in their nature. For

these intermediate verses expound the starting proposition,

arid the verse before us continues the illustration. Peace

was first secured, and then peace was proclaimed. The

publication of the peace is ascribed to Jesus equally with its

procurement KOI e\0(bv. The notion of Raphelius, Grotius,

Koppe, and others, that these words are superfluous, is alto-

gether an inaccurate and negligent exegesis. The "
coming

"

referred to is plainly not to be restricted to His personal

manifestation in flesh, as Chiysostom, Anselm, Estius, Holz-

hausen, Matthies, and Harless argue, for here it is an event

posterior to the crucifixion
;

as it is a coming to proclaim
what the death on the cross had secured. Nor can we, with

Riickert and Bengel, restrict the coming to the resurrection

of Jesus. As little can we hold the sense realized in our

Lord's personal preaching, as is the hypothesis of Beza and

Calovius, for "Jesus Christ was a minister of the circumcision

only." He illustrated this truth to the Syrophenician woman,
and His instructions during liis life to His apostles were
" Go not into the way of the Gentiles." We would not confine

the "coming," with Olshausen and Meyer, to His advent by the

Spirit ; nor, with Calvin, identify it wholly with the mission

of the apostles, for these both are included. Christ brought

peace to the Ephesian Christians by means of this Spirit in

the apostles quifacit per alium, facit per se. The preaching

of the apostles having the truth of Christ for its theme, the
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commission of Christ for its authority, and the Spirit of Christ

for its seal and crowning distinction, may surely in its doc-

trines and triumphs be ascribed to the exalted Lord and

King of the church, the one origin and sole dispenser of

'-" PEACE." The apostle felt that his gifts and graces were of

Christ's bestowment that all his opportunities and successes

were the results of Christ's presence and power that his

whole message was from Christ and about Him that not

only was the peace which he announced secured in Christ's

mediation and death, but that also his very journeys to pro-

claim it were prompted and shaped by Him
;
and therefore

all being Christ's, from the inspiration that moved his heart

to the secret and irresistible influence that prescribed his

missionary tours
;
his whole work in its every element being

so truly identified with Christ he humbly retired into the

shade, that Christ might have all the glory : and therefore he

writes " and He came and preached peace to you." This

interpretation appears to us more direct and harmonious than

that of Harless, who regards this verse as a parallel to ver. 14,

as if the meaning were " Christ is peace
l in deed '

(ver. 14),

and also i in word ' "
(ver. 17). This would be an anti-climax,

for surely the creation of peace was a greater work than its

disclosure. And then the two ideas are not parallel. In the

former case, Jesus personally and immediately secured peace
in the latter case it was only mediately, and by others, that

lie proclaimed it. Harless, indeed, regards eX&wy generally
as denoting Christ's appearance upon earth, as in John i. 9,

11
;

iii. 19, &c. Our objection to such a view is, that Christ's

appearance on earth was as necessary to the making of peace

as to its proclamation, and more so, as is implied in the

phrases
" in His flesh," and "

by the cross," nay,
" those who

were nigh," or those who heard Christ in person, are placed

last in the enumeration. Jesus, too, had left the earth ere this

peace was formally published by His heralds. Moreover, the

coming is plainly marked as posterior to the effecting of

peace. As the preaching to the Ephesians is here as distinctly

ascribed to Jesus as the coming, both must be understood in a

similar way. Similar phraseology is found in Acts xxvi. 23
;

John x. 16. And the peace was preached
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rot? fjiaicphv Kal elprjvrjv rofc 771)9
"
to you who were

far off, and peace to them who were nigh." The dative is

governed by the previous verb, and the second elprjvrjv has,

on the authority of A, B, E, F, G, and of several versions and

fathers, been received by Lachmann and Tischendorf into the

text. Isa. Ivii. 19. The repetition is emphatic. Rom. iii. 31,

viii. 15; 2 Cor. ii. 16. The idea contained in pa/cpdv has

been already explained under ver. 13. The Gentiles are here

placed first
;
the apostle of the Gentiles magnified his office.

Though those " who were nigh
" were the first who heard the

proclamation based on the commission "
beginning at Jeru-

salem," yet those " who were afar off
"
are mentioned first, as

they had so deep an interest in the tidings, and as the invita-

tion of Gentiles into the church a theme the apostle delighted

in, proving, as it did, the abolition of class privileges, and the

commencement of an unrestricted economy was the result

and proof of the truths illustrated in this paragraph.

(Ver. 18.) "On Si? avrov e^o^ev rrjv Trpocraywyijv ol aptyo-

repoi
" For by Him we both have access

"
access specially

theirs, as the article intimates. The on does not mark the

contents of the message of peace, as Morus, Baumgarten,

Koppe, and Flatt imagine ;
nor yet its essence, as R/iickert

maintains : but it points out its proof and result. Peace has

been made, and has also been proclaimed, for, as the effect of

it,
and as the demonstration of its reality

"
by Him we both

have access." Calvin well explains itprobatio est ab effectu.

Hpocraycoytf, formed with the Attic reduplication from ofyco, is

"
introduction," entrance into the divine presence an allu-

sion, according to some, to approach into the presence of a

king by the medium of a Trpoo-asywyevs sequester (Bos, Ofyser-

vat. p. 149) ; according to others, to the entrance of the priest

into the presence of God. Herodotus, ii. 58. Rom. v. 2
;
and

see under iii. 12. Whichever of these allusions be adopted,

or whether the word be used in its proper signification, the

meaning is apparent, the word being used probably in its

original and transitive sense not access secured, but intro-

duction, enjoyed, and which we are having, that
is, have and

keep. It is something more than Qvpa, .John x. 9. Free

.approach to God is the result of reconciliation. 1 Pet. iii. 18.
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Those who were " far off
" can now draw "

nigh." The Divine

Being is not clothed in thunder no barrier stands between

Him and us, for all legal obstacles are removed; so that

the soul which feels peace with God can come into His

sacred presence without shrinking or tremor. It approaches

by Christ $t avrov ; and the emphasis from their position

lies on these words. Our frail humanity realizes His huma-

nity, and by Him enters into the presence of Jehovah. John

xiv. 6. Thus Chrysostom says OVK efarev TrpocroSov a\\a

tfv, ov yap a<' eavr&v 7rpoo"^\0ofjiev}
a\\' vir avrov

And this access is

7T/909 rov liarepa "unto the Father;" TT/DOS
into His

presence. Christians do not approach some dark and spectral

phantom, nor a grim and terrible avenger. It is not Jehovah

in the awful attitude of Judge and Governor, but Jehovah as

Father who has a father's heart to compassionate and a

father's hand to bestow. And His paternity is no abstraction.

He is Christ's Father and our Father. Nay more, and espe-

cially, this privilege is enjoyed by Jew and Gentile alike :

ol a^orepot, the twain have it. It belonged to the theo-

cracy in one form of
it, when the high priest, the repre-

sentative of the people, passed beyond the vail and sprinkled

the mercy-seat. But now the most distant Gentile who is in

Christ really and continuously enjoys that august spiritual

privilege, which the one man of the one family of the one

tribe of the one nation, on the one day of the year, only

typically and periodically possessed. We have seen the ol

aiM<f)6repot, forming ev a-copa (ver. 16) now they are having
access to the Father

eV evl TTveupart
" in one Spirit.

" The collocation ol

aptyorepoi ev evl irvev/jiart, again brings out solemnly and

emphatically the . leading thought in the passage. The ev is

not to be identified with Sid, as Chrysostom. and Theophylact
hint

;
as if the apostle meant to say, by Him and by the

Spirit we approach." The trvev/jba is not "
disposition," nor

is ev rrvevfjia only
"
unanimity," and so synonymous with

6fjio0vfJiaS6v, as is the baseless view of Anselm, . Homberg,

Zachariae, Meier, and Baumgarten-Crusius. That the words

refer to the Holy Spirit, is the correct opinion of CEcumenius,
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Cocceius, Bodius, Meyer, Harless, De Wette, and Stier. The

Spirit that dwells in the one body is the one Divine Spirit

(iv. 4)
" one and the self-same Spirit." 1 Cor. xii. 11. The

one Holy Ghost inhabits the church, and in Him and by
Christ believers have access to God, He prompts them to

approach,
"
helpeth their infirmities," deepens their conscious-

ness of sonship as they come to the Father, nay,
" makes

intercession for them," imparts such intenseness to their

aspirations that they cannot be formed into language, but

escape from the surcharged bosom in unutterable groanings

crrewyyaofc aXoXiyTow. Rom. viii. 26. As again and again
in previous sections, the Triune relation is brought out : we
are having access TT/DO? unto the Father, whom we worship
as we gaze upon His tenderness and majesty ;

and this Sta

by Jesus, through whom we approach in confidence His

Father and our Father
;
but also ev in the Spirit, who fills

and lifts the heart, and is closely united with Father and Son.

The need of a Trpoa-wywyevs has been extensively felt by
our sinful race. And yet, after the Man-God has been re-

vealed He of the double nature whom the Divine Sovereign

appointed and man confides in, there are philosophers who

deify themselves, and depose the one Mediator. M. Cousin,
in the preface to his Fragm. Philos. says, for example, in

eulogizing the reason as a higher power than the understand-

ing: La raison est le mediateur necessaire entre Dieu et

rhomme, ce \6yos de Pythagore et de Platon
}

ce Verbe fait

chair gui sert d'interprete a Dieu et de precepteur de Vlwmme.

But we have a Mediator, not our own " reason" even absolute

and transcendental
;
for it strays and wavers and quakes, as

Moses on Sinai, and cannot reassure itself
j
and we have a

Aoiyo?, not la raison^ but One " in whom are hid all the

treasures of wisdom and knowledge
" One who reveals God

unerringly, for He lay in His Father's bosom One who
instructs men perfectly, for "

grace has been poured into His

lips," as He stoops to the senses a.nd speaks to the heart of

humanity.

(Ver. 19.) "Apo. o$v owen ecrre %evoi KOI TrdpoiKoi
"
Now,

therefore, ye are no longer strangers and sojourners." The
first two words are a favourite idiom of the apostle. Rom.
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v. 18, vii. 3, 25, viii. 12, &c.
;

Gal. vi. 10
;

1 Thess. v. 6.

The formula apa o$v is not used in Attic Greek, save in the

case of the interrogative apa. Hermann, Vigerus, 292. The

particle apa marks progress in the argument, as if equivalent
to KOI air' eiceivov. Thucyd. vi. 89

;
Donaldson's New Cratylus,

192. The particle oi>v allied to the substantive verb, and

not to auTo? as Hartung wrongly supposes has a stronger

ratiocinative force than apa (Klotz-Devar., ii. 717), and occurs

far more frequently ;
and the combined use of both introduces

a conclusion based on previous reasoning, equivalent to
" these

things being so," or the well-known Ciceronian formula quce

cum ita sint. A double image is, or two pairs of figures are,

employed by the writer the one referring to civil franchise,

and the other to domestic privilege. Sez/ot
"
strangers

"

they had been so while the old theocracy stood, the Jews

being the children, but they miserable outcasts. Once, too,

they were Trdpoi/coi, literally "by-dwellers," men who sojourn

in !a house without the rights of the resident family. This is

the only instance in which the apostle uses the term, but it

occurs Acts vii. 6, 29
;

also in many places in the Septuagint,

as the representative of the Hebrew 13, and also of sfsn. The

two words are found together many times, as in Levit. xxv.

&c. It is natural here to view the oweetot of the last clause

as the contrast of Trapot/coi, so that the significations of the

word usually given are too vague to sustain this antithesis.

In Leviticus xxii. 10, the noun denotes an inmate of the

family, but without its domestic rights ; Trdpoitco? tepew<? there

signifies a guest with the priest, and stands along with ^

/ucr0<To<? or a hired servant. Sirach, xxix. 26. The priest's

guest, though living in his house, was not to eat the holy

things. May not the word bear such a meaning in this place,

especially as we are pointed to it by the spiritual antagonism
of oiKeiot ? De Wette will not allow

it, and says that Koppe,

Bengel, Flatt, Harless, and Olshausen unrichtig erMaren.

His idea is, that the two terms %evoi and irdpotKot, express

generally the thought nicht-burgers
"
non-citizens," Ellicott

and Alford hold a similar view, regarding irdpoiicos as the

same with [Aeroi/eos, its classic equivalent a form which

occurs only once in the Septuagint. But it is natural to sup-
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pose that the apostle used it in the Septuagint sense that

most familiar to him. The pair of terms in the two clauses

suggests also a double contrast. That there is any allusion

in the epithet irapoiicoi to the equivocal relation of proselytes,

such as is contended for by Anselm, Whitby, Calixtus, Baum-

garten, and Baumgarten-Crusius, is out of the question ;
for

if the proselytes feared God, they could not be described as

are those Ephesian Gentiles in the context. The theocracy

excluded all but Israel from its pale the world beyond it were

foreigners. Under the idea of its being God's house, it arro-

gated to itself a spiritual supremacy over all the nations, and

so the heathen were regarded as simple sojourners on God's

world. But this character of tolerated aliens no longer marked

out the Gentile converts in Ephesus. No longer were they

strangers to be frowned on, or foreigners to be excluded from

domestic privileges ; they were now naturalized

aX)C ecrre o-vviro\lrai rwv wytwv
" but fellow-citizens with

the saints." The spelling owTroXmw, instead of <riy/,7ro/V,mw,

has the authority of A, B
1

, C, I), E, F, G. Instead of the

simple a\\d of the Received Text, the best MSS., such as A,

B, C, D1
, G, warrant the reading aXA,' etrre, which has been

adopted by the editors Hahn, Lachmann, and Tischendorf.

It gives a vivid solemnity to the contrast : the mind of the

apostle dwells on the blessed and present reality of their

spiritual state, which he is about to depict. SwTroXm??, a

word occurring both in .ZElian, Var. Hist. 3, 44, and Josephus,

Antiq. 19, 2, 2, belongs chiefly, however, like other similar

compound words, to the later and inferior Greek. Phrynichus,

ed-Lobeck, p. 172, says, with characteristic affectation

TroXtTT;? Xeye, /A?) a-vp>7rokirt]g. In the declining period of a

language, when its first freshness is gone, and its simple terms

are not felt in their original power, compound words are

brought into use without any proportionate increase of sense.

These ayiot are God's people ;
and there is no occasion to

add, with Calvin et cum ipsis angetis. The reader may turn

to the first verse of the epistle for the meaning of ayios.
1 The

1 " In what an awful state is the protestant church, when there are so many
thousands, nay, tens, hundreds of thousands belonging to it, who, in their blindness

and ignorance, take the very name of God's servants the very name 'of those, of
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"
saints

"
are not the Jews as a race, as is supposed by Vors-

stius, Hammond, Morus, Bengel, and Adam Clarke
;
nor yet

only contemporary Christians, as Harless and Meyer argue ;

nor yet simply saints of the Old Testament, as (Ecumenius

and Theodoret describe the alliance. Chrysostom exclaims

$ on ov% a?rXw9 rtov 'lo^Satcov aXXA r&v aryiwv ICCLI

eiceivtov avBp&v rwv irepl
J

A.j3paafju /ccit, Mtoucn/z/ /cat,
'

et9 rrjv avrrjv TTO\IV a7reypd(j)r}fiev. These aytot are viewed as

forming a TroTu? a spiritual organization. It was so under

the old law it is so still
;

for the theocracy is only fully

realized under Christianity. To take an illustration from

Athenian citizenship they live no longer, as foreigners did

in many Greek states, in the vravSotceiov, nor as the perot/cot,

at Athens are they degraded by the symbolical vSpiofopia,

but they possess the coveted tVoreXeta. With all, then, who

belong to this iro\ireia^ Christians are now fellow-citizens.

They are under that form of government which specially

belongs to the saints. These are, therefore, not saints of any
time or any class, but saints of all times and all lands, of

which the community then existing was the living represen-

tative
;
and in this commonwealth they were now enfranchised.

Their names are engraven on the same civic roll with all

whom " the Lord shall count, when he writeth up the people."
It is as if they who had dwelt " in the waste and howling-

wilderness," scattered, defenceless, and in melancholy isola-

tion,, had been transplanted not only into Palestine, but had

been appointed to domiciles on Mount Zion, and were located

in the metropolis not to admire its architecture, or gaze upon
its battlements, or envy the tribes who had come up to worship
in the city which is

"
compact together ;" but to claim its

municipal immunities, experience its protection, obey its laws,

live and love in its happy society, and hold communion with

its glorious Founder and Guardian.

KOI oltcetoi rov eov " and of the household of God."

The church is often likened to a family or house. Numb,
xii. 7

;
Hos. viii. 1

;
1 Tim. iii. 15

;
Hebrews iii. 2, 5, 6

;
.

whom some serve Him here on earth, and some surround the Throne of His glory

to be fellow-citizens with whom is the highest privilege of man and make it a

nickname to mock at
' SAINTS ! !

' The very term with multitudes is a name of

scorn." M'Ghee's Lecture? on Ephesiaiw, vol. i. p. 323
; London, 1848.
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1 Pet. iv. 17. When Harless thinks that Christians receive

this designation, because they are stones in the house, the

conclusion is not only a needless anticipation of the figure in

the following verse, but is also contrary to the usual meaning
of the term, and destructive of the contrast between the terms

olfceloi, and irdpoLKot. True, as Ellicott says under Gal. vi.

10, ot'/ceto9 is often used with abstract nouns, as ol/cetot <j>i\o-

(ro<j>tas, &c., and in such cases the idea proper of family is

dropped. But the contrasts in this paragraph are too vivid

to allow any dilution of the tei'm. These olicetoL TOV eoO are

God's family ; they form His household. They are not guests

here to-day and away to-morrow
j

treated with courtesy,

but still kept without the hallowed circle of domestic sociality,

and strangers as well to the paternal protection as to the

brotherly harmony which the family enjoys. The members

of that u house which is the church of the living God," can

call the oLKoBea-iroT'T)'} their father
j

for they are "
begotten of

God," and they have access to Him, enjoy His love, and hold

daily and delightful fellowship not only with Him, but with

one another as " heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ."

- (Ver. 20.) 'ETrot/coSo^^evre? eirl TOJ 0e//,e7ut> T&V aTrocrroXcov

KOI
Trpcxfr'rjTwv

" built up upon the foundation of the apostles

and prophets." The preposition CTTL in composition is not, as

Koppe affirms, without additional meaning, nor can it, as in

Theophylact's exegesis, have the sense of "
again j" but it

gives prominence to the idea of the foundation on which the

structure rests. Not the form or purpose, but the basis of the

building, was the special thought in the writer's mind

supercedificati, as in the Vulgate. 1 Cor. iii. 10, 12, 14; Col.

11. 7. This architectural allusion is a change of figure, or

rather, it is the employment of a term in a double meaning.
" House "

has a similar twofold signification with us, as the
" House of Bourbon "

or " House of Stuart
"

phrases in

which the word is employed in a secondary and emphatic

signification. We speak too of such houses being
"
built up

"

by the wisdom or valour of their founders. In such cases,

as Alford says, there is a transition from a political and social

to a material image. Having described the believers as

the apostle enlarges the metaphor, by explaining on
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what the OIKOS rests, what its symmetry is, and what its glo-

rious purpose. That " house "
is composed of the owcetot, and

each of them is a living stone, resting on the one foundation.

What the writer means by airoa-r6\wv is plain ;
but what

is meant by the subjoined TT/OO^TWZ/ ? With every wish,

arising from the usage of quotation, to refer the term to the

inspired messengers of the Old Testament, we feel that the

force of evidence precludes us. The Greek fathers and critics,

along with Erasmus, Calvin, Beza, Calovius, Estius, Baum-

garten, Michaelis, Eiickert, Bisping, and Barnes, hold the

view which we are obliged to abandon. Ambrosiaster also

explains hoc est, supra Novum et Veins Testamentum coUocati.

Tertullian says that Marcion, believing the reference to be to

prophets of the Old Testament, expunged the words et pro-

phetarum. Contra Marc. v. 17
; Opera, vol. ii. p. 326, ed.

Oehler. The apostle often refers to the prophets of the Old

Testament; but in such places as Rom. i. 2 the reference

is at once recognized. We prefer, then, with the great body
of interpreters, to -understand " the prophets

"
of the New

Testament. Our reasons are these

1. The apostles are placed before the prophets, whereas, .in

point of time and position, the prime place should be assigned
to the prophets.

1 Estius says that the two classes are ranged,

dignitatis habita ratione, as the apostles had seen and heard

Christ, enjoyed more endowments than the old prophets,
and were immediately instrumental in founding these early

churches. Did the phrase occur nowhere else, these ingenious

arguments might be of some weight; though still, if the church

be regarded as an edifice, the prophets laid the foundation

earlier than the apostles, and should have been mentioned

first in order. The dignity of Moses, Samuel, David, and

Isaiah, under the old dispensation, was not behind that of the

1 My four Scottish predecessors have here shown somewhat of our national " can-

niness." They do not recognize any difficulty at all, or at least they quietly relieve

themselves of it, by the simple and apparently unconscious reversal of the order of

the terms. Fergusson and Dickson briefly pass it over in this way, but Principal

Rollock no less than six times quotes the phrase as if Paul had written
"
prophets

and apostles." Principal Boyd (Bodius) in his Comment, exhibits the same trans-

parent ingenuity, as well as in hosts of subsequent references, nay, even in his Latin

notation of the inspired original, he reads -fundamento prophetarum et apostolorum.
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apostolical college. The ruddy tints of the morning, ere the

sun rises, are as fresh and glowing as the softened splendours

of the evening, after he has set. And the argument that the

apostles are named first because they personally founded the

churches, is precisely the reason why we believe that prophets
of an earlier time, and living under a different economy, are

not meant at all.

2. Other portions of this epistle .are explanatory of the

apostle's meaning. In iii. 5 he speaks of a mystery,
" which

was in other ages not made known to the sons of men, as it

is now revealed unto his holy apostles and prophets by the

Spirit" rot? 0710*5 aTroffToXois avrov /ecu Trpofyrjrais. In

this declaration, the prophets are plainly perceived to be the

inspired contemporaries of the apostles, enjoying similar reve-

lations of truth from the same Spirit. What more natural than

to suppose, that the apostle means the same persons by the

very same names in a previous section ! This opinion is the

more likely, when we consider that the mystery declared to

"
apostles and prophets

"
is the union of Jew and Gentile.

Again, iv. 11, "And He gave some apostles, and some pro-

phets
"

-rot"? fj,ev aTrocrToXov?, rov? Se Trpo^ra?. So that

the prophets are a special class of functionaries, and rank

next to the apostles, personally instrumental as they were in

founding and building up the churches. Why may not the

allusion be to them in this verse, as they are twice named in

combination by the writer in the same epistle? The pre-

sumption is,
that in the three places, the same high office-

bearers are described.

3. We deny not the relation of the prophets of the Old

Testament to the church of the New Testament. They pre-

ceded, the apostles followed, and Jesus was in the midst.

But in writing to persons who had been Gentiles, who were

strangers to the Hebrew oracles, and had enjoyed none of their

prophetic intimations persons whose faith in Christ rested

not on old prediction realized in Him, but on apostolic procla-

mation of His obedience and death a reference to the seers of

the Hebrew nation would not have been very intelligible and

appropriate. To Jews with whom the apostle had " reasoned

out of the Scripture," and whom he had thus convinced that
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Jesus was the Christ, the reference would have been natural

and stirring ;
but not so in an address to the Gentile portion

of a church situated in the city of Diana.

The prophets of the New Testament were a class of suffi-

cient importance and rank to be designated along with the

apostles. The passages quoted from this epistle "show this.

And there are many other references. Acts xix. 6
;
Bom. xii.

6
;

1 Cor. xii. 10, xiii. 8
;
the greater portion of the 14th

chapter ;
and 1 Thess. v. 20. These passages prove that the

office was next in order and dignity to the apostolate. The

prophets spoke from immediate revelation " with demonstra-

tion of the Spirit and with power ;

" and prior to the com-

pletion of the canon they stood to those early churches in such

a relation as the written oracles stand to us. They were the

oral law and testimony, and their work was not simply a dis-

closure of future events. (For illustration of the office of New
Testament prophets, see under iv. 11.)

4. Had the apostle meant to distinguish the prophets
of the Old Testament as a separate class, the article would

probably have preceded the noun. Winer, 19, 4; Kuhner,

493, 9
; Matthiae, 268, Ann. i.

; Middleton, p. 65, ed.

Bose. Comp. Matt. iii. 7, xv. 1
;
Luke xiv. 3, in which

places different classes of men, but leagued together, are

described. See also Col. ii. 19
;
2 Thess. iii. 2

;
Tit. i. 15

j

Heb. iii. 1. Not that, as Harless, Biickert, Hofmann

(Schrifib. vol. ii. p. 103), andj Stier seem to say, apostles and

prophets are identical or that apostles were also prophets, as

being men inspired. The want of the article clearly shows

that both classes of office-bearers are viewed in one category
as one in duty and object one incorporated band. This

combination of function and labour shows, that these "
pro-

phets
" were those of the church of the New Testament.

The relation in which apostles and prophets stood to the

church is defined by the words eVt rc3 6ep,e\i<p. The prepo-
sition describes the building as resting on the foundation with

the idea of close proximity. Kiihner, 612, (3 ; Bernhardy, p.

249 the dative signifying "absolute superposition." Donald-

son, Gr. Gram, 482 b. The stones are represented not as

in the act of being brought, but as already laid, and so the
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dative is employed rather than the accusative, which occurs

in 1 Cor. iii. 12.

But what is the exact relation indicated by the genitive
TWV airoffroKwv Kal Trpofjyrjr&v ? It has been supposed to mean,
1. The foundation on which the apostles themselves have

built the apostles' and prophets' foundation the genitive

being that of possession. Such is the view of Anselm, Bucer,

Aretius, Cocceius, Piscator, Alford, and Beza, the last of whom
thus paraphrases it Supra Christum gui est apostolicce et

propheticce structures
'

fundamentum. But the object of the

apostle is not to show the identity of the foundation on which
the Ephesian church rested with that of prophets and apostles,

and Christ is here represented, not as the foundation, but as the

chief corner-stone. Thus, as Ellicott says, this exegesis tacitly

mixes up OepeXio? and the a/cpoycovicuos.

2. In the phrase
" foundation of the apostles and pro-

phets" the genitive has been thought to be that of apposi-

tion, that
is, these apostles and prophets are themselves the

foundation. Winer, 59, 8. Such is the opinion of Chry-
sostom and his imitators, Theophylact and (Ecumenius, of

a-Lapide, Estius, Zanchius, Morus, De Wette, Baumgar-

ten-Crusius, Meier, von G-erlach, Turner, Hofmann, and

Olshausen. e/ieXto? viroKelvTai, says Theophylact, ol m-po-

<j)rjrat, teal ol ttTrocrToXoi, v/Jiefe Be TVJV \ot7rrjv OIKO^O^V

avaTftojpcaaare. This view is supposed to be confirmed by a

passage in the Apocalypse (xxi. 14)
" The wall of the city

had twelve foundations, and in them the names of the twelve

apostles of the Lamb." But these foundations belong to a

wall, a symbol of defence, not to the great Christian temple
and unless Judas be regarded as deposed, and Matthias as

prematurely chosen and never divinely sanctioned, Paul, the

founder of the Ephesian church, cannot be reckoned among
these twelve. It does not matter for the interpretation

whether Qepehitp be masculine or neuter, nor is the argument
of Hofmann (Schtifib. vol. ii. sec. part, p. 101) of any avail,

that as the last clause has a personal reference this must have

the same. In one sense the apostles, in their personal teaching

and labours, may be reckoned the foundation; but should such

a sense be adopted here, Christ would be brought into com-
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parison with them. Hofmann
(I. c.) gets out of this objection

by taking the following avrov as referring to Oeiiektw
" Jesus

Christ being its chief corner-stone" that
is,

if He is the

corner-stone of the foundation, the language prevents Him

being regarded as primus inter pares. But, as we shall see,

the exegesis is not tenable. The whole passage, however, gives

Jesus peculiar prominence, and the apostle never wearies of

extolling His dignity and glory. Still, there is nothing docr

trinally wrong in this interpretation, for, personally, prophets

and apostles are but living stones in the temple, the next

tier above the "corner-stone;" but officially they were not

the foundation they rather laid it.
.
And therefore

3. The phrase
" foundation of the apostles and prophets,"

means the foundation laid by them, the genitive being sub-

jective, or that of originating agency der thatigen Person oder

Kraft. Scheuerlein, 17, 1
; Winer, . 30, 1

; Hartung, Casus,

p. 12. Such is the exegesis of Ambrosiaster, Bullinger,

Bodius, Calvin, Calovius, Piscator, Calixtus, Wolf, Baum-

garten, Musculus, Roell, Zanchius, Grotius, Bengel, Koppe,

Flatt, R/iickert, Harless, Matthies, Meyer, Holzhausen, and

Ellicott. The apostles and prophets laid the foundation broad

and deep in their official labours. In speaking of the foun-

dation in other epistles, the apostle never conceives of himself

as being that foundation, but only as laying it. He stands,

in his own idea, as external to it. Referring to his masonic

operations, he designates himself " a wise master-builder,"
and adds " Other foundation can no man lay, than that is

laid, which is Jesus Christ." Similar phraseology occurs in

Rom. xv. 20. In this laying of the foundation, apostles and

prophets were alike employed, when they preached Jesus and

organized into communities such as received their message.
The foundation alluded to here is

elpiju-r)
not so much Christ

in person, as Christ " our peace
"

a gospel, therefore, having
no restrictive peculiarity of blood or lineage, and by accepting
which men come into union with God. And no other foun-

dation can suffice. When philosophical speculation or critical

erudition, political affinity or human enactment, supplants it,

the structure topples and is about to fall. The opinions of

Luther, Calvin, Cranmer, Wesley, Knox, or Erskine (and
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these were all
"
pillars "), are not the foundation

;
nor are the

edicts and creeds of Trent, Augsburg, Dort, or Westminster.

Such writings may originate sectional distinctions, and give

peculiar shape to column or portico, shaft or capital, on the

great edifice, but they can never be substituted for the one

foundation. Yea and further

6Wo9 aKpoywviaiov avrov 'Iija-ov X.pi<rrov
" Jesus Christ

Himself being the chief corner-stone." A and B, with the

Vulgate, Gothic, and Coptic, reverse the position of the proper

names, and their authority is followed by Lachmann, Tischen-

dorf, and Alford
;
but the majority of uncial M8S. are in

favour of the present reading. The pronoun is, by Bengel,

Cramer, Koppe, and Holzhausen, referred to the preceding

6epe\,Lov
" Jesus Christ being its chief corner-stone." That

the translation of our English version may be maintained, it

is not necessary, as these critics affirm, that the article should

precede the proper name. Fritzsche, Comment, in Matt. iii. 4
;

Luke x. 42
;
John iv. 44. It is, besides, not of the foundation,

but of the temple that He is the chief corner-stone. The
avTov contrasts Christ with apostles and prophets. They lay
the foundation, but Jesus Himself in person is the chief

corner-stone 6Wo9,
"
being all the while

"
d/cpoywvialov

scilicet \lOov. The reference in the apostle's mind seems to

be to Ps. cxviii. 22
;

Isa. xxviii. 16
;
Jer. li. 26. These pasr

sages suggested the figure which occurs also in Matt. xxi. 42
j

Acts iv. 11
;

1 Pet. ii. 4-6. There are two different Hebrew

phrases naa ititfv
1

/ce^aTu) rfjs <ya>via<; (Ps. cxviii. 22), whereas

in Isa. xxviii. 16, the words are rus i3, rendered by the Seventy
\idov aKpoywviaLov. The first expression certainly denotes

not the copestone, nor yet the head or point where two walls

meet, but the most prominent stone in the corner. In the

latter phrase the reference is to a stone specially employed at

the angle or junction of two walls, to connect them, as well as

to bear their weight. In the first formula, allusion is made

more to the -position than to the purpose of the block. In

Jer. li. 26, the corner-stone and the foundations seem to be

distinguished. The corner-stone placed at the angle of the

1
Gescuius, Thesaurus, stib voce.
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building, seems to have been reckoned in Oriental architecture

of more importance than the foundation-stone. The foundation-

stones, 0e/j,e\iot, plural, were first laid, and indicated the

plan of the structure
;
but the corner-stone that is, the foun-

dation-stone placed at the corner required peculiar size and

strength. In short, the " chief corner-stone
"

is that principal

foundation which was carefully laid at the angle of the

building, and on which the connected walls rested. From
its position and design it was styled

" the head of the corner."

While the apostles and prophets generally placed the founda-

tion, the primary stone on which, in Hebrew idea or image,

the structure mainly rests, and by which its unity is upheld
was Jesus Christ. Without this its walls would not have

been connected, but there must have been a fissure. As

Theodoret, Menochius, Estius, and Holzhausen think, there

may be a reference to Jew and Gentile united on the one rock.

The laying of the foundation prepares for the setting down of

the corner-stone, which connects and concentrates upon itself

the weight of the building. That man,
"
Jesus," who was

"
Christ," the divinely-appointed, qualified, and accepted

Saviour, unites and sustains the church. Saving knowledge
is the apprehension of that truth about Him which Himself

has announced saving faith is dependence on the atoning
work which He has done :

hope rests in His intercession

the sanctifying Spirit is His gift the unity of the church

has its spiritual centre in Him its government is from Him
as its King and its safety is in Him its exalted Protector.

Whether, .therefore, we regard creed or practice, worship or

discipline, faith or government, union or extension, is He not

in His truth, His blood, His power, His legislation, and His

presence to His church, "Himself the chief corner-stone?" In

short, He is "the Alpha and the Omega," and combined at the

same time with every evangelical theme. Should we describe

the glories of creation, He is Creator
;
or enlarge on the wisdom

and benignity of Providence, He is Preserver and Kuler. Is

the Divine Law the theme of exposition ? He not only enacted

it, but exemplified its precepts and endured its penalty. Are

we summoned to speak of death? He has "abolished it;"-

or if we wander among the tombs, He lay in the sepulchre
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and rose from it
" the first-fruits of them that sleep." If

ministers preach, Christ crucified is their text
j
and if churches

"grow in grace," such holiness is conformity to the life of

their Lord. He is, moreover,
"

all in all
"

in the entire circuit

of the operations of the Spirit, who applies His truth to the

mind, sprinkles His blood on the heart, and seals the inner

man with His blessed image.

(Ver. 21.) 'Ey 5 iracra ot/eo8o/^ o"vvap/.io\o
r

yovijievir) av^et
" In whom the whole building, being fitly framed together, is

growing." The relative agrees with the nearest substantive,

'Iijcrov XpfcoTou -not with TO> #e/Ae\toi>, as is the opinion of

Holzhausen
;
nor with a/cpoywvialov, and meaning "on which,"

as is asserted by Theophylact, Luther, Beza, Koppe, and

Scholz. Nor can the words signify
"
through whom," as is

held by Castalio, Vatablus, Menochius, Morus, and Flatt.

" In whom," that is, in Christ Jesus
;
the building being fitly

framed together in Him. Its unity and symmetry are origi-

nated and maintained in Him. The article 77 before Tracra in A
and C, and in the Textus Receptus, appears to be spurious ;

it

is not found in B, D, E, F, G, I, K, and is rejected by the latest

editors, Lachmann and Tischendorf. Middleton and Trollope,

for mere grammatical reasons, affirm that iracra rj
is the right

reading. Reiche says Paulum scripsisse Tracra
f) owcoSo/M? cum

articulo nullus dutito, and he ascribes the omission to the

homoioteleuton ot/eoSo/ r\ rj. Comment. Crib, p. 149; Gotting.

1859. Hofmann, Z.c., renders, "all which is built" was gebaut

wird. Must, then, irao-a oiKoBop-ij be rendered "
every build-

ing," as is the opinion of Chrysostom, Beza, Zanchius, and

Meyer, or as Wycliffe renders " eche bildynge," and Tyn-
dale "

every bildynge?" We tliink not: For, 1. The

object of the apostle is to describe the one temple, which has

its foundation laid by apostles and prophets. It is of this one

structure, so founded, so united, so raised, and consisting of

such materials for in it the Ephesians were inbuilt that he

speaks. 2. In the later Greek as in the earlier, vra?, without

the article, sometimes bore the sense of " whole." Bernhardy,

p. 323
; Gersdorf, p. 376

;
Scott and Liddell, Pape, Passow,

sub voce. So in the New Testament, Matt. ii. 3
;
Luke iv. 13

;

Acts vii. 22
;
or Acts ii. 36 Has om>9 'la-powfX, phraseology
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based upon the usage of the Septuagint, 1 Sam. vii. 2, 3
;

Neh. iv. 16
;
Col. i. 15. If, as Ellicott says, these examples are

not in point, as being proper names or abstract substantives,

they at least show the transition from an earlier and stricter

to a laxer and later use, in which other nouns besides proper
names and very familiar or monadic terms may dispense with

the articles. Winer, 18, 4, 19. So in Josephus, Antiq.

iv. 5, 1 TIoTo/w-09 Sta irav^s epijpov petov
" a river flowing

through the whole desert ;" Thucydides, ii. 43 iraaa 777, and

also in 38 etc 7^0-779 7*79 ; Iliad, xxiv. 407 iraa-av aXrjdelijv j

Hesiod, Op. et Dies, 510 jraaa V\T) ; Theog. 847 %0ow
Trao-a. Also Sta 7^0-779 vvKTO$ ; Passow, sub voce; Thiersch,

De Penta, versione Alexandrina, p. 121, in which are some

examples, though perhaps not all of them strictly analogous.

The Syriac has .- JJLLo cnXa " the whole building."

OlfcoSo/ji^j a term of the later Greek, as is shown by Lobeck

in his Parerga to the Eclogse of Phrynichus, signifies pro-

perly
" the art or process of building," and is originally

equivalent to owco8o/M7cn9, but has also the same meaning as

oiKoSofjLrjfAa pp. 421, 487, 490. The structure named has not

yet been completed, and iraa-a oi/coSofjutf signifies the entire

structure the structure in every part of it. The edifice in

course of erection, being fitly framed together in all its parts,

groweth into a holy temple. Such is the opinion of Chrysos-

tom, which Harless sets aside without sufficient evidence. For

of what is the "
growth" specified? Is the structure complete,

and is the growth supposed to be not of it as an edifice in

itself, but of its purpose
" into a holy temple?" Does the

edifice wax in size, or only grow in destination and object ?

If you suppose the latter, then you also suppose that the living

stones are placed in the temple before its design is realized
;

or that these stones are themselves changed after they are laid

in their places. The growth, therefore, belongs to the edifice

itself. It increases in size and height. Even in its unfinished

state, the purpose of the fabric may be detected
;
and when it

is completed, that purpose, apparent at every stage of its pro-

gress, shall be manifest, fully and for ever " a holy temple
in the Lord."

The present participle Grvvap^oko^ov^evr), is a rare term
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occurring only once more, in iv. 16 a-vvappo^eiv being the

classic form and denotes "
being jointed together," or com-

posed of parts fitted closely to each other. The whole struc-

ture is compact and firm
;
not loose and ill-arranged masonry,

which is as unstable in itself as it is offensive to the eye.

But every stone is in its place, and fits its place. In this

mutual adaptation there is no useless projection, no unsightly

chasm. Neither excrescence nor defect mars the beauty of

the structure "in Christ" it is fitly framed together. There

is no superfluous doctrine, and no forgotten precept; grace

does not . clash with statute or service
; promises

" are yea
and amen in Him;" pardon, peace, purity, and hope are

-linked into one another, because they are closely united to

Him
;

and the members of the true church are so firmly

allied, that the gifts and graces of one are supplementary
to the gifts and graces of another. No qualification is lost,

and none can be dispensed, with. One's ingenuity devises

what another's activity works out. While conquests are made
in distant climes,

" she that tarries at home divides the

spoil." The huge walls built, round the Peirasus by the

Athenians under Themistocles, are described by the historian1

as composed of large stones, square hewn, and built together,

being fixed to one another, on the outside, with iron and lead.

But such cumbrous ligatures do not disfigure those spiritual

walls
;

for that magnetic influence which binds all the living
stones to the chief Corner-stone, cements them, at the same

time and by the same power, to one another in cordial sym-

pathy and reciprocal coherence and support. As Fergusson

says
"
By taking band with Christ the foundation, they are

fastened one to another."

A-vget, is for the more usual avlfdvei,. It occurs Col. ii. 19,

and also in the Greek poets. The present marks actual

growth certainly, and may describe normal condition. Even
in its immature state, and with so much that is undeveloped,
one may admire its beauty of outline, and its graceful form

and proportions. Vast augmentations may be certainly anti-

1 Auo ya.( /*?( ivavrtcti Khhfau.it rous hlOau; lirffynv. 'EvrJs Se ourt xA./f aim :r'<]Aoj r;t

XXa guvw;e<!5|U.'<)/*

/

vo/ (AfyAhoi KiOot xai fvrofAy iyyuvioi ntifyu 3-50? .h\faovs TO. l*uQiv xa,i

i Thucydides, i. 93.
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cipated ;
but its increase does not destroy its adaptations, for

it grows as "
being fitly framed together." A structure not

firm and compact, is in the greater danger of falling the higher

it is carried
;
and "

if it topple on our heads, what matters it

whether we are crushed by a Corinthian or a Doric ruin?"

But this fabric, with walls of more than Cyclopean or Pelas-

gian strength and vastness, secures its own continuous and

illimitable elevation and increase. The design of the edifice

is next stated

6t9 vaov ayiov ev Kvpia groweth
" into a holy temple in

the Lord." It was a temple a sacred edifice. The words

ev Kvpiq) belong to ayiov, or rather to vaov ayiov ; not as

(Ecumenius, Grotius, Baumgarten, Zachariae, Wolf, and

Meyer suppose, to avt-ei ; for these critics, with the exception
of the last, give ev the sense of Bid it groweth

"
by means of

"

the Lord. Nor does Kvptos refer to God, as Michaelis, Koppe,

Rosenmiiller, and Baurngarten-Crusius suppose, but, as in

Pauline usage, to Christ. (See chap. i. 2, 3.) Neither are we,
with Beza, Koppe, Macknight, and others, to rob the ev of its

own significance, making the phrase ev Kvpiq* equivalent to a

dative, and joining it with vaov; nor, with Drusius and

a-Lapide, to give it the meaning of a genitive. These are

rash and ungrammatical modes of interpretation. It has no

holiness but from the Lord, neither is it a temple but from its

connection with Him. For the meaning of ayibs, see i. 1.

The signification of the simple dative " a temple dedicated

to the Lord,"
1 cannot be admitted for another reason that

1 The vivacious fancy of a Frenchman is seen in the following description :

"
Quelle sagesse encore ne remarque-t-on point dans la diverse dispensation des

graces que PEglise re9oit de Dieu ? Ici il employe 1'or brilliant d'une foi extraor-

dinairement e"clairee ; Ib, 1'argent secourable d'une charite liberate ; la le fer dur et

ferme d'une patience invincible
;
la le cedre incorruptible d'une vie pure, et eloignee

des corruptions du monde ; Ik la hauteur des colonnes qui paroissent de loin, pour
mettre la verite dans une- belle vue ; Ib, la force des soubassemens qui la soutieunent

et 1'affermissent
;

afin que par ce moyen son Eglise soit un edifice bien ajuste et bien

assorti, h qui rien ne manque pour sa subsistance. II se sert meme de la contrariete

des humeurs et des esprits, pour rendre cet ajustement plus parfait. Car par la

promtitude et la vehemence des ims, il excite la lenteur des autres : et par la lenteur

de ceux-ci il modere et retient la promtitude de ceux-lL Par les lumieres des

clairvoyans il instruit les simples, et par la sainte simplicity des idiots, il sanctifie

les lumieres des clairvoyans. Si tous etoient bouillans dans leur humeur, il y auroit
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Jesus is represented as the chief corner-stone, and cannot be

also depicted as the God of the temple, or its officiating priest.

But the chief corner-stone, solid and massive, gives firmness

and sanctity to the structure. The term yao? is apparently
used of individual believers (1 Cor. iii. 16, 17, vi. 19

;
2 Cor.

vi. 16. Compare 1 Pet. ii. 3, 4), and its peculiar and specific

meaning is given in the next clause, by the words KaroiKri-

rtjpiov rov eov " habitation of God ;" for rao?, from vain,

like the Latin aedes
:
is the dwelling of the Divinity. Exod.

xxv. 8, 22
;
1 Kings vi. 12, 13

;
1 Cor. vi. 19. The illustra-

tion of the word is naturally postponed to the following verse.

(Ver. 22.) 'Ev o> KOI v/j,eis <rvvoi,KoSopeL(r0e
" In which

also you are built together." To translate teal vpeis by
"
you

even "
may be too broad, but some comparison is involved.

Some refer ev & to Kvpim,
" in whom." Such is the opinion

of Olshausen, Harless, De Wette, Meyer, Stier, Alford, and

Ellicott. Others, like Zanchius, Grotius, and Koppe, go back

with needless travel to d/cpoytoVLalov for an antecedent. We
prefer, with Calixtus, Bosenmuller, Baumgarten, and Matthies,

taking vaov ayiov ev K.vplw as the antecedent. If it be said,

on the one hand, that ev usually in such connections refers

to Christ, then it may be said, on the other hand, that to be

built in oi'into a temple keeps the figure homogeneous. The
entire structure compacted in Jesus groweth into a temple,
"in which ye also are built" as living stones. The vfjuels

may specially refer to the Gentile Christians, as they are

peculiarly addressed and reminded of their privileges, for this

verse is the conclusion of the paragraph which began with the

congratulation
" Ye are no more strangers and foreigners."

The intense signification of magis magisque which Bucer

gives to the crvv- in composition with the crvvoiKo^o^elcrOe^ is

wholly unwarranted, save by this implication, that the placing

of those stones from the Ephesian quarry on the rising struc-

ture added considerably to its size. Nor can we, with Calvin

de 1'emportement ; si tous etoient froids, il y auroit de la negligence : mais par la

violence des uns il echauffe la froideur de temperament dea autoes
;

et par la froideur

des derniers il tempere la trop grande ardeur des premiers ; faisant et entretenant

ainsi un heureux ajustement, et unesalutaire harmonie dans sonEglise." Sermons svr

VEjntre de St. Paul au,x Epltesiens, par feu M. Du Bosc, tome iii. pp. 299, 300. 1699.

P
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and Meier, look upon the verb as an imperative ;
for the entire

previous context is a recital of privilege, and the same form

of syntactic connection is maintained throughout. The idea

that seems to be entertained by Harless and Grotius is As
the whole building fitly framed together groweth into a holy

temple in the Lord, so ye, individually or socially, are built

up in like manner for a habitation of God in the Spirit. This

opinion destroys as well the unity of the figure as the connec-

tion of the verses. It is one temple which the apostle describes,

and he concludes his delineation by telling the Ephesians that

they formed part of its living materials and masonry. In

3 Esdras v. 88, o-vvoLKoSo^a-o/^ev vpiv means
" we will build

along with you." The dative is, however, in that clause

formally expressed, while, in the passage before us, no other

party is referred to. The v/jueis of this verse are the y//,ets of

ver. 19. The aw- may not, therefore, expressly denote
"
along with others," but rather " Ye are built together in

mutual contact or union among yourselves, or rather with all

built in along with you." The verb is thus of similar refer-

ence with (rvvap/AoXoryovfAevri. The stones of that building are

not thrown together without choice or order, but they adhere

with a happy and unchanging union. Christians who have

personal knowledge of one another have a closer intimacy,
and so they are not wantonly separated in this structure, but,

"like the Ephesian church, are " built together"

649 KcvroiK'Yj'rrjpiov
rov eoC ev Tivevfj^ari,

ll
for an habitation

of God in the Spirit." We regard these words as explanatory
of the vab? ayios of the preceding verse, to the explanation of

which the reader may turn. We cannot, with Harless, refer

them to individual Christians, for such an idea mars the unity
and completeness of the figure. As Stier remarks, too, all the

nouns are in the singular, and refer to one structure. The

purpose of the holy temple is defined. It
is, as we have seen

from several portions of the Old Testament, the dwelling of

God.1 "This is my rest" "here will I stay." Now Jehovah

1

Josephus records among the omens which preceded the fall of Jerusalem, that

a mysterious voice was heard in the temple to utter the awful words " Let us go

hence," as if its Divine inhabitant had been bidding it farewell, and leaving it to

its fate.
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dwelt in His temple for two purposes: 1. To instruct His

people by His oracles and cheer them with His presence.

"God is in the midst of her" "Shine forth, Thou that

dwellest between the cherubim
" " I will meet thee, and I

will commune with thee." Moses brought the causes of the

people
" before the Lord." God inhabits this spiritual fane

for spiritual ends to teach and prompt, to guide and bless,

to lead and comfort. His presence diffuses a light and a joy,

of which the lustre of the Shechinah was only a faint reflec-

tion and emblem. 2. Jehovah dwelt in the temple to accept

the services of his people. The offerings were presented in

the courts of the house to the God of the house. "
Spiritual

sacrifices
"

are still laid on the altar to God, and the odour of

such oblations is a "sweet savour," rising with fresh and un-

dis'persed perfume to Him who is enshrined in His sanctuary.

Three interpretations have been proposed of the 'concluding
words ev Tivev^ari. 1 . Some, such as Chrysostom, Riickert,

Olshausen, and Holzhausen, as also Erasmus, Homberg,

Koppe, Flatt, and others, give the words an adjectival sense,

as if they merely meant "
spiritually," and characterized this

edifice, in contrast with the Jewish temple
" made with

hands." But such an exposition is baseless. There is no

contrast intended between a material and a spiritual temple,
nor is there anything implying it. Nor could the two words,

placed as they are by the apostle, naturally bear such a signi-

fication. That the article is not necessary to give th words

a personal reference as some, such as Riickert, affirm, is plain

from many similar passages, as may be seen in our remarks

on i. 17, and in the following paragraph.
2. Some join ev Tlvev/jLari, to the verb a-vvoiKoSopeicrde, and

then the words denote "
built together by means of the

Spirit." This is the view of Theophylact, OEcumenius,

Meyer, and Hodge. Calvin combines both this and the pre-

ceding interpretation. To such an exegesis we might object,

with Harless, that it is strange that words of such importance,

denoting the medium of erection, should be found in the para-

graph as a species of afterthought. Harless indeed adds, that

TlvevfAa, denoting the Spirit objectively, should have the article .

But surely the article is not required any more than with the
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v KV/H'W of the preceding verse. The reader may turn for

proof to this- epistle, iii. 5, vi. 18; and Matt. xxii. 43; Kom.
viii. 4

;
1 Cor. xiv. 2

;
Gal. iv. 29, v. 5

;
in all which places

the Holy Ghost is referred to, and the noun wants the article.

See under i. 17. Where the Holy Spirit in distinct and ex-

ternal personality is spoken of, or His influences are regarded
as coming from without, the noun has the article; "but in many
places where He is conceived of in His subjective operations,

the article is either inserted or omitted. It is omitted Matt,

i. 18-20, iii. 11, and inserted Luke ii. 27, iv. 1, 14. Perhaps
the idea of divine power exerted ab extra is intended in these

last passages. When the epithet ayiov is employed, the article

is sometimes used and sometimes not, though the cases of omis-

sion are rather more frequent. But no possible difference of

meaning can in many places be detected. Harless instances

1 Cor. ii. 4, 13, compared with ver. 10, in which last verse

the Spirit is conceived of as God's, and has the article. In

the phrases in which the Spirit's relation to the Father is

kept in view, the article is used. But revelation is as clearly

ascribed to the Spirit in this epistle, iii. 5, as in 1 Cor. ii. 10,

and yet in the former place it has no article. The article,

without difference of view, is employed and rejected in con-

tiguous verses. Acts viii. 17, 18, 19, xix. 2, 6
;
John iii. 5, 6.

The cases of insertion in these quotations may be accounted

for on other and mere grammatical principles. Fritzsche ad

Rom. viii. 4.

3. The third interpretation is that supported virtually by

Stier, De Wette, and Matthies. God dwells in this temple
as in individual believers

"
by or in His Spirit." Christians

are the temple of God, because the Spirit of God dwelleth in

them. 1 Cor. iii. 16. What is true of them separately is also

true of them collectively they are the residence of God in

the Spirit. 'Ev Hyeuyu-art defines the mode of inhabitation.

That temple, from its connection with the Spirit inasmuch

as the Spirit has fashioned, quickened, and laid its living

stones, and dwells within them is
" a habitation of God,'!,

The God who resides in the church is the enlightening, puri-

fying, elevating, comforting Spirit. The apostle's own defini-

tion of the formula is
" Ye are ev Tlvev/jbart, in the Spirit, if
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so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you." Eom. viii. 9.

And thus again, as often before, the Trinity or the triune rela-

tion of God to His people is brought out. The Father dwells

in the Spirit in that temple of which the Son is the chief

corner-stone. The church is one, holy and divine
j

it rests

on Christ is possessed by God filled with the Spirit and

is ever increasing.



CHAP. III.

HAVING illustrated with such cordial satisfaction and impres-

sive imagery the high privileges of the Gentile converts, the

apostle, as his manner is,
resolves to present a prayer for

them. But other thoughts rush into his mind, suggested by
his own personal condition.1 He was a prisoner ;

and as he

was now writing to Gentiles, at least was at that moment

addressing the Gentile portion of the Ephesian church, an

allusion to his bonds was natural, and seems to have been

introduced at once as a proof of the honesty of his congratu-

lations, and as a circumstance that must have prepared his

readers to enter into the spirit of the earnest and comprehen-
sive supplication to be offered on their behalf. But the

impressive theme on which he had been dilating with such

ecstasy still vibrated in his heart, and the mention of his im-

prisonment, originating in his attachment to the Gentiles,

suggested a reference to his special functions as the apostle of

heathendom. These ideas came upon him with such force,

and brought with them such associations, that he could not

easily pass from them. The clank of his chain at length
awakens him to present reality, and he concludes the paren-
thesis with a request that his readers would not mope and

despond over his sufferings, endured for a cause in which they
had so tender and blessed interest. The 1st and 13th verses

are thus in close connection, and the apostle, as if describing
a circle, comes round at length to the point from which he

originally started. The connection is "For this cause, I

Paul, the prisoner of Jesus Christ for you Gentiles" " bow

my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ."

(Ver. 1
.)

Tovrov %dpi,v
" For this cause

;

"
the reference

1 The accusers of the apostle had not yet come to Rome, and he might therefore

be detained for an indefinite period. This law was afterwards altered, and the sus-

pension of a process for a year was held to be tantamount to its abandonment.
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being not to any special element in the previous illustration,

but to the whole of it inasmuch as Gentile believers are

raised along with believing Jews to those high privileges and

honours now common to both of them. The remarks we have

made will show that we regard the construction as broken by
a long parenthesis, and resumed in ver. 14, not at ver. 8, as

CEcumenius and Grotius suppose, nor yet at ver. 13, as Zan-

chius, Cramer, and Holzhausen maintain. In the former

hypothesis, the connection thus stands " I Paul, the prisoner

of Jesus Christ for you Gentiles
" " even to me, less than

the least of all saints, is this grace given." But here there is

no natural contact of ideas, and the change of case from the

nominative to the dative, though vindicated by CEcumenius

from examples in Thucydides and Demosthenes, is, as Origen

affirms, a solecism, and is fatal to the hypothesis. Catena in

loc. ed. Cramer. Oxford, 1842. The 8th verse is insepar-

ably connected also with the 6th and 7th verses. The

other opinion, that the course of thought is resumed in

ver. 13, is proved to be untenable as well by the occurrence

of the simple Sio in that verse, as by the fact that the

repeated TOVTOV yapiv of the following verse has no founda-

tion in the sentiment of the 13th. The idea expressed in the

13th verse is a subordinate and natural conclusion of the

digression. Erasmus Schmid, Michaelis, and Hammond
would consider the whole chapter a parenthesis, but such an

opinion makes the digression altogether too long, and over-

looks the connecting link in ver. 14. The majority of expo-
sitors adopt the view we have given, to wit, that ver. 14

resumes the interrupted sentiment. Theodoret says ravra

Trdvra (ver. 1-13) ev /wecrw reBetKcbf dva^apfSdvei TOV nrepi

TrpooreiM^? \6yov. This opinion plainly harmonizes with the

scope and construction of the chapter. Winer, 62-4.

But there are some commentators who deny that any par-

enthesis or digression occurs, and for this purpose various

supplements have been proposed for the 1st verse. Many
supply the verb elp,l

" For this cause I Paul am the prisoner

of Jesus Christ." This conjecture has for its authority the

Peschito, which is followed by Chrysostom, Theophylact,

Anselm, Erasmus, Aretius, Cajetan, Beza, with a large host
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of modern critics, the version of Tyndale, and Geneva. The

paraphrase of Chrysostom is Sia rovro KOI eyw 8eSe/W/ and

he adds in explanation of the phrase
"

if my Master was

crucified for you, much more am I bound." But our objection

is, first, that 8ea-/Mos has the article I am the prisoner, whereas

Paul may be supposed to say, "I am a prisoner." It is

alleged by Beza, Eollock, and Meyer, that the notoriety of

Paul as a prisoner might have prompted him to use the article.

But such a supposition is not in harmony with the apostle's

character. Under such an exegesis also, as has been often

remarked, TOVTOV %apiv and inrep V/JL&V would form a tautology.

The apostle does not mean to magnify the fact of his imprison-
ment: he merely hints in passing that it originated in the

proclamation of those very truths which he had been discuss-

ing. Middleton on Greek Article, p. 358. Others, again,

such as the Codices D, E, supply Trpea-fSevw a spurious

insertion borrowed from vi. 20, and adopted by Arnbrosiaster

and Castalio, as well as by Calvin in his Latin rendering

legatione fungor. Another MS. has the verb /ce/cav^/Acw,

taken from Phil. ii. 16. Jerome supplies cognovi mysterium,
and Camerarius gives us hoc scribo. Meyer's rendering is

peculiar deshalb because you are inbuilt zu diesem Behufe
bin Ich Paulus, der Gefesselte Christi Jesu urn euret der Heiden

willen. But the plain supposition of a long parenthesis ren-

ders all such supplements superfluous.

'70) IlavXo?
" I Paul," his own name being inserted to

give distinctness, personality, and authority to the statement,

as in 1 Cor. i. 12, 13, iii. 4, 5, 22
;
2 Cor. x. 1

;
Gal. v. 2

;

Col. i. 23
;

1 Thess. ii. 18
j

Phil. 9. That name was vene-

rated in those churches, and its formal mention must have

struck a deep and tender chord in their bosom. Once Saul,

the synonyme of anti Christian intolerance, it was now Paul,
not merely a disciple or a servant, but

6 Sea-fjbtos rov XpicrTov 'Iv/croS "the prisoner of Christ Jesus."

2 Tim. i. 8
;

Phil. 9. The genitive, as that of originating

cause, signifies not merely
" a prisoner belonging to Christ,"

but one whom Christ, that
is, Christ's cause, and not Csesar,

had imprisoned. Winer, 30, 2, /3; Actsxxiii. 11. His loss

of liberty arose from no violation of law on his part : it was
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solely in prosecuting his mission that he was apprehended and

confined
;

for he was in fetters

virep vfji&v TWV eBv&v " on behalf of you Gentiles," a

common sense of the preposition, which is repeated in ver. 12.

It was his office as apostle of the Gentiles which exposed him

to persecution, and led to his present incarceration. Acts

xxii. 22, xxv. 11, xxviii. 16. His vindication of such

truths as formed the last paragraph of the preceding chapter,

roused Jewish jealousy and indignation. Nay, in writing to

the Ephesians he could not forget that the suspicion of his

having taken an Ephesian named Trophimus into the temple
with him, created the popular disturbance that led to his cap-

ture and his final appeal to Csesar, his journey to Rome, and

his imprisonment in the imperial city. The apostle proceeds
to explain more fully the meaning of this clause

(Ver. 2.) Efc'iye ^Kovaare rrjv oltcovofjblav
" If indeed ye have

heard of the dispensation." As the translation "
if ye have

heard
"

seems to imply that Paul was a stranger to the

Ephesian church, various attempts have been made to give
the words another rendering. (See Introduction.) That el<ye

may bear the meaning
"
since," is undeniable (iv. 21

;
Col. i.

23) or,
"

if indeed, as I take for granted, ye have heard
;

"

or, as Estius and Wiggers translate
"

if, as is indeed the

case, ye have heard." Hermann, ad Viger. p. 834. The

particle 76 is used in suppletive sentences (Hartung, Partik.

i. 391) and may be rendered und zwar "and indeed."

Harless is inclined to take the words as hypothetical, as

indicating want of personal acquaintance with his readers
;

but Hartung (ii. 212,) lays it down, that in cases where the

contents of the sentence are adduced as proof of a preceding

statement, the meaning of et<ye approaches that of on and

eVet. Hoogeveen also states the same canon.2 The apostle

says I am a prisoner for you Gentiles
;
and he now gives the

reason of his assertion Ye must surely have heard of the dis-

pensation committed to me a dispensation whose prominent
and distinctive element it is to preach among the Gentiles.

Reckless efforts have been made upon the verb

1 Stud, and Kritik. 1841, p. 432.

Doctrina Particttluruin, $c, p. 158, ed. Schiitz ; Klotz-Devar. p, o08.
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as when Pelagius renders itfirmiter tenetis. So Anselm, Gro-

tius, and Rinck, Sendschreib. desKoriutfi, p. 56. See under i. 15.

The apostle has been supposed by Musculus, Crocius, Flatt,

and De Wette, to mean "
hearing by report of others." There

is no proof of this in the language, nor of the other version
"
hearing, and also attending and understanding." The writer

may refer to his own sermons, for we cannot say with Calvin

credibile est, quum ageret Ephesi, eum tacuisse de his rebus.

The apostle may, in this quiet form, stir up their memory of

the truth, that mission to the heathen was his special work

not his work by accident, but by fixed divine arrangement.
He preached in Ephesus to both Jew and Gentile

;
and his

precise vocation, as the apostle of the Gentiles, might not have

been very fully or formally discussed. Still it was a theme

which could not have been kept in abeyance. They surely

had heard it from his lips ;
and this eftye, rather than 6Vt, is

the expression of a gentle hope that they had not forgotten

the lesson. Yet there is no reprehension in the phrase, as is

supposed by Vitringa and Holzhausen.

The term otKovopla does not signify the apostolical office,

as is the opinion of Luther, Musculus, Bollock, Aretius,

Crocius, Wieseler, and others, for it is explained by the

apostle himself in the following verse
;
and it cannot denote

dispensatio doctrwce, as Pelagius translates it; nor officium

dispensandce gratia Dei, as Anselm explains it. See under

i. 10. Its meaning is arrangement or plan ;
and the apostle

employs it to describe the mode in which he had been selected

and qualified to preach faith and privilege to the Gentiles.

Chrysostom identifies the otKovo/^la with the aTroKoKvtyis of

the following verse " As much as to say, I learned it not

from man." How came it that a person like Paul a staunch

Pharisee, a scholar of Gamaliel, attached to rabbinical studies,

and a zealot in defence of the law how came it that he, with

antecedents so notorious in their contrast, should be the man
to preach, as his special mission, the entrance of Gentiles into

Christian privilege? The method of his initiation was of

God
;
and that "

economy
"

is described as being

r/79 %a/3tro9 TOV eo) T?}? Sodeia-f)^ /JLOI et<? v/j,a<;
" of the

grace of God which is given me to you-ward." This %a/ot9 is
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not, as Grotius and Riickert imagine, the apostolical office,

but the source or contents of it. We see no ground to identify

%dpi<i with the following ftvo-rrfpiov, though it includes it. The

idea is either that the oiKovofjila had its origin in that %a/cw, or

rather that the %a/w was its characteristic element. Winer,

30, 2. That grace was given him, not that he might enjoy

it as a private luxury, but that he by its assistance might

impart it to others et<? //,&?
" to you," not inter vos, as Storr

makes it. Gal. i. 15, ii. 9
;

Acts xxii. 21. There may, as

Stier suggests, be an allusion in the oiKovopia to the oLKoSofjiij

of ver. 21 in the previous chapter. In the house-arrangement
and distribution of offices, the building of the Gentile portion

of the structure was Paul's special function. The apostle now
becomes more special in his description

(Ver. 3.) "On Kara airoKoKv^Lv eyvfopla-di) pot TO pvo-rrjpiov

"How that by revelation was the mystery made known to

me." 'Erywoptcre is the reading of the Received Text, on the

authority of D111
, E, J, K, and many minuscules, and is

received by Knapp and Tittmann
;
but eyvapla-Ori has the pre-

ponderant authority of A, B, C, D1
, F, G, &c., the Syriac and

Vulgate, and is adopted by Lachmann, Hahn, and Tischendorf.

The "
relative particle ori, as the correlative of rt, introduces

an objective sentence." Donaldson, Greek Gram., 584. It

leads to further explanation, and the clause is a supplementary
accusative connected with the previous verb. The mystery
itself is unfolded in ver. 6

; for, as we have seen under i. 9,
"
mystery

"
is not something in itself incomprehensible, but

merely something unknown till God please to reveal it

something undiscoverable by man, and to the knowledge of

which he comes by divine disclosure Kara aTroKakv^nv, the

emphasis lying on the phrase, as is indicated by its position.

Gal. ii. 2. In Gal. i. 12, the genitive with Std is employed.

Grammarians, as Bernhardy (p. 241) and Winer
( 59), show

that Kara, with the accusative, has sometimes an adverbial

signification ;
so Meyer renders offenbarungsweise. The differ-

ence is not material
;
but Si a7ro/ra/Vy^e&>9 would refer to the

means or method of disclosure, whereas Kara d7roKa\v^nv may
describe the shape which it assumed. The general spirit of
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the statement
is, that his mission to the Gentiles was not

created by the expansive philanthropy of his own bosom, nor

was it any sourness of temper against his countrymen, that

prompted him to select, as his favourite sphere of labour, the

outfield of heathendom. He might have been a believer, but

still, like many thousands of the Jews " zealous of the law."

It was by special instruction that he comprehended the world-

wide adaptions of the gospel, and gave himself to the work of

evangelizing the heathen the mystery being their admission

to church fellowship equally with the Jews. He alludes, not

perhaps so much to the first instructions of the divine will at

his conversion (Acts ix. 15), as to subsequent revelations.

Acts xxii. 21
5
Gal. i. 16. And he adds

icaOws Trpoeypatya ev 0X470) "as I have just written in

brief;" or, as Tyndale renders " as I wrote above, in feawe

wordes." i. 9, ii. 13. The parenthetical marking of some

editors, commencing with this clause, and extending to the

end of ver. 4, is useless
;
and the relative o in ver. 5 belongs

to the antecedent /uuvo-Trfpiov
in ver. 4. There is no occasion,

with Hunnius, Marloratus, Chrysostom, and Calvin, to make
the reference in the verb to some earlier epistle. Theodoret

says well ou% <o? rti^e? vTre\a/3ov}
OTI erepav eTrtoToX^z/

yeypafav. See under i. 12. Such is the view of the great

body of interpreters. The apostle refers to what he had now
written in the preceding paragraph from ver. 13 to the end

of the second chapter and apparently not, as Alford says, to

i. 9
; nor, as Ellicott says, to the fact contained in the imme-

diately preceding clause.

And he had written ev 0X1700 in brevi (Vulgate), "in brief"

in a few words. See Kypke, Observat. ii. p. 293, in which

examples are given from Herodotus, Thucydides, and Aristotle.

Theodoret followed by Erasmus, Camerarius, Calvin, Grotius,

Estius, Koppe, Baumgarten-Crusius, and many others pro-

poses that ev oXtiyw should be taken as explanatory of the

7T/30- in Trpoeypa^lra, and that the phrase signifies vvv, or paulo
ante. Bodius conveniently combines both views. But such

a construction cannot be admitted
;

to express such an idea

Trpb 0X1701; would have been employed. And the apostle has
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not intimated simply that such a mystery was disclosed to

him, but that he has also noted down the results or contents

of the disclosure, and for this purpose

(Ver. 4.) II|009 o. Ilpo? o cannot be identified, as Theo-

phylact does, with ef wv. It may mean, as Harless and De
Wette translate,

" in consequence of which ;" or, as in our

version,
"
whereby." We question, however, whether this

meaning can be sustained. It may be the ultimate, but it is

not the immediate sense. Its more usual signification
"
in

reference to which" is as appropriate. Winer, 49, h. Such

is also the rendering of Peile "
referring to which." Herodot.

iii. 52; Jelf, p. 638; Matthiae, 591; Bernhardy, p. 265;

Vigerus, De Idiotismis, ii. p. 694; London, 1824. The
reference is subjective

" as I have already written in brief,

in reference to which portion' tanguam ad specimen j
1 when

ye read it, ye may understand my knowledge." In the phrase

7T/309 o, the apostle quietly claims their special attention to the

passage on which such notoriety is bestowed, and adds

BvvaaQe avcvyivdcxTKOvres vorjcrai Tr)V (rweaiv ju,ov ev r&5

fivcrrrjpiq) rov X/MCTTOT)
"
you can while reading perceive my

insight in the mystery of Christ." When this epistle reached

them it was presumed that they would read it
;*

and as they
read it, they would feel their competence. The present parti-

ciple expresses contemporaneous action the reading being-

parallel in time to the perception ; though the latter is expressed

by the aorist infinitive, which form, according to Donaldson,
" describes a single act either as the completion or as the com-

mencement of a continuity." Greek Gram. 427, d. If this

be supposed to be too refined, it may be added that several

verbs, as Svvaftat, are in Greek idiom followed by the aorist

rather than the present. Winer, 44, 7. The verb vofjaai, means

to perceive come to the knowledge of to mark; whereas

(rvvea-t? is intelligence or insight, and does not require the

repetition of the article before ev T&> /uuvcrr^p/iw, as one idea is

conveyed. Josh. i. 7; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 12; Daniel i. 17;

1 " Here he confuteth the papists, on account of their cursed practice in taking

away the key of knowledge the reading of the Scriptures; in which fact they are

like the Philistines putting out the eyes of Samson, and taking away the smiths,

not leaving a weapon in Israel." Bayue, on Eph. in Inc. Lond. 1643.
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3 Esdras i. 3. Winer, 20, 2
;
Tittmann's Synon. p. 191.

If ye read what I have written, ye shall perceive what grasp

I have of the mystery ;
and my knowledge of it is based on

immediate revelation. True, the apostle had written but

briefly, yet these hints were the index of a fuller familiarity

with the theme. The genitive, rov Xpto-rov, is probably that

of object. Ellicott, following Stier, inclines to make it that of

material or identity, which appears too refined and strained

Colossians i. 27 not being exactly parallel, but being a sub-

jective phase of the same great truth. But why should the

apostle solemnly profess such knowledge of the mystery?
We can scarcely suppose, with Olshausen, Harless, and De

Wette, that Paul had in his eye other persons who were

strangers to him, or who were hostile to his claims
;
nor can

we imagine, with Wiggers, that he wrote to the Ephesians as

representatives of the heathen world. Stud, und Kritik. p. 433;

1841. It could be no vulgar self-assertion that prompted
the reference. Possibly he was afraid of coming evils from

Judaizing teachers and haughty zealots, and therefore, having
illustrated the equality of Gentile privilege, he next vindicates

it by the solemn interposition of his apostolical authority.
/TT K \ \/~V f / n> //I f r

(Ver. o.) U erepais <yeveaus ovtc eiyvoopiau'r) TOLS VIOL? rcov

avOpcaTTcov "Which in other ages was not made known to the

sons of men." The antecedent to o is /jivarrfpiov, the relative

forming a frequent link of connection. The ev which is found

in the Received Text is condemned by the evidence of MSS.,
such as A, C, D, E, F, G, I, K. The dative as a designation

of the time in which an action took place may stand by itself

without a preposition, as in ii. 12, though in poetry the pre-

position is frequently prefixed. Kiihner, 569; Stuart, 106
;

Winer, 31, 9. According to some, fyez/eat? is a species. of

ablative, with an ellipse of the preposition, and, as usually

happens in such a case, MSS. vary in their readings. Bos,

Ellipses Grrcecce, ed. Schgefer, p. 437. Teved, corresponding to

the Hebrew TH, signifies here the time occupied by a genera-
ration an age measured by the average length of human
life. Acts xiv. 16, xv. 21

;
Col. i. 26. There is no reason

to adopt the opinion of Meyer and Hodge, and take the term

to signify men, having, in epexegetical apposition with
it, the
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phrase rots viol? r&v avdpwTrwv. Such a construction is clumsy,
and it is far better to give the two datives a differential sig-

nification. The formula kripai yeveai, so used with the past

tense, refers to past ages, and stands in contrast with vvv.

That the phrase
" sons of men" should, as Bengel supposes,

mean the prophets of the Old Testament, is wholly out of the

question. Ezekiel was often named CHM-M " son of man," "but

the prophets never as a body received the cognomen
" sons of

men." We can scarcely say, with Harless, Matthies, and

Stier, that there is studied emphasis in the words, as if to

bring out the need which such generations had of this know-

ledge, since they were men sprung of men, and were in want

of that Spirit so plentifully conferred in these recent times.

Mark iii. 28, compared with Matt. xii. 31. The words so

familiar to a Hebrew ear, seem to have been suggested by the

<yeved to the apostolic mind. As age after age passed away,
successive generations of mortal men appeared. Sons suc-

ceeded fathers, and their sons succeeded them
;

so that by
" sons of men "

is signified the successive band of contem-

poraries whose lives measured these fleeting ryeveai. The

meaning of the apostle, however, is not that the mystery was

unknown to all men, for it was known to a few
;
but he intends

to say, that in the minds of men generally it did not possess
that prominence and clearness which it did in apostolic times.

And he fills up the contrast, thus

o>9 vvv aTreica'Kvifid'r) rofc aryioi? airovroKow avrov "as it

has been now revealed to His holy apostles." The aorist is

connected with vvv a connection possible in Greek, but im-

possible in English. Revelation is the mode by which the

apostles gained an insight into the mystery which in previous

ages had not been divulged. Bengel says notificatio per
revelationem estfons notificationis per prceconium. The points

of comparison introduced by o><? are various : 1. In point of

time vvv. Only since the advent of Jesus has the shadow

been dispelled. 2. In breadth of communication. The apostle

speaks of the general intimation which the ancient world had

of the mystery, and compares it with those full and exact

conceptions of it which these recent revelations by the Spirit

had imparted. 3. In medium and object. The "sons of
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men" are opposed to holy apostles and prophets. The apostle's

meaning fully brought out is As it has been now revealed

unto his holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit, and by them

made known to the present age. If the mystery needed to

be revealed by the Spirit, and to minds of such preparation
and susceptibility as those of apostles and prophets ,

if its

disclosure required such supernatural influence and such a

selected class of recipients then it is plain that very inade-

quate and glimmering notions of it must have been entertained

by past generations. The "prophets" have been described

under ii. 20, and'" apostles and prophets" will be more fully

illustrated under iv. 11. The epithet aywi is unusual in this

application, though it is given to the old prophets. 2 Kings
iv. 9

;
Luke i. 70

;
2 Pet. i. 21. The term has been explained

under i. 1
,
and in this place its sense is brought out by the

following ai/Tov. They were His in a special sense, selected,

endowed, commissioned, inspired, sustained, and acknowledged

by Him, and so they were "
holy." Not only were they so

officially, but their character was in harmony with their awful

functions. They were not indeed holier than others
;
no such

comparison is intended. The Ephesian church was "
holy" as

well as the apostles ;
but they are called holy in this special

sense and in their collective capacity, from the nearness and

peculiarity of their relation to God. The Jewish people were

a "
holy nation," but on the "

forefront of the mitre
"
of the

high priest, of him who stood within the vail and before the

mercy-seat, there was a golden plate with the significant

inscription "HOLINESS TO JEHOVAH."

/ecu 7rpocj)^Ta^ ev livev/^art
" and prophets in the Spirit." >

Lachmann, followed by Bisping, places a comma after ayiots,

and regards the next words as in apposition. Hvevf^a has not

the article. See under i. 17; see alo under ii. 22. Ambro-

siaster and Erasmus connect ev Hvevj^ari with the following

verse, a supposition which the structure of the succeeding

sentence forbids
;
and Meier joins the same phrase to (7/049,

as if ev Tlvev/juari explained the term a hypothesis which is

also set aside by the order of the words. The majority of

expositors, from Jerome and Anselrn to Stier and Conybeare,

join the words to the previous verb " revealed in
"

or "
by
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tliQ Spirit." The clause will certainly bear this interpretation,

and the sense is apparent. Winer, 20, 4. But the phrase-

ology is peculiar. Peile translates "
apostles and inspired

interpreters," but he erroneously thinks that prophets and

apostles are the same. - See under ii. 20. It might be said
'

that the pronoun seems to qualify aTroa-rohois rofc allots

aTToaroAot? avrov to His holy apostles, while the prophets
have no distinctive character given them, unless it be by the

words ev Hvev/j,ari}
for they were prophets, and had become

so, or had a right to the title, ev Hvev/^an. 2 Pet. i. 21. This

interpretation was before the mind of Chrysostom, though he

did not adopt it,
and Koppe and Holzhausen have formally

maintained it. The construction would then resemble that of

the same formula in the last verse of the preceding chapter.

Similar construction is found Rom. viii. 9, xiv. 17
;
1 Cor. xii.

3; Col. i. 8; Rev. i. 10. The epithet is not superfluous, as these

men became prophets only "in the Spirit." The apostles them-

selves stand in the room of the Old Testament prophets, and

their possession of the Spirit was a prominent and functional

distinction. But the prophets so-called under the New Testa-

ment were not to be undervalued
; they, too, were " in the

Spirit." De Wette objects that such an epithet for the prophets
would be too distinctive. But why so ? The apostles were

God's avTov in a special sense, and they were ayioi in con-

sequence. But Paul does not give the "
prophets

"
either one

or other of these lofty designations. The apostles had high
office and prerogatives, but the possession of the Spirit was

the solitary distinction of the prophets, and by it the sacred

writer seems to characterize them. At the same time, the

ordinary construction of ev Hvev^ari, with the verb gives so

good a meaning, that we could not justify ourselves in depart-

ing from it.

The general sense of the verse is evident. The apostle does

not seem to deny all knowledge of the mystery to the ancient

world, but he only compares their knowledge of
it, which at

best was a species of perplexed clairvoyance, with the fuller

revelation of its terms and contents given to modem apostles

and prophets; or as Theodoret contrasts it ov yap r&

elBov, a\\a TOV? Trepl TWV Trpay^drmv Trpoeypatyav
Q
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\o70f9. In Vetere Testamento Novum latet,
et in Novo Vetus

patet. The scholium in Matthaei " that the men of old knew

that the Gentiles should be called, but not that they should

be fellow-heirs," contains a distinction too acute and refined.

The intimations in the Old Testament of the calling of the

Gentiles are frequent, . but not full; disclosing the fact, but

keeping the method in shade. The apostle James refers to

this in Acts xv. 14. But after the death of Christ, which, by
its repeal of the ceremonial code, was the grand means of

Judseo-Gentile union, a church, without reference to race, was

fully organized. The salvation of guilty men of all races

became a distinctive feature of the gospel, and therefore the

incorporation of non-Israel into the church, revealed to Peter

and Paul by the Spirit, was more clearly understood from the

results of daily experience and the fruits of missionary enter-

prise. Acts xi. 17, 18, xv. 7, 13.

(Ver. 6.) This verse explains the mystery. The infinitive

elvat contains the idea of design if viewed from one point, and

of fact if viewed from another the purpose seen or realized

in the putport or contents. It does not depend upon the last

verse, but unfolds the unimagined contents of the revelation

elvat ra e&vrj o-vy/c\'r)pov6fjLa
" that the Gentiles are fel-

low-heirs." Bom. viii. 17. Bemarks have been made on the

Kkrjpovopla, under i. 14, 18. The Gentiles were to be co-heirs

with the believing Jews, without modification or diminution

of privilege. Their heirship was based on the same charter,

and referred to the same inheritance. Nor, though that heir-

ship was very recent in date, were they only residuary lega-

tees, bound to be content with any contingent remainder that

satiated Israel might happen to leave. No
; they inherited

equally with the earlier sons. Theirs was neither an uncertain

nor a minor portion. And not only were they joint-heirs,

but even

teal avvaa^a
" and of the same body," concorporales

a more intimate union still. The form of spelling o-vvcrcofia

is found in A, B1

, D, E, P, G. The Gentiles were of the

same body not attached like an excrescence, not incorpo-
rated like a foreign substance, but concorporated so that the

additional were not be distinguished from the original mem-
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bers in such a perfect amalgamation. The body is the one

church under the one Head, and believing Jew and Gentile

form that one body, without schism or the detection of national

variety or of previous condition. Thus Theophylact ev yap

crwyu/a yeyovaa-w ol 0vi/col irpo^ TOU? 'la-parfhfoas pia /ce^>a\y

ev X/3fcoro> (TwyKpaTovfjuevoi. Comp. ii. 16. Still further

/cat (rvvf^ero'xa TTJS eira^^ekia^ "and fellow-partakers of

the promise." The pronoun avrov of the Received Text is

not found in the more important MSS. and versions, and is

rejected by Lachmann and Tischendorf, though it occurs in

D2
,
D3

, E, F, G, K, L. The spelling <rw/-ie'To%a is found

in A, B1
, C, D1

, F, G. It has been thought by many to

be too narrow a view to restrict the promise to the Holy

Spirit. But many things favour such an opinion. He is

the prominent gift or promise of the new covenant, as Paul

hints in his comprehensive question, Gal. iii. 2
;
while again,

in ver. 14 of the same chapter, he adds, as descriptive

of the blessing of Abraham coming on the Gentiles " that

we might receive the promise of the Spirit through faith."

Joel ii. 28, 29. Peter,, vindicating his mission to Cornelius,

refers also as a conclusive demonstration of its heavenly origin

to the fact, that " the Holy Ghost fell on them as on us."

He repeats the same-evidence on another occasion. Acts xv. 8.

The promise is here singled out by the article
;
and in the

mind of the apostle, who had already referred to the Holy
Ghost under a similar designation and in connection with the

inheritance (i. 13), the .one grand distinctive and dispensa-

tional promise was that of the Spirit. And if the avrov be

spurious, the naked emphasis laid on the term itself shows

that to Paul it had a simple, well-known, and unmistakable

meaning. Ellicott says that this view is scarcely consonant

with a-vy/cX.ijpovof.La fellow-heirs. But the theology of the

apostle shows the perfect consonance. Rom. viii. 14 17.

They alone are heirs who are sons, and they alone are sons

who are led by the Spirit of God. Then is added

ev Xpto-TO) 'Iqa-ov- in Christ Jesus as A, B, C, followed

by the Coptic and Vulgate, read. We would not, with Vatab-

lus, Koppe, Meier, Holzhausen, and Baumgarten-Crusius,

restrict ev Xptorw ITJO-OV to the preceding noun e
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"promise in Christ" for then we mig'ht have expected a repe-*

tition of the article; but, with the majority of critics, we

regard it as qualifying the whole three adjectives, as the inner

sphere of union, while the medium or instrumental cause is

next stated

Sia TOV evafyyeKiov not, as Locke translates,
" in the time

of the gospel ;

" but "
by means of the gospel." The prepo-

sitions ev and Sid stand in a similar relation, as in i. 7.
" In

Christ," were the Gentiles co-heirs, co-incorporated, and

co-partakers of the promise with believing Israel, enjoying

union in Him, "through that gospel" which was preached to

them
;

for its object was to proclaim Christ " our peace."

How, then, do the three epithets stand connected? There

seems to be no climax, as Jerome, Pelagius, and Baumgarten-
Crusius suppose; nor an anticlimax, as is the opinion of

Zanchius : yet we cannot adopt the idea of Valpy and others,,

that the series of terms is loosely thrown together without

discrimination.
1 We apprehend that the apostle employs the

three terms, in the fulness of his heart, at once to magnify the

mystery, and to prevent mistake. The crvv- is thrice repeated,,

and a-vva-atjAct and o-w/Aero^a, are terms coined for the occa-

sion, though the verb a-v^ere^oy occurs in classic Greek, as

in Euripides, Supp. 648 o-y/^erao^oyrE? ; Xenophon, Ana-

basis, vii. 8. 17; Plat. Thecet., Opera, vol. iii,p. 495, ed-Bekker;
The Gentiles are fellow-heirs. But such a fellowship might
be external to a great extent Esau might inherit though he

severed himself from Jacob's society. The apostle intensifies

his meaning, and declares that they are not only fellow-heirs,

but of the same body the closest union
;
not like Abraham's

sons by Keturah, each of whom received his portion and his

dismissal in the same act. But while they might be co-heirs,

and embodied in one personality, might there not be a differ-

ence in the amount of blessing enjoyed and promised? Or

1 Jerome affirms on tMs place, and in apology for the barbarous Latin in which

the translation of the three terms was couched et singuli sermones, apices, puncta,

in Divinis Smpturis plena, smt sensibus. Stier, as is his wont, and according to the

artificial view -which he has formed of the epistle and its various sections, finds his

three favourite ideas of Gfrtrnd, Weg, und Zeil basis, manner, and end,, with a cor-

respondent reference to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
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with sameness of right, might there not be diversity of gift ?

Will the Israelite have no higher donation as a memento of

his descent, and a tribute of honour to his ancestral glories?
No

;
the Gentiles are also fellow-partakers of that one pro-

mise. By this means the apostle shows the amount of

Gentile privilege which comes to them in Christ, not by sub-

mision to the law, as so many had fondly imagined, but by
the gospel. The next verse shows his relation to that gospel

(Ver. 7.) Ov eyev^d^v Std/covo?
" of which I became a

minister." Col. i. 23
;
2 Cor. iii. 6. This reading is supported

by A, B, Dl
, F, G; while ejevo^v is used in C, D3

, E, K, L.

The use of the passive might show that he had no concur-

rence in the act, But Buttmann says that eyevrjOrjv is used in

Doric for fyevo/Miyv, <ybyvecr9ai being in that dialect a deponent

passive. Phryn. ed-Lobeck, p. 108-109. Ata/eoz>o9 (not, as

often said, from Bid and KOVIS "one covered with dust," but

from an old root St,dtco) signifying
" I hasten") is a servant

in a general sense, and in relation to a master, as in 2 Cor.

vi. 4, xi. 23
;

1 Tim. iv.- 6. Buttmann has shown that the

preposition Sid cannot enter into the composition of Stdicovos,

as the a is long. The a in Sid may, from the necessities of

metre, be sometimes long in poetry, but never in prose ;
while

the Ionic form of the word under review is Sttfteovds. Lexilogusj-

sub \voce: Sta/m>po9. As an apostle he did not merely enjoy
the dignity of office, or the admiration created by the display
of miraculous gifts. He busied himself; he served with eager

cordiality and unwearied zeal

Kara TTJV Scopeav 7-779 %aptTO9 rov eoO rr)V SoOelo-dv //-oi

"
according to the gift of the grace of God which was given

to me." Ao>ped is the gift, and %apt9 is that of which the

gift is composed (ii. 8), the genitive being that of apposition.

Instead of rrjv Sodel&av in the next clause of the Received

Text, some modern editors read 7% SoOetcnis, which has the

authority of the old MSS. A, B, C, D1

, F, G, but which may
be borrowed from ver. 2. The Syriac and the Greek fathers

are in favour of the first reading, which is retained by Tischen-

dorf, being found in D3
, E, K, L. The sense is not affected

" The gift made up of this grace is given, or the grace of

which the gift consists is given." The %p t<? ^s not tne
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of tongues, as Grotius dreams
j
nor specially the Holy Ghosty

as a-Lapide imagines. The term, resembling that of the Latin

munuSj refers not to the apostolical office conferred out of the

pure and sovereign favour of God, as in ver. 2 of this chapter,

Tbut it refers here to that office in its characteristic function of

preaching the gospel to the Gentiles. It was given
Kara rrjv evepjetav TT)S Bvvdpsus avrov "

according to the

working of His power." Kara refers us to SoOeia-av. The

gift of grace is conferred in accordance with the working of

His power. See i. 19. *~Eivepyeia and Bvvafjuv are explained
under i. 19. Whitby unnecessarily and falsely restricts this

power to that of miraculous agency conferred upon the apostle.

But he refers in this place to the "
grace

" which originated

his apostleship, wrought mightily in him when the office

of the apostle of heathendom, with all its varied qualifica-

tions, was conferred upon him. Unworthy of it he was;
and had not the gift been accompanied by a striking mani-

festation of God's power, he could not have enjoyed it. And
he served in harmony with his office Kara rrjv Sapeav ; and

that office was conferred upon him in unison with Kara rrjv

evepyeiav such a spiritual change, induced by the divine

might, as changed a Jew into a Christian, a blasphemer into

a saint, a Pharisee into an apostle, and a persecutor into a

. missionary. Calvin remarks hcec est potential ejus efficacia ex

niliilo grande aliquid efficere. Chrysostom says truly
" The

gift would not have been enough, if it had not implanted
within him the power." That grace was bestowed very freely

f) Swped -7-779 %dpiro<s ; and that power wrought very effec-

tually 77 evepye/a rfy 8w/a/ueo>?. Gal. ii. 8. The apostle

becomes more minute

(Ver. 8.) 'Eyiiol, TO> eKa^iarorep^t Trdvrcw dyicw
et To me

who am less than the least of all saints." There is no good
reason adduced by Harless for making the first clause of this

verse a parenthesis, and joining ev roZ? edvecrw to the Smpedv of

the preceding verse. The apostle prolongs the thought, and

dwells upon it. He was a minister of the gospel through the

gracious power of God. This reflection ever produced within

him profound wonder and humility ;
and though in one sense

he was greater than the greatest of all saints, yet the
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consciousness of his own demerit stood out in such striking

contrast with the high function to which he had been called,

that he exclaims "To me, who am less than the least of

all saints" 1
epoi being emphatic from its position.

TorejCKgj is a comparative,. founded, on the superlative
"less than, the- least j," a form, designed to, express the

1 The following note describes -with peculiar terseaess and pungency a feeling

which is the very opposite of the apostle's humility. It is taken from Baxter's
" Reformed Pastor," a work .which, from its honest exposures, many imagined should

have been written in Latin. But the author makes this quaint and telling apology:
" If the ministers of England had sinned only in Latin,.! would have made shift to

admonish them in Latin, or else h'ave said nothing to them. But if they will sin

in English; they must hear of it in English.-" The vice of pride in. ministers is thus

described and scorned " One of our most heinous and palpable sins is pride a sin

that hath.too much interest in the best, but is more hateful and inexcusable in us

than in any.men. Yet is it so prevalent in some of us, that it inditeth our discourses

for us
;

it chooseth us our company, it formeth our countenances, it putteth the

accents and emphasis upon our words : when we reason, it is the determiner and

exciter of our cogitations; it fills some men's minds with aspiring desires and designs ;

it possesseth them with envious and bitter thoughts against those that stand in their

light, or by any means do eclipse their glory, or hinder the progress of their idolized

reputation. .... How often doth it choose our.subject, and more- often choose our

words and ornaments! Godbiddeth us be as>plain as we can, for the informing of

the ignorant, and as convincing and serious as we are able,. for the. melting and

changing of unchanged hearts ; .
but pride stands by and contradicteth all

; and

sometimes it puts in toys and trifles, and polluteth rather than polisheth, and under

pretence of laudable ornaments, it disttonoureth our sermons with- childish gauds :

as if a prince were to be decked in- the habit of a stage-player or a painted fool. It

persuadeth us to paint the window that it may dim the light ;
and to speak to our

people that which they cannot understand, to acquaint them that we are able to.

speak unprofitably. It taketh off the edge, and dulls the life of all our teachings,

under the pretence of filing off the roughness, unevenness, and superfluity. If we

have a plain.and cutting passage, it. throws it away as too rustical and ungrateful.

...... And when pride.hath made the sermon, it goes with them into the pulpit.;

it formeth their tone, it animateth them in the, delivery, .it takes them off.from that

which may be displeasing, how necessary soever, and setteth" them in a pursuit of

vain- applause ;
and the sum of all this is, that it maketh men, both in studying and

preaching, to seek themselves- and deny God, when they should seek. Godjs glory

and deny themselves. When they should ask,
' What should I say, and how

should I say it, to please God best, and do most good?' it makes them ask,
' What

shall I say, and how shall I deliver it, to be thought a learned, able preacher, and

to be applauded by all that hear me ?
' When the sermon is done, pride goeth

home with them,, and maketh them more eager to know whether they wer,e

applauded, than whether they did prevail for the saving change of souls ! They
could find in their hearts, but for shame, to ask folks how they liked them, and to

draw out their commendation." The Reformed Pastor, &c., pp. 154, 155, Baxter's

Works, vol. xiv. ; London, 1830.
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deepest self-abasement. Similar anomalous forms occur in

the later Greek, and even occasionally in the earlier, especially

among the poets. 3 John 4; Phryn. ed-Lobeck, p. 135.

Wetstein has collected a few examples. 'EXa^to-TOTaro?
is found in Sextus Empir. ix. p. 627. The English term

"lesser
"

is akin. Matthias, 136
; Winer, 112

; Buttmann,

69, note 3. Havre? ayiot, are not the apostles and prophets

merely, but saints generally. Theophylact says justly Kdkel

ov r&v aTToaroKfoVj ak\a iravrmv r&v o/yt&w, Tovrkan T&V

iria-T&v. In 1 Cor. xv. 9, where he says,
" I am the least of

the apostles," he brings himself into direct contrast with his

ministerial colleagues. 1 Tim. i. 13
; Philip, iii. 6. To him

e60?7 f) %a/9t? avrvj
" was this grace given." Xapt9, in

this aspect, has been already explained both under verses 2

and 7. That special branch of the apostolate which was

intrusted to Paul had the following end in view

e'y rot? edvea-Lv evayyeXLaao-Oai, "to preach among the Gen-

tiles. Lachmann omits eV, following A, B, C, and so does

Alford. But the majority of MSS., and the Syriac, Vulgate,
and Gothic versions have the preposition. The phrase ev rot?

eBveo-Lv, emphatic from its position, describes the special or

characteristic sphere of the apostle's labours. The apostle,

however, never forgot his own countrymen. His love to his

nation was not interdicted by his special vocation as a mis-

sionary to the heathen world. And the staple of that good
news which he proclaimed was

TO ave%vxylacn ov TrXoOro? TOV XpiaTov
" the unsearchable

riches of Christ." HXoz)T09 is rightly read in the neuter.

See under i. 7, and ii. 7. The adjective occurs in Rom. xi.

33, and has its origin in the Septuagint, where it represents

the Hebrew formula nirn ^N, in Job. v. 9
;

ix. 10 and
ign-NV,

in Job xxxiv. 24. The riches of Christ are not simply
"riches of grace"

" riches of glory"
" riches of inheritance,"

as Pelagius, Grotius, and Koppe are inclined to restrict them,
but that treasury of spiritual blessing which is Christ's so

vast that the comprehension of its limits and the exhaustion

of its contents are alike impossible. What the apostle wishes

to characterize as grand in
itself, or in its abundance, adap-

tation, and substantial permanence, he terms " riches." The
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riches of Christ are the true wealth of men and nations. And

those, riches are " unsearchable." Even the value of the

portion already possessed cannot be told by any symbols of

numeration, for such riches can have no adequate exponent or

representative. Their source was in eternity, and in a love

whose fervour and origin are above our ken, and whose dura-

tion shall be for ages of ages beyond compute. Their extent

is boundless, and the mode in which they have been wrought
out reveals a spiritual process whose results astonish and

satisfy us, but whose inner springs and movements lie beyond
our keenest inspection. And our appropriation of those riches,

though it be a matter of consciousness, shrouds itself from our

scrutiny, for it indicates the presence of the Divine Spirit in

His power a power exerted upon man, beyond resistance,

but without compulsion; and in its mighty and gracious

operation neither wounding his moral freedom nor impinging
on his perfect and undeniable responsibility. The latest

periods of time shall find these riches unimpaired, and eternity

shall behold the same wealth neither worn by use nor dimmed

by age, nor yet diminished by the myriads of its happy par-

ticipants. Still farther

(Ver. 9.) Kat tjxoTio-ai iravTa^
" And to make all men

see." Lachmann has assigned no valid reason for throwing

suspicion upon Trai/ro,?. To restrict the meaning of the adjec-

tive to the heathen, as Meyer and Baumgarten-Crusius do, is

without any warrant, though iravra^ is not emphatic in posi-

tion. We lay no stress on the fact that iravTas and edvrj do not

agree in gender, for such a form of concord is not uncommon,
and a separate idea is also introduced. The apostle preached
to the Gentiles " the unsearchable riches of Christ," but in his

discharge of this duty he taught not Gentiles only, but all

Jew and Gentile alike what is the dispensation of the

mystery. The verb </>omci>, followed by the accusative of

the thing, denotes to bring it into light ;
but followed by the

accusative of the person, it signifies to throw light upon him

not only to teach, StSa^at, but to enlighten inwardly to

give spiritual apprehension ^wrla-at. See under i. 18. If

one gaze upon a landscape as the rising sun strikes successive

points, and brings them into view in every variety of tint and
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shade, both subjective and objective illumination is enjoyed,

No wonder that in so many languages light is the emblem of

knowledge. That mystery which was now placed in clear

light was not discerned by the Jew, and could not have been

perceived by the Gentile for the shadow which lay both on

him and it. But the result of Paul's mission was, that the

Jew at once saw it and the Gentile plainly understood its

scope. They were enlightened were enabled to make a sud-

den discovery by the lucid and full demonstration set before

them. The point on which they were instructed was this

rt<s i] oltcovopia rov pvaTrjpiov "what is the economy of

the mystery." That oltcovopia should supersede the gloss

Kouvwvia of the Elzevir text is established by the concurrent

authority of A, B, C, D, E, F, G, J, supported by a host of

the Fathers and by the early versions. The preaching of

Paul enabled all to see "what is the arrangement or organiza-

tion of that mystery which, from the beginning of the world,
had been hid in God." The terms otKovofjuia and fjuvcrTijpiov

have been already explained i. 9, 10, and iii. 2, 3. The

mystery must be the same as that described in ver. 6, for the

same course of thought is still pursued, and varied only by
the repetition. That mystery now so open had been long
sealed

TOV diroKe/cpv/jifjievov airo r&v aiwvwv ev ra> e<5
" which

from of old has been hid in God." Col. i. 26
;
1 Cor. ii. 7

;

Bom. xvi. 25. 'Avro rG>v alwvtov " From the ages in a

temporal sense;
"
not concealed from the ages, in the sense of

Macknight, but hid from of old
; not, perhaps, strictly from

before all time, but since the commencement of time up to the

period of the apostle's commission. During this interval of

four thousand years God's purpose to found a religion of uni-

versal offer, adaptation, and enjoyment, lay unrevealed in His

own bosom. Glimpses of that sublime purpose might be occa-

sionally caught, but no open or formal organization of it was
made. There were hints and pre-intimations, oracles that spoke
sometimes in cautious, and sometimes in bolder phrase ;

but

till the death of Jesus, the means were not provided by which

Judaism should be superseded and a world-wide system intro-

duced. Then the Divine Hierophant disclosed the mystery,
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after His Son had offered an atonement whose saving value

had no national restrictions, and acknowledged no ethno-

graphical impediment, and when He poured out His Spirit

on believing Gentiles, and commissioned Saul of Tarsus to go
far from Palestine and reclaim the heathen outcasts. In God
TW TOI Trdvra KTia-avri, "who created all things." The

additional words Sib 'Ivjcrov Xpio-Tov, of the Received Text,

are at least doubtful, and are omitted by recent editors. They
are not found in the Codices A, B, C, D1

, F, G, nor in the

Syriac, Vulgate, and Coptic versions, nor in the quotations of

the Latin fathers. They occur, however, in the Greek fathers,

such as Chrysostom, Theophylact, and (Ecumenius. The

emphasis lies on TCL Trdvra, but the meaning of Kricravn has

been much disputed: 1. Chrysostom, guided by the words

which he admitted into the text &a 'I^o-ou XjOtcrroO ex-

plains thus " He who created all things by Him, revealeth

also this by Him." But if the phrase Sia 'I^crou X/oto-roO

be spurious, this interpretation, if it can be called one, is

at once set aside. 2. Olshausen says, that the term is

employed to show that the institution of redemption is a

creative act of God, and could proceed from Him alone who
created all things. The view of von Gerlach is similar.

Argumentum es, says Zanchius, a creatione ad recreationem.

Bengel suggests this idea Rerum omnium creatio funda-
mentum est omnis reliquce ceconomice. But this exposition

is not in harmony with the course of thought. It is of the

concealment of a mystery in God the universal Creator

that Paul speaks, not of the actual provision of salvation

for men. 3. Many understand the reference to be to the

spiritual creation, such as Calvin, Zanchius, Calixtus, Grotius,

Usteri, Meier, and Baumgarten-Crusius. The deletion of the

words "
by Jesus Christ," and the want of some other quali-

fying term, militates against this view. In ii. 10, 15, and

in iv. 24, there are accompanying phrases which leave no

doubt as to the meaning. But the aorist and the occurrence

of the term here without any explanatory adjunct, seems to

prove that it must bear its most usual and simple significa-

tion. 4. Beza, Piscator, Flatt, and others, refer TO. Trawra to

men, abridging by this tame exegesis the limitless meaning
of the terms.
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The real question is, What is meant by this allusion to the

creation what is the relation between the creative work of

God and the concealment of this mystery in Himself ? Had
the apostle said hid in God who arranges all things, or fore-

sees all things, the meaning would have been apparent. But

it is not so easy to perceive the connection between creation

and the seclusion of a mystery. The fact that God created all

things cannot, as in Riickert's suggestion, afford any reason

why he concealed a portion of his plan ;
nor can we discover,

with others, that the additional clause is meant to show the

sovereign freeness and power of God in such concealment.

Our own view may be thus expressed : The period during
which the mystery was hid dates from the ages commencing
with creation, for creation built up the platform on which

the strange mystery of redemption was disclosed. God, as

Creator of the universe, has of necessity a plan according to

which all arrangements take place, for creation implies pro-

vidence or government the gradual evolution of counsels

which had lain folded up with unfathomable secrecy. But

those counsels are not disclosed with simultaneous and con-

fusing haste : the Almighty Mind retains them in itself till

the fitting period when they may be unveiled. Now, the

mystery of the inbrmging of the Gentiles was secreted in the

divine bosom for four thousand years, that is, from the epoch
of the creation the origin of time. And it has not come

to light by accident, but by a pre-arranged determination.

When God created the world, it was a portion of His plan as

its Creator that the Gentile nations, after the call of Abraham,
should be without the pale of His visible church

;
but that

after His Son died, and the gospel with universal adaptations

was established, they should be admitted into covenant. At
the fittest time, not prematurely, but with leisurely exactness,

were created both the human materials on which redemption
was to work, and that peculiar and varied mechanism by
which its designs were to be accomplished. And one grand

purpose is declared to be

(Ver. 10.) "Iva <yvcopicr6f) vvv " In order that there might
now be made known." "Iva

<yva)pi,a-6r) stands connected as a

climax with eva<yye\Laraa6at, of ver. 8, and ^xsm'om of ver. 9.

Nw is opposed to anro rwv alwvwv. We cannot here regard
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iva as ecbatic in sense, though this signification has been

accepted by Bodius, Estius, Meier, Holzhausen, and Thomas

Aquinas, who takes the particle consecutive, non causaliter.

We prefer to give 'iva its usual sense " in order that." It

indicates a final purpose; not the grand object, but still an

important though minor design. We cannot, however, accede

to the opinion of Hairless, who connects this verse solely

with the clause immediately preceding it. His idea is, that

God created all things for the purpose of showing by the

church His wisdom to the angelic hosts. We regard such an

exegesis as limiting the reference of the apostle. This verse,

commencing with tra, winds up, as we think, the entire pre-

ceding paragraph, and discloses a grand reason for God's

method of procedure. Nor is the notion of Harless tenable

on other grounds ;
because the wisdom of God in creation is

made known to the heavenly hierarchy, apart altogether from

the church, and has been revealed to them, not simply now
and for the first time, but ever since " the morning stars sang

together and all the sons of God shouted for joy." Why
then, too, should the church be selected as the medium of

manifestation ? And why should wisdom be singled out as

the only attribute which creation exhibits by the church to

the higher intelligences ? But when we look at the contents

of the paragraph, the meaning is apparent. The apostle

speaks of a mystery a mystery long hid, and at length

disclosed a mystery connected with the enlargement and

glory of the church and he adds, this long concealment from

other ages, yea, from the beginning of the world, and this

present revelation, have for their object to instruct the celes-

tial ranks in God's multiform wisdom. It is the attribute of

wisdom which binds itself up with the hiding and the opening
of a mystery, and as that wisdom concerns the organization
and extension of the church, the church naturally becomes

the scene of instruction to celestial spectators. On the con-

nection of divine wisdom with the disclosure of a mystery,
some remarks may be seen under i. 8, 9 "God in all wisdom

and prudence made known to us the mystery of His will."

That mystery being now disclosed, the princedoms and powers
were instructed. In

itself,
in its concealment, and in the time,
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place, method, and results of its disclosure, it now exhibited

the divine wisdom in a novel and striking light

ra?5 ap%at? /cat raft? efova-tat? ev rot? eVoupay/bt? "to the

principalities and the powers in heavenly places
"

the article

being prefixed to each noun, and giving prominence to each in

the statement. These terms have been explained under i. 21,
and the following phrase ~eV TO?? eVov/jaz/tot?, which designates

abode or locality, has been considered under i. 3, 20
;

ii. 6.

The following hypotheses are the whimsical devices of erratic

ingenuity, viz. : that such principalities and powers are, as is

the opinion of Zornius, Locke, and Schoettgen, the leaders

and chiefs of the Jewish nation
; or, as Van Till imagined,

heathen magistrates ; or, as Zegerus dreamed, worldly dig-

nities
,* or, as is held by Pelagius, the rulers of the Christian

church. Nor can these principalities and powers be good
and bad angels alike, as Bengel, Olshausen, and Hofinann

(Schriftb. i. p. 360-2) hold : nor can they be wholly impure

fiends, as is supposed by Ambrosiaster and Yatablus. As
little can we say, with Matthies, that these principalities
" dwell on the earth, and disport on it in an invisible spiritual

form, and are taught by the foundation and extension of the

church their own weakness." Nor can we agree with the

opinion of Van' Till, Knatchbull, and Baumgarten, that the

words ev rofc eVoupavtoi? signify
" in heavenly things," and

are to be connected with ryvcopicrdf], so as to mean, that the

principalities and powers are instructed by the church in

celestial themes. And the lesson is given
Sta T}9 eKKkya-ias

"
by the church "

the community of

the faithful in Christ being the instructress of angels in

heaven. That lesson is

r) 7ro\v7rotKt\o<i crotyia rov eov "the manifold wisdom

of God." The adjective, one of the very numerous compounds
of TToXu?, occurs nowhere else in the New Testament. But

it occurs in a fragment of Eubulus, Atlien. xv. 7, applied

to the manifold hues of a garland of flowers crrtyavov

TToTwiroiicCkov dvQeav ; and in Euripides, Iphig. Taitr., 1149,
it describes the variegated colours of a robe TroKviroitcika

<f>dpea; while in a figurative sense it is joined in the Orphic

Hymns to the nouns reXer^ and \6<yos}
v. 11, Ix. 4. The
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term, as Chrysostom notes, is not simply "varied," but
" much varied." The wisdom described by the remarkable

epithet is not merely deep or great wisdom, but wisdom illus-

trious for its very numerous forms, and for the strange diver-

sity yet perfect harmony of its myriads of aspects and methods

of operation.

Such is generally the meaning of the verse, but its specific

reference is not so easily ascertained. What peculiar mani-

festation of divine wisdom is referred to ? We cannot vaguely

say that it is God's wisdom in the general plan of redemption ?

or, as Olshausen remarks,
" the marvellous procedure of God

in the pardon of the sinner, and the settlement in him of the

antagonism between righteousness and grace." Such an idea

is scarcely in keeping with the context, which speaks not of

the general scheme of mercy, but of one of its distinctive and

modern aspects. Nor is the view of some of the Greek fathers

more in unison with the spirit of the paragraph. Gregory of

Nyssa, whose opinion has been preserved by Theophylact and

GEcumenius, thus illustrates
" That the angels prior to the

incarnation had seen the divine wisdom in a simple form

without variation
;
but now they see it in a composite form,

working by contraries, educing life from death, glory from

shame, trophies from the cross, and God-becoming things from

all that was vile and ignoble."
1 The leading idea in this

opinion does not fully develop the apostle's meaning as con-

tained in the paragraph ;
nor could wisdom, acting simply and

uniformly in this method, be denominated "manifold wisdom,"

though it might be deep, benignant, and powerful skill. The
idea brought out in the interpretations of Cocceius, Zanchius,

Grotius, and Harless, to wit, that reference is had to the modes

and series of past divine revelations, approximates the truth,

and Meyer and Calvin are right in attempting to find the

meaning within the bounds, of the preceding section. The
wisdom is connected with the mystery and its opening, and

1 ITjo ran T?J? IvKY&ztaxfolois rau ff/urygos Jif&Siv %$i>vav atr\^ii lyituffxtt a,} eiiqeiiiiui S

irtxpiav rov Slav IK [tivov rau Suvcirau xuro^SouftiiKui/. Nui> SE yt SIM vr,s tls TW ixxhritriaii XKI ro

vi>v yivts clxovopia,; ciixin f&ovov isrXJj aAXa xa.} atXvxoixifas lyvuirS-ti YI mxptx ?ov S-iov

run Itav-Tiiav TK Ivavria, xatTtz&ovfoc.' Sloe, S-KVKTOV ?w]ii, Si' uri/Ataf So|v, Sloe. <rTa,u$oS TJO-

ii, Sia XKVTUV twt liiTix&v r S-eoirjsTJj. See also Aquinas, Summ, Tlieol. p. 1
; Qucest.

57, art. 5.
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that mystery is the introduction of the Gentiles into the king-

dom of God. Once the world at large was in enjoyment of

oracle and sacrifice without distinction of tribe, and Melchi-

sedec, a Hamite prince, was "
priest of the most high God."

Then one nation was selected, and continued in that solitary

enjoyment for two thousand years. But now again the human

race, without discrimination, have been reinstated in religious

privilege. This last and liberal offer of mercy was a mystery

long hid, and it might be cause of wonder why infinite love

tarried so long in its schemes. But wisdom is conspicuous in

the whole arrangement. Not till Jesus died and ceremonial

distinctions were laid aside, was such an unconditional salva-

tion presented to the world. The glory of unrestricted dis-

semination was postponed till the Eedeemer's victory had

been won, and His heralds were enabled to proclaim, not the

gorgeous symbols of a coming, but the blessed realities of

an accomplished redemption; not the types and ceremonial

apparatus of Moses, but " the unsearchable riches of Christ."

There was indeed slow progress, but sure development ;
occa-

sional interruption, but steady advancement. Divine wisdom

was manifold, for it never put forth any tentative process,

nor was it ever affronted by any abandoned experiment.
It was under no necessity of repeating its plans, for it is

not feebly confined to a uniform method, while, in its omni-

scient forecast a solitary agency often surrounds itself with

various, opposite, and multiplied effects
; temporary antagon-

ism issuing in ultimate combination, and apparent intricacy

of movement securing final simplicity of result
;
antecedent

improbability changing into felicitous certainty, and feeble

instruments standing out in impressive contrast with the

gigantic exploits which they have achieved. Every occur-

rence is laid under tribute, and hostile influence bows

at length in auxiliary homage.
" Out of the eater came

forth meat, and out of the strong came forth sweetness."

Times of forbidding aspect have brightened into propitious

opportunities, and " the foolishness of preaching
"

has proved
itself to be the means of the world's regeneration. And the

mystery was published not by angels, but by men
,
not by

the prudent and powerful of the world, by those who wore a
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coronet or had studied in the Portico or the Academy, but

by one "whose bodily presence was weak and his speech

contemptible
" " a stranger to the enticing words of man's

wisdom." The initiation of the Gentile world was by the

preaching of the cross that instrument of lingering and

unspeakable torture
;.
while He that hung upon it, born of a

village maiden, and apprenticed as a Galilean mechanic, was

condemned to a public execution as the penalty of alleged

treason and blasphemy. The church, which is the scene of

these perplexing wonders, teaches the angelic hosts. They
have seen much of God's working many a sun lighted up,
and many a world launched into its orbit. They have been

delighted with the solution of many a problem, and the

development of many a mystery. But in the proclamation of

the gospel to the Gentiles, with its strange preparations,

various agencies, and stupendous effects involving the origi-

nation and extinction of Judaism, the incarnation and the

atonement, the manger and the cross, the spread of the Greek

language and the triumph of the Koman arms " these prin-

cipalities and powers in heavenly places
"
beheld with rapture

other and brighter phases of a wisdom which had often

dazzled them by its brilliant and profuse versatility, and

surprised and entranced them by the infinite fulness of the

love which prompts it, and of the power which itself directs

and controls. The events that have transpired in the church

on earth are the means of augmenting the information of those

pure and exalted beings who encircle the throne of God.

1 Tim. iii. 16
;

1 Peter i. 12. The entire drama is at length
laid bare before them

" Like some bright river, that from fall to fall

In many a maze descending, bright through all,

Finds some fair region, where, each labyrinth past,

In one full lake of light it rests at last."

Kai TTW? KrjpVTreis, etVep o TrXouro? avefyyyiaaTos ? asks Theo-

doretj TOVTO <yap avro
} tfrija-i, Kypfara) on ave^^viaaro^.

The whole has been arranged

(Ver. 11.) Kara. irpbOecnv r&v aluvcov
"
According to the

eternal purpose." The connection of these words is not

with the adjective or substantive of the preceding clause :

R
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.neither with 7roXy7ro//aXo9, as is supposed by Anselm and

Holzhausen, nor with a-o^la, as Koppe conjectures ;
but with

rjvmpia-Qfj. This revelation of God's multifarious wisdom now .

and by the church has happened according to His eternal

purpose the purpose of ages, or the purpose of those

periods which are so distant, as to be .to us identical with

eternity. Theodoret thus explains it Trpo r&v alwvwv Trpo-

edero. 1 Cor. ii. 7
;
2 Tim. i. 9. On the other hand, Anselm,

a-Lapide, Estius, Baumgarten, Schoettgen, and Holzhausen,

take the genitive as that of object, and render the clause
"
purpose about the ages." Such is virtually the view of

Chandler and Macknight, who make the word "
ages" signify

the religious dispensations, and regard 'jrpbdeo-is as meaning

fore-arrangement. The simplest view, and that most in

accordance with grammatical usage, is, as we have said, to

take the genitive as one of quality as equivalent to its own

adjective aubvios or of possession with Ellicott
;
and such is

the opinion of Harless, Olshausen, and Meyer. Winer, 30, 2.

So in Hebrew, wtfra T everlasting strength, Isaiah xxvi. 4.

See also Dan. ix. 24. It was a purpose

r)v eirovrjcrev ev T& X.pi(TT<j> 'I^crou reo Kvpim r/fAwv
" which

He wrought in Christ Jesus our Lord. The article before

XptcrTft) is doubtful, though Tischendorf inserts it. The ante-

cedent to r)v is not <ro<f)ia}
as Theophylact, Jerome, and Luther,

construe, but TrpoOea-^. Two classes of meanings have "been

attached to^eVo/^crez; :

. 1. According to Calvin, Beza, Estius, Bengel, Kiickert^

Meier, Harless, and Baumgarten-Crusius, its meaning is,

"Which He made," that is,
" formed in Christ." The verb is

so used Mark iii. 6, xv. 1, and the idea is scriptural. See i. 3.

See for one view of the relation of Christ to the Father in

such an expression, Hofmann, Sclirifib. vol. i. p. 230 j
and for

another, Thomasius, Ghristi Person, vol. i. p. 453.

2. But in the view of Theodoret, Vatablus, Grotius, Koppe,

Matthies, Olshausen, Scholz, Meyer, De Wette, Stier, and

Conybeare, it denotes,
" Which He executed or fulfilled in

Christ Jesus." This last interpretation is on the whole pre-

ferable, for Troteiv may bear such a sense, as in ii. 3
;
Matt.

xxi. 31
;
John vi. 38

;
1 Thess. v. 24. Olshausen suggests
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that Jesus Christ is the historical name, so that the verb refers

to the realization of God's decree in Him, and not to the

inner act of the divine will. The words ev XptarS 'L/crov

signify not "on account of," nor "by," but "in" Christ

Jesus, as the sphere or element in which the action of the

verb takes effect. The meaning of the three names has been

given under i. 2, &c. The lessons of manifold wisdom given
to principalities and powers, in connection with the introduc-

tion of the Gentiles into the church, are not an accidental

denouement, nor an undesigned betrayal of a divine secret on

the part of the church. Nor was the disclosure of the mys-

tery forced on God by the power of circumstances, or the

pressure of unforeseen necessities, for, in its period and instru-

ments, it was in unison with His own eternal plan, which has

been wrought out in Christ in His incarnation and death,

His ascension and glorification. The lesson to the principal-

ities was intended for them
; they have not profanely intruded

into the sacred precincts, and stolen away the guarded science.

In all this procedure, which reveals to princedoms and powers
God's manifold wisdom, the divine eternal plan is consistently

and systematically developed in Christ. And, as their own

experience tells them, He is the same Christ

(Ver. 12.) 'Ey & e^o/juev rr)v Trapprjcriav Kal rrjv 7rpoa-cvyw<yr)V
" In whom we have boldness and access

"
the ev again

connected with Christ as the sphere. Lachmann, following
A and B, omits the second article, and there are other but

minor variations. Happ^o-ta is originally
"
free-speech

"

the speaking of all. There is no ground for the opinion of

Cardinal Hugo and Peter Lombard, that it means spes hope.

Its secondary and usual signification is boldness that self-

possession which such liberty implies. It cannot mean free-

spokenness towards the world, as is erroneously supposed by
Olshausen, for such an idea is totally foreign to the train of

thought. This boldness is toward God generally, but espe-

cially in prayer, as is indicated by the following term irpo-

o-aycoyri. Heb. iii. 6, x. 19, 35; 1 John ii. 28, iii. 21, 22,

iv. 17, v. 14, 15. In Christ we are ever having this blessing

boldness and access at all times and in every emergency.
1 John ii. 28, iv. 17. That tremor, doubt, and oppression of
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.spirit which sin produces, are absent from believers when they

enjoy access to God. Heb. iii. 6; 1 John ii. 28. Tlpoa-aycoyri

has been already explained under ii. 18. The use of the

article before both nouns signalizes them both as the elements

of a distinctive and a possessed privilege. And all this

ev Trevrot^o-et "in confidence." 2 Cor. i. 15, iii. 4, viii. 22,

x. 2
;

Phil. iii. 4. This summing up is similar to the

previous summing up in ii. 18, as boldness and access in

prayer are the highest and conclusive proof the richest and

noblest elements of spiritual experience. This is a word of

the later Greek, and in the New Testament is only used by
Paul. Phrynichus ed-Lobeck

; p. 294; Thorn. Mag. p. 273.

It seems to point out the manner or frame of soul in which

the Trpofraywryr} is enjoyed, and it is involved in the very idea

of Trappi]cria. This is no timorous approach. It is not the

access of a distracted or indifferent spirit, but one filled with

the assurance that it will not be repulsed, or dismissed with

unanswered petition, for though unworthy it is not unwelcome.

This state has faith for its medium

Sia 7% 7rto-T6G)9 avrov "
by the faith of Him

;

"
the geni-

tive being that of object. The genitive is similarly employed,
Bom. iii. 22, 26; Gal. ii. 16, 20; Phil. iii. 9; James ii. 1;
Rev. ii. 13, xiv. 12. This clause belongs to the entire verse,

and not merely, as some suppose, to Tre-Trot^cris. Faith

in Him is the instrument, and h and Bi,d are connected as

in i. 7. The means by which our union to Christ secures

those privileges is faith. That faith whose object is Jesus is

the means to all who are Christ's, first, of "
boldness," for

their belief in the Divine Mediator gives them courage;

secondly, of "
access," for their realization of His glorified

humanity warrants and enables them to approach the throne

of grace ; and, thirdly, these blessings are possessed
" in con-

fidence," for they feel that for Christ's sake their persons and

services will be accepted by the Father. :

(Ver. 13.) Afo alTov/tcu^ eyicaKelv" Wherefore 1 entreat

you that, ye faint hot." AAO "
wherefore," since these

things' are so, referring us back to the sentiments of the five

preceding verses. : '. Lachmarin 'and Tischendorf, after "A,

B, D1
, E, prefer eyKatceiv to the common reading, evea/ee/,
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which has in its favour C, Ds

} F, G, I, K. It is doubtful,

indeed, whether there be such a word. With all its apparent

simplicity of style and construction, this verse is open to

various interpretations. And, first, as to the accusative,

which must be supplied before the infinitive, some prefer epe

and others v/tcfc. In the former case the meaning is,
" Where-

fore I desire God that I faint not," and in the latter case it
is,

" Wherefore I entreat you that you lose not heart." The

first is that adopted by -the Syriac version, by Theodoret,

Jerome, Bengel, Vater, B/iickert, Harless, Olshausen, and

Baumgarten-Crusius. Our objection to such an exposition is,

that there is in the clause no formal or implied reference to

God
;
that it is awkward to interpose a new subject, or make

the object of the verb and the subject of the infinitive differ-

ent 2 Cor. v. 20, vi. 1, x. 2
;
Heb. xiii. 19

;
and that the

apostle possessed little indeed of that faint-heartedness against

which he is supposed to guard himself by prayer. Turner's

objection to this last statement is only a misconception of it.

Besides, as the last clause of the verse is plainly an argument
to sustain the request, the connection is destroyed if the

apostle be imagined to make petition for himself
j
while the

meaning is clear and pertinent if the request be for them
" Let not my sufferings for you distress you ; they are your

glory." The proposal of Harless to join vjrep v/ji&v to atroO-

ftat,
" I pray on your account," has little to recommend it.

Our view is that of Chrysostom and the majority of inter-

preters.
" That ye faint not

"

ev raft? 6\i^rea-(v pov inrep VJJL&V
" in my tribulations for

you." No article is needed before virep. 2 Cor. i. 6. 'Ez/ is

not properly
" on account of," as many render

it, but it rather

represents the close and sympathizing relation in which Paul

and his readers stood. His afflictions had become theirs
;

they were in them as really as lie was. Their sympathy with

him had made his afflictions their own, and he implored them

not to be dispirited or cowardly under such a pressure, and

for this reason

rjTt9 earl Sofa vp&v "which is your glory." "H-us is

used by attraction with the following predicate Sofa, and sig-

nifies
" inasmuch as they are," utpote qua'. Winer, 24, 3.
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But what is its antecedent ? Theodoret, Zanchius, Harless,

and Olshausen suppose it to "be the thought contained in fivj

fyfcaKeiv, as if the apostle's self-support in such sufferings

were their glory. This exegesis proceeds upon an opinion

which we have already gainsaid, viz., that Paul offers here a

prayer for himself. Kiickert exhales the meaning of the

clause by finding in it only the vague indistinctness of orato-

rical declamation. The general opinion appears to be the

correct one, that these sufferings of Paul, which came on him

simply because he was the apostle of the Gentiles, were the
"
glory

"
of the Gentile believers, and not their disgrace,

inasmuch as such persecutions not only proved the success of

his ministerial labours, but were at the same time collateral

evidence of the lofty and unfettered privileges which believing

heatheiidom now possessed and retained, and which, by the

apostle's firmness, were at length placed beyond the reach of

Jewish fanaticism to annul or even to curtail. As you may
measure the pyramid by its shadow, so these afflictions of

Paul afforded a similar means of arriving at a relative or anti-

thetical estimate of the spiritual liberty and prerogative of the

Gentile churches. The apostle began the chapter by an allu-

sion to the fact that he was a prisoner for the Gentiles, and

he now concludes the digression by this natural admonition.

His tribulations, the evidence of his official dignity and of

their unconditioned exemption from ceremonial bondage, were

their glory, and therefore they were not to sink into faintness

and lassitude, as if by his
" chain

"
they had been affronted

and their apostle disgraced.

The apostle now resumes the thought broken off in ver. 1,

and we are carried back at once to the magnificent imagery
of a spiritual temple in the concluding section of the second

chapter. The prayer must be regarded as immediately fol-

lowing that section, and its architectural terms and allusions

will thus be more clearly understood. This connection with

the closing paragraph of the former chapter, we take as

affording the key to the correct exegesis of the following

supplication.

(Ver. 14.) TOVTOV xdpiv K.dp.irroi ra ryovard JJLOV
" For

this cause I bow my knees." The attitude, which Kant has
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ventured to call einen knechtishen (servile) Orientalismus, is

described instead of the act, or, as Calvin says a signo rein

denoted. The phrase is followed here Tby TT/JOS but by a

simple dative in Kom. xi. 4 while <yovvirerelv has an accusa-

tive in Matt. xvii. 14
;
Mark i. 40, x. 17. This compound

and <yovvK\iveiv represent in the Septuagint the Hebrew sre,

The posture is the instinctive expression of homage, humility,

and petition : the suppliant offers his worship and entreaty on'

bended knee. 2 Chron. vi. 13
;
Ps. xcv. 6

;
Luke xxii, 41

;

Acts vii. 60, ix. 40, xx. 36, xxi. 5. See Suicer's Thesaurus,

sub voce fyovvK\ia-la. He does not simply say,
" I pray,''

adds Chrysostom a\\a rrjv Karavevvy/^evtjv Seqa-w eStfXcoa-ev*

TOVTOV 'xdpiv is repeated from ver. 1, "Because ye are inbuilt

in the spiritual temple." I bow my knees

7rpo9 TOV Trarepa "toward the Father." Winer, 49, h.

The genitives, TOV Kvplov rj/Awv 'I^crov X/jto-rov, of the common

text are pronounced by many critics to be spurious. That

there was an early variation of reading is evident from Jerome's

note non ut in Latinis codicibus additum est
}
ad Patrem

Domini nostri Jesu Christi
}
sed simpliciter ad Patrem} legendum.

The words are wanting in A, B, C, and some of the Patristic

citations, are omitted by Lachmann and Tischendorf, and

rejected by Etickert, Harless, Olshausen, Meyer, Stier, Ellicott,

and Alford. In this opinion we are now inclined to concur.

Still the words are found in other Codices, and those of no

mean authority, such as D, E, F, Gr, I, K, &c. They occur>

too, in the Syriac and Vulgate, are not disowned by the Greek

fathers Chrysostom and Theodoret, and they are retained by

Knapp, Scholz, Tittmann
;
and Hahn

;
and vindicated by De

"Wette. The evidence for them is strong, but not conclusive.

They may have been interpolated from the common formula,

and their insertion weakens the rhythmical connection between

Trarepa and the following Trarptd. The question is yet
somewhat doubtful. The object of Paul's prayer is the

Father the universal Father

. (Ver. 15.) 'E|- o5 iraaa irarpia ev ovpavols KOI eirl 7779

ovo/Jid^eTat
" Of whom every family in heaven and on earth

is named." Calvin, Beza, Musculus, Zanchius, and Reiche,
refer to Christ as the antecedent, But even if the former
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clause be genuine, this interpretation cannot Ibe sustained. It

is the relation of the irarptd to the vrarrfp which the apostle

evidently characterizes, and not the relation of the family to

its elder brother. The classes of beings referred to by the

apostle have become each a Harpta, from their relation to

the Harrjp. These words admit of a variety of interpreta-

tions. TLarpid, it is plain, cannot be equivalent to Trar/oor^?,

and denote fatherhood paternitas, as Jerome translates.

Yet this view is held by Theodoret, Theophylact, CEcume-

nius, Anselm, a-Lapide, Allioli, and Nitzsch. Prakt. Theologie,

i. 269. The Syriac also translates Uooufl "paternity,"
the Gothic version has allfadreinis omne patermtatis, and

WyclifFe eche fadirheid. Such a sense the word does not

bear, and no tolerable exegesis could be extracted from it.

The Greek fathers are even obliged to admit that among the

celestial orders no proper fatherhood can exist. 'ETrel, as

Theophylact confesses, e/cet ovSei? e' ovSevb? yevvdrat ; or, as

Theodoret adds ovpaviovs "jrarepas rov<s TrvevpamKovs ica\ei.

Jerome is also obliged to say ita puto et angelos ceterasque

virtutes habere principes sui generis quos patres gaudeant apel-

lare. Yet Stier would find no difficulty in defending such

phraseology. Giving irarpid the sense of fatherhood, this

meaning might be extracted all paternity has the origin of

its name in God the Father of all. Fatherhood takes its name
from Father-God alle Vaterscliaft hat Hires Namens G-rund

in Vatergott. Somewhat similar is the opinion of Athanasius
"
God, as Father of the Son, is the only true Father, and

all created paternity is a shadow of the true." Oral, in Arian.

i. 24. But an idea of this abstract nature is foreign to the

apostle's modes of thought.

liarpidj while it denotes sometimes lineage by the father's

side, signifies also a family, or the individuals that claim a

common father and a common descent what may be called a

house or clan. Herodot. ii. 143, iii. 75, i. 200; Lukeii. 4; Acts

iii. 25. The Seventy represent by it the common Hebrew phrase
rfaN rva. We cannot acquiesce in the view of Estius, Grotius,

Wetstein, and Holzhausen, who look upon the clause as a

Jewish mode of expressing the idea that God has two families,

that of angels in heaven and men upon earth. Schoettgen,
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Horce Heb. p. 1237
; Buxtorf, Lex. Tal. p. 1750

; Wetstein,

in loc. Some, again, such as Chrysostom, Bucer, Calvin,

Zanchius, Estius, Michaelis, Kiittner, and Peile, find a polem-

ical allusion in the term to the union of Jew and Gentile;

and a view somewhat similar is taken by Hunnius, Crocius,

Calovius, and Wolf, who regard it as synonymous with tota

ecclesia. Reiche needlessly supposes the allusion to Tbe to

the Gnostic seons in some prevalent false philosophy. Bodius

shows peculiar keenness in excluding any reference to angels,

the allusion under the phrase
"
family in heaven "

"being, as

he contends, only to the church triumphant. Hodge follows

him, and Theodore of Mopsuestia generalizes away the sense

when he renders it '6v wirav a-va-rrj^a.

The verb ovopd^erai
"

is named," that
is, involves the

name, of irarptd. But Bullinger, Bucer, Estius, Eiickert,

Matthies, and Holzhausen, take the verb in the sense of
"
exists." KaXeo) in its passive voice may sometimes indi-

rectly bear such a meaning, but the verb before us never has

such a signification. It signifies to bear the ovopa. 'E^ oi>

: " from whom," or, as we say,
"
after whom" every family in

heaven and earth is named. Homer, Iliad, x. 68
; Xenophon,

Mem. iv. 5, 12
; Sophocles, CEdip. Tyr. 1036. The meaning

seems to be: every circle of holy and intelligent creatures

having the name of trarpia takes that name from God
as Hartfp. The reference is certainly not to the physical

creation, or creation as a whole and in all its parts, as is

the groundless opinion of Theophylact, (Ecumenius, Estius,

Eiickert, Matthies, and Bretschneider. The apostle speaks of

classes of intelligent creatures, each named irarpid simply
after God, for He is Har^p. It follows as a natural conse-

quence, though Meyer and De Wette object to such a conclu-

sion, that if angels and "
spirits of just men

"
in heaven, and

holy men on earth, receive the name of Trarpid from the

Divine Father, then they are His children, as is contended for

by many interpreters, from Beza and Piscator down to Ols-

hausen. They lose the cold and official name of subjects in

the familiar and endearing appellation of sons, and they are

united to one another not dimly and unconsciously, as differ-

ent products of the same divine workmanship, but they
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merge into one family
"

all they are brethren." Every

jrarpid must surely possess unbounded confidence in the

benignity and protection of the TlaTtfp, and to Him, there-

fore, the prayer of the apostle is directed

(Ver. 16.) "Ira S^M; VJMV Kara TO ir\ovTo<? 7^9 Sof^? avrov
" That He would give you according to the riches of His

glory." A, B, C, F, G-, read &>, and the reading has been

adopted by Lachmann, Riickert, and Meyer. Others prefer

the reading of the Textus Receptus, which is sustained by

D, E, K, L, and most MSS., S< being regarded as a gram-
matical emendation. For the connection of tva with the

optative, the reader may turn to the remarks made under i. 17.

In this case there is no word signifying
"

to ask or suppli-

cate," for the phrase
" I bow my knees "

is a pregnant ellipse
- the understood posture and symbol of earnest entreaty. The
neuter form, TrXoOro?, is preferred to the masculine on the

incontestable authority of A, B, C, D1
, E, F, G, &c. The

masculine has but D 3
, I, K, &c., in its favour. See under

i. 7
;

ii. 7
;

iii. 8
;
where both the form of the word and its

meaning have been referred to. The phrase is connected not

with /cpaTaHuBfjvai) but with
80377, an(i ^ illustrates the propor-

tion or measurement of the gift, nay, of all the gifts that are

comprehended in the apostle's prayer. And it is no exagge-

ration, for He gives like Himself, not grudgingly or in tiny

portions, as if He were afraid to exhaust His riches, or even

suspected them to be limited in their contents. There is no

fastidious scrupulosity or anxious frugality on the part of the

Divine Benefactor. His bounty proclaims His conscious

possession of immeasurable resources. He bestows according
to the riches of His glory His own infinite fulness.

" That

He would give you
"

KparaiaOrivai Sta rov TlvevjjLaTOS avrov els TOV ecrco

" to be strengthened with might by His Spirit in

the inner man." We need not, with Beza, Riickert, Ols-

hausen, Matthies, Robinson, and others, regard the substan-

tive Svvd/juei, as an adverb, nor, with Koppe, identify it with

Svvar&f. Rather, with Meyer, would we take it as the dative

of instrument, by which the action of the verb is communi-

cated. Winer, 31, 7. It is by the infusion of power into the
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.man within, that the process described by Kpenaicodrjvai is

secured. The verb Kparaioa) belongs to the later and espe-

cially the Hellenistic Greek
j /cparvvco being the earlier form.

Meyer supposes a reference to the eyfca/ceiv of a former clause,

but such a supposition can hardly be admitted, for the
"
fainting

"
referred to by the apostle was connected solely

with his own personal wrongs, while this prayer for strength

is of a wider and deeper nature. Nor can we assume, with the

Greek commentators, that the reference is merely to "
temp-

tations," to surmount which the apostle craves upon them

the bestowment of might. We conceive the form of expres-

sion to be in unison with the figure which the apostle had

introduced into the conclusion of the second chapter. He
had likened the Ephesian Christians to a temple, and in har-

mony with such a thought he prays that the living stones in

that fabric may be strengthened, so that the building may be

compact and solid.

SLOI, rov Hvevfjbaros avrov "by His Spirit." The Spirit

of God is the agent in this process of invigoration. That

Spirit is God's, as He bears God's commission and does His

work. He has free access to man's spirit to move it as He

may, and it is His peculiar function in the scheme of mercy
to apply to the heart the spiritual blessings provided by
Christ. The direction of the gift is declared to be

ek rov ear(o avOpwjrov
" into the inner man." Efc cannot

be said to stand for eV, but it marks out the destination of the

gift. Winer, 49, a
; Kiihner, 603. It is not simply

" in

reference to," as Winer and De Wette render, nor "
for," as

Green translates it (Greek Gram. p. 292) ;
but it denotes or

implies that the SvvafM? comes from an external source, and

enters into the inner man. The phrase d earn avOpwrros is

identical with the parallel expression d /C/WTTTO? 7779 /eapS/a?

avOpaiTros, which the apostle Peter, without sexual distinction,

applies to women. 1 Pet. iii. 4. The formula occurs in Kom.
vii. 22, and with some variation in 2 Cor. iv. 16. The
" inner man "

is that portion of our nature which is not cog-
nizable by the senses, and does not consist of nerve, muscle,
and organic form, as does the outer man. In the physiology
of the seventh chapter of the epistle to the Bomans, it is not
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the soul '-tywxri in its special aspect of vital consciousness
,

"but it is more connected with mind vote, and stands in con-

trast not exactly to o-dpg) as representing generally depraved

humanity, but to that Sensuous nature which has action and

reaction in and from the members yu-eX?;. Delitzsch, System
Bib. der Psychol., p. 331

; Beuss, Theol. Chret.
}
vol. ii. p. 56.

But "the inner man" is not identical with "the new man"
6 tcawo? avOpcoTTo? ; it is rather the sphere in which such

renewal takes effect our intellectual and spiritual nature per-

sonified. We cannot agree with Grotius, Wetstein, Fritzsche,

and Meyer in supposing that there is any imitation of Platonic

phrase in this peculiar diction. The sage of the Athenian

academy did indeed use similar phraseology, for he speaks of

the mind as o evro? avOpwrro?, and Plotinus and Philo adopted
a like idiom. In some of the Jewish books occur also modes

of expression not unlike. But the phrase is indeed a natural

one one that is not the coinage of any system of psychology,

but which occurs at once to any one who wishes to distinguish

easily and broadly between what is corporeal and external, and

what is mental and internal, in his own constitution. Still, its

theological meaning in the apostle's writings is different from

its philosophical uses and applications. And this strength is

imparted to the "inner man" by the Spirit's application of

those truths which have a special tendency to cheer and sus-

tain. He impresses the mind with the idea of the changeless

love of Christ, and the indissoluble union of the believing

soul to Him
,'
with the necessity of decision, consistency, and

perseverance j
with the assurance that all grace needed will

be fully and cheerfully afforded
;
and with the hope that the

victory shall be ultimately obtained. Bom. xv. 13
j

2 Tim.

i. 7. This operation of the Spirit imparts such courage and

energy as appear like a species of spiritual omnipotence.
The Syriac version, the Greek fathers, with the Latin com-

mentators Ambrosiaster and Pelagius, join this last clause

et? TOP ecra) avdpcoTrov, with the following verse, and with the

verb KaToucfjcrai
" In order that Christ may inhabit the

inner man by the faith which is in your hearts." It has been

rightly objected by Harless and others, that &ia -nfr Trio-Tews

cannot well be joined to ev rat? KapSiais, and that there would
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"be a glaring pleonasm in the occurrence in the same verse of

6 &Tft> dvdpcaTros and $ KapSia v/j,wv. The ordinary division

is a natural one, and we accordingly follow it.

(Ver. 17.) Karot/crjarai, rbv Xpurrbv "That Christ may
dwell." The first point of inquiry is the connection of this

infinitive with the previous sentence. Does it depend on Sow/,

and is the meaning "that he would grant that Christ may
dwell in your hearts?" or is it dependent on KpaTauoOfjvai,

and is the meaning
" that he would grant you to be

strengthened in the inner man, so that, being thus strength-

ened, Christ may dwell in your hearts?" The first view is

held Iby Theophylact, Zanchius, Grrotius, Estius, Bengel, Flatt,

Koppe, Riickert, Holzhausen, Stier, and Baumgarten-Crusius.
The connection, however, has "been explained differently.

Some, as Theophylact and Zanchius, regard the clause as a

new petition giving speciality to the first, or, as the Greek

father characterizes it, KOI TO /juel^ov /cat Trepia-o-orepov. Meier

adopts the view of Calvin, declarat, quale sit interioris

Jwminis robur. A similar exegesis is maintained by Haiiess

and Matthies, while Olshausen looks upon the clause as a

subordinate definition of the phrase "to be strengthened."

He maintains that Paul could not pray that Christ would

dwell in their hearts, for He already dwelt there. As well

might he argue that Paul could not pray for spiritual invi-

goration, since they already possessed it. When believers

pray for a gift in general terms, they emphatically supplicate

an enlargement of what of it is already in their possession.

Would Olshausen apply his criterion to the prayer contained

in the 1st chapter, and affirm that the fact of such gifts being
asked for implied the total want of them on the part of the

Ephesian church? De Wette takes KarroiK/qarai as an infini-

tive of purpose or design, and regards the clause as describing
the completion of " the strengthening." Bernhardy, p. 365

j

See on Col. i. 11. We now look upon it as pointing out rather

the result of the process of invigoration prayed for. The

inspired petitioner solicited spiritual strength for them securing
this result that Christ might dwell in their hearts. The
infinitive is connected with the more distant Sow;, and more

closely with the preceding infinitive
; Winer, 44, 1. There
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is little doubt that in the verb KaTOL/crja-ai,, emphatic in its

position, the reference is to the last clause of the 2nd chapter

KaToiKrjrrjpiov rov eov " a dwelling of God." The apostle

applies in this prayer the architectural allusion directly to the

believing Ephesians themselves, and therefore the figure is not

preserved in its rhetorical integrity. Ye are built on the

foundations of the apostles and prophets, Christ being the

Head-stone of the corner
;
that spiritual building fitly framed

together groweth unto a holy temple, for a habitation of God :

and the prayer now is, that compactness and solidity may be

granted to them by the Spirit, so as that in them the primary

design of such a temple may be realized, and " Christ may
dwell in their hearts

"
Christ by his Spirit, and not as

Fritsche coldly and tastelesslydescribes it mens guam Christus

postulat. Kjoaro9, not Bvvafu,?, may be applied to the qualities

of physical objects, and so with propriety its derivative verb

is here .employed. In a temple that was crazy, or was built

of loose and incongruous materials, the Divine guest could not

be expected to dwell.

The Karoiicfjo-ai of this verse has, as we have said, its origin

in the KarotK^r^pLov of ii. 22. The language is of common

usage, and has its basis in the Old Testament, and in the

employment of 35$ and kindred words to describe Jehovah's

relation to His house. And as the design of a temple is that

its god may inhabit it, so Christ dwells in the heart. This

inhabitation is not to be explained away as a mere reception

of Christian doctrine, nor is it to be regarded as a mystical

exaggeration.
1 Col. i. 27; John xiv. 23; Rom. viii. 9, 11;

Gal. ii. 20
;
James iv. 5. The means of His dwelling is

Sia T??9 TTtWew? "
by faith" your faith. Faith induces

and also realizes His presence. And His abode is in no outer

vestibule, but

ev rat9 KapSiais V/JL&V
" in your hearts." The heart, as

centre of the spiritual life, is His temple the inner shrine of

emotion and power Centrum des sittlicher Lebens. Delitzsch,

System der Bib. Psycliol. p. 206; Beck, Seelenlekre, p. 69.

i When Ignatius was asked, on his trial, by the emperor, what was the meaning
of his name Theophorus he promptly

'

replied,
" He who has Christ in his

breast."
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Christ dwells there not as a sojourner, or "
as a wayfaring

man that turneth aside to tarry for a night," but as a perma-
nent resident. The intercessor continues

(Ver. 18.) 'Ey ayairy eppifoftevoi, /cat reOe/jLehico/jievoi,

r

iva

" Ye having been rooted and grounded in love, in order that."

Some solve the difficulty felt about the connection of this clause

by proposing to transfer Iva to its commencement. This meta-

thesis was suggested by Photius, and has been followed by

Beza, Heinsius, Grotius, Crocius, and the authorized version.

There is no necessity for such a change, even though the clause

be joined, as by Knapp and Lachmann, to that which begins

with tva
;
and the passages usually adduced to justify such an

alteration are not precisely parallel, as is acutely shown by
Piscator. John xiii. 29

;
Acts xix. 4

;
Gal. ii. 10. The clause

is, however, connected by some with the preceding one.

Theophylact makes it the condition of Christ's dwelling in

their hearts. The exegesis of Chrysostom is similar " He
dwelleth only in hearts rooted in His love

"
rat? KapSlcus

rat? TTICTTOL^J rats eppi&fjievcus. This connection is also advo-

cated by many, including Erasmus, Luther, Haiiess, Olshausen,
and De Wette. But the change of construction is not so

easily accounted for, if this view of the connection be adopted.
Harless says, indeed, that as the predicate applies both to

KapStais and to ty-icov,
it could not with propriety be joined

exclusively to any of them. Such a view of grammatical

propriety was, however, based on a foregone conclusion, for

either the genitive or dative could have been used with equal

correctness. On the other hand, the change of syntax indi-

cates a change of connection, and the use of the irregular

nominative makes the transition easy to the form adopted with

iva. Kriiger, 56, 9, 4; Winer, 63, 2. Haiiess adopts the

view of Chrysostom and Theophylact, and regards the clause

as a condition " Christ dwells in their heart, since they had

been rooted in love. Bnt the clause, so changed, becomes

a species of independent proposition, giving a marked promi-
nence to the sense, and connected at once with the preceding
context as its result, and with the following context as its

starting idea the perfect being used with propriety, and not the

present. Christ dwelling in their hearts they are supposed,
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as the effect of this inhabitation, to have been now rooted and

grounded in love
;
and as the design of this confirmation in

love they are then and thus qualified to comprehend with all

saints, &c. "
Having thus become rooted and grounded in

love, in order that ye may be able to comprehend."
The two participles eppi%ofj,evot,

and reOefjueKia)pivot,) are

usually said to express the same idea by different figures the

one borrowed from botany and the other from architecture.

But it is more natural to refer both words to the same general

symbol, and, indeed, the former term is applied to a building.

Thus, Herodot. i. 64 Heia-ia-Tparof epplfacre rrjv rvpavvtSa;

Plutarch, De Fortun. Rom. pifc/Sxrai
Kal Karacrrjcrai, rrjv

TroKiv ; Sophocles, (Edip. Col. 1591, 68ov yfjOev eppifofievov ;

also Plutarch, De Lib. Educ. 9, &c. The verb is thus used in

a general sense, and coupled with re^e/^eXtw/^ewt may have no

specific reference to plantation. The allusion is again to the

solid basement of the spiritual temple described in chap. ii.

But to what do. the words ev a^diry describing the founda-

tion refer? Some understand the love of Christ or God to us.

Such is the view of Chrysostom and Theophylact, of Beza,

Calovius, Aretius, Wolf, Bengel, Storr, Koppe, and Flatt.

We cannot lay any stress on the dictum of Harless, that the

omission of the article before the substantive proves it to be

used in a subjective sense, and to signify our love to Christ.

Winer, 19, 1. Nor can we say, with Meyer, that the sub-

stantive standing without the article has almost the force of

a participle
" in amando." But the entire context proves

that the love referred to is the grace of love. One would have

expected a genitive of possession, if a^dirr] were not predicated
of the persons themselves if it were not a feeling in their

hearts. It is a clumsy and equivocal exegesis to comprise
under the term both Christ's love to us and our love to him,
as is done by Bucer, Anselm, Zanchius,- Crocius, Matthies,
and Stier. Nor can we accede to Meyer, who seems to restrict

it to brother-love
;

for if it be the grace of love which is here

specified, then it is love to Christ, and to every creature that

bears His image. Col. iii. 14; 1 Cor. xiii. Now, as the

apostle intimates, this love is the root and foundation of

Christian character, as all advancement is connected with its
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existence and exercise.
" He prayeth well who loveth well."

Love is the fundamental grace. As love keeps its object

enshrined in the imagination, and allows it never to Ibe absent

from the thoughts ;
so love to Jesus gives Him such a cheer-

ful and continued presence in the mind, that as it gazes ever

upon the image, it is changed into its likeness, for it strives to

realize the life of Christ. It deepens also that consecration to

the Lord which is essential to spiritual progress, for it sways
all the motives, and moves and guides the inner man by its

hallowed and powerful instincts. And it gives life and

symmetry to all the other graces, for confidence and hope in a

being to whom you are indifferent, cannot have such vigour and

permanence as they have in one to whom the spirit is intel-

ligently and engrossingly attached. When the lawgiver is

loved, his statutes are obeyed with promptitude and uniformity.
Thus resemblance to Jesus, devotion to Him, and growth in

grace, as the elements and means of spiritual advancement,
are intimately connected with love as their living basis. The
entire structure of the holy fane is fitly framed and firmly held

together, for it is
" rooted and grounded in love."

(Ver. 18.) "Iva e^tcr^i/o-^Te KaraT^a/Sea-Oni avv ira<n Tofr ayioi?

"That ye may be able to comprehend with all the saints."

The conjunction expresses the design which these previous

petitions had in view. Their being strengthened, their being
inhabited by Christ, and their "having been rooted and

grounded in love," not only prepared them for this special

study, but had made it their grand object. By a prior invigo-
ration they were disciplined to

it,
and braced up for it

" that ye may be fully able
"

fully matched to the enter-

prise.

On #7409, see i. 2. The verb Kara^a/Sea-Oat,, used in the

middle voice, has in the New Testament the meaning of " to

comprehend," or to make a mental seizure. Such a middle

voice according to Kriiger, 52, 8, 4 differs from the active

only in so far as it exhibits the idea des gescliaftliclien oder

geistigen Kraftaufivandes of earnest or spiritual energy.

The aorist expresses the rapid passing of the act. Winer,

44, 7, b. In the only other passages where it occurs, as in

Acts iv. 13, x. 34, xxv. 25, the verb signifies to come to a

s
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decided conclusion from facts vividly presented to the attentions

And they were to engage in this study along with the

universal church of Christ not angels, or glorified spirits, or

office-bearers in the church exclusively, as some have main-

tained. The design is to comprehend
ri TO vrXaro? teal /EM^/CO? Kal /SaOos ical $-1^09

" what is the

breadth, and length, and depth, and height." This order of

the last two nouns is supported Iby A, K, L or J, and the

Received Text reversing it is apparently a correction intended

to give the more natural order, and has in its favour B, C,

D, E; F, G, with the Vulgate, Gothic, and Coptic. But to

what do these terms of measurement apply ? Many endea-

vours have been made to supplement the clause with a

genitive, and it is certain that "many wits run riot in their

geometrical and moral discourse upon these dimensions."

Assembly's Annotations, in loc. . .

1. We may allude in passing to the supposition of Kypke,
that the verb may signify to occupy or

fill,
and that n may

be used with change of accent in an indefinite sense " that

ye may be able in the company of all saints to occupy the

breadtli, whatever it is," &c. This exegesis is both violent

and unnatural, puts an unusual sense upon /caraha/Seo-daLj

and treats TL TO 7rA,aTo<?, as if it were TO ir\dro<^ TL.

2. Nor need we be detained by the. opinion of Schrader,
who regards the words rl TO TrTutTo?, &c., as only the para-

phrastic complement of the verb Karaka^ia-dai,, and as indi-

cating the depth and thoroughness of the comprehension.
- 3. Nor can we suppose, with Beza and Grotius, that there

is any allusion in these terms to the quarters of the heavens

pointed to in the priestly gestures that gave name to the

heave-offering and wave-offering. Exod.. xxix. 27.

4. Some of the Fathers referred these four words to the

mystery of the cross rov crravpov ^uo-49, as Severianus calls

it. This view was held by Gregory of Nyssa, Jerome, and

Augustine, and has been adopted by Anselm, Thomas Aquinas^
and Estius. This quadriform mystery sacramentum crucis

was explained by Augustine as signifying love in its breadth,

hope in its height, patience in its length, and humility in its

depth. Ep. cxii.
;
De Videndo Deo, cap. 14

; Ep. cxx. cap. 26.
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Well does Calvin add hcec subtilitate sua placent, sed quid ad

Pauli mentem ? Estius is more full and precise. He explains

how the terms can be applied to the shape and beams of a

cross, and adds longitude, temporum est, latitudo locorum,

altitude gloria, profunditas discreiionis, &c. the reference

being to the signum T in frontibus inscriptum. So remote

from the train of thought is this recondite mysticism, that it

needs and merits no formal refutation.

5. Some refer the nounssacra ilia Pauli mathematica, as

Glassius calls them to the Divine plan of redemption the

mystery of grace. Such is the view of Chrysostom, who calls

it TO ftvo-Trjpiov TO virep ^&v ol/covo/ArjOev, and Theodoret,
who describes it as -n)? ot/coyo/ua? TO //.^ye^o?. It is also the

view of Theophylact and GEcumenius, followed by Beza,

Bullinger, Piscator, Zanchius, Crocius, Crellius, Calovius,

Riickert, Meier, Harless, Baumgarten-Crusius, and Olshausen.

The supplement in this case appears to be far-fetched, and

there is no allusion in the context to any such theme
;
the

mystery referred to in verses 4-10 being the admission of the

Gentiles into the church, and not the scheme of grace in its

wide and glorious aspects. As little ground is there to go
back to ver. 8, to "the unsearchable riches of Christ," and

refer such terms to them. Whatever the allusion is, it must

be something immediately present to his own mind, and

something that he supposed very present to the mind of his

readers, the dimensions of which are thus characterized.

6. We might almost pass over the fancy of those who sup-

pose the apostle to take a survey of the Divine nature. Such

is the opinion of Ambrosiaster, who believes the apostle to

describe a sphere or cube equal in length, breadth, and thick-

ness, and imagines that such a figure represents the perfection

and all-including infinity of God.1 Matthies holds the same

allusion, but refers it to the moral perfections of God. What

1 " Ut sicut in splioera tanta longitude est, quanta latitudo, et tanta altitudo,

quantum et profundum ;
ita et in Deo omnia sequalia sunt immensitate infinitatis.

Sphcera enira definite modo concluditur : Deus autem non soluni implefc omnia, sed

et excedit; nee enim clauditur, sed omnia intra se habet, ut solus ineffabilis et

infinitus habeatur : 'et gratia? huic insufficienter agantur, quia cum tantus sit,

dignatus est per Christum hominem visitare peccatis et morti subjectum."

Ambrosius, Opera, torn. vii. pp. 280, 281, Venetiis, 1781.
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has led to this view seems to Ibe the similarity of this verse

to a passage in Job xi. 8, in which the unfathomable mystery
of the Divine nature is described "It is high as heaven,"

&c. But there is nothing to warrant such an allusion here,

or even to give it a mere probability.

7. That the terms indicate the measurement of God's love

to men, is the view advocated partly by Chrysostom, and by

Erasmus, Bodius, Vatablus, Grotius, Bollock, Dickson, Baum-

garteri, Flatt, and von Gerlach. "God's love," as is noted

in the paraphrase of Erasmus,
" reaches in its height to the

angels, and in its depth into hell, and stretches in its length
and breadth to all the climates of the world." Or, as Grotius

explains it
" The Divine goodness in its breadth affects all

men, and in its length endures through all ages, in its depth
it reaches to man's lowest depression, and in its height it

carries him to highest glory." But this explanation, too, the

context abjures, unless such were the sense of the previous

aydiri), which, however, means love possessed by us.

8. With greater plausibility Christ's love to us is supposed
to be the theme of allusion, by Calvin, Calixtus,

'

Zanchius,

Aretius, Semler, Zachariae, Storr, Bisping, Meyer, Holz-

hausen, Hodge, Peile, and Ellicott. Neither, however, can

this opinion be sustained. The previous aryunrt] could not

suggest the thought, for there it is subjective. We apprehend
that this exegesis has been borrowed from the following
clause: "and to know the love of Christ," which Ellicott

says is .practically the genitive. But that clause is not

epexegetical of the preceding, as is manifest in the use of

re instead of ical, for this particle does not conjoin dependent
sentences it only adjoins collateral or independent proposi-
tions. Besides, the phrases "length and breadth" are unusual

measurements of love.

9. De Wette, looking to Col. ii. and comparing this phrase-

ology with the second and third verses of that chapter, ima-

gines the apostle to refer to the Divine wisdom. There may
be in Job xi. 8 a reference to the Divine wisdom, but the

language specially affirms the mystery of the Divine nature.

Slichting also refers to Col. ii. 2 to " the mystery of God
the Father and of .Christ," as if that were the allusion here.
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Such a view is quite as capricious as any of the preceding,

for the wisdom of God is not a prominent topic either in this,

prayer or in the preceding context, where it is only once; though

vividly, introduced. Alford somewhat similarly supposes
that the genitive is left indefinite "

every dimension of all

that God has revealed or clone in or for us." This is certainly

better than any of the previous explanations. .

10. HeinsiiiSj Homberg, Wolf, Michaelis, Cramer, Koell,

Bengel, Koppe, Stier, Burton, Trollope, and Dr. Featley in

the "Assembly's Annotations/' suppose the allusion to be the-

Christian temple j not, to the fane of the Ephesian Artemis,
as is maintained by Chandler and Macknight. This appears
to us to be the most probable exegesis, the genitive being
still before the apostle's mind from the end of the previous

chapter. We have seen how the previous language of the

prayer is moulded by such an allusion
;
that the invigoration

of the inner man, the indwelling of Christ, and the substruc-

ture in love, have all distinct reference to the glorious spiritual

edifice. This idea was present, and so present to the apostle's

imagination, that he feels no need to make formal mention of

it. Besides, these architectural terms lead us to the same

conclusion, as they are so applicable to a building. The

magnificent fabric is described in .the end of chap, ii.,
and the

intervening verses which precede the prayer are, as already

stated, a parenthesis. That figure of a temple still loomed

before the writer's fancy, and naturally supplied the distinctive

imagery of the prayer. For this reason, too, he does not

insert a genitive, as the substantive is so remote, nor did he

reckon it necessary to repeat the noun itself. Yet, to sustain

the point and emphasis, he repeats the article before, each of

the substantives. In explaining these terms of mensuration

we would not say with an old commentator quoted by Wolf
" The elmrch has length, that is, it stretches from east to

west
;
and it has breadth, that is, it reaches from the.ecjuator

to the poles. In its depth it descends to- Christ, its corner-

stone and basis, and in its height it is exalted to heaven."

There is a measurement of area breadth and length, and a

measurement of altitude height and depth. May not the

former refer to its size and growing vastness, embracing, a<$ it
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will do, so many myriads of so many nations, and spanning
the globe ? And may not the latter depict its glory ? for the

plan, structure, and materials alike illustrate the fame and

character of its Divine Builder and Occupant, while its lofty

turrets are "bathed and hidden from view in the radiant splen-

dour of heaven. And with what reed shall we measure this

stately building? How shall we grasp its breadth, compute
its length, explore its depth, and scan its height ? Only by
the discipline described in the previous context by being

strengthened by the Spirit, by having Christ within us, and

by being thus " rooted and grounded in love." This ability

to measure the church needs the assistance of the Divine

Spirit of Him who forms this " habitation of God" so that

we may understand its nature, feel its self-expansion, and

believe the "
glorious things spoken

"
of it. It requires also

the indwelling of Jesus of Him in whom the whole building

groweth unto a holy temple, in order to appreciate its con-

nection with Him as its chief corner-stone, the source of

its stability and symmetry. And they who feel themselves
" rooted and grounded in love

" need no incitement to this

survey and measurement, for He whom they love is its foun-

dation, while His Father dwells in
it,

and His Spirit builds it

up with generation after generation of believers. None have

either the disposition or the skill to comprehend the vastness

and glory of the spiritual temple, save they who are in it

themselves, and who, being individual and separate shrines,

can reason from their own enjoyment to the dignity and

splendour of the universal edifice. And not only so
; but the

apostle also prayed for ability

(Ver. 19.) Tv&val re rrjv vrrepftdKXovo-av rfy <yvwarew<s

ayaTT'rjv rov Xptcprov
" And to know the knowledge-sur-

passing love of Christ." Tvwvai is not dependent on /cara-

\apecrdai, but is in unison with, or rather parallel to
it, being

also a similar exercise of mind. The particle re, not unlike

the Latin que, does not couple ;
it rather annexes or adds a

clause which is not necessarily dependent on the preceding.

Kiihner, 722
; Hartung, i. p. 105. Hand, Tursellinus sen

de Particulis Latinis Gommentaru, lib. ii. p. 467. Winer

remarks, that in the clause adjoined by re the more prominent
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idea of the sentence may be found. 57, 3. In the phrase

aydTrrjv rov XpiaToO, XpLcrrov is the genitive of possession or

subject the love of Christ to us. The genitive 7^(00-60)9 is

governed "by the participle vTrepftahXova-av, and not by the

substantive ayaTrrjv,- the last a misconstruction, which may
have originated the reading of Codex A and of Jerome

sci&ntiw caritatem ; a reading adopted also by Grotius and

Homberg. The participle, from its comparative sense, governs
the genitive. Runner, 539

; Bernhardy, p. 169
; Vigerus, de

Idiotismis, ii. p. 667, Londini, 1824. Two different meanings
have been ascribed to the participle

1. That adopted by Luther 1 in one version " the love of

Christ, which is more excellent than knowledge." Similar is

the view of Wetstein and Willie. Lexicon, sub voce. Such a

rendering appears to stultify itself. If the apostle prayed
them to know a love which was better than knowledge, the

verb, it is plain, is used with a different signification from its

cognate substantive. To know such a love must in that case

signify to possess or feel
it, and there is no occasion to take

7i>cocri5 in any technical and inferior sense. Nor can we sup-

pose the apostle to use such a truism in the form of a contrast,

and to say,
" I pray that you may know that love to Christ is

better than mere knowledge about Him" a position which

nobody could dispute. Nor did there need a request for

spiritual strength to enable them to come to the conclusion

which Augustine gathers from the clause scientia siibdita

caritati. De Gratia et Lib. Arbit. cap. 19. Far more point

and consistency are found in the second form of exegesis,

which

2. Supposes the apostle to say, that the love of Christ the

love which He bears to us transcends knowledge, or goes

beyond our fullest conceptions.
" I pray that you may be

able to know the love of Christ, which yet in itself is above

knowledge." This figure of speech, which rhetoricians call

an oxymoron or a paradox, consists in the statement of an

apparent inconsistency, and is one which occurs elsewhere in

1 His first translation was die Liele Christl, die dock allc Erlenlniss iilertrifl't,

but in the j*ear 15-15 lie rendered dass Christum licb Jialen vid lesser ist, dam allts

Wissen. . .
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the writings of the apostle.Kom. i. 20; 1 Cor. i. 21-25;
2 Cor. viii. 2

;
Gal. ii. 19

;
1 Tim. v. 6. The apostle does

not mean that Christ's love is in every sense incompre-

hensible, nor does he pray that his readers may come to know

the fact that His love is -unknowable in its essence. This

latter view, which is that of Harless and Olshausen, limits the

inspired prayer, and is not warranted by the language employed.
But in this verse the position of the participle between the

article and its substantive, proves it to be only an epithet
-

" to know the knowledge-surpassing love of Christ." Winer,

45, 4 note. The incomprehensibility of the love of Christ

is not that special element of it which the apostle prayed that

the Ephesians might come to the knowledge of, but he asks

that they might be strengthened to cherish enlarged concep-
tions of a love which yet, in its higher aspect and properties,

was beyond knowledge. So write (Ecumenius and Theophy-

lact, Trjv dsyd'jr'rjv rrjv VTrepe^ovo-av iraat]^ ryvaxreos. The

apostle wishes them to possess a relative acquaintance with

the love of Christ, while he felt that the absolute understanding
of it was far beyond their reach. To know it to be the fact,

that it is a love which passeth knowledge, is different from

saying to know it experimentally, though it be a love which

in the highest sense passeth knowledge. Thus Theodore of

Mopsuestia says TO <yvwvai avriTov cnrphavcrai \eyei. It may
be known in some features and to some extent, but at the same
time it stretches away into infinitude, far beyond the ken of

human discovery and analysis. As a fact manifested in time

and embodied in the incarnation, life, teaching, and death of

the Son of God, it may be understood, for it assumed a nature

of clay, bled on the cross, and lay prostrate in the tomb
;
but

in its unbeginning existence as an eternal passion, antedating
alike the Creation and the Fall, it

"
passeth knowledge." In

the blessings which it confers the pardon, grace, and glory
which it provides it may be seen in palpable exhibition, and

experienced in happy consciousness
;
but in its limitless power

and endless resources it baffles thought and description. In
the terrible sufferings and death to which it led, and in the

self-denial and sacrifices which it involved, it may be known
so far by the application of human instincts and analogies ;
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but the fathomless fervour of a divine affection surpasses the

measurements of created intellect. As the attachment of a

man, it may Ibe gauged ;
"but as the love of a God, who can

by searching find it out ? Uncaused itself, it originated sal-

vation; unresponded to amidst the " contradiction of sinners,"

it neither pined nor collapsed. It led from divine immor-

tality to human agonies and dissolution, for the victim was

bound to the cross not by the nails of the military executioner,

but by the " cords of love." It loved repulsive unloveliness,

and, unnourished by reciprocated attachment, its ardour was

unquenched, nay, is unquenchable, for it is changeless as the

bosom in which it dwells. Thus it may be known, while yet
it "passeth knowledge;" thus it may be experimentally

known, while still in its origin and glory it surpasses compre-

hension, and presents new and newer phases to the loving and

inquiring spirit. For one may drink of the spring and be

refreshed, and his eye may take in at one view its extent and

circuit* while he may be able neither to fathom the depth nor

mete out the volume of the ocean whence it has its origin.

This prayer, that the Ephesians might know the love of

Christ, is parallel to the preceding one, and was suggested by
it. That temple of such glory and vastness which has Christ

for its corner-stone, suggests the love of its illustrious Founder.

While the apostle prayed that his converts in Ephesus might

comprehend the stability and magnificence of the one, he could

not but add that they might also know the intensity and ten-

derness of the other might understand in its history and

results a love that defied their familiar cognizance and pene-
tration in its essence and circuit. From what the church is,

and is to be, you infer the love of Christ. And the being
" rooted and grounded in love" is. the one preparative to know
the love of Christ, for love appreciates love, and responds in

cordial pulsation. And all this for the ultimate end

'iva TrXtjpwd'ijre et? irav rb
'jr'Xrfpwfjia rov eoO "that ye may

be filled up to all the fulness of God." This clause depicts

the grand purpose and result. "Iva "in order that," is con-

nected with the preceding clauses of the prayer, and is the

third instance of its use in the paragraph Iva Sow; 'iva etcr-

Iva 7r\r)p(00f)Te this last being climactic, or the great
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end of the whole supplication. (For the meaning of

the reader may turn to i. 10, 23.) Tov eov is in the genitive

of subject or possession.
" All the fulness of God" is all the

fulness which God possesses, or Iby which He is characterized.

Ohrysostom is right in the main when he paraphrases it,

irK^povaOai iracr^ aperrjs ^9 vrX^p??? ecmv 6 eo?. Some, like

Harless, refer the fulness to the Divine Soga ; others, like Holz-

hausen, Baumgarten, and Michaelis, think the allusion is to a

temple inhabited or filled with Divinity, or the Shechinah; and

others, again, as Vatablus and Schoettgen, dilate- the meaning
into a full knowledge of God or of divine doctrine. Many com-

mentators, including Calovius, Zachariae, Wolf, Beza, Estius,

Grotius, and Meyer, break down the term by a rash analysis,

and make it refer to this or that species of spiritual gifts.

Bodius and Olshausen keep the word in its undivided signi-

ficance, but Conybeare inserts an unwarranted supplement
when he renders "

filleth therewith
"

(with Christ's love)
" even to the measure of the fulness of God." Koppe, adopt-

ing the idea of Aretius and Kiittner, and most unwarrantably

referring it to the church, supposes the clause to be adduced

as a proof of the preceding statement, that Christ's love sur-

passes knowledge, and this is seen " in the fact of your admis-

sion to the church," thus diluting the words into ev TOJ

7r\r)p(o9'f]vaL -upas. Schleusner has a similar view. Codex B
reads

f

iva TrXrrjpwOfj irav TO TrTuypw/m, an exegetical variation.

The 7r\^poj/j,a that with which He is filled appears to be the

entire moral excellence of God the fulness and lustre of His

spiritual perfections. Such is the climax of the prayer. It is

plainly contrary to fact and experience to understand the term

of the uncreated essence of God, for such an idea would involve

us in a species of pantheism.

The preposition efc is used with special caution. The

simple dative is not employed, nor does ek stand for eV, as

Grotius, Estius, and Whitby imagine, and as it is rendered in

the Syriac and English versions. It does not denote "
with,"

"but "for" or "into" filled up to or unto "an end quan-

titatively considered." The whole fulness of God can never

contract itself so as to lodge in any created heart. But the

smaller vessel may have its own fulness poured into it from
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one of larger dimensions. The communicable fulness of God
will in every element of it impart itself to the capacious

and exalted "bosom, for Christ dwells in their hearts. The

difference between God and the saint will be not in kind,

but in degree and extent. His fulness is infinite,' theirs is

limited by the essential conditions of a created nature.

Theirs is the correspondence of a miniature to the full face

and form which it represents. Stier's version
is,

" Until you
be what as the body of Christ you can and should be,

the whole fulness of God." But this proceeds on a wrong
idea of irKripdop-a as if it here signified the church as

divinely filled. (See the illustrations of w^pw/jLa under i. 23.)

The apostle prays for strength, for the indwelling of Jesus, for

unmovable foundation in love, for a comprehension of the

size and vastness of the spiritual temple, and for a knowledge
of the love of Christ

;
and when such blessings are conferred

and enjoyed, they are the means of bringing into the heart

this Divine fulness. Col. ii. 19. There seems to be a

close concatenation of thought. The "
strength

"
prayed for

is needed to qualify
" the inner man "

to bear and retain that

"fulness." The implored inhabitation of Him in whom
" dwells all the fulness of the Godhead bodily," is this fulness

in its formal aspect ;
and that love which founds and confirms

the Christian character, and instinctively enables it to com-

prehend the vast designs of God in His church, and to know
the unimaginable love of Christ, is of the same fulness an

index and accompaniment. This blessed result may not be

completely realized on earth, where so many disturbing influ-

ences are in constant operation, but it shall be reached in

heaven, where the spirit shall be sated with "
all the fulness

of God."

. (Ver. 20.) To) Se Bwa/uevq) VTrep nravra irQvf\(rai vjrepeic-

Trepicrcrov wv alrovpeda rj voovp^ev
" Now to Him who is

able to do beyond all things superabundantly beyond what

we ask or think." The apostle supposes his prayer to be

answered, and all its requests conferred. The Divine Giver

of such munificent donations is surely worthy of all homage,
and especially worthy of all homage in the character of

the answerer of prayer. By 8e he passes to a different subject
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from recipients to the Giver. Praise succeeds prayer the

anthem is its fitting conclusion.

The. construction is idiomatic, as if the apostle's mind

laboured for terms of sufficient intensity. Words compounded
with virep are often employed Iby the full mind of the apostle,

and are the favourite characteristics of his style, i. 21, iv. 10
;

Eom. v. 20, viii. 37
;
2 Cor. vii. 4, xi. 5, 23

;
Phil. ii. 9

;

1 Thess. iii. 10; 2 Thess. i. 3; 1 Tim. i. 14. Compare

ITritzsche, ad Homan. vol. i. 351. The general idea is God's

infinite ability to grant spiritual blessing. 'Tirep is twice

expressed j
before Trdvra, and in the double compound term

vTrepeKTrepia-crov. Mark vii. 37
;
1 Thess. iii. 10, v. 13. This

repetition shows the ardour of the apostle's soul, and his anxiety
to body forth the idea of the incomparable power of God to

answer petition. The first train of thought seems to have

been virep Trdvra irQir}crai a alrovpeOa "to do beyond all

which we ask or think." But this description did not exhaust

the apostle's conception, and so he inserts v7repeK7repi,a-(fov

&v alrovpeBa "more than abundantly," or abundantly far

beyond what we ask or think. !Nor is there any tautology.

'Tvrep irdvra irouricrai, expresses merely the fact of God's super-

abundant power, but the subjoined vTrepetCTrepia-a-ov defines

the mode in which this illimitable power displays itself and

that is, by conferring spiritual gifts in superabundance in

much more than simple abundance. Earless places the two

clauses in apposition, but their union appears to be closer, as

our exegesis intimates. Tidvra is closely connected with
coy,

which is governed in the genitive by the vTrep in
virepeic-

irepLo-a-ov. Bernhardy, p. 139. And we do not say with

Harless that there is any hyperbole, for omnipotence has

never exhausted its resources. While omniscience is the

actual knowledge of all, omnipotence is the ability to do
"all,

and all that it can do -has never been achieved.

God is able to do far " above what we ask," for our asking is

limited and feeble. John xvi. 24. But there maybe thoughts
too sweeping for expression, there may be unutterable groanings

prompted by the Spirit (Eom. viii. 26) ; yet above and beyond
our widest conceptions and most daring expectations is God
u able to do." God's ability to answer prayer transcends not
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only our spoken petitions, Ibut far surpasses even such thoughts

as are too big for words, and too deep for utterance. And
still those desires which are dumb from their very vastness,

and amazing from their very "boldness, are insignificant

requests compared with the power of God. For we know so

little of His promises, and so weak is our faith in them, that

we ask not, as .we should, for their universal fulfilment
;
and

though we did understand their depth and power, our loftiest

imaginations of possible blessing would come infinitely short

of the power and resources of the Hearer of prayer. Beati qui

esuriunt, says Bernard, et sitiunt justitiam, quoniam ipsi

saturdbuntur. Qui esurit
}

esuriat amplius, et qui desiderat,

abundantius adhuc desideret, quoniam quantumcunque desiderare

potuerit}
tantum est accepturus :

Karci rvjv &vva/j,iv rrjv evepyovfjbevyv ev r/fitv
"
according

to the power which worketh in us." These words are not to

be joined to voovpev, as if they qualified it,
and as if the

apostle meant to say, that God can do more for us than we
can think, even when our thoughts are excited and enlarged

by His own "
power putting itself forth in us." This

participle is here, as in many other places, in the middle

voice, the active voice being used by Paul in reference to a

personal agent, and the middle employed when, as in this

case, the idea of personality is sunk. "According to His

power that proves or shows itself at work in us." Winer,

38, 6. That power has been again and again referred to in

itself and in its results by the apostle, (i. 19, iii. 16.) From
bur own blissful experience of what it has already achieved in

us, we may gather that its Divine possessor and wielder can

do for us "far beyond what we ask or think." That might

being God's, can achieve in us results which the boldest have

not ventured to anticipate. So that, as is meet

(Ver. 21.) AVTW rj oo^a kv ry eKKh^cria ev XptcrriS 'I^croO
" To Him be glory in the church in Christ Jesus." Such a

pronoun, emphatic in position and from repetition, occurs

in common Hebrew usage a usage, however, not wholly

Hebraistic, but often found in classic Greek, and very often in

the Septuagint. Bernhardy, p. 290 ; Winer, 22, 4, b. Aofa

may, as an abstract noun, have the article prefixed ;
or the
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article may be used in what Bernhardy calls its
"

rlielorisclie

form" signifying the glory which is His especially,
and due to

Him confessedly, p. 290. The difference of reading is not of

essential moment. Some MSS., such as A, B, and C, with

the Coptic and Yulgate, supply Kai before ev X. I.,
and this

reading is preferred by Lachmann, Riickert, and Matthies, but

refused by Tischendorf, while D1

, F, G, with Ambrosiaster,

reverse the order of the clauses, and read ev X/JKTTO} 'I^o-oO

Kal rf) efcfckija-ia. Koppe, on the authority of one MS., 46, is

inclined to reject as spurious the whole clause ev ry eK/cX^crla.

Uarless and Olshausen show that these various readings have

their sources in dogmatic views. It could not. be borne by
some that the church should stand before Christ, and the /cat,

without which there would be an asyndeton, was inserted in

consequence of certain opinions as to the connection and

meaning of the clause which follows it. Hofmann, Schriftb.

vol. ii. part 2, p. 108, pleads for real, and connects ev Xpio-rw

'I?7croO with the following words et? Tracra? ra? yeveds, &c.

The relation of the two clauses ev ry eKK\t]aia and ev Xpicrrw

'Irja-ov has been variously understood:

1. Luther, Michaelis, Koppe, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Meier,

Holzhausen, Olshausen, and Stier, connect the words thus
" In the church which is in Christ Jesus." Not to say that

a second ry is wanting (Gal. i. 22), which, however, in such a

connection is not always repeated the meaning does not

appear to be appropriate. The second clause has no immediate

union with the one before it, but bears a relation to Sojfa.

2. Some render ev ~K.pt,a-rm by the words "
through Christ"

Bid, as in the interpretation of Theophylact ; o-vv, as in that

of (Ecumenius
; per Christum, as in the paraphrase of Grotius,

and the exegesis of Calvin and Beza, Bollock and Biickert.

Such a translation is not in accordance with the usual mean^-

ing of the preposition. The passages adduced by Turner

in denial of this are no proof, for in them
e'y, though instru-

mental, retains its distinctive meaning, and is not to be super-

ficially confounded with Sta.

3. The words seem to define the inner sphere or spirit in

which the glory is presented to God. It is offered in the

church, but it is, at the same time, offered " in Christ Jesus,"
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or presented by the members of the sacred community in the

consciousness of union with Him, and by consequence in a

spirit of dependence on Him. So generally Harless, Meyer,
De Wette, Alford, and Ellicott. The place of doxology is

the church, and the glory is hymned by its members, but the

spirit of the song is inspired by oneness with Jesus. Aofo, is

the splendour of moral excellence, and in what place should

such glory be ascribed but in the church, which has wit-

nessed so much of it, and whose origination, life, blessings, and

hopes are so many samples and outbursts of it? Ebrard,

Dog., 467. And how should it be presented? Not apart
from Christ, or simply for His sake, but in Him in thrilling

fellowship with Him; for no other consciousness can inspire

us with the sacred impulse, and praise of no other origin and

character can be accepted by that God who is Himself in

Christ. The glory is to be offered

et9 Tracra? ra<? ryeveas rov al&vos rcov alwvcov. ^A.fjbrjv

"
to all the generations of the age of the ages. Amen."

This remarkable accumulation of terms is an intensive for-

mula denoting eternity. The apostle combines two phrases,
both of which are used in the New Testament. Efc yeveas

Luke i. 50 is phraseology based upon the Hebrew
"rn. Ps. Ixxii. 5

;
cii. 24. The other portion of the

phrase occurs as in Gal. i. 5 et? TOV$ alwvas TWV auovav,

(1 Pet. i. 23) 64*9 rbv al&va. Heb. v. 6
;

vi. 20. We have

also et9 rou9 alwva^ in many places ;
and in the Septuagint,

649 yeveav /cal yevedv, eW yeveas KOL ryeveas, GK ryeveas efc yevedv,

et9 <yeyea9 yevewv. So e(W9 alwvos TWV alcovcov stands in Dan.

vii. 18 for the Chaldee obi? 121 srcto i wfiv. This language,
borrowed from the changes and succession of time, is employed
to picture out eternity. It is a period of successive genera-
tions filling up the age, which again is an age of ages or

made up of a series of ages a period composed of many
periods ;

and through the cycles of such a period of periods,

glory is to be ascribed to God. It is needless, with Meyer,
to take ryeveat in a literal sense, or in reference to successive

generations of living believers, for yeved often simply means
a period of time measured by the average life of man. Acts

xiv. 16, xv. 21. The entire phrase is a temporal image of
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eternity. One wonders at De Wette's question
-" Was the

apostle warranted to expect such a long duration for the

church?
" For is not the church to be gathered into the

heavens?

The obligation to glorify God lasts through eternity, and

the glorified church will ever delight in rendering praise,
lc as

is most due." Eternal perfection will sustain an eternal

anthem. The Trinity is here again brought out to view. The

power within us is that of the Spirit, and glory in Christ is

presented to the Father who answers prayer through the Son,
and by the Spirit ; and, therefore, to the Father, in the Son,
and by the Spirit, is offered this glorious minstrelsy

" as it

was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall Ibe, world without

end. Amen."
" To Fattier, Son, and Holy Ghost,

The God whom heaven's triumphant host

And saints on earth adore,

Be glory as in ages past,

As now it is,
and so shall last

When time shall be no more."



CPIAP. IV.

THE practical portion of the Epistle now commences, or as

Theodoret says eirl ra ecBrj irpoTpiirei T*)? aperfjs. But doc-

trine has been expounded, ere duty is enforced. Instructions

as to change of spiritual relation precede exhortations as to

change of life. It is in vain to tell the dead man to rise and

walk, till the principle of animation be restored. One must be

a child of God before he can be a servant of God. Pardon and

purity, faith and holiness, are indissolubly united. Ethics

therefore follow theology. And now the apostle first proceeds
to enjoin the possession of such graces as promote and sus-

tain the unity of the church, the members of which are

"rooted and grounded in love" a unity which, as he is

anxious to show, is quite compatible with variety of gift,

office, and station. Then he dwells on the nature, design,- and

results of the ministerial functions belonging to the church,

points out its special and divine organization, and goes on to

the reprobation of certain vices, and the inculcation of opposite

graces.

(Ver. 1.) Tiapafca\o) o$v vpas e<ya) 6 Seoyuo? ev Kvptig)
" I exhort you then, I the prisoner in the Lord." The

retrospective o%v refers us to the preceding paragraph
Christian privilege or calling being so rich and full, and his

prayer for them being so fervent and extensive. The person-

ality of the writer is distinctly brought out " I the prisoner"

eyeo. iii. 1. The phrase ev K.vpia) is closely connected with

6 Secr/uo5, as the want of the article between the words also

shows. Some, indeed, prefer to join it to the verb Trapa/caKo)
" I exhort you in the Lord." Such was the view of Semler,

and Koppe does not express a decided opinion. But the

position of the words is plainly against such a construction.

Winer, 20, 2. The verb irapaKa\& is not used in its original

sense, but signifies
" I exhort," as if equivalent to TTparpenco.
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It lias, however, various shades of meaning in the Pauline

writing. See Knapp's Scrip. Var. p. 125, et seq. Nor can

ev Kvpi<p signify "for Christ's sake," as is. the opinion

of Chiysostom, Theophylact, Koppe, and Flatt. When we

turn to similar expressions, such as TOU<? ovras ev "Kvpl<p

(Rom. xvi. 11) ayaTryTov ev K.vpiq> (Philem. 16) ^a

(j,6vov ev T&vpitp (1 Cor. vii. 39) TOV ayairrjTov pov ev

(Rom. xvi. 8) the meaning of the idiom cannot be doubted.

It characterizes Paul as a Christian prisoner one who not

only was imprisoned for Christ's sake, but who was and

still is in union with the Lord, as a servant and sufferer.

See on Kvpios, ch. i. 2, 3. The apostle, in iii. 1, uses the

genitive which indicates one aspect of relationship that

of possession ;
but here he employs the dative as denoting

that his incarceration has its element or characteristic, per-

haps origin, too, from his union with Christ. But why again

allude to his bondage in these terms ? Not simply to excite

sympathy, and claim a hearing for his counsels, nor solely, as

Olshausen and Harless maintain, to represent his absolute

obedience to the Lord as an example to his readers. All

these ideas might be in his mind, but none of them engross-

ingly, else some more distinctive allusion might be expected
in his language. Nor can we accede to Meyer and the Greek

fathers, that there is in the phrase any high exultation in the

glory of a confessor or a martyr as
if,

as Theodoret says, He

gloried more in his chains, rj (3acrt,\ev<; StaS^art. But his

writing to them while he was in chains proved the deep
interest he took in them and in their spiritual welfare showed

them that his faith in Jesus, and his love to His cause, were

not shaken by persecution that the iron which lay upon his

limb had not entered into his soul and that his apostolical

prerogative was as intact, his pastoral anxiety as powerful,
and his relation to the Lord as close and tender as when on

his visit to them he disputed in the school of Tyrannus, or

uttered his solemn and pathetic valediction to their elders

at Miletus. Letters inspired by love in a dungeon might
also have a greater charm than his oral address. Compare
Gal. vi. 17.

" I exhort you
"

fj<? K\rj6r)re
" that ye
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walk worthy of the calling with which ye were called."

KA/tytw is the Christian vocation the summons "
to glory

and virtue." See under i. 18; Korn. xi. 29; Phil. iii. 14;

2 Tim. i. 9
;
Heb. iii. 1, &c. In 979 e'/cX^re is a common

idiom ^9 being probably by attraction or assimilation, as

Kriiger, 51, 10, prefers to call
it, for

fj,
but perhaps for r\v

(Arrian, Epict. p. 122) and the verb being used with its cog-

nate noun. Winer, 24, 1
;
2 Tim. i. 9

;
1 Cor. vii. 20. See

also under i. 8, 19, 20
;

ii. 4. "A^to9 in the sense of " in har-

mony with," is often thus used. Matt. iii. 8
;
Phil. i. 27; Col,

i. 10
;
1 Thess. ii, 12

;
2 Thess. i. 11. On the peculiar meaning

of TreptTrarea) see under ii. 2, 10. It is a stroke of very
miserable wit which Adam Clarke ascribes to the apostle,

when he represents him as saying, "Ye have your liberty

and may walk, I am deprived of mine and cannot." Their

calling, so high, so holy, and so authoritative, and which had

come to them in such power, was to be honoured by a walk

in perfect correspondence with its origin and spirit, its claims

and destiny. See also under ver. 4.

The apostle now enforces the cultivation of those graces, the

possession of which is indispensable to the harmony of the

church : for the opposite vices pride, irascibility, impatient

querulousness all tend to strife and disruption. On union

the apostle had already dwelt in the second chapter as a

matter of doctrine here he introduces it as one of practice.

(Ver. 2.) Mera Tra^r)? raireivo^poavvr]^ Kal Trpaiir'rjTos, pera

/ita/cpo$u/ua.9, ave^of^evoL a\\^\O)v ev aya-jry
" With all low-

liness and meekness, with long-suffering, forbearing one

another in love." Col. iii. 12. Merd is with accompanied
with visible manifestation. Winer, 47, h. On Tratn/s see

i. 8. Some suppose the various nouns in the verse to be

connected with ave^opevoi,, but such a connection mars the

harmony and development of thought, as it rises from general

to special counsel.

Tcnreivotypoa-vvr) is lowliness of mind, opposed to ra viJr^Tufc

(ppovovvres.
Rom. xii. 16. It is that profound humility which

stands at the extremest distance from haughtiness, arrogance,

and conceit, and which is produced by a right view of our-

selves, and of our relation to Christ and to that glory to which
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we are called. It is ascribed by the apostle to himself in Acts

XX,, 19. It is not any one's making himself small orav TL<?

peya? a>v as Chrysostom supposes, for such would be mere

simulation. Every blessing we possess or hope to enjoy is

from God. Nothing is self-procured, and therefore no room is

left for self-importance. This modesty of mind, says Chry-

sostom, is the foundation of all virtue Tracr^ apeT?)<$ VTrodea-is.

Trench, Synon. 43
; Tittman, De Syn. p. 140.

TLpavTijs is meekness of spirit in all relations, both toward

God and toward man which never rises in insubordination

against God nor in resentment against man. It is a grace

ascribed by the Saviour to himself (Matt. xi. 29), and ascribed

to him by the apostle. 2 Cor. x. 1
;
Gal. v. 23. It is not

merely that meekness which is not provoked and angered by
the reception, of injury, but that entire subduedness of tem-

perament which strives to be in harmony with God's will, be

it what it may, and, in reference to men, thinks with candour,
suffers in self-composure, and speaks in the "

soft answer "

which " turneth away wrath." For some differences in spell-

ing the word, see Passow, siib voce, and Lobeck, ad PlirynicTi.

p. 403. The form adopted is found only in B and E, but it

seems supported by the analogy of the Alexandrian spelling.

The preposition //,e-ra is repeated before the next noun,

/Lta,/epo#v/ua9, and this repetition has led Estius, Eiickert,

Harless, Olshausen, and Stier to connect it with ave^o/jLevot

in the following clause. We see no good ground for this

construction. On the contrary, ave^opevoi has ev aryanr) to

qualify it,
and needs not fjuera paKpoOvfitas, which, from its

position, would then be emphatic. Some, like Lachmann and

Olshausen, feeling this, join ev ajdjry as unwarrantably to the

following verse. The first two nouns are governed by one

preposition, for they are closely associated in meaning, the
" meekness

"
being after all only a phase of the "

lowliness of

mind," and resting on it. But the third noun is introduced

with the preposition repeated, as it is a special and distinct

virtue a peculiar result of the former two and so much, at

the same time, before the mind of the apostle, that he explains

it in the following clause.

ta
"
long-suffering," is opposed to irritability,
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or to what we familiarly name shortness of temper (James i.

19), and is that patient self-possession which enables a man to

bear with those who oppose him, or who in any way do him

injustice. He can afford to wait till better judgment and

feeling on their part prevail. 2 Cor. vi. 6
;
Gal. v. 22

;
1 Tim.

i. 16
;
2 Tim. iv. 2. In its high sense of bearing with evil,

and postponing the punishment of it, it is ascribed to God. Bom.
ii. 4, ix. 22. The participle ave^o^evot, is in the nominative,
and the anacolouthon is easily explained from the connection

with the first verse. An example of a similar change is

found in iii. 18. Winer, 63, 2. It is useless, with Heinsius

and Homberg, to attempt to supply the imperative mood of

the verb of existence "Be ye forbearing one another."

'Az/e^o/Aafc, in the middle voice, is to have patience with, that

is,
"
to hold one's self up

"
till the provocation is past. Col.

iii. 13. Verbs of its class govern the genitive. Kuhner, 539.

'Ey dydiry describes the spirit in which such forbearance was

to be exercised. Eetaliation was not to be allowed
;

all occa-

sionally needed forbearance, and all were uniformly to exercise

it. No acerbity of temper, sharp retort, or satirical reply was

to be admitted. As it is the second word which really begins
the strife, so, where mutual forbearance is exercised, even the

first angry word would never be spoken. And this mutual

forbearance must not be affected coolness or studied courtesy ;

it must have its origin, sphere, and nutriment " in love
"

in

the genuine attachment that ought to prevail among Christian

disciples. QEcumenius justly observes evda yap IO-TLV

irdvra ecrriv dveKrd.

(Ver. 3.) ^TrGvSd&VTes -rr/petv TTJV evoTrfra rov

"Endeavouring to keep the unity of the Spirit." This

clause is parallel to the preceding, and indicates not so much,
as Meyer says, the inward feelings by which the ovi^ea-dat, is

to be characterized, as rather the motive to it, and the accom-

panying or simultaneous effort. Hvev/^a cannot surely mean

the mere human spirit, as the following verse plainly proves.

Yet such is the view of Ambrosiaster, Anselm, Erasmus,

Calvin, Estius, ftiickert, Baumgarten-Crusius, and Bloomfield.

Calvin also says Ego simplicius interpreter de animorum

concordia ; and Ambrosiaster quietly changes the terms, and
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renders unitatis spiriiwm. Others, again, take the phrase to

denote that unity of which the Spirit is the "bond. Chrysos-
tom says Sia yap TOVTO TO irvev^a eSodv],

f

iva rou9 yevet, Kal

rpoTroi? 8ta<j>6poi,<; Siecrr^/cora? evcoa-rj. This view is perhaps
not sufficiently distinctive. The reference is to the Spirit of

God, but, as the next verse shows, to that Spirit as inhabiting

the church "one body" and " one Spirit." The "unity of

the Spirit is not, as Grotius says, unitas ecclesice, quce est

corpus spirituale, but it is the unity which dwells within the

church, and which results from the one Spirit the originating

cause being in the genitive. Hartung, Oasus, p. 12. The

apostle has in view what he afterwards advances about differ-

ent functions and offices in the church in verses 7 and 11.

Separate communities are not to rally round special gifts and

offices, as if each gift proceeded from, and was organized by, a

separate and rival Spirit. 1 Cor. xii. 4, &c. And this unity

of the Spirit was not so completely in their possession, that

its existence depended wholly on their guardianship. .For it

exists independently of human vigilance or fidelity,
1 but its

manifestations may be thwarted and checked. They were

therefore to keep it safe from all disturbance and infraction.

And in this duty they were to be earnest and forward O-TTOU-

SdovT<t
} using diligence, "bisie to kepe," as WyclifTe renders

;

for if they cherished humility, meekness, and universal toler-

ance in love, as the apostle hath enjoined them, it would be

no difficult task to preserve the "
unity of the Spirit." And

that unity is to be kept
ev To3 crvvSecr/jiq) rfjs eipr)vr)<s

" in the bond of peace."

Some understand the apostle to affirm that the unity is kept

by that which forms the bond of peace, viz., love. Such an

opinion has advocates in Theophylact, Calovius, Bengel,

Buckert, Meier, Harless, Stier, and Winzer,
2 who take the

genitive as that of object. Such an idea may be implied, but

it is not the immediate statement of the apostle. The declara-

tion here is different from that in Col. iii. 14, where love is

termed " a bond." See on the place. Et^z/^ appears to be

1
Einigkeit im Geist diirfen raid konnen wir niclit machen, sondern nur dariiber

halten. Rieger, quoted by Stier.

2 Commentat. in Eph. iv. 1-6. Lipsias, 1836.
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the genitive of apposition, as Flatt, Meyer, Matthies, Ols-

hausen, Alford, and Ellicott take it. Winer, 59, 8
;
Acts

viii. 20.
" The bond of peace

"
is that bond which is peace.

'Ey does not denote that the unity of the Spirit springs from
" the bond of peace," as if unity were the product of peace, or

simply consisted of peace, but that the unity is preserved and

manifested in the bond of peace as its element. Winer,

48, a.
" Peace "

is that tranquillity which ought to reign in

the church, and by the maintenance of which its essential

spiritual unity is developed and " bodied forth." This unity

is something far higher than peace ;
but it is by the preserva-

tion of peace as a bond among church members that such

unity is realized and made perceptible to the world. John xvii.

The outer becomes the symbol and expression of the inner

union is the visible sign of unity. When believers universally

and mutually recognize the image of Christ in one another,

and, loving one another instinctively and in spite of minor

differences, feel themselves composing the one church of

Christ, then do they endeavour to keep
" the unity of the

Spirit in the bond of peace." The meaning of the English verb
" endeavour " has been somewhat attenuated in the course

of its descent to us. Trench on Authorized Version, p. 17.

Unity and peace are therefore surely more than mere alliance

between Jew and Gentile, though the apostle's previous illus-

trations of that truth may have suggested this argument.

(Ver. 4.) *Ez/ aw^a KOI ev Hvevpa
" One body and one

Spirit." The connection is not, as is indicated in the Syriac
version Keeping the unity of the Spirit in the bond of

peace, in order that you may be in one body and one spirit.

Others construe as if the verse formed part of an exhortation

"Be ye, or ye ought to be, one body," or keeping the

unity of the Spirit as being one body, &c. But such a supple-
ment is too great, and the simple explanation of the ellipsis is

preferable. Conybeare indeed renders "You are one body,"
but the common and correct supplement is the verb ecm.

Kiihner indeed
( 760, c.) says that such an asyndeton as

this frequently happens in classic Greek, when such a particle

as yap is understood. Bernhardy, p. 448. But the verse

abruptly introduces an assertatory illustration of the previous
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statement, and in the fervent style of the apostle any con-

necting particle is omitted. " One body there is and one

Spirit." And after all that Ellicott and Alford have said, the

assertatory (rein assertorisch, Meyer) clause logically contains

an argument though grammatically the -resolution by yap
be really superfluous. Ellicott, after Hofmann, gives it as
" Remember there is one body," which is an argument surely

to maintain the unity of the Spirit." The idea contained in

<ra)/j,a the body or the church has been already introduced

and explained (i. 23, ii. 16), to the explanations of which the

reader may turn. The church is described in the second

chapter as one body and one Spirit ev evl crdbfiart ev evl

Tlvevfjt,art ; and the apostle here implies that this unity ought
to be guarded. Rom. xii. 5

;
1 Cor. xii. 3

;
Col. i. 24. The

church or body is one
? though its members are ol travra^ov T%

olfcov/jt,evr)<; irio-roL (Chrysostom.) There are not two rival

communities. The body with its many members, and com-

plex array of organs of very different position, functions, and

honour, is yet one. The church, no matter where it is situated,

or in what age of the world it exists no matter of what race,

blood, or colour are its members, or how various the tongues
in which its services are presented is one, and remains so,

unaffected by distance or time, or physical, intellectual, and

social distinctions. And as in the body there is only one spirit,

one living principle no double consciousness, no dualism of

intelligence, motive, and action so the one Spirit of God
dwells in the one church, and there are therefore neither rivalry

of administration nor conflicting claims. And whatever the

gifts and graces conferred, whatever variety of aspect they

may assume, all possess a delicate self-adaptation to times

and circumstances, for they are all from the " one Spirit,"

having oneness of origin, design, and result.. (See on ver.

16.) The apostle now adds an appeal to their own expe-
rience

Ka0Q)s Kal eK\r)6if)'Te ev pia eA/TT/St T^? /eX^creeos V/AWV
" even

as also ye were called in one hope of your calling." Ka0cb<?

Kal introduces illustrative proof of the statement just made.

The meaning of this clause depends very much on the sense

assigned to ev. Some, as Meyer, would make it instrumental,
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and render it
"
by ;

"
others, as Grotius, Flatt, Biickert, and

Valpy, would give it the meaning of efc, and Chrysostom
that of eW. Harless adopts the view expressedjby Bengel on

1 Thess. iv. 7, and thinks that it signifies an element indoles

of the calling. We prefer to regard it as bearing its com-

mon signification as pointing to the element in which their

calling took place in una spe, as the Vulgate. 1 Cor. viii. 15;

1 Thess. iv. 7
; Winer, 50, 5. Sometimes the verb is

simply used, both in the present and aorist (Kom. viii. 30,

ix. 11
;

Gal. v. 8), and often with various prepositions.

While Iv represents the element in which the calling takes

effect, Iv elprjvy, 1 Cor. vii. 15
;
ev %a/jm, Gal. i. 6

;
ev

aoy/>e3, 1 Thess. iv. 7 : eiri represents the proximate end,

eKevOepici) Gal. v. 13
; ou/c, CTTL aKaOapcrLq, 1 Thess. iv. 7: efc

depicts another aspect, els fcoivwviaV) 1 Cor. i. 9
; elprfvij

et9 $)v, Col. iii. 15; et9 TO Oavftaa-Tov avrov <w9j 1 Pet. ii. 9

and apparently also the ultimate purpose, els 'TrepLTrofycriv ^0^179,

2 Thess. ii. 14
;
ek {Sacrihetav KOL Sogav, 1 Thess. ii. 12

; r^9

alwviov ^0)179 efc rjv, 1 Tim. vi. 12
;

efc rrjv alcoviov avrov

Soav, 1 Pet. v. 10
;
other forms being ek TOWTO, 1 Pet. ii. 21

;

et9 TOVTO tvd, 1 Pet. iii. 9 while the instrumental cause is

given by &a; the inner, Sia %aptro9, Gal. i. 15; and the

outer, Sta TOV Gvayye'K.iov, 2 Thess. ii. 14. The follow-

ing genitive, KKrjo-ewS) is that of possession
" in one hope

belonging to your calling." See under i. 18, on similar

phraseology. The genitive of originating cause preferred by
Ellicott is not so appropriate, on account of the preceding
verb eK\ijd7}re}

the genitive of the correlative noun sug-

gesting what belongs to the call and characterized it, when

they received it. The "
hope

"
is

"
one," for it has one

object, and that is glory ;
one foundation, and that is Christ.

Their call $ av<a ic\^(ri^ (Phil. iii. 14), had brought them

into the possession of this hope. See Nitzsch, System., 210
;

lleuss, Theol. Ghret. vol. ii. p. 219. " There is one body and

one Spirit," and the Ephesian converts had experience of this

unity, for the hope which they possessed as their calling was
also

"
one," and in connection with

(Ver. 5.) E?9 Kvpi09, pia TT/O-'W, ev fiaimaiJia "One

Lord, one faith, one baptism." Further and conclusive argu-
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ment. For the meaning of Ku/>to9 in its reference to Christ,

the reader may turn to i. 2. Had Irenseus attended to the

common, if not invariable Pauline usage, he would not have

said that the Father only is to Ibe called Lord Patrem tantum

Deum et Dominum. Opera, torn. i. 443, ed.-Stieren, Lipsise,

1849-50. There is only one supreme Governor over the

church. He is the one Head of the one body, and the Giver

of its one Spirit. This being the case, there can therefore

be only
" One faith." Faith does not signify creed, or truth be-

lieved, but it signifies confidence in the one Lord faith, the

subjective oneness of which is created and sustained by the

unity of its object. Usteri, Paulin. Lehrb. p. 300. The one

faith may be embodied in an objective profession. There

being only one faith, there can be only
" One baptism." Baptism is consecration to Christ one

dedication to the one Lord. Acts, xix. 5
;
Rom. vi. 3

;
Gal.

iii. 27. " One baptism
"

is the result and expression of the

"one faith" in the "one Lord," and, at the same time, the

one mode of initiation by the " one Spirit" into the " one

body." Tertullian argues from this expression against the

repetition of baptism felix aqua quod semel affluit. De~ Bap.
xv. Among the many reasons given for the omission of the

Lord's Supper in this catalogue of unity, this perhaps is the

most conclusive that the Lord's Supper is only the demon-

stration of a recognized unity in the church, whereas faith and

baptism are the initial and essential elements of it. These

last are also individually possessed, whereas the Lord's Sup-

per is a social observance on the part of those who, in oneness

of faith and fellowship, honour the " one Lord." Still farther

and deeper

(Ver. 6.) El? eo? teal Tlarrjp Trdvrcov
" One God and

Father of all
"

ultimate, highest, and truest unity. Seven

times does he use the epithet
" One." The church is one

body, having one Spirit in
it, and one Lord over it

;
then its

inner relations and outer ordinances are one too
j

its calling

has attached to it one hope ;
its means of union to Him is

one faith
;

its dedication is one baptism : and all this unity is

but the impress of the great primal unity one God. His
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unity stamps an image of itself on that scheme which origin-

ated in Him, and issues in His glory. Christians serve one

God, are not distracted by a multiplicity of divinities, and

need not fear the revenge of one while they are doing homage
to his rival. Oneness of spirit ought to characterize their

worship.
" One God and Father of all," that is,

all Chris-

tians, for the reference is not to the wide universe, or to all

men, as Holzhausen, with Musculus and Matthies, argue
but to the church. Jew and Gentile forming the one church

have one God and Father. (An illustration of the filial rela-

tionship of believers to God will be found under i. 5.) The
three following clauses mark a peculiarity of the apostle's

style, viz. his manner of indicating different relations of the

same word by connecting it with various prepositions. Gal.

i. 1
;
Eom. iii. 22, xi. 36

j
Col. i. 16

; Winer, 50, 6. It is

altogether a vicious and feeble exegesis on the part of Koppe
to say that these three clauses are synonymous sententia

videtur una
}
tantum variis formulis synonymis expressa. A

triple relationship of the one God to the "all" is now pointed

out, and the first is thus expressed
6 eVt irdvTwv "who is over all." These adjectives,

iravrwv arid Tracri, are clearly to be taken in the masculine

gender, as the epithet Trarrjp would also suggest. Erasmus,

Michaelis, Moras, and Baumgarten-Crusius take them in eVl

irdvrwv and Sia Trdvrwv as neuter, while the Yulgate, Zacha-

riae, and Koppe accept the neuter only in the second phrase.
eO 67rl TravTcw is rendered by Chrysostom o eirdvco irdvrwv,

The great God is high over all, robed in unsurpassable glory.

There is, and can be, no superior no co-ordinate sovereignty.

The universe, no less than the church, lies beneath, and far

beneath, His throne, and the jurisdiction of that throne,
"
high and lifted up," is paramount and unchallenged.
Kal Sta irdvrcov " and through all." The strange inter-

pretation of Thomas Aquinas has found some supporters. He

explains the first clause of God the Father, who is over all

fontaleprincipium divinitatis ; and the clause before us he refers

to the Son per quern omnia facia sunt. But this exegesis,

which is adopted by Estius and Olshausen, reverses the idea

of the apostle. It is one thing to say, All things are through
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God, and quite another to say, God is through all things.

The latter, and not the former, is the express thought of the

inspired writer. Jerome also refers the phrase to the Son

quia per filium creata sunt omnia ; while Calvin understands

by it the third Person of the Trinity Deus Spiritu sancti-

ficationis diffusus per omnia ecclesice membra. Meyer holds a

similar view. Chrysostom and his patristic followers, along
with JBeza, Zanchius, Crocius, and Grotius, refer it to God

providing for all, and ordering all 777 irpovolq KOI BioLKtjcret.

Bengel, Flatt, and Winer understand it as signifying
"
through

all acting." Winer, 54. Harless explains it as meaning
" works through all, as the head through the members." It

is plain that some of these views do not make any real

distinction "between the Sto. of this clause and the ev of the

following. The idea of simple diffusion "through all," is not

far from the idea of "in all." But the notion of providence, if

taken in a general sense, comes nearer the truth. The thought
seems to be that of a pervading, and thus a sustaining and

working presence. Though He is
" over all," yet He lives

not in remote splendour and indifference, for He is
"
through

all;" His influence being everywhere felt in its upholding

energies.

/cal ev iraa-iv
" and in all." The Elzevir Text adds V/MV,

as Chrysostom does in his commentary. Others have adopted

fjfuv, on the authority of D, E, F, G, K, L, the Syriac and

Vulgate, Theodoret, Pelagius, and Ambrosiaster a reading
admitted by Griesbach, Knapp, Scholz, and Hahn. But the

higher witness of A, B, C, the Coptic and JEthiopic, and

the text of Ignatius, Eusebius, Cyril, Epiphanius, Gregory,

Chrysostom, and Jerome, exclude such a pronoun altogether,

and leave us simply ev iraviv. Accordingly, Lachmann and

Tischendorf strike out the word as an evident gloss. The

pronoun would modify the universality predicated in the two

preceding clauses. He is "in all," dwelling in them, filling

them with the light and love of His gracious presence. The
idea conveyed by Sid is more external and general in its

nature acting through or sustaining; while that expressed

by ev is intimate and special union and inhabitation. Very
different is such a conception from either ancient or modern
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pantheism ;
from that of Zeno or that of Hegel, or the poetical

mysticism of Pope

" All are but parts of one stupendous whole

Whose body nature is, and God the soul."

Whether there be any reference to the Trinity in this re-

markable declaration, it is impossible to affirm with certainty.

While Theophylact seems to deny it, because heretical notions

were based upon it,
Jerome on the other hand maintains it,

and it was held by Irenseus and Hippolytus, the former of

whom explains the first clause of the Father caput Christi ;

the second of the Son caput ecclesice ; and the third of the

Holy Spirit in us aqua viva. Harless, Olshausen, Stier,

De Wette, von Gerlach, Ellicott, and Alford are of the same

opinion. It has been said in proof, that most certainly in the

third clause " in all
"

the reference is to the Holy Ghost, by
whom God alone dwells in believers

;
so that in the second

clause, and in the words "
through all," there may be an allu-

sion to Him. who is now on the throne of the universe, and
"
by whom all things consist

;

' 51 and in the. first clause to the

Eternal Father. In previous portions of the Epistle triune

relation has been distinctly brought out
; only here the repre-

sentation is different, for unity is the idea dwelt on, and it is

the One God and Father Himself who works through all and

dwells in all.

All these elements of oneness enumerated in verses 4, 5,

and 6, are really inducements for Christians to be forward to

preserve the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. It is

plainly of the one holy catholic church that the apostle has

been speaking ;
not of the visible church, which has in it a

mixed company, many whom Augustine characterizes as being
in fellowship cum ecclesia

" with the church," but who are

not in ecclesia "in the church." "All are not Israel

who are of Israel." But the real spiritual church of the

1 The suspicious and fantastic extremes to which the idea of Jehovah's triune

being and operations may be carried, will be seen in such a work as that of the

Danish theologian Martensen, Die Christliche Dogmatik, 2 vols. Keil, 1850. Com-

pare also Marheineke, Christi. Dogm. 426
; Schleiermacher, Christi. Glaule, ii.

170, 3d ed. Berlin, 1835.
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Redeemer is one body. All the members of that church par-

take of the same grace, adhere to the same faith, are washed in

the same blood, are filled with the same hopes, and shall dwell at

length in the same blessed inheritance. Heretics and ungodly
men may find their way into the church, but they remain

really separated from its
" invisible conjunction of charity."

There may be variations in "
lesser matters of ceremony

or discipline," and yet this essential unity is preserved.

Clement of Alexandria compares the church so consti-

tuted to the various chords of a musical instrument,
" for in

the midst of apparent schisms there is substantial unity."

Barrow again remarks, that the apostle says
" one Lord,

one faith, one baptism ;
not one monarch, or one senate or

sanhedrim." He does not insist on unity "under one

singular, visible government or polity."
1 How sad to think

that the passions of even sanctified men have often produced
feuds and alienations, and led them to forget the apostolic

mandate. Christ's claim for the preservation of unity is upon
all the churches a unity of present connection and actual

enjoyment not a truce, but an alliance, with one livery and

cognizance not a compromise, but a veritable incorporation

among
"

all who in every place call upon the name of Jesus

Christ our Lord, both their Lord and ours." 2 " I will give

them one heart and one way
"

a promise, the realization of

which is surely not to be deferred till the whole church as-

semble in that world where there can be no misunderstanding.
The great father of the western church tersely says Contra

rationem, nemo sobrius ; contra Scripturas nemo Ghristianus /

contra Ecclesiam nemo pacificus senserit.

1
Mohler, in his Symbolik, 48, one of the ablest defences of Romanism, con-

trasts Lutheranism and Catholicism thus " The latter teaches that there is first

the visible church, and then comes the invisible, whereas Protestantism affirms

that out of the invisible comes the visible church, and the first is the ground of the

last." Sixth ed., Mainz, 1843.

2 It is one of the many instances in which Rothe sets himself to overthrow

established modes of thought and expression, when he attacks the phrase,
"
visible

church," as being deceptive and unphilosophical. His objection, however, com-

pelled Hagenbach to coin a new phrase to express the popular idea, and with the

facility of the Teutonic language for compounds, he gives us the untranslatable

epithets historisch-empirisch, Jieraustretende, Icorperliche. Lehrbuch der Dogmen-

geschichte, 71.
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(Ver. 7.) 'Ei/1 Se e/eao-rw rj^wv eS66r) f) %dpi.<;" But to each

of us was given grace." Unity is not uniformity, for it is

quite consistent with variety of gifts and offices in the church.

The Be marks a transitional contrast, as the writer passes on

to individual varieties. Still along with this unity there is

variety of gifts. In the addition of evl to eicdorrq), the idea of

distribution is expressed more distinctly than by the simple

term. Luke iv. 40
;
Acts ii. 3, xx. 31. B, D1

, F, Gr, L, omit the

article 17 before %pt (

?,
but there is no valid reason to reject it

;

the preceding 77 of G&oOrj may have led to its omission.

This %a/w is gift, not merely in connection with personal

privilege or labour, but, as the sequel shows, gift in connec-

tion with official rank and function. 'ESoffy in this verse is

explained by e'Sw/ce in verse 8. While grace has been given
to every individual, and no one is omitted, that grace differs

in form, amount, and aspect in every instance of its bestow-

ment
;
and as a peculiar sample and illustration of such

variety- in unity, the apostle appeals to the offices and dig-
nities in the church. For this grace is described as being
conferred

Kara TO fterpov T^S Swpea? TOV XpicrroO
"
according to the

measure of the gift of Christ." The first genitive is subject-

ive, and the second that of possession or of agent. The gift

is measured
;
and while each individual receives, he receives

according to the will of the sovereign Distributor. And
whether the measure be great or small, whether its contents be

of more brilliant endowment or of humbler and unnoticed

talent, all is equally Christ's gift, and of Christ's adjustment ;

all is equally indispensable to the union and edification of that

body in which there is
" no schism," and forms an argument

why each one gifted with such grace should keep the unity of

the Spirit. The law of the church is essential unity in the

midst of circumstantial variety. Differences of faculty or tem-

perament, education or susceptibility, are not superseded. Each

gift in its own place completes the unity. What one devises

another may plead for, while a third may act out the scheme
;

so that sagacity, eloquence, and enterprise form a "
threefold

cord, not easily broken.'/ It is so in the material creation

the little is as essential to symmetry as the great the star as
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well as the sun the rain-drop equally with the ocean, and the

hyssop no less than the cedar. The pebble has its place as

fittingly as the mountain, and colossal forms of life are sur-

rounded by the tiny insect whose term of existence is limited

to a summer's twilight. Why should the possession of this

grace lead to self-inflation ? It is simply Christ's gift to each

one, and its amount and character as possessed by others

ought surely to create no uneasiness nor jealousy, for it is

of Christ's measurement as well as of His bestowment, and

every form and quantity of it as it descends from the one

source, is indispensable to the harmony of the church. No
one is overlooked, and the one Lord will not bestow conflict-

ing graces, nor mar nor disturb, by the repulsive antipathy of

His gifts, that unity the preservation of which here and in

this way is enjoined on all the members of .His church.

(Ver. 8.) Aio Xeyet "Wherefore He saith." This quotation
is no parenthesis,' as many take

it,
nor is it any offshoot from

the main body of thought, but a direct proof of previous asser-

tion. And it proves those truths that the ascended Lord

confers gifts various gifts that men are the recipients, and

that these facts had been presented to the faith and hope of

the ancient Jewish church. The apostle, too, must have felt

that the Jewish portion of the Ephesian church would acknow-

ledge his quotation as referring to Jesus. If they disputed the

sense or reference of the quotation, then the proof contained in

it could not affect them. The citation is taken from the 18th

verse of the 68th Psalm. It is vain to allege, with Storr and

Flatt, that the apostle refers to some Christian hymn in use at

Ephesus giiod db Ephesiis cantitari sciret. Opuscula^\\\. 309.

The formula \eyei, is not uncommon a pregnant verb, con-

taining in itself its own nominative, though 97 ypa^4 often

occurs, as in Horn. iv. 3, is. 17, x. 11
;
Gal. iv. 30

;
Suren-

husius, Bibl. Katall. 9, There are two points which require

discussion first, the difference of reading between the

apostle's citation and the original Hebrew and the Septuagint

version; and, secondly, the meaning and reference of the

quotation itself.

The change of person from the second to the third needs

scarcely be noticed. The principal difference is in the last
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clause. The Hebrew reads DIM* niwra nnj?4 y6 mf ctn

and the Septuagint has in the last clause 'eXa/3e<? So/tara ev

av0pa>7r<p}
or- avOpcoTrois ; Ibut the apostle's quotation reads -

Kctl eSco/cev Sahara TO?? avOpwTTois
-" and He gave gifts to

men." Various attempts have been made to explain this

remarkable variation, none of them perhaps beyond all doubt.

It may be generally said that the inspired apostle gives the quo-

tation in substance, and as it bore upon his argument. Whiston

maintained, indeed, that Paul's reading was correct, and that

the Hebrew and Seventy had both been corrupted. Carpzovius,

Grit. Sacr. p. 3. On the other hand, Jarchi, one of the

Targums, the Syriac, and Arabic, have " Thou hast given

gifts to the sons of men." Jerome, followed by Erasmus,
relieves himself of the difficulty by alleging that, as the work
of Christ was not over in the Psalmist's time, these gifts were

only promised as future, and He may be said to have taken

them or received them. But the giving and taking were alike

future on the part of the Messiah in the age of David. More
acute than this figment of his Eastern contemporary is the

remark of Augustine, that the Psalmist uses the word
" received" inasmuch as Christ in his members receives the

gifts, whereas Paul employs the term "gave" because He,
along with the Father, divides the gifts. The idea is too

subtle to be the right one. Some, again, identify the two

verbs, and declare them to have the same significance. Such

is the view of Ambrosiaster, Beza, Zanchius, Piscator, Ham-

mond, Bengel, and a host of others. "The one word," says

Chrysostom,
"

is the same as the other." His Greek followers

held generally the same view. Theodore of Mopsuestia simply

says,
" that to suit the connection the apostle has altered the

terms," and the opinion of Harless is much the same. Theo-

doret says \a/j,/3dva)v yap ir]v TTICTTIV azmSi'Stoo-t rr)v xapw,
a mere Spielerei as Harless terms it. We agree with Meyer,
that the Hebrew word n$ has often a proleptic signification.
" The giving," says Hengstenberg,

"
presupposes the taking j

the taking is succeeded by the giving as its consequence."
The verb seems often to have the peculiar meaning of danda

sumere Gen. xv. 9 "Take for ine," that
is, take 'and give

to me
;

xviii. 5 " And I will take you a morsel of bread,"
u
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i.e. take and give it you; xxvii. 13 "Go, take them," i.e.

take them and give me them
;

xlii. 16 " Let him take your

brother," i.e. let him take and bring him
;
Ex. xxvii. 20

" That they take thee pure oil," i.e. take and present it to

thee
;
so Lev. xxiv. 2

;
1 Kings xvii. 10 " Take me a little

water," i.e. take and offer it me
;
2 Kings ii. 20 Hos. xiv. 2

;

and so in other places ; Glassius, Philol. Sacra, p. 185
;
Bux-

torf^ Catalecta Philol.- Theol. p. 39. This interpretation is,

therefore, not so capricious as De Wette affirms. Such is the

idiomatic usage of the verb, and the apostle, as it especially

suited his purpose, seizes on the latter portion of the sense, and

renders eSootce. The phraseology of Acts ii. 33 is corrobora-

tive of our view "
Being exalted to the right hand of God,

and having received Xa/Scov from the Father the promise of

the Holy Ghost, he hath shed forth this
"

bestowed upon the

church such gifts of the Spirit. It is of the gifts of the Spirit,

especially in the administration of the church, that the apostle

speaks in this paragraph; and Peter, in the style of the

Psalmist, describes Messiah as receiving them ere He distri-

butes them. The Mediator wins them by His blood, receives

them from the Father who has appointed and accepted the

sacrifice, and holds them for the very purpose of conferring

them on His church. The Psalmist looks on the gifts in

Christ's possession as taken and held by Him for men; but the

time of bestowment had fully come, what was so held had

now been communicated, and so the apostle from his own point

of view says
" He gave gifts to man." Still, in the original

psalm the taking appears to be taking by force of spoil from

the conquered foes. But the martial figure of the Hebrew

psalmist is not to be strained.

Our attention must now be turned to the general meaning
of the quotation. The 68th Psalm is evidently a hymn of

victory. The inspired bard praises God for deliverance

vouchsafed deliverance resulting from battle and triumph.
This is also the view of Delitzsch in his Commentar iiber der

Psalter, published last year (1859). The image of a proces-

sion also appears in some parts of the ode. Very many expo-

sitors, among them Stier and Hofmann, have adopted the view

that it was composed on occasion of the removal of the ark to
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Mount Zion, and the view of Alford is the same in substance.

But the frequent introduction of martial imagery forbids such

a hypothesis. What the campaign was at the issue of which

this paean was composed, we cannot ascertain. Hitzig refers

it to the campaign of Joram and Jehoshaphat against the

Moabites (2 Kings iii.),
and von Lengerke refers it to some

period of Pharaoh Necho's reign. Hengstenberg thinks the

occasion was the termination of the Ammonitic wars, and the

capture of Rabbah. 2 Sam. xii. 26. One of his arguments
is at best only a probability. He says, there is reference

to the ark twice in Psalm Ixviii. in verses 1 and 24, and

that the ark was with the army during the warfare with

Ammon. But the words in verses 1 and 24 of the psalm
do not necessarily contain a reference to the ark, and the

language of Joab to David, in 2 Sam. xi. 11, does not affirm

the presence of the ark in the Israelitish camp, but may be

explained by the words of 2 Sam. vii. 2. That the psalm
is one of David's times and composition may be proved,

against Ewald, De Wette, and Hupfeld, from its style and

diction. The last writer, in his recent commentary (Die

Psalmen ; Dritter Band, Gotha, 1860), refers it to the return

from Babylon, and supposes that it is perhaps the composition
of the so-called pseudo-Isaiah, that is, the author of the latter

half of Isaiah's prophecies. Reuss, in a treatise full of "
per-

siflage," as Hupfeld says, and which Delitzsch truly calls a
"
pasquill

"
a "

Harlekinannzug
"

brings the psalm down
to the period between Alexander the Great and the Macca-

bees. One of the Targums refers the passage to Moses and

the giving of the law.1 Its pervading idea probably without

reference to any special campaign, but combining what had

happened many times when the Lord had shown Himself

1 The following note is translated from the Rabbinical Commentary of Mendels-

sohn :
" As he mentions (v. 8, 18) the consecration of Sinai, he adds the act by

which it was inaugurated, and says,
' Thou hast ascended and sat on high, after

giving thy law, and there thou hast led captives, viz., the hearts of the men who

said, We shall act and be obedient
;
Thou hast taken gifts from amongst men

;

thou hast taken and chosen some of them as a present, viz., thy people, whom thou

purchased with thy mighty hand, who are given to thee and are obedient. Though

they are at times disobedient, still hast thou taken them to dwell amongst them, to

forgive their sins.'
"
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"
mighty in battle" is, that He, as of old, had come down

for His people's deliverance, and had achieved it; had van-

quished their foes, and given them a signal victory, and that,

the combat "being over, and captivity led captive, He had

left the camp and gone up again to heaven. This portion of

the psalm seems to have been chanted as the procession wound

its way up Mount Zion to surround the symbols of the Divine

majesty.

"Thou hast ascended on high." The word t3"n$ "on

high "in such a connection refers to heaven, in contrast with

earth, where the victory had been won. Ps. xviii. 16
;
Isaiah

xxiv. 18, xl, 26
;
Jeremiah xxv. 30.

" Thou hast led captivity captive
"

^^akwreva-a^ al^a-
\QMTiav. The meaning of this idiom seems simply to be

thou hast mustered or reviewed thy captives. Judges v. 12
;

Gesenius, sub voce. The allusion is to a triumphal procession

in which marched the persons .taken in war.

"Thou hast received gifts for men." There is no need

with De Wette and others to translate 2 in, and to regard this

as the meaning "thou hast received gifts in* men," that

is, men constituted the gifts, the vanquished vassals or prose-

lytes formed the acquisition of the conqueror. Commentar uber

die Psalmen, p. 412
; Boettcher, Proben, &c. 62

; Schnurrer,
Dissertat. p. 303. The preposition a often signifies "for" or
" on account of." Gen. xviii. 28, xxix. 18

;
2 Kings xiv. 6

;

Jonah i. 14
;
Lam. ii. 11

;
Ezek. iv. 17, &c.

; ISToldius,

Concord. Part. Heb. p. 158. Hafnise, 1679. " Thou hast

received gifts on account of men "
to benefit and bless them

;

or the preposition may signify
"
among," as in 2 Sam. xxiii.

3
;
Prov. xxiii. 28

;
Jer. xlix. 15

; Ewald, Gram, der Heb.

Sprache, 521, and Delitzsch. These gifts are the results of

His victory, and they are conferred by Him after He lias gone

up from the battle-field. To obtain such a sense, however, it

is out of the question, on the part of Bloomfield, to disturb the

Septuagint reading and change the ey into liri But how can

ev avOpm'jrq) denote "
after the fashion of a man," and how

can ema in this connection mean, as Adam Clarke and Words-

worth conjecture,
" in man "

that is by virtue of His incar-

nation as the head of redeemed humanity ?
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In what sense, then, are those words applicable to the

ascended .Redeemer ? They are not introduced simply as an

illustration, for the apostle reasons from them in the following

verses. This bare idea of accommodation, vindicated by such

exegets as Morus and even by Doddridge, can therefore have

no place here. Nor can we agree with Calvin, that Paul has

somewhat twisted the words from their original meaning
" nonnihil a genuine sensu hoc testimonium detorsit Paulus"

an opinion which wins suspicious praise from Riickert. The

argument of the next verse would in that case be without

solid foundation. Nor does Olshausen in our apprehension
fix upon the prominent point of illustration. That point is in

his view not the proof that Christ dispenses gifts, but that

men receive them, so that Gentiles, as partakers of humanity,
have equal right to them with Jews. While the statement in

the latter part is true, it seems to be only a subordinate infer-

ence, not the main matter of argument. That men had the

gifts was a palpable fact
;
but the questions were Who gave

. them ? and does their diversity interfere with the oneness of

the church ? Besides, it is the term avaftas on which the

apostle comments. Nor can we bring ourselves to the notion

of a typical allusion, or " emblem "
as Barnes terms it, as if

the ark carried up to Zion was typical of Christ's ascent to

heaven
;

for we cannot convince ourselves that the ark is, so

formally at least, referred to in the psalm at all. Nor will it

do merely to say with Harless, that the psalm is applicable to

Christ, because one and the same God is the revealer both of

the Old and New Testaments. Still wider from the tenor of

the apostle's argument is one portion of the notion of Locke,
that Paul's object is to prove to unconverted Jews out of

their own scriptures that Jesus must die and be buried. Our

position is, that the same God is revealed as Redeemer both

under the Old and New Testament, that the Jehovah of the

one is the Jesus of the other, that Psalm Ixviii. is filled with

imagery which was naturally based on incidents in Jewish

history, and that the inspired poet, while describing the

interposition of Jehovah, has used language which was fully

realized only in the victory and exaltation of Christ. Not

that there is a double sense, but the Jehovah of the theocracy
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Was He who, in the fulness of the time, assumed humanity,

and what He did among His people prior to the incarnation

was anticipative of nobler achievements in the nature of man.

John xii. 41; Eom. xiv. 10, 11; 1 Cor. x. 4; Helb. i. 10.

The Psalmist felt this, and under the influence of such emo-

tions, rapt into future times, and beholding salvation com-

pleted, enemies defeated, and gifts conferred, thus addressed

the laurelled Conqueror
" Thou hast ascended on high."

Such a quotation was therefore to the apostle's purpose. There

are gifts in the church not one donation but many gifts the

result of warfare and victory gifts the number and variety

of which are not inconsistent with unity. Such blessings are

no novelty ; they are in accordance with the earnest expecta-

tions of ancient ages ;
for it was predicted that Jesus should

ascend on high, lead captivity captive, and give gifts to men.

But those gifts, whatever their character and extent, are

bestowed according to Christ's measurement
;

for it was He
who then and now ennobles men with these spiritual endow-

ments. Nor has there been any change of administration.

Gifts and graces have descended from the same Lord. Under

the old theocracy, which had a civil organization, these gifts

might be sometimes temporal in their nature; still,
no matter

what was their character, they came from the one Divine

Dispenser, who is still the Supreme and Sovereign Benefactor.

The apostle says

avaftas efc &Jro9 y^dXoyrevcrev al^aXmariav
"
having

ascended on high He led captivity captive." The reference

in the aorist participle is to our Lord's ascension, an act pre-

ceding that of the finite verb. Winer, 45, 6
; Kriiger, 56,

10
;
Acts i. 9. The meaning of the Hebrew phrase corre-

sponding to the last two words has been already given. Such

a use of a verb with its cognate substantive is, as we have

seen again and again, a common occurrence. Lobeck, Parali-

pomena, Dissert, viii., Defigura etymologica, p. 499, has given

many examples from the classics. The verb, as well as the

kindred form at%/aa\amro,belongs to the later Greek extrema

Q-rcecice senectus novum palmitem promisit. Lobeck ad Phry-

nichus, p. 442. The noun seems to be used as the abstract

for the concrete. Kiihner ii. 406
; Jelf, 353

;
Diodorus
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Siculus, xvii. 76
j
Num. xxxi. 12

; Judges v. 12
;
2 Chron.

xxviii. 11-13
;
Amos i. 6

;
1 Maccab. ix. 70, 72, xiv. 7. The

prisoners plainly belong to the enemy whom He had defeated,

and by whom His people had long been subjugated. This is

the natural order of ideas having beaten His foes, He makes

captives of them. The earlier fathers viewed the captives as

persons who had been enslaved by Satan as Satan's priso-

ners, whom Jesus restored to liberty. Such is the view of

Justin Martyr,
1 of Theodoret and (Ecumenius in the Greek

church, of Jerome and Pelagius in the Latin church, of

Thomas Aquinas in mediaeval times, of Erasmus, and in

later days, of Meier, Harless, and Olshausen. But such an

idea is not in harmony with the imagery employed, nor can it

be defended by any philological instances or analogies. On
the contrary, Christ's subjugation of his enemies has a pecu-
liar prominence in the Messianic oracles

;
Ps. ex. 1

;
Isa. liii.

12
;

1 Cor. xv. 25
;
Col. ii. 15

;
and in many other places.

What, then, are the enemies of Messiah? Not simply as in

the miserable rationalism of Grotius, the vices and idolatries

of heathendom, nor yet as in the equally shallow opinion of

Flatt, the hinderances to the spread and propagation of the

gospel. Quite peculiar is the strange notion of Pierce, that

the "
captives

" were the good angels, who, prior to Christ's

advent, had been local presidents in every part of the world,

but who were now deprived of this delegated power at Christ's

resurrection, and led in triumph by Him as He ascended

to glory. Notes on Colossians, appendix. The enemies of

Messiah are Satan and his allies every hostile power which

Satan originates, controls, and directs against Jesus and His

kingdom. The captives, therefore, are not merely Satan, as

Vorstius and Bodius imagine; nor simply death, as is the

view of Anselm
j
nor the devil and sin, as is the opinion of

Beza, Bullinger, and Vatablus
;
but as Chrysostom, Calvin,

Calixtus, Theophylact, Bengel, Meyer, and Stier show, they
include Satan, sin, and death. " He took the tyrant captive,

the devil I mean, and death, and the curse, and sin" such

is the language of Chrysostom. The psalm was fulfilled, says

1 Dial, cum Tryph. p. 129. Ed. Otto, Jenaj, 18-13. The genuineness of this

Dialogue has, however, been disputed.
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Calvin guum Christus, devicto peccato, subacta morie, Satand

profligate) in coelum magnifice sullatus est. Christ's work on

earth was a combat a terrible struggle with the hosts of

darkness whose fiercest onsets were in the garden and on the
'

cross when hell and death combined against Him those

efforts which repeated failures had roused into desperation.

And in dying He conquered, and at length ascended in vic-

tory, no enemy daring to dispute His right or challenge His

march
; nay/ He exhibited His foes in open triumph. He

bruised the head of the Serpent, though His own heel was

bruised in the conflict. As the conqueror returning to his

capital makes a show of his beaten foes, so Jesus having gone

up to glory exposed His vanquished antagonists whom He
had defeated in His agony and death.

\Kal\ eSw/cev ^opara Tofc av9pa>roi^
" and He" (that is, the

exalted Saviour)
"
gave gifts to men." Acts ii. 33. There is

no Kat in the Septuagint, and it is omitted by A, C2
,
D1

, E,

F, G, the Vulgate, and other authorities
;
while it is found in

B, C1
(C

3

),
D3

, I, K, L, and a host of others. Lachmann
omits it; Tischendorf omitted it in his second edition, but

inserts it in his seventh
;
Alford inserts and Ellicott rejects it.

The Septuagint has ev avOpwrry, which Peile would harshly
render-^" after the fashion of a man." 1 In their exegesis

upon their translation of the Hebrew text, Harless, Olshausen,
and von Gerlach understand these gifts to be men set apart

to God as sacred offerings,
" Thou hast taken to thyself

gifts among men that is, thou hast chosen to thyself the

redeemed for sacrifices," so says Olshausen with especial refer-

ence to the Gentiles* According to Harless, the apostle

alters the form of the clause from the original to bring out the

idea f( that the captives are the redeemed, who by the

grace of God are made what they are." But men are the

receivers of the gift not the gift itself. Comment, in Vet.

Test. vol. iii. p. 178. Lipsise, 1838; Ueberset. undAushg. der

Psalmen, p. 305. Hofmann understands it thus that the con-

quered won by Him get gifts from Him to make them capable
of service, and so to do Him honour. Schriftb. ii. part 1,

* Bloomfield has well remarked, that Peile's ingenious reading of this clause in

$he Septuagint virtually amounts to a re-writing of it.
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p. 488. See also his Weissagung und Erfidlung, i. 168, ii. 199.

Stier says rightly, that these Bo^ara are the gifts of the

Holy Spirit die Gfeistes-ffaben Christi. These gifts are

plainly defined by the context, and by the following /cal

avTo<; eSw/cev. Whatever they are a " free Spirit," a perfect

salvation, and a completed Bible it is plain that the office

of the Christian ministry is here prominent among them.

The apostle has now proved that Jesus dispenses gifts, and

has made good his assertion that grace is conferred "according

to the measure of the gift of Christ."

(Ver. 9.) To, Se, wefty, ri earw " Now that he ascended,

what is it?" Now this predicate, ave^y, what does it mean or

imply ? The particle Se introduces a transitional explanation

or inference. The apostle does not repeat the participle, but.

takes the idea as expressed by the verb and as placed in con-

trast with Karefir)

el
fjurj

ori /cal Kareflij el$ ra /carmrepa [pepif] TVJS 7^9;
"unless that He also descended to the lower parts of the

earth." The word Trpcorov found in the Textus Receptus
before efc has no great authority, but Seiche vindicates it

(Com. Grit. p. 173) j
and pepr) is not found in D, E, F, Gr.

Tischendorf rejects it, but Scholz, Lachmann, Tittmann,

Harm, and Reiche retain it, as it has A, B, C, D3
, K, L, and

the Vulgate in its favour. The Divinity and heavenly abode

of Christ are clearly presupposed. His ascension implies a

previous descent. He could never be said to go up unless He
had formerly come down. If He go up after the victory, we
infer that He had already come down to win it. But how
does this bear upon the apostle's argument ? We can scarcely

agree with Chrysostom, Olshausen, Hofmann, and Stier,

that the condescension of Christ is here proposed as an

example of those virtues inculcated in the first verse, though
such a lesson, may be inferred. Nor can we take it as being
the apostle's formal proof, that the psalm is a Messianic one

as if the argument were, descent and ascent cannot be

predicated of God the Omnipresent j
therefore the sacred ode

can refer only to Christ who came down to earth and again
ascended to glory. But the ascension described implies such

a descent, warfare, and victory, as belong only to the incarnate

Redeemer.
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TT)? 7775 "to the lower parts of the earth."

Compare in Septuagint such places as Dent, xxxii. 22
;

ISTeh.

iv. 13
;

Ps. Ixiii. 9, 10, Ixxxvi. 13, cxxxix. 15
j
Lament.

iii. 55., and the prayer of Manasseh in the Apocrypha. The

phrase represents the Hebrew formula yin nV>nnn, the super-

lative "being commonly employed /tarwraro?. The rabbins

called the earth sometimes generally ewninri. Bartolocci, Bib.

Hob. i. p. 320.

1. Some suppose the reference to be to the conception of

Jesus, basing their opinion on Ps. cxxxix. 15, where the

psalmist describes his substance as not hid from God, when

he was "made in secret," and "curiously wrought in the

lower parts of the earth." Such is the opinion of scholars

no less distinguished than Colomesius, Observat. Sacrce, p. 36,

Cameron, .Myrothecium Evang. p. 251, Witsius, Piscator, and

Calixtus. But the mere poetical figure in the psalm denoting

secret and undiscoverable operation, can scarcely be placed in

contrast to the highest heaven.

2. Chrysostom, with Theophylact and GEcumenius, Bui-

linger, Phavorinus, and Macknight, refer it to the death

.of Christ; while Vorstius, Baumgarten, Drusius, Cocceius,

Whitby, Wilke, and Crellius, see a special reference to the

grave. But there is no proof that the words can bear such

a meaning. Certainly the descent described in the psalm

quoted from did notdnvolve such humiliation.

3. Many refer the phrase to our Lord's so-called descent

into hell descensus ad inferos. Such was the view of Ter-

tullian, Irenaius, Jerome, Pelagius, and Ambrosiaster among
the Fathers

;
of Erasmus, Estius, and the majority of Popish

expositors ;
of Calovius, Bengel, Eiickert, Bretsehneider,

Olshausen, Stier, Turner, Meyer in his third edition, Alford,

and Ellicott. See also Lechler, das Apost. Zeit. p. 84, 2nd

ed. 1857
;

Acta Thomas, xvi. p. 199
;

ed. Tischendorf,

1851. Thus Tertullian says, that Jesus did not ascend in

siiblimiora coslorum, until He went down in inferiora terra-

rum, ut illic patriarclias et prophetas compotes Sui faceret.

De Anima, 55
; Opera, vol.

ii., p. 642, ed. CEhler. Catholic

writers propose a special errand to our Lord in His descent

into hell, viz., to liberate the old dead from torment or a

peculiar custody in the limbits patrum, or Abraham's bosom.
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Catechismus Roman. 104. These doctrines are, however,

superinduced upon this passage, and in many parts are con-

trary to Scripture. Pearson on the Creed, .p. 292, ed. 1847.

Stier admits that Christ could suffer no agony in Hades.

Olshausen's tamer -idea
is, that Jesus went down to Sheol,

not to liberate souls confined in
it, but that this descent is

the natural consequence of His death. The author shrinks

from the results of his theory, and at length attenuates his

opinion to this
" That in His descent Jesus partook of the

misery of those fettered by sin even unto death, that is,

even unto the depths of Hades." Such is also the view

of Robinson (sub voce}.
1 But the language of the apostle,

taken by itself, will not warrant those hypotheses. For,
1. Whatever the view taken of the " descent into hell," or

of the language in 1 Peter iii. 19, the natural interpretation

of which seems to imply it, it may be said, .that though the

superlative KardnaTo? may be the epithet of Sheol in the Old

Testament, why should the comparative in the New Testament

be thought to have the same reference ? Is it in accordance

with Scripture to call Hades, in this special sense, a lower

portion of the earth, and is the expression analogous to Phil,

ii. 10
;
Matt. xii. 40? 2. The ascension of Jesus, moreover,

as has been remarked, is always represented as being not

from Hades but from the earth. John iii. 13, xvi. 28, &c. 3.

Nor is there any force in Ellicott's remark, that the use of

the specific term #8779 "would have marred the antithesis,"

for we find the same antithesis virtually in Isaiah xiv. 13, 15,

and expressly in Matt. xi. 23, while VTrepdvco and /carwrepa

are in sharp contrast on our hypothesis. But heaven and

earth are the usual contrast. John viii. 23
;
Acts ii. 19. And

the phrase, "that He might fill all things," depends not on

the descent, but on the ascension and its character. 4. Those

who suppose the captives to be human spirits emancipated
from thraldom by Jesus, may hold the view that Christ went

1 In Pott's Excursus, in connection with his interpretation of 1 Pet. iii. 18, 19, will

he found a good account of tho various opinions on the " descent into hell," as also

in Dittelmeier, Historia Dogmatis de Descensu C., &c., Altorf, 1761. But a more

complete treatise on the same dogma in its various aspects is the more recent one of

Giider Die Lehre von der Erscheinung Jesu Chrlsti tinier den Todtcn, &c., 1853.
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to hell to free them, but we have seen that the captives are

enemies made prisoners on the field of battle. 5. Nor can it be

alleged, that if Satan and his fiends are the captives, Jesus

went down to his dark domain and conquered him; for the

great struggle was upon the cross, and on it "through death

He destroyed him that had the power of death, that
is,

the

devil." When He cried, "It is finished," the combat was

over. He commended His spirit into the hands of His Father,

and promised that the thief should be with Himself in para-

dise certainly not the scene of contention and turmoil. But

if we adopt Hebrew imagery, and consider the region of

death as a vast ideal underworld, into which Jesus like every
dead man descends, there would then be less objection to the

hypothesis under review. 6. If we suppose the apostle to

have had any reference to the Septuagint in his mind, then,

had he desired to express the idea of Christ's descent into

Hades, there were two phrases, any of which he might have

imitated e aSov KaTCordrov (Ps. Ixxxvi. 13) ;
or more

pointed still, e9 aSov Karwrdrov. Deut. xxxii. 22. See Trom.

Concord. Why not use $779, when it had been so markedly

employed before, had he wished to give it prominence ? Un-
mistakable phraseology was provided for him, and sanctioned

by previous usage. But the apostle employs 777 with the com-

parative, and it is therefore to be questioned whether he had

the Alexandrian version in his mind at all. And if he had, it

is hard to think how he could attach the meaning of Hades to

the words ev rot? KarcordrG) rij<j 7779 ; for in the one place

where they occur (Ps. cxxxix. 15), they describe the scene of

the formation of the human embryo, and in the only other

place where they are used (Ps. Ixiii. 9), they mark out the

disastrous fate of David's enemies a fate delineated in the

following verse as death by the sword, while the unburied

corpses were exposed to the ravages of the jackal. Delitzsch

in loc. Nor is there even sure ground for supposing that in

such places as Isa. xliv. 23; Ezek. xxvi. 20
;
xxxii. 18-24, the

similar Hebrew phrase which occurs, but which is not rendered

aSys in the Septuagint, means Sheol or Hades. In Isa. xliv.

23, it is as here, earth in contrast with heaven, and perhaps
the foundations of the globe are meant, as Ewald, the Chaldee,
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and the Septuagint understand the formula. In Ezek. xxvi.

20 "the low parts of the earth
"

are "places desolate of old;"

and in Ezek. xxxii. 18-24 the "nether parts of the earth
"

are

associated with the "pit," and "graves set in the sides of the

pit
" scenes of desolation and massacre. The phrase may

be a poetical figure for a dark and awful destiny. It is very

doubtful whether Manasseh in the prayer referred to deprecates

punishment in the other world, for he was in a dungeon and

afraid of execution, and, according to theocratic principles,

might hope to gain life and liberty by his penitence; for, should

such deliverance "be vouchsafed, he adds,
" I will praise thee

for ever, all the days of my life." It is to be borne in mind,

too, that in all these places of the Old Testament, the phrase-

ology occurs in poetical compositions, and as a portion of

Oriental imagery. But in the verse before us, the words are

a simple statement of facts in connection with an argument,
which shows that Jesus must have come down to earth before

it could be said of Him that He had gone up to heaven.

4. So that we agree with the majority of expositors who
understand the words as simply denoting the earth. Such is

the view of Thomas Aquinas, Beza,
1
Aretius, Bodius, Rollock,

Calvin, Cajetan, Piscator, Crocius, Grotius, Marloratus, Schoett-

gen, Michaelis, Bengel, Loesner, Vitringa, Cramer, Storr,Holz-

hausen, Meier, Matthies, Harless, Wahl, Baumgarten-Crusius,

Scholz, De Wette, Raebiger, Bisping, Hofmann, Chandler,

Hodge, and Winer, 59, 8 a. A word in apposition is some-

times placed in the genitive, as 2 -Cor. v. 5, TOV appaft&va rov

irvev^aro^ the earnest of the Spirit the Spirit which is the

earnest; Rom. viii. 23, iv. 11, a-^fjueiov Treptro/j,^ the sign of

circumcision, that is, the sign, to wit, circumcision. Acts. iv. 22;
1 Pet. iii. 7; Col. iii. 24; Rom. viii. 21, &c. &c. The same

mode of expression occurs in Hebrew Stuart's Heb. Gram.

422
;
Nordheimer's do. 815. So too we have in Latin

Urbs Romce the city of Rome
; flumus EupJiratis or as we

say in English, "the. Frith of Clyde," or " Frith of Forth."

Thus in the phrase before us "the lower parts of the earth"

1 Beza refers his reader with a query to the first opinion we have noted. Nor are

we sure whether hy "terra" he does not mean the grave, when be defines it as

pars mundi iiifima.
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mean those lower parts which the earth forms or presents in

contrast with heaven, as we often say -heaven above and earth

beneath. The in/ro? of the former verse plainly suggested the

KCLTtorepa, in this verse, and virepdvco stands also in corre-

spondence with it. So the world is called 17 777 /caru). Acts

ii. 19. When our Lord speaks Himself of His descent and

ascension, heaven and earth are uniformly the termini of

comparison. Thus in John iii. 13, and no less than seven

times in the sixth chapter of the same gospel. Comparantur,

says Calvin, non una pars terrce cum altera, sed tota terra cum

coelo. Reiche takes the genitive, as signifying terra tanquam
universi pars inferior. Christ's ascension to heaven plainly

implies a previous descent to this nether world. And it is

truly a nether or lower world when compared with high
heaven. May not the use of the comparative indicate that

the descent of Christ was not simply to
f) 777 Kara), but eh ra

KarwTepa ? Not that with Zanchius, Bochart (Opera i. 985,

ed. Yillemandy, 1692), Fesselius (Apud Wolf., in loc.} }
Kiitt-

ner, Barnes, and others, we regard the phrase as signifying, in

general, lowliness or humiliation status exinanitwnis. Theo-

logically, the use of the comparative is suggestive. He was

born into the world, and that in a low condition
;
born not

under fretted roofs and amidst marble halls, but He drew His

first breath in a stable, and enjoyed His first sleep in a

manger. As a man, He earned His bread by the sweat of

His brow, at a manual occupation with hammer and hatchet,
"
going forth to His work and to His labour until the evening."

The creatures He had formed had their house and haunt after

their kind, but the Heir of all things had no domicile by legal

right ;
for

" the foxes have holes, and the birds of the air

have nests, but the Son of man hath not where to lay His

head." Keproach, and scorn, and contumely followed Him as

a dark shadow. Persecution at length apprehended Him,
accused Him, calumniated Him, scourged Him, mocked Him,
and doomed the " man of sorrows

"
to an ignominious torture

and a felon's death. His funeral was extemporized and hasty;

nay, the grave He lay in was a borrowed one. He came truly

"to the lower parts of the earth."

(Ver. 10.)
CO {Caracas, avros ecmy KOI 6 avafias
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irdvrwv r&v ovpav&v
{t He that descended. He it is also who

ascended high above all the heavens." 'O Karafiasis emphatic,

and CM/TO? is He and none other. Winer, 22, 4, note. Ov

yap aXXo? KareKr/hvde, says Theodoret, KOI aXXo? ave\r)\v6ev.

The identity of His person is not to be disputed. Change of

position has not transmuted His humanity. It may "be refined

and clothed in lustre, but the manhood is unaltered. That

Jesus
" Who laid Iris great dominion by,

On a poor virgin's breast to lie ;"

who, to escape assassination, was snatched in his infancy into

Egypt who passed through childhood into maturity, growing
in wisdom and stature who spoke those tender and impres-
sive parables, for he had "

compassion on the ignorant, and

on them that were out of the way
" who fed the hungry,

relieved the afflicted, calmed the demoniac, touched the leper,

raised the dead, and wept by the sepulchre, for to Him no

form of human misery ever appealed in vain He who in

hunger hasted to gather from a fig-tree who lay weary and

wayworn on the well of Jacob who, with burning lips, upon
the cross exclaimed,

" I thirst
" He whose filial affection in

the hour of death commended His widowed mother to the

care of His beloved disciple HE it is who has gone up. No
wonder that a heart which proved itself to be so rich with

every tender, noble, and sympathetic impulse, should rejoice

in expending its spiritual treasures, and giving gifts to men.

Nay, .more, He who provided spiritual gifts in His death, is

He who bestows them in His ascension on each one, and all

of them are essential to the unity of His church. But as His

descent was to a point so deep, His ascent is to a point as

high, for He rose

virepdva* irdvroiv rwv ovpavcov
t( above all the heavens.''

John iii. 13
;
Heb. vii. 26. See under i. 21. Ot ovpavoi are

those regions above us through which Jesus passed to the

heaven of heavens to the right hand of God. The apostle

himself speaks of the third heaven. 2 Cor. xii. 2. It is needless

to argue whether the apostle refers to the third heaven, as

Harless supposes, or to the seventh heaven, as Wetstein and

Meyer argue. There was an dtfp, an al6r>p, and rptro? ovpavos
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(Schoettgen, 773
;
Wetstein under 2 Cor. xii. 2) : but the

apostle seems to employ the general language of the Old

Testament, as in Deut. x. 14; 1 Kings viii. 27, where we have
" the heaven, and the heaven of heavens;

"
or Ps. Ixviii. 33,

cxlviii. 4, in which the phrase occurs " heavens of heavens."

We find the apostle in Heb. iv. 14, saying of Jesus 8i6\r)-

\v96ra TOJJ9 ovpavovs that He has "
passed through the

heavens," not " into the heavens," as our version renders it.

Whatever regions are termed heavens, Jesus is exalted far

above them, yea, to the heaven of heavens. The loftiest

exaltation is predicated of Him. As His humiliation was so

low, His exaltation is proportionately high. Theophylact says

He descended into the lowest parts peO
1

. a OVK etrriv erepbv

n, and He ascended above all virep a OVK ecrrtv erepa. His

position is the highest in the universe, being "far above all

heavens
"

all things are under His feet. See under i. 20,

21, 22. And He is there

wet Tr\if]pa)o-y rcl iravra " that He might fill all things."

The subjunctive with a/a and after the aorist participle, repre-

sents an act which still endures. Klotz-Devarius, ii. p. 618.

The ascension is past, but this purpose of it still remains or

is still a present result. The translation of Anselm, Koppe,
and others, "that He might fulfil all things," that

is,
all the

prophecies, is as remote from the truth as the exegesis of

Matthies and Riickert,
" that he might complete the work of

redemption." Nor is the view of Zanchius more tenable,

"that he might discharge all his functions." The versions

of Tyndale and Cranmer, and that of Geneva, use the term
"

fulfil," but Wickliffe rightly renders,
" that he schulde fill

alle thingis." Jer. xxiii. 24. The bearing of this clause on

the meaning of the term TrX^pwytia, the connection of Christ's

fulness with the church and the universe, and the relation of

the passage to the Lutheran dogma of the ubiquity of the

Redeemer, will be found in our exegesis of the last verse of

the first chapter, and need not therefore be repeated here. We
are not inclined to limit ra ir&via to the church, as is done

by Beza, Grotius, and Meier, for reasons assigned under the

last clause of the first chapter. The church filled by Him
becomes " His fulness," but that fulness is not limited by
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such a boundary. The explanation of Calvin, that Jesus filla

all, Spiritus sui virtute / and of Harless, mit seiner Cfnadenge-

genwart appears to be too limited. Chiysostom's view is

better r^9 evepyela? avrov teal r^? SecriroTeias. Stier com-

pares the phrase with the last clause of the verse quoted from

Psalm Ixviii., that "Grod the Lord might dwell among them,"
to which corresponds the meaning given by Bengel Se Ipso.

(Ver. 11.) The apostle resumes the thought that seems to

have been ripe for utterance at the conclusion of ver. 7.

Kal auT09 ebwKe " And Himself gave
"

avro9 emphatic,

and connected with the avros of the preceding verse, while at

the same time the apostle recurs to the aorist. This Jesus who
ascended this and none other, is the sovereign donor. The

provider and bestower are one and the same
;
and such gifts,

though they vary, cannot therefore mar the blessed unity of

the spiritual society. There is no reason, with Theophylact,

Harless, Meier, Baumgarten-Crusius, and Bisping, to call e'Sw/ee

a Hebraism, as if it were equivalent to eOero the term which

is used in 1 Cor. xii. 28
j
Acts xx. 28. See under chap. i. 22.

"ESw/ee is evidently in unison with eSodi) and S&ped in ver. 7,

and with e'Sco/ce Sahara in ver. 8. The object of the apostle,

in harmony with the quotation which he has introduced, is

not simply to affirm the fact that there are various offices in

the church, or that they are of divine institution
;
but also to

show that they exist in the form of donations, and are among
the peculiar and distinctive gifts which the exalted Lord
has bequeathed. The writer wishes his readers to contem-

plate them more as gifts than as functions. Had they

sprung up in the church by a process of natural development,

they might perchance have clashed with one another
;
but

being the gifts of the one Lord and Benefactor, they must

possess a mutual harmony in virtue of their origin and object.

He gave
7-01)9 fj,ev a7ro<rTo\ov$

" some as, or to be, apostles." On
the particle /*/, which cannot well be rendered into English,

and on its connection with /j,ia see Donaldson's New Graty-

Ins, 151, and his Greek Grammar, 548, 24, and 559. The
official gifts conferred upon the church are viewed not in the

abstract, but as personal embodiments or appellations. Instead
X
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of saying
" He founded the apostolate," he says "He gave

some to be apostles." The idea is, that the men who filled

the office, no less than the office itself, were a divine gift.

The apostles were the first and highest order of office-

hearers those " twelve whom also He named apostles."

Luke vi. 13. Judas fell
;
Matthias was appointed his suc-

cessor and substitute (if a human appointment, and one prior

to Pentecost, be valid) ;
and Saul of Tarsus was afterwards

added to the number. The essential elements of the aposto-

late were

1. That the apostles should receive their commission im-

mediately from the living lips of Christ. Matt, x, 5
;
Mark

vi. 7
;
Gal. i. 1. In the highest sense, they held a charge as

" ambassadors for Christ
;

"
they spoke

" in Christ's stead."

Matt, xxviii. 19
;
John xx. 21, 23

; Hase, Leben Jesu, 64.

2. That having seen the Saviour after he rose again, they
should be qualified to attest the truth of His resurrection. So

Peter defines it, Acts i. 21, 22
;

so Paul asserts his claim,

1 Cor. ix. 1, 5, 8
;
so Peter states it, Acts ii. 32

;
and so the

historian records, Acts iv. 33. The assertion of this crowning
fact was fittingly assumed as the work ,of those " chosen wit-

nesses to whom he showed himself alive after His passion, by

many infallible proofs."

3. They enjoyed a special inspiration. Such was the pro-

mise, John xiv. 26, xvi. 13; and such was the possession,

1 Cor. ii. 10
;

Gal. i. 11, 12
;
1 Thess. ii. 13. Infallible

exposition of divine truth was their work
;
and their qualifi-

cation lay in their possession of the inspiring influences of the

Holy Ghost.

4. Their authority was therefore supreme. The church

was under their unrestricted administration. Their word was

law, and their directions and precepts are of permanent obliga-

tion. Matt, xviii. 18, 20
;
John xx. 22, 23

;
1 Cor. v. 3-6

;

2 Cor. x. 8.

5. In proof of their commission and inspiration, they were

furnished with ample credentials. They enjoyed the power
of working miracles. It was pledged to them, Mark xvi. 15

;

and they wielded it, Acts ii. 43, v. 15
;
and 2 Cor. xii. 12.

Paul calls these manifestations " the signs of an apostle ;

"
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and again in Hebrews ii. 4
7
he signalizes the process as that

of " God also bearing them witness." They had the gift of

tongues themselves, and they had also the power of imparting

spiritual gifts to others. Rom. i. 11
;
Acts viii. 17, xix. 6.

6. And lastly, their commission to preach and found churches

was universal, and in no sense limited. 2 Cor. xi. 28.

This is not the place to discuss other points in reference to

the office. The title seems to be applied to Barnabas, Acts

xiv. 4, 14, as being in company with Paul
;
and in an inferior

sense to ecclesiastical delegates. Rom. xvi. 7
j
2 Cor. viii. 23

;

Phil. ii. 25
; Winer, Real- Worterbuch, art. Apostel. ;

Kitto's

Bib. Oycl. do.; McLean's Apostolical Commission^ Works, i.

p. 8
; Spanhemius, de Apostolatu, &c., Leyden, 1679.

Tot9 e Trpo^ra^
"and some to be prophets." Ae looks back

to fj,ev and introduces a different class. We have already had

occasion to refer especially to this office under ii. 20, and iii. 5.

The prophets ranked next in order to the apostles, but wanted

some of their peculiar qualifications. They spoke under the

influence of the Spirit ;
and as their instructions were infal-

lible, so the church was built on their foundation as well as

that of the apostles ;
ii. 20. Prophecy is marked out as one

of the special endowments of the Holy Ghost (1 Cor. xii. 10),

where it stands after the apostolic prerogative of working
miracles. The revelation enjoyed by apostles was communi-

cated also to prophets, iii. 5. The name has its origin in

the peculiar usages of the Old Testament. The Hebrew
term M^J has reference, in its etymology, to the excitement and

rhapsody which were so visible under the divine afflatus
;
and

the cognate verb is therefore used in the niphal and hithpahel

conjugations. Gesenius, sitb voce; Knobel, Prop/ietismus}
i. 127.

The furor was sometimes so vehement that, in imitation of

it,
the frantic ravings of insanity received a similar appella-

tion. 1 Sam. xviii. 10
;

1 Kings xviii, 29. As the prophet's

impulse came from God, and denoted close alliance with Him,
so any man who enjoyed special and repeated divine com-

munications was called a prophet, as Abraham, Gen. xx. 7.

Because the prophet was God's messenger, and spoke in

God's name, this idea was sometimes seized on, and a com-

mon internuncins was dignified with the title. Exod. vii. 1.
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This is the radical signification of Trpo^T^?- one who speaks

Trpo for, or in name of another. In the Old Testament,

prophecy, in its strict sense is therefore not identical with

prediction ;
but it often denotes the delivery of a divine

message. Ezra v. 1. Prediction was a strange and sublime

province of the prophet's labour; but he was historian . and

bard as well as seer. Again, as the office of a prophet was

sacred, and was held in connection with the divine service,

lyric effusions and musical accompaniments are termed pro-

phesying, as in the case of Miriam (Exod. xv. 20), and of the

sons of the prophets, 1 Sam. x. 5. So it is too in Numb.
xi. 26

;
Titus i. 12. In 1 Chron. xxv. 1, similar language

occurs the orchestra "
prophesied with a harp to give thanks

and to praise the Lord." Koppe, Excursus iii. ad Comment, in

Epist. ad Ephesios. Thus, besides the special and technical

sense of the word, prophesying in a wider and looser signifi-

cation means to pour forth rapturous praises, in measured

tone and cadence, to the accompaniment of wild and stirring

music. Similar is the usage of the New Testament in refer-

ence to Anna in Luke ii. 36, and to the ebullition of Zachariah

in Luke, i. 67. While in the New Testament TT/JO^TT?? is

sometimes used in its rigid sense of the prophets of the Old

Testament, it is often employed in the general meaning of

one acting under a divine commission. Foundation is thus

laid for the appellation before us. Once, indeed (Acts, xi. 28),

prediction is ascribed to a prophet ;
but instruction of a pecu-

liar nature so sudden and thrilling, so lofty and penetrating

merits and receives the generic term of prophecy. Females

sometimes had the gift, but they were not allowed to exercise

it in the church. This subordinate office differed from that of

the Old Testament prophets, who were highest in station in

their church, and many of whose inspired writings have been

preserved as of canonical authority. But no utterances of the

prophets under the New Testament have been so highly
honoured.

Thus the prophets of the New Testament were men who
were peculiarly susceptible of divine influence, and on whom
that afflatus powerfully rested. Chrysostom, on 1 Cor. v. 28,

says of them 6 pev TrpotyriTeiHov irdvra airb rov
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They were inspired improvisatori in the Christian

assemblies who, in animated style and under irresistible

impulse, taught the church, and supplemented the lessons of

the apostles, who, in their constant itinerations, could not

remain long in one locality. Apostles planted and prophets

watered
;
the germs engrafted by the one were nurtured and

matured by the other. What the churches gain now by the

spiritual study of Scripture, they obtained in those days by
such prophetical expositions of apostolical truth. The work

of these prophets was in the church, and principally with such

as had the semina of apostolical teaching ;
for the apostle says

"He that prophesieth speaketh unto men, to edification,

and exhortation, and comfort" (1 Cor. xiv. 3); and again,
"
prophesying serveth not for them that believe not, but for

them that believe," though not for unbelievers wholly useless,

as the sudden and vivid revelation of their spiritual wants

and longings often produced a mighty and irresistible impres-
sion. 1 Cor. xiv. 22, 24, 25; Neander, CfescJdchte der Pflanzung
der Christl. K. p. 234, 4th ed. Though the man who spake
with tongues might be thrown out of self-control, this ecstasy

did not fall so impetuously upon the prophets ; they resembled

not the Greek fjbdvrts, for "the spirits of the prophets are

subject to the prophets." One would be apt to infer from the

description of the effect of prophecy on the mind of an unbe-

liever, in laying bare the secrets of his heart, that the prophets
concerned themselves specially with the subjective side of

Christianity with its power and adaptations; that they

appealed to the consciousness, and that they showed the higher

bearings and relations of those great facts which had already

been learned on apostolical authority. 1 Cor. xiv. 25. This

gift had an intimate connection with that of tongues (Acts xix.

6), but is declared by the apostle to be superior to it. Though
these important functions were superseded when a written reve-

lation became the instrument of the Spirit's operation upon the

heart, yet the prophets, having so much in common with the

apostles, are placed next to them, and are subordinate to them

only in dignity and position. Rom. xii. 6. Whether all the

churches enjoyed the ministrations of these prophets we know
not. They were found in Corinth, Kome, Antioch, Ephesus ?
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and Thessalonica. If our account, drawn from the general

statements of Scripture, be correct, then it is wrong on the

part of Noesselt, Biickert, and Baumgarten-Crusius to com-

pare this office with that of modern 'preaching ;
and it is

too narrow a view of it to restrict it to prediction ;
or to the

interpretation of Old Testament vaticinations, like Macknight;
or to suppose, with Mr. M'Leod, that it had its special field

of labour in composing and conducting the psalmody of the

primitive church. Divine Inspiration, by E. Henderson, D.D.,

p. 207 : London, 1836
;
A View of Inspiration, &c.

} Iby

Alexander M'Leod, p. 133. Glasgow, 1831. Mo'st improbable
of all is the conjecture of Schrader, that the apostle here refers

to the prophets of the Old Testament.

TOW Se etwyYeTucrra? "and some to be evangelists."

That those evangelists were the composers of our historical

gospels is an untenable opinion, which Chrysostom deemed

possible, and which (Ecumenius stoutly asserts. On the other

hand, Theodoret is more correct in his description Trepuovres

e/cr)pvTTov
"
goinjg about they preached." Eusebius, Historia

Eccles. iii. 37, The word is used only thrice in the New
Testament as the designation of Philip in Acts xxi. 8, and

as descriptive of one element of the vocation of Timothy. 2

Tim. iv. 5. In one sense apostles and prophets were evan-

gelists, for they all preached the same holy evangel. 1 Cor. i.

17. But this official title implies something special in their

function, inasmuch as they are distinguished also from
" teachers." These gospellers may have been auxiliaries of

the apostles, not endowed as they were, but furnished with

clear perceptions of saving truth, and possessed of wondrous

power in recommending it to others. Inasmuch as they

itinerated, they might thus differ from stationary teachers.

Neander, G-eschichte der Pflanzung, &c., 259, 4th ed. While the

prophets spoke only as occasion
required, and their language

was an excited outpouring of brilliant and piercing thoughts,

the evangelists might be more calm and continuous in their

work. Passing from place to place with the wondrous story
of salvation and the cross, they pressed Christ on men's

acceptance, their hands being freed all the while from matters

of detail in reference to organization, ritual, and discipline.
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The prophet had an airo/ca^v^is as the immediate basis of

his oracle, and the evangelist had " the word of knowledge
"

as the ultimate foundation of his lesson. Were not the

seventy sent forth by our Lord a species of evangelists, and

might not Mark, Luke
; Silas, Apollos, Tychichus, and Tro-

phimus merit such a designation? The evangelist Timothy
was commended by Paul to the church in Corinth. 1 Cor. iv.

17, xvi. 10. Mr. M'Leod's notions of the work of an evan-

gelist are clearly wrong, as he mistakes addresses given to

Timothy as a pastor for charges laid upon him in the character

of an evangelist. A View of Inspiration, p. 481. The com-

mand to " do the work of an evangelist," if not used in a

generic sense, is something distinct from the surrounding

admonitions, and characterizes a special sphere of labour.

Tov? Se TTOi/jbevas real SiSaovcaXov? ll and some to be

pastors and teachers." Critical authorities are divided on the

question as to whether these two terms point out two different

classes of office-bearers, or merely describe one class by two

combined characteristics. The former opinion is held by
Theophylact, Ambrose, Pelagius, Calvin, Beza, Zanchius,

Calixtus, Crocius,Grotius,Meier, Matthies, De Wette, Neander,
and Stier and the latter by Augustine, Jerome, OEcumenius,

Erasmus, Piscator, Musculus, Bengel, Riickert, Harless, Ols-

hausen, Meyer, and Davidson. Ecclesiastical Polity, p. 156.

Those who make a distinction between pastors and teachers

vary greatly in their definitions. Thus Theodoret, followed

by Bloomfield and Stier, notices the difference, as if it were

only local row Kara iro\iv Kal Kmpyv
" town and country

clergy." Theophylact understands by "pastors
"
bishops and

presbyters, and deacons by
"
teachers," while Ambrosiaster

identifies the same teachers with exorcists. According to

Calixtus, with whom Meier seems to agree, the "pastors"
were the working class of spiritual guides, and the "teachers"

were a species of superintendents and professors of theology,

or, according to Grotius, metropolitans. Neander's view is,

that the "
pastors

" were rulers, and the " teachers
"
persons

possessed of special edifying gifts, which were exerted for the

instruction of the church. The Westminster Divines also

made a distinction
" The teacher or doctor is also a minister
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of the Word as well as the pastor;" "He that doth more

excel in exposition of Scripture, in teaching sound doctrine,

and in convincing gainsayers, than he doth in application, and

is accordingly employed therein, may be called a teacher or

doctor;" "A teacher or doctor is of most excellent use in

schools and universities, &c." Stier remarks that "each

pastor should, to a certain extent at least, be a teacher, but

every teacher is not therefore a pastor." By some reference

is made for illustration to the school of divinity in Alexandria,

over which such men as Didyinus, Clement, and Origen pre-

sided.1 None of these distinctions can be scripturally and

historically sustained.

We agree with those who hold that one office is described

by the two terms. Jerome says Non enim ait ; olios avtem

pastores et alias magistrosj sed alios pastores et magistros, ut

gui pastor est, esse debeat et magister ;
and again Nemo

pastoris sibi nomen assumere debet, nisi possit docere quos

pascit. The view of Bengel is similar. The language indi-

cates this, for the recurring TOI? Se is omitted before SiSaa-tcd-

Aov9, and a simple icai connects it with iroi^iva^. The two

offices seem to have had this in common, that they were

stationary -Trepl eva TOTTOV ^a-^oXrjfjLevot,
as Chrysostom de-

scribes them. Grotius, De Wette, and others, refer us to the

functional vocabulary of the Jewish synagogue, in which a

certain class of officers were styled ^DJID, after which Christian

pastors were named eV/oveoTrot and irpeo-^vrepoi. Vitringa, De

Synagog. Vet., p. 621
; Selden, De Synedriis Vet. Heb.

:
lib. i.

cap. 14.

The idea contained in TTOI/JMJV is common in the Old Testa-

ment. The image of a shepherd with his flock, picturing out

the relation of a spiritual ruler and those committed to his

charge, often occurs. Ps. xxiii. 1, Ixxx. 1
;
Jer. ii. 8, iii. 15,

and in many other places ;
Isa. Ivi. 1 1

;
Ezek. xxxiv. 2,

xxxvii. 24
;
Zee. x. 3

;
John x. 14, xxi. 15

;
Acts xx. 28

;
1

Pet. v. 2. Such pastors and guides rule as well as feed the

flock, for the keeping or tending is essential to the successful

1 But Bodius compares
"
teachers

"
to titular doctors of divinity, a title, he adds,

which is not without its value si dbsit Tiinc giddcm oinnis amlitus, ct vana titulorum

hujusmodi ajf'ectus.
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feeding. The prominent idea in Psalm xxiii. is protection

and guidance in order to pasture. The same notion is in-

volved in the Homeric and classic usage of iroujt^v as governor

and captain. "The idea of administration is," Olshausen

remarks, "prominent in this term." It implies careful, tender,

vigilant superintendence and government, "being the function

of an overseer or elder. The official name eTrtaveoTro? is used

by the apostle in addressing churches formed principally out

of the heathen world as at Ephesus, Philippi, and the island

of Crete (Acts xx. 28
;
Phil. i. 1

;
1 Tim. iii. 2

;
Tit. i. 7) ;

while 7rpeo-/3yrej005, the term of honour, is more Jewish in its

tinge, as may be found in many portions of the Acts of the

Apostles, and in the writings of James, Peter, and John.

Speaking to Timothy and Titus, the apostle styles them

elders (and so does the compiler of the Acts, in referring to

spiritual rulers) ;
but describing the duties of the office itself,

he calls the holder of it eVtWovro?. See under Phil. i. 1.

The SfcSacr/raXofc, placed in the third rank by the apostle in

1 Cor. xii. 28, were persons whose peculiar function it was to

expound the truths of Christianity. While teaching was the

main characteristic of this office, yet, from the mode of dis-

charging it,
it might be called a pastorate. The StSaoveaXo?

in teaching, did the duty of a TTOL/JL^V) for he fed with

knowledge ;
and the 'jrot^v in guiding and governing, pre-

pared the flock for the nutriment of the &Bao-/caXo9. It is

declared in 1 Tim. iii. 2 that a Christian overseer or pastor
must be "

apt to teach
"

StSa/erwco? ; and in Tit. i. 9 it is

said that, in virtue of his office, he must be able "
by sound

doctrine both to exhort and convince the gainsayers." Again,
in Heb. xiii. 7, those who had governed the church are further

characterized thus o
f

inve<; e\d\t]aav VJJLLV rov \6<yov rov eov.

The one office is thus honoured appropriately with the two

appellations. It comprised government and instruction, and

the former being subordinate to the latter, SiSacncakoi, are

alone mentioned in the epistle to the Eomans, but there the

evangelists are formally omitted; while the apostle by a sudden

change uses the abstract, and the "helps" and "govern-
ments " then referred to are, like "

healing
" and "

tongues,"
not distinct offices possessed by various individuals, but
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associated with those previously named. The evangelists

and deacons were indeed helps, Ibut government devolved

upon the teachers and elders. See Henderson, Divine Inspi-

ration, lect. iv. p. 184
; Riickert, 2d Beilage Komment. uber

Corintli-B.
; Davidson, Ecclesiastical Polity, 178. We are

ignorant to a very great extent of the government of the

primitive church, and much that has been written upon it is

but surmise and conjecture. The church represented in the

Acts was only in process of development, and there seem to

have been differences of organization in various Christian

communities, as may be seen by comparing the portion of

the epistle before us with allusions in the three letters

to Rome, Corinth, and Philippi. Offices seem to be men-

tioned in one which are not referred to in others. It would

appear, in fine, that this last office of government and instruc-

tion was distinct in two elements from those previously

enumerated
;
inasmuch as it was the special privilege of each

Christian community not a ministerium vagum, and was

designed also to be a perpetual institute in the church of

Christ. The apostle says nothing of the modes of human

appointment or ordination to these various offices. He de-

scends not to law, order, or form, but his great thought is, that

though the ascended Lord gave such gifts to men, yet their

variety and number interfere not with the unity of the church,

as he also conclusively argues in the twelfth chapter of his

first epistle to the church in Corinth/

(Ver. 12.) Hpo9 TOV Karapnafjibv rwv asyicov, efc epyov

SiatcovtaSj efc olKoSofArjv TOV arcbftaTO? rov XpLarrov
" In order

to the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry,

for the edifying of the body of Christ." The meaning of this

verse depends upon its punctuation. There are three clauses,

and the question is how are they connected ?

1. Some regard the three clauses as parallel or co-ordinate.

He gave all these gifts
" for the perfecting of the saints, for

the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of

1 How a learned Irvingite of the Continent labours to find in such a passage the

kind of intricate hierarchy which his so-called apostolic church delights in, may be

seen in the work of Thiersch Die Kirclie in Apostolisclien Zeitalter, &c. Frankfurt,

1852.
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Christ." Such is the rendering of the English version, as if

each clause contained a distinct purpose, and each of the three

purposes related with equal independence to the divine gift of

the Christian ministry. This mode of interpretation claims

the authority of Chrysostom, Zanchius, Bengel, von Gerlach,

Holzhausen, and Baumgarten-Crusius. But the apostle

changes the preposition, using 777)69 before the first clause,

while et9 stands before the other two members of the verse,

so that, if they are all co-ordinate, a different relation at least

is indicated.

2. A meaning is invented by Grotius, Calovius, Bollock,

Michaelis, Koppe, and Cramer, through the violent and unwar-

ranted transposition of the clauses,- as if Paul had written
"
for the work of the ministry, in order to the perfecting of the

saints, in order to the edifying of the body of Christ. Simi-

larly Tyndale "that the sainctes might have all things

necessarie to -work and minister withall."

3. Harless and Olshausen suppose the prime object to be

described in the first clause which begins with
77/969, and the

other clauses, each commencing with efc, to be subdivisions

of the main idea, and dependent upon it, as if the meaning
were the saints are prepared some of them to teach, and

others, or the great body of the church, to be edified. Our

objection to such an exegesis is, that it introduces a division

where the apostle himself gives no hint, and which the lan-

guage cannot warrant. For all the dyi,ot are described as

enjoying the "
perfecting," and they are identical with " the

body of Christ
" which is to be edified. The opinion of

Zachariae is not very different, as he makes the second 6/9

depend upon the first
" For the work of the ministry insti-

tuted in order to the edifying of the body of Christ."

4. Meier, Schott, Euckert, and Erasmus also regard the two

clauses introduced by efc as dependent upon that beginning
with 717)69.

Their opinion is that the apostle meant to say,

"for the perfecting of the saints unto all that variety of

service which is essential unto the edification of the church."

This interpretation we preferred in our first edition. But

Meyer argues that Sia/covta, in such a connection, never signi-

fies service in general, but official service
;
and his objection
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therefore is, that the saints, as a body, are not invested with

official prerogative.

5. Meyer's own view is, that the two last clauses are co-ordi-

nate, and that both depend on
e'Sw/ce, while the first clause

contains the ultimate reason for which Christ gave teachers.

He has given teachers ets "for the work of the ministry?

and et? for the edifying of his body 777305 in order to

the perfecting of his saints." Ellicott and Alford follow

Meyer, and we incline now to concur in this opinion, though
the order of thought appears somewhat inverted. Jelf,

625. 3. It is amusing to notice the critical manoeuvre

of Piscator et9 epjov, says he, stands for ev ejoyw, and

that again means SI ep<yov the perfecting of the saints by
means of the work of the ministry.

The verbal noun KaTapTia-pos is not, as Pelagius and Vata-

blus take
it, the filling up of the number of the elect,- but as

Theodoret paraphrases reXeto? ev iracn Trpdry/jiaa-t. The verb

/carapTL^etv to put in order again is used materially in the

classics, as to refit a ship (Polyb. i. 24, 4
;
Diodorus Sic. xiii.

70) or reset a bone (Galen) ;
also in Matt. iv. 21

;
Mark i. 19;

Heb. x. 5, xi. 3. In its ethical sense it is used properly,

Gal. vi. 1
;
and in its secondary sense of completing, perfect-

ing, it is found in the other passages where it occurs, as here.

Luke vi. 40
;
2 Cor. xiii. 11. The meaning of wyios has been

explained under i. 1. The Christian ministry is designed to

mature the saints, to bring them nearer the divine law in

obedience, and the Lord's example in conformity.

et? epyov SiaKovia?
"
for work of service." For the ety-

mology of the second term, see under iii. 7. These various

office-bearers have been given for, or their destination is, the

work of service. "Epyov is not superfluous ;
as Koppe says,

it is that work in which the Siaicovia busies itself. Winer,

65, 7
;
Acts vi. 4, xi. 29

;
1 Cor. xvi. 15

;
2 Cor. ix. 12, 13,

xi. 8
j
2 Tim. iv. 5, iv. 11. Neither noun has the article

;

for Siaicovias being indefinite, the governing noun becomes

also anarthrous. Middleton, Gr. Art. p. 48.

et? olKo$qp,r)V rov o-co/^aro? TOV Xpto-Tou
" for the building-

up of the body of Christ." This second parallel clause is a

more specific way of describing the business or use of the
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Christian ministry a second purpose to which the office-

bearers are given. In ii. 21, olfcoSoptf signified the edifice

here it denotes the process of erection. The ideas involved

in this term have been illustrated under ii. 22, and those in

tr&fia XptoToO have been given under i. 23. The spiritual

advancement of the church is the ultimate design of the

Christian pastorate. It labours to increase the members of

the church, and to prompt and confirm their spiritual pro-

gress. The ministry preaches and rules to secure this, which

is at the same time the purpose of Him who appointed and

who blesses it. So that the more the knowledge of the saints

grows and their piety ripens ;
the more vigorous their faith,

the more ardent their love, and the more serene and heavenly
their temperament ;

the more of such perfecting they gather to

them and enjoy under the ordinances of grace then the more

do they contribute in their personal holiness and influence to

the extension and revival of the church of Christ.

(Ver. 13.) Me^/M KaTavrtfo-a/Aev ol iravr^ " Until we all

come." Me$3i measures the time during which this arrange-

ment and ministry are to last, and it is here used, without av,
1

with a subjunctive, a usage common in the later writers and

in the New Testament. Winer, 413, b
; Stallbaum, Plato,

PJiilebm, p. 61
;
Schmalfeld on r/

E9, 128. Kiihner, 808, 2.

This formula occurs only in this place; a%pt9 oi> being the

apostle's common expression. The insertion of the particle

av would have given such an idea as this, "till we come

(if ever we come)." Hartung, ii. p. 291; Bernhardy, p. 400.

The subjunctive is employed not merely to express a future

aim, as Harless says, but it also connects this futurity with

the principal verb e'Sw/ce as its expected purpose. Jelf,

842, 2
; Scheuerlein, 36, 1.

" We all," the apostle includes

himself among all Christians, for he stood not apart from the

church, but in
it,

the article specifying them as one class.

Karavrda needs not to be taken in any such sense as to

intimate that believers of different nations meet together ;
nor

can Trdvres denote all men, as Jerome, Morus, and Allioli

understand it,
but only all the saints a<ytot. The meaning is,

1 On x?< and ufay, see Tittmann, de Synon. p. 33
;
and on the various forms of

the words, Phrynichus, ed. Lobeck, p. 14
;
Fritzsche ad Rom. i. p. 308.
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that not only is there a blessed point in spiritual advancement

set before the church, and that till such a point be gained the

Christian ministry will be continued, but also and primarily,
that the grand purpose of a continued pastorate in the church

is to enable the church to gain a climax which it will certainly

reach
;
for that climax is neither indefinite in its nature nor

contingent in its futurity. And the apostle now characterizes

it by a triple description, each member beginning with el?

ei? rrjv evoTijTa -rifc iriarea)^ KOI T^ eiriyvcoo-ea)^ rov viov

rov eov " to the unity of the faith and the knowledge of

the Son of God." Karavrda) is followed by efc in a literal

sense, as often in Acts, and here also in a tropical sense. See

under Phil. iii. 11. Very different is the sense from that

involved in the view of Pelagius ejus plenitudinem irriitari.

Every noun in the clause has the article prefixed. We take

the genitive rov viov TOV eov as that of object, and as governed
both by TTMTTews and eTnyvcoa-ews

" the faith of the Son of

God, and the knowledge of the Son of Cod." Winer, 30.

But we cannot adopt the view of Calvin, Calovius, Bullinger,

and Crocius, that TT}? ein^vd>a-ea)^ is epexegetical ofr}9 7rtcrreft)9,

for it expresses a different idea. Nor can we with Grotius

regard et? as meaning ev the rendering also of the English

version, while Chandler gives it the sense of "by means of,"

and Wycliffe renders " into unyte of faith." The preposition

marks the terminus ad quern. The apostle has already in this

chapter introduced the idea of unity, and has shown that dif-

ference of gifts and office is not incompatible with it
;
and now

lie shows that the variety of offices in the church of Christ

is intended to secure it. For the meaning of the term Son,
the reader may go back to what is said under i. 3. The

apostle uses this high appellation here, for Jesus as God's Son

a 1 divine Saviour is the central object of faith. Christians

are all to attain to oneness of faith, that is, all of them shall

be filled with the same ennobling and vivifying confidence in

this divine Redeemer not some leaning more to His humanity,
and others showing an equally partial and defective preference

for His divinity not some regarding Him rather as an

instructor and example, and others drawn to Him more as an

atonement not some fixing an exclusive gaze on Christ
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without them, and others cherishing an intense and one-sided

aspiration for Christ within them but all reposing a united

confidence in Him " the Son of God." It would "be too

much to say that subjectively all shall have the same faith so

far as vigour is concerned, but a unity in essence and perman-

ence, as well as in object, is an attainable blessing.

Unity of knowledge is also specified by the apostle.

'E7rtryva)(n<; is a term we have considered under i, 17. Chris-

tians are not to be, as in times past, some fully informed in

one section of truth, but erring through defective information

on other points concerning the Saviour some with a superior

knowledge of the merits of His death, and others with a

quicker perception of the beauties of His life
;
His glory the

theme of correct meditation with one, and His condescen-

sion the subject of lucid reflection with another but they
are to be characterized by the completeness arid harmony
of their ideas of the power, the work, the history, the

love, and the glory of the " Son of God. "
Olshausen

thinks that the unity to which the apostle refers, is a unity

subsisting between faith and knowledge, or, as Bisping

technically words it -fides implicita developing into fides

explicita. This idea does not appear to be the prominent

one, but it is virtually implied, since knowledge and faith

are so closely associated faith not only embracing all that

is known about the Saviour, and its circuit enlarging with

the extent of information, but also being itself a source of

knowledge. The hypothesis of Stier is at once mystical
and peculiar. The phrase rov viuv TOV eo{) is, he says,
" the genitive of subject or possession ;

" and the meaning
then is,

till we possess that oneness of faith and knowledge
which the Son of God Himself possessed in His incarnate

state, till the whole community become a son of God in such

respects. Now, one great aim of preaching and ecclesiastical

organization, is to bring about such a unity. There is no

doubt, therefore, that it is attainable; but whether here or

hereafter has perplexed many commentators. The opinion of

Theodoret T?}<? Se TeXetoT??T09 ev TO> f^e\\ovTt /Stcu rev^o^eOa
has been adopted by Calvin, Zanchius, Koppe, and Holz-

hausen. On the other hand, the belief that such perfection is
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attainable Here, is a view held Iby Chrysostom, Theophylact,
and (Ecumenius, Iby Jerome and Ambrosiaster, "by Thomas

Aquinas and Estius, by Luther, Calovius, Crocius, and

Cameron, and by the more modern expositors, ]Juckert, Meier,

Matthies, De Wette, Meyer, Delitzsch, and Stier. Perfection,

indeed, in an absolute sense, cannot be enjoyed on earth,

either personally or socially. But the apostle speaks of the

results of the Christian ministry as exercised in the church

below
;
for that faith to which Christians are to come exists

not in its present phase in heaven, but is swallowed up in

vision. Had faith been described only as a means, the

heavenly state might have been formally referred to. Still

the terms employed indicate a state of perfection that has

never been realized, either by the apostolic or by any other

church. Phil. iii. 13. Our own view is not materially dif-

ferent from that of Harless, viz., that the apostle places this

destiny of the church on earth, but does not say whether on

earth that destiny is to be realized. Olshausen says, that Paul

did not in his own mind conceive any antithesis between this

world and that to come, and he gives the true reason, that
" the church was to the apostle one and one only." For the

church on earth gradually passes into the church in heaven,
and when it reaches perfection, the Christian ministry, which

remains till we come to this unity, will be superseded. In

such sketches the apostle holds up an ideal which, by the aim

and labour of the Christian pastorate, is partially realized on

earth, and ought to be more vividly manifested
;
but which will

be fully developed in heaven, when, the effect being secured,

the instrumentality may be dispensed with.

e& avBpa re\eiov "to a perfect man." 1 This expres-
sive figure was perhaps suggested by the previous 0-//,a

X/MCTTOU. The singular appears to be employed as the con-

crete representative of that unity of which the apostle has

been speaking. 'Avrjp reXetos is opposed to vrjTrios in the

following verse, which probably it also suggested, and is used

in such a sense bj the classics. TeXeto9 is tropically *con-

1
Augustine says, Nonnulli propter hoc quod dictum est donee occurramns omnes in

vlrum perfectum, nee in sexu femineo resurrecturas feminas credunt sed in virill.

De Civitate, xxvii. 16. See also Aqxiinas and Anselm.
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tras'ted with vrJTrios in 1 Cor. ii. 6 and iii. 1, and it stands

opposed to TO etc fj,epov$. 1 Cor. xiii. 10. Other examples

may be seen from Arrianus and Polybius in Raphelius,
Annotat. Sac. ii. p. 477. Xenophon, Cyrop. viii. 7, 6. Hof-

mann, Schriftb. ii., part 2, p. Ill, proposes to begin a new

period with this clause, connecting it with av^a-m/^ev of the

15th verse, thus separating it from any connection with the

previous tva, and giving it the sense of " let us grow." Such

a construction is needlessly involved, and mars the rapid

simplicity of the passage. The Christian church is not full-

grown, but it is advancing to perfect age. What the apostle

means by a perfect manhood, he explains by a parallel expres-
sion .

. eis perpov fjKiKias TOV -TrA^pw/Aaro? TOU XpioroO "to the

measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ." The im-

portant term r{\iK.ta is rendered "
full age*" cetas virilis by

Morus, Koppe, Flatt, Meier, Matthies, Holzhausen, and Har-

less.
"
It is/' says Harless,

" the ripeness of years in con-

trast with the minority of youth." Meyer takes it simply, as"

age age defined by the following words. Chrysostom says,
a
by stature here he means perfect knowledge." It may sig-

nify age, John ix. 21, or stature, Luke xix. 3. The last is

the view of Erasmus, Beza, Grotius, Bengel, Biickert, Stier,

JUllicott, Alford, and the Syriac version. And to this view we
are inclined, first, because av^p renews is literally a full-grown
man a man of mature stature; and, secondly, because the

apostle gives the idea of growth, and not of age, very peculiar

prominence in the subsequent illustrations, and particularly in

the sixteenth verse. Though fj,erpoi>}
as in the well-known

phrase, ^/3?79 perpov (Homer Od. xviii. 217), bears a general

signification, there is no reason why it should not have its

original meaning in the clause before us, for the literal sense

is homogeneous
" measure of stature." Lucian, Imag. p. 8,.

Vpera, vol. vi. ed. Bipoint. The words are but an appro-

priate and striking image of spiritual advancement. The
stature referred to is characterized as that of " the fulness of

Christ." This phrase, ;which has occurred already in the

epistle, has been here most capriciously interpreted even by
some of those who give ^Xt/ao. the sense of stature. Luther,

Y
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Calvin, Beza, Morns, and others, take TrKrjpwfia as an adjec-

tive faiKia ireirKfipcofjuevrj or rj\LKia if^pwOivro^ XpicrTov.

Luther renders in der masse des vollkommenen Alters Christi

" the measure of the full age of Christ." Calvin gives it,

cetas justa vel matura; Beza has
it, ad mensuram statures

adulti Christi. Such an exegesis does violence to the lan-

guage, and is not in accordance with the usual meaning of

irKrjpwiJia. It is completely out of place on the part of Storr,

Koppe, and Baumgarten-Crusius, to understand TrX^pw/^a of

the church, for the phrase qualifies ^Xwci'a, and is not in simple

apposition. Nor is the attempt of CEcumenius and Grotius at

all more successful, to resolve Tr^pw^a into the knowledge of

Christ. For 'jr\^pa)/jia see under i. 10, 23. 'Kpio-rov is the-

genitive of subject, and TrX^po^aTo? that of possession ;
the

connection of so many genitives indicating a varied but linked'

relationship characterizing the apostle's style. Winer, 30, 3
;

Obs. i.
; Eph. i. 6, 19. The church, as we have seen, is

Christ's fulness as filled up "by Him, and so this " stature
"

is of His " fulness" filled up "by Him, and deriving from this

imparted fulness all its height and symmetry. Such is

the general view of Harless, Olshausen, Meyer, Meier, and

Holzhausen, save that they do not take r)\Ltcta in the sense

of stature. But this translation of "stature" appears, ds

we have said, more in harmony with the imagery employed,
for he says,

" we grow up
" " and the whole "body maketh

increase of the "body." This stature grows just as it receives

of Christ's fulness
j
and when that fulness is wholly enjoyed,

it will be that of a "
perfect man." The idea conveyed by

the figure cannot be misunderstood. The Christian ministry
is appointed to labour for the perfection of the church of

Christ, a perfection which is no romantic anticipation, but

which consists of the communicated fulness of Christ. We
need scarcely notice the hallucinations of some of the Fathers

that man shall rise from the grave in the perfect age of

Christ that is, each man's constitution shall have the form

and aspect of thirty-three years of age, the age of Christ at

His death. Augustine, De Civit. lib. xxii. cap. 15. Another

purpose is

(Yer. 14.)
f/

Iv /-i^/cert w/u,ez> vrfinoi,-" In order that we may
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Tbe no longer children." This and the following verse are

illustrative of the preceding one, and show the peculiar weak-

ness and dangers to which believers in an imperfect state are

exposed. "Iva points to a negative and intermediate purpose

resulting from that of the preceding verses, but not as if that

were taken as realized, for he immediately adds av^aw^ev

implying that reXetor^s has not been attained. The period of

maturity is, indeed, future
;
but meantime, in the hope of

it,

and with the assistance of the Christian ministry, believers

are to be ; " no longer children ;" ceasing to be children is

meanwhile our duty. The ministry is instituted, and this

glorious destiny is pourtrayed, in order that in the meantime

we may be no longer children. N^Trto? is opposed to avrjp

TeXeto9. Polybius, Hist., v. 29, 2. M^/cert is employed after

'iva. Gayler, Part. Grcee. Neg.^ cap. vii. A, 1-/3, p. 168. We
have been children long enough let us "

put away childish

things."

The apostle now refers to two characteristics of childhood .

its fickleness, and its liability .to be imposed upon. Child^-

hood has a peculiar facility of impression

K\vScov^6fjievoi, KOI TrepifapofAevoi Travrl ave/ma) rf)<; BiSaa--

/ca\la?
" tossed and driven about with every wind of teach-

ing." K\vSa>vi$fjivoi tossed about as a surge ; K\v$a>vi-

tppevoi, is passive ;
instances may be found in Krebs and

Wetstein. Heb. xiii. 9
;

. James i. 6. The billow does not

swell and fall on the same spot, but it is carried about by the

wind, driven hither and thither before it the sport of the

tempest. The term az/e^w, dative of cause (Kriiger, 48, 15),

is applied to SiSaa-KaXta not to show its emptiness, as

Matthies explains it by windig-leere Einfalle, but to describe

its impulsive power. The article T?}? before SiSao-Ka\ia<; gives

definitive prominence to
" the teaching," which, as a high

function respected and implicitly obeyed, was very capable of

seducing, since whatever false phases it assumed, it might find

and secure followers. Such wind, not from this or that direc-

tion only, but blowing from any or "
every

"
quarter, causes

the imperfect and inexperienced to surge about in fruitless

commotion. The moral phenomenon is common. Some men
have just enough of Christian intelligence to unsettle them,
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and make them the prey of every idle suggestion, the sport

of every religious novelty. How many go the round of all

sects, parties, and creeds, and never receive satisfaction? If

in the pride of reason they fall into rationalism, then if they
recover they rebound into mysticism. From the one extreme

of legalism they recoil to the farthest verge of antinomianism,

having travelled at easy stages all the intermediate distances.

Men like Priestley and Channing have gradually descended

from Calvinism to Unitarianism
; others, like Schlegel and

the Countess Ida Hahn-Hahn, make a swift transition from

Protestant nihilism to Popish pietism and superstition. Deci-

sion and firmness are indispensable to spiritual improvement.

Only one form of teaching is beneficial, and all deviations are

pernicious. More pointedly

ev ry Kvfieia rwv avOpmirtov-
" in the sleight of men."

Kv/3eia from /cv(3o<s a cube, or one of the dice signifies

gambling, and then by an easy and well-known process, the

common accompaniment and result of gambling fraud and

imposition. Suicer, sub voce. The rabbins have the word

also in the form of ;aip. Schoettgen, Horce Heb. p, 775
;
Bux-

torf, Lex. Tal. p. 1984. Salmasius renders the term actio

temeraria ; Beza, varice et ineptce siibtilitates ; and Matthies,

gewinnsuchtiges Spiel "play for the greed of winning."
These meanings are inferior to the ordinary translation of

fallacia by Jerome, the neguitia of the Yulgate, and c '

sleight
"

of the English version. Theodoret renders the noun by irav-

ovpyia. The opinion of Meyer and De Wette, that ev denotes

the instrumental cause, is scarce to be preferred to, that of

Harless, Matthies, Olshausen, and Ellicott, who suppose that

the preposition signifies the element in which the false doctrine^

works. The apostle shows how the false teaching wields its'

peculiar power acting like a wary and dexterous gambler,
and winning by dishonesty without being suspected of it.

Ol av0pa>7rot, are men, in contrast not with Christ's office-

bearers, but with the "Son of God." The next clause is

parallel and explanative

ev iravovpryiq TT^O? rrjv jJiedoBelav T9}9 irkavr]^
" in craft

with a view to a system of error." CodexA adds rov &iaf36\ov.

"Craft" is the meaning which is uniformly attached to the
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first noun in the New Testament. 1 Cor. iii. 19
';

2'Cor. iv. 2,

xi. 3. XI/909
indicates the purpose of the Travovpyia which is

not followed by any article. The craft is exercised in order

to carry out the tricks of error; irKav^ Tbeing genitive of

subject and denned by the article. M.0oBela is rendered by
Hesychius re%W7 7

and by Theodoret fju^av^ plan or settled

system. Aquila renders rra, "to lie in wait," (Exod. xxi. 13) by

pedoSevcre. The Greek verb originally had a good meaning,
{'to pursue a settled plan," but the bad meaning soon came r

its history and use, as in the case. of such English words as

"prevent" and "resent," showing man's evil nature. This

false teaching, 77 7r\dvij :
has a systematic process of deception

peculiar to itself 97 fiedoSela; and that this mechanism may not

foil or scare away its victims by unguarded revelations of its

nature and purpose, it is wrought with special manoeuvre

vravovpyta. There is, however, no distinct declaration that

such seduction and mischievous errors were actually in the

church at Ephesus, though the language before us seems to

imply it
;
and the apostle's valedictory address plainly antici-

pated it. Acts xx. 29. We may allude, in fine, to the strange

remark of Riickert, that this severe language of Paul against

false teachers, sprang from a dogmatical defiance, and was the

weak side in him as in many other great characters. But the

apostle's attachment to the truth originated in his experience
of its saving power, and he knew that its adulteration often

robbed it of its healing virtue. Love to men, fidelity to

Christ, and zeal for the purity and glory of the church, de-

manded of him this severe condemnation of errorists and

heresiarchs. The spiritual vehemence and truth-love of such

a heart are not to be estimated by a common criterion, and

when such puerile estimates of Paul's profound nature are

formed, we are inclined to ascribe it to moral incompetence
of judgment, and to say to Herr Eiickert "

Sir, thou hast

nothing to draw with, and the well is deep."

(Yer. 15.) 'AA^fleiWre? Se, ev ayaTry av^crwfjiev efc avrov

ra iravra " But imbued with truth, that in love we should

-grow up to or into Him in all things." The construction

still depends upon
f

iva in ver. 14, Be placing the following

positive clauses in opposition to the preceding negative ones.
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We must hold against Meyer, that the context requires a\q-
Oevcov to be understood as meaning

" not speaking the truth,"

which it often or usually means, but "
having and holding

the truth,"
"
truthing it;

"
for.it is plainly opposed to such

vacillation, error, and impositions as are. sketched in the pre-

ceding verse. Had the false teachers been referred to, speak-

ing truth would have been the virtue enjoined on them; but

as their victims, real or possible, are addressed, holding the

truth is naturally inculcated on them. We cannot say with

Pelagius and others, that it is truth in general to which

the apostle refers
;
but we agree with Theophylact, that the

allusion is to tyevSf] Soy/tara, though we cannot accede to his

additional statement, that it specially regards and inculcates

sincerity of life. Nor can we adopt the translation of the

being "confirmed in love." The
Gothic renders sunja taujandans

"
doing truth," and the

Vulgate veritatem facientes. Many of the professed inter-

pretations of the words are, therefore, inferential rather than

exegetical. So far from being children tossed, wandering,
and deluded with error, let us be possessing and professing

the truth.

Many expositors join ev ayany to the participle, and impute

very various meanings to the phrase. Perhaps the majority
understand it as signifying

"
striving after the truth in love"

and such is in general the view of Erasmus, Calvin, Koppe,

Flatt, Riickert, De Wette, and Alford. Some refer it to

studium mutuce communicationis/ others regard it as meaning
a species of indulgence to the weaker and the erring brethren ;

while others, such as Luther, Bncer, and Grotius, take the

participle as pointing out the sincerity and truthful quality

of this ayaTrt} sincere olios diligentes. Conybeare's version

is very bald "living in truth and love." But while it is

evident that truth and love are radically connected, and that

there can be no truth that lives not in love, and no love that

has not its birth in truth, still we prefer, with Harless, Meyer,

Passavant, Olshausen, and Baumgarten-Crusius, to join h
ayaTry to the verb av^a-w^ev for the words in the con-

clusion of the following verse have plainly such a connection.

Besides, in Pauline style, though Alford denies it, qualifying
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clauses, may precede the verb. See under i. 4. The chief

element' of spiritual growth is love ev a^dirrj being repeated.

Avgija-oofiev is used not in an active, but in an intransitive

sense, as GEcumenius, Theophylact, and Jerome understood it.

The verb has reference at once to the condition of the VIJTTIOI,

children immature and ungrown, and to the fjuerpov rj\t,Kia<?

* the full stature of perfect manhood. Our growth should

be ever advancing spiritual dwarfhood is a misshapen and

shameful state. Besides, as believers grow, their spiritual

power developes, and their spiritual senses are exercised, so

that they are more able to repel the seductions of false and

crafty teachers.

Harless connects els avrov with ev 07^7777 "in love to

Him." But the position of the words forbids such a connec-

tion
;
and though the hyperbaton were allowable, the idea

brought out by such an exegesis is wholly out of harmony
with the train of thought. Kiihner, 865. The idea of Har-

less is,
that the spiritual .growth here referred to, is growth

toward the unity of the faith and knowledge of the Son of

God, and that this depends on love to Christ. Now, we
know that love to Christ rules and governs the believing

spirit, and that it contributes to spiritual advancement; but in

the passage before us such a connection would limit the opera-

tion of this grace, for here, as in the following verse, it stands

absolutely. 'Ey aya-Try describes the sphere of growth, and

the meaning is, not that we are to grow in love, as if love

were the virtue in which progress was to be made, but that

in love we are to grow in reference to all things all the

elements essential to perfection ;
love being the means and the

sphere of our advancement. The phrase els avrov does not

mean " in Him," according to the erroneous rendering of

Jerome, Pelagius, Grotius, and Riickert
;
nor yet

"
like Him,"

as is the paraphrase of Zanchius
;
but " to Him," to Him as

the end or aim of this growth, as is held by Crocius, Estius,

Holzhausen, Meyer, Olshausen, and De Wette ;
or "into Him,"

into closer union with Him, as the centre and support of life

and growth. Buttmann, Neutest. Spracli., p. 287.

It is almost superfluous to remark, that the syntax of

Wahl, Holzhausen, Koppe, and Schrader, in making ra
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equivalent to ol irdvres, cannot Ibe received.

words mean " as to all
" Kara "being the supplement, if one'

were needed
;
but such an accusative denoting

" contents or

compass
"

often follows verbs which cannot govern the accu-

sative of object. Madvig, 25. And the phrase is not simply

irdvra, but ra irdvra. We cannot acquiesce in the view of

Harless, who restricts the words to the ev6rij<j}
of ver. 13.

Stier, giving the article the same retrospective reference,

includes faith, knowledge, truth, and love. That ra irdvra

has often a special contextual reference, the passages adduced

by Haiiess are sufficient proof. But it is often used in an

absolute sense (Rom. xi. 36
;

1 Cor. viii. 6) ;
or if these, from

their peculiarity of meaning, be not reckoned apposite refer-

ences, we have in addition 1 Cor. xv. 28
;
Mark iv. 11

;
.Acts

xvii. 25; Bom. viii. 32. Besides, "the unity of the faith and

of the knowledge of the Son of God," is the end to which

Christians are to come, and cannot therefore be well reckoned

also among the elements of growth. Meyer's idea is, that ra

irdvra, denotes "
all in which we grow," and he supposes the

apostle to mean, that all things in which we grow should have

reference to Christ. Luther, Beza, Eiickert, and Matthies,

render per omma
}
or prorsus. . The article gives rcdvra an

emphatic sense " the whole ;" and as the reference of the

apostle is to a growing body, ra rcdvra may signify all that

properly belongs to it
; or, as Olshausen phrases it,

" we are

to grow in all those things in which the Christian must

advance." The apostle first lays down the primary and per-

manent means of growth, holding the truth 0X1)6evovres ;

then he describes the peculiar temperament in which this

growth is secured and accelerated ev dya-Try ; then he speci-r

fies its aim and end et? avrov ; and, lastly, he marks its

amount and harmony ra rfdvra. The body becomes mon^
strous by the undue development of any part or organ, and

the portion that does not grow is both unsightly and weak,
and not fitted to honour or serve the head. The apostle thus

inculcates the duty of symmetrical growth, each grace ad-

vancing in its own place, and in perfect unison with all

around it. That character is nearest perfection in which the

excessive prominence of no grace throws such a withering
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shadow upon the rest, as to signalize or perpetuate their

defect, Tbut in which all is healthfully balanced in just and

delicate adaptation. Into Him
05 eo-Tiv q rce<pa\r)} X/MCTTO?

" who is the Head Christ."

D, E, F, Gr, K, L, prefix the article to Xpurros, but A, B,
and C, with other authorities, read X/HCTTO? without the

article, perhaps rightly. The article in the New Testament is

oftener omitted than inserted. When Alford warns against our

former rendering "the Christ" he evidently puts a polemic

meaning into the phrase which is not necessarily in it. The

meaning of KefydKr) in such a connection has been already

explained ;
i. 22. That Head is Christ Xpia-ros being

placed with solemn emphasis at the end of the verse being in

the nominative and in assimilation with the preceding relative;

Stallbaum, Plato Apol, p. 41
; Winer, 59, 7. The Head

is Christ one set apart, commissioned, and qualified as

Redeemer, and who by His glorious and successful inter-

position has won for Himself this illustrious pre-eminence.
. (Ver. 16.) We would not say with Chrysostom, that "the

apostle expresses himself here with great obscurity, from his

wish to utter all at once roD irdvra oftov 0e\f)<rai, elirelv;^

but we may say that the language of this verse is as com-

pacted as the body which it describes.

e o5 "from whom," that is, from Christ as the Head.

This phrase does not and cannot mean "
to whom," as Koppe

gives it, nor "
by whom," as Moras, Holzhausen, and Flatt

maintain. The preposition etc marks the source. " From
whom" as its source of growth,

" the body maketh increase."

-The body without the head is but a lifeless trunk. It was

6t9 avrov in the previous verse, and now it is e'f ov. The

growth is to Him and the growth is from Him Himself its

origin and Himself its end. The life that springs from Him
as the source of its existence, is ever seeking and flowing
.back to Him as the source of its enjoyment. The anatomical

figure is as follows

Trdv TO cra>/j,a crvvapiJid\o<yovfjbVov KOI crvv/3i/3a6/jbevov
11 all the body being fitly framed together and put together."

The verb connected with o-oyta as its nominative is Troteirai.

The first participle occurs at ii. 21. and is there explained. It
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denotes "being composed of parts fitted closely to each

other." The second participle is used in a tropical sense in

the New Testament (Acts ix. 22, xvi. 10
;
1 Cor. ii. 16), but

here it has its original signification" brought and held

together." The two participles express the idea that the

body is of many parts, which have such mutual adaptation in

position and function, that it is a firm and solid structure

Sia Traces a</>?79 r^9 e'rrt'xpp'rjytas
"
by means of every

joint of the supply." This clause has originated no little

difference of opinion. We take it as closely connected by 8ta

with -the two preceding participles, and as expressing the

instrumentality by.which this symmetry and compactness are

secured. Meyer, Stier, and Alford, following Bengel, and

contrary to its position, join the phrase to the verb TroieZrat.

The Greek fathers, followed by Meyer, render a^rj by al<r-

Oqaris touch, sense of touch; tactum subministrationis is

found in Augustine, De Civ. Dei, xxii. 18, and similarly

WyclifFe
"
bi eche joynture of undir seruynge." But, with

the majority of expositors, we take the word as explained

by the parallel passage in Col. ii. 19, and as the Vulgate
renders..it junctura. ^in^op^ia denotes aid or assistance,

and is taken by Flatt, Ruckert, Harless, and Olshausen, as

the genitive of apposition, and as referring to the Holy Spirit.

The Greek fathers, and Meyer, render" through our feeling

of divine assistance." Chrysostom says
" that spirit which

is supplied to the members from the head, touches, or com-

municates, itself to each single member, and thus actuates it."

Their idea is, through the joint or bond of union, which is the

supply or aid of the Holy Spirit. We prefer taking eW^o-

pyylas as the [genitive of use compacted together by every

joint which serves for supply. John v. 29; Heb. ix. 21;

Winer, . 30, 2 b. ''Enri'xpp'irjryla is thus the assistance which

the joints give in compacting and organizing the body. So

in Col. ii. 19 i& r&v a<f)<av KOI a-vv^ear/jbcov e'Tri^opvjyovpevov.

Such is also the general view of Grotius, Zanchius, Calvin,

Matthies, Baumgarten-Crusius, and Ellicott. We understand

it thus From whom all the body, mutually adapted in all its

parts, and closely compacted by means of every joint whose

function, it is to afford such aid
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tear ev&pyeiav ev [*>&Tpq> evbs ercd<rTov ftepovS
t{

according

to energy in the measure of each individual part." The MSS.
A and C, with others of less note, along with the Vulgate,

Coptic, and Syriac versions, and Chiysostom, Jerome, and

Pelagius, read /^eXou?, which fits the passage so well as an

explanation of pepovs, that we can easily conceive how it was

introduced. Ruckert and Bretschneider take /car' evepyeiav

as an adverbial phrase, but without any real ground. The

noun has been explained under i. 19, iii. 7. It signifies

"inworking" effectual influence or operation, and is a

modal explanation attached to the following verb. No article

is between it and the following noun indicating unity of con-

ception. 'Ey fterpq)
" in the measure of every one part," a

plain reference to ver. 7. Bernhardy, p. 211. The connection

has been variously supposed : 1. Harless takes the phrase in

connection with the participle a-vvfStfia^oftevov. Such a con-

nection is, we think, fallacious, for the compactness and the

union of the body depend on the functional assistance of the

joints, not merely on the energy which pervades each part of

the body, and which to each part is apportioned. But the

growth depends on this evepryeta, or distributed vital power,
and so we prefer to connect the clause with the following

verb " maketh increase." And it puzzles us to discover any
reason why Harless should understand by the "

parts
"
of the

body, the pastors and teachers mentioned in ver. 11. Such
an idea wholly mars the unity of the figure. 2. Others,

among whom; are Stier, Matt, and Matthies, join the phrase
to eTrixoprjiyia?, as if the assistance given by the joints were

according to this energy. To this we have similar objection,

and we would naturally have expected the repetition of the

article, though it is not indispensable. "Energy," "measure,"
"
part," belong rather to the idea of growth than to stability.

This energy is supposed by some, such as Theophylact, Gro-

tius, and Beza, to be that of Christ, and Zanchius.takes along
with this the reflex operation of grace among the members -of

the church. The whole body

rrjv avfycnv rov crtw/^aTo? iroieZrai
"
carries on the increase

of the body." Col. ii. 19. Though vwpa was the nominative,

crw/Aaro? is repeated in the genitive the body maketh increase
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of the body, even of itself. Luke iii. 19; John ix. 5; Winer,

22, 2
; Bornemann, Scholia in Luc. xxx. p. 5. The sentence

being so long, the noun is repeated, especially as eavrov occurs

in the subsequent clause. The use of the middle voice

indicates either that the growth is of internal origin, and is

especially its own it makes growth
"
for itself," or a special

intensity of idea is intended. See under iii. 18; ^riiger,

52, 8, 4. The middle voice in this verb often seems to

have little more than the active signification (Passow, sub

voce} }
but the proper sense of the middle is here to be acknow-

ledged, signifying either that the growth is produced from vital

power within the body, or denoting the spiritual energy with

which the process is carried on. Winer, 38, 5, note. The

body, so organized and compacted, developes the body's growth

according to the vital energy which is. measured out to each

one of its parts. The purpose of this growth is now stated

et9 olfcoSoftrjv eavrov ev cuyairri "for the building up of

itself in love." The phrase ev aydTrrj, however, plainly

connects this verse with the preceding one. Meyer errs in

connecting ev ayaTry with the verb or the whole clause. The
words are the solemn close, and the verb has been twice

conditioned already. Love is regarded still as the element in

which growth is made. And it is not to be taken here in any
restricted aspect, for it is the Christian grace viewed in its

widest relations the fulfilment of the law. Such we conceive

.to be the general meaning of the verse.

The figure is a striking one. The body derives its vitality

and power of development from the head. See under i. 22,

23. The church has a living connection with its living Head,
and were such a union dissolved, spiritual death would be the

immediate result. The body is fitly framed together and

.compacted by the functional assistance of the joints. Its

various members are not in. mere juxtaposition, like the

several pieces of a marble statue. No portion is superfluous ;

each is in its fittest place, and the position and relations of

none could be altered without positive injury.
"
Fearfully

and wonderfully made," it has its hard framework of bone so

formed as to protect its vital organs in the thorax and skull,

and yet so united by "curiously wrought" joints, as to
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possess freedom of motion both in its vertebral column and

limbs. But it is no ghastly and repulsive skeleton, for it is

clothed with flesh and fibre, which are fed from ubiquitous

vessels, and interpenetrated with nerves the spirit's own
sensational agents and messengers. It is a mechanism in

which all is so finely adjusted, that every part helps and is

helped, strengthens and is strengthened, the invisible action of

the pores being as indispensable as the mass of the brain and

the pulsations of the heart. When the commissioned nerve

moves the muscle, the hand and foot need the vision to guide

them, and the eye, therefore, occupies the elevated position of

a sentinel. How this figure is applicable to the church may
be seen under a different image at ii. 21. The churcji enjoys
a similar, compacted organization all about her, in doctrine,

discipline, ordinance, and enterprise, possessing mutual adap-

tation, and showing harmony of structure and power of

increase.
" The body maketh increase of the body

"
according to the

energy which is distributed to every part in its own pro-

portion. Corporeal growth is not effected by additions from

without. The body itself elaborates the materials of its own

development. Its stomach digests the food, and the numerous

absorbents extract and assimilate its nourishment. It grows,
each part according to its nature and uses. The head does

not swell into the dimensions of the trunk, nor does the

"little finger" become "thicker than the loins." Each has

the size that adapts it to its uses, and brings it into symmetry
with the entire living organism. And every part grows. The

sculptor works upon a portion only of the block at a time,

and, with laborious effort, brings out in slow succession the

likeness of a feature or a limb, till the statue assumes its

intended aspect and attitude. But the plastic ene.rgy of nature

presents no such graduated forms of operation, and needs no

supplement of previous defects. Even in the embryo the

organization is perfect, though it is in miniature, and har-

monious growth only is required. For the "
energy

"
is in

every part at once, but in every part in due apportionment.

So the church universal has in it a divine energy, and that in

all its parts, by which its spiritual development is secured. In
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pastors and people, in missionaries and catechists, in instructors

of youth and in the youth themselves, this divine principle

has diffused itself, and produces everywhere proportionate
advancement. And no ordinance or member is superfluous.

Blessing is invoked on the word preached, and the eucharist

is the complement of baptism. Praise is the result of prayer,

and the "
keys

"
are made alike to open and to shut. Of old

the princes and heroes went to the field, and " wise-hearted

women did spin." While Joshua fought, Moses prayed. The

snuffers and trays were as necessary as the magnificent lamp-
stand. The rustic style of Amos the herdsman has its place

in Scripture, as well as the polished paragraphs of the royal

preacher. The widow's mite was commended by Him who
sat over against the treasury. Solomon built a temple. Joseph

provided a tomb. Mary the mother gave birth to the child,

and the other Marys wrapt the corpse in spices. Lydia
entertained the apostle, and Phoebe carried an epistle. A
basket was as necessary for Paul's safety at one time as his

burgess ticket and a troop of cavalry at another. And the

result is, that the church is built up, for love is the element of

spiritual progress. That love fills the renewed nature, and

possesses peculiar facilities of action in "
edifying

"
the mys-

tical body of Christ. And, lastly, the figure is intimately

connected with the leading idea of the preceding paragraph,
and presents a final argument on behalf of the unity of the

church. The apostle speaks of but one body TTCLV TO <rw[j,a.

Whatever parts it may have, whatever their form, uses, and

position, whatever the amount of energy resident in them,

still, from their connection with the one living Head, and from

their own compacted union and mutual adjustment, they com-

pose but one growing structure " in love :"

" I'm apt to think, the man
That could surround the sum of things, and spy
The heart of God and secrets of His empire,

Would speak but love. With him the bright result

Would change the hue of intermediate scenes,

And make one thing of all theology."

(Ver. 17.) ToOro oZv \eyw-" This, then, I say." The

apostle now recurs to the inculcation of many special and
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important duties, or as Theodoret writes ird\iv av\a@e; and

he begins with the statement of some general principles. The

singular TOVTO gives a species of unitj and emphasis to the

following admonitions, for it here refers to succeeding state-

ments, as in 1 Cor. vii. 29
j

1 Thess. iv. 15. Other examples

may be seen in Winer, 23, 4. Ovv is not merely resumptive
of the ethical tuition begun in ver. 1, (Donaldson, 548), but it

has reference also to the previous paragraph from ver. 4 to 16,

which, thrown out as a digression from ver. 3
;
runs at length

into an argument for the exhortations which follow. Grant-

ing, as Ellicott contends, that grammatically ovv is only

resumptive, it may be admitted that such a resumption is

modified by the sentiment of the intervening verses. The

apostle in resuming cannot forget the statements just made

by him the destined perfection of the church, its present

advancement, with truth for its nutriment and love for its

sphere, and its close and living connection with its glorified

Head. How emphatic is his warning to forsake the: sins and

sensualities of surrounding heathendom ! Rom. xii. 3

\ejco Kai fiapTvpo^at, ev Kf/HW
" I say and testify in the

Lord." Eom. ix. 1
;
1 Thess. iv. 1

;
1 Tim. v. 21

;
2 Tim.

ii. 14
;

iv. 1. The apostle does not mean to call the Lord to

witness, as if ev Kvpim could mean "by the Lord," as Theodoret

and some of his imitators render it
;
but he solemnly charges

"in the Lord" 'the Lord being the element in which the

charge is delivered

fvt)/c6Ti v/Aas irepujraretv tcadws ical ra Xowra eOwj TrepiTrarei
" that ye walk no longer as also the other Gentiles walk."

1 Peter iv. 3. It is to the Gentile portion of the church that

the apostle addresses himself. The adverb fvqic&Tt
"
no.longer,'

'

is here used with the infinitive, though often with a/a. and the

subjunctive. The infinitive which grammatically is the object

of X&yeo, expresses not so much what is, as what ought to be.

Bernhardy, p. 371
j Phryn. ed. Lobeck, p. 371

j Winer, 45, 2
j

Donaldson, 584. They once walked as Gentiles, but they
were to walk so no longer. The verb irepLirareivj in its refer-

ence to habits of life, has been explained under ii. 2. The
Kai after /caOcos means "

also." Hartung, i. p. 126. In some

such cases Kai occurs twice, as in Rom. i. 13, on which see
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the remarks of Fritzsche in his Comment. A, B, D1

, F, G r

"

tlie Coptic, tlie Vulgate, and most of the Latin fathers omit

Xowra. But the great majority of MSS. retain it, such as D2
,

D3
, E, K, L3

and the Greek fathers, with the old Syriac version.

We therefore prefer, with Tischendorf, to keep it, and we can

easily imagine a finical reason for its Ibeing left out by early

copyists, as the Ephesian Christians seem by \onrd to "be reck-

oned among Gentiles yet. But Ibeing Gentiles by extraction,

they are exhorted not to walk as the rest of the Gentiles -

such as still remain unconverted or are in the state in which

they always have been. Just as a modern missionary might

say to his congregation in Southern Africa, Walk not as the

other Kaffirs around you. The other Gentiles walked

ev fjbaraior'rjTt TOV vobs avr&v lt in the vanity of their

mind." The sphere in which they walk is described by eV.

Horn. i. 21. Nov? is not intellect simply, but in the case of

believers it signifies that portion of the spiritual nature whose

function is to comprehend and relish divine truth. Usteri,

Lehrb. p. 35. It is the region of thought, will, and suscepti-

bility the mind with its emotional capabilities. Beck, Seelenl.

p. 49 &c.
; Delitzsch, Psych. , p. 244. In the Hebrew psycho-

logy the intellect and heart were felt to act and react on one

another, so that we have such phrases as ({ an understanding

heart," 1 Kings, iii. 9; "hid their heart from understanding,"

Job, xvii. 4
;

" the desires of the mind," Eph. ii. 3, &c.

That mind was characterized by "vanity." Its ideas and

impulses were perverse and fruitless. We do not, with some

exegets, restrict this vanity to the 'Hebrew sense of idolatry

fan or as Theodoret thus defines it TO, [ify ovra deoirotovvra.

The meaning seems to be, that all the efforts and operations

of their spiritual nature ended in dreams and disappointment.

Speculation on the great First Cause, issued in atheism,

polytheism, and pantheism ;
and discussions on the supreme

good failed to elicit either correct views of man's intellectual

nature in its structure, or to train his moral .nature to a right

perception of its capabilities, obligations, and destiny ;
while

the future was either denied in a hopeless grave without a

resurrection, or was pictured out as the dreary circuit of an

eternal series of transmigrations, or had . its locality in a
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shadowy elysium, which, though a scene of classical retire-

ment, was "
earthly, sensual, devilish" the passions unsub-

dued, and the heart unsanctified. The ethical and religious

element of their life was unsatisfactory and cheerless, alike in

worship and in practice, the same as to present happiness as

to future prospect, for they knew not " man's chief end."

(Ver. 18.) 'Eo7coTfc<r//,&/ot ry Siavola, ovre<s aTrrpO^oTpiafievot

rijf w79 TOV eoiJ
" Darkened in their understanding, and

being alienated from the life of God." Critics have differed

as to which of the two leading perfect participles the participle

OVTG<S should be joined. Many attach it to the first of them,
such as Clement (Protrept. ix. p. 69), Theodoret, Bengel,

Harless, Meyer, Stier, De Wette, and the editors Knapp,

Lachmann, and Tischendorf. In the New Testament, when

any part of the verb elpi is joined to a participle, it usually

precedes that participle. Besides, in the twin epistle (Col. i.

21) the very expression occurs, the second participle being

regarded as a species of adjective. Nor by such a connection

is the force of the sentence broken, as Alford contends. For

the first participle, ea-Kona-fievoij assigns a reason for the pre-

vious clause "darkened, inasmuch as they are darkened j"

and the second, aTT^XXorpfcCD/i-eyot, parallel to the first, adjoins

another reason and yet more emphatically 6We9 being alien-

ated and remaining so. Winer, 45, 5. The gender is changed
to the masculine, agreeing in meaning but not in form with

ra \oiirh eOvrj, and the entire sense is often said to be a

species of parallelism, which might be thus arranged

Having been darkened in their understanding,

By the ignorance that is in them,

Forasmuch as they have been alienated from the life of God,

By the hardness of their heart.

Bengel and Olshausen arrange the verse thus, and Jebb

calls it an " alternate quatrain." Sacred Literature, p. 192, ed.

London, 1831. Forbes, Symmetrical Structure of Scripture,

p. 21. But such an artificial construction, though it may
happen in Hebrew poetry, can scarcely be expected to be

found in a letter. Nor does it, as Meyer well argues, yield

a good sense. According to such a construction,
" the igno-

rance that is in them" must be regarded as the cause or

z
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instrument of their being darkened in their understanding.

But this reverses the process described by the apostle, for

ignorance is the effect, and not the cause, of the obscuration.

Shadow results from darkening or the interception of light.

De Wette tries to escape the difficulty by saying that wyvoia
is rather theoretic ignorance, while the first clause has closer

reference to what is practical ;
but it is impossible to establish

such a distinction on sufficient authority. We therefore take

the clauses as the apostle has placed them. Atai/oia, explained
under ii. 3, and i. 18, is the dative expressive of sphere. Winer,

31, 3. The word here, both from the figurative term joined
with it, and from the language of the following clause, seems

to refer more to man's intellectual nature, and is so far dis-

tinguished from vov5 before it and tcapSla coming after it.

See Bom. i. 21, and xi. 10. Other instances of similar usage

among the classics may be seen in the lexicons. Deep shadow

lay upon the Gentile mind, unrelieved save by some fitful

gleams which genius occasionally threw across it, and which

were succeeded only by profounder darkness. A child in the

lowest form of a Sunday school, will answer questions with

which the greatest minds of the old heathen world grappled
in vain.

And that darkness of mind was associated with spiritual

apostasy. The participle airr/\\orpL(afj,evoi, has been explained
in our remarks on ii. 12, and there it occurs also in a descrip-
tion of Gentile condition. Zwrj rov eou is not a life according
to God rj Kara ebv &ij, or a virtuous life, as Theodoret,

Theophylact, and others, describe it
;
nor is it merely

" a life

which God approves," as is held by Koppe, Wahl, Morus,

Scholz, Whitby, and Chandler. The term does not refer to

course or tenor of conduct /3/o? but to the element or prin-

ciple of divine life within us. Vomel, Synon. Worterb, p. 168.

Nor has the opinion of Erasmus any warrant, that the genitive

is in apposition vera vita, qui est Deus. The genitive Oeov is

genitivus auctoris that of origin, as is rightly held by Meyer,
De Wette, Harless, Eiickert, and Olshausen. It is that life

from God which existed in unfallen man, and re-exists in all

believers who are in fellowship with God the life which

results from the operation and indwelling of the Holy Ghost.
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Compare ii. 1-5
; Trench, Syn. xxviii. Harless will not

admit any allusion to regeneration in this life, but refers us to

the Logos in whom is
" the life of men." Granted

;
but that

light only penetrates, and that life only pulsates, through the

applying energies of the Holy Ghost. The Gentile world

having severed itself from this life was spiritually dead, and
therefore a sepulchral pall was thrown over its intellect.

There could be no light in their mind, because there was no

life in their hearts, for the life in the Logos is the light of

men. The heart reacts on the intellect. And the apostle now

gives the reason

Sia TVJV ayvoiav Trjv oficrav ev avrofc, Sta TTJV irmpcoa-iv T^?

/capSt'a? avT&v "
through the ignorance which is in them,

through the hardness of their hearts." These clauses assign
the reason for their alienation from the divine life first,

ignorance of God-,
1 His character, and dispensations ;

this

ignorance being
" in them "

TTJV oixrav (ovre? being already

employed) as a deep-seated element of their moral condition.

In reference to immortality, for example, how sad their igno-

rance. Thus Moschus sighs

" One rest we keep,

One long, eternal, unawakened sleep."

Nox est perpetua, una
} dormienda, sobs Catullus. The second

clause commencing with Sta assigns a co-ordinate and expla-

natory second reason for their alienation from the life of

God the hardness of their hearts. Hw/jcDo-t? obtuseness or

callousness, not blindness, as if from frwpo^ (Fritzsche ad

Rom. xi. 7), is a very significant term their I

7ro>pa)cn<; having,
as Theodoret says, no feeling Sia TO Traz/reXw? veveKp&ardai,.

The unsusceptibility of an indurated heart was the ultimate

cause of their lifeless and ignorant state. The disease began
in the callous heart. It hardened itself against impression

and warning, left the mind uninformed and indifferent, alien-

ated itself from the life of God, and was at last shrouded

in the shadow of death. Surely the Ephesians were not

to walk as the other Gentiles placed in this hapless and

degraded state. This view of the Gentile world differs from

that given in chap. ii. This has more reference to inner
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condition, while that in the preceding chapter characterized

principally the want of external privilege with its sad results.

(Ver. 19.) O2r/e9 airrjXr/rjKore^j eavroix? irap&GHtav Ty

ao-eA/ye/a "Who as being past feeling have given themselves

over to uncleanness." For aTr^Tv/y^/eoTe?, the Codices D, E,
;

read aTnfivTTLKores, and F, G, atfyrpwiKores ; the Vulgate with

its desperantes, and .the Syriac with its o

follow such a reading. But the preponderance of evidence is

on the side of the Textus Receptus, which is also vindicated

by Jerome, who, following out the etymology of the word,
defines it in the following terms hisunt, qiiipostquam pecca-

verintj non dolent. The heathen sinners are described as being
a class otrw/69 beyond shame, or the sensation of regret.

Kiihner, 781, 4, 5. The apathy which characterized them

only induced a deeper recklessness, for they abandoned them-

selves to lasciviousuess
;
eavrovs being placed, as Meyer says,

mit abschrecJcendem Nachdruck with terrific emphasis. Sub-

jection to this species of vice is represented as a divine 'pun-

ishment in the first chapter of the epistle to the Romans
"God gave them up to it." But here their own conscious

self-abandonment is brought out they gave themselves up to

lasciviousness. Self-abandonment to deeper sin is the divine

judicial penalty of sin. 'AcreX/yeta, is insolence (Joseph. Antiq.

iv. 612, xviii.' 13, 1
; Plutarch, Alcibiades, viii.), and then

lust, open and unrestrained. Trench, Syn. xvi. Lobeck ad

Phryn.j p. 184. This form of vice was predominant in the

old heathen world
;
and was indulged in without scruple or

reserve. Rom. i. 24, xiii. 13
j
2 Cor. xii. 21

;
Gal. v. 19. The

apostle introduces it here as a special instance of that degraded

spiritual state which he had just described in the former verse.

et<? ep<ya<riav aicaOapcrias TraoT??-
" to the working of all

uncleanness." Efc denotes purpose,
" in order to

"
Tracn??

being placed after the noun, and not, as more usually, before

it. 'Epiyacna is not a trade, as in Acts xix. 25, nor the gain of

trafiic, but as in Septuagint, Exodus xxvi. 1
;
1 Chron. vi. 49.

'

KicaOapcria, in Matt, xxiii. 27, signifies the loathsome impurity
of a sepulchre ;

but otherwise in the New Testament, and the

instances are numerous, it usually denotes the special sin of

lewdness or unchastity. The vice generally is named lascivi-
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tiusness', but there were many shapes of it, arid they wrought
it in all its forms. Even its most brutal modes were famous

ainong them, as the apostle has elsewhere indicated. The
refinements of art too often ministered to such grovelling pur-
suits* The naked statues of the goddesses were not exempted
from rape (Lucian, Amores, 15, p. 272, vol. v. ed. Bipont.), arid

many pictures of their divinities were but the excitements of

sensual gratifications. The most honoured symbols in their

pirocessions and worship were the obsceriest, and thus it was

in India, Asia Minor, Greece, Egypt, and Etruria. There

was a brisk feinale trade in potions to induce sterility or

barrenness. In fact, one dares not describe the forms, and

scenes, and temptations of impurity, or even translate what

classical poets and historians have revealed without a blush.

The relics preserved from Herculaneum and Pompeii tell a

similar tale, arid are so gross that they cannot meet the public

eye. The reader will see some awful revelations in Tholuck's

Tract on Heathenism, published in Neander's D&hkwurdig-

Jceitenj and translated in the 2nd vol. of the American Bib.

Repository. Who can forget the sixth satire of Juvenal ?

'Ez/ .TrXeoyefta
c(

in. greediness
"

the spirit in which they

gave themselves up to wantonness. The explanation of this

word is attended with difficulty : 1. Many refer the term to

the greed of gain derived from prostitution, and both sexes

were guilty of this abomination. Such is the view of Grotius,

Bengel, Koppe, Chandler, Stolz, Flatt, Meier, and Baehr*

2. The Greek commentators educe the sense of afjuerpla insa-

tiableness
;
and also Jerome, Erasmus, Calvin, Estius, Bo'ell,

Crocius, Harless, Stier, Baumgarten-Crusius, Bisping, and

Trench, -8yn., xxiv. Suicer, in his Thesaurus, says,
" that

such a meaning was no uncommon one among the Greek

fathers," but they seem to have got it from the earlier inter-

pretations
of this very verse. The meaning assigned it by

the Greek fathers cannot be sustained by the scriptural usage
to which appeal is made, as 1 Cor. v. 10

; Eph. v. 3 as in

the first instance it is disjoined by rj
from rrropvos, but joined

by teal to the following apirafyv according to preponderant

authority. In this epistle, j. 2, iropvda and aicaOapa-ia

are joined by at, but dissociated from TrKeovegia by r? and
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in v. 5, TrXeoye/Kr^? is termed an idolater. See tinder Cofc

iii. 5. See Ullicott. 3. Olshausen takes it as meaning
"
physical avidity, pampering one's self with meat and drinkj

or that luxury and high feeding by which lust is provoked.'"

This last meaning suits well, and embodies a terrible and

disgusting truth, but it takes irXeovegia in a sense which can-

not be borne out. Beza and Aretius render it certatim, as if

the heathen outvied one another in impurity. 4. We prefer

the common meaning of the noun "
greediness." This

spirit of covetous extortion was an accompaniment of their

Sensual indulgences. Self was the prevailing power the

gathering in of all possible objects and enjoyments on one's

self was the absorbing occupation. This accompaniment of

sensualism sprang from the same root with itself, and was but

another form of its development. The heathen world mani-

fested the intensest spirit of acquisition. It showed itself in

its unbounded licentiousness, and in its irrepressible thirst of

gold. There might be reckless and profligate expenditure on

wantonness and debauchery, but it was combined with insa-

tiable cupidity. Its sensuality was equalled by its sordid greed
TT\eov

} more; that point gained, ifkiov more still. Self

in everything, God in nothing.

(Ver. 20.) "I>efc? Se ovx OVTOX; e^ddere rov Xpurrov" But

ye did not thus learn Christ," Ae is adversative, and fytets

is placed emphatically. Xpto-ro? is not simply the doctrine

or religion of Christ, as is the view of Crellius and Schlich-

ting, nor is it merely apery virtue, as Origen conceives it

(Catena, ed. Cramer, Oxford, 1842), but Christ Himself. Col.

ii. 6. See also Phil. iii. 10. Harless even, Ruckert, Meier,
and Matthies, take the verb pavOavto in the sense of "to
learn to know "

"ye have not thus learned to know Christ."

But this would elevate a mere result or reference to be part
of the translation. The knowledge of Christ is the effect of

learning Christ
;
but it is of the process, not of its effect, that

the apostle here speaks. Christ was preached, and Christ was
learned by the audience OVTQ>S. The manner of their learning
is indicated " Ye have not learned Christ so as to walk any
more like the rest of the Gentiles." Your lessons have not

been of such a character they have been given in a very
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different form, and accompanied with a very different result.

Once dark, dead, dissolute, and apathetic, they had learned

Christ as the light and the life as the purifier and perfecter

of His pupils. The following division of this clause is a vain

attempt v/x-etv Be ov% oimu9 [da-re]
" but ye are not so

j

"

ye have learned Christ. Yet such an exegesis has the great
names of Beza and Gataker in its support. Adversaria /Sacra,

p. 158.

(Ver. 21.) EJ/ye avrov ^Kovcrare
" If indeed Him ye have

heard j" not in living person, but embodied and presented in

the apostolical preaching. 1 Cor. i. 23. The particle eiye does

not directly assert, but rather takes for granted that what is

assumed is true. See under iii. 2.

. Kat ev avT& e'StSa^&jTe
" and in Him were taught." 'Ey

avrw signifies, as in other previous portions of the epistle
^ in Him," that is,

" in union with Him
j

"
i. 7, &c. It does

not mean "
by Him," as is the rendering of the English ver-

sion, and of Castalio, who translates ab eo, and of Beza, one

of whose versions is -per eum. Still less can the words bear

the translation -about Him. It denotes, as is proved by
Harless, Olshausen, and Matthies, preceded by Bucer " in

Him." Winer, 48, a. It is the spiritual sphere or condition

in which they were taught. They had not received a mere

theoretic tuition. The hearing is so far only external, but

being
" in Him," they were effectually taught. One with

Him in spirit, they were fitted to become one with Him in

mind. The interpretation of Olshausen gives the words a

doctrinal emphasis and esoterism of meaning which they
cannot by any means bear. The hearing Christ and in Him

being taught, are equivalent to learning Christ, in the pre-

vious verse are rather the two stages of instruction.

The connection of this clause with the next clause, and

with the following verse, has originated a great variety of

criticisms. The most probable interpretation is that of Beza,

Koppe, Flatt, Harless, Olshausen, De Wette, and Winer, and

may be thus expressed :
" If indeed ye heard Him, and in

Him were taught, as there is truth in Jesus taught that ye

put off the old man." This appears to be the simplest and

most natural construction. The apostle had been describing
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the gloom, death, and impurity of surrounding heathenism.

His counsel is, that the Ephesian converts were not to walk

in such a sphere j
and his argument is, they had been better

tutored, for they learned Christ, had heard Him, and in Him
had been taught that they should cast off the old man, the

governing principle in the period of their irregeneracy, when

they did walk as the other Gentiles walked. Meyer and Baum-

garten-Crusius, preceded by Anselm, Vatablus, and Bullinger,

however, connect anroOiffdai, in the following verse with akrjOeia

it is
" the truth in Jesus, that ye put off the old man

;

"

thus making it the subject of the sentence. The instances

adduced by Kaphelius of such a construction in Herodotus are

scarcely to the point, and presuppose that cfiujOeia has the same

signification as the term 1/6/^09 employed by the historian.

Meyer lays stress on the fyia9, but it is added to mark the

antithesis between their present and former state. It is cer-

tainly more natural to connect it with the preceding verb,

but we cannot accede to the view of Bengel, a-Lapide, Stier,

and Zachariae, who join it with ^aprvpofiai in ver. 17, for in

that case there would be a long and awkward species of paren-

thesis. "Taught"
KaQd)? effTtv a\ij0ia ev TW 'Iijcrov

" as there is truth in

Jesus." We cannot but regard the opinion of De Wette,

Harless, and Olshausen as defective, in so far as it restricts

the meaning of a\rf0eia too much to moral truth or holiness.

"What in Jesus," says Olshausen, "is truth and not sem-

blance, is to become truth also in believers." The idea of

Harless is,
" As there is truth in Jesus, so on your part put off

the old man
;

"
implying a peculiar comparison between Jesus

and the Ephesian believers addressed. This is not very
different from the paraphrase of Jerome Quomodo est veritas

in Jesu sic erit et in nobis qui didicistis Christum ; nor is the

paraphrase of Estius greatly dissimilar. The notions of the

Greek fathers are narrower still. (Ecumenius makes it the

same as Bucatoa-vvr]. It means TO opO&s /3tow, says Chry-
sostom

;
and the same view, with some unessential variety, is

expressed by Luther, Camerarius, Kaphelius", Wolf, Storr,

Matt, Kiickert, Meier, and Holzhausen. But the noun

does not usually bear such a meaning in the New
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Testament, nor does the context necessarily restrict it here.

It is directly in contrast not only with aTrdr^ in the next

verse, Ibut with ev fMaraLOTtjTt ea-KOTHrpevoi cvyvoia in vers.

17, 18. Nor can the word bear the meaning assigned to it by
those who make wirodka-Ocu, depend upon it their render-

ing being,
" If indeed ye heard Him, and in Him were

taught, as it is truth in Jesus for you to put off the old man."

The meaning held by Meyer is,- that unless the old man is

laid off, there is no true fellowship in Jesus. But this notion

elevates an inference to the rank of a fully expressed idea.

We take aTujOeia in its common meaning of spiritual truth,

that truth which the mediatorial scheme embodies truth in

all its own fulness and circuit
;

that truth especially which

lodged in the man Jesus a\tjOeia and ev r& 'Irj<rov being one

conception. The words ev r> 'lya-ov express the relation

of the truth to Christ, not in any sense the fellowship of

believers with Him. The historical name of the Saviour

is employed, as if to show that this truth had dwelt with

humanity, and in Him whom, as Christ, the apostles preached,
and whom these Ephesians had heard and learned. We find

the apostle commencing his hideous portraiture of the heathen

world by an assertion that they were the victims of mental

vanity, that they had darkened intellects, and that there was

ignorance in them. But those believers, who had been

brought over from among them into the fold of Christ, were

enlightened by the truth as well as guided by it,
and must

have felt the power and presence of that truth in the illumina-

tion of their minds as well as in the renewal of their hearts

and the direction of their lives. Why, then, should this

same a\ij0eia be taken here in a limited and merely ethical

sense ? It wants the article, indeed, but still it may bear the

meaning we have assigned it. The article is in F, Gr, but

with no authority.

The phrase, /caOcos eartv a\r)0eia ev TW 'I^crou, points out

the mode of tuition which they had enjoyed. The meaning
of Ka6d)<; may be seen under i. 4, and here it is a predicate of

manner attached to the preceding verb. It stands in contrast

to ou% oi/TG>9 in ver. 20" ye have not so learned" ye have

not learned Him in such a way ov% OUTW? as to feel a license
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to walk like the other Gentiles, but ye heard Him, and in Him
were taught in this way /caOcos as there is truth in Him.
It tells the kind of teaching which they had enjoyed, and the

next verse contains its substance. Their teaching was not

according to falsehood, nor according to human invention, but

according to truth, brought down to men, fitted to men, and

communicated to men, by its being lodged in the man Jesus.

They were in Him the Christ and so came into living-

contact with that truth which was and is in Jesus. This

appears on the whole to be a natural and harmonious inter-

pretation, and greatly preferable to that of Calixtus, Vatablus,

Piscator, Wolf, and others, who give KaOcos the sense of "that"

quod / ye have been taught that there is truth in Jesus, or

what the truth in Jesus really is. Such a version breaks up
the continuity both of thought and syntax, and is not equal
to that of Matt and Biickert, who give the Ka6o><s an argu-
mentative sense "And ye in Him have been taught, for

there is truth in Him." Calvin, Bollock, Zanchius, Mac-

knight, Eosenmuller, and others, falsely suppose the apostle

to refer in this verse to two kinds of religious knowledge
one vain and allied still to carnality, and the other genuine
and sanctifying in its nature. Credner's opinion is yet wider

of the mark, for he supposes that the apostle refers to the

notion of an ideal Messiah, and shows its nullity by naming
him Jesus. "

Taught
"

(Ver. 22.) 'ATrofleo-tfat fytfo
" That you put off." The

infinitive denoting the substance of what they had been thus

taught (Donaldson, 584
; Winer, 44, 3), is falsely rendered

as a formal imperative by Luther, Zeger, and the Vulgate.

Bernhardy, p. 358. Our previous version,
" have put," is

not as Alford says of it,
" inconsistent with the context,

as., in ver. 25," for perfect change is not inconsistent with

imperfect development. But as Madvig, to whom Ellicott

refers, says, 172, b. the aorist infinitive in such a case
"

differs from the present only as denoting a single transient

action." See on Phil. iii. 16. It is contrary alike to sense

and syntax on the part of Storr and Flatt, to take tym?

as governed by anroGiadai "that you put off yourselves!"

and it is a dilution of the meaning .to supply Se/, with
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Piscator.
''

KiroBeffOai and evSvo-aa-Qai, are figurative terms

placed in vivid contrast.
'

A.7roOeo-0ai is to put off, as one puts

off clothes. Rom. xiii. 12-14; Col. iii. 8
; James, i. 21. Wet-

stein adduces examples of similar imagery from the classics,

and the Hebrew has an analogous usage. The figure has its

origin in daily life, and not, as some fanciful critics allege, in

any special . instances of change of raiment at baptism, the

race-course, or the initiation of proselytes. Selden, de Jure

Grentium, &c. lib. ii. 5; Vitringa, Observat. Sac. 139. "That

you put off
"

;

Kara rrjv irporepav ava<rrpo<f>r)V rbv irakaibv avOpwirov
" as regards your former conversation, the old man." It is

contrary to the ordinary laws of language to translate these

words as if the apostle had written rbv trdkaibv avOpwirov

rbv Kara Trporepav avacrrpo^v. Yet this has been done by
Jerome and GEcumenius, Grotius .and Estius, Koppe, Eosen-

muller, and Bloomfield. 'A.vaarpe(f>a) occurs under ii. 3. Gal.

i. 13
;
1 Tim. iv. 12

; Suicer, sub wee. This former conver-

sation is plainly their previous heathen or unconverted state.

The apostle says, they were not now to live like the rest of

heathendom, for they had been instructed to put off as regards

their manner of life,
" the old man "

rbv ira\aibv avOpayrrov.

Bom. vi. 6
;
Col. iii. 9. The meaning of a somewhat similar

idiom o ecreo avOpwiros may IDC seen under iii. 16. Rom.
vii. 22. It is needless to seek the origin of this peculiar phrase
in any recondite or metaphysical conceptions. It has its

foundation in our own consciousness, and in our own attempts
to describe or contrast its different states, and. is similar to our

current usage, as when we speak of our " former self
" and

our "
present self," or when we speak of a man's being

"beside himself" or coming "to himself." It does not sur-

prise us to find similar language in the Talmud, such as

"the old Adam," &c. Schoettgen, Hor. Eel. 516; Tr. Jova-

moth, 62. Phraseology not unlike occurs also among the

classics. Diogenes Laertius, 9, 66. The words are, therefore,
a bold and vivid personification of the old nature we inherit

from Adam, the source and seat of original and actual trans-

gression. The exegesis of many of the older commentators does

not come up to the full idea. This " self" or man is "^old,"
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not simply old in sin, as Jerome and Photius imagine ev

rai<i apaprtais 7ra\aia)0ek but as existing prior to our con-

verted state, and as Athanasius says rov airb -n/5 7TTft><rat><?

rov 'A8a/ ryeyevvr)/j,vov yet not simply original sin. This

old mati within us is a usurper, and is to be expelled. As
the Greek scholiast says, the old man is not $v<ri<$ in its

essential meaning, "but -nfr apaprias evepjeia. With all

his instincts and principles, he is to be cast off, for he is de^-

scribed as ,

rov (fiOeipoaevov Kara ra$ GiriOvulas rijs airar^
"
being

corrupt according to the lusts of deceit." Kara TO,? eirt,-

stands in contrast with Kara 6ov in ver. 24, and 7%
s with T% abrjOelas of the same verse. The old man is

growing corrupt, and this being his constant condition and

characteristic, the present tense is employed the corruption
is becoming more corrupt. And this corruption does not

describe merely the unhappy state of the old man, for, as

Olshausen remarks, this opinion of Harless is superficial.

The old man is
"
corrupt," filled with that sin which contains

in it the elements of .its own punishment, and he is unfitted

by this condition for serving God, possessing the divine life,

or enjoying happiness. That corruption is described in some

of its features in verses 17 and 18. But the apostle adds more

specifically
-J {

according to the lusts of deceit." The prepo-
sition Kara does not seem to have a causal significance.

Harless indeed ascribes to it a causal relation, but it seems to

have simply its common meaning of "
according to

"
or " in

accordance with." Winer, 49, a. 'ETTiftyua is irregular and

excessive desire. Olshausen is wrong in confining the term

to sensual excesses, for he is obliged to modify the apostle's

statement, and say, that " from such forms of sin individual

Gentiles were free, and so were the mass of the Jewish

nation." But eTriOvpia is not necessarily sensual desire.

Where it has such a meaning as in Rom. i. 24
;

1 Thess.

iv. 5 the signification is determined by the context. The
"

lusts of the flesh
"

are not restricted to fleshly longings.

Gal. v. 16, 24. .The term is a general one, and signifies those

strong 'and self-willed desires and appetites which distinguish

unrenewed humanity. Rom. vi. 12, vii. 7
;

1 Tim. vi. 9
;
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Tit. iii. 3. The genitive TT}<? aTTary? may Tbe,
as Meyer

takes it,
the genitive of subject, aTTary being personified.

Though it is a noun of quality, it is not to be looked on as

the mere genitive of quality. These lusts are all connected

with that deceit which is characteristic of sin
;
a deceit which

it has lodged in man's fallen nature the offspring of that

first and fatal lie which

"
Brought death into the world and all our woe."

Heb. iii. 13
;
2 Cor. xi. 3. This " deceit

" which tyrannizes over

the old man, as the truth guides and governs the new man

(ver. 24), is something deeper than the erroneous and seduc-

tive teaching of heathen priests and philosophers. These
"

lusts of deceit
"
seduce and ensnare under false pretensions.

There is the lust of gain, sinking into avarice
;
of power swell-

ing into ruthless and cruel tyranny; of pleasure falling into

beastly sensualism. Nay, every strong passion that fills the

spirit to the exclusion of Grod is a "
lust." Alas ! this deceit

is not simply error. It has assumed many guises. It gives
a refined name to grossness, calls sensualism gallantry, and

it hails drunkenness as good cheer. It promises fame and

renown to one class, wealth and power to another, and tempts
a third onward by the prospect of brilliant discovery. But

genuine satisfaction is never gained, for God is forgotten, and

these desires and pursuits leave their victim in disappointment
and chagrin.

"
Vanity of vanities," cried Solomon in vexation,

after all his experiments on the sumvnum bonum. " I will pull

down my barns, and build greater," said another in the idea

that he had " much good laid up for many years;" and yet, in

the very night of his fond imaginings, "his soul was required of

him." Belshazzar drank wine with his grandees, and perished

in his revelry. The prodigal son, who for pleasure and inde-

pendence had left his father's house, sank into penury and

degradation, and he, a child of Abraham, fed swine to a

heathen master.

(Ver. 23.)
''

Avaveova-Oav Se TQJ Trvev^art, rov z/oo? vp&v
" And be renewing in the spirit of your mind." This passive

(not middle) infinitive present still depends on e'StSa^^re 8e

being adversative, as the apostle passes from the negative to
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the positive aspect. As Olshausen has observed, all attempts
to distinguish between avaveov&Oat and avaicawovcrOai, are

needless for the interpretation of this verse. See Trench, Syn.
xviii.

;
Col. iii. 10

; Tittmann, p. 60. The 'aw, in composir

tion, denotes "again" or "back" restoration to some previous
state renovation. See on following verse. Such moral reno->

vation had its special seat
" in the spirit of their mind." This

very peculiar phrase has been in various ways misunderstood.

(Ecumenius, Theophylact, Hyperius, Bull, and Ellicott under-

stand TTvevfjua of the Holy Ghost, the Spirit renewing the mind

by dwelling within it Sta TOV TrvevftaTos TOV ev TO> vol TJ^&V

/caToiKovvTos. See Fritzsche ad Rom. vol. ii., p. 2. But, 1.

The TTvevfiua belongs to ourselves is a portion of us language
that can scarcely in such terms be applied to the Spirit of

God. 2. Nor does Ellicott remove the objection by saying that

irvevfia is not " the Holy Spirit exclusively, or per se
}
but as in

a gracious union with the human spirit." This idea is in cer-

tain aspects theologically correct, but is not conveyed by these

words TTvevpa in such a case cannot mean God's Spirit, for

it is called TOV vobs vp&v ; 'it is only man's spirit though it

be filled with God's. In Bom. viii. 6, the apostle makes a

formal distinction. 3. There is no analogous expression.

None of the genitives following Trvev/ma are like this, but often

denote possession or character, as Spirit of God Spirit of

holiness Spirit of adoption. 4. Nor can we give it the

meaning which Robinson has assigned it, of "
disposition or

temper." Quite like himself is the notion of Gfrorer, that

Trvevpa is but the rabbinical figment of a noto, founded on a

misinterpretation of Gen. ii. 7, and denoting a kind of divine
"
breathing

"
or gift conferred on man about his twentieth

year. Urchrist. ii. p. 257. 5. Augustine, failing in his usual

acuteness, identifies nrvev^a and vovs quia omnis mens spiritus

est
}
non autem omnis spiritus mens

est, spiritum mentis dicere

voluit eum spiritum, quce mens vocatur. De Trinitate, lib. xiv.

cap. 16. Estius follows the Latin father. Grotius and

Crellius hold a similar view, joined by Koppe and Kiittner,

who idly make the unusual combination a mere periphrasis.

6. Hvevpa is not loosely, as Rlickert and Baumgarten-Crusius
take

it, the better part of the mind, or vovs ; nor can we by
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any means agree with Olshausen, who puts forth the following

opinion with a peculiar consciousness of its originality and

appropriateness" that irvevpa is the substance and vov? the

power of the substance." Such a notion is not supported by
the biblical psychology. 7. Hlvev^a is the highest part of that

inner nature, which, in its aspect of thought and emotion, is

termed z/ofo. So the apostle speaks of " soul
" and "

spirit
"

tyvxtf ften standing to o-wyu-a, as irvev^a to vovs. It is not

merely the inmost principle, or as Chrysostom phrases it,
" the spirit which is in the mind," but it is the governing

principle, as Theodoret explains it TTJV op^rjv TOV vob<? irvev-

fjuaTticrjv eipv)Ke. This generally is the idea of Rb'ell, Harless,
De Wette, Meier, and Turner. Meyer in his last edition

retracts his opinion in the second, and says that the usual

interpretation is correct, according to which das "jrvev^a das

menschliche ist that irvev^a being dtas Hohere Lebensprincip.

Delitzsch, Bib. Psych, p. 144. The renewal takes place not

simply in the mind, but in the spirit of it. The dative points
out the special seat of renewal. Winer, 31, 6, a

j
Matt. xi. 29;

Acts, vii. 51
;

1 Cor. xiv. 20. The mind remains as before,

both in its intellectual and emotional structure in its memory
and judgment, imagination and perception. These powers do

not in themselves need renewal, and regeneration brings no

new faculties.. The organism of the mind survives as it was,
but the spirit, its highest part, the possession of which distin-

guishes man from the inferior animals, and fits him for receiving
the Spirit of God, is being renovated. The memory, for

example, still exercises its former functions, but on a very
different class of subjects ;

the judgment still discharging its

old office, is occupied among a new set of themes and ideas
;

and love, retaining all its ardour, attaches itself to objects quite

in contrast with those of its earlier preference and pursuit.

The change is not in mind psychologically, either in its

essence or in its operation ;
neither is it in mind, as if it were

a superficial change of opinion, either on points of doctrine or

of practice j
but it is

" in the spirit of the mind," in that

which gives mind both its bent and its materials of thought.
It is not simply in the spirit, as if it lay there in dim and

mystic quietude ;
but it is

" in the spirit of the mind," in the
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power which, when changed itself, radically alters the entire

sphere and business of the inner mechanism.

(Yer. 24.) Kal evSvcracrQcu TOV KCMVOV avdptoTrov" And

put on the new man." Col. iii. 10. The renewal, as Meyer

remarks, was expressed in the present tense, as if the moment
of its completion were realized in the putting on of the new

man, expressed Iby the aorist. The verb also is middle,

denoting a reflexive act. Trollope and Burton discover, we
know not by what divination, a reference in this phraseology
to baptism. The putting on of the new man presupposes the

laying off of the old man, and is the result or accompaniment
of this renewal

; nay, it is but another representation of it.

This renewal in the spirit, and this on-putting of the new

man, may thus stand to each other as in our systems of theo-

logy regeneration stands to sanctification. The "new man"
is /eaivosj not i;eo9 recent. The apostle in Col. iii. 10, says

TOV veov TOV avaKatvov/aevov ; here he joins avaveovcrOat with

TOV tccuvbv avOpwirov. In the other epistle the verbal term

from icawos is preceded by z>eo9; in the place before us the verbal

term from veos is followed by icaivos. Neo9 generally is recent

olvov veov, wine recently made, opposed to irdkaiov made

long ago acricovs tcaivovs fresh skins opposed to 7ra\atoij<j
}

which had long been in use. Matt. ix. 17. So icaivrj SiaOtficij

is opposed to the economy so long in existence (Heb. viii. 8),

but once it is termed via (Heb. xii. 24) as being of recent

origin. Compare Rom. xii. 2
;
2 Cor. iv. 16, v. 15, 17; Gral.vi.15.

Hence also, John xix. 41, pvrjfjuelov Katvovnot a tomb of

recent excavation, but one unused, and thus explained ev
<$>

ovSe ovSel? Te0t}. Pillon, Syn. Qrecs. 332. The "new
man" is in contrast with the "old man," and represents that

new assemblage of holy principles and desires which have

a unity of origin, and a common result of operation. The
" new man" is not, therefore, Christ himself, as is the fancy
of Jerome, Ambrosiaster, and Hilary, De Trinitate lib. xii.

The origin of the " new man "
is next shown

Toy Kara debv tcriaQivra " who was created after Grod."

Winer, 49 and a. What the apostle affirms is not that

creation is God's work and prerogative and His alone, but

that as the first man bore His image, so does the new man,
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for he is created Kara eov,
"
according to God," or in the

likeness of God
; or, as the apostle writes in Col. iii. 10,

tear elicbva rov Krlaavro^ avrov. Hofmann's exegesis is

feeble and incorrect von dem gottliclier Weise geschqffenen

MenscTien. The allusion is to Gen. i. 27. What God created,

man assumes. The newness of this man is no absolute

novelty, for it is the recovery of original holiness. As the

Creator stamps an image of Himself on all His workmanship,
so the first man was made in His similitude, and this new

man, the result also of His plastic energy, "bears upon him 'the

same test" and token of his divine origin; for- the moral image
of God reproduces itself in him. It is no part of our present
task to inquire what were the features of that divine image
which Adam enjoyed. See under Col. iii. 10

; Miiller, Lehre

von der Sunde, vol. ii. p. 482, 3rd ed. The apostle characterizes

the new man as being created

ev Si/catocrvvr) /cal do-tor^r* rr)$ aktfdeias
" in the right-

eousness and holiness of the truth" -the elements in which

this creation manifests itself. Morus and Flatt, on the one

hand, are in error when they regard ev as instrumental, for

the preposition points to the manifestation or development
of the new man; and Koppe and Beza blunder also in sup-

posing that ev may stand for 649, and denote the result of the

new creation. In Col. iii. 10, as Olshausen remarks,
" the

intellectual aspect of the divine image is described, whereas

in the passage before us prominence is given to its ethical

aspect." In Wisdom ii. 23, the physical aspect is sketched.

Aucaioavvv) is that moral rectitude which guides the new man
in all relationships. It is not bare equity or probity, but it

leads its possessor to be what he ought to be to every other

creature in the universe. The vices reprobated by the apostle

in the following verses, are manifest violations of this right-

eousness. It follows what is right, and does what is right

in all given circumstances. See under v. 9. 'Go-tor^, on

the other hand, is piety or holiness To. Trpo? rot? dvOpcoTrov?

BtKaia teal ra TT/JO? TOV? Oeovs ocria. Scholium, Hecuba, v. 788.

The two 'terms occur in inverted order in Luke i. 75, and the

adverbs are found in 1 Thess. ii. 10
; Titus, i. 8. The new

man has affinities not only with created beings, but he has a
2 A
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primary relationship to the God who made him, and who

surely has the first claim on his affection and duty. Whatever

feelings arise out of the relation which a redeemed creature

bears to Jehovah, this piety leads him to possess such as

veneration, confidence, and purity. Both righteousness and

holiness are

Tjfc a\r)6ei.as
" of the truth." John i. 17

;
Kom. i. 25,

iii. 7. This subjective genitive is not to be resolved into an

adjective, after the example of Luther, Calvin, Beza, Bodius,

Grotius, Holzhausen, and the English version, as if the mean-

ing were true righteousness and holiness; nor can it be

regarded as joining to the list a distinct and additional virtue

an opinion advanced by Pelagius, and found in the reading
of D1

, F, G KOI a\r)6eiq. These critics referred to who give
the genitive the simple sense of an adjective, think the meaning
to be "

true," in opposition to what is assumed or counterfeit
;

while the Greek fathers imagine the epithet to be opposed to

the typical holiness of fhe ancient Israel. The exegesis of

Witsius, that the phrase means such a desire to please as is

in harmony with truth (De Economia Foed&rum, p. 15), is as

truly against all philology as that of Cocceius, that it denotes

the studious pursuit of truth. 'H akrjOeia in connection with

the new man, stands opposed to
r) uTrdrv) in connection with

the old man, and is truth in Jesus. While this spiritual crea-

tion is God's peculiar work for He who creates can alone

re-create this truth in Jesus has a living influence upon
the heart, producing, fostering, and sustaining such rectitude

and piety.

The question of natural and moral ability does not come,

fairly within the compass of discussion in this place. The

apostle only says, they had been taught the doctrine of a

decided and profound spiritual change, which had developed
its breadth and power in a corresponding alteration of char-

racter. He merely states the fact that the Ephesians had

been so taught, but how they had been taught the doctrine,

in what connections and with what appliances and argu-

ments, he says not. Its connection with the doctrine of

spiritual influence is not insisted on.
"
Whatever," says Dr.

Owen,
" God worketh in us in a way of grace, he presenteth
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unto us in a way of duty, and that, because although he do it

in us, yet he also doth it by us, so as that the same work is an

act of his Spirit, and of our own will as acted thereby." On

the Holy Spirit; Works, iii. p. 432, Edinburgh, 1852. See

under ii. 1.

The apostle descends now from general remarks to special

sins, such sins as were common in the Gentile world, and to

which Christian converts were, from the force of habit and

surrounding temptation, most easily and powerfully seduced.

(Ver. 25.) Ao aTrodejjuevoi, TO tyevSos
"
Wherefore, having

put away lying." By Bib "wherefore" he passes to a deduc-

tion in the form of an application. See under ii. 11. Since the

old man and all his lusts are to be abandoned, and the new
man assumed who is created in the righteousness and holiness

of the truth ahtfOeia; the vice and habit of falsehood tyevBos

are to be dropt. Col. iii. 9. It might be a crime palliated

among their neighbours in the world, but it was to have no

place in the church, being utterly inconsistent with spiritual

renovation. The counsel then is

\a\etTe aKrfOeiav, e/cacrro? pera rov ifK^alov avrov "
speak

ye truth every one with his neighbour." The clause is found

in Zech. viii. 16, with this variation, that the apostle uses fjuerd

for the 7r,oo9
of the Septuagint which represents the particle in

inyvnt*. The "
neighbour," as the following clause shows, is

not men generally, as Jerome, Augustine, Estius, and Grotius

suppose, but specially Christian brethren. Christians are to

speak the whole truth, without distortion, diminution, or ex-

aggeration. No promise -is to be falsified no mutual under-

standing violated. The word of a Christian ought to be as

his bond, every syllable being but the expression of " truth

in the inward parts." The sacred majesty of truth is ever

to characterize and hallow all his communications. It is

of course to wilful falsehood that the apostle refers for a

man may be imposed upon himself, and unconsciously deceive

others to what Augustine defines as falsa significatio cum
voluntate fallendi. As may be seen from the quotations
made by Whitby and other expositors, some of the heathen

philosophers were not very scrupulous in adherence to truth,
and the vice 'of falsehood was not branded with the stigma
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which it merited. And the apostle adds as a cogent

reason

on ea-fjbev d\\rji\cav /Meh?)
" for we are members one of

another." Eom. xii. 5; 1 Cor. xii. 12-27. Christians are bound

up together by reciprocal ties and obligations as members of

the one body of which Christ is the one Head the apostle

glancing back to the image of the 16th verse. Their being

members one of another springs from their living union with

Christ. Trusting in one God, they should, therefore, not create

distrust of one another
; seeking to be saved by one faith, they

should not prove faithless to their fellows
;
and professing to

be freed by the truth, they ought not to attempt to enslave their

brethren by falsehood. Truthfulness is an essential and pri-

mary virtue. Chrysostom, taking the figure in its mere applica-

tion to the body, draws out a long and striking analogy "Let

not the eye lie to the foot, nor the foot to the eye. If there be a

deep pit, and its mouth covered with reeds shall present to the

eye the appearance of solid ground, will not the eye use the

foot to ascertain whether it is hollow underneath, or whether

it is firm and resists? Will the foot tell a
lie, and not the

truth as it is? And what again if the eye were to spy a

serpent or a wild beast, will it lie to the foo.t ?" &c.

(Ver. 26.) 'Op<yie(r6e KOI
fj,r). a^aprdvere

" Be ye angry
and sin not." This language is the same as the Septuagint
translation of Psalm iv. 4. The verb iifj may bear such a

sense, as Hengstenberg maintains. Prov. xxix. 9
;
Isa. xxviii.

21
;
Ezek. xvi. 43

; though Gesenius, Hupfeld, Ewald, and

Phillips maintain that the meaning is "tremble," or "stand

in awe," as in the English version. Delitzsch also renders

Bebet "quake," Tholuck, Erzittert, and J. Olshausen, Zittert,

The Hebrew verb is of the same stock with the Greek 0/3777

and the Saxon "
rage," and denotes strong emotion. The

peculiar idiom has been variously understood : 1. Some under-*

stand it thus "
if ye should be angry, see that ye do not sin."

Such is the view of Chrysostom, Theophylact, (Ecumenius,

Piscator, Wolf, Koppe, Flatt, Riickert, Olshausen, Holz-

hausen, Meier, and Bishop Butler; while Harless supposes
the meaning to be zurnet in der rechten Weise be angry in

the right way. Hitzig renders it grollet, aber verfehlt euch
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nicht. 2. Beza, Grotius, Clarius, and Zeltner take the first

verb in an interrogative sense Are ye angry ? It is plain

that the simple, construction of the second clause forbids such

a supposition. The opinion of the Greek fathers has been

defended by a reference to Hebrew syntax, in which, when
two imperatives are joined, the first expresses a condition, and

the second a result. Gesenius, 127, 2
j Nordheimer, 1008.

This clause does not, however, come under such a category,

for its fair interpretation under such a law would be " Be

angry, and so ye shall not sin," or, as in the common phrase

divide et impera
"
divide, and thou shalt conquer." The

second imperative does not express result, but contemporaneous

feeling. 3. Nor do we see any good grounds for adopting the

notion of a permissive imperative, as is argued for by Winer,

43, 2 "Be angry" (I cannot prevent it). 1 Cor. vii.

13. As Meyer has remarked, there is no reason why the one.

imperative should be permissive and the other jussive, when
both are connected by the simple /cat.

,
4. The phrase is idio-

matic "Be angry" (when occasion requires), "but sin

not ;" the main force being on the second imperative with ^77.

It is objected to this view by Olshausen and others, that anger
is forbidden in the 31st verse. But the anger there repro-

bated is associated with dark malevolence, and regarded as the

offspring of it. Anger is not wholly forbidden, as Olshausen

imagines it is. It is an instinctive principle a species of

thorny hedge encircling our birthright. But in the indulgence
of

it, men are very apt to sin, and therefore they are cautioned

against it. If a mere trifle put them into a storm of fury if

they are so excitable as to fall into frequent fits of ungovern-.
able passion, and lose control of speech or action if urged

by an irascible temper they are ever resenting fancied affronts

and injuries, then do they sin. Matt. v. 21, 22. But specially

do they sin, and herein lies the danger, if they indulge anger
for an improper length of time :

6 Tpuo? pir)
eTTtSuero evrt T&> Trapopyicrfjiq) VJJLWV

"
let not

the sun go down upon your indignation." Similar phraseology
occurs in Deut. xxiv. 15

j
in Philo, and in Plutarch. See

Wetstein, in loc. Hapopryio-fAoS) a term peculiar to biblical

Greek, is a fit of indignation or exasperation ; Trapd referring
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to the cause or occasion
;
while the

0/9777,
to be put away from

Christians, is the habitual indulgence of anger. 1 Kings xv.

30
j
2 Kings xxiii, 26

;
Neh. ix. 18. Hapopyi<r/j,6s is not

in this clause absolutely forbidden, as Trench wrongly sup-

poses (Synon. p. 141), but it is to cease by sunset. The day of

anger should be the day of reconciliation. It is to be but a

brief emotion, slowly excited and very soon dismissed. If it

be allowed to lie in the mind, it degenerates into enmity,

hatred, or revenge, all of which are positively and in all cir-

cumstances sinful. To harbour ill-will
;
to feed a grudge, and

keep it rankling in the bosom
;
or to wait a fitting opportunity

for successful retaliation, is inconsistent with Christian dis-

cipleship
" Let not the sun go down upon your wrath."

Augustine understands by sun, "the Sun of righteousness"

(on Ps. xxv.; Op. vol. iv. p. 15, ed. Paris), and Anselm "the

sun of reason." Theodoret well says perpov e'Sa>/ce T&> Ovpw

r^9 rjftepas TO perpov. The Pythagorean disciple was to be

placated, and to shake hands with his foe irplv rj rov rjkiov

Si/rat. Plutarch, de Am. Frat. 488, b.
1

(Yer. 27.) M^Se St'Sore TQTTOV T&> &a/3oXp -" Also give no

place to the devil." M^Se, not pyre, is the true reading,

upon preponderant authority, and closely connects this clause

with the preceding exhortation, not certainly logically or as

a developed thought, but numerically as an allied injunc-

tion, more closely than what Klotz calls fortuitus concursus.

Ad Devar. ii. p. 6. Hartung, i. 210
; Buttmann, 149

;

Winer, 55, 6
; Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 157.

CO Sidfiokos is

plainly the Evil One, not viewed simply in his being, but in

some special element of his character. It is wrong to render

it here the accuser or calumniator, though the Syriac ver-

sion, Luther, Er. Schmid, Baumgarten-Crusius, and others,

1 The exegesis of the witty Thomas Fuller may be subjoined
"

St. Paul saith

' Let not the sun go down upon your wrath;' to carry news to the antipodes in

another world of thy revengeful nature. Yet let us take the apostle's meaning
rather than his words with all possible speed to depose our passion ;

not under-

standing him so literally that we may take leave to be angry till sunset : then

might our wrath lengthen with the days ;
and men in Greenland, where days lasts

above a quarter of a year, have plentiful scope of revenge. And as the English, by
command from William the Conqueror, always raked up their fire and put out

their candles, when the curfew-bell was rung, let us then also quench all sparks of

anger and heat of passion." Holy and Profane State, p. 161, London, 1841.
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have so rendered it. The notion of Harless appears to be too

restricted, namely, that the reference is to Satan as endanger-

ing the life and peace of the Christian church, not as gaining

the ascendancy over individuals. To "
give place to," is to

yield room for, dare locum. Luke xiv. 9; Rom. xii. 19
; Cicero,

de Natura Deorum, ii. 33. See also Wetstein in loc. The

idea indicated "by the connection is, that anger nursed in

the heart affords opportunity to Satan. Satan has sympathy
with a spiteful and malignant spirit, it is so like his own.

Envy, cunning, and malice are the pre-eminent feelings of the

devil, and if wrath gain the empire of the heart, it lays it open
to him, and to those fiendish passions which are identified

with his presence and operations. Christians are not, by the

indulgence of angry feeling, to give place to him, for if he

have any place, how soon may he have all place. Give him
"
place

" but in a point, and he may speedily cover the whole

platform of the soul.

(Ver. 28.) 'O KXeirrcov fjutjiceri KkeTniro " Let the stealer

steal no more." We cannot say that the present participle is

here used for the past, as is done by the Vulgate in its qui

furdbatur, by Luther, Erasmus, Grotius, Cramer, and others.

Even some MSS. have o K\e-fya<;. 'O /eXeTrrwz/ is the thief,

one given to the vice of thieving, or, as Peile renders it, "the

thievish person." Winer, 45, 7
; Bernhardy, p. 371

;
Gal.,

i. 23. It is something, as Stier says, between /cXe^a? and

/cXe7TT^9. Some, again, shocked at the idea that any con-

nected with the Ephesian church should be committing such

a sin, have attempted to attenuate the meaning of the term.

Jerome set the example, and he has been followed by Calvin,

Bullinger, Estius, Zanchius, Holzhausen, and partially by
Hodge. But the apostle condemns theft in every form, and

in all probability he alludes to some peculiar aspect of it prac-
tised by a section of the idle population of Ephesus. Accord-

ing to the testimony of Eusebius, in the tenth chapter of the

sixth book of his Prceparatio J3vangelica} throughout the

eastern world few persons were much affronted by being
convicted of theft o XotSopovyttez/o? o>s /cXe-Trr^ oii Trdvv

cvyavaKTei. See 1 Cor. v. 1, and 2 Cor. xii. 21, for another

class of sinners in the early church. The apostle's imme-
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diate remedy for the vice is honourable industry, with a view

to generosity

fjua\\ov Se KOTTidrco epya$fj,evo<; rat? ISlats ^epfflv TO atyadov

"but rather let him labour, working with his own hands

that which is good." The differences of reading are numerous

in this brief clause. In some MSS. rat? %epo-/ is omitted,

and in others TO wyaObv. Clement reads simply TO a<ya66v,

and Tertullian only rai<s ^epa-iv. Some -insert t'6Yat9 before

Xepa-lv, and others affix avrov after it. Several important

MSS., such as A, D1
, E, F, G; the Vulgate, Gothic, Coptic,

and Ethiopia Armenian
; Basil, Gregory of Nazianzum, Epi-

phanius, Jerome, Augustine, and Pelagius read TI? toYai?

Xepolv rb wyaObv. Lachmann adopts this reading j
K inverts

this order, TO asya0bv rak ioYat9 %e/oo-t'v; but Tischendorf, Hahn,
and Alford read TO ayaObv Tat? ^epa-tv, with L and the great

majority of MSS., Chrysostom, Theophylact, (Ecumenius,

and the Received Version. B has Tat? %ep<rlv TO wyaQbv.

We agree with Stier in saying that Harless and Olshausen

overlook the proof, when at once they prefer the shortest

reading, and treat TO ayaObv as an interpolation taken from

Gal. vi. 10. MdXkov Be but " rather or in preference
"

let

him work, and with his own hands, TGM? t'S/iat? ^epcriv. 'IS/o?,

like proprius in Latin instead of suus or ejus, is here used

with distinct force. Matt. xxv. 15
;
John x. 3

;
Rom. viii. 32

;

Winer, 22, 7. Manual employment was the most common
in these times. Acts xx. 34

;
1. Thess. iv. 11. To dyadov is

something useful and profitable. His hands had done what

was evil, and now these same were to be employed in what

was good. If a man have no industrious calling, if he cannot

dig, and if to beg he is ashamed, his resort is to plunder for

self-support:
" Now goes the nightty thief, prowling abroad

For plunder ;
much solicitous how best

He may compensate for a clay of sloth

By works of darkness and nocturnal wrong."

But if a man be active and thrifty, then he may have not only

enough for himself, but even enjoy a surplus out of which he

may relieve the wants of his destitute brethren
r

iva e'%2? pera&i&bvai rco ^pelav e^ovn
" that he may have
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to give to him who hath need." This is a higher motive than

mere self-support, and
is,

as Olshausen remarks, a specifically

Christian object. Not only is the thief to wort for his own

maintenance, but Christian sympathy will cheer him in his

manual toil for the benefit of others. Already in the days of

his indolence had he stolen from others, and now others were

to share in the fruits of his honest labour truest restitution.

" It is more blessed to give than to receive*"

(Ver. 29.) Ha? Xo^o? (rcnrpos eic rov a-ro^aro? vpwv pi]

eKiropevea-Ba)
" Let no filthy word come out of your mouth."

This strong negation contained in the use of iras with
/jitf,

is a

species of Hebraism. Winer, 26, 1
; Ewald, Heb. Gram.

576. The general meaning of cranrpos is foul, rotten, use-

less, though sometimes, from the idea of decay old, obsolete,

ugly, or worthless. Phrynich. ed. Lobeck, p. 377. In Matt,

vii. 17, 18, xii. 33
;
and in Luke vi. 43, the epithet charac-

terizes trees and their fruit, and in the Yulgate is rendered

simply mains. In Matt. xiii. 48, it is applied to fishes. In

all these places the contrasted adjective is ayaQos. Locke

in his paraphrase has, "No misbecoming word." The term

is of course used here in a tropical sense, but its meaning
is not to be restricted, as Grotius advocates, to unchaste or

obscene conversation which is afterwards and specially for-

bidden. It signifies what is noxious, offensive, or useless,

and refers to language which, so far from yielding
"
grace

"

or benefit, has a tendency to corrupt the hearer. 1 Cor. xv. 33
;

Col. iv. 6. Chrysostom, deriving his idea from the contrast

of the following clause, defines the term thus o^ r^v IScav

Xpeiav irKripoi; and several vices of the tongue are also named

by him, with evident reference to Col. iii. 8. Meier narrows

its meaning, when he regards it as equivalent to apyos in

Matt. xii. 36. May there not be reference to sins already
condemned ? All falsehood and equivocation ;

all spiteful

epithets and vituperation; all envious and vengeful detrac-

tion; all phrases which form a cover for fraud and chicanery
are filthy speech, and with such language a Christian's

mouth ought never to be defiled.
"
Nothing"

aXX,' ei rt9 cuyaQbs 7Tpo9 olfcoBoprjv T?}? %pela<;
if but that

which is good for edification of the need." Instead of
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some MSS. as D1
,
E1

, F, G, and some of the Latin fathers,

read Tr/crew?, which is evidently an emendation, as Jerome

has hinted. 'Aryaflo?, followed Iby 777309, signifies
"
good," in

the sense of "
suitable," or rather serviceable for, examples of

which may be found in Kypke, Observat. ii. 298
; Passow,

sub voce ; Rom. xv. 2. Our version, following Beza, inverts

the order and connection of the two nouns, and renders,
" for

the use of edifying/' whereas Paul says, "for edification of the

need." Xpe/a?, as the genitive of object, is almost personi-

fied. To make it the genitive of "point of view," with.

Ellicott, is a needless refinement, The paraphrase of Eras-

mus, qua sit opus and that of Casaubon, quoties opus est, are

defective, inasmuch as they suppose the need to Ibe only inci-

dental or occasional, whereas the apostle regards it as a

pressing and continuous fact. The precious hour should

never be polluted with corrupt speech, nor should it be wasted

in idle and frivolous dialogue. We are not indeed to
"
give

that which is holy to dogs
"

a due and delicate appreciation

of time and circumstance must govern the tongue. Juocta,

says Jerome, juxta opportunitatem loci, temporis, et personce

cedificare audientes. Conversation should always exercise a

salutary influence, regulated Iby the special need. Words so

spoken may fall like winged seeds upon a neglected soil, and

there may be future germination and fruit. Trench on Author-

ized Version, p. 120.
f

iva 8<p %a/ow TOW aKovovcrw "that it may give grace to

the hearers." ~K.dpi$ is taken by some to signify what is

agreeable or acceptable. Theodoret thus explains it iva

<f)avy 8e/cro9 7-049 aKovov&t " that it may seem pleasant to

the hearer
;

" and the same view has Ibeen held by Luther,

Riickert, Meier, Matthies, Burton, and the lexicographers

Robinson, Bretschneider, Wilke, Wahl, and Schleusner.

One of the opinions of Chrysostom is not dissimilar, since he

compares such speech to the grateful effect of ointment or

perfume on the person. That %a/jt? may bear such a meaning
is well known, but does it bear such a sense in such a phrase
as %/3tv StSoz/at? In Plut. Agis. c. 18 SeSco/eora ^dpiv ;

Euripides, Medea, v. 702 rrjvBe CTOL Sovvat, %dpiv ; Sophocles,

Ajax, 1354 //-e'/u-wjo-' oTruiq) 0wu TVJV 'Xfipiv SiSas ; and in
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other quotations adduced by Earless, %dpiv Sovvat is "to

confer a favour to bestow a gift." Ast, Lex Platon. sub voce.

So we have the phrase in James iv. 6
;

1 Pet. v. 5
j
and it is

found also in the Septuagint', Exod. iii. 21
;
Ps. Ixxxiv. 12.

And such is the view of Olshausen, Harless, Meyer, De Wette,
and in former times of Bullinger, Zanchius, and virtually of

Beza, Grotius, Elsner
;
and Calvin. Speech good to the edifi-

cation of need brings spiritual benefit to the hearer
;

it may
excite, or deter, or counsel stir him to reflection or afford

materials of thought.
" A word spoken in season, how good

is it! like apples of gold in pictures of silver." Prov. xxv. 11.

Ver. 30. Kat /tw) XuTrore TO Tlvevjta TO wyiov TOV eov
" And grieve not the Holy Spirit of God." The term Tlvevpa,
and the epithet ayiov, have been already explained under i.

13, and solemnly and emphatically is the article repeated.

He is called the Spirit of God, and the Holy Spirit of God,
each term having a distinct and suggestive significance. This

sentence is plainly connected with the previous exhortations,

and specially by ical, with the preceding counsel. And the

connection appears to be this : obey those injunctions as to

abstinence from falsehood, malice, dishonesty, and especially

corrupt speech, and grieve not the Holy Spirit of God.

True, indeed, the Godhead is unruffled in its calm, yet there

are feelings in it so analogous to those excited in men, that

they are named after such human emotions. The Holy Spirit

represents Himself as susceptible of affront and of sorrow.

Hapo%vveiv is used in a similar passage in Isa. Ixiii. 10

by the Seventy, but it is not a perfect representation of the

original Hebrew a?. We regard it as wrong to dilute the

meaning of the apostle, explaining it either with Bengel
contristatur Spiritus Sanctus non in se sed in nobis ; or rashly

affirming with Baumgarten-Crusius, that the personality of

the Holy Spirit is only a form of representation, and no

proof of what Harless calls objective reality ;
or still farther

declaring with Sieger, that the term Spirit may be referred

to des Menschen neugeschaffenem Gfeist
" the renewed spirit

of man
;

"
or, in fine, so attenuating the meaning with De

Wette as to say, that by the Holy Spirit is to be understood

moral sentiment, as depicted from a Christian point of view.
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It is the Holy Spirit of God within us (not in others, as

Thomas Aquinas imagines), that believers grieve not the

Father, nor the Son, but the blessed Spirit, who, as the applier

of salvation, dwells in believers, and consecrates their very
bodies as His temple. Eph. ii. 22

;
1 Cor. vi. 19

;
Bom. viii.

26, 27. According to our view, the verse is a summation

of the argument the climax of appeal. If Christians shall

persist in falsehood and deviation from the truth if they
shall indulge in fitful rage or cherish sullen and malignant
dislikes if they shall be characterized by dishonesty, or

idle and corrupt language then, though they may not grieve

man, do they grieve the Holy Spirit of God, for all this per-

verse insubordination is in utter antagonism to the essence

and operations of Him who is the Spirit of truth, and inspires

the love of it
;
who assumed, as a fitting symbol, the form

of a dove, and creates meekness and forbearance
;
and who,

as the Spirit of holiness, leads to the appreciation of all

that is just in action, noble in sentiment, and healthful and

edifying in speech. What can be more grieving to the Holy
Ghost than our thwarting the very purpose for which He
dwells within us, and contravening all the promptings and

suggestions with which He warns and instructs us? Since

it is His special function to renew the heart, to train it to the

abandonment of sin, and to the cultivation of holiness and

since for this purpose He has infleshed Himself and dwells

in us as a tender, watchful, and earnest guardian, is He not

grieved with the contumacy and rebellion so often manifested

against Him ? Nay more

'ev &>
ear(j)payla-dr)Te els riftepav aTroXvTpdxrecos

" in whom

ye Were sealed for the day of redemption." E& is "for"

reserved for, implying the idea of "until;" the genitive being
a designation of time by its characteristic event, Winer, 30,
2 a. For the meaning of the verb eo-^a/y/a-^re, the explana-
tion already given under i. 14 may be consulted. It is a

grave error of Chandler and Le Clerc to refer this sealing to

the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit; for surely these were not

possessed by all the members of the church, nor could we
limit the sin of grieving the Spirit to the abuse of the gift of

prophecy, which the second of these expositors supposes to
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Be specially intended in the preceding verse. In i. 14, the

apostle speaks of the redemption of the purchased posses-

sion, and that period is here named " the day of redemp-

tion. The noun a7ro\vTp(ocrt<j has already occupied us under

i. 14, and the comment needs not be repeated. This clause

is evidently an argument, or the motive why "believers should

not grieve the Holy Spirit. If He seal you, and so confirm

your faith, and preserve you to eternal glory if your hope of

glory, your preparation for it, and especially your security as

to its possession, "be the work of God's "blessed Spirit, why
will you thus grieve Him? There is no formal mention

made of the possibility of apostasy, or of the departure of the

Spirit. Nor does it seem to be implied, as the verb " sealed"

intimates. They who are sealed are preserved the seal is

not to be shivered or effaced. A security that may be broken

at any time, or the value of which depends on man's own

fidelity and guardianship, is no security at all. Not only
does the Socinian Schlichtingius hold that the seal may be

broken, but we find even the Calvinist Zanchius speaking
of the possibility of so losing the seal as to lose salvation

j

and in such an opinion some of the divines of the Eeforma-

tion, such as Aretius, join him. The Fathers held a similar

view. Theophylact warns ^ \vo-^ rrjv o-typcvyiSa. See

also the Shepherd of Hermas, ii. 10, where the phrase occurs

fiij'iroTe evrev^Tat rat 6e& /cat aTrocrry airb <rov. Ambrosi-

aster says Quia deserit nos, eo quod Iceserimus eum. Harless

admits that the phrase may teach the possibility of the loss of

the seal; while Stier displays peculiar keenness against those

who hold the opposite doctrine, or what he calls prcedestina-

tianisclies Missverstandniss. Were the apostle speaking of

the striving of the Spirit, or of His ordinary influences, the

possibility of His departure might be thus admitted. Gen. vi.

3
;

Isa. Ixiii. 10
;
Acts vii. 51. Or if he had said grieve

not the Holy Spirit, by whom men are sealed, or whose func-

tion it is to seal men, the hypothesis of Stier would not be

denied. But the inspired writer says" by whom ye were

sealed." They had been sealed, set apart, and secured, for

perseverance is the crowning blessing and prerogative of the

saints
;
not to say, with Meyer, that if the view of Harless
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were correct irapo^vvere would have been the more natural

expression. The apostle appeals not to their fears, lest the

Spirit should leave them
;
but he appeals to their sense of

gratitude, and entreats them not to wound this tender, con-

tinuous, and resident Benefactor. 2 Cor. i. 21. It may be

said to a prodigal son grieve not your father lest he cast

you off; or grieve not your mother lest you break her heart.

Which of the twain is the stronger appeal ? and this is the

question we put as our reply to Alford and Turner. In fine,

the patristic and popish phraseology, in which this seal is

applied to the imposition of hands, to baptism, or the sacra-

ment of confirmation, is wholly foreign from the sense and

purpose of the passage before us, though its clauses have been

often adduced in proof. OatecJiismus Roman. 311, Suicer,

sub voce <r<f>pafyi<}.

Ver. 31. TLacra Tnicpta^ Kal #17-109, Kal opyrjj KOI Kpavyrj}
Kal

P\a<r<f>r)/j,ia} apOrfro aft v/j,(bv, crvv irda-y Kafcta "Let all

bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamour, and evil speak-

ing be put away from you, with all malice;" all feelings incon-

sistent with love all emotions opposed to the benign influence

and presence of the Divine Spirit were to be abandoned.

TliKpla "bitterness" is a figurative term denoting that

fretted, and irritable state of mind that keeps a man in per-

petual animosity that inclines him to harsh and uncharitable

opinions of men and things that makes him sour, crabbed,
and repulsive in his general demeanour that brings a scowl

over his face, and infuses venom into the words of his tongue.
Kom. iii. 14

;
James iii. 14. Wetstein, under Bom. iii. 14,

has adduced several examples of the similar use of

from the classical writers. Aristotle justly says dt Be

Oi, Kal iroKitv %povov opyt^ovrai, Kare^ovcri, <yap rbv

Loesner has also brought some apposite instances

from Philo, Observat. ad N. T. p.. 345. 17-169 is that. mental

excitement to which such bitterness gives rise the commo-

tion or tempest that heaves and infuriates within. Donaldson,
New Cratylus, 476. '0/3777 (Deut. ix. 19) is resentment,
settled and dark hostility, and is, therefore, condemned. See

under iv. 26.
CO #17^09 ryevvrjTiKO? ecrn rfy 6/37779

is the

remark of (Ecumenius. See Trench, Synon. 37
; Tittmann,
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de Synon. p. 132
; Donaldson, New Cratylus, 477. Kpavyij

"
clamour," is the expression of this anger hoarse reproach,

the high language of scorn and scolding, the yelling tones,

the loud and boisterous recrimination, and the fierce and impe-
tuous invective that mark a man in a towering rage. Ira

furor brevis est.
" Let women," adds Chrysostom,

"
especially

attend to this, as they on every occasion cry out and brawl.

There is but one thing in which it is needful to cry aloud, and

that is in teaching and preaching." BXacr^/ua signifies

what is hurtful to the reputation of others, and sometimes

is applied to the sin of impious speech toward God. It is

the result or one phase of the clamour implied in Kpavyij, for

anger leads not only to vituperation, but to calumny and

scandal. In the intensity of passion, hot and hasty rebuke

easily and frequently passes into foulest slander. The wrathful

denouncer exhausts his 'rage by becoming a reviler. Col. iii.

8
;
1 Tim. vi. 4. All these vicious emotions are to be put

away. Ka/aa is a generic term, and seems to signify what

we sometimes call in common speech badheartedness, the

root of all those vices. 1 Pet. ii. 1. Let all these vices be

abandoned, with every form and aspect of that condition of

mind in which they have their origin, and of that residuum

which the indulgence of them leaves behind it. The word is

in contrast with the epithet,
"
tender-hearted,"'in the follow-

ing verse. Now this verse contains not only a catalogue, but

a melancholy genealogy of bad passions acerbity of temper

exciting passion that passion heated into indignation that

indignation throwing itself off in indecent brawling, and that

brawling darkening into libel and abuse a malicious element

lying all the while at the basis of these enormities. And
such unamiable feeling and language are not to be allowed

any apology or indulgence. The adjective iraa-a belongs to

the five sins first mentioned, and n-ao-y to the last. Indeed, the

Coptic version formally prefixes to all the nouns the adjective

li\&efl
"

all." They are to be put away in every kind

and degree in germ as well as maturity without reserve

and without compromise.
1

1 Wetstein on Rom. iii. 14. We cannot but quote, from Jeremy Taylor, the

following paragraph, unequalled in its imagery and magnificence: "Anger sets
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(Yer. 32,) TivearOe Se ek a\\ri\ovs ^p^ffTol
" But become

ye kind to one another." The Se has been excluded by Lach-

mann, on the authority of B, but rightly retained by Tischen-

dorf. Ae "But" passing to the contrast in his exhortation,

he says
" become ye kind to one another

"
^prjcrrof full

of benign courtesy, distinguished by mutual attachment, the

bland and generous interchange of good deeds, and the earnest

desire to confer reciprocal obligations. Col. iii. 12. Rudeness

and censoriousness are opposed to this plain injunction. That

there should be any allusion in xpyo-ros to the sacred name

X/WO-T09, is wholly incredible.

E{WXa7xvot (1 Pet iii. 8
;
Col. iii. 12)

" tender-hearted"

the word being based upon the common and similar use

of onm in the Old Testament. The epithet is found, as in

the house on fire, and all the spirits are busy upon trouble, and intend propulsion,

defence, displeasure, or revenge; it is a short madness, and an eternal enemy to

discourse, and sober counsels, and fair conversation ;
it intends its own object with

all the earnestness of perception, or activity of design, and a quicker motion of a too

warm and distempered blood
;

it is a fever in the heart, and a calenture in the head,

and a fire in the face, and a sword in the.hand, and a fury all over; and therefore

can never suffer a man to be in a disposition to pray. . . . Anger is a perfect

alienation of the mind from prayer, and therefore is contrary to that attention

which presents our prayers in a right line to God. For so have I seen a lark rising

from his bed of grass, and soaring upwards, singing as he rises, and hopes to get to

heaven, and climb above the clouds
;
but the poor bird was beaten back with the

loud sighings of an eastern wind, and his motion made irregular and inconstant,

descending more at every breath of the tempest, than it could recover by the libra-

tion and frequent weighing of his wings ;
till the little creature was forced to sit

down and pant, and stay till the storm was over ; and then it made a prosperous

flight, and did rise and sing, as if it had learned music and motion from an angel,

as he passed sometimes through the air about his ministries here below. So is the

prayer of a good man
;
when his affairs have required business, and his business

was matter of discipline, and his discipline was to pass upon a shining person, or

had a design of charity, his duty met with infirmities of a man, and anger was its

instrument, and the instrument became stronger than the prime agent, and raised a

tempest, and overruled the man
;
and then his prayer was broken, and his thoughts

were troubled, and his words went up towards a cloud, and his thoughts pulled

them back again, and made them without intention
;
and the good man sighs for

his infirmity, but must be content to lose the prayer, and he must recover it when
his anger is removed, and his spirit is becalmed, made even as the brow of Jesus

and smooth like the heart of God; and then it ascends to heaven upon the wings
of the holy dove, and dwells with God, till it returns, like the useful bee, loadeii

with a blessing and the dew of heaven." "Works, The Return of Prayers, vol. v.

pp. 69, 70. Lond. 1822.
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Hippocrates, with a literal sense. See Kypke. So far from

Tbeing churlish or waspish, Christians are to Ibe noted for their

tenderness of heart. They are to be full of deep and mellow

affection, in opposition to that wrath and anger which they
are summoned to abandon. A rich and genial sympathy
should ever characterize all their intercourse

. 'xapitypsvoi eairrofc
"
forgiving one another." 'Ecwrofc

is used for aX7w?A-oi?. This use of the reflexive for the recip-

rocal pronoun has sometimes an emphatic significance for-

giving one another, you forgive yourselves and occurs in

Mark x. 26
;
John xii. 19

;
Col. iii. 13, 16

j
and also among

classical writers. Kiihner, 302, 7
; Jelf, 54, 2

; Bernhardy,

p. 273
; Matthise, 489, 6. May not the use of eavrois also

point, as Stier says, to that peculiar unity which subsists among
Christ's disciples ? The meaning of the participle, which is

contemporaneous with the previous verb, is plainly determined

by the following clause. It does not mean .being gracious or

agreeable, as Bretschiieider thinks, nor yet does it signify, as

the Vulgate reads donantes, but condonantes, Luke vii. 42
;

43; 2 Cor. ii. 10
;
Col. ii. 13, iii, 13. Instead of resentment

and retaliation, railing and vindictive objurgation, Christians

are to pardon offences to forgive one another in reciprocal

generosity. Faults will be committed and offences must come,
but believers are to forgive them, are not to exaggerate them,
but to cover them up from view, by throwing over them the

mantle of universal charity. And the rule, measure, and

motive of this universal forgiveness are stated in the last

clause

KaOws fcal 6 6o<? ev Xpio-rq) e^apiffaro vfuv
" as also God

in Christ forgave you." Some MSS. as B2
, D, E ;

K
;
L

;
the

Syriac, and Theodoret read yfuv; others, as A, F, G, I, and

Chrysostom in his text, read vfuv. The latter appears the

better reading, while the other may have been suggested by
v. 2. Ka0ft)9 Kai " as also

" an example with an implied

comparison. Klotz ad Devar. ii. 635. But the presentation

of the example contains an argument. It is an example which

Christians are bound to imitate. They were to forgive because

God had forgiven them, and they were to forgive in resem-

blance of His procedure. In the exercise of Christian forgive-
2 B
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ness, His authority was their rule, and His example their

model. They were to obey and also to imitate, nay, their

obedience consisted in imitation. 'Ey Xpta-rm is
" in Christ"

as the element or sphere, and signifies not " on account of, or

by means of Christ," but o eo? ev Xpta-r^ is God revealed in

Christ, acting in Him, speaking in Him, and fulfilling His

gracious purposes by Him as the one Mediator. 2 Cor. v. 19.

For the pardon of human guilt is no summary act of paternal

regard, but sin was punished, government vindicated, and the

moral interests of the universe were guarded by the atonement

which Christ presented. The nature of that forgiveness which

God in Christ confers on sinners, has been already illustrated

under i. 7. That pardon is full and free and irreversible -all

sin forgiven ; forgiven, not because we deserve it
; forgiven

every day of our lives
; and, when once forgiven, never again

to rise up and condemn us. Now, because God has pardoned

us, we should be ready to pardon others. His example at

once enjoins imitation, and furnishes the pattern. God is

presented, as Theophylact says et's vTrbftevypa. And thus

the offences of others are to be pardoned by us fully, without

retaining a grudge ;
and freely, without any exorbitant equi-

valent
j forgiven not only seven times, but seventy and seven

times
;
and when pardoned, they are not to be raked out of

oblivion, and again made the theme of collision and quarrel.

According to the imagery of our Lord's parable, our sins

toward God are weighty as talents, nay, weighty and nume-
rous as ten thousand talents

;
while the offences of our fellows

toward ourselves are trivial as pence, nay, as trivial and as few

as a hundred pence. If the master forgive such an immense

amount to the servant so far beneath him, will not the forgiven
servant be prompted, by the generous example, to absolve

his own fellow-servant and equal from his smaller debt?

Matt, xviii. 23-35.



CHAP. V.

(Ver. 1.) Tiveade <&v fM/M)Tal rov eov "Do ye then

become followers of God." The collective ovv connects this

verse with the preceding exhortation, and its <yive<r0e Se-

indeed fjwfvrjrij? is usually accompanied with fylvo/ub(u. The

example of God's forgiving generosity is set before them, and

they are solicited to copy it. God for Christ's sake has for-

given you ;

" become ye then imitators of God," and cherish a

forgiving spirit towards one another. God's example has an

authoritative power. The imitation of God is here limited to

this peculiar duty, and cannot, as Stier thinks, have connection

with the long paragraph which precedes, especially as the

verb TrepiTraretre, which is so commonly employed, need not

be taken as resumptive of TreppTrarfjo-ai, in iv. 1. The words

fHfiTjral rov ov are peculiar, and occur only in this place,

though the terms, in an ethical sense, and with reference to a

human model, are to be found in 1 Cor. iv. 16, xi. 1
;
1 Thess.

i. 6, ii. 14
;
Heb. vi. 12. Ye should forgive, as God forgives,

and thus be imitators of Him, or, as Theodoret says ^Xtec-are

rrjv o-wyyeveiav. And they are enjoined to study and perfect

this moral resemblance by the blessed thought that, in doing

so, they feel and act

o>5 re/cva aja7rijra
ci as children beloved ;" as children

who, in their adoption, have enjoyed so much of a father's

affection. They cannot be imitators of God as Creator. They
may resemble him as the God of Providence, in feeding and

clothing the indigent ;
but especially can they copy Him in

His highest character as Kedeemer, when, like Him, they

pardon offenders, and so imitate His royal and lofty preroga-

tive. Disinterested love is a high element of perfection, as

described by the great Teacher himself. Matt, v, 45-48.

Tholuck, JBergpredigt., Matt. v. 45. This duty of imitation

on the part of God's children is well expressed by Photius
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" To institute an action against one who has injured us is

human
;
not to take revenge on him is the part of a philoso-

pher : but to compensate him with benefit is divine, and shows

men of earth to be followers of the Father who is in heaven."1

(Yer. 2.) Kal TrepnraTelre ev aj^amy
" And walk in love."

The same admonition under another and closer aspect, is con-

tinued in this verse. The love in which we are to walk, is

such a love in kind as Christ displayed in dying for us. The

apostle had just spoken of " God in Christ
"
forgiving men,

and now, and very naturally, that Christ in the plenitude and

glory of His love is also introduced

KaOcbs Kal 6 XptcTTo9 ^aTrvja-ev ^/na?
" as also, or even as,

Christ loved us." Tischendorf, after A and B, reads fyta?,

and on the authority of B reads also vp&v in the following-

clause; but the ordinary reading is preferable as the direct

form of address may have suggested the emendation. The

immeasurable fervour of Christ's love is. beyond description.

See under iii. 19. That love which is set before us was noble,

ardent, and self-sacrificing; eternal, boundless, and unchanging
as its possessor-^-more to Him than the possession of visible

equality with God, for He vailed the splendours of divinity ;

more to Him than heaven, for He left it
;
more to Him than

the conscious enjoyment of His Father's countenance, for on

the cross He suffered the horrors of a spiritual eclipse, and

cried, ".Why hast thou forsaken me ;" more to Him, in fine,

than His life, for He freely surrendered it. That love was

embodied in Christ as He walked on earth, and especially as

He bled on the cross
;

for He loved us

KOI TrapeScoKev eavrbv virep qfi&v
" and gave Himself for

us" in proof and manifestation of His love Kal being

exegetical. The verb implies full surrender, and the prepo-
sition virep points out those over whom or in room of whom
such self-tradition is, made. Usteri, Lehrb. p. 117

; Meyer on

Rom. v. 6
;
Ellicott on Gal. iii. 13. John xv. 13; Rom. v. 8

;

Gal. ii. 20. The general idea is, that Christ's love led to His

1 To IJ.\Y Slxtiv asfuiriiv TOY titiixqxorK, &ii0q&iriti>v, TO 51 (j.ri uf&'jviir&cti, Qitiotrtifov, TO til XK.I

i; KiAtiSurOxi Aoftrov jS) Oiiov XK] [Ai/j.yra,f TOV in oiigKvois Tlai-go; TCVS ytiytvlis caro-

. Ep. 193. See also the epistle to Diognetus, cap. 10 ;
Justin. Martyr, Opera,

vol. ii. p. 496
;
Ed. Otto, Jenae, 184 P>.

'

.
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self-surrender as a sacrifice. He was no passive victim of

circumstances, but in active and spontaneous attachment He

gave up Himself to death, and for such as we are his poor,

guilty, and ungrateful murderers. The context and not simply

vfrep shows. that this is the meaning. The manner of His

self-sacrifice is defined in the next words

7rpo<r<popav /cal 6v<rlav
" an offering and a sacrifice" obla-

tionem et hostiam. Vulgate. The words are in the accusative,

and in apposition with eavrov, forming its predicate nouns.

Madvig, 24. A similar combination of terms occurs in Heb.

x. 5, 8, while B&pa, a noun of kindred meaning, is used with

ffva-ta in Heb. v. 1, viii. 3, ix. 9. Awpoj/ usually represents
in Leviticus and Numbers the Hebrew $ipT, and is not in sense

different from Trpoa-fjjopd. Deyling, Olserv. i. 352. The first

substantive, Trpocr^opa, represents only the Hebrew nnpn, once

in the Septuagint, though oftener in the Apocrypha. It may
mean a bloodless oblation, though sometimes in a wider sig-

nification it denotes an oblation of any kind, and even one of

slain victims. Acts xxi. 26; Heb. x. 10, 18. v<ria, as its

derivation imports, is the slaying of a victim -the shedding
of its blood, and the burning of its carcass, and frequently

represents mj in the Septuagint ;
Exod. xxxiv. 15 : Lev. ii.

and iii. passim, vii. 29
;
Deut. xii. 6, 27

;
1 Sam. ii. 14.

Matt. ix. 13; Mark xii. 33; Luke ii. 24, xiii. 1; Acts vii.

41, 42
;
1 Cor. x. 18

;
Heb. vii. 27, ix. 23, 26, x. 12. It

sometimes in the Septuagint represents nNBn sin-offering, and

often in representing nmo it means a victim, See Tromm.
Concord. We do not apprehend that the apostle, in the use

of these terms, meant to express any such precise distinction

as that now described. We cannot say with Harless,
" that

Jesus, in reference to Himself and His own free will, was an

offering, but in reference to others was a sacrifice." On the

other hand, "the last term," says Meyer, "is a nearer definition

of the former." We prefer the opinion, that both terms con-

vey, and are meant to convey, the full idea of a sacrifice. It

is a gift, and the gift is a victim
;
or the victim slain is laid

on the altar an offering to God. Not only is the animal slain,

but it is presented to God. Sacrifice is the offering of a victim.

The idea contained in irpovfyopd covers the whole transaction,
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while that contained in Ovarta is a distinct and characteristic

portion of the process. Jesus gave Himself as a sacrifice in

its completest sense a holy victim, whose blood was poured
out in His presentation to God. In the meantime it may be

remarked, that the suffering involved in sacrifice, such unparal-
leled suffering as Christ endured as our sacrifice, proves the

depth and fervour of His affection, and brightens that example
of love which the apostle sets before the Ephesian church.

TW e&> et? oa-firjv evmSias
" to God for the savour of a

sweet smell
"

the genitive being that of characterizing qua-

lity. Winer, 34, 2
; Scheuerlein, 16, 3. Some, such as ,

Meyer and Holzhausen, join TG> <B)eo3 to the verb TrapeSeoicev,

but the majority connect them with the following phrase :

1. They may stand in close connection with the nouns TT/JOCT-

tyopav Kal Ova-lav, with which they may be joined as an ethical

dative. Harless says indeed, that els Odvarov is the proper

supplement after TrapeStw/ee, but 6v<ria here implies it. Et?

Odvarov may be implied in such places as Rom. iv. 25, viii. 32,

but here we have the same preposition in the phrase efc bo-p^v.

The preposition elf occurring with the verb denotes the pur-

pose, as in Matt. xxiv. 9
;
Acts xiii. 2

; Winer, 49
;
Bern-

hardy, p. 218. In those portions of the Septuagint where

the phraseology occurs, icvpiqt follows euo)oYa9, so that the

connection cannot be mistaken. 2. Or the words TGJ eq> may
occupy their present position because of their close connection

with 0071,97, and we may read " He gave Himself an offering

and a sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling savour." It is

not easy to say which is preferable, T& eo> being peculiarly

placed in reference both to the beginning and the end of the

verse. The phrase is based on the peculiar sacrificial idiom

of the Old Testament nirwtn. Gen. viii. 21
;
Lev. i. 9, 13,

17, ii. 9, 12, iii. 5. It is used tropically in 2 Cor. ii. 14, and

is explained and expanded in Phil. iv. 18 " a sacrifice

acceptable, well-pleasing to God." The burning of spices or

incense, so fragrant to the Oriental senses, is figuratively

applied to God. Not that He has pleasure in suffering for its

own sake. Nor can we say, with Olshausen, that the divine

pleasure arises wholly from the love and obedience which

Jesus exhibited in His sufferings and death. This idea of
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Olshausen is to some extent similar to that of several recent

writers, who do not give its own prominence to the .vicarious

suffering of our Lord, but, as we think, lay undue stress on

several minor concomitants.

Now the radical idea of sacrifice is violent and vicarious

suffering and death. But the theory referred to seems to

place the value of Christ's sufferings not in their substitu-

tionary nature, but in the moral excellence of Him who

endured them. This is a one-sided view. That Jehovah

rejoiced in the devoted and self-sacrificing spirit of His Son

in His meekness, heroism, and love, is most surely believed

by us. And we maintain, that the sufferings of Christ gave
occasion for the exhibition of those qualities and graces, and

that without such sufferings as a dark setting, they could

never have been so brilliantly displayed. The sacrifice must

be voluntary, for forced suffering can have no merit, and an

unwilling death no expiatory virtue. But we cannot say
with Dr. Halley

" that the sufferings, indirectly, as giving
occasion to these acts, feelings, and thoughts of the holy

Sufferer, procured our redemption." Congregational Lecture

The Sacraments, part ii. p. 271, Lond. 1852. The virtues of

the holy Sufferer are subordinate, although indispensable

elements in the work of atonement which consisted in His

obedience unto the death. That death was an act of obedi-

ence beyond parallel; yet it was also, and in itself not

simply, as Grotius held, a great penal example but a propi-

tiatory oblation. The endurance of the law by our Surety is

as necessary to us as His perfect submission to its statutes.

The sufferings of the Son of God, viewed as a vicarious

endurance of the penalty we had incurred, were therefore the

direct means of our redemption. In insisting on the neces-

sity of Christ's obedience, the equal necessity of His expiatory
death must not be overlooked. That Jesus did suffer and die

in our room is the fact of atonement
;
and the mode in which

He bore those sufferings is the proof of His holy obedience,
which was made "perfect through suffering." But if the

manifestation of Christ's personal virtues, and not the satisfac-

tion of law, is said to be the prime end of those sufferings,

then do we reckon such an opinion subversive of the great
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doctrine of our Lord's propitiation, and in direct antagonism

to the theology taught us in the inspired oracles.
" It pleased

the Lord to "bruise him " "
Worthy is the Lamb that was

slain" " He suffered once for sins," &c., &c. The uniform

testimony of the word of God is, that the sufferings of Jesus

were expiatory that is,
so borne in the room of guilty men,

that they might not suffer themselves and that this expia-

tory merit lies in the sufferings themselves, and is not merely
or mainly dependent on those personal virtues of love, faith,

and- submission, which such anguish evoked and glorified.

True, indeed, the victim must be sinless pure as the fire

from heaven by which it is consumed
;
but its atoning virtue

is not to be referred to the bright display of innocence and

love in the agonies of immolation, as if all the purposes of

sacrifice had been to exhibit unoffending goodness, and bring
out affection in bold relief. No; in the sufferings of the

"Holy One," God was glorified, the law magnified, the curse

borne away, and salvation secured to believers.

Nor do we deem it correct on the part of Abelard and Peter

Lombard in the olden time, or of Maurice recently,
1
to regard

'the love of Christ alone as the redeeming element of the

atonement, overlooking the merit of all that spontaneous and

indescribable anguish to which it conducted. Such a hypo-
thesis places the motive in the room of the act. It is true,

as Maurice remarks, that we usually turn the mind of sinners

-to the love of Christ, and that this truth comforts and sustains

the heart of the afflicted and. dying ;
but he forgets that this

love evolved its ardour in suffering for human transgressors,
and derives all its charm from the thought that the agony
which it sustained was the endurance of a penalty which a

guilty world had righteously incurred. The love on which
sinners lean . is a love that not only did not shrink from

assuming their nature, but that feared not to die for them.

The justice of God in exacting a satisfaction is not our first

consolation, but the fact, that what justice deemed indispens-

able, love nobly presented. If love alone was needed to save,

why should death have been endured ? or would a love that

fainted not in. a mere martyrdom and tragedy be a stay for a

1

Theological Essays, p. 128. Cambridge, 1853.
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convicted spirit? No; it is atoning love that soothes and

blesses, and the objective or legal aspect of the work of

Christ is not to be merged in any subjective or moral phases

of.it; for both are presented and illustrated in the inspired

pages. Even in the first ages of the church this cardinal

doctrine was damaged by the place assigned in it to the devil,

and the notion of a price or a ransom was carried often to

absurd extremes, as it has also been in some theories of Pro-

testant theology, in which absolute goodness and absolute jus-

tice appear to neutralize one another.
1 But still, to warrant the

application of the term "sacrifice
"

to the death of Christ, it

must have been something more than the natural, fitting, and

graceful conclusion of a self-denied life it must have been a

violent and vicarious decease and a voluntary presentation.

Many questions as to the kind and amount of suffering, its

necessity, its merits as satisfactio vicaria, and its connection

with salvation, come not within our province.
Harless and Meyer have well shown the nullity of the

Socinian view first propounded by Schlichting, and advocated

by Usteri (Paulin. Lehrbegriff, p. 112.) and Eiickert, that the

language of this verse does not represent the death of Christ

as a sin-offering. But the Pauline theology always holds out

that death as a sacrifice. He died for our sins virep 1 Cor.

xv. 3
;
died for us vTrep 1 Thess. v. 10

; gave himself

for our sins
rrepi Gal. i. 4

;
died for the ungodly virep

aa-efi&v Eom. v. 6
;
died for all VTT&P Trdvrwv 2 Cor. v.

14; and a brother is one on whose behalf Christ died 81 ov

Xpicrros direOavev1 Cor viii. 11. His death is an offering for

8inTrpo(r<f)oph Trepl Heb. x. 18
;
one sacrifice for sin fiLav

VTrep dftapn&v Ova-iav Heb. x. 12
;
the blood of Him who

offered himself TO afya, 09 eavrov Trpoa-^ve^Kev Heb. ix. 14
j

the offering of His body once for all Sta
-7-979 Trpocrfopas rov

a-ca^aro? e$a7ra Heb. x. 10. His death makes expiation
649 TO l\da-Kea-0at Heb. ii. 17; there is propitiation in His
blood tkaarripiov Eom. iii. 25; we are justified in His
blood SiKcuwdevres ev TO> aifutn avrov Eom. v. 9

;
and we

are reconciled by His death /car^X^d^^ev Eom. v. 10.

1
Baur, Geschiclite der

Versohmmffstefire, p. 30. Compare, too, some expressions of

Gregory of Nyssa with those of Athanasius and Augustine, and Gregory the Great.
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He gave himself a ransom avrl\vrpov 1 Tim. ii. 6
;
He

redeemed us from the curse of the law being made a curse for

us ryev6fj,evo$ inr^p rfficov Kardpa Gal. iii. 13
;
Christ our

passover was sacrificed for us vnrep <f}/u,&v erv0f} 1 Cor. 5. 7.

So too in Matt. xx. 28
;
1 Pet. i, 18, 19. The view of Hof-

mann, which is not that commonly received as orthodox, is

defended at length by him against Ebrard and Philippi in his

Schriftb. ii. 329. See Ebrard, Lehre von der stellvertretenden

Genugthuungj Konigsberg, 1857, or a -note in his Commen-

tary on 1st John, i. 9, in which some important points in the

previous treatise are condensed; Thomasius, Christi Person

und Werk, 57, dritter theil; and Bodemeyer, Zur Lehre

von der Versohnung und Eechfertigung, mil Beziehung auf
den Hofmann-Philippischen Streit uber die Versohnungs-lehrej

Gottingen, 1859
; Lechler, das Apost. ZeiL p. 77. The death

of Christ was a sacrifice which had in it all the elements of

acceptance, as the death of one who had assumed the sin-

ning nature, and was yet possessed of Divinity who could

therefore place Himself in man's room, and assume his legal

liabilities who voluntarily obeyed and suffered in our stead,

in unison with God's will and in furtherance of His gracious

purposes. What love on Christ's part ! And what an induce-

ment to obey the injunction
" walk in love" in that love

the possession of which the apostle inculcates and commends

by the example of Christ. And, first, their love must be like

their Lord's love, ardent in its nature and unconquerable in

its attachment
;
no cool and transient friendship which but

evaporates in words, and only fawns upon and fondles the

creatures of its capricious selection
;
but a genuine, vehement,

and universal emotion. Secondly, it must be a self-sacrificing

love, in imitation of Christ's, that is, in its own place and on its

own limited scale, denying itself to secure benefits to others
;

stooping and suffering in order to convey spiritual blessing

to the objects of its affection. Matt. xx. 26-28. Such a love

is at once the proof of discipleship, and the test and fruit of a

spiritual change. John xiii. 35
;

1 John iii. 14.

In a word, we can see no ground at all for adopting the

exegesis of Stier, that the last clause of the verse stands in

close connection with the first, as if the apostle had said
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" Walk in love, that ye may be an odour of a sweet smell to

God." Such an exegesis is violent, though the idea is virtu-

ally implied, for Christian love in the act of self-devotion is

pleasing to God.

(Ver. 3.) Tlopveia Se, teal Traara aicaOapa-ta, fj ir\eove^ia

"But fornication, and all uncleanness, or covetousness." Again
the apostle recurs Iby Se which is not without a distinct

adversative force, to vices prevalent in the heathen world.

TLopvela
"
fornication," a sin which had eaten deep into the

Gentile world (Acts xv. 20, 29) Kal a/caOapo-la
" and

uncleanness" iracra in every form and aspect of it. HXeo-

ve%la is not insatiable lust, as many maintain, but " covetous-

ness." See iv. 19. The word was the matter of a sharp
encounter between Heinsius (Exercitat. Sac. 467) and Sal-

masius (De Fcenere Trapezitico, 121), the latter inflicting on

the former a castigation of characteristic severity, because he

held that ir\eove^ia denoted inordinate concupiscence. The

apostle uses the noun in Col. iii. 5, and in all other passages
it denotes avaricious greed. Luke xii. 15

j
Bom. i. 29

;
2 Cor.

ix. 5. And it is joined to these preceding words, as it springs

from the same selfishness, and is but a different form of devel-

opment from the same unholy root. It is a dreadful scourge
sceva cupido, as the Latin satirist names it. More and

more yet, as the word denotes; more maybe possessed, but

more is still desired, without limit or termination. Yet Cony-
beare affirms that 7rKeove%ia in the meaning of covetousness
"
yields no intelligible sense." But as De Wette and Meyer

remark, the disjunctive tf shows it to belong to a different

class of vices from those just mentioned. It is greed, avarice,

unconquerable love of appropriation, morbid lust of acquisition,

carrying in itself a violation of almost every precept of the

decalogue. See Harris' Mammon. As for each of those sins

fjt,r}Se ovo^a^eaOo) ev vpJiv "let it not be even named among

you." M^Se
" not even." Mark ii. 2

;
1 Cor. v. 11

;
Hero-

dotus, i. 138 Troieeiv OVK egecrrt, ravra ovSe \eyeiv e%ecmv.

Not only were these sins to be avoided in fact, but to be

shunned in their very name. Their absence should be so

universal, that there should be no occasion to refer to them,
or make any mention of them. Indelicate allusion to such
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sins should not soil Christian lips. For the apostle assigns a

reason

Ka0o)<i TrpeTrei or/lot<s "as becometh saints." Were the

apostle to say, Let despondency be banished, he might add, as

becometh believers, or, Let enmity be suppressed, he might

subjoin, as becometh .brethren
;
but he pointedly says in this

place,
" as becometh saints."

" Saints
"

are not a higher class

of Christians who possess a rare and transcendental morality

all genuine believers are " saints." See under i. 1. The

inconsistency is marked and degrading between the purity

and self-consecration of the Christian life and indulgence in

or the naming of those sensual and selfish gratifications.
" Let

their memorial perish with them."

(Ver. 4.) Kal alcrxpoTijs
" And filthiness

"
immunditiaj

Vulgate. Some MSS., such as AjD^E^F, G,read fy.aurxporvfi,

and there are other variations which need not be noted.

Tischendorf retains the Textus Eeceptus on the authority

of B, D3
,
G2

, K, L, and almost all MSS. Some, such as

CEcumenius, imitated by Olshausen, Riickert, Meier, and

Baumgarten-Crusius, regard, without foundation, atV^ooT^ as

equivalent to alff^po\o^ia. Col. iii. 8. AtV^poT^ro? ryeftovcrav

rfy tyvxvjv elSev Plato, Qorg.; Op. vol. ii. p. 366, ed. Bekker.

The noun denotes indecency, obscenity, or wantonness
;
what-

ever, not merely in speech but in anything, is opposed to

purity.
. /cal fA(opo\oya

" and foolish talking." The MSS. just

quoted insert ij before this noun too, but teal is found in the

majority, and in those already named. Not mere gossip or

tattle^ but speech wretched in itself and offensive to Christian

decency and sobriety is condemned. The noun occurs only

here, but we have not only the Latin compound stultiloquium

in Plautus (Miles G-loriosus, ii. 3, 25, the scene of which

drama is laid out at Ephesus), but also the Latin form moro-

logus in the same dramatist. Persa, i. 1, 50. The Emperor

Hadrian, in his well-known address to his departing spirit,

ends the melancholy ode with these words
"
Nee, tit soles, dabis jocos."

The term may look back to iv. 29, and is, as Trench says, the

talk of fools, which is folly and sin together. Synon. 34.
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,/-

TI evrpairekia "or jesting" the disjunctive being employed.

This noun is a aira^ \e<y6fjt,evov as well as the preceding. It

denotes urbanity urbanitas and as its derivation implies,

dexterity of turning a discourse irapa TO e5 Tpiirea-dai rov

\6yov; then wit or humour; and lastly deceptive speech, so

formed that the speaker easily contrives to wriggle out of its

meaning or engagements. Josephus, Antiq. xii. 4, 3
; Thucyd.

ii. 41
; Plato, Pol. viii. 563

5
Arist. Ethic. Nicom. iv. 8

;

Pindar, PytJiia] Carmen i. 176, iv. 186
; Cicero, Ep. ad Div.

vii. 32, Opera, p. 716, ed. JSTobbe, 1850. It is defined in the

Etymologicon Magnum fj /<wpoAo<y/a, /COV^OTIJS, cvrraifceva-ia

-levity, or grossness. Chrysostom's amplified definition is

6 7rofcAC/\09, o TravToSaTros, o aora/CTO?, 6 eitaoXo?, o Trdvra <ytvo-

/Aez/o5
tl the man called evrpaireKos is the man who is ver-

satile, of all complexions, the restless one, the fickle one, the

man who is everything or anything." Jerome also says of it

vel urbana verba
}
vel rustica, vel turpia, velfaceta. It is here

used evidently in a bad sense, almost equivalent to /Sw^oXo^o?,
from which Aristotle distinguishes it, and denotes that ribaldry,

studied artifice, and polite equivoque, which are worse in many
cases than open foulness of tongue. The distinction which

Jerome makes between pcopdhoyia and evrpcnreKia is indicated

by the Latin terms, stultiloguium and scurrilitas. Pleasantry
of every sort is not condemned by the apostle. He seems to

refer to wit in connection with lewdness double entendre. See

Trench on the history of the word. Synon. 34. The vices

here mentioned are severely reprobated by Clement in the

sixth chapter of the second book of his IlatSayeoyo?. Allusions

to such "jestings" are not unfrequent in the classics. Even
the author of the " Ars Amoris "

pleads with Augustus, that

his writings are not so bad as others referred to

"
Quid si scripsiasem Mimos obsccena jocantes,

Qui vetiti semper crimen amoris habent, &c.

ra OVK avrjKovTa,
" which are not becoming things"

in opposition to the concluding clause in the previous verse.

Another reading a OVK, avfjicev is supported by A, B, and

C, while Chrysostom and Theodoret, following the reading in

Bom. i. 28, read ra ^ icaO^Kovra but wrongly ;
for here
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the apostle refers to an objective reality. Winer, 55, 5, Butt-

mann, Gram, des JVeutest. Sprach. 148, 7. Suidas defines

avrjKov by Trp&irov. The Vulgate confines the connection of

this clause to the term immediately preceding scurriUtas quce

ad rem non pertinet. All the three vices but certainly, from

the contrast in the following clause, the two previous ones

may be included. Such sins of the tongue are to be super-

seded by thanksgiving
1

a\\cb fjua\\ov evxapta-ria,
" but rather giving of thanks."

There is a meaning which may attach to ev^aptarrla, which is

plausible, but appears to be wholly contrary to Pauline usage.

It signifies, in the opinion of some, pleasant and grateful dis-

course, as opposed to that foolish and indecorous levity which

the apostle condemns. Jerome says Forsitan igitur gratia-

rum aotio in hoc loco non ista nominate/, juxta quam gratias

agimus Deo
}
sed juxta quam grati, sive gratiosi et salsi apud

homines appellamur. So Clement of Alexandria %aptei/-

rta-reov re ov fye\o>ro7roLif)reov. This opinion has been followed

by Calvin, Cajetan, Heinsius, Salmasius, Hammond, Semler,

Michaelis, Meier, and by Wahl, Wilke, and Bretschneider.

1 Fergusson says,
" honest and sometimes piercing ironies were used by holy men

in scriptures." One of the best descriptions of wit ever written is that of Barrow,

in his sermon on this text. "It is," he says, "indeed a thing so versatile and

multiform, appearing in so many shapes, so many postures, so many garbs, so vari-

ously apprehended by several eyes and judgments, that it seemeth no less hard to

settle a clear and certain notion thereof, than to make a portrait of Proteus, or to

define the figure of the fleeting air. Sometimes it lieth in pat allusion to a known

story, or in seasonable application of a trivial saying, or in forging an apposite

tale : sometimes it playeth in words and phrases, taking advantage from the ambi-

guity of their sense, or the aiHnity of then* sound : sometimes it is wrapped in a

dress of humorous expression : sometimes it lurketh under an odd similitude ;
some-

times it is lodged in a sly question, in a smart answer, in a quirkish reason, in a

shrewd intimation, in cunningly diverting or cleverly retorting an objection : some-

times it is couched in a bold scheme of speech, in a tart irony, in a lusty hyperbole,

in a startling metaphor, in a plausible reconciling of contradictions, or in acute

nonsense : sometimes a scenical representation of persons or things, a counterfeit

speech, a mimical look or gesture passeth for it : sometimes an affected simplicity,

sometimes a presumptuous bluntness giveth it being : sometimes it riseth from a

lucky hitting upon what is strange, sometimes from a crafty wresting obvious matter

to the purpose : often it consisteth in one knows not what, and springeth up one

can hardly tell how. Its ways are unaccountable and inexplicable, being answer-

able to the numberless rovings of fancy and windings of language." Works, vol. i.

p. 131. Edin. 1841.
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However consonant to the context this interpretation may
appear, it cannot "be sustained by any analogies. Such exam-

ples as yvvr} %dpi,TO<} or 71^7 evxdpia-ro? belong not to New
Testament usage. We therefore prefer the ordinary signi-

fication, "thanksgiving," and it is contrary to sound her-

meneutical discipline on the part of Bullinger, Musculus, and

Zanchius, to take the term in both acceptations. The verb

usually supplied is eWw " but let there be rather thanks-

giving." Examples of such brachiology are numerous.

Kiihner, ii. 852, i.
; Jelf, 895

; Winer, 66, 1, 2. But

why may not ovofj,aea-0a> still guide the construction ? "Bather

let thanksgiving be named" let there be vocal expression to

your grateful emotions. Bengel, justified by Stier, supplies

avtficei) which is not a probable supplement. For the apostolic

idea of the duty of thanksgiving, the reader may compare
v. 20

;
Col. ii. 7, iv. 2

;
1 Thess. v. 18. The Christian life is

one of continuous reception, whiih should prompt to continu-

ous praise. Were this the ruling emotion, an effectual check

should be given to such sins of the tongue as are here

condemned.

(Ver. 5.) TOUTO yhp fore rywaxTKovres,
" For this ye know

being as you are aware." Winer, 45, 8. Tap states a

reason, and an awful and solemn one it is. For the eo-re of the

Textus Receptus, found in D 3

, E, H, L, and the Syriac, tcrre

is now generally acknowledged to be the genuine reading, as

having the preponderance of authority, as A, B, D1
, F, G,

the Vulgate (soitote intelligentes), Coptic, and several of the

Fathers. "Icrre ^LvmarKovre^ is a peculiar construction, and

is not wholly identical with the Hebrew usage of connecting
two parts of the same Hebrew verb together, or with the

similar usage in Greek. Kiihner, 675, 3
; Jelf, 708, 3. The

instances adduced from the Septuagint, Gen. xv. 13 ytvcaa--

K6>v ryvdxry, and Jer. xlii. 19 1

yvovres yvcocreaOe, are there-

fore not in point, as tor e is the second person plural of otSa.

We take the phrase to be in the indicative as is done by
Calvin, Harless, Meyer, and De Wette, for the appeal in the

participle is to a matter of fact and not in the imperative, as

is found in the Vulgate, and is thought by Estius, Bengel,
1 In Jer. xlii. 19, Theoclotion reads lWe yiv<&<rxovns.
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Buckert, Matthies, and Stier. Wickliffe renders " Wite ye .

this and vndirstonde
"

(see under verse 3). Ye know-
on 7rd<j Tropvos, rj aKaOapros, fy TrXeoye/er^j 09 eartv elBw\o-

\aTpr)<}
" that every whoremonger or unclean person, or

covetous man who is an idolater." Gol. iii. 5. HXeoveKr^
is explained under the preceding verse. See under iv. 19.

The differences of reading are these : Griesbach, Lach-

mann, and Alford read o after B and Jerome who has quod.

Other MSS., such as F, G, have elSco\o\aTpela, which read-

ing is found in the Vulgate, Cyprian, and Ambrosiaster.

The first reading, found in A, D, E, K, L, the Syriac, and

Coptic, seems to be the correct one the others are merely
emendations. Earless, Meier, von Gerlach, and Stier suppose
the relative to refer to the three antecedents. Harless can

adduce no reason for this opinion save his own view of the

meaning of irKeove^ia. As in Col. iii. 5, the apostle particu-

larizes covetousness as idolatry. Wetstein and Schoettgen
adduce rabbinical citations in proof that some sins were named

by the Jews idolatry, but to little purpose in the present

instance. The covetous man makes a god of his possessions,

aud offers to them the entire homage of his heart. That world

of which the love and worship fill his nature, is his god, for

whose sake he rises up early and sits up late. The phrase is

not to be diluted into this " who is bad as an heathen," as

in the loose paraphrase of Barlee but it means, that the

covetous man deifying, the world rejects the true Jehovah.

.Job viii. 13
;
Matt. vi. 24. Every one of them -

OVK e%et /c\r)povoju,av
" has no inheritance," and shall or

can have none; the present stating a fact, or law unalterably
determined. Winer, 40, 2. lU? . . . ov/c. Winer, 26;
see under iv. 29 and for Kkypovopia, see under i. 11

;
iii. 6.

And the very name of the inheritance vindicates this exclu-

sion
;

for it is

ev rrj (3aa-L\eiq TOV XptcrroO KOL eov " in the kingdom of

Christ and God." Phil. iii. 19. F and G read e*9 TTJV fiaarihelav

TOV eov teal XptWov- an evident emendation. The geni-

tive XjOto-ToO, has its analogy in the expressions used Matt,

xvi. 28
;
2 Tim. iv. 1, 18. (3ao-i\eia and eKK\f}o-la have been

sometimes distinguished, as if the first referred to the church
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in heaven, and the other to the church on earth, while others

reverse this opinion, Usteri, Paulin. Lehrleg. 352; Koppe,
Excursus I. ad Thessalon. But such a distinction cannot be

sustained. /SaertXeta is used with perfect propriety here
;

eKK\fjcria is the church called and collected together, into

which one of these bad characters may intrude himself; but

{3a<n\ela is the kingdom under the special jurisdiction of its

King, and no one can or dare enter without His sanction
j

for it is, as Origen calls it, 7ro7U9 evvopovfievr}. That king-
dom which begins here, but is fully developed in the heavens,
is that of Christ and God, the second noun wanting the article,

Winer, 19, 4. We do not apprehend that the apostle means

to identify Christ and God, though the latter noun wants the

article. Though Christ is possessed of Divinity, yet He is

distinct from God. Jerome, indeed, says ipsum Deum ei

Christum intelligamus . . . ubi autem Deus est
}
tarn Pater guam

Filius intelligi potest. Such is the general view of Beza, Zan-

chius, Glassius, Bengel, Riickert, Haiiess, Hodge, and Middle-

ton. Others, such as Meyer, Stier, Olshausen, and Ellicott,

suppose the apostle to mean that the kingdom of Christ is

also the kingdom of God " in the kingdom which is Christ's

and God's." eo? often wants the article, and the use of it

here would have seemed to deny the real Divinity of Christ.

Christ is called God in other places of Paul's writings ;
but

the idea here is, that the inheritance is common to Christ and

God. The identity of the kingdom is the principal thought,
and the apostle does not formally say /col ry rov eov

}
as

such phraseology might imply that there were two kingdoms j

nor, as Stier remarks, does he even say rov eoO, as he wishes

to show the close connection, or place both nouns in a single

conception. Bishop Middleton's canon does not therefore

apply, whatever may be thought of its application to such

passages as Titus ii. 13
;
2 Peter i. 1

;
Jude 4, in all of which

the pronoun rjfi&v is inserted, while in two of them
arcoTijp is

an attributive, and in one of them Secr-Tron?? has a similar

meaning. @eou appears to be added, not merely to exhibit

the authority by which the exclusion of selfish and covetous

men is warranted, but principally to show the righteous doom
of the idolater who has chosen a different deity. It is base-*

2.0
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less to say, with Grotius, Vatablus, Gerhardt, Moldenhauer,
and Baumgarten, that Christ's kingdom . exists on earth and

God's in heaven. The kingdom is named Christ's inasmuch

as He secures it, prepares it, holds it for us, and at length

conveys Us to it
;
and it is God's as it is His originally, and

would have remained His though Christ had never come
;

for He is in Christ, and Christ's mediation is only the work-

ing out of His gracious purposes God having committed the

administration of this kingdom into His hands. Into Christ's

kingdom the fornicator and sensualist cannot come
; for, un-

sanctified and unprepared, they are not susceptible of its

spiritual enjoyments, and are filled with antipathy to its

unfleshly occupations; and specially into God's kingdom "the

covetous man, who is an idolater," cannot come, for that God
is not his god, and disowning the God of the kingdom, he is

self-excluded. As his treasure is not there, so neither there

could his heart find satisfaction and repose.

(Ver. 6.) M^Set9 u/*a? aTrardra) /ceyofc Xoyot? "Let no one

deceive you with vain words." Whatever apologies were

made for such sensual indulgences were vain words, or soph-

istry words without truth, pernicious in their tendency, and

tending to mislead. See examples from Kypke in loo ; Septua-

gint Exod. v. 9
;
Hos. xii. 1. The Gothic reads uslustOj

concupiscat. It is a refinement on the part of Olshausen to

refer such opinions to antinomian teachers, and on that of

Meier to confine them to heathen philosophers. Harless

admits that the precise class of persons referred to Iby the

apostle cannot now Tbe defined
;
but we agree with Meyer

in the idea, that they appear to be their heathen neighbours ;

for they were not to associate with them (ver. 7), and they
were to remember that their present profession placed them

in a state of perfect separation from old habits and confede-

rates (ver. 8). Such vices have not wanted apologists in

every age. The language of Bullinger, quoted also by Har-

less, has a peculiar power and terseness Erant apud Ephesios
homines corrupti, ut hodie apud nos plurimi sunt^qui hcec salu-

taria Dei prcecepta cacliinno excipientes obstrepunt : humanum
esse quodfaciant amatores, utile quodfceneratores,facetum quod

joculatores, et iccirco Deum non usque adeo graviter
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advertere in istiusmodi lapsus.
1

They were to "be on their

guard

ravra yap ep^erau 97 opyrj rov eov eVt TOW viovg rfjy
"
for because of these things cometh the wrath of

God on the sons of disobedience." The phrase Sict ravra,

emphatic in position, refers not to the " vain words," but more

naturally to the vices specified
" on account of these sins."

Col. iii. 6. The Greek commentators, followed by Stier,

combine both opinions, but without any necessity. The noun

stands between two warnings against certain classes of sin and

sinners, and naturally refers to them by ravra. 'Opyij has

been illustrated, and so has viol aTreiOeta?, under ii* 2, 3*

Suicer, sub voce. Many, such as Meyer, restrict the mani-

festation of the divine anger to the other world. His argu-

i Whitby says too " That the Ephesians stood in need of these instructions we
learn from Democritus Ephesius, who, speaking of the temple of the Ephesian Diana,
hath much *iC' <rijs x*.ti%s avrv ' of the softness and luxury of the Ephesians ;'

and

from Euacles in his book de Ephesiacis, who saith i 'E$t<r<u h$. ItyOe-ttrS-eii lr/j

'A^geS/TJj 'In Ephesus they built temples to Venus, the mistress of the whores;'

and from Strabo, who informs us that ' in their ancient temples there were old

images, but in their new, irxefaa, fjj/a vile works were done.' (Lib. xiv. p. 64(L)

Among the heathens, simple fornication was held a thing indifferent; the laws

allowed and provided for it in many nations
; whence the grave Epictetus counsels

his scholars,
'

only to whore a? vo^ov lew according to law ;' and in all places

they connived at it.
' He that blames young men for their meretricious amours,'

saith Cicero,
' does what is repugnant to the customs and concessions of our ances-

tors, for when was not this done ? when was it not permitted ?' This was suitable

both to the principles and practices of many of their grave philosophers, especially

of the Stoics, who held it 'lawful for others to use whores, and for them to get

their living by such practices.' Hence even in the church of Corinth some had

taught this doctrine."

"Prenons garde surtout a Vavarice, Elle ne s'annonce pas sous des dehors

aussi degoutants que I'impudicite" et la fornication
;
on la deguise sous de beaux

noms, tels que ceux d'e'conomie severe, d'esprit d'ordre, de prevoyance ou de sagesse,

et, par ce moyen, elle etablit plus facilement son empire sur le coeur des hommeg.

Mais considerons attentivement la qualification que lui donne ici saint Paul. II

declare qu'elle est une idoldtrie. Qu'importe, en effet, qu'on n'adore pas des idoles

d'or et d'argent, comme les paiens, si Ton adore Tor et 1'argent eux-memes, si ce sont

eux que Ton recherche pardessus tout, si 1'on met son bonheur b, les posseder et si

c'est en eux que Ton espere ? Helas I la grande idole du siecle est encore la statue

d'or, comme du temps de Nebucadne'zar
;

c'est vers sa figure eblouissante que se

tournent les regards et les coeurs des peuples, et c'est d'elle que 1'on attend la joie et

la de'livrance." Gauthey, Meditations szw I'Epitre de & Paul mix EpJtSsiens, p. 124,

Paris, 1852.
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ineht is, that opyrj %eov is in contrast with (3a<n\ela eov.

Granted, but we find the verb e^et in the present tense, as

indicating a present exclusion an exclusion which, though

specially to be felt in the future, was yet ordained when the

apostle wrote. So this anger, though it is to be signally

poured out at the Second Coming, is descending at this very
time epxerai. It is thus, on the other hand, too narrow a

.view of Calvin, Meier, and Baumgarten-Crusius, to confine

this
6/3777 to.the present life. It begins here the dark cloud

pours out a few drops, but does not discharge all its terrible

contents. Such sins especially incur it,
and such sinners

receive in themselves " that recompense of their error which

is meet." Eom. i. 27. The wrath of God is also poured out

.on impenitent offenders in the other world. Rev. xxi. 8.

(Ver. 7.) M; o&v yivea-de a-vv^iro^oL avr&v Cl Become not

then partakers with them." The spelling a-vv^ero^oi, has the

authority ofA, B
1

,
D1

, F, G j
see also under iii. 6. The mean-

ing is not, as Koppe paraphrases,
" Take care lest their fate

befall you," but,
" become not partakers with them in their

sins ;" ver. 11. Do not through any temptation fall into their

wicked courses. O$v is collective : because they are addicted

to those sins on which divine judgment now falls, and con-

tinued indulgence in which bars a man out of heaven become

not ye their associates.

(Ver. 8.) ''Hre yap TTOTC OVCOTO?
" For ye were once dark-

ness." As Chrysostom says, he reminds them -nfc -jrpo-

T6/3a9 /caieias. Tap introduces a special reason for an entire

separation between the church and the Gentile world. Their

past and present state were in perfect contrast fire TTOTG

oveoro?
"
ye were once darkness rjre emphatic ;" and

deeds of darkness were in harmony with such a state. S/COTO?

is the abstract darkness itself employed to intensify the

idea expressed. See iv. 18. Darkness is the emblem and

region of ignorance and depravity, and in such a miserable

condition they were " once." But that state Was over " the

day-spring from on high" had visited them

vvv 8e </><? ev ~Kvpiq>
" but now ye are light in the Lord."

No pev precedes, as the first clause is of an absolute nature.

Klotz ad Devarius, vol. ii. p. 356. Ae is adversative,
" now"
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being opposed to " once." Chrysostom says e

TL ^re TTore fytet? KOI Ti yevovctTe vvv.
<E><&9, an abstract noun

also, is the image of knowledge and purity. See under i. 18.

Their condition "being so thoroughly changed, their conduct

was to Tbe in harmony with such a transformation. 'Ez/ Kvp/ip
" in fellowship with the Lord ;" and light can be enjoyed

in no other element. The phrase is never to be diluted as

is done by Fritzsche in his allusion to similar phrases. Com-

ment. ad. Roman, viii. 4. 1 John i. 5, 6, 7. For Kvpio? as

applied to Christ, see i. 2, 3. Such being the case, there fol-

lows the imperative injunction

o>9 re/cva ^XBTO? Trepwraretre
" walk as children of light."

There heeds no formal oftv to introduce the inference, it makes
itself so apparent, and is all the .more forcible from the want

of the particle. 2 Cor. vi. 14, 16. T/o? is often used in a

similar connection.. See T&KVOV under ii. 3. The genitive is

one of source, and neither noun has the article. Middleton,
Gr. Art., p. 49. Luke x. 6, xvi. 8

;
John xii. 36

;
1 Thess. v. 5.

Negatively they were not to be partakers ;
but neutrality is

not sufficient positively they were to walk as children of the

light. "As children of light
"
they were to show by their

conduct that they loved it, enjoyed it, and reflected its lustre.

Their course of conduct ought to prove that they hated the

previous darkness, that they were content with no ambiguous

twilight, but lived and acted in the full splendour of the Sun
of Righteousness, hating the secret and unfruitful deeds of

darkness referred to in the following context. HepivraTeiTe,

under ii. 2. First, the apostle has referred to love as an

element of Christian walk, vers. 1 and 2
;
and now he refers

to light as. an element of the same walk
j

different aspects of

the same spiritual purity ; love, and not angry and vengeful

passions ; light, and not dark and unnameable deeds.

(Ver. 9.)
This verse ig a parenthesis, illustrative and con-

firmatory of the previous clause.
CO yap :a/37ro9

rov C/KBTO?
" For the fruit of the light."

Instead of <jE>wro9
the Textus Eeceptus has T\.vev^aro<^. For

<a>To<? we have the authority of A, B, D, E1
, F, G, and the

Vulgate ;
while the Stephanie text is found in D3

,
E2

, K, L,
the majority of MSS., in the Syriac too, and in two of the
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Greek .commentators. Internal evidence here can have but

little weight. One may say that (j>wT6$ was inserted in room

of TLvevfAaTos, to give correspondence with the <<? of the

preceding verse
;

or one may say, on the other hand, that

HvevpaTo? supplanted (fxaro^ from a reminiscence of Gal. v. 22.

The particle yap is used here, as often, to introduce. a paren-
thetic confirmation. The verse not only explains what is

meant by walking as children of light, but really holds out

an inducement to the duty.
" The fruit is

"

ev Trdo-y ayaOmcrwy "in all goodness." We cannot say,

with so many expositors, that e'<m being supplied, the mean-

ing is the fruit of the Spirit is in, that is ponitur consists

in, all goodness, &c. In that case, the simple nominative

might have been employed. We understand the apostle to

mean, that the fruit is always associated with goodness as

its element or sphere. Winer, 47 2 a. These qualities

uniformly characterize its fruits. No one will assent to the

unscholarly remark of Kuttner,.that the three following nouns

are merely synonymous.
'

Ar/aBcoa-vvrj does not signify bene-

ficence, properly so called, but that moral excellence which

springs from religious principle (Gal. v. 22; Rom. xv. 14), and

leads to kindness, generosity, or goodness. It here may stand

opposed to the dark and malignant passions which the apostle

has been reprobating /caicla.

ical Sitcaioo-vvy
" and righteousness." This is integrity or

moral rectitude (Rom. vi. 13; 1 Tim. vi. 11), and is in con-

trast not only with the theft and covetousness already con-

demned, but with all defective sense of obligation, for it rules

itself by the divine law, and in every relation of life strives

to be as it ought to be and is opposed to aSttcta. For the

spelling of this and the preceding noun, see Etymol. Mag.
sub wee S/!/uo9. See under iv. 24.

KOI a\ij0eia "and truth." Truth stands opposed to in-

sincerity and dissimulation -i/reuSo?. These three ethical

terms characterize Christian duty. We cannot agree with

Baumgarten-Crusius, who thus distinguishes the three nouns :

the first as alluding to what is internal, the second as pertain-

ing to human relations, and the third as having reference to

God. For the good, the right, and the true, distinguish that
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fruit which is produced out of, or belongs to, the condition

which is called
"
light in the Lord," and are always distinctive

elements of the virtues which adorn Christianity.

(Ver. 10.) AotytabvTe9 ri <rriv evdpea-rov TG> JLvplco-
"
Proving what is well-pleasing to the Lord." Rom. xii. 2

;

Phil. i. 10
;
1 Thess. v. 21. The participle agrees with the

previous verb TreptTrareiTe,
as a predicate of mode, and so

used in its ordinary sense trying proving. Phil.i. 10. As

they walked, they were to be examining or distinguishing

what is pleasing to the Lord. Rvdpecrrov
"
well-pleasing

"

what the Lord has enjoined and therefore approves. The

obedience of Christians is not prompted by traditionary or

unthinking acquiescence, but is founded on clear and discri-

minative perception of the law and the will of Christ. And
that obedience is accepted not because it pleases them to offer

it, but because the Lord hath exacted it. The believer is not

to prove and discover what suits himself, but what pleases his

Divine Master. The one point of his ethical investigation is,

Is it pleasing to the Lord, or in harmony with His law and

example ? This faculty belongs, !as Theophylact says, to the

perfect r&v rehelcw eori T&V /cplveiv Swapevtav.

(Ver. 11.) Kat [MI <rvvKowa>velT. To?9 6/07049 rot? aKapiroi^

rov <r/e6roi>9
" And have no fellowship with the unfruitful

works of darkness." The spelling a-vvKoivcoveiTe is found in

A, B1

,
D1

, F, G, L, and the reason for preferring it is given

by Tischendorf, with many examples, in his Prolegomena, page
xlvii. Ka/ connects this clause with TrepiTraTefoe. Phil,

iv. 14 1 Rev. xviii. 4. 'A/ea/oTro? is plainly in contrast with

KcipTros in ver. 9. These epya have no good fruits their only

fruit, as Theophylact says, is death and shame. See the con-

trast between epya and Kapiros in Gal. v. 19, 22. I&KOTOS has

been explained under the 8th verse. This admonition is

much the same as that contained in the;

^.th
verse. Bom. vi. 21,

viii, 12
;
Gal. vi. 8. A line of

broad^|^cnarcation
was to

separate the church from the world
;
and noU only was there

to be no participation and no connivance, but there was in

addition to be rebuke

fj,a\\ov Se KOI eXey^ere. MaXXop S KOL "Yea, much
more "

or better,
" but rather even

"
a formula which gives
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special intensity to the antithesis. Fritzsche, ad. Rom. viii. $4

Hartung, i. 134; Gal. iv. 9. It was a duty to have nothing
to do with the deeds of darkness

;
but it was a far higher

obligation to reprimand them. There was to be not simply

negative separation, but positive rebuke not by the contrast

of their own purity, but by formal and solemn reproof. 1 Cor.

xiv. 24; 2 Tim. iv. 2
;
Xen. Symp. viii. 43.

(Ver. 12.) Ta yap xpvtyfj ytvofjieva VTT avr&v ala-ftpov ea-nv

KOI \eyew: "
for the things in secret done by them it is

shameful even to speak of." Such a use of teal discursive is

explained in Hartung, vol. i. 136, and more fully by Klotz

ad Devarius, vol. ii. 633, &c. The adverb icpvffi occurs only

here, and according to "some should be written fcpv<j>y,
with

iota subscribed. Elkndt, Lex. Soph, sub voce; Passow, sub

voce. Deut. xxviii. 57
;
Wisdom xviii. 9. The connection

of this verseVith the .preceding has led to no little dispute:

1. Baumgarten-Crusius regards it as a hyperbole of indigna-

tion, and easily evades the difficulty. 2. Koppe and Eiickert

give yap the sense of "
although," as if the apostle meant to

say Rebuke these sins, even though you should blush to

mention them. But yap cannot bear such a meaning. 3.

Von Gerlach fills in such a supplement as this It is a shame

even to speak of their secret sins, yet that should not keep us

from exposing and rebuking them. 4. On the other hand,

Bengel, Baumgarten, and Matthies, preceded, it would seem,

by CEcumenius, take the clause as giving a reason why the

deeds of darkness are not specified like the fruit of the light :

" Have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness
;

I pause not to name them it is a shame to mention them."

But such sentimental qualms did not trouble the apostle, as

may be seen from many portions of his writings. Rom. i*

24-32
;
1 Cor. vi. 9, 10

;
Gal. v. 19-21

;
1 Tim. i. 9, 10.

This opinion also identifies "deeds of darkness " with " the

things done of them in secret." Now such an opinion cannot

be sustained, as it changes the meaning of C-KOTOS from a

moral into a material sense. It is used in a moral sense in

ver. 8, and we know that many of the sins of this darkness

were not committed in secret, but were open and public vices.

5. The opinions of Meier and Holzhausen are somewhat allied*
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Meier's notion is, that heyew means to speak in a loose and

indecorous way, and he supposes the apostle to say,
" Rebuke

these sins openly, for it is a shame to make mention of them

in any other way than that of reproof;" or as Alford says
" Your connection with them must only "be that which the act

of eKeyfys necessitates." 6. Holzhausen imagines that in the

phrase ret, fcpv^ij ryivofteva there is reference to the heathen

mysteries, and that the apostle warns Christians not to unveil

even in speech their hideous sensualities. But both interpre-

tations give an emphatic and unwonted meaning to the clause.

Nor is there the remotest proof that the so-called mysteries
are referred to. 7. Stier's idea, which is that' of Photius,

Theophylact, and Erasmus, is, that eX&y^etp cannot mean
verbal reproof, for this verse would forbid it it being a

shame to speak of those secret sins but that it signifies

reproof conveyed in the form of a consistent life of light.

Matt. v. 16
;
Phil. iv. 15.

" The only rebuke you can give
must be in the holy contrast of your own conduct, for to

speak of their secret vices is a shame." Such is virtually

also the exegesis of Bloomfield and Peile. But that eXey^w

signifies other than verbal rebuke, cannot be proved. Where
the verb may be rendered " convince" as in 1 Cor. xiv. 24

;

James ii. 9 language is supposed to be the medium of

conviction. The word, in John iii. 20, has the sense of
"
exposed," but such a sense would not well suit the

exegesis of Stier. This exposition thus requires more sup-

plementary ideas than sound interpretation will warrant. 8.

Anselm, Piscator, Zanchius, Flatt, and Harless take the verse

not in connection with eXery%6re, but with o-wytcoivowelTe, that

is
" Have no fellowship with such deeds, for it is a shame

even to speak of them, surely much more to do them." This

opinion identifies too strongly ep<ya CTKOTOVS with ra tcpv^rj

ryiv6fjiva the latter being a special class of the former.

Lastly, Musculus, De Wette, Meyer, and Olshausen, connect

the verse immediately with yuaXXov Se KOL eXey^ere the

meaning being,
"
By all means reprove them, and there is the

more need of
it, for it is a shame even to speak of their secret

sins." This connection is on the whole the simplest, and

follows, we think, most naturally the order of thought and
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earnest admonition. That these "things done in secret" have

any reference to the foul orgies of the heathen mysteries, is a

position that cannot "be proved, though it has been advanced

by Grotius, Eisner, Wolf, Michaelis, Holzhausen, Macknight,
and Whitby. But there were in heathendom forms of sins so

base and bestial, that they shunned the light and courted

secrecy.

(Ver. 13.) Ta Se irdvra eXeyp^o/Aew, inro rov <a>T09 <f>ave-

povrai "But all those things being reproved, are by the

light made manifest." This verse shows why Christians

should engage in the work of reproof it is so salutary : for

it exhibits such vices in all their odious debasement, and

proves its own purity and lustre in the very exposure. Many
and varied have been the interpretations of this statement.

Olshausen remarks, that the words have gnpmenartige Kurze.

We take rh Se irdvra as referring to the ret, /cpvffi rywoyaew,

and not, as Riickert does in a general sense, or all things

generally. Jerome thus understands it hand dubie guin ea

quce occultefiunt. Ae has its adversative force they are done

in secret, but they may and ought to be exposed. The apostle

bids them reprove those sins, and he here states the result.

Reprove them, and the effect is, "all these sins being so reproved,

are made manifest by the light." Storr in his Dissertationes

Exegeticce, and Kuinoel in a paper on this verse printed in the

third volume of the Commentationes Theologicos of Velthusen,.

Kuinoel and Ruperti needlessly argue that the neuter here

stands for the masculine. Kuinoel's view is, "all who are

reproved and amended ought to be reproved and amended by
a man who is a genuine and consistent Christian. He who

engages in this work of instruction is light is a son of the

light is a true Christian." Such a violent interpretation

cannot be received. .

But with which of the terms should inro rov <G>TOS be asso-

ciated? 1. De Wette, Crocius, Bloomfield, and Peile, join
them to the participle eXey^o/Aera all "these reproved by
the light." Our objection to this connection is, that $9
agrees more naturally with Qavepovrat, the idea being homo-

geneous, for light is the agent which reveals. De Wette's

objection, that rebuke is not uniformly followed by such
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manifestation, proceeds on the assumption that rebuke is

all but identical with conversion. 2. On the other hand,

Stephens and Mill place a comma after eheyxpfieva, and the

connection of </>? with the verb is advocated by Bengel, Meier,

Harless, Olshausen, Meyer, and Stier. All those sins done

in secret, if they are reproved, are brought into open view by
the light. <E>w<? is used, as in a previous verse, to denote the

gospel as a source of light. When such sins are reproved,

they are exposed, they are unveiled in their hideousness by
the light let in upon them. Being deeds of darkness, they
need the light of Christianity to make them manifest, for other

boasted lights only flickered and failed to reveal them. Philo-

sophy was only
" darkness visible

"
around them.

Tray
rya/>

TO fyavepovpevov $&)? etrnv. TLav TO. Winer, 18,

4. The meaning depends greatly on this whether fyavepov-

fjuevov be taken in a middle or passive sense. Many prefer the

passive sense, which is certainly the prevailing one in the

New Testament, and occurs in the previous clause. The

exposition of Olshausen, Stier, Ellicott and Alford is
" what-

ever is made manifest is light" "all things illuminated by
the light are themselves light." Well may Olshausen add

"this idea has somewhat strange in it," for he is compelled
to admit " that light does not always exercise this transform-

ing influence, for the devil and all the wicked are reproved by
the light, without becoming themselves light." Alford calls

this objection "null," as being a misapprehension of <? eV,
but <w5 in his exegesis changes its meaning from the previous

verse. This opinion of Olshausen is virtually that of the

Greek patristic expositors, who are followed by Peter Lom-
bard. Theophylact says eireiSav Se (fxivepcoOf}, ylverai, </>&>?.

Harless renders,
" what has been revealed is no longer a

hidden work of darkness : it is light." The view of Roell,

Eobinson, and Wilke, is not dissimilar. Thus also Ellicott

" becomes light, as of the nature of light." A dark object

suddenly illumined may indeed be said to be all light, because

it is surrounded with light, and this is the notion of Bretsch-

neider. But if this be the view, it seems to make the apostle

use a tautology,
" whatever is revealed, is enlightened ;

".

unless you understand the apostle to say, that by such a pro-
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cess they themselves who were once darkness become light.

De Wette's explanation of the same rendering is without

6w9 there is no fyavepovpevov, and where there is (fravepovfjuevov

there is light. But the apostle does not utter such a truism

where every thing is manifested there is light. Piscator's

hypothesis is equally baseless "whatever is manifested is

light, that is, is manifested by the light." The passive mean-

ing may be adopted, with the proviso that the apostle does not

say whether the light be for conversion or condemnation. But

while this view may thus be grammatically defended, still

we feel as if the context led us to take the last clause as a

reason of the statement contained in the first. Thus, some

prefer, with Beza, Calvin,Vatablus,Grotius,Rollock, Zanchius,

Morus, Wahl, Turner, and the Peschito, to give the participle

a reflexive or medial signification. Meyer affirms that fave-

pov/jiai is always passive, but the passive may have a medial

signification, as it seems to have sometimes in the New Testa-

ment. Mark xvi. 12
;
John i. 31, ix. 3

;
2 Cor. iv. 10, 11

;

Jelf, 367, 2. Olshausen takes up the exegesis of Grotius,

which is also that of Bodius and Dickson " for the light is

the element that makes all clear," and then argues grammati-

cally against such a rendering. But according to the accurate

position of subject and predicate, the meaning is "whatever

makes manifest or renders apparent, is light." Such manifes-

tation is the nature and function of light. These clandestine

sins, when reproved, are disclosed by the light so cast upon

them, for it belongs to light to make such disclosures. The

apostle urges his readers to reprove such sins, which though
done in secret, will and must be exposed ; yea, all of them

being reproved, are shone upon by the light that light which

radiates from Christianity. And this power of unveiling in

Christianity is properly called "
light," for whatever causes

such things to disclose themselves is of the essence of light.

Such is a natural and simple view of the verse. See Liicke

Commentar. John iii. 21
,

vol.
i., p. 550, 3rd ed.

And that this rebuke is a duty, the discharge of which is

attended with the most salutary results, is now shown by a

reference to the ancient inspired oracles.

Ver. 14. Ato \eyet "Wherefore He saith." See under iv. 8;
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Sio ii. 11. Tt would be quite contrary to Pauline usage to

suppose that this formula introduced any citation but one from

the Old Testament. But the quotation is not found literally

in any portion of the Hebrew oracles. Grotius and Eisner

propose to make </>? the nominative to \e<yei
" wherefore a

man of light one of these reprovers says ;" an opinion not

very remote from Seller's version die Erleuchteten sollen

sprechen those who are light themselves should speak to the

children of darkness in the following terms " Awake thou

that sleepest, and arise from the dead." An early opinion,

reported by Theodoret as belonging to rives T&V epfjbevevr&v,

has been adopted by Heuman, Facile, ii. p. 396
; Michaelis,

Db'pke, Hermeneutik, p. 275. Leipzig, 1829
; Storr, Stolz,

Flatt, and Bleek, Stud, und Krit. 1853, p. 331. It is that

the quotation is taken from one of the hymns of the early
Christian church. Michaelis regards it, indeed, as an excerpt
from some baptismal formula. Of such a supposition there is

no proof; and the reference to 1 Cor. xiv. 26, is certainly no

argument in its favour. In a similar spirit Barnes says
" I see no evidence that Paul meant to make a quotation at

all." The idea of Stier is, that the apostle quotes some

Geisteswort some saying given to the church by its inspired

prophets, and based upon Isa. lx., and therefore warranting
the &o Xeyet, as truly as any clause of canonical writ. But
the language of the apostle gives no hint of such a source of

quotation, nor have we any parallel example. Others have

recourse to the hypothesis that Paul has quoted from some

apocryphal composition. Such an opinion has been men-

tioned by Jerome as a simplex responsio, while he adds the

saving clause non quod apocrypha comprolaret / by Epi-

phanius, Contra Scereses, p. 42, who refers to the prophecy
of Elias

; by Euthalius, and George the Syncellus (Chronolog.

p. 21), who appeal to the apocryphal treatise named Jere-

miah
;
while Codex G gives the citation to the book of Enoch,

and Moras holds generally by the hypothesis which is also

espoused by Schrader, that the clause is borrowed from some
lost Jewish oracle. Rhenferd contends that reference is made

here, as in Acts xx. 35, to one of Christ's unwritten sayings.

Nor is the difficulty removed by adopting the clumsy theory
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to which Jerome has also alluded, and which Bugenhagen and

Calixtus have adopted, that the nominative to \eyet is a sub-

jective influence the Spirit, or Christ within Paul himself,

an imitation of the older idiom " thus saith the Lord." Nor
is the solution proposed by Bornemann at all more tenable,

viz. that \eyei is impersonal, and that the clause may be

rendered " wherefore it may be said
"

or " one may say."

Scholia in Lucam, p. 48. But the active form is not used

impersonally, though the passive is, and <f>r}<ri
is the common

term. Pape, and Passow, sub vocibus
; Bernhardy, p. 419.

Riickert confesses that the subject lies in impenetrable dark-

ness
j
but the most extraordinary of all the solutions is the

explanation of Meyer, and by those who believe in a plenary

inspiration it will be rebuked not refuted. His words are
" The Sib \eyet, shows that Paul intended to quote from a

canonical writing, but as the citation is not from any canoni-

cal book, he adduced, through lapse of memory, an apocryphal

passage, which he, citing from memory, took to be canonical;

But out of what apocryphal writing the quotation is taken we
know not."

Assuming that the quotation is made from the Old Testa-

ment, as the uniform use of Sib Xeyet implies, the question
still remains what place is cited? Various verses and clauses

have been fixed upon by critics, the majority of whom, from

Thomas Aquinas down to Olshausen, refer to Isa. Ix. 1, though

some, such as Beza, Meier, and others, prefer Isa. xxvi. 19.

Isa. ix, 2 is combined, by Baumgarten, Holzhausen, and

Klausen, with Ix. 1 (HermeneutiJc, p. 416. Leipzig, 1841),

Other combinations have been proposed. The matter is

involved in difficulty, and none of these places is wholly
similar to the verse before us. Harless and Olshausen make
it plausible that the reference is to Isa. Ix. 1

tpiM
r>3 >^M rnj?

rpj rfg ni/p Tiapsi "Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and

the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee." The imperative
is there used with the verb "

arise
;

" and if we turn back to

lix. 10, the figure of darkness is employed by the prophet,
as well as in the 2d ver. of chap. Ix. The words of the

apostle may, therefore, be viewed as the quintessence of

the prophet's exclamation "arise." That idea suggested
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to the apostle's mind the previous condition of those to

whom this trumpet-note was addressed, and he describes

it thus "awake thou that sleepest;" and as that species

of slumber was a lethargy of death, he adds "
arise from

the dead." "Arise, be light," says the prophet, "for thy

light is come, and the glory of Jehovah has risen upon

thee;"
1 but the apostle resolves the prophecy into a more

prosaic description of its fulfilment
" and Christ shall give

thee light." The use of the name Christ shows, us, as Alford

insists, that the apostle meant to make no direct or verbal

quotation. But the entire subject of New Testament quota-

tion is not without its difficulties. Gouge, New Testament

Quotations, London, 1855; Davidson, Hermeneutics, p. 334.

We find that similar examples of quotation, according to spirit,

are found in the New Testament, as in James iv. 5; 2 Cor.

vi. 16, 17
;
Matt. ii. 23. The prophecy is primarily addressed

to Zion, as the symbol of the church. Nor do we apprehend
that the application is different in the quotation before us, as

the words are addressed still to the church as one that had

been asleep and dead, but the divine peal had startled it. It

had realized the blessed change of awakening and resurrection^

and had also rejoiced in the light poured upon it by Christ.

Nay, though it was " sometime darkness, it was now light in

the Lord;" and its light was not to be hidden it was to

break in upon the dark and secret places around it, that they
too might be illuminated. In the formation and extension of

any church the prophecy is always realized in spirit ;
for it

shows of whom a church is composed, what was the first con-

dition of its members, by what means they have been trans-

formed, and what is one primary duty of their organization.

eyeipe 6 KaQevStov " awake thou that sleepest." For the

case, see Winer, 14, 2. Lachmann reads eryeipcu after the

Textus Eeceptus, but the majority of critics adopt the spelling

cyeipe. It is used not as the active for the middle, but, as

Fritzsche suggests, it was the form apparently employed in

common speech. Comm. ad Marc. ii. 9. That sleep was pro-

found, but there had been a summons to awake. To awake
1 See the respective commentaries of Vitringa, Gesenius, Henderson, Hitzig, and

Alexander on the passage.
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is man's duty, for he is commanded to obey, and he does obey
under the influence of the Divine Spirit.

KCU, avda-ra etc r&v ve/cp&v
" and arise from the dead,"

The meaning of veicpos so used may be seen under ii. 1.

Bornemann, in Luc. p. 97. 'Az/acrra is a later form for avda--

-ri]Qi. Winer, 14, 1-h. The command is similar to that

given by 6;nr Lord to the man with the withered hand
"
Stretch it forth." The man might have objected and said,

" Could 1 obeg thee in this, I would not have troubled thee.

Why mock m<L with my infirmity, and bid me do the very

thing I cannot JVVBut the man did not so perplex himself
j

and Christ, in exoiiiMig the desire to obey, imparted the power
to obey. See under i\2 ;

v. 6.

Kal eirifyaveei <roi 6 Itptcrro?
" and Christ shall enlighten

thee." The various spellings of the verb, and the change of

<> into ty, have arisen from inadvertence. On the different

forms of this verb, see Fritzsche on Mark ii. 11, Winer, 15.

This variation is as old as the days of Chrysostom, for he

notices it,
and decides for the common reading. The verb

itself occurs nowhere else in the.New Testament, though it is

once found in the " Acts of Thomas" eVe^avtre <ydp poi

34. This light Christ flashes upon the dead, and startles

them into life. And the apostle continues

(Ver. 15.) /8\e7T6T6, o$v
} dtcpifitos TrepiTrareire.

u Take

heed then how ye walk correctly." Calvin has been felici-

tous in his view of the connection si aliorum discutere tene-

bras Jideles debent Julgore suo : quanta minus coecutire vpsi

debent in proprio mice institute ? In this view o5z/ is closely

joined to the verse immediately preceding, and such is the

view of Harless. De Wette and Alford, however, connect it

with ver. 8 a connection which reduces unwarrantably all

the preceding verses to a parenthesis; while Meyer quite

arbitrarily joins it to the last clause of the llth verse. The
trrith is, that the whole train of thought from the 8th verse to

the 14th is so similar, that the apostle follows it all up with

the injunction before us. O5y is retrospective, indeed (Klotz
ad Devarius ii. 718), but the last verse is present specially to

the apostle's mind. The indicative, and not the subjunctive,

is used, the meaning being, how you walk, not how you
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should walk. Winer, 41, 4
;
or videte igitur . . . quomodo

illud efficiatis ut provide vivatis. Fritzschiorum Opuscula, p.

208-9, note. The necessity of personal holiness in themselves,
and the special duty of reproof and enlightenment which lay
on them toward their unbelieving fellows, taught them this

accuracy of walk. IIco? is different in aspect from 'iva as

in 1 Cor. xvi. 10, and it stands after /3X,e7rereo in 1 Cor.

iii. 10. The verb is followed by orrro in Mark viii. 15, and

by a simple accusative in Phil. iii. 2
;

Col. iv. 17. Such

passages show that it would be finical to suppose that this

verb of vision was used from its connection with the term light,

in the former verse. To a/cptySw?, which q-nalifies not /SA-eTrere

but TreptTraretTe, some give the meaning of "
accurately," or

as Bengel renders it -punJctlich}
a rendering in which Harless

and Stier acquiesce; while others follow Luther, who translates

vorsichtig, of which the "
circumspectly" of our version is an

imitation. Col. iv. 5 adds TT/OO? rou? e'w, a phrase which

Olshausen supposes should be understood here. 1 Thess. iv. 1.

The first meaning is more in accordance with the prevailing

usage of the word in all other places of the New Testament.

Matt. ii. 8
j
Luke i. 3

;
Acts xviii. 25

j
1 Thess. v. 2. Still

the second meaning is virtually involved in the
first, for

this accuracy or perfection of walk has a special reference to

observers. They were to see to it that they were walking

p/r] o>5 ao-o^otj a\\* a><? a-ofoi,
" not as unwise, but as wise

men ;" first a negative, and secondly a positive aspect. Kypke,

p. 350
; Winer, 65, 5. The subjective fjuv] connects the

clause with m-epLiraTeire. If the Ephesian Christians walked

without taking heed to their ways, then they walked as fools

do, who stumble and fall or miss the path. Wisdom, not in

theory, but in practice wisdom, and not mere intelligence

was to characterize them
;
that wisdom which preserves in

rectitude, guides amidst temptations, and affords a lesson of

consistency to surrounding spectators. And if there be any
allusion to verse 11, then the inferential meaning is it would

be the height of folly to rebuke that sin which the reprover is

openly committing ;
to condemn profane swearing, and barb

the reprimand* with an oath
;
or exemplify the vices of wrath

and clamour in anathematizing such as may be guilty of them
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It is strange infatuation to be obliged in pointing others to

heaven, to point over one's shoulder. And one peculiar proof

and specimen of wisdom is now given

(Ver. 16.) 'Qt-ayopa$/j<,evoi rov icaipov
"
Redeeming the

time." Col. iv. 5. The participle has been variously under-

stood. The translation of Luther "
suit yourselves to the

time/' is plainly without foundation schicket euch in die Zeit.

The pharaphrase of Ambrosiaster is similar scire quemad-
modum unicunque respondeat. The verb denotes to buy out

of etc; and the middle voice intimates that the purchase is for

one's self for one's own personal benefit. Kaipos, probably
allied to /eetpw, is not ^povo?, simply time, but opportunity.

1

Tittmann, De Synon., p. 39
; Donaldson, New Cratylus, p.

320
; see, however, Benfey, Wurzelleas. vol. ii. p. 288. This

opportunity is supposed to be in some other's possession, and

you buy it. You make it your own by purchase, by giving
in exchange those pleasures or that indolence, the indulgence
of .which would have made you forego such a bargain. The

meaning is, then making the most of every opportunity.

Such is at least a signification that neither the words them-

selves nor the context disprove. We are not on the one

hand to say with Meyer, that e/c is merely intensive, for it

points to that out of which, or out of whose power, the

purchase is to be made
; still, we are not anxiously, on the

other hand, to find out and specify from whom or what the

time is to be redeemed, and to call it "bad men," with

Jerome and Bengel, or " the devil," with Calvin. Such is

too hard a pressure upon the figure. Neither are we curi-.

ously to ask, what is the price given in exchange ? Such is

the gratuitous minuteness of Chrysostom, Theophylact, and

CEcumenius, who refer us to "opponents bribed off," and

of Augustine, Calvin, Estius, Zanchius, Riickert, and Stier,

who understand by the alleged price the offering of all earthly

1 "
Mitylena oriundus Pittacus sum Lesbius,

rfywrxi xKitfv qui dixi sententiam.

Sed iste xxt$os, tempus ut noris, monet :

Et esse xauipv, tempestivum quod vocant.

Eomana sic est vox, VENITO IN TEMPOKB."

Ausonius, Opera, p. 145. Biponti, 1785 .
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hindrance and pleasure. Beza's better illustration is that of

a merchant whose foresight enables him to use all things for

his own purposes ;
and Olshausen remarks that such a lesson

is taught in the parable recorded in Luke xvi. 1-16. The

exegesis of Harless is by far too restricted, for he confines the

phrase to this meaning
" to know the right point of time

when the light of reproof should be let in on the darkness of

sin." Still farther removed from the right conception is the-,

interpretation of Grotius, as if the command were one addressed

to Christians, to avoid danger and so prolong their life; or

that of Wilke, Macknight, and Bretschneider, which is

" seize every opportunity to shun danger." It is thought by
some that the phrase is founded on the Greek version of Dan.

ii. 8, where Nebuchadnezzar said to the Magi of Babylon

^jajtT -pMN sjjy n, rendered on /caipbv ty-iet? e%wyopd%ere.
Even though we were obliged to agree with Dathe, Eosen-

muller, Gesenius, Maurer, and Hitzig, that the phrase meant

there, to buy up or to prolong the time, or seek delay, yet
here the article prefixed by the apostle gives the noun a defi-

nite speciality. Sese (id quod diff-Gillimum fuerit] tempus

ipsum emisse judicii sui. Cicero in Verrem, iii. p. 240 ; Opera,
ed. Nobbe, Lipsise, 1850. The " unwise" allow the propi-

tious moment to pass, and it cannot be recalled. They may
eulogize it, but they have missed it. The "wise," on the

other hand, who walk correctly, recognize it, appreciate it,

take hold of it, make it at whatever sacrifice their own, and

thriftily turn it to the best advantage. They redeem it, as

Severianus says wore /cara^pijo-aa-Oai, avrm 777)09 eva-efieiav.

The apostle adds a weighty reason

on at rjpepai iroviqpai elo-iv
" because the days are evil."

The apostle, as Olshausen remarks, does not adduce the few-

ness of the days to inculcate in general the diligent use of time,

but he insists on the evil of the days for the purpose of urging
Christians to seize on eyery opportunity to counteract that

evil. Beza, Grotius, Eiickert, Eobinson, Wilke, and Wahl,
take the adjective in the sense of "

sorrowful, calamitous, or

dangerous." But we prefer the ordinary meaning
"

evil,"

morally evil, and it furnishes a strong argument. Their days
were evil. All days have indeed been evil, for sin abounds
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in the world. But the days of that period were characterized

by many enormities, and the refining power of Christianity

was only partially and unequally felt. If these days, so evil

afforded any opportunities of doing good, it was all the more

incumbent on Christians to win them and seize them. The

very abundance of the evil was a powerful argument to redeem

the time, and the apostle writing that letter in a prison was

a living example of his own counsel. It is wholly foreign to

the context, on the part of Holzhausen, to refer these evil days

to the period of the mystery of iniquity. 2 Thess. ii. 4
;
1 Tim.

iv. 1. The Greek fathers are careful to remark that the apostle

calls the days evil, not in themselves: TVJV ovcriav as they

are creatures of God
;
but on account of the events with which

they are connected.

(Ver. 17.) Ata TOVTO
//.?) ^tvea-de afaoves

" On this account

become not senseless." On this account not because the

days are evil eVetS^ f) irovijpla avOel as is supposed by
GEcumenius, Menochius, Zanchius, Estius, Riickert, and De
Wette

j
but because we are summoned to walk wisely, redeem-

ing the time, the days being evil, therefore we are to possess

a high amount of Christian intelligence. The epithet d<j>p(ov

characterizes a man who does not use his rational powers.

Ast, Lex. Plat., sub. voce. It differs from acro<o9 which has

reference more to folly in action and daily walk
;
whereas it,

as this verse intimates, signifies a non-comprehension of the

principles on which that walk is to be regulated. Tittmann,
De Synon. 143.

d\\a <rvvievT$ TI TO Oehq/Aa TOV TZvpiov
" but understand-

ing what the will of the Lord is." The participle is variously

read. A and B read in the imperative, tnWere, which Jerome

follows, a reading also approved by Lachmann and Riickert,

though it is probably an emendation conforming to the other

imperatives ;
while crvvibvres is the reading of D1

, F, G, and

is preferred by Harless, Alford, and Meyer; while D3
, E,

K, L, and almost all MSS. read as the Textus Receptus
a-vvievres. We have no objection to the common reading,

which is retained by Tischendorf. The participle signifies

knowing intelligently, and means more than ryivcoa-Keiv. Luke
xii. 47. That will which it is their duty to understand is the
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authoritative expression of the mind of Christ, who embodied

in His own example the purity and benignity of all His pre-

cepts. Codex B adds rj/twv, and Codex A has eo) both

evidently without authority. The Ephesian' Christians, in

order to enable themselves to redeem the time, were not to be

thoughtless, but to possess a perfect understanding of the

Master's will. They would then form just conceptions of

daily duty, and would not lose time through the perplexity of

conflicting obligations. For dekrjiia see under i. 5, 9, 11, and

for Ki/pto9, under i. 2, 3.

(Ver. 18.) Kal
fjjrj peOva-fceaOe oiva)

" And be not made

drunk with wine." Prov. xx. 1, xxiii. 20
;
1 Thess. v. 7.

Again, there is first the negative, and then the positive injunc-

tion. 'By Kai transition is made from a general counsel to a

particular instance, and the injunction thus becomes climactic.

The dative owp is like the Latin ablative of instrument.

Winer, 31-7. There is no proof in the context for the opinion

held, and reckoned possible by De Wette, Koppe, and Holz-

hausen, that the apostle alludes, as in 1 Cor. xi., to any abuse

of the old love-feasts, or of the Lord's Supper. Oivos (with
the digamma vinum, Wein), as the common drink of the

times, is specified by the apostle as the means of intoxication.

And he adds

ev o> earlv ao-oma "in which is
-

dissoluteness," or profli-

gacy Luxuria ; Yulgate. Tittmann, De Synon. p. 152
;

Trench, Synon. 16. Prov. xxviii. 7
;
Tit. i. 6

;
1 Pet. iv. 4.

The antecedent to o> is not olVo?, but the entire previous

clause. The Syriac borrows simply J^.S_^2i_cDj
The term

acra>T09, from a privative and cr&>a), is the picture of a sad and

very common result. It is sometimes used by the classics to

signify one who is, as we say,
"
past redemption

"
Trapa TO

crct><a> (Etymolog. Mag.} ;
oftener one gui servare neguit. The

adverb aawTcos is used of the conduct of the prodigal son in

the far country in Luke xv. 13. See Tit. i. 6
;
1 Pet. iv. 4

;

Sept. Prov. xxviii. 7
;
2 Mace. iv. 6. Aristotle, in his Ethics,

iv., virtually defines the term thus TO fydeipeiv rrjv ovo-iav,

or again, acrwria GCTTIV virep^o\r)
r

rrepl ^prjp^ara or again,

Tot9 atcpaieis Kal 649 aKoXaa-lav BaTravypovs ao-coTou9 tcahov^ev.

Cicero (De Finibus) says noli'm mihifingere asotos, ut
soletis,
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qui in mensam vomant, p. 1006, Opera, ed. Nobbe. Theophy-

lact, alluding to the etymology, says ov o-e6et aXV aTroXXv-

a-iv ov rb o-Stfjba fiovov a\\h Kal T-rjv 'tyvyfiv, and the drunkard's

progress, described by Clement in the first chapter of the

second book of his Pcedagogue, is a series of tableaux without

veil or reserve. Referring to the origin which he assigns to

the term, he also says 'Aowroy? re avrovs ol KaXia-avre^ e5

poi $oKov<ri,v alvi'nea'Oai TO reXo? avr&v, aoworov? ai/rovs,

Kara eK0\^i,v rov a- o-rot%e^ot vevoijKores.

There is in the vice of intemperance that kind of dissolute-

ness which brooks no restraint, which defies all efforts to reform

it,
and which sinks lower and lower into hopeless and helpless

ruin. It is erroneous, therefore, on the part of Schoettgen,
1 to

restrict the term to lasciviousness, though intemperance be, as

Varro called it, Veneris suscitdbulum; as Jerome too, venter

mero aestuans facile despumat in libidinem. The connection

between the two vices is notorious
;
but libidinous indulgence

is only one element of the ao-aria. This tremendous sin of

intemperance is all the more to be shunned as its hold is so

great on its victims, for with periodical remorse there is peri-

odical inebriety ;
the fatal cup is again coveted and drained

;

while character, fortune, and life are risked and lost in the

gratification of an appetite of all others the most brutal in form

and brutifying in result. There are few vices out of which

there is less hope of recovery its haunts are so numerous and

its hold is so tremendous. As Ephesus was a commercial

town and busy seaport, its wealth led to excessive luxury, and

Bacchus was the rival of Diana. The women of Ephesus as

the priestesses of Bacchus, danced round Mark Antony's chariot

on his entrance into the city. Drunkenness was indeed an

1 Bammidbar rabba sect. 10, fol. 206, 3. w
]

KOtD Olpa to niTS- Ubicunque
est vinum, nimirum quod abundanter bibitur, ibi est immunditia, scortatio, et

adulterium.

Ibidem fol. 208, 3. Si homo unum pocuhtm bibit, nempe rWlli quarta pars

rationis ab ipso recedit. Si duos bibit, duse partes rationia abeunt. Si tres, toti-

dem partes rationis abeunt, et cor ipsius conturbatum est, et statim ejusmodi

verba loquitur, quse null! rei quadrans. Si vero quatuor bibit, tune omnis ratio

abscedit, et renes ejus (in quibus ex mente Judaeorum etiam pars queedam rationis

residet) perturbantur, et cor diripitur, et lingua officium non facit, vult quidem

aliquid proferre, sed non potest.

Post pauca ibid. v\"7 ? Nm s 51D VN Non egreditur bonurn quid e vino.
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epidemic in those times and lands. Alexander the Great, who

died a "sacrifice to Bacchus and not to Mars, offered a prize to

him who could drink most wine, and thirty of the rivals died

in the act of competition. Plato boasts of the immense quan-
tities of liquor which Socrates could swill uninjured ;

and the

philosopher Xenocrates got a golden crown from Dionysius

for swallowing a gallon at a draught. Cato often lost his

senses over his choice Falernian. The "excess" or dissolute-

ness attendant on drunkenness and the other vices referred to

in the previous context, is also illustrated by many passages in

the Miles Qloriosus of Plautus, the Latin version of an older

Greek drama. The "
braggart captain," a citizen of Ephesus,

is described in the prologue by his own servant as " a vain,

impudent, foul fellow, brimful of lying and lasciviousness."1

Another character of the piece thus boasts "Either the merry
banterer likewise, or the agreeable boon companion will I be

;

no interrupter of another am I at a feast. I bear in mind

how properly to keep myself from proving disagreeable to my
fellow-guest," &c In fine, at Ephesus was

I born, not among the Apulians, not at Animula " 2
(there

being in this last term a difference of reading).

a\\a TrKypovtrOe ev Hvev^an
" but be filled with the

Spirit." The terms otvo? and Trvevpa are not contrasted simply,
as is pleaded by Harless, but the two clauses are in antithesis.

The verb is in the passive voice, and is followed by the

1 " Hoc oppidum Ephesu'st: inde Miles meus herus,

Qui hinc ad forum abiit, gloriosus, impudens,

Stercoreus, plenus perjurii atque adulterii." Act ii. sc. 1.

2 " Et ego amoris aliquantulum habeo, humorisque meo etiam in corpore :

Neque dum exarui ex amcenis rebus et voluptariis.

Vel cavillator facetus, vel conviva comrnodus

Item ero : neque ego unquam oblocutor sum alter! in convivio,

Incommoditate abstinere me apud convivas commode

Commemini, et mere orationis justam partem persequi ;

Et meam partem itidem tacere, cum aliena est oratio.

Neque ego unquam alienum scortum subigito in convivio,

Neque praeripio pulpamentum, neque prsevorto poculum,

Neque per vinum unquam ex me exoritur dissidium in convivio.

Si quis ibi est odiosus, abeo doinum, segrego.

Venerem, amorem, amoanitatemque accubans exerceo.

Minime sputator, screator sum, itidem minime muccidus.

Post Ephesi sum natus
;
non in Apulis, nou sum in Umbria." Act. iii. sc. 1.
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instrumental ev an unusual construction. It has after it some-

times the genitive -and sometimes the dative or accusative,

with different meanings. Winer, 31, 7. 'Ey, therefore, may
denote the element as frequently, and not the instrument; the

Spirit, as Matthies says, Ibeing represented not merely als

Mittd und Inhalt. Col. ii. 10, iv. 12. Not only were they to

possess the Spirit, but they were to be filled in the Spirit, as

vessels filled to overflowing with the Holy Ghost. Men are

intoxicated with wine, and they attempt to
"

fill" themselves

with it
;
but they cannot. The exhilaration which they covet

can only be felt periodically, and again and again must they
drain the wine cup to relieve themselves of despondency. But

Christians are "
filled" in or with the Spirit, whose influences

are not only powerful, but replete with satisfaction to the

heart of man. Ps. xxxvi. 8
;
Acts ii. 15, 16. It is a sensation

of want a desire to fly from himself, a craving after something
which is felt to be out of reach, eager and restless thirst to enjoy,

if at all possible, some happiness and enlargement of heart

that usually leads to intemperance. But the Spirit fills Chris-

tians, and gives them all the elements of cheerfulness and peace;

genuine elevation and mental freedom
; superiority to all de-

pressing influences
;
and refined and permanent enjoyment.

Of course, if they are so filled with the Spirit, they feel no

appetite for debasing and material stimulants.

(Yer. 19.) A.a\ovvre<; eat/rot?
"
Speaking to one another."

Under the relaxing influence of wine the tongue is loosened,

and the unrestrained conversation too often passes into that

species of language, the infamy ofwhich the apostle has already

exposed. The participle is connected in syntax with ?rX^-

povcrde, for this "speaking" is the result of spiritual fulness.
c

Eavrot9 is for dXX^Xot?, as in iv. 82, and cannot signify, as

Morus and Michaelis would render it
" with yourselves,"

or "within you," but "among yourselves," or "in concert."

The verb \a\eiv has the general signification of "
using the

voice," and is specifically different from eliretv and XeyeH/, for

it is used of the sounds of animals and musical instruments.

See the Lexicons, and Tittmann, De Syrian, pp. 79, 80. Each

was not to repeat a psalm to his neighbour, for in such a case

confusion and jargon would be the result
;
but the meaning of
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the clause seems to "be this
"
Giving expression among your-

selves, or in concert, to your joyous emotions in psalms and

hymns and spiritual songs." AaXovvres eavTois, different

from Xeyqz/re? TT/W eavrow, may, perhaps, signify
" in

responsive chorus," or dicere secum invicem, as Pliny's letter

describes it. We know that ancient sacred song was of this

antiphonal nature
; nay, Nicephorus Callistus in his History,

xiii. 8, says, that such a practice was handed down from the

apostles rrjv TWV avn^wvwv crvvrjOeiav avooOev a7roa-TO\o)v
f)

eKK\tjaria Trape\afte. Theodoret traces the same custom to

the church at Antioch (Hist. Eccles. ii. 24), while Socrates

ascribes the origin of it to Ignatius. Hist. vi. 8. Augus-

tine, however, carries such responsoria no higher than the epis-

copate of Ambrose at Milan. But indeed many of the psalms
were composed so as to be sung by a chorus and semichorus,

as is plainly marked in the 2nd and in the 24th.

The apostle refers certainly to social intercourse, and in all

probability also, and at the same time, to meetings for divine

service. The heathen festivals were noted for intemperate

revelry and song, but the Christian congregation was to set

an example of hallowed exhilaration and rapture. The pages
of Clement of Alexandria throw some light on such ancient

practices. Pcedagog. lib. ii. cap. 4. We cannot say, with Le
Clerc and Eiickert, that the three following terms are synony-
mous repetitions, and that the apostle does not characterize

different kinds of sacred poetry:

i/ra\//,ot5
" in psalms

"
the dative being what Winer

calls "the simple dative of direction." 31-4. This term,
from ^d\\6iv to strike the lyre, is, according to its deriva-

tion, a sacred song chaunted to the accompaniment of instru-

mental music. So Basil rightly defines it o i/raX/i09, \6yos

//.owi/co?, orav evpv6fia)^ Kara rovs ap/jLovucovs \6yovs
TO opyavov /cpdvrjTai. On Ps. xxix. The definition of

Gregory of Nyssa is similar i|ra,tyio9 eariv rj Bid rov opydvov
TOV fjiovaiKov yu-eX)Sia. This specific idea was lost in course

of time, and the word retained only the general sense of a

sacred poetical composition, and corresponds to the Hebrew
itoip. It denotes sometimes the Book of Psalms (Luke xx.

42
;
Acts i. 20

3
xiii. 33

;
and in one place it signifies the im-
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provised effusion of one who possessed some of the charismata,
or gifts of the early church. 1 Cor. xiv. 26.

Kai
vfj,voi,<s

" and hymns." These are also sacred poetical

compositions, the primary purpose of which is to praise, as

may Ibe seen in those instances in which the verb occurs,

Acts xvi. 25
;
Heb. ii. 12. The term corresponds to the

Hebrew words -ma and n|nn. Deyling Observat. Sacr. vol. iii.

430 : Le Moyne, Notce in Varia Sacra, p. 970. The hymn
was more elaborate and solemn in its structure than the ode.

The idea of Grrdtius appears to be quite baseless, that hymns
were extemporales Dei laudes. The idea of improvisation is

not necessarily implied in the word, but belongs rather to the

following term. The hymn is thus defined by Phavorinus

vfjuvos, fj Trpbs ebv toStf ; and by Gregory of Nyssa v^vos, 77

TO> (Dew ev<f>r)nta. The same meaning of the term is found in

Arrian fifivoi ftev eV row Oeoixj Troiovvrai, &c. "hymns
are composed for the gods, but eulogies for men "

eiralvoL Se

6? avOpwTrovs. Exped. Alex. 4. Augustine on Ps. Ixxxii. says

si sit laus, et nisi sit Dei, non est hymnus ; si sit laus, et Dei

laus, et non cantetur, non est hymnus. Oportet ergo, ut si sit

hymnus, habeat Jicec tria, et laudem, et Dei, et canticum. The

Coptic version translates the noun by 2A$\CJULOY
"
doxologies."

Kal ajSats irvevfj,artKal<;
" and spiritual songs." TLvevpa-

Tucais is put within brackets by Lachmann and Alford, on the

authority of B and a few authorities. The ode is a general

term, and denotes the natural outburst of an excited bosom

the language of the sudden impulses of an Oriental tempera-

ment. Such odes as were allowed to Christians are termed
"
spiritual," that is, prompted by the Spirit which filled them.

But the psalms and hymns are already marked out as conse-

crated, and needed no such additional epithet. For the pre-

vailing meaning of the adjective, see under i. 3. Odes of this

nature are found in Scripture, as that of Hannah at her boy's

consecration, that of the Virgin at the Annunciation, and that

of Zechariah on the birth of his son. It is plain that the

hymn and the ode might pass into one another, but we cannot

agree with Harless, in regarding the "songs" as simply a more

general designation ;
or with Meyer, in supposing, whatever
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the general meaning and the usage elsewhere, that here and

in such a connection they are the genus of which psalms and

hymns are the species, and that the clause is one of the apostle's

common cumulations. As a considerable portion of the church

at Ephesus was composed of Jews, these psalms in the idiom

of a Jew might be the Psalms of the Old Testament, .and not

merely sacred poems thus named by them, as is the opinion

of Harless
;
and the hymns might be compositions of praise

specially adapted to the Gentile mind, though not inapposite

to the Jew. The imagery, allusions, and typical references of

the Psalms could not be fully appreciated by the Gentile sec-

tions of the churches. And these "
spiritual odes," perhaps

of a more glowing and individual nature, taking, the shape
both of psalms and hymns, might be recited or chaunted in

their assemblies or churches, as the Spirit gave utterance.

Acts x. 46. Tertullian says in his Apology ut quisquis de

Scriptures Sanctis
}
vel de proprio ingenio potest) provocatur

in medium Deo canere. Many hymns which were originally

private and personal, have thus become incorporated with the

psalmody of our churches. Stier, who does not coincide with

all we have said on this subject, yet gives this definition,
"

biblical, ecclesiastical, and private poems ;

" and his idea is

far better than that of Baumgarten-Crusius, who understands

the terms as denoting
"
songs of thanks, of praise, and lyrics."

Jerome says Hymni sunt quifortitudinem et majestatem prce-

dicant Dei
}
et ejusdem semper vel benejlcia vel facta mirantur.

Quod omnes psalmi continent) quibus Alleluja vel prcepositum}

vel subjectum est. Psalmi autem proprie ad ethicum locum per-

tinent, utper organum corporis, quidfaciendum et quidvitandum
sit

}
noverimus. Qui vero de superioribus disputat et concentum

mundi omniumque creaturarum ordinem atque concordiam sub-

tills disputator edisserit) iste spirituale canticum can-it. The
service of song enjoyed peculiar prominence in the ancient

'church. The Fathers often eulogize the Psalms of David. An
exuberant encomium of Basil's may be found in his commentary
on the first Psalm. Hooker has some beautiful remarks on

the same theme in the fifth book of his Ecclesiastical Polity)

and the tender and exquisite preface of Bishop Home must

be fresh in the memory of every reader. Eusebius
testifies,
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that besides the Psalms, other compositions were sung in the

churches. They were to be

aSovT69 Kal tyd\\ovre<; ev rfj /capita vp&v
"
singing and

making melody in your heart." Some MSS. such as A, D,

E, F, G, read /capSlats, but they are counterbalanced by
Codices B, K, L, the Syriac version, and the Greek fathers.

The previous \ci\ovvres is defined by aSoi/re? as being co-ordi-

nate with it. The second participle may denote an additional

exercise. Their .speech was to be song, or they were to be

singing as well as speaking. M/aXXew, originally
"
to strike

the lyre," came to signify
"
to strike up a tune," and it denotes

the prime accompaniment of these songs, to wit, the symphony
of the soul. This is indeed secret and inaudible melody, but

it is indispensable to the acceptance of the service

" Non vox, sed votum, non chordula musica, sed cor ;

Non clamans, sed amans, cantat in aure Dei."

Ruckert, Harless, Baumgarten-Crusius, Olshaasen, and Meyer
understand the apostle to inculcate a species of silent warbling,

totally distinct from the common practice of song, and which

was to be felt as the result of this fulness of the Spirit. But

it seems to be to the open and audible expression of Christian

feeling that the apostle refers in the phrase \a\ovvres /cal

aSoi/re?; while coupled with this, he adds with emphasis
"
playing in your hearts." The words, indeed, denote secret

melody, but may not the secret and inner melody form an

accompaniment to the uttered song? The phrase, as Harless

says, does not mean heartily, or e/c /capBtas would have been

employed. Compare Horn. i. 9 ev ra> irvev[Jiari ftov. Theo-

doret comes nearer our view when . he says
" He sings with

his heart who not only moves his tongue, but also excites his

mind to the understanding of the sentiments repeated,"

a\\a fcal rov vovv els rrjv rwv XeyofAevcov Kcvravorja-iv Ste^eipeov.

Now this silent playing in the heart will be that sincere and

genuine emotion, which ought to accompany sacred song.
The heart pulsates in unison with the melody. Mere music is

but an empty sound
;

for compass of voice, graceful execution,
and thrilling notes are a vain offering in themselves. The
Fathers complained sometimes that the mere melody of the
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church service took away attention from the spirit and meaning
of the exercise. Thus Jerome says justly on this passage
" Let young men hear this : let those hear it who have the

office of singing in the church, that they sing not with their

voice, but with their heart, to the Lord
;
not like tragedians

physically preparing their throat and mouth, that they may
sing after the fashion of the theatre in the church. He that

has but an ill voice, if he has good works, is a sweet singer

before God."1 " Let the servant of Christ so order

his singing, that the words which are read may please more

than the voice of the singer ;
that the spirit which was in Saul

may be cast out of them who are possessed with it, and not

find admittance in those who have turned the house of God
into a 'Stage and theatre of the people."

2
Cowper, with a

delicate stroke of satire, says of some in his day

" Ten thousand sit

Patiently present at a sacred song,

Content to hear

(0 wonderful effect of music's powers !)

Messiah's eulogies, for Handel's sake."

TW Kvpia> "to the Lord," or as Pliny reported Christo

quasi Deo. To Him who loved the church, and died for it

to Him, the Lord of all, who sends down that Spirit which

fills the heart and prompts it to melody such praise is to be

rendered. And the early church, in obedience to the apostle's

mandate, acknowledged His Divinity, and sang praise to Him
as its God. The hymnology of the primitive church leaves

not a doubt of its belief in Christ's supreme Divinity. Pye
Smith's Scripture Testimony, vol. ii. p. 460, ed. 1859

;

August, Ohristl. Archaol, vol. ii. p. 113; Bingham, Antiquities,
vol. iv. p. 380. One of these very old and venerable relics,

the Morning Hymn preserved in the Liturgy of the Church

1 " Avidiant hsec adolescentuli : audiant hi quibus psallendi in ecclesia officium

est, Deo non voce, sed corde cantandum: nee in tragcedorum modum guttur et

fauces dulci medicamine colliniendas, ut in ecclesia theatrales moduli audiantur et

cantica, sed in timore, in opere, in scientia Scripturarum. Quamvis sit aliquis, ut

solent illi appellare xttxtyavts, si hona opera habuerit, dulcis apud Deum cantus est."

2 "
Sic cantet servus Christi, ut non vox canentis, sed verba placeant quse leguntur :

ut spiritus malus, qui erat in Saule, ejiciatur ab his, qui similiter ab eo possidentur,

et non introducatur in eos, qui de domo scenam fecere populorum."
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of England, is subjoined as a specimen, not only in its spirit

and theology, but in its antiphonal structure

"
Glory be to God on high, and in earth peace, good will towards men. We

praise thee, we bless thee, we worship thee, we glorify thee, we give thanks to thee

for thy great glory, Lord God, heavenly King, God the Father Almighty.
"

Lord, the only-begotten son Jesu Christ
;
O Lord God, Lamb of God, Son of

the Father, that takest away the sins of the world, have mercy upon us. Thou that

takest away the sins of the world, have mercy upon us. Thou that takest away the

sins of the world, receive our prayer. Thou that sittest at the right hand of God

the Father, have mercy upon us.

" For thou only art holy ;
thou only art the Lord ; thou only, Christ, with the

Holy Ghost, art most high in the glory of God the Father. Amen"

(Ver. 20.) Eu^aptorowTe? Trap-Tore virep travrwv "
Giving

thanks always for all things." Many collocations as Kavrore

Travrwv are given by Lobeck, Pardlip. vol. i. pp. 56, 57.

This clause is still connected with TrKypova-Oe ev TLvevpdTi, and

is further descriptive of one of its results and accompaniments.
The heart becomes so susceptible in the possession of this

fulness of the Spirit, that grateful emotions predominate, for its

own unworthiness is contrasted with God's gifts poured down

upon it in crowded succession. 1 Thess. v. 18. And this

thanksgiving, from its very nature and causes, is continuous

Trdvrore inrep iravrmv. Thanksgiving cannot be always for-

mally rendered, but the adverb has the same popular intensive

meaning in 1 Thess. v. 18. Some, such as Theodoret, take

Trdvrwv in the masculine, which is against the context
;
for it

is of duty toward God the apostle speaks, not duty toward

man, nor can we, with Meyer and others, limit the "all things"

to blessings. We take it in a more extended and absolute

sense, with Chrysostom, Jerome, and others. Chrysostom,

indeed, says "we are to thank God for hell" inrep r>?9

ryeevvr)? ay-n}?. Whether this extreme sentiment be just or

not, it is foreign to the context, for the apostle speaks of "
all

things
" now possessed by us, or sent upon us ov% virep rwv

asya0)V povov, says Theophylact ;
etiam in ns quce adversa

putantur, says Jerome. It is an easy thing to thank God for

blessings enjoyed, but not so easy to bless Him in seasons of

suffering ; yet when men are filled with the Spirit, their modes
of thought are so refined and exalted, and their confidence in
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tlie divine benignity is so unhesitating, that they feel even

adversity and affliction to be grounds of thanksgiving, for

" Behind a frowning Providence,

He hides a smiling face."

So many and so salutary are the lessons imparted by chas-

tisement ^o much mercy is mingled up in all their trials so

many proofs are experienced of God's staying "his rough wind

in the day of his east wind," that the saints will not hang
their harps on the willows, but engage in earnest and blessed

minstrelsy. And such eucharistic service is to be presented

ev ovo/JLan rov TZvplov r)(jL&v 'I^trou Xpto-rov
" in the name

of our Lord Jesus Christ." These thanks are rendered not

to "the honour of his name," for the phrase is not efc TO

ovofAa. To do anything
"
to the name of," and to do it

" in the

name "
of another, are widely different. The former implies

honour and homage ;
the latter authority and warrant. Com-

pare et9 TO ovo/j,a, Matt, xxviii. 19
;
Acts xix. 5

;
1 Cor. i.

13, 15
;
but ev TW ovo^an has a very different meaning, as

may be seen in John xiv. 13
;
Acts iv. 12, x. 48

;
Col. iii.

1 7
;
2 Thess. iii. 6

;
1 Pet. iv. 14. His name is the one element

in which thanks are to be rendered that is, by His warrant

thanks are offered, and for His sake they are accepted. The

phrase occurs in many connections, of which Harless has given

only a sample. Thus in His name miracles are done, Luke
x. 17

;
Acts. iii. 6, iv. 10, xvi. 18, James, v. 14

;
ordinances

are dispensed, Acts x. 48, 1 Cor. v. 4
;
devotional service is

offered and prayer answered, John xiv. 13, xvi. 23, 26, Phil,

ii. 10
;
claim of divine commission is made, Mark xi. 9, Luke

xix. 38; blessing 'is enjoyed, Acts iv. 12, 1 Cor. vi. 11;
the spiritual rule of life is enjoined, Col. iii. 17

;
a solemn

charge is made, 2 Thess, iii. 6
; reproach is born, 1 Pet. iv.

14
;
or certain states of mind are possessed, Acts ix. 27, 28.

Whatever the varieties of relation, or act, or state, the same

generic idea underlies them all as Bengel says, ut perinde sic

ac si Christus faciat. Giving thanks

TO) @e&> KOI ttarpt "to God and the Father." The

article, as in similar places, is not repeated before the second

noun, for it is but another epithet of Him who is named under
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the first term. Winer, 19, 3, note. See under i. 3. As
to the relation of Harijp, Erasmus, Estius, Harless, Meyer,
and Baumgarten-Crusius refer it to Christ

;
but others, as

Zanchius, Riickert, and Matthies, refer it to believers. The

word, however, appears to have been employed in a general

sense, for the paternal character of God has relation as well to

His own Son, as to all His adopted human children.

(Ver. 21.) "TTTOTao-a-oftevoi, a\\tf\ot? ev
(j>6/3(p Xpia-rov

"
Submitting yourselves to one another in the fear of Christ."

Rom. xiii. 1; 1 Pet. ii. 13, v. 5. The authority for eov

is so slight, that it needs not be recounted. This additional

participial clause, which concludes the paragraph, forms also

a link between it and the next. Indeed it commences a new
section in Knapp's edition, and Olshausen inclines to the

same opinion, but the participial form VTroracrcropevoi forbids

such a supposition. Chrysostom joins the clause to the former

verses, and his arrangement is followed by Riickert, Meier,

Estius, Meyer, Harless. Winer, 4, 6. Olshausen mistakes

the connection when he wonders how an advice to subordina-

tion can be introduced as a sequel to spiritual joy. But the

participle viroraa-a-ofjievoi is joined to TrJvrjpovo-Oe, and has no

necessary or explanatory connection with the other dependent

participles preceding it. It introduces a new train of thought,

and is so far connected with the previous verb, as to indicate

that this reciprocal deference has its root and origin in the

fulness of the Spirit. It would perhaps be going too far to

say, that as the phrase,
" be not drunk with wine," is related

to the clause,
" be filled with the Spirit," so this connected

verse stands opposed, at the same time, to that self-willed

perversity and that fond and foolish egotism which inebriety

so often creates. It is out of all rule, on the part of Calvin,

Zanchius, Koppe, Flatt, and Matthies, to take the participle

as an imperative. The words ev <f)6(3w Xpio-rov describe the

element of this submission. It is reverential submission to

Christ. Acts ix. 31
;
2 Cor. v. 11

;
vii. 1

;
1 Pet. iii. 2. <6o5

here is not terror or slavish apprehension, but that solemn

awe which the authority of Christ inspires. In this the mutual

deference and submission commanded by the apostle must

have their seat. This Christian virtue is not cringing obse-
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quiousness ;
and while it stands opposed to rude and dictatorial

insolence, and to that selfish preference for our own opinion

and position which amounts to a claim of infallibility, it is

not inconsistent with that honest independence of disposition

and sentiment which every rational and responsible being
must exercise. It lays the foundation also, as is seen in the

following context, for the discharge of relative duty, as in the

three instances of wives, children, and servants, nor is it without

room for exhibition in the case of husbands, parents, and

masters
;
in short, it should be seen to develop itself in all the

relations of domestic life.

(Ver. 22.) With regard to the following admonition it is to

be borne in mind, that in those days wives when converted

and elevated from comparative servitude, might be tempted,

in the novel consciousness of freedom, to encroach a little as

if to put to the test the extent of their recent liberty and

enlargement. The case was also no uncommon one for Chris-

tian wives to have unbelieving husbands, and the wife might

imagine that there was for her an opportunity to manifest the

superiority of a new and happy creed. 1 Pet. iii. 1-6. And
those Ephesian wives had little of the literary and none of

the religious education enjoyed by the daughters of modern

Christian households. Even under the Mosaic law, women
and wives had few legal rights, and they too, when baptized,
needed the injunction of the apostle

al lyvvatKes rot? IBiois avSpaanv, o>9 TOO }Lvpi<p
" wives

submit yourselves to your own husbands, as to the Lord."

The sentence has no verb, and it afforded, therefore, a fair oppor-

tunity for the ingenuity of the early copyists. Some MSS.,
such as D, E, F, Gr, add VTrorda-crea-Oe after fyvval/ces. Scholz

and Halm place the same word after avSpda-iv, while A and

some minusculi add vTroraa-o-ea-dwo-av a reading followed

by Lachmann. There are other variations in the form of

attempted supplement. Jerome proves that there was nothing
in the Greek Codices to correspond to the sulditce sint of the

Latin version. The continuity of the apostle's style did not

require any verbal supplement, and though the gender differs,

eyery tyro will acquiesce in the reason given by Jerome etc

KOLVOV resonat. Jelf, 391. The idea conveyed in the participle
2 E
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of the previous verse guides the sense. Wives, in the spirit of

this submission, are to be directed in their duty to their hus-

bands. The noun avtfp, often signifies a husband, as " man "

does in vernacular Scotch. Matt. i. 16; Johniv. 16-18
; Homer,

Od. xxiv. 195
;
Herod, i. 140. So also &H in Hebrew, Deut.

xxii. 23. The precise meaning of IBlois in this connection

has been disputed. There are two extremes
;
that indicated

by Valla, Bullinger, Bengel, Steiger, and Meyer, as if the

apostle meant to say, Your own husbands not other and

stranger men
;
and that maintained by De Wette, Harless,

and Olshausen, that IBtois merely stands for the common pos-

sessive pronoun. But in all such injunctions in which IBtots

is used, as in 1 Cor. vii. 2
;
Col. iii. 18

;
1 Pet. iii. 1, the word

seems to indicate peculiar closeness of possession and relation,

though indeed in later Greek its meaning is somewhat relaxed.

John v. 18
;
Rom. viii. 32

;
1 Cor. xiv. 35, &c. Winer,

22, 7
; Phrynich. ed. Lobeck, 441. The duty of submission

is plainly based on that tenderness, specialty, or exclusiveness

of relationship which t'S/ot? implies. But that submission is

not servitude, for the wife is not a mere vassal. The sentiment

of Paul is not that of the heathen poet

cSouXjj wepvxev avdgbg i] tfupguv

jj
de^ ffupguv avo/cc rlv %uv6vd' u

The insubordination of wives has always been a fertile source

of satire
;
and yet Christian ladies in early times drew forth

this compliment from Libanius, the "last glory of expiring

paganism" proTij quotes feminas Jiabent Ohristiani! The
essence of this submission is explained by the important
words

0)9 T&> Kvpiip
" as .to the Lord." Pelagius, Thomas

Aquinas, and Semler capriciously regard this noun as standing
for the plural fcvploLs, and render it

" as to your masters," refer-

ring to their husbands. Eiickert, Harless, Olshausen, Meyer,
and Matthies take it to mean, that ye render this submission

to your husbands as if it were rendered to Christ who enjoins

it
; or, as Chrysostom more lucidly explains it a>? elSviai,

on T& Kvp/) BovKeveTe. The adverb cw? denotes the character

1
Euripides, CEdip. Fragm. Opera, curd Dindorf, ii. p. 923.
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of the obedience enjoined, and such seems to be the grammatical

meaning of the clause. The context, however, might suggest

another phase of meaning. "Women," says Olshausen, "are

to be in submission, not to their husbands as such, but to the

ordinance of God in the institution of marriage." And so De

Wette, preceded by Erasmus, observes that the clause is

explained by the following verse. The husband stands to the

wife in the same relation as Christ stands to the church, and

the meaning then, is,
not as if she were doing a religious duty,

but " in like manner as to the Lord" the duties of the church

to Him being the same in spirit as those of a wife to her hus-

band. In either case the submission of a wife is a religious

obligation. She may be in many things man's superior in

sympathy, in delicacy of sentiment, warmth of devotion, in

moral heroism, and in power and patience of self-denial. Still

the obedience inculcated by the apostle sits gracefully upon

her, and is in harmony with all that is fair and feminine in

her position and temperament :

" For contemplation he and valour formed

For softness she and sweet attractive grace :

He for God only, she for God and him."

(Ver. 23.) "Ori, avrfp CCTTIV fce<j>a\r) T*}? lyvvaiKoSj to? KOL 6

Xptcrro? Ke<f>a\r) -7% 6KK\r)cria<; "For the husband is head

of the wife, as also Christ is Head of the church." The pre-

ponderance of authority is against the article o before avrjp,

which appears in the Received Text. It does not need the

article (Winer, 19), though the article would not alter the

meaning. It stands here as a species of monadic noun
;
or it

may be rendered as a general proposition
" as a husband is

the head of the wife
"

the article before yvvaiKos pointing
out the special relation " his wife." "On introduces the

reason why wives should be submissive " as to the Lord."

In the phrase &>9 KOI " as also
"

KCLI is not superfluous,

though it occurs only in the second clause and marks the

sameness of relation in KetyaXrj. Klotz-Devar. vol. ii. 635.

The meaning of the sentiment, Christ is the Head of the

church, has been already explained .under i. 22, and again
under iv. 15, 16. The reader may turn to these explanations,
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As Christ is Head of the church, so the husband is head of

the wife. Authority and government are lodged in him
;
the

household has its unity and centre in him; from him the

wife receives her cherished help ;
his views and feelings are

naturally adopted and acted out by her
;
and to him she looks

up for instruction and defence. Severed from him she be-

comes a widow, desolate and cheerless
;
the ivy which clasped

itself so lovingly round the oak, pines and withers when its

tree has fallen. And there is only one head
;
dualism would

be perpetual antagonism. This marital headship is man's

prerogative in virtue of his prior creation, for he was first

formed in sole and original dignity. 1 Tim. ii. 13.
" Neither

was the man created for the woman, but the woman for the

man," so that he is in position the superior.
" The man is

not of the woman, but the woman of the man" a portion of

himself his other self; taken out from near his heart
; and,

therefore, though his equal in personality and fellowship, being
of him and for him and after him, she is second to him. Nay,

more, "Adam was not deceived; but the woman, being deceived,

was in the transgression;" and to her the Lord God said,
"
Thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over

thee," though the gospel lightens this portion of the curse

which has been so terribly felt in all non-Christian lands.

Each sex is indeed imperfect by itself, and the truest unity is

conjugal duality. Still, though the woman was originally of

the man, yet now "the man is by the woman" "the mother

of all living." Finally, the apostle illustrates this headship

by the striking declaration, that the woman is the "glory of

the man," but " the man is the image and glory of God."

1 Cor. xi. 3-12
;

1 Tim. ii. 14.

ai/ro<? crwrrjp rov a-toparos
" Himself Saviour of the body."

The words icai and eart in the Keceived Text are found in

D2
,
D3

,
E2

, K, L, in the majority of MSS. and in the Syriac

and Gothic versions. Tittmann and Keiche also hold by the

longer reading, but the words are wanting in A, B, D1

,
E1

,

F, G, while Codex A reads o a-wrrfp. AUTO? is emphatic and

can refer only to Xptcrro?.
" Christ is Head of the church

Himself, and none other, Saviour of the body." Winer,

24, 4 b, note. Some refer it to avrjp. Chrysostom's exposi-
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tion would seem to imply such a reference, and Holzhausen

formally adopts it. But it is of Christ the apostle is speaking,

and the independent and emphatic clause, thrown off without

any connecting particle, gives a reason why He is Head of the

church, to wit " Himself Saviour of the body." The reader

may turn to the meaning of crw//,a under i. 23, iv. 15, 16.

The paronomasia is imitated by Clement, ad Corinth, xxxviii.

crei)ecr#a> oftv rjfM&v o\ov TO crw/^a ev XptcrroS 'I^a-oC. Christ

is the Saviour of His body the church not only its Redeemer

by an act of atonement, but its continued Deliverer, Preserver,

and Benefactor, and so is deservedly its Head. This Head-

ship originated in the benefits which His church has enjoyed,

and is based on His saving work
;
while the conscious enjoy-

ment of that salvation brings the church gladly to acknowledge
His sole supremacy. Some, indeed, suppose that in this clause

there is an implied comparison, and that the husband is a

species of a-wrtjp to his wife. Bucer, Bullinger,
1

, Musculus,

Aretius, Zanchius, Erasmus, Grotius, Beza, Schrader, Riickert,

Baumgarten-Crusius, Meier, Matthies, De Wette, and Peile,

are of this mind. But the clause is peculiar, avro9 separating
it from what is said before. There is a comparison in K<j)a\^}

that is, in the point of position and authority, but none in

crwrr/p ; for the love and protection which a husband may
afford a wife can never be called creoT^pta, and has no resem-

blance to Christ's salvation. Some even suppose that the

wife is here called awfta, basing their opinion on the language
of ver. 28. There is no warrant for supposing that in the

apostle's mind there was any etymological affinity between

a-aTijp and crcofia, which in Homer signifies a dead body. See

Stier in loc. ; Benfey, Wurzellea;^ i., p. 412 ;
and the two deri-

vations in Plato, Cratylus, 38, p. 233
; Op. }

vol. iv., ed.

Bekker.

(Ver. 24.) 'AXX' cos rj e/c/cX^cr/a VTrorda-o-erai, T< Xpto-roS
" But as the church is subject to Christ." The reading wo-Trep

has no decided authority. The commencement of this clause

occasions some difficulty. The hypothesis of Harless not

unlike that of Riickert, that a\\d is used to resume the main
discourse has been ably refuted by Olshausen. It is true

1
Bullinger says martins uxoris saluti, cortsulat, ertidiat, defendat, nutriat.
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that a\\a does often follow a digression, but there is none

here
;
and even if the words were a digression, they form but

a single clause, and did not surely necessitate a formal aXXd.

To give, with Zanchius and others, this particle the meaning
of " now "

or "
wherefore," cannot Ibe allowed, however such

a meaning may seem to suit the reasoning. 'AXXa, says

Olshausen, simply introduces the proof drawn from what pre-

cedes. The husband is head of the wife as Christ is Head of

the church, and the apostle argues "but as the church is

subject to Christ, so ought wives to be to their husbands."

Winer, 53, 1 a, says that a\\d concludes the demonstration.

De Wette's view is similar " the clause exhibits the other

aspect of the relation, as if he said aber daraus folgt auch."

Hofmann understands the antithesis 'thus "but where the

husband is not to his wife what he should be, in imitation

of Christ, still subordination on her part remains a duty."

Schrrftb. vol. ii. 2, p. 116. .Robinson says that a\\d is used in

an antithetic clause to express something additional, and may
be rendered, "but," "but now," "but further." In the instances

adduced by him there is marked antithesis, but though this

passage is placed among them, there is in it no expressed

contrast. Baumgarten-Crusius smiles at such as find any

difficulty in dXXa
?

for it means, he says, dennoch aber

though the husband has his obligation as saviour of the body,
the wife, yet the wife has hers too, and should be obedient.

This interpretation creates an antithesis by giving the clause
" He is Saviour of the body

" a meaning it cannot bear. See

Bretschneider's Lexicon, sub voce. Meyer and Stier follow

an alternative explanation of Calvin, making the antithesis of

the following nature " Christ has this as a special character-

istic, that He is Saviour of His church; nevertheless, let

wives know, that their husbands are over them after the

example of Christ." Meyer's improved representation of this

idea is
" He himself, and none other, is the Saviour of the

body, yet this relation, which belongs to Him exclusively,

does not supersede the obligation of obedience on the part of

wives toward their husband
;
but as the church is subject to

Christ, so ought wives to submit to their husbands." The

same antithesis is more lucidly phrased by Bengel
"
though
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Christ and not the husband is the Saviour, and though the

husband can have no such claim on his wife, yet the wife is

to obey him as the church obeys Christ." Similarly Hodge,

Ellicott, and Alford. The sense is good, but sounds like a

truism. "Himself is Saviour of the body that certainly

man is not and cannot be, nevertheless as, &c." you are

to obey your husbands, who can never have claims on you
like Christ. The choice is between this and giving a\\d

an antithetic reference. It is very often used after an implied

negative, especially after questions which imply a negative

answer. Luke vii. 7
;
John vii. 49

;
Acts xix. 2. See also

Rom. iii. 31, viii. 37
;
1 Cor. vi. 8, ix. 12. And without a

question, such usage, implying a suppressed negative answer,
is prevalent. Compare Luke xxiii. 15; 2' Cor. viii. 7, xiii. 4;
Gal. ii. 3; Phil. i. 18, ii. 17; 1 Tim. i: 15, 16; Yigerus,
De Id'iotismis

} cap. viii. 1. A singularly acute paper on ovtc

d\\d will be found in the appendix to the Commentary of

Fritzsche on Mark. If we apply such an idiom to the passage
before us, the sense will then be this : The man is head of the

woman, as Christ is Head of the church Himself Saviour of

the body do not disallow the marital headship, for it is a

divine institution oXkd but as the church is subject to

Christ

01/TW9 Kal al ryvvaifces Tot9 dvBpdaiv ev iravrL (viroracrcrea'-

OoMrav} "so let the wives be subject to their husbands in

everything;" 'IS/bt?, which in the Received Text stands before

dvSpdcrw, is properly rejected from the text. The words eV

irdvn mean in everything within the proper circuit of conjugal

obligation. If the husband trespass beyond this sphere he

usurps, and cannot insist upon the obedience implied in the

matrimonial contract. Obedience on the part of a wife is not

a superinduced obligation, It springs from the affection and
softness of her very nature, which is not fitted for robust and
masculine independence, but feels the necessity of reliance

and protection. It is made to confide, not to govern. In the

domestic economy, though government and obedience certainly

exist, they are not felt in painful or even formal contrast;

and, in fact, they are so blended in affectionate adjustment,
that the line which severs them cannot be distinguished. The
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law of marital government is a 1/6^05 aypafos. Even the

heathen poets, as may "be seen in the following quotations from

Menander, Philemon, and Euripides, acknowledged such a

law, though they could not treat the subject with the tender-

ness, beauty, and propriety of the apostle. Their notions are

harder

yvvaixog eanv, ..
xpeTrrov eTvai r uvdpbs, dXX' v

Their images are humiliating

Tot, devrege?ix rfy yvvafixa. fo/'Xeyt/v,

and the feminine consciousness both of weakness and degrada
tion occasionally breaks out

'AXX evvoeft $ rovro ^v, yuva/J^' 8n

u$ vpbg tivfyag ou

(Ver. 25.) Oi avSp$) ofyaTrare ra? ryvvcu/ca? eavr&v "Hus-

bands love your own wives." The apostle now turns to the

duties of husbands. There is some doubt as to the word

eavr&v. Lachmann and Tischendorf reject it
j
A and B want

it; but D, E, K, L, have it. Some MSS., as F and Gr, read

vfjuSyv instead. But there is not sufficient ground to reject it.

As wives are summoned to obedience, so husbands are com-

manded to cherish love. The apostle dwells upon it. In

Eastern countries, where polygamy was so frequent, conjugal

love was easily dissipated ;
and among the Jews, the seclusion

of unmarried young women often made it possible that the

bridegroom was a stranger not only to the temper and manners

of his bride, but even to the features of her face. Disappoint-

ment, followed by quarrel and divorce, must have been a

frequent result. Therefore the apostle wished Christian hus-

bands to be patterns of domestic virtue, and to love their

wives. If love leads to conjugal union, and to the selection

of a woman to be a wife, surely the affection which originated

such an alliance ought to sustain and cheer it. Surliness,

outbursts of temper, passionate remonstrances for mere trifles,
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are condemned. . Husbands are not 'to Ibe domestic tyrants ;

but their dominion is to be a reign of love. As the example
of the church in her relation to Christ is set before wives, so

the example of Christ, in His relation to the church, is set

before husbands

Ka0w<i Kal 6 X/MOTO? ^fyaTTTja-ev rrjv eKK^a-Lav "as also

Christ loved the church." For /ea#ci>9, see i. 4, and icaOws Kat

iv. 32 and v. 2
;
and for e'/e/eX?7cr/a, see i. 22. That church

was originally impure and sinful an infant exposed on the

day of its birth, "to the loathing of its person;
"

but the

Divine Lover passed by and said to
it,

"
Live," for its

" time

was the time of love." The exposed foundling was His foster-

child before it became His bride. Ezek. xvi. Similar phrase-

ology as to love embodied in atonement has been employed in

the 2d verse, of this chapter. What infinite pity and ineffable

condescension are found in Christ's love to His church !

Every blessing enjoyed by her must be traced upward and

backward to the attachment of the Saviour. The church did

not crave His love : He bestowed it. It was not excited by
any loveliness of aspect on the part of the church, for she

was guilty and impure unworthy of His affection. But His

love for her was a fondness tender beyond all conception, and

ardent beyond all parallel

ical eavrov irape^wicev virep avrfj*;
" and. gave Himself for

her." This phraseology has also occurred in the 2d verse of

this chapter, and been there considered. Christ's sacrificial

death in the room of His church, is the proof and expression
of His love. What love to present such a gift ! None could

be nobler than Himself the God-man and so cheerfully con-

ferred ! That gift involved a death of inexpressible anguish,
rendered still more awful by the endurance of the terrible

penalty ;
and yet He shrank not from it. Who can doubt a

love which has proved its strength and glory in such suffering

and death ? Now the love of the husband towards his wife

is to be an image or reflection of Christ's love to the church
;

like it, ardent and devoted
;
like

it, tender and self-abandon-

ing; and like
it,

anxious above all things and by any sacrifice

to secure the happiness of its object. He gave Himself

(Ver. 26.) "Ira avrrjv ayidcrr}, KaOaplffas ra> \ovrpw rov
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ev pr/pari
" In order that He might sanctify her,

having cleansed her by the laver of the water in the word."

This verse contains the nearer purpose, and the following verse

unfolds the ulterior design of the Saviour's love and death,

Tboth being introduced by the telic iva. The account given of

the term ayios under i. 1, will serve so far to explain the

meaning of the allied verb which occurs in this clause. It

denotes to consecrate or to set apart, and then to make holy
as the result of this consecration. Matt, xxiii. 17

;
1 Cor. vii.

14
;
1 Thess. v. 23

;
Heb. ii. 11. Calvin, Beza, Harl.ess, and

Meier take the verb in the former sense. Others, such as

Piscator, Eiickert, Meyer, De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius,

Matthies, and Stier, give the meaning of moral or spiritual

purification. The first appears to us to be the prominent idea,

but not, certainly, to the exclusion of the last signification.

That He might consecrate her, or set her apart to Himself as

His own redeemed and peculiar possession that she should

be His and His alone His by a special tie of tender devoted-

ness was the object of His death. Riickert objects to this

exegesis, that the dative eavrw or T& ew is wanting, but the

supplement is implied in the verb itself. Wholly out of the

question is the interpretation of Koppe, Flatt, and Matthies,

that the verb means to make expiation for to absolve from

guilt. It is true that ayiau> is used in the Septuagint for

the Hebrew' *> (Exod. xxix. 33, 36), and Stuart (Com-

mentary on Heb. ii. 10) maintains that the verb has such a

meaning in the Epistle to the Hebrews, but the examples which

he has adduced admit of the meaning we have assigned to the

word in the passage before us. Heb. x. 10, &c., xiii. 11, 12.

See Delitzsch in loc. Comment, zum B. an die Hebraer, p. 71,

and Bleek in loo., Der B. an die Hebraer, who hold our view.

Moreover, if Kadapiaas refer, as it does, to spiritual purifica-

tion, then it can scarcely be thought that the apostle expresses

the same idea in the previous verb ayido-y. The meaning is,

that having purified her He might consecrate her to Himself
;

this idea being suspended till it is brought out with special

emphasis in the following verse. Meyer distinguishes wyLacrr)

from KaOaplo-a<j}
as if the last were the negative and the first

the positive aspect of the idea. The distinction is baseless,
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for the purifying is as positive as is the sanctification. Harlesa

errs in denying that here, whatever may be the fact elsewhere,-

the action of the participle precedes that of the verb, and in

supposing that they coincide in time KaOapicras being a

further definition of ayidcrr). Hofmann, loc. cit., connects Ka0a-

pia-as immediately with iva Trapaa-r^ay, but very needlessly.

This exegesis is as baseless as is the Syriac version and our

English translation " that He might sanctify and cleanse it."

The nominative to the verb is contained in the participle.

Eiickert, Matthies, and Olshausen render it
"

after that He
has purified

"
nachdem. De Wette, on the other hand, pre-

fers indem " since that." The meaning is not different, if

the participle be thus 'supposed to contain a pre-existent

cause.

The idea expressed by icaOapla-as is that of purification, and

its nature is to be learned from the following terms expressive

of instrumentality. That the phrase rm \ovrp(j> TOV vSaros

refers to the rite of baptism, is the general and correct opinion,

the genitive being that of material, and the dative that of instru-

ment, while the two articles express the recognized prominence
as well of the water as of the laver. But as the entire para-

graph presents a nuptial image, we see no reason on the part

of Harless, Olshausen, and others, for denying all allusion to

the peculiar and customary antenuptial lustrations. The church

is the bride,
" the Lamb's wife ;" and described under this

appellation, her baptism may be viewed as being at the same

time \ovrpbv VV^IKOV. Bos (Escercitat. p. 186), Eisner,

Wetstein, Flatt, Bengel, Kiickert, Matthies, Holzhausen, and

Stier, concur in the same representation. The washing of

water in baptism was the sacrament expressive of purification.

Acts ii. 38, xxii. 16
;
Heb. x. 22. Baptism is called \ovrpbv

iraki^eveo-ia^ "the laver of regeneration," a phrase farther

explained by the following words avatcaivcoaews irvev/jLaro?

djtov
" the renewing of the Holy Ghost." Tit. iii. 5.

But the additional words, ev prj^art,, are not so easily

understood. Quite foreign to the thought is the opinion of

Hofmann, that as a man declares his will to make a woman
his wife by a word or declaration, and so takes her from

the unhonour of her maiden condition, so has Christ done to
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the church. Schriftb. vol. ii. 2, 173. Some of the conflicting

opinions may be noted :

I. The Greek fathers, followed by Ambrosiaster, Anselm,
Thomas Aquinas, Calovius, Flatt, and De Wette, easily under-

stand the phrase of the baptismal formula. Chrysostom says
ev ptffJUiTi (pvjo-ii;

then he puts the question, 7ro/ip ?
" in what

word ?" and his ready answer is,
" In the name of the Father,

and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost." But it is not at all

probable that
pjjfj.0,

should stand for Svofta ; and if it did, we
should expect, as Harless intimates, to have it emphasized
with an article prefixed. Nor has the word such a significa-

tion in any other portion of the New Testament.

II. Semler would strike out the woi'ds altogether ;
Michaelis

1

would regard prjfjba
as a Pauline Cilicism for pevpa; while

Ernesti and Koppe, imitated by Stolz, join the words ev

pr)^an iva together, and suppose that they stand for the

Hebrew formula yto* 157 to
" in order that." The Seventy,

however, never so render the Hebrew idiom, but translate it

by eve/cev. Gen. xx. 6, 11
;
Num. xvi. 49

;
Ps. xliv. 6.

III. Some join ev popart to the verb cuyLdarj
" that He

might sanctify by the word," the intervening clause,
"
having

cleansed by the washing of water," being a parenthesis. This

exegesis yields a good meaning, and is contended for by
Jerome, Macius, Baurngarten,Morus, Bisping,Riickert, Meyer,
and Winer, 20, 2 b, a. But the position of ev

ptf/jLari,
at the

very end of the verse, forbids such an exegesis. It is a forced

expedient, and the only reason for adopting it is the confessed

difficulty of explaining the words in their obvious and natural

connection.

IV. By other critics the phrase ev ptffjuvri is joined to TO>

\ovrpm rov vSaro?, as a qualificative or descriptive epithet.

Such is the view of Augustine, Sedulius, Luther, Estius,

Calvin, Erasmus, Flatt, Storr, Homberg, Holzhausen, and

Stier. But though these scholars agree as to the general con-

nection, their opinions vary much as to the special signification.

The common argument against this and similar constructions,

to wit, that the article should have been repeated before ev

priparL, has many exceptions, though in such a proposed con-

struction its insertion would appear to be necessary :
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1. Augustine (Tractatus Ixxx. in Johannem), Estius, Bodius,

Roell, Crellius, Slichtingius, Flatt, Holzhausen, and the critics

generally who are enumerated under No. IV., take pff^a

as signifying the gospel. Augustine says accedit verbum

ad elementum, et jit sacramentum. Sacramento simul etfidei,

says Estius
5

or again, aquce baptismo per verbum evangelii

creditum ao fide susceptum mundat. Bodius writes verbum

ut diploma, sacramentum ut sigillum. These meanings give

ev an unwonted sense of "
along with, or by means of." Had

the apostle meant to say that the efficacy of baptism lies in

faith in the word, surely other language wonld have been

employed. The view of Knapp ( Vorlesungen iiber die Christ.

Glaubenslehre, ii. 140) is of the same nature, and is liable

to similar objections.
" The Word," he says,

"
is the evan-

gelical system in its fullest extent its precepts and promises."
" In baptism," he adds)

" the latter are made over, and we

pledge ourselves to obey the former. Baptism may be thus

called verbum Dei visibile."

2. Others look on pfjfta as denotive of divine agency in

baptism. This was Luther's view, as expressed in his Smaller

Catechism verbum Dei quod in et cum aqua est (Die Sym-
bolischen Biicher der Evang, Luth. Kirche, p. 362, ed. Muller).

Calvin's view is somewhat similar verbo sublato perit tota vis

sacramentorum. . . . Porro verbum hie promissionem significat,

qua vis et usus signi explicatur. . . In verbo tantum valet atque

per verbum. This notion is imitated also by Bollock. The

preposition ev may bear such a signification. Still, had the

apostle meant to say that baptism derived its efficacy from the

word, surely something more than the simple addition ev

might have been expected. Olshausen looks upon ev

as equivalent to ev TLvev/uLart
" as signifying a bath

in the word, that is, a bath in which one is born of water and

of the Spirit." This strange opinion cuts the knot, but does

not untie it. Similar is the view of Stier, and Homberg who

paraphrases aqua verbatis et spiritualis. The proposition of

Grrotius is no less violent, inserting the particle w? before TO>

\ovrpw washing them by the word "as" in a bath of water.

3. A third party, such as Storr Opuscula Academica i. 194
and Peile, give prj/jua the sense of mandate prwscriptum.
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" The apostle," says Peile,
" declares water-baptism to "be

the divinely-instituted sign or sacrament whereby men are

regenerated." This notion gives ev the strange sense of {t in

conformity to."

V. and lastly. Others, such as Bengel, Matthies, and Har-

less, join the words ev p^an with /cadapia-as. To this opinion
we incline

j
but we cannot agree with Harless in giving the

phrase the meaning of ausspruchsweise, verheissungsweise. The
idea in such an explanation is,

that the cleansing is given in

the form of a declaration or promise made in the ordinance.

But there is no need to depart from the ordinary meaning of

prifj^a
in the New Testament. The Syriac reads " that he

might sanctify and purify her in the laver of water and by the

word;" and the Vulgate has in verbo vitce. But we regard

ev as denoting the instrument in its internal operation, and so

far different from Std
;
and by pvjfji,a

we understand the gospel,

the usual meaning of the Greek term. Acts x. 44, xi. 14;
Kom. x. 8, 17

; Eph. vi. 17
;
Heb. vi. 5. It wants the article

as if it were used, as Meyer suggests, like a proper name. It

is a mere refinement on the part of Baumgarten-Crusius to

understand by it
" a preached gospel." The church is cleansed

"
by the laver of the water" cleansed by

" the word."

The washing of water symbolizes the pardon of sin and the

regeneration of the heart. While this cleansing has its

sacramental symbol in the washing of water, it has its special

instrument in the word
;
or TO> \ovrpw in the simple dative

may denote the instrument (Bernhardy, p. 100) j
and eV pijpaTi,

the " conditional element," as Alford calls it. The word is

the Spirit's element in effecting a blessed and radical change,

and in guiding, ruling, and prompting the heart into which

the new life has been infused. Men are thus cleansed by

baptism in the word. Ps. cxix. 9
;

1 Pet. i. 23. Thomasius,
Christi Person und WerJc, 66, Erlangen, 1859. Christ

accomplishes these results through His death, and what is pro-

perly done by His Spirit may be ascribed to Himself, who for

this other purpose loved the church and gave Himself for it

(Yer. 27.) "Iva Trapaar^ffr) CLVTOS eavro) evBo^ov rrjv eKicKr)-

fftav
" in order that He might present, Himself to Himself,

the church glorious." Auro9, supported by the authority of
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A, B, D1
, F, Gr, L, and many versions and Fathers, is decidedly

to be preferred to the avrtfv of the Textus Receptus. This

verse declares the ultimate purpose of the love and death of

Him who is
" both Ransom and Redeemer voluntary." Har-

less errs in regarding the two clauses beginning with iva as

co-ordinate. , The allusion is still to a nuptial ceremony, and

to the presentation of the bride to her husband ayro? eavrw.

The august Bridegroom does not present his spouse to Him-
self till he can look upon her with complacency. Harless

affirms that the presentation described is that of a sacrifice

on the altar, because the epithets employed by the apostle are

occasionally applied to victims and offerings; but such a view

is in conflict with the entire language and imagery on to the

end of the chapter. Nay, there is a peculiar beauty in apply-

ing sacrificial terms to the fair and immaculate bride, as she

is
fit,

even according to legal prescription, to be presented to

her Lord. So Meyer remarks eavra) would be out of place
in the theory of Harless Jesus presenting an oblation to Him-
self ! The word Trapao-rtfa-y occurs with a similar meaning
in 2 Cor. xi. 2 " that I may present you as a chaste virgin

to Christ." AVTOS eavrw He and none other presents the

bride, and HE and none other receives her to HIMSELF. No
inferior agency is permitted ;

a proof in itself, as well as His

death, of His love to the church. "Ei/Sooy "
glorious ;" the

epithet being a tertiary predicate and emphatic in position.

Donaldson, 489. The same idea occurs in Rev. xix. 7, 8.

The term refers originally to external appearance the com-

bined effect of person and dress. The illustrious epithet is

explained by the succeeding clauses first negative

p/q e%ov(rav ffTrfaoVj rf pvrlSa} r) ri T>V TOLOVTQJV "
having

neither spot, or wrinkle, or any one of such things." ^TTL-

Xo?, which ought to be spelled with a simple accent CTTT/XO?

(acrrrtXo? forming a dactyle), is a stain or blemish, and is one

of the words of the later Greeks. 2 Pet. ii. 13. A^ye Be
/e^Tu'?,

as the older attic term, says Phrynicus, (p. 28.) 'Pirn? is

a wrinkle or fold on the face, indicative of age or disease.

Dioscorides, i. 39
; Passow, sub voce. Not only are spots and

wrinkles excluded, but every similar blemish. The terms are

taken from physical beauty, health, and symmetry, to denote
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spiritual perfection. Cant. iv. 7. The attempts made by some

critics, such as Anselm, Estius, and Grotius, to distinguish

nicely and formally between the virtues or graces described

in these terms respectively, are needless. Thus Augustine
takes the first term to mean deformitas open's, and the second

duplicitas intentionis, and the last inclusive phrase to com-

prehend reliquiae peccatorum ut pravae inclinationis, motus

involuntarii et multiplicis ignorantice. Not only negatively

but positively

dXV Iva
jj ajryta teal aucofjbos

" but that she should be

holy and without blemish." One might have expected aXX'

o$(rav
}
but it is as if Iva, /u?) e%# cririkov had stood in the

previous clause. The syntax is thus changed, no uncommon
occurrence in Greek composition, as may be seen in John viii.

53
;
Rom. xii. 1, 2. On the oratio variata, compare Winer,

63, 2, 1
; Kiihner, 844. The syntactic change here, with

the repetition of iva gives special prominence to the idea which

has been expressed, first negatively, but now in this clause

with positive affirmation. The meaning of wyla has been

given already under i. 1,4; and of a/^//,o9 under i. 4, and

needs not be repeated here. Such, then, is to be the ultimate

perfection and destiny of the church. In her spotless purity

the love of Christ finds its extreme and glorious design real-

ized. That love which led Him to die, in order to bestow

pardon and to secure holiness, is not contented till its object

be robed in unsullied and unchanging purity.

But when is this perfection to be for the first time possessed,

and when does this presentation take place ? We have already

said that the presentation is not contemporary with the con-

secration, but is posterior to
it,

and does not finally and formally

take place on earth. The " church" we understand in its full

significance, as the whole company of the redeemed, personi-

fied, and represented as a spiritual Spouse. The presentation

belongs therefore to the period of the second coming, when

the human species shall have completed its cycle of existence

on earth
;
and every one whom the Saviour's all-seeing eye

beheld as belonging to His church, and whom, therefore, He
loved and died for, and cleansed, has shared in the final

redemption. (The reader may turn to what is said upon the
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phrase
"
redemption of the purchased possession," i. 14.)

Augustine and Jerome among the Fathers, Primasius, Bernard,

and Thomas Aquinas among scholastic divines, along with

Estius, Calvin, and Beza, hold to this view as to the epoch
of the presentation, in antagonism with Cajetan, Bucer, Wolf,

Bengel, and Harless, who regard the glorification of the

church as a species of present operation. The loose language

of the Greek commentators seems to intimate that they held

the same hypothesis. Augustine flagellates tbe Donatists and

Pelagians, who believed in the present sinlessness of the

church
;
for truly such a state can only be such a compara-

tive perfection as John Wesley describes when he says,
" Christian perfection does not imply an exemption from

ignorance or mistakes, infirmities or temptations." The

church as it now is, and as it has always been, has many
-

spots and wrinkles upon it. But perfection is secured by a

process of continuous and successful operation, and shall be

ultimately enjoyed.
" The bride, the Lamb's wife," hath for

centuries been making herself ready, and at length Christ, as

He looks upon His church, will pronounce her perfect without

tinge of sin or trace of any corruption; she will appear "holy
and without blemish" in His view whose "

eyes are a flame

of fire." As He originally loved her in her impurity, how

deep and ardent must be His attachment now to her when He
sees in her the realization of His own gracious and eternal

purpose ! The nuptial union is at length consummated amidst

the pealing halleluiahs of triumph and congratulation. So

fervent, self-sacrificing, and successful is Christ's love to His

church
;
and now He rejoices over her with joy, and His toil

and death being amply compensated,
" He will rest in His

love."

(Ver. 28.) OUTO>S ical ol avbpes ofye'ikovcriv ayairav ra?

eavr&v ryvvaitcas, 005 ra eavr&v ff&fuvra
" So also ought hus-

bands to love their own wives, as being their own bodies."

The reading adopted has A, D, E, F, G. and the Vulgate,

Gothic, and Coptic versions in its favour. The adverb OI/TGX?

carries us back to /ca0a>s, and indicates the bringing home of

the argument. It is contrary to the plain current of thought
on the part of Estius, Meier, De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius,
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and Alford, to make it refer to a>9 in the following clause, as

if the apostle said, Ye are to love your wives in the way in

which ye love your own bodies. The ovrw takes up the

comparison between the husband and Christ, the wife and the

church. "Thus," that is, in imitation of Christ's love, "hus-

bands ought to love their own wives." The instances adduced

by Alford and Ellicott against the statement in our first edition

are not all of. them quite parallel, in the position and use of

o/To>9, in reference to prcecedentia. There is no parenthesis in

the two preceding verses, as Zanchius and Harless suppose.

It is putting a special pressure upon the words to insist, after

the example of Macknight and Barnes, that the husband's love

to his wife shall be an imitation of Christ's love, in all those

enumerated features of it. When Christ's love is mentioned,
the full heart of the apostle dilates upon it, and in its fervour,

tenderness, devotedness, and nobility of aim, a husband's love

should resemble it. In the phrase
" as their own bodies,"

Harless. and Stier, in imitation of Theophylact, Zanchius, and

Calovius, suppose that 009 is used argumentatively, and that

the verse contains two comparisons
" As Christ loved the

church, so husbands are to love their wives
" " As they love

their, own bodies, so are they, to love their wives." But the

introduction of a double comparison only cumbers the argu-
ment. The idea is well expressed by Meyer

" So ought
husbands to love their wives, as being indeed their own
bodies." The language is based on the previous imagery.
The apostle calls Christ the Head and the church the body,
that body of which He is Saviour. Christ loved the church

as being His body. Now. the husband is .
the head of the

wife, and as her head he ought to love her as being his body.
And therefore

6 wyaTrwv rrjv kavTov <yvvalita> eavrov aryanra,
" he that

loveth his own wife loveth himself." But the phrase,
" loveth

himself," is not identical with the formula of the preceding-

clause" as their own bodies ;" it is rather an inference from

it. If the husband, as the head of the wife, loves his wife as

being his own body, it is a plain inference that he is only

loving himself. His love is not misspent ;
it is not wasted on

some foreign object ;
it is a hallowed phasis of self-love.
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(Ver. 29.) OuSek yap irore rrjv eavrov trdp/ca e/it(ri]<rev

"For nolbody ever hated his own- flesh;" (fools and fanatics

excepted). This is a general law of nature. Eccl. vi. 7. Tap
is argumentative, and <rdpt- is used by the apostle rather than

o-Wytta, because of its occurrence in the words' of the first

institution of marriage
"
they twain shall be one flesh." It

has here also its simple original meaning, and not such a sense

as it has in ii. 3. It is as if the apostle had said,
" It is as

unnatural a thing not to love one's wife, as it is not to love

one's self." Every one loves his own flesh, and in harmony
with the same law of nature he will love his other self his

wife. The commentators have adduced similar phraseology
from the classics, such as Curtius, Seneca, and Plutarch,

a\\a etcrpefat /cal QaKtrei avTrjv
" but nourisheth and

cherisheth it."
f/

E/eaerro9 is understood before the two verbs.

Stallbaum, Plato De Hep. ii. p. 366. A man's care over his

body, is that of a nursing-mother over a child. The verbs

may. be distinguished thus, that the former means to supply
nutriment etc referring to result

j
and the latter literally to

supply warmth, but really and generally to cherish more

than Bengel's idspectat amictum. Deut. xxii. 6
;
Job xxxix.

14
;
1 Thess. ii. 1, More, certainly, than food and clothing

is meant by the two verbs. This being a man's instinct

towards his own flesh, it would, if freely developed, dictate

his duty toward her who is with him " one flesh
"

the com-

plement of his being.

/caOox; /cal 6 XptoT09 TVJV GKK\7)(riav
" as also Christ the

church." On the authority of A, B, D1
, E, F, G, the Syriac,

and "Vulgate, with Chrysostom and Theodoret, X/MCTTO? is the

preferable reading to Kvpios, and is adopted by Lachmann
and Tischendorf. Christ nourishes the church, feeds it with

His word, fosters it by His Spirit, gives it the means of

growth in the plenitude and variety of His gifts, revives and

quickens it by His presence, and guards it by His own almighty

power from harm and destruction. It is a quaint and formal

interpretation of Grotius " that Jesus nourishes the church

by his Spirit, and clothes it with virtues." Something more,,

therefore, than food and clothing is demanded from the hus-

band to the wife
j
he is to give her love and loyalty, honour
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and support. As Christ nourishes and cherishes His church,

and as every man nourishes and cherishes his own flesh
;
so

the "bidding of nature and the claim of religious duty should

lead the husband to nourish and cherish his wife.

(Ver. 30.) "Ort fjbe\v) eo-ftev rov crw/^aro? avrov, e/e T^S

<rap/co5 avrov, teal GK r&v ocrrecov avrov " For members we

are of His body, of His flesh, and of His bones." The last

two clauses beginning with e/c are not found in A, B, and

other Codices of less note, such as 17 and 672
;
but they are

found in D, E, F; Gr, K, L, almost all MSS., in Chrysostom
and Theodoret, and in the Syriac and Vulgate versions. We
cannot, therefore, exclude them with Lachmann and Davidson,

Biblical Criticism, vol. ii. p. 378. Tischendorf adopts them

in his seventh edition. They have been omitted at first, as

De Wette suggests, by a 6poior\,evrov ; avrov . . . avrov,

or because they seem to express gross and material ideas.

This verse adduces a reason why Christ nourishes and cher-

ishes the church, for it stands in the nearest and dearest relation

to Him. We are members of His body, as being members of

His church, and, as members of that body, we are nourished

and cherished by the Head IK in both the last clauses pointing

to origin. Winer, 47. See under iv. 15, 16. Bengel, Harless,

Olshausen, and Stier understand by cr&aa the actual personal

body of Jesus the body of His glorified humanity. But in

what sense are or can we be members fjt,e\r) of that body? It

has its own organs and members, which it took in the virgin's

womb. But the apostle has his thoughts occupied with con-

jugal duties, and he has, in subordination to this, introduced

Christ and His church as bridegroom and bride
;

therefore

his mind reverts naturally to the imagery and language of the

original matrimonial institute, and so he adds " we are mem-
bers of His flesh and of His bones." Gen. ii. 23.1 The argu-

1 It is too cold an interpretation, whereby some men expound our being in Christ

to import nothing else, but only that the self-same nature which maketh us to be

men, is in Him, and maketh Him man as we are. For what man in the world is

there which hath not so far forth communion with Jesus Christ ? It is not this

that can sustain the weight of such sentences as can speak of the mystery of our

coherence (John xiv. 20, xv. 4) with Jesus Christ. The church is in Christ as Eve

was in Adam. Yea by grace we are every of us in Christ and in His church,

as by nature we are in those our first parents. God made Eve of the rib of
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ment of Harless against this view, which appears so natural,
is lame and inconclusive, and he holds the opinion, that the

two clauses are simply a further explanation of the statement
" we are members of His body." What is really meant by
the striking phraseology has been a subject of no little dispute.

1. Cajetan, Vatablus, Calovius, Bullinger, Yorstius, Grotius,

Zanchius, and Zachariae, refer the words to the origin of the

church from the flesh and bones of Christ, nailed to the cross,

and there presented to God. Such an idea is neither prominent
in the words nor latent in the context.

2. Not more satisfactory is the view which is held in part

by Theodoret, by Calvin, Beza, and Grotius, who find in the

phrase a reference to the Lord's Supper. Kahnis, Abendmahl,

p. 143. These critics differ in the way in which they under-

stand such a reference, and no wonder
;
for the communion

there enjoyed is only a result of the union which this verse

describes. Strange, if there be any allusion to the eucharist,

that there is a reference to the bones, but none to the blood of

Christ.

3. Not so remote from the real sense is the opinion of Chry-

sostom, Theophylact, Ambrosiaster, GEcumenius, Bengel, and

Matthies, who suppose an allusion in the phraseology to that

new birth which is effected by Christ, as if it had been shadowed

out by Eve's extraction from Adam's side. (Ecumenius says

e^ avrov Se icaQo anrapyri fi/juwv, ecm, rrjs Seurepa? TrXacreeo?

wa-Trep e/c rov 'ASa^w, i& rrjv TrpwTqv. It is indeed as renewed

men that believers have any fellowship with Christ. But the

idea of birth is not naturally nor necessarily implied in the

apostle's language, and it is founded upon an incorrect inter-

pretation of our Lord's expression about eating His flesh and

drinking His blood. John vi. 53.

4. As plausible is the theory which explains the clauses by

Adam. And His church he frameth out of the very flesh, the very wounded and

bleeding side of the Son of man. His body crucified and His blood shed for the

life of the vrorld, are the true elements of that heavenly being, which maketh us

such as himself is of whom we come (1 Cor. xv. 48). For which cause the words

of Adam may be fitly the words of Christ concerning His church,
" flesh of my flesh,

and bone of my bones," a true native extract out of mine own body. So that in Him
even according to His manhood we according to out heavenly being are as branches

in that root out of which they grow. Hooker, Works, vol. i. p. 626, ed. Ox. 1841.
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a reference to that identity of nature which Christ and His

people possess. They are partakers of one humanity. Chry-
sostom and Theophylact also give this view

; Irenseus, Augus-

tine, and Jerome maintain it
;
and it has been held by Thomas

Aquinas, Aretius, Cocceius, and Michaelis. The reply,
" that

in that case the language must have been, He took upon him

our flesh and bone," has been met by Estius, who says,
" the

language is just, because in His incarnate state He is the

Head and we are only members." But our principal objec-

tion is, that this simple community of nature with Christ is

common to all men
j
whereas it is only of believers, and of a

union peculiar to them, that the apostle speaks.

5. We confess our inability to understand the meaning of

Bisping, Olshausen, and others.
" The words refer/' they

say,
" to Christ's imparting of His glorified humanity to

believers through the communion of His flesh and blood. . . .

It is by the self-communication of His divine-human (the-

anthropic) nature that Christ makes us His flesh and bone.

He gives to His followers His flesh to eat and His blood to

.drink.
"

Bisping, a Komanist, says, "Inthe regeneration through

baptism, the glorified body of Christ is communicated to us."

That is, as he explains,
" the germ of the resurrection of the

body is implanted in us at baptism, and this germ is only an

outflow from Christ's glorified body." Such an idea could

only be consistently based on the Lutheran view of consubstan-

tiation, or some species of pantheism, or what Turner calls

Panchristism. But

6. The apostle has the idea of marriage and its relations

before him, and he employs the imagery of the original insti-

tute, which first depicted the unity of man and wife, to describe

the origin and union of the church and Christ. As the woman
was literally, by being- taken out of Adam, bone of his bone

and flesh of his flesh
;
as this duality sprung from unity, and

was speedily resolved into it : so the church is originated out

of Christ, and, united to Him as its Head or Husband, is one

with Him. The language is, therefore, a metaphorical expres-

sion of this union, borrowed from the graphic diction of Genesis;
and this image evidently presented itself to the apostle's mind

from its connection with the origin and nature of those con-
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jugal duties which he is inculcating in the parargraph before

us. The error of Meyer's exegesis is his restriction of the

imagery to the one example of Adam and Eve, whereas it has

its verification in every nuptial union, and hence the apostle's

use of it. As Eve derived her life and being out of Adam,
and was physically of his body, his flesh, and his bones, so

believers are really of Christ of His body, His flesh, and His

bones, for they are one with Christ in nature and derive their

life from His humanity, nay, are connected with Him, not

simply and generally by a spiritual union, but in some close

and derivative way which the apostle calls a mystery, with

His body; so that they live as its members, and become with it

" one flesh." Besides, in the next verse, the apostle takes his

readers to the source of his imagery

(Ver. 31.) 'Avrl rovrov^ KarciKetyei av9pwiros rbv irarepa

avrov KCtl rrjv ftyrepa, Kal Trpoa-Ko\\
i

r)6ija-erai 7rpo9 T.TJV <yuz/eu/ca

avrov
j

/cal evovrai ol Bvo efc (rdptca fjuiav. "For this cause

shall a man leave his father and mother, and shall be joined

unto his wife, and they two shall be one flesh." There are

some variations of reading. Some MSS. of superior weight
omit the articles TOV and rtfv, as well as avrov, but the longer

reading has A, D 3
, E, K, L in its favour, with many Codices,

and the Syriac and Coptic versions. It is, however, rejected

by Lachmann and Tischendorf as a conformation to the

Seventy. The critical note of Origen seems to confirm the

suspicion. Instead of 777309 ryv yvvat/ca found in B, D
3

, E, K,
L, rfi ryvvaiKt is read in D1

,
E 1

, P, G, and is introduced by
Lachmann. The words are a free quotation from Gen. ii. 24,

though the formula of quotation is wanting. This want of

such a formula was not unfrequent. Surenhusius, Bib. Katal.

p. 21. "AvBpWTTos is without the article (not used for
avrjp),

but having
"

its general aphorismatic sense
" an argument

in itself against Alford's interpretation. These future verbs

indicate prophetically the future impulse and acting of the

race which was to spring from Adam and Eve. Winer,

46, 6. The Septuagint has eveicev rovrov changed by the

apostle into avrl rovrov "on this account" (Winer, 47, a;

Donaldson, 474, d, a), and these words are in this place no
introduction to the quotation, but simply a portion of it

; and,
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therefore, Estius, Holzhausen, Meier, and Matthies, labour

to no purpose in endeavouring to affix a special meaning to

them. The quotation is introduced to show the apostle's

meaning, and exhibit the source of his imagery. His lan-

guage was remarkable
;
but this verse points ,out its true

signification, by showing whence it was taken, and how it was

originally employed. From early times, however, the lan-

guage has been directly applied to Christ. Jerome's interpreta-

tion is the following: primus homo et primus vates Adam hoc

de Christo et ecclesia prophetavit] quod religuerit Dominus

noster atgue Salvator patrem suum Deum et matrem suam cceles-

tem Jerusalem) et venerit ad terras propter suum corpus eccle-

siam
}
et de suo earn latere fabricatus sit et propter illam Verbum

caro factum sit. Such is the view of Heinsius, Balduin, Ben-

gel, Bisping, who explains ^repa by die synagogue, and even

of Grotius. Some of the critics who held this view refer the

words so mystically understood to Christ's second coming,
when He shall present the bride to Himself in formal wedlock.

Such, also, is Meyer's view. His words are,
"
This, there-

fore, is the interpretation, Wherefore, that
is, because we are

members of Christ, of His flesh and bones, shall a man leave

(that is, Christ as the second Adam) his Father and his

Mother (that is, according to the mystical sense of Paul, He
will leave His seat at the right hand of God) and shall be

joined to his wife (that is, to the church), and they two shall

be one flesh," &C.1 Such an exegesis, which may be found

also in Jeremy Taylor's sermon of The Marriage JRing, has

nothing to justify it,
for there is no hint in this verse that

the apostle intends to allegorize. In spite of what Ellicott

and Alford have said we cannot adopt that view, or see the

propriety of the language as applied formally to Christ. The

allegory is not in this verse, but in the application of nuptial

figure and language to Christ and His church
;

this verse

1 "
Deslialb, weil Tvir Glieder Christi, von seinen Fleisch und von seinen Beinen

sind, wird verlassen ein Menscli (d. i. Christus, bei der Parusie) seinen Voter und

seine Mutter (d. i. nach der mystischen Deutung Pauli : er -wird seinen Sitz zur

Eechten Gottes verlassen) und vereiniget werden mit seinen Weibe (mit der Gemeinde),

und (und dann) werden die Zwei (der Mann und die Frau, d. i. der herabgestiegene

Christus und die Gemeinde) zu Einem-Fleische sein" Der Briefan die Epheser, p.

234. Gottingen, 1853.
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showing the source and authority. True, as Alford says,
" the

allegory is the key to the whole," but the apostle does not in

this citation allegorize Gen. ii. 24, by applying its language

directly to Christ. Nor is it deep thought or research that

finds allegories 'in the interpretation of this place or other

places. The process is often of a contrary nature.

Others, again, suppose a reference to Christ and the church

only in the last clause, for the sake of which the preceding

words of the verse have been introduced. This is the exegesis

of Harless and Olshausen, who conceive in the phrase a

reference to the Lord's Supper, and Olshausen illustrates his

meaning with an approach to indelicacy. But there is no

ground for deeming all the preceding part of the verse

superfluous, nor is there any reason for departing from the

plain, ordinary, and original meaning of the terms. The
words of the quotation, then, are to be understood simply of

human marriage, as if to show why language borrowed from

it was applied in the preceding verse to depict the union of

Christ and His church. The verse in Genesis appears to be

not the language of Adam, as
if,

as in Jerome's description of

him, he had been primus vates, but is at once a legislative

and prophetic comment upon the language of Adam " This

is now bone of my bone, and flesh of my flesh." The love

which a son bears to a father and a mother, is at length sur-

mounted by a more powerful attachment. He leaves them in

whose love and society he has spent his previous life
j
so that,

while love cements families, love also scatters them. " He
is joined to His wife

"
in a union nearer and more intimate

than that which united him to his parents ;
for his wife and

he become "one flesh" not one in spirit, or in affection,

or in pursuit, but in personality, filled with "coequal and

homogeneal fire"
" The only bliss

Of Paradise that has survived the fall."

They are " one flesh," and a junction so characterized supplied
the apostle with language to describe the union of Christ and
his church " we are of His flesh and of His bones." 1

This

1 "
They are one now, and one for ever : he is greater than Omnipotence who

can rend that tie
; that '

marriage was made in heaven !

'

Alone it was in the
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doctrine of marriage must have excited surprise when divorce

was of scandalous frequency "by an action of aTroXen^i? or

aTTOTre/^t? in Grecian states, and with less formality under

the emperors in the "West, by diffarreatio and remand-patio.

See Harless, Ethikj 52, and his Die Ehescheidungsfrage.
Eine erneute Versuch der Neut. Schriftstellen. 1860.

(Ver. 32.) To i^varripLov TOVTO f^eya ecTiv, ey&> Be \eyco

t9 XptcrTov Kal et's Tr}V eKK\r]o-iav
" This mystery is a great

one, but I speak concerning Christ and concerning the church."

Mvo-rtfpiov is rendered in the Vulgate sacramentum, and the

Popish church regards marriage as one of its sacraments.1

Cajetan and Estius, however, disavow the Latin translation,

on which their own church, rests its proof.
2 The cardinal

honestly says, non hdbes ex hoc loco, prudens lector
',
a Paulo

conjugium esse sacramentum. Non enim dixit, esse sacramen-

tum, sed mysterium. Bisping more guardedly says that the

sacramental character of marriage cannot be proved directly

and immediately. Erasmus is yet more cautious. Neque nego

matrimonium esse sacramentum, sed an ex hoc loco doceri possit

proprie did sacramentum quemadmodum baptismus dicitur,

excuti volo. The phrase fris-fio,
"a great mystery," is found

among the rabbinical formulas. Those who hold that the

previous verse refers to Christ leaving his Father and Mother,
and coming down to our earth to woo and win His spiritual

bride, find no difficulty in the explanation of the' verse before

us. Such a representation, couched in such language, might

depths of eternity stood Christ and His church before the altar of that divine

espousal ;
none was witness but the Father of glory and the Spirit of life, when the

vow was plighted and the contract sealed
;
but all heaven shall yet be witness,

when the redeemed church shall vindicate the fidelity of the^ church's Kedeemer
;

when she shall ' come up from the wilderness' of this barren world,
'

leaning on her

beloved,' and by him be publicly invested with those privileges of her rank which

are hers now, but hers in silence, secrecy, and sorrow ! Then shall the '

fellowship

of one with another,' and of all with God, be indeed complete; and that wondrous

prayer be fulfilled, in which (as one who ties and doubles a knot) the Saviour, by

returning on His words, seems purposely to have sought to express the infolded

closeness of that maze of love in which the ' children of light' having within them

the abiding of the Spirit are one with the Father and the Son." Archer Butler's

Sermons, 1st Series, p. 421, 5th ed., Cambridge, 1859.

1 Council of Trent, Sess. 24.

2 Yet in an encyclical letter in 1832 occurs the statement "
Marriage is, accord-

ing to St. Paul's expression, a great sacrament in Christ and in the church."
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well be named a great mystery, in connection with Christ and

the church. But the language of this verse does not prove

it,
or afford any explanation of it.

The question to be determined is, what is the real or

implied antecedent to TOVTO? 1. Is the meaning this:

Marriage as described in the preceding verse is a great

mystery, but I speak of it in its mystical or typical con-

nection with Christ and the church ? Those who, like Har-

less, Olshausen, and others, take the last clause,
"
they two

shall be one flesh," as referring to Christ and His church,

say that the sense is
" the mystery thus described is a great

one, but it refers to Christ and the church." But were the

meaning of that clause so plain as Harless supposes, then

this exegetical note, "I speak concerning Christ and the

church," might be dispensed with. 2. Others, such as Baum-

garten-Crusius, look upon the word ^var^piov as equivalent

to allegory, and suppose the apostle to refer to a well-known

Jewish view as to the typical nature of the marriage of Adam
and Eve. Schoettgen, EOT. Heb. p. 783. The allegory, however,
of Philo on the place is of quite a different kind. "'Eivefca T^?

alarOrjGGws 6 z/o#9, orav avry SofXto^, KaTaXviry KOI rov irarepa,

TOV o\cov 0ebv
}
teal rfo fjbfjrepa r&v (rvfjuTravrcov, rr\v aperrjv fcal

aro(j)iav rov Oeov, /cal 7rpoaKo\\arai, nal evovrai rfj atcr&jo-et,

fcal avdkverai a? aiaQf]cnv, iva yivwvrai pia crdp^ KCU GV 7ra#o9,

ol Bvo.
" On account of the external sensation, the mind,

when it has become enslaved to it, shall leave both its father,

the God of the universe, and the mother of all things, namely,
the virtue and wisdom of God, and cleaves to and becomes

united to the external sensations, and is dissolved into exter-

nal sensation, so that the two become one flesh and one pas-
sion." Allixj in his Judgment of the Jewish Church, says the

first match between Adam and Eve was a type of that between

Christ and his -church. A note on this subject may be seen

in Whitby's Commentary. Such an opinion gives the word

lAvaTijpiov the meaning of something spoken, having in it a

deep or occult sense
;

a meaning which Koppe, Morus, De
Wette, Meier, and Grotius, and Stier to some extent, without

any biblical foundation, attach to the term in this place.
3. The exegesis of Peile is wholly out of the question" this

mystery is of great depth of meaning, and for my part I
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interpret it as having reference to Christ
;

" a paraphrase as

untenable as that of Grotius verba ista explicavi vobis non

Kara vroSa?, sed sensu fjbvarLKCorepw. But Scripture affords us

no warrant for such notions
;
nor is such allegorization any por-

tion of the apostle's hermeneutics. 4. Hofmann, loc. cit., quite

apart from the reasoning and context, understands the apostle

to say that the sacred unity of marriage one flesh is a great

mystery to the heathen. 5. We understand the apostle to refer

to the general sentiment of the preceding section, summed up
in the last verse, and in the clause,

"
they two shall be one

flesh
;

"
or rather to the special image which that clause illus-

trates, viz., that Christ and the church stand in the relation

of husband and wife. The allowed application of conjugal
terms to Christ and the church is

" a great mystery ;

" and

lest any one should think that the apostle refers to the " one

flesh
"

of an earthly relationship, he is cautious to add,
" I

speak concerning Christ and the church." This great truth

is a great mystery, understood only by the initiated
;

for the

blessedness of such a union with Christ is known only to

those who enjoy it. Somewhat differently from Ellicott, we
would say that verses 25-28 introduce the spiritual nuptial

relation, that ver. 29 affirms its reality, that ver. 30 gives the

deep spiritual ground or origin of it, while the quotation in ver.

31 shows the authorized source of the image, and ver. 32 its

ultimate application guarding against mistake. The meaning
of pvaTrjpiov the reader will find under i. 9. The word is

used in the same sense .as here in vi. 19
;

1 Tim. iii. 16.

676) 8e \eyoj et? XpiaTov KOI et? rtfv efCKXycrlav
" but I am

speaking in reference to Christ, and in reference to the church."

The pronoun is not without subjective significance. Winer,

22, 6. The Se is not simply explicative, but has also an adver-

sative meaning, as if the writer supposed in his mind that the

phraseology employed by him might be interpreted in another

and different way. Aeyeo, introducing an explanation, is fol-

lowed by the efc of reference (von der Richtung,Winer, 48), as

in Acts ii. 25
;
and eXaX/^crey has a similar complement in Heb.

vii. 14. The interpretation of Zanchius, Bodius, and Cameron,
imitated by Macknight, supposes the marriage of Eve with

Adam to be a type or a designed emblem of the union of

Christ and his church. Macknight dwells at length and with
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more than usual unction on the theme. But the apostle

simply compares Christ and His church to husband and wife,

and the comparison helps him to illustrate and enforce con-

jugal duty. Nay, so close and tender is the union "between

Christ and His church, that the language of Adam concerning

Eve may be applied to it. The nuptial union of our first

parents was not a formal type of this spiritual matrimony, nor

does the apostle allegorize the record of it, or say that the

words contain a deep .or mystic sense. But these primitive

espousals afforded imagery and language which might aptly and

truly be applied to Christ and the church, which is of His "flesh

and His bones;" and the application of such imagery and

language is indeed a mystery a truth, the secret glory and

felicity of which are known but to those who are wedded to

the Lord in a "
perpetual covenant." The apostle might have

in his eye such passages as Ps. xlv.
;
Hos. ii. 19-23

;
the

Song of Solomon
;

Isa. liv. 5, Ixi. 10
j
Ezek. xvi. 8. The

same imagery is found in 2 Cor. xi. 2, and in the conclusion

of the Apocalypse.

(Ver. 33.) Tl\rjv ical tyiefc ol /caO* eva
}

e'/eacrTo? rrjv eavrov

ryvvaiKa OVTOJ? ayaTrdrco 009 eavrov " Nevertheless also as to

every one of you, let each love his wife as himself." The
word Tr\riv does not indicate, as Bengel, Haiiess, and Ols-

hausen wrongly suppose, any return from a digression. The

preceding verses are no digression, but an interlinked and

extended illustration. As Meyer insists, vrXtfv means,
"
yet

apart from this
;

"
that is, apart from this illustration of the

conjugal relationship of Christ to His church. The term,
therefore does not indicate a return after a formal digression,

but rather a return to the starting thought. The teat contains

an allusion to the leading idea of the preceding illustration

the love of Christ to His spiritual spouse. As He loves His

spouse, do you also, every one of you, love his wife. Ol Kaff
1

eva. I Cor. xiv. 27-31
; Jelf, 629

; Winer, 49, a. The
verb wycnrdTQ) is singular, agreeing with e/cao-ro? and not

fyiefc a mode of construction which individualizes and inten-

sifies the injunction.-
f- co? eavrov "as being himself" one flesh with him. (Verses
31 and 28.) Not that he is to idolize her, as

if, among all his

other bones, Adam's " extracted rib alone had been of ivory."
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17 S yvvr) iva (fjofifirat, TOV dvSpa
" and the wife that she

reverence her husband." The construction of this clause is

idiomatic, as in Gral. ii. 10
;

2 Cor. viii. 7
;
Mark v. 23

;

Winer, 63, 2. In such an idiom
ryvvrj,

in effect, is the

nominative absolute, though in the resolution of the idiom

a verb must be supplied; or as Ellicott, who objects to our

statement, admits it is not so definitely unsyntactic as Acts

vii. 40, and that is all we meant to say. Ae may be slightly

adversative, the conjugal duties being in contrast. The verb

to be supplied, and on which, in the mind o"f the writer,

Iva depends, is furnished by the context (Meyer on 2 Cor.

viii. 7, and Osiander on the same place), as,
" I command,"

or,
u
let her see." In such a case OTTO)? is used by the classical

writers. Raphelius, Annotat. 488. The wife is to reverence

her husband numguam enim erit wluntaria subjectio nisi

prcecedat reverentia. Calvin. One peculiarity in this injunction

has been usually overlooked. What is instinctive on either

side is not enforced, but what is necessary to direct and hal-

low such an instinct is inculcated. The woman loves, but to

teach her how this fondness should know and fill its appro-

priate sphere, she is commanded to obey /-w) SouXoTrpe-Trco?.

(Ecumenius. The man, on the other hand, feels that his

position is to govern ;
but to show him what should be the

essence and means of his government, he is enjoined to love.

" He rules her by authority, and she rules him by love : she

ought by all means to please him, and he must by no means

displease her." Sermon on the Marriage JRing, by Jeremy

Taylor; Works, vol. xv. When this balance of power is

unsettled, happiness is lost, and mutual recriminations ensue.

"A masterly wife," as Gataker says, "is as much despised
and derided for taking rule over her husband as he for yield-

ing to it."

In fine, the apostle, by the language he has employed in

reference to Christ and His church, has given marriage its

highest honour. No ascetic condemnation of it occurs in the

New Testament. "
Single life makes men in one instance to

be like angels, but marriage in very many things makes the

chaste pair to be like Christ." Sermon on the Marriage Ring,

by Jeremy Taylor ; Works, vol. xv.



CHAP. VI.

THE apostle, after expounding the duties that spring out of

the conjugal relation, as one sphere in which the maxim sub-

mitting yourselves to one another in the fear of Christ, came

into operation naturally turns to another and kindred sphere
of domestic life, and addresses himself to children. And he

does not speak about them, or tell their parents of them, but

he looks them in the face, and lovingly says to them "
chil-

dren." It is plainly implied that children were supposed by
him to be present in the sanctuary when this epistle was read,

or to be able to read it for themselves, when it should be

transcribed and circulated.

(Ver. 1.) T<z re/cva, viraKovere TO?? yovevaw vpwv ev Kvptq*
"
Children, obey your parents in the Lord "

that is,
C in

Christ." The words ev Kvptw are wanting in B, D1

, F, G,
and are, on that account, excluded by Lachmann, but they
are found in A, D3

, E, I, K, the major part of MSS., and

the Greek fathers. They describe the element or sphere of

that obedience which children are to render to their parents,

and^certainly do not qualify yovevcnv as if the reference

were to fathers in the faith, in contrast to fathers after the

flesh. Not merely natural instinct, but religious motive

should prompt children to obedience, and guard them in it.

The love which Jesus showed to children, when He took

them in His arms and blessed them, should induce them, in a

spirit of filial faith and fondness, to obey their parents, and to

regard with special sacredness every parental injunction.

And that obedience, if prompted, regulated, and bounded by
a sense of religious obligation, will be cheerful, and not sullen

;

prompt, and not dilatory ; uniform, and not occasional
;
uni-

versal, and not capricious in its choice of parental precepts.

TOVTO rydp ecm,v Sttcaiov
"

for this is right ;

"
the vv e<eX-

KVO-TLKOV in eartv, and other similar verbal forms being a
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general characteristic in the spelling of ancient MSS. The

reference of the clause is not to ev Ky/>/iw, but to the injunction

itself. Filial obedience is
"
right," for it is not based on any-

thing accidental or expedient. The meaning is not that obe-

dience is
"
according to the law of God, or Scripture

" Kara

TOV TOV eov vbiiov as is said by Theodoret and Calvin, and

virtually by Haiiess and Meyer, but that it has its foundation

in the very essence of that relation which subsists between

parents and children. Nature claims
it, while Scripture enjoins

it, and the Son of God exemplified it. It is in perfect consist-

ency with all our notions of right and moral obligation

(fjva-ei Sl/caiou, as Theophylact rightly adds. For the very
names reicva and 701/649 point out the origin and essential

reason of that filial duty which the apostle, in Colossians,

calls
"
well-pleasing to the Lord."

(Ver. 2.) Ttfta TOV irarepa aov /cal rrjv fiijTepa
" Honour

thy father and thy mother "
a quotation from the fifth com-

mandment
*JHTItfl *p3NTIN

T33. Exod. XX. 12
j"*

DeUt. V. 16.

This citation does not, as Harless supposes, give the ground
of 'the preceding injunction, for Si/caiov contains a specific

reason
;
but it is another form of the same injunction, based

not upon natural right, but upon inspired authority. Honour

comprehends in it all that respect, reverence, love, and obedi-

ence, which the filial relation so fully implies. Though the

Mosaic law did not, by any means, place man and woman on

the same level in respect of conjugal right, yet here, in special

and delicate homage to" maternal claim, it places the mother

in the same high position with the father himself. Marcion,

according to Tertullian, left out this quotation in his so-called

epistle to the Laodiceans, because it recognized the authority

of the God of the Old Testament, p. 329, vol. ii., Op. ed. (Ehler.

rJTW ecrrlv evro\rj TrpcoTij ev eira^ekia "for such is," or " as

it is the first command with promise ;

"
r/rt? giving expla-

nation, or expressing reason. Winer, 48, a. Some critics

give TT/JWTOS the sense of prime or chief " which is the chief

commandment connected with promise." Such is the view

of Wetstein, Koppe, Flatt, Meier, Matthies, Hodge, and

Eobinson. The adjective may bear this signification ;
but

such cannot be its meaning here, for the fifth commandment
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cannot surely be deemed absolutely the most important which

God has ordained with promise. Matt. xxii. 38, 39
;
Kom.

xiii. 9. Stier regards it as a first command, in point of

importance, to the children whom Paul directly addresses.

Ambrosiaster, 'Michaelis, von Gerlach, and Holzhausen pro-

pose to take Trpwrr) as meaning first in a certain position ;
and

the last affirms that evro\ri denotes only the statutes which

belong to the second table duties not of man to God, but of

man to man. This is only a philological figment, devised to

escape from a theological difficulty. The division of the deca-

logue into first and second tables has no direct foundation in

Scripture j
but if it be adopted, we quite agree with Stier that

the fifth commandment belongs to the first table. Its position

in Lev. xix. 3, and its omission in Kom. xiii. 9, seem to

prove this. The second table is comprised in this,
" Love thy

neighbour as thyself j

"
but obedience to parents cannot come

under such a category. The parent stands in God's place to

his child. On the division of the ten commandments separ-

ately, and on that into two tables, see Sonntag and Ziillig,

Stud, und Kritik.j 1836-37
;
and Kurtz, Geschichte des Alien

BwndeSj vol. iii. 10. We are obliged to join Trpcortj with ev

eTTcvyyehia, and render " which is the first command with a

promise," ev pointing to that in which the firstness consists,

and the promise being expressed in the following verse. Such

is the view of the Greek commentators, of Jerome, of the

Keformers, of Bodius, a-Lapide, Aretius, Zanchius, CrociuSj
and of Harless, De Wette, Meyer, Olshausen, Baumgarten-

Crusius, and Winer, 48. It has been remarked by others, that

what appears a promise in the second commandment is only a

broad declaration of the great principles of the divine govern-

ment, and that this is really, therefore, the earliest or first of

the ten commands with a promise first, as Chrysostom says,

not rrj rd^ei a\\a rfj eircvyyeklq. It has been objected that

there is only one command with a promise in the decalogue,
and that the apostle, if he thought of the decalogue alone,

would have said, not the "
first," but the "

only
" command

with promise. Harless says that "
first

"
refers to what pre-

cedes, not to what follows
;
and Meyer suggests that Paul

included in his reckoning, not the decalogue alone, but other

2 a
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succeeding injunctions of the Mosaic code. As a "
first

"

implies a second, we should be inclined to adopt the last view,

limiting, however, the calculation of the apostle to the first

body of commands delivered at Sinai. The fifth is thus the

first commandment in point of promise. The article is not

heeded, for ordinals having a specific power in themselves often

want it. Phil. i. 12
;
Middleton on the Greek Article, p. 100.

(Ver. 3.) "Iva e5 trot rykvrfrai KO\ e<rr) naicpo'xpvios eirl rtf?

7*79
" That it may be well with thee, and that thou be long-

lived on the earth." The quotation is from the Septuagint

version of Ex. xx. 12, but somewhat varied ?p

$r IF? ^^ n
irrP'$! "PS?? the words omitted being

-

ayadfy ^5 Kuptos 6 @eo9 a-ov SiSaxrl <rok Such is the pro-

mise. The phrase "that it may be well with thee "as in

Gen. xii. 13
;
Deut. iv. 40 seems to have been a common

mode of expressing interest in another's welfare. In the

second clause, the apostle changes the construction of the

Septuagint, which reads Kal Iva /Lta/cpo%povt09 yevy. It had

been affirmed by Erasmus, and has been reasserted by Winer

( 41, b 1) and De Wette, that the apostle drops the construc-

tion with 'iva and uses e<ry in the simple future. We agree

with Meyer, that there is no genuine grammatical ground for

separating 077 from w/a, since the apostle has in some instances

connected Iva with the future (1 Cor. ix. 18), and there is a

change of construction similar to that which this verse presents,

in the Apocalypse, xxii. 14. Klotz-Devarius, vol. ii. 630.1

The future eery stands here in its proper significance, but still

connected with iva ; and such a use of the future tense may
in a climactic form indicate the direct and certain result of

the previous subjunctive. Obedience secures wellbeing, and

this being the case,
" thou shalt live long on the earth." The

i A similar construction with W occurs in classical Greek. Dawes indeed laid

it down as a rule that 'iaus was never joined with the subjunctive of the first aorist,

active or middle ; but that in place of them the indicative future is employed, and

that, therefore, the indicative future and the subjunctive are often interchanged.

The critic cordially congratulated himself on the discovery of such a usage minim,

opinor, quod dicturus mm, plerisgue omnibus videbitur; sed nihilo tamen idcirco minus

verum est. Dawes, Miscellan, Crit. p. 418, Lond. 1827. But Kiihner (ii. 777)
has shown that the whole is error, as many instances abundantly testify. Gayler,

Part. Neg. p. 209.
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longevity is the result and developmsnt of its being well

with thee.

MaKpoxpovios is'" long-lived" or "long-timed," and belongs

to the later Greek.' What then is the nature of this promise
annexed to the fifth commandment? In its original .form it

had reference to the peculiar constitution! of the theocracy,

which both promised and secured temporal blessings to the

people. The words are,
" that thy days may be long in the

land which the Lord thy God giveth thee." The promise in

its first application has been supposed to mean, that filial

obedience being the test and exponent of national religion

and morality, would preserve the Hebrew nation from those

aberrations and crimes which led to their deportation and

their ultimate expulsion. Or if the command be supposed to

possess an individualizing directness, then it may mean, that

under Jehovah's special guardianship the coveted blessing of

longevity would be the sure fruit and noble reward of filial

piety. But what is the force of the promise now? The apostle

gives it a present meaning and reality, and omits as if on pur-

pose the clause which of old restricted it to the theocracy. It

is out of the question on the part of Olshausen, Schrader, and

Gauthey, preceded by Estius, to spiritualize the promise, and

to suppose that as Canaan was a type of heaven, so the blessing

here promised is happiness in a better world. Hints of this

view are found in Jerome and Thomas Aquinas. The epithet

jj,aKpo%p6vio<s can never denote immortal duration, and the

apostle omits the very words which placed the earthly Canaan

in its peculiar position and meaning as a type. On the other

hand, Meyer regards this omission as unessential, and pro-

nounces that the words " in the earth or land" refer historically

and only to the land of Canaan. Our question then is, Why
did the apostle make the quotation ? Does it merely record an

ancient fact which no longer has any existence? or does that

fact suggest lessons to present times? If the former alter-

native, that of Meyer and Baumgarten-Crusius, be adopted,

then the language of the apostle loses its significance and

applicability to Christian children. Meyer says that the

apostle dropt the last clause of the commandment because he

presumed that his readers were well acquainted with it a
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presumption we can scarcely admit in reference to the Gentile

portion of the church. Bather, as we have said, do we "believe,

with Calvin, Kuckert, and Matthies, that the apostle omitted

the last clause just to make the promise bear upon regions out

of Palestine, and periods distant from those of the Hebrew
commonwealth. Bengel, Uosenmiiller, Morus, Flatt, Harless,

and Baumgarten-Crusius regard the original promise as appli-

cable not to individuals, but to the mass of the Jewish society.

The meaning, says Morus, as applied to our times is simply,

patriam florere diu
t
ubi lib&rorum sit ergo, parentes reverentia.

This comment is certainly better, though it is in a similar

strain : as if blessings were promised to the mass, in which

the individual shares if he remain a part of it. But such

views dilute the apostle's meaning, and proceed in their basis

upon a misconception of the Hebrew statute. The command is

addressed to individuals, and so is the promise. The language

plainly implies it
" that thy days may be long." Our Lord

BO understands it (Matt, xv, 4-6), and thus in the sermon on

the mount He expounds the other statutes. Is it so, then, that

long life is promised to obedient children ? The special pro-

vidence of the theocracy could easily secure it in ancient times
;

nay, disobedient children were by law punished with death.

Nor is the hand of the Lord slackened in these days. Under
i. 3 the reader will find a reference to the place which tem-

poral blessings occupy under the Christian economy. Godli-

ness has " the promise of the life which now is." Matt. vi. 25,

&c.
j
Mark x. 29, &c. Obedient children sometimes die, as ripe

fruit falls first. But the promise of longevity is held out it

is a principle of the divine administration and the usual course

of providence. .Not that we can say with Grotius, that man
therefore has it somewhat in his power to prolong his days ;

or with Stier, that the life will be long, quoad sufficientiam

for obtaining salvation
;
or as in the maxim, sat vixit diu

t

quern nee pudet vixissej nee piget mori. We understand the

command as modified by its Christian and extra-Palestinian

aspect to involve a great principle, and that is, that filial

obedience, under God's blessing, prolongs life, for it implies

the possession of principles of restraint, sobriety, and industry,

which secure a lengthened existence. It is said in Prov. x. 27,
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" The fear of the lord prolongeth days, Tbut the years of the

wicked shall be shortened ;" and in ix. 11,
"
By me thy days

shall be multiplied, and the years of thy life shall be increased;"

and again in Ps. Iv. 23,
"
Bloody and deceitful men shall not

live out half their days." Not that God shortens their days

by an express snd formal judgment from heaven, or that all of

them without exception drop into a premature grave ;
but the

principle of the divine government does secure that sin is its

own penalty, and that vicious or criminal courses either ruin

the constitution, or expose their victim to the punishment of

civil law, as in the case of men whose existence is early and

suddenly broken off by intemperance, imprisonment, or exile,

by the scourge or the gallows. The Greeks had apothegms
similar to this of the apostle. Obedient children are guided
and guarded by their very veneration for their parents, and

prevented from these fatal excesses
;
whereas the " children

of disobedience" are of necessity exposed to all the juvenile

temptations which lead to vice and crime. God does not bribe

the child to obedience, but holds out this special and blessed

re.sult to "tender understandings" as a motive which they
can appreciate and enjoy. (Ecumenius says rl yhp f)vrepov
Trawl r79 fta/cpoxpovias?

(Ver. 4.) Kal ol Trarepe?, prj 'jrapopyi^ere ra re/cva vp&v
" And ye, fathers, provoke not your children to wrath." The
Kal connects closely this injunction, as one parallel or com-

plementary to the one preceding it. The address of the apostle
is to fathers, not to parents, as Flatt, Meier, Baumgarten-

Crusius, Kobinson, Wahl, and.Bretschneider erroneously hold

it. Harepes can scarcely be supposed to change its significa-

tion from that which it bears in the 2d verse, and why should

the apostle not have employed "ryoi/efe, as in the 1st verse?

Fathers are here singled out, not, as Kiickert wrongly holds,

because mothers were in no high position in the East. Prov.

xxxi. 10, &c. Nor is the reference to
" fathers" because the

father as husband is head of the wife, and this idea of Meyer,

Harless, and Stier is too vague, for the advice seems scarcely

appropriate to mothers, who so usually err through fondness,
if the apostle spoke to them through their husbands. Nor is

there any ground for Olshausen's hypothesis, that Paul refers
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to the education of adolescent children, which, from the nature

of the case, "belongs to fathers more than mothers. But the

training of children is the father's special function
;
for .the

duty is devolved upon him to select and .put into operation

the best means and methods for the culture of his offspring.

And especially does the prohibition of this first clause apply
to fathers. As Chrysostom remarks, He does not say love

them- TOVTO yap Kal aKovrwv CLVTWV 17 <f>i>(Ti<$
eiriwirwrai.

Chastisement is within their province, and they are apt to

administer castigation in a passion, as if to gratify their ill

humour. The caution does not apply so much to mothers,

for they are apt, on the other hand, to spoil the child by

indulgence.

The verb Trapopyi^ay signifies to irritate to throw into a

passion. See under iv. 26. In. Col. iii. 21 the apostle uses

epeOL^ere
" do not rouse or provoke." The paternal reign is

not to be one of terror and stern authority, but of love. The

rod may be employed, but in reason and moderation, and never

from momentary impulse and anger. Children are not to be

moved to " wrath" by harsh and unreasonable treatment, or

by undue partiality and favouritism. If they be uniformly
confronted with paternal frown and menace, then their spirit

is broken, and the most powerful motive to obedience the

desire to please is taken from them. No
ttXXa /crp6^>6T6 avra ev TraiSeia Kal vovOecrla Kiynoy-'

" but bring them up in the. discipline and admonition of the

Lord "
in disciplina et correptione. Vulgate. The verb

refers here to spiritual culture, and not as in v. 29 to physi-
cal support. HaiSeta may not signify discipline in itself,

but rather the entire circuit of education and upbringing
which a nois requires,, and of which discipline is the necessary
and prominent element. The sense of chastisement was taken

from the Hebrew 15*10, which it represents in the Septuagint.
Lev. xxvi. 18

;
Ps. vi. 1

;
Isa. liii. 5

;
2 Tim. iii, 16. Augus-

tine renders it per molestias eruditio. Ast, Lex. Plat., sub wee.

Chastisement is thus quite consistent with obedience to the

previous injunction. Children are not to be provoked, but yet
are to be corrected. ~Nov6eaia (vovOirrja-^ being the earlier

form Phryn, ed. Lobeck, p. 512), as several expositors have
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remarked, is one special element or aspect of the iratBeia. It

denotes, as the composition of the word indicates, "putting
in mind, admonition, or formal instruction." Job iv. 3

;
Eom.

xv. 14
;
Col. i. 28

;
1 Thess. v. 12

;
2 Thess.-iii.-15

; Plutarch,

De CoJiib. Ird, 2
; Xenophon, Mem, i. 2, 21. Jerome says

admonitionem magis et eruditionem quam austeritatem sonat.

Trench, Synon. 32. Koppe, as usual, makes the two words

synonymous. The philological commentators, such as Kypke,
adduce some peculiar phraseology from the classical writers,

but not with great pertinence, such as from Plutarch olpdfiSot

vovderovcri, and from Josephus fjt,d<TTit;tv vovOereiv. Stier

adopts the opinion of Luther, who renders mit Werk und

Wort, a translation which has been followed by Grotius, who
takes the first term as po&na, and the second as verba. We have

in Prov. xxix. 15 nnairn vati
" the rod and reproof." The

genitive Kvptov belongs to both substantives, and refers not to

God, but to Christ. See under i. 2. It cannot signify "worthy
of the Lord," as Matthies wrongly understands it

j
nor can it

bear the meaning which Luther and Passavant give it "to the

Lord." Neither can we accede to the view of Erasmus, Beza,

Estius, Menochius, Sender, Moras, and others, who render
"
according to the Lord," or in harmony with Christianity an

idea, however, which is implied. Michaelis, Scholz, a-Lapide,

Grotius, and Peile, give the sense " about Christ" instruction

about Christ, making the genitive that of object. Olshausen,

Harless, Stier, and Meyer, rightly take it as the genitive of

possession
" that nurture and admonition which the Lord

prescribes," or which belongs to Him and is administered by
Him. Chrysostom refers especially to the Scriptures as one

source of this instruction. Such training leads to early piety,

and such is ever welcome to Christ and His church. For the

sun shining on a shrub, in its green youth, is a more gladsome

spectacle than the evening beam falling dimly on the ivy and

ruins of an old and solitary tower. Harless, Christliche Ethik,

53, 1860, 5th ed.

The apostle next turns to a numerous and interesting class

of the community the slaves Sov\o$r which is distinct from

//.to-0409 or fAia-dwTOs, and is opposed in verse 8 to the eXevBepos.

Slavery existed in all the cities of Ionia and Asia Minor, and
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in many of them slaves were greatly more numerous than

freemen.
1 In fact, the larger proportion of artisans and manu-

facturers, and in general of the industrial classes, were in

bondage. There is little doubt that very many of these bond-

men embraced the gospel, and became members of the early

churches. Indeed Celsus said, and no doubt with truth, that

those who were active proselytizers to Christianity were

epiovpyob? teal a-KVTorofjuovs KOI Kvafais weavers, cobblers,

fullers, illiterate and rustic men. Origen, Contra Celsum, lib.

iii. p. 144, ed. Spencer, Cantab., 1677. But Christianity did

not rudely assault the forms of social life, or seek to force even

a justifiable revolution by external appliances. Such an

enterprise would have quenched the infant religion in blood,

The gospel achieved a nobler feat. It did not stand by in

disdain, and refuse to speak to the slave till he gained his

freedom, and the shackles fell from his arms, and he stood

erect in his native independence. No
;
but it went down into

his degradation, took him by the hand, uttered words of kind-

ness in his ear, and gave him a liberty which fetters could not

abridge and tyranny could not suppress. Aristotle had already

described him as being simply e^v.^ov opyavov a tool with

a soul in it
;
and the Koman law had sternly told him he had

no rights, guia nullum caput Jiabet because he was not a per-

son. He may have been placed on the Trparrjp Xi#o<? "the auc-

tion block," and sold like a chattel to the highest bidder
;
the

brand o-r%ia, of his owner might be burned into his forehead,

and he might bear the indelible scars of judicial torture that

fida-avo? without which a slave's evidence was never received
;

but the gospel introduced him into the sympathies of a new

brotherhood, elevated him to the consciousness of an immortal

nature, and to the hope of eternal liberty and glory. Formerly
he was taught to look for final liberation only in that world

which never gave back a fugitive, and he might anticipate

a melancholy release only in the grave, for
" there the wicked

cease from troubling, and there the weary be at rest
;
there

1 Ample information on this subject may be found in such writers on Greek

antiquities as Wachsmuth, Bockh, and Becker; in Reitermeier's Geschichte der

Sclaverei in Griechenland, Berlin, 1789; and in Histoire de VEsclavage dans

fAntiguite, par F. Wallon, Paris, 1 847.
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the prisoners rest together ; they hear not the" voice of the

oppressor ;
the small and great are there, and the servant is

free from his master." Now, not only was he to look beyond
the sepulchre to a region of pure and noble enjoyments ;

but

as he could even in his present servitude realize the dignity

of a spiritual freeman in Christ, the friction of his chain was

unfelt, and he possessed within him springs of exalted cheer-

fulness and contentment. Yes, as George Herbert sings

"Man is God's image, but a poor man is

Christ's stamp to boot."

At the same time, Christianity lays down great principles by
the operation of which slavery would be effectually abolished,

and in fact, even in the Koman empire, it was suppressed in

the course of three centuries. Other references of the apostle

to slavery occur in 1 Cor. vii. 20-24; 1 Tim. vi. 1; Col. iii. 22;
Titus ii. 9; The apostle Peter also refers to it in 1st Ep. ii. 18.

(Ver. 5.) Oi Sov\ot
}
vira/covere rot? tcvplois Kara trdp/ca.

"
Slaves, be obedient to your masters according to the flesh."

The phrase Kara o-dprca, though the article be not repeated,

qualifies /cvplots, and so some MSS. such as A, B, read rot?

Kara adpKa Kvploi<$} imitating Col. iii. 22. Koppe, Olshausen,
and Meyer suppose in the phrase a tacit contrast to a /cupto?

Kara irvevpa. Still there is no need for such a supposition,
for the contrast belongs, not to such a supposed formula^
but pervades the entire paragraph "the Master," or '"the

Lord,"
" the Master in heaven." Various meanings have been

attached to the phrase, many of which are inferences rather

than explanations. The formula Kara crdpKa plainly denotes

a corporeal or external relationship. 1 Cor. i. 26
;
2 Cor. v.

16, &c. Their master's sway was only over the body and its

activities, and the relation was one which was bounded by
bodily limits in its sphere and exactions. So that, such being
its nature, the inferential exegesis of Chrysostom is plain, that

the tyranny endured by the slave was only Seo-vroreta irpoa--

Katpos Kal /3pa%eta
" a temporary and brief despotism." The

exegesis of Harless is a mere deduction in the form of a truism
" that in the predicate lies this idea, though in one jurisdiction

they were free, still they had masters in their earthly relations."
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Not less an inference is the thought of Calvin,
"
mitigat guod

potuisset esse nimis asperum in statu servili." If the relation

of master and slave be only Kara a-dp/ca, then it is also a just

deduction on the part of Grotius, Riickert, Matthies, Baum-

garten-Crusius, Kistmacher, and others, that such a relation

has reference only to external or earthly matters, and leaves

spiritual freedom intact. Even Seneca could s&yServitus
non in totwn hominem descendit ; excipitur animus. Now, if

the slave followed the apostle's advice, he acquired happiness,
and commended the new religion ;

while sullenness and refrac-

tory insolence on pretence of spiritual freedom, would have

led to misery, and brought an eclipse on Christianity.

The apostle, in the following clauses, hits upon those

peculiar vices which slavery induces, and which are almost

inseparable from it. The slave is tempted to indolence and

carelessness.. When a man feels himself doomed, degraded,
and little else than a chattel, driven to work, and liable at any
moment to be sent to the market-place and sold as an ox or

a horse, what spring of exertion or motive to obedience can

really exist within him ? The benevolent shrewdness of

Seneca (Ep. 47) had led him to say Arrogantice proverbium

estj totidem esse hostes quod servos. Non habemus illos hostes,

sedfacimus. The apostle urges this obedience to be

fiera <jbo/3ou Ka\ rpbjjiov
" with fear and trembling." The

words do not mean with abject terror, but with that respect

and reverence which their position warranted. The strong

language shows, according to some, that this
" fear and trem-

bling" are not before ll
fleischli lordes," but before the one

Divine Lord. The words occur 1 Cor. ii. 3
;
2 Cor. vii. 15

;

Phil. ii. 12, and in two of these places they seem to describe

sensations produced by mere human relationships. The pre-

position fj,erd indicates that such emotions were to be the

regular accompaniments of obedience :

ev aTrXoTijTi T*}? /capSlas V/A&V "in singleness of your
heart." While yttera in the first clause refers to the accom-

paniment of obedience, ev here, as usual, characterizes the

internal element. "
Singleness of heart" is plainly opposed to

duplicity ; ctTrXoO?, quasi plicis carens. Tittmann, De Syn.,

p. 28
; Beck, Seelenl. p. 166

;
Eom. xii. 8; 2 Cor. viii. 2,
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ix. 11
;
James i. o. The slave is ever tempted to appear to

labour while yet he is loitering, to 'put on the seeming of

obedience and obey with a double heart. The counsel of

the apostle, therefore, is, that he should obey in singleness

of aim, giving undivided effort and attention to the task in

hand, for it was to be done

o>5 raj Xpi<rTa> "as to Christ;" the dative governed by
the verb viraKovere. Obedience with all these characteristics

was to be yielded to earthly masters as to Christ. As common
and secular inducements can have but small influence on the

mind of a slave, so the apostle brings a religious motive to

bear upon him. See under v. 22.

(Ver. 6.) M.rj tear offrQaXfAoSovkelav, o><? avOpwirdpea-Kot

"Not in the way of eye-service, as men-pleasers ;" tcard,,

Winer, 49, a. The duty is explained, first negatively, and

then positively. The two nouns have their meaning indicated

sufficiently by their composition. The first of them, which

occurs only elsewhere in Col. iii. 22, is an expressive term of

the apostle's own coinage. In an allusion to this place the

adjective occurs, /M; &>? o(j>da\iu,6Sov\,o<s aXA,' co? faXoSecrTTOTOS.

Apostol. Const, iv. 12, p. 98, ed. Ultzen, 1853. The second

noun belongs to the later Greek. Ps. liii. 5
;
Lobeck ad Phryn.

p. 621. Eye-service is labour when the master is present, but

relaxation and sloth so soon as he is gone, labour only TO)

o-^fjiaTt. Theophylact. Need we add that this is a vice winch-

slavery everywhere creates and exhibits ? Hence the necessity
for drivers and overseers, whips and collars, treadmills and

dungeons. The slave has usually no higher aim than to

please him who has in his hands the power of punishment
and sale

;
and whether in deception, or in an ingenious show

of obedience, or a cunning feint of attention, this one motive

prevails to prevent his master taking offence at him. But
the apostle presents another and deeper inducement, which
should lead to punctual and honest industry carried on to

please the Lord in heaven. For the slaves were to work not

as man's

dXX' d>5 Sov\ot Xpto-rou
" but as the slaves of Christ"

His by peculiar purchase and special proprietorship: The
article in the Eeceived Text before XpLarov is struck out on
the authority of A, B, D 1

, F, G, &c.
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irotovvres TO 6e\ijfia rov eoO e/c ^u^9
"
doing the will

of God from the soul." Mark xii. 30
;
Luke x. 27

;
Col. iii.

23. This clause, according to some, is not to he joined with

the one before it
" as the servants of Christ," but with the

first clause of the verse "not with eye-service, as men-

pleasers, . . . doing the will of God." There is no reason

to adopt such a view. Though they were slaves to a human

master, they were to live and labour in the character of

Christ's servants, the characteristic of whose industry is, that

they do God's will from the heart. That sphere in which

they had been placed was of God's allotment
;
and when they

discharged its duties, they were to labour not to please men,
as if simply doing man's bidding, but to please God, and

under the idea that they were doing His will. Such an

impression must create motives which no secular premiums or

penalties could ever have originated.

But the connection of e/c tyvyris has been disputed. Numer-

ous and eminent authorities join the words to the next verse.

So the Syriac reads " and serve them with all your soul."

Chrysostom adopts this disposition of the clauses, with (Ecu-

menius and Jerome, followed by Bengel, Koppe, Harless, De

Wette, Stier, and Alford, as well as by the editors Knapp and

Lachmann. But we see no reason for following such a con-

nection, as the keeping of the words in union with the preced-

ing clause yields a good and appropriate sense. Col. iii. 23.

The phrase e/c t/ru^s signifies
"
heartily," and stands in con-

trast with "eye-service." Delitzsch, Psych, p. 160. The slave is

to do the will of God from the soul not reluctantly, and as

if from mere conviction that it should be done, This cordiality

is an essential element of Christian service. The limbs of the

slave move with a reluctant tardiness and heartlessness
;
and

such forced or feigned obedience is one of those inevitable

results of slavery, against which the apostle is cautioning this

class of his readers. But if the words e'/c ^Jru;^ be joined to

the next verse, its first clause will then have the aspect of

tautology, e/c ^f%79, /u-er' ewotW SovXevovres. Had there

been a Kai connecting the two nouns, this exegesis might
have had some probability. Harless distinguishes the two

nouns thus, that e/c "ifvyrpi points out the relation of the

servant to his work, and /ner' ewoias characterizes the relation
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of the servant to his master. See Passow, Liddell and Scott,

and Pape, sub vocibus ; Xenophon, (Econom. p. 678
; Gyrop.

iii. p. 54
j Eisner, ii. p. 228. But though such a distinction

be just, it is no argument for connecting the two terms in one

clause. It rather affords to us the best reason for separating

them, because the clause to which we attach GK tyvxfis speaks
of work to be done, and that cordially ;

while the next clause,

to which /tier' evvolas belongs, turns attention to the master

for whom this labour is to be performed. That master being

Christ, goodwill to Him must characterize the performance of it.

(Ver. 7.) Mer' evvota? Sov\evovT<;
"
Serving with a well-

affected mind," that is, not only cordially, but higher yet

remembering that He whom you really serve is not a tyrant,

but a generous master
;

for your service is done to Christ. It

is no goodwill which the slave often bears to his master, his

common feeling being the torment of his master's presence
and the terror of his lash. Serving

a>? TO> K.vpi<p}
Kal OVK avdpd>7roi<s

" as to the Lord, and not

to men ;" the phrase being in contrast with "
men-pleasers."

The particle 009, not found in the Received Text, is now right-

fully inserted, on the authority of A, B, D 1
, F, G, and many

other concurrent authorities. The spirit of their service was
to be Christian. They were to remember Christ the Master,
and in serving others were to serve Him the Master not

according to the flesh. In external aspect the service was to

men, but in motive and spirit it was to the Lord. It is evident

that if the slaves cherished such religious feelings, the hard-

ships of their condition would be greatly lightened. Menander
has also said e\evOepax} SovXeve, SovXos OVK eo-y

"
serve

freely, and you are no longer a slave." The spirit of this

paragraph, as Olshausen remarks, detractis detrdhendis, should

regulate all service.
" Whatever ye do in word or in deed,

do all in the name of Christ." Or, as Luther says in a quota-
tion by Stier,

" when a servant-maid sweeps out a room, she
can do a work in God." 1

Ver. 8.) EtSoT69 on o edv n eKcta-ros Troitfcry ayaObv, rovro

KOfj,t<r6T<U7rapa Kvptov, eireSoOAo?, eire eKevOepos
"
Knowing

"

i " Wenn eirie Magd die Stube auskehrt, kann sie ein Werk in Gott tlum ;" or
as John Wesley says,

"
Making every action of common life a sacrifice to God."
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or "as ye know that whatsoever good each one shall have done,

this shall he receive from the Lord, whether he be bond or

free." Lachmann, supported by A, D, E, F, G, &c., reads

oTt e/caiTTo? & edv TTOLijo-y ; but Tischendorf reads as we have

printed it. There are also many other variations which need

not be noted, as they have sprung from emendation. The o

and TI. are separated by a tmesis, and edv stands after the rela-

tive for dv. Winer, 42, 6, Obs. Instead of /copta-erai, which

is supported by A, .B, D 1
, F, ,G, the Stephanie text has

Kofjutelrai,, on what appears to be the minor authority of D 4
,

E, K, L, and the texts of Basil and Chrysostom. The

Eeceived Text has the article rov before Kvpi'ov, but without

sufficient evidence. ToOro, "this," and not something else, the

verb being in the middle, and really meaning
"
shall receive

back for himself." Col. iii. 24, 25. The object of the apostle

is, to encourage the slaves to the cultivation of those virtues

which he has described. If they obeyed him, and became

diligent and industrious, and served their masters with con-

scientious fidelity and goodwill, then, though their master

might fail either to note or reward their conduct, they were

not to be disheartened. For the one Master on high is also

the Judge, and He will not fail to confer on them a recom-

pense, not of merit indeed, but of grace. The hope of a

future world, in which there would be a gracious recognition

of their character and actions, would . preserve them from

impatience and discontent amidst insults and ingratitude on

the part of thankless and " froward" masters. The Christian

doctrine of rewards is too often lost sight of or kept in abey-

ance, as if it were not perfectly consistent with the freest

bestowment of heavenly glory.

(Ver. 9.) Kal, ol Kvpioi, T& avra Troielre 737305 avrou?

"And, ye masters, do the same things toward them." Kat

indicates an immediate connection, for the duties were recip-

rocal. The master needed instruction as well as his slave,

for irresponsible power is above all things apt to be abused.

Plato has well said, that treatment of slaves is a test of char-

acter, because a man may so easily wrong them with impunity.
1

1 A;5)Xs yj o ifuffti KOU ju.j trXatrrSs iriSav ryu dtxyv, p.icrtav St ovrtag TO Utiixov in rovrois

TV avtfjwsriwv iv oft U.UTU fnStov hSmiiv. Plato, Leyes, lib. vi. Opera, vol. viii. p. 245 ;
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The apostle had stooped to the slave, and he was not afraid

to speak with erect attitude to the master. The masters are

summoned to do the same things T^ avrdto the slaves, as

their slaves are enjoined to do to their masters. The language
is general, and expresses what Calvin well calls jus analogum.

They were to act toward their servants in a general spirit of

reciprocal kindness, or as the apostle says in Col. iv. 1, they
were to give them " that which is just and right." The duty

taught to the slave was earnest, conscientious, and religious

service
;

the corresponding duty taught to the master was

earnest, conscientious, and religious government. All the

elements of service -were to be also those of proprietorship.

Such appears to us to be the general sense of the language,

and such is the general view of Zanchius, Crocius, and Mat-

thies
;
while Theodoret, Bengel, Harless, Meier, Olshausen,

Buckert, Stier, and Meyer dwell, perhaps, too much on the

mere evvola already recommended. Many other commentators

confine and enfeeble the meaning, by specifying too minutely
the reference of ra avrd. The Greek commentators refer the

words at once to Sov\evovres in ver. 7, as if the apostle meant

to say
"
your slaves serve you, you are also to serve them."

Chrysostom shrinks, however, from this full form of putting
his meaning.

" The apostle," he adds,
" does not actually

say it, but he means it" aXV OVK etTre, SouXeuere, /catrot 76
eliroDv ra avrct TOVTO eSfawcre. Flatt restricts the reference to

doing the will of God, that is,
" so demean yourselves towards

your slaves, that ye accomplish in reference to them the will

of God." De Wette refers to the clause TO dyadbv Troielv in

ver. 8, as if there were a paraphrastic allusion to the

ed. Bekker, London, 1826. (Macrobius, Saturnalia i. cap. 11, vol. i. p. 144
;

cd.

Bipont.)
1 The following note is comprehensive and eloquent :

"And with respect to all servants of every denomination, equity requires that we
:treat them with humanity and kindness

;
that we endeavour to make their service

easy, and their condition comfortable; that we forbear rash and passionate language;
that we overlook accidental errors, and remit trivial faults; that we impose only such

labour as is reasonable in itself and suitable to their capacity ;
that our reproofs be

calm and our counsels well timed
;
that the restraints we lay upon them be prudent

and salutary ;
that we allow them reasonable time for rest and refreshment, for the
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avievre<; rrjv direi^ijv "forbearing threatening." Chrysos-

tom, Calvin, Harless, and Baumgarten, take these words too

vaguely, as
if, sub una specie, they generally forbade contume-

lious treatment. The reference is more pointed. Bloomfield,

preceded by the Syriac, on the other hand, presses too hard

upon the clause when he understands it as signifying
" remit-

ting the threatened punishment," and he bases his opinions

upon two passages from Xenophon and Plutarch which call a

menaced penalty, or the thing threatened, a threatening. The

former of these two interpretations is forbidden by the use of

the article. But, alas! threatening has always been the special

characteristic and weapon of slave-owners. 'ATretX^ is a feature

of mastership so well known, that the apostle defines it as

rj aTTt,\r) that system of threatening which was a prevalent

and familiar feature of slavery. Now, however, not only was

no unjust and cruel punishment to be inflicted, but even

"threatening" was to be spared. The apostle hits upon a

vice which specially marks the slave-holder; his prime instru-

ment of instigation to labour is menace. The slave is too

often driven on to his toil by truculent looks, and words and

acts of threatening ; and, by the sight of the scourge and the

imitated application of it, he is ever reminded of what awaits

him if his task be not accomplished. Masters were not merely
to modify this procedure, but they were at once to give it up.

The Lex Petronia had already forbidden a master on his own

responsibility to throw a slave to the wild beasts, but no statute

ever forbade "
threatening." Homines tamen esse memento

" remember your slaves are men," says Cato
;
but Lactantius

goes further, and adds what Cato's pen would have shrunk

from eos et habemus et dicimus spiritu fratres religione con-"

servos. And this is the motive

etSore? OTL KOI avr&v KOL vfi&v 6 Kvpto? e<rrtv ev ovpavols

culture of their minds, and for attendance on the worship of God ; that we set before

them a virtuous example, instil into them useful principles, warn them against

wickedness of every kind, especially against the sin which most easily besets them
;

that we afford them opportunity for reading and private devotion, and furnish them

with the necessary means of learning the way of salvation
;
that we attend to the

preservation of their health, and have compassion on them in sickness
; and, in a

word, that we contribute all proper assistance to render them useful, virtuous, <md

happy." Lathrop, Discourses on the Ephesians, p. 538, Worcester, U.S., 1810.
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"
knowing, as ye know, that both their and your Master

is in heaven." This reading has A, B ;
D1

, many minuscules,

with the Vulgate, Gothic, Coptic, Clement, and Jerome in its

favour, while F and G read avr&v V/A&V, and L has V/A&V

Kal avT&v. The readings have arisen from homoioteleuton

and other causes. The Master in heaven is your Judge
and theirs equally, and you and they are alike responsible

to Him. Such an idea and prospect lodged in the mind of

a Christian master would have a tendency to curb all capri-

cious and harsh usage, and lead him to feel that really and

spiritually he and his serfs were on a level, and that all this

difference of social rank belonged but to an external and tem-

porary institution. Could he either threaten or scourge a

Christian brother with whom but the day before, and at the

Lord's table, he had eaten of the one bread and drunk of the

one sacramental cup ?

/cal Trpocr&Trofvri/jjilrla
OVK ecrn Trap

1

avr& " and there is no

respect of persons with Him;" "and the takynge of persouns
is not anentis God." Wyckliffe. This compound substantive

is imitated from the Hebrew idiom D^D sfoa. In the New
Testament the word is always used with a bad sense. Matt,

xxii. 16
;
Mark xii. 14

;
James ii. 1, &c. The divine Master

who bought them with His blood has no partialities. Strictest

equity characterizes His judgment. Difference of worldly
station has no influence with Him, but bond and free have

a perfect parity before Him. The gold ring of the master

does not attract His eye, and it is not averted from the iron

fetter of the slave. Slaves may be denied justice in earthly
courts

;
the law may, a priori, injure the bondman by acting

upon the presumption that he is in the wrong, and his evidence

may be legally refused as unworthy of credit : but there is a

tribunal above, where the servant shall have equal position

with his lord, and where the sentence pronounced shall be

devoid of all that one-sidedness which has too often disgraced
the judicial bench in matters between a master and his slaves.

(Yer. 10.) To XotTroy, aSeX<oi pov
" In conclusion, my

brethren
"

a reading of far higher authority than TO) XowroO,

adopted by Lachmami after A and B, and meaning
" hence-

forward." Madvig, 66. It is as if he said, What remains
2 ii
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for me to tell you but this ? The address, aSeX^o/ pov, of the

Received Text is omitted by Tischendorf and Lachmann an

omission which the majority of modern expositors approve.
The words are not found in B, D, E, and several of the

patristic writers. They seem to have been introduced from

other passages where they occur in connection with TO \owr6v.

2 Cor. xiii. 11
;
Phil. iii. 1, iv. 8

j
1 Thess. iv. 1

;
2 These,

iii. 1. Olshausen says, that the apostle never in this epistle

addresses his reader by such an appellation as aSe\<f>otj though
as an epithet it occurs in the 23rd verse of this chapter.

The apostle now represents the church as engaged in

an active warfare with the powers and principles of evil.

Olshausen suggests that his residence in the Prsetorium at

Rome, where the equipment, and discipline of soldiers were a

daily spectacle, may have originated the allegory. Similar

allusions are found in Isa. xi. 5, lix. 17
;

Ps. xviii. and

cxliv.
;
2 Cor. x. 4

;
1 Thess. v. 8. The primary charge to

the spiritual militia is

evBvva/jiova'Oe ev K.vpi(o KOI ev TO) Kparei T% iayiJos avrov
" be strengthened in the Lord and in the power of His might."
The verb is passive, not middle, as some suppose. It is a

word peculiar to the Alexandrian Greek, and occurs in the

Septuagint, Ps. Hi. 7, and in Acts ix 22
;
Rom. iv. 20

;
2 Tim.

ii. 1
;
Heb. xi. 34. " In the Lord," or in union with Him, is

this strengthening to be enjoyed. The nouns of the last

clause have been explained under i. 19. Comp. Phil. ii. 13,

iv. 13. The second clause /cat further points out or explains

the special blessings which result to the Christian warrior

from his union with Jesus he is strengthened in " the power
of His might." This command is one of primary necessity.

No matter what armour is provided, how finely tempered,
how highly polished, or how closely fitted it may be, if there

be no strength in the heart if the man have merely the dress

of a soldier, with the spirit of a poltroon. And the valour is

spiritual, as is the armour; for physical courage and intellectual

prowess are often, alas ! allied to spiritual cowardice. More-

over, soldiers have an invincible courage when they have con-

fidence in the skill and bravery of their leader
;
and the power

of His might, in which they are strong, has proved its vigour
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in routing the same foes which they are summoned to encoun-

ter. As the Captain of salvation,
" He spoiled principalities

and powers, and triumphed over them." The order to the

spiritual host is now given, as if with the stirring peal of a

trumpet

(Ver. 11.) 'HLvSva-acrde rvjv TravoirXiav TOV eov
" Put on

the panoply of God." Stier regards the rest of this clause

and that of the preceding verse as identical in inner meaning.
The sense cannot indeed be very different, though the image
before us is distinct first, strength or courage, and then pre-

paration in that strength to meet the enemy. Tlavo7r\ia is

complete armour, as the name implies. Luke xi. 22. It is also

found in the Septuagint (2 Sam. ii. 21
;
Job xxxix. 20), and in

2 Mace. iii. 25
;
Jud. xiv. 3. It denotes full armour, and not

simply, as some erroneously suppose, "the equipment" of God,

The specification of the pieces of armour proves that Paul

meant panoply in its literal sense. In fact, as Meyer remarks,
on this word lies the emphasis, and not on rov eofl, as Har-

less erroneously supposes. Did the emphasis lie on TOV eo>,

it might imply that other armour than this might be used in

the combat. But the strength of the charge is Do not enter

into battle with such adversaries naked and defenceless, but take

to you. armour. Do not cover one portion and leave another

exposed ;
do riot assume the cuirass and neglect the helmet

;

but put on "the whole armour." Do not resort to any arsenal

of your own, for its armour is weak and useless
;
but put on

the whole armour of God. " And furthermore, we must neuer

leaue these armours as long as we be in thys worlde, for we
shall alwayis haue batayle." Taverner's Postils, p. 495

;
ed.

Oxford, 1841. The genitive, Oeov, is that of origination : God

provides the armour. Winer, 30. It cannot mean, as Anselm

dreams, such armour as God uses. Each of its pieces its

girdle, breastplate, boots, shield, helmet/and sword is fur-

nished by Him. It is armour forged on no earthly anvil, and

tempered by no human skill. See Winer's Realwort] Kitto's

Cyclopedia; Smith's Dictionary, sub wee.

irpbf TO Svvaardai, vjjt,a<s (rrr\vai Trpbs ra9 //,e0oSeias TOV Sia-

fioXov
" in order that ye may be able to stand against the

stratagems of the devil." The reading //,e#o8ia9 has good
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authority, A, B
,
D 1

, E, G, K, L. Winer, 5, 4. The

first
7T/J09 indicates purpose (Winer, 49, h) ;

but arrivat

irpos is, in military phrase, to stand in front of, with the

view of opposing. Kypke (ii. 301) illustrates the phrase from

Polybius, iv. 61, and Antoninus, lib. vi. 41. Lossner, Obser-

vat. p. 347. Winer, 49, h. Xenophon makes this contrast

ovKert larravTatj a\\a (jjevyovo-t. De Expeditione Cyri, i.

10, 1. The plural /^efloSeia? seems to denote instances of

the abstract singular Ausdruck Mannichfaltiger Arten und

Fdlle of which usage Bernhardy gives examples, p. 62.

MefloSeta has been explained under iv. 14, and Sta/3oAo9 has

been considered under iv. 27. The great enemy of man, a

veteran fierce and malignant, has a method of warfare peculiar

to himself, for it consists of "
wiles." His battles are the

rush of a sudden ambuscade. He fights not on a pitched

field, but by sudden assault and secret and cunning onslaught.

Vigilance, self-possession, and promptitude are therefore indis-

pensable to meet him : and as his aim is to throw his opponents
off their guard and then to surprise them, so there is need to

be ever clothed in this complete armour of God. His "wiles"

are seen in unsettling the mind of Eve by representing God as

jealous of the first man and woman
;
in stirring up the war-

like aspirations of David to take a military census and force

a conscription as the basis of a standing army ;
in inflam-

ing the avaricious and sordid spirit of Judas
;
and in his

assaults on our Lord by an appeal to appetite, piety, and

ambition.

(Ver. 12.) "Ori ovtc eo-riv rjfuv f) irate) Trpos alpa /cal capita
" For our struggle is not against flesh and blood." The

reading vfuv, commended by Griesbach, and adopted by
Lachmann, Biickert, and Olshausen, has the authority of B,
D

*, F, G, but fjfuv is supported by the preponderant authority

of A, D 3
, E, K, L, &c., with other concurrent witnesses.

Olshausen's argument for rjfuv proves the reverse of his posi-

tion, for the temptation was to alter rjfuv to V/MV, since the

rest of the paragraph is delivered in the second person. The
idea of a necessary combat on the part of man with evil of

all kinds around him, is so natural, that we find it under

various representations in classical writers. Homer, II. xx. 47,
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and especially Plato, De Leg. x. 906. This latter passage
is regarded by some of the Fathers as parallel to the one

before us (Clemens Alex. Strom., 593
; Eusebius, Evang.

Proep. xi. 26), and as an echo from some old oracle of the

Jewish scriptures.

The apostle has just spoken of the wiles of the devil, and

he justifies the statement now 6'rt
" because." The article is

prefixed to
TraA/?/, not simply because the contest is already

supposed in the preceding verse, but because it is the one con-

test in which each must engage a contest of life and death.

The noun ird\i) occurs only here, and is not used by the

Seventy. It signifies a personal encounter, and is rendered

colluctatio in the Vulgate. The phrase "flesh and blood"

denotes humanity, viewed in its palpable characteristics, and

as opposed to such spiritual and uncompounded natures as the

apostle describes in the following clauses. The terms do not

point out humanity in its sinful or fallen state, but only in its

ordinary and organized form. Matt. xvi. 17
;

1 Cor. xv. 50
;

Gal. i. 16. The conflict which the apostle describes is no

equal one with humanity, no wrestling on equal terms of pot-

sherd with potsherd ;
and man being placed at this terrible

disadvantage, there is therefore all the more need of the pano-

ply of God. The common notion, adopted also by Stier,

Passavant, and Burton, that the apostle means to say that we
wrestle not only with the evil of human corruption, but against

superhuman adversaries, cannot be sustained. Yet Bloomfield

and Trollope without hesitation supply povov. Our struggle
is not against flesh and blood

a\\a Trpbs r9 ap%d<?} Trpbs ra<; effovcrias
" but against

principalities, against powers." The combat is with spirits,

and those of high rank and position. It has been remarked

by Meyer and De Wette, that OVK . . . d\\d does not mean
non tarn, non tantum, for the apostle excludes flesh and blood

from the lists altogether : the combat is only with principali-

ties and with powers. Winer, 55, 8; Klotz-Devarius,
vol. ii. 9. The two substantives are explained under i. 21.

The terms there employed to denote the good are here used

to denote the evil chiefs. The apostle therefore refers to fallen

spirits, who once occupied positions of rank and prerogative
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in heaven, and may still retain a similar place among the

hosts of apostate angels. It is no vulgar herd of fiends we

encounter, but such of them as are darkly eminent in place

and dignity. For we fight

TTjOos TOW9 Koo-fiotcpaTopas TOV <rKOTOWS TOVTOV "
against the

world-rulers of this darkness." The Received Text interposes

TOV al&vos before TOUTOU, but without valid proof. The words

are wanting in A, B, D 1
, F, G, and in many versions and

Fathers, though they are found in D 3
, E, K, L. It is wrong

on the part of Haiiess to sink the meaning of tfooy/,09 by

explaining the compound term as meaning only rulers. When

applied to earthly sovereigns, it is always to those of most

extensive sway, who were supposed to have the world under

control munditenentes. Tertullian. The strong term denotes

world-lords, and is so far equivalent to o ap^aiv TOV KQCT^OV

TOVTOV in John xii. 31
;
xiv. 30

;
xvi. 11

;
and o 0eo9 TOV

ai&vos TOVTOV in 2 Cor. iv. 4. The rabbins have also adopted
the word nta-jftoiip. See also 1 John v. 19. What influence

is ascribed in these texts to Satan, is here ascribed to others of

his unholy associates or subjects. These evil spirits, who are

our wary and vengeful antagonists, have acquired a special

dominion on earth, out of which they are loath to be dis-

lodged.
" This darkness" is that spiritual obscurity which so

painfully environs the church that zone which surrounds an

unbelieving world with an ominous and lowering shadow.

The moral obscurity of paganism and impiety is fitly presided

over by beings congenial in gloom and guilt. See ii. 2
;

v. 8
;

Acts xxvi. 18. The darkness, as Chrysostom says, is not

that of the night, but 7% Trovypias. It is plain that fallen

spirits have a vast and mysterious agency in the world, and

that in many ways inscrutable to man they lord it over ungod-
liness shaping, deepening, or prolonging the means and

methods of spiritual subjugation. Not, says Theophylact,
as if they were lords of the creature, but only of the world of

sin of such as voluntarily submit to . them avOaipeTWs VTTO-

.Sov\o0evTQ)v ; not, says Theodoret, as if God gave them such

government ov% &>9 irapa TOV eov TTJV apfflv Seljafjievow.

This dark spirit-world is anxious to possess and maintain

supremacy, and therefore Christians must wage incessant war-
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fare with it. The term Koo-fioKparap is used by Irenseus as

synonymous with the devil Sidfiohov, ov KOL Ko<rp>. Kokova'i.

Contra Hcereses, lib. i. cap. v. p. 64
;
ed. Stieren, Lipsiae,

1848-52. The same idea pervaded the demonology of the

later Judaism, as Schoettgen (Horce Hebr. p. 790), Buxtorf

(Lexicon Talmud, p. 2006), and Wetstein (in loc.} abundantly

prove. Eisner has also produced similar language and epithets

from the " Testament of Solomon" and Jamblichus " on the

Egyptian Mysteries." Observat. p. 229. Not that the apostle

fancifully adopted either their nomenclature or their notions,

but these citations prove that the inspired language was well

understood and recognized in the Eastern world.

777509 ra TrvevfJbartKa Trjs Trovyplas ev rots eirovpaviois
"
against the spirits

"
or "

spiritual bands of evil, in heavenly

places." Our English version, preceded by Erasmus, Zegerus,
and a-Lapide, renders "spiritual wickednesses" spirituales

neguitice. Adopting such a meaning of the adjective, the

sense, as Meyer suggests, would be, the spiritual elements or

aspects of evil. But the following genitive shows that the

preceding adjective has the form of a substantive, and here of

a collective noun. Winer compares Trvevfiantcd with SaLpovia,

which is really an adjective ( 34, note 3). So we have TO

ITTTTLKOV the cavalry. Rev. ix. 16. Other critics compare
ra Saipovia to the ra \yo-rpiKa band of robbers, Polysenus,

Strat. v. 14
;

TO TroXm/eoV, Herodot. vii. 103
;

ra vavriicd,

&c. Kiihner, 474, 8, 479, ; Bernhardy, p. 326
; Winer,

34, 3
;
Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 378. The genitive will then

be that of character or quality the spiritual cohorts of evil.

Scheuerlein, p. 115. Their nature is evil, their commission is

evil, their work is evil. Evil and evil only are they, alike

in essence and operation. This interpretation has the con-

currence of Harless, Meyer, Olshausen, Meier, Matthies, Stier,

Ellicott, and the Greek fathers CEcumenius and Theophylact.

The five-fold repetition of 777709
adds intensity to the senti-

ment, which displays the emphatic vehemence of martial

excitement. Not only is 777369 repeated, but the usual KCLI

is omitted. The verse is thus a species of asyndeton, in

which each clause as it is dwelt upon and individualized,

stands out as a vivid, independent thought. Winer, 50, 7.
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To rouse up the Christian soldiery, the apostle brings out into

bold relief the terrible foes which they are summoned to

encounter. As to their position, they are no subalterns, but

foes of mighty rank, the nobility and chieftains of the fallen

spirit-world ;
as to their office, their domain is

" this dark-

ness" in which they exercise imperial sway; as to their

essence, they are not encumbered with an animal frame, but

are "
spirits ;

" and as to their character, they are "
evil

"

their appetite for evil only exceeds their capacity for pro-

ducing it.

ev rots 7rovpavioi<s
" in the heavenly places." See under

i. 3, 20, ii. 6, iii. 10. It needs scarcely be remarked 1. That

the exegesis which makes ra eirovpavia signify heavenly

things cannot be borne out, but is wholly against the idiom of

the epistle. See under i. 3. Yet this false meaning is adhered

to in this place by Chrysostom, Theodoret, and (Ecumeiiius,

by Cajetan, Heinsius, Glassius, Kosenmuller, and Tyndale,
who renders "

against spretuall wickednes for hevenly

thinges," giving ev an unsustainable signification. 2. We
need not stay to refute the notion of those who, like Schoett-

gen, Wilke, Crellius, Van Til, Brennius, and the editors

of the "
Improved Version," think the apostle means, in

whole or in part, in this verse to describe bad men of station

and influence, like the Jewish rabbinical doctors, or provincial

Gentile governors. The meaning of the phrase depends on

the connection assigned it : 1. The phrase may describe the

scene of combat. To sustain this interpretation, there is no

necessity either, with Augustine, to join the words to r/fuv, or

to connect them with iraX,^ as is done by B-iickert, Matthies,

and Baumgarten-Crusius, for perhaps they .are too remote in

position. Or, 2, ra eirovpavia may mean .the seat of these

evil spirits. This view is maintained by no less names than

Jerome, who adds Jicec autem omnium doctorum opinio est; by
Ambrosiaster, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Estius, Grotius, Bengel,

Hammond, Meier, Holzhausen, Meyer, Olshausen, Harless,

Be Wette, Ellicott, and Alford. See Photius, Qucest. Amphi-
loch. p. 94; Petavius, Dogmata Theol. lib. iii. c. iv. But

Jerome says non quo dcemones in ccelestibus commorentur, sed

quo supra nos aer hcc nomen acceperit. But the "heavenly
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places
" have been referred to by the apostle as the scenes of

divine blessing, of Christ's exaltation, of His people's eleva-

tion, and as the region of unfallen and pure intelligences, and

how can they be here the seat or abode of impure fiends ?

The first opinion does not, as Alford hints, stultify itself; for

the scene of warfare may be different from the scene of proper

residence. His view is, in effect at least, coincident with ours

the place of abode becomes the place of combat. Nor is

there any proof that ra eirovpavia means heaven, in the sense

of the air or atmosphere. None of the other clauses in which

the phrase occurs can bear such a signification, and yet
such is the sense put upon the words by the majority of

those whom we have quoted. Allioli renders in der Luft.

(Consult what is said under ii. 2, as to the meaning of ar/p.)

Ta eirovpavta are the celestial spots occupied by the church
;

(i. 3, ii. 6
;)

and in them this combat is to be maintained.

Those evil spirits have invaded the church, are attempting
to pollute, divide, secularize, and overthrow it; are con-

tinually tempting its members to sin and apostasy; are

ever waning against goodness and obstructing its progress ;

and therefore believers must encounter them and fight them
" in the heavenly places." . Such appears to us to be the

plain allusion of the apostle, and the exegesis is not beset

either with grammatical or theological difficulty. Still the

subject is one of mystery, and we dare not definitely pronounce
on the express meaning of the terms employed.
Our translators felt a dilemma here, and shrank from the

same right rendering which they had given in the other verses

where the phrase occurred. Under the same perplexity, some

have proposed to read vTrovpavioLs, for which unwarranted

emendation Erasmus and Beza had a kindly preference ;
and

the version of Luther is unter dem Himmel. The Syriac
also renders 1 \ tn ^ /\,ii..\>7. s "under heaven."

1 The

1 The following is the description of Prudentius, in his ffamartigenia :

" Non mentem sua membra prenrant, nee terrea virtus

Oppugnat sensus liquidos, bellove lacessit :

Sed cum spiritibus tenebrosis nocte dieque

Congreclimur, quorum dominatibus humidus iste,

Et pigris densus nebulis obtemperat aer.
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perplexity was felt to be so great, that no less a scholar than

Daniel Heinsius actually proposes the desperate shift of trans-

posing the words ev rot? eirovpavtoi,? to the beginning of the

verse, and making out this sense " in heavenly things our

contest is not with flesh and blood." Exercitat. Sac. p. 472.

Neither of the renderings of Storr can be sustained qui in

ccelo fuere, or qui ccelestes origine sunt. Opusculct^ i. p. 179
;

Observat. p. 174. The opinions of Locke and Doddridge are

erroneous. The former renders " the spiritual managers of

the opposition to the kingdom of God;" and the latter

"
spirits who became authors and abettors of wickedness even

while they abode in heavenly places." Hofmann generalizes,

or as Meyer says, rationalizes the phrase in saying that it

refers not to place that evil spirits are not confined to this or

that locality of this earthly world sondern dieselbe uberwalten,

wie der Himmel die Erde umspannt. Schriftb. i. p. 455. Not

much different from the view of Doddridge is that of Cocceius

and Calovius, who join Trow/p/ia? closely with the phrase
"

spirits who do evil in the heavenlies." The exegesis of

Peile is as arbitrary as any of these " wickedness exhibited

in spiritual beings who kept not their first estate, their right-

eous principality in the centre of heaven."

(Ver. 13.) Atoi TOVTO ava\d(3ere rrjv iravoTrKiav rov edv

"Wherefore take up the panoply of God." "Wherefore,"
the foes being so formidable in power, operation, and nature,

what need is there not to be fully protected with this complete

and divine suit of mail ? The charge is repeated from ver. 11,

and the words employed are the usual military phraseology,

as is shown by the illustrations of Eisner, Kypke, and Wet-

stein. Thus, Deut. i. 41 ava\a(36vTe<; e/cacrro? ra orfcevr) ret,

iro\fjuiKa avrov ; Jer. xxvi. 3
;
2 Mace. x. 21.

f

iva Svvrjdijre avTicrrfjvcu ev ry riftepq ry irovrjpa
" that ye

may be able to withstand in the evil day." The soldier is

Scilicet hoc medium, coelum inter et infima terrse,

Quod patet ac vacuo nubes suspendit hiatu,

Frena potestatum variarum sustinet, ac sub

Principe Belial rectoribus horret iniquis.

His colluctamur prsedonibus ;
ut sacra nobis

Oris Apostolici testis sententia prodit."

Opera, vol. i. p. 578. Lon. 182-i.
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equipped for the purpose of defending himself and opposing
the enemy. The Christian armour is not worn for idle parade,
or as holiday attire. The enemy must be encountered. But

what is meant by "the evil day?" Similar phraseology is

found (Ps*. xli. 1, xlix. 5) in the Septuagint version. If we

preserve the spirit of the imagery, we should at once be led to

conclude that it was the day of battle, or, as Theodoret calls

it r^9 Trapard^eG)^. That is an evil day ;
for it may lead

to wounds, though it does not destroy life. It is not spe-

cially and of necessity the day of death, as Schmid supposes,

though it may be, and has often proved so. Nor is it every

day of our life, as Chrysos'tom, (Ecumenius, and Jerome

understand it rbv irapovra (3lov for there may be many
a lull during a campaign, and there may be a long cam-

paign ere a decisive battle be fought. Our view is that of

most modern commentators, with the exception of Koppe and

Meyer, who suppose Paul to refer to some future and terrible

outbreak of Satan before the expected advent of Christ, which

the apostle thought to be near at hand. Such is also the

view of Usteri. Paulin. Lehrbeg., p. 341. But there can be no

allusion to such a prospect in the verse before us. The evil

day is that of resolute Satanic assault
;

"
evil

" on account

of the probability, or even possibility of the sad consequences
which failure or unpreparedness so often involves damaged

reputation, impaired usefulness, and the bitter regrets and

memories of subsequent years. To how many has it been an

evil day ? Did not our Lord bid us pray,
" Lead us not into

temptation, but deliver us from evil ?"

KOI airavra Karepyaa-d/juevoL a-rffvai
" and having done all

to stand." Two distinct interpretations have been given of

the deponent middle participle Karep^atrd/JLevoL : 1. Some give
it this sense, "having subdued or overcome all," as in the

margin of our English bibles. This is the exegesis of (Ecu-

menius and Theophylact, the former of whom expressly says
that Karepyaa-dfjievoL is used for /earaTroXepyeraz/Te?. The view

of these Greek critics is followed not only by Beza, Grotius,

and Wetstein, but also by Harless, Olshausen, Eiickert, Cony-

beare, and De Wette. There is no doubt that the verb does

bear such a meaning among the classical writers
;
but though
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the word occurs ,often, there is no instance of such a sense in

the New Testament. Baphelius, in loc. ; Fritzsche, ad Bom.

i. p. 107. Why then should this place be an exception ?

2. Others, therefore, prefer the signification
"
having done

or accomplished all," that is, not simply
"
having made all

necessary preparation," as the Syriac, Morus, and Bengel too

narrowly take it
;
but having done everything which the

crisis demanded, in order to quell the foe and maintain their

position. This preferable exegesis is supported by Erasmus,

Bucer, Meier, Meyer, and Baumgarten-Crusius. Now, not to

say that the neuter anravra is against the former view, and

more in accordance with the second, which refers it not to

enemies, where we would have expected another gender, but

to the general elements of military duty, we may add, in

contradiction of Harless, that the spirit of the context is also

in favour of the last exegesis. For, 1. the apostle proceeds to

arm the Christian soldier, and it is not natural to suppose that

he speaks of victory prior to equipment and battle. 2. The
verb crT'fjval, cannot be supposed to have a different significa-

tion from what it has in ver. 11. If the first opinion be

adopted,
"
having vanquished all your enemies, to stand," then

a-r^vai would denote to stand victorious
; or, as Luther has it,

das Feld behalten
"
to keep the field." Now this is changing

the meaning of the verse, for it signifies in verses 11 and 14

to stand, not when the combat is over, but to stand with the

front to the foe, in the very attitude of resistance and self-

defence, or in expectation of immediate assault. 3. The

clause appears to be explained by the succeeding verses;
" Stand therefore

"
(ver. 14) with girdle, cuirass,' sandals,

shield, helmet, and sword, ever praying. The rendering of

the Vulgate in omnibus perfecti is a deviation, probably

borrowed from, such a reading as Codex A presents KcvTeip-

ryacrpevoi,. Jerome has omnia operati.

(Ver. 14.) This warlike picture of the apostle is to be taken

in its general aspect. It is useless, on the one hand, to seek

out the minutise of far-fetched resemblances, as is done by some

foreign divines, and by Gurnall
(
Christian in Complete Armour,

fol. Glasgow, 1763) and Arrowsmith (Tactica Sacra, 4to,

1657) and more elaborately learned than either, Lydius in his
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Syntagma sacrum de re miUtart, ed. Van Til, 1698, Dordraci.

All that we can affirm
is, that certain spiritual acquisitions or

gifts endow us with peculiar powers of self-protection, and

that these graces, in their mode and province of operation,

bear some similitude to certain pieces of ancient armour. So

that it is an error, on. the other hand, to imagine that the

apostle selects at random some graces, and compares them to

portions of military harness. It is probably to the armour of

a Roman soldier that the apostle refers, the fullest account of

which may be found in Lipsius (De Milit. Roman., ed. Plant.

1614) and Vegetius (Epitome Institutorum Rei Militaris, ed.

Schwebel, Bipont, 1806), or in Polybius, lib. vi. 20
; Martial,

ix. 57. See Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, sub wee Arms.

The apostle's account, as has been remarked, coincides with

the figures sculptured on the arch of Severus. First, there

are three pieces of iron armour armour fitted on to the body

girdle, breastplate, and shoes
j
thus

ev

11 stand therefore, having girt about your loins with truth."

Isa. xi. 5
;
Dan. x. 5. The aorist participles precede in point

of time the verb. 'Ey is instrumental. The allusion is to the

ancient military belt or girdle, which was often highly orna-

mented with laminae and clasps of gold and silver, and used

occasionally, when thrown over the shoulder, to support the

sword or quiver. This zone is formed of truth, not objective

truth, as Harless believes, for that is declared to be the sword
;

but, as the article is wanting, of subjective truth truthfulness.

It is not simply integrity or sincerity, but the assured convic-

tion that you believe, and that it is God's truth you believe.

Such a sincere persuasion binds tightly the other pieces of

armour
;
and "

trussing up his loins
"

gives the combatant

alertness and buoyancy in the battle, enabling him to " endure

hardness as a good soldier of Christ." He feels supported
and braced by his conscious knowledge and reception of the

truth. Harless errs in supposing the baldric to be a mere

ornament, for the ungirded soldier had not done all to qualify

him for the fight is not fully prepared for it. Grrotius says
veritas adstringit hominem

}
mendaciorwn magna est laxitas.

1 Sam. xxv. 13
;
Ps. xviii. 32, xlv. 4.
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KOI evSva-dfjievoi, rbv dcopa/ca 7-779 SiKaioa-vwrjs
ll and having

put on the breastplate of righteousness." The genitive *s

that of apposition, and the article before it may be that of

correlation, though we incline to give it a more distinctive

meaning. Isa. xi. 5, lix. 17. The breastplate, as its name

implies, covered and protected the chest. It was sometimes

formed of linen or plates of horn, but usually of metallic scales

or feathers. Pliny, Hist. Natur. xxxiii. 54. Eoman soldiers

wore chain mail, that is, hauberks or habergeons

'.' Loricain conaertam hamia, auroque trilicem."

But sometimes the breastplate was made of two' pieces of

leather or bronze, which fitted to the person, and were united

by hinges or fastened by buckles. Smith's Dictionary of

Greek and Roman Antiquities, p. 576. The righteousness

which forms this /cap&io(j>v\aj; is, according to Meyer, Fergus-

son, OJshausen, Holzhausen, and Meier, moral rectitude, or,

as Ellicott says,
" the righteousness which is the result of the

renovation of the heart by the Holy Spirit ;" and, according

to Baumgarten-Crusius, the conscious possession of it. The

article before SLtcatoa-vwr) has a special prominence, and we are

inclined with Harless, De Wette, Matthies, and Winzer (Pfinst-

programm, uber Ephes. vi. 10, 17, Leipz. 1840), to understand

it as the righteousness of God, or of faith, or as "justification

by the blood of the cross," three scriptural phrases meaning
in general one and the same thing. What Christian can boast

of entire rectitude, or use as his defence what Turner unhap-

pily calls " his own righteousness
"

nil conscire sibi
}
nulta

pallescere culpa? But when the justifying righteousness of

Christ is assumed as a breastplate by sinners, they can defy

the assaults of the tempter. To every insinuation that they

are so vile, guilty, worthless, and perverse so beset with sin

and under such wrath that God will repulse them they

oppose the free and perfect righteousness of their Eedeemer,
which is "upon them." Rom. iii. 22. So that the dart thrown

at them only rings against such a cuirass, and falls blunted to

the earth. .

(Ver. 15.) Kat VTrofya-d/Jievoi Tot9 TroSa? ev eroL^aaia -toy

7-779 elprjvr}^
" And having shod your feet with
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the preparedness of the gospel of peace." Isa. iii. 7. The

usage of such an accusative following the verb may be seen in

Buttmann ( 135, 3), though oftener the sandal itself is put
in the accusative. The last genitive is that of contents (Bern-

hardy, p. 16) and the one before it -that of source, that is, the

preparedness is from the gospel, and that gospel has peace for

its substance. The reference is not to greaves, which were a

kind of military leggings, but to the Trpo/ez^/uSes caligce or

sandals, which were worn by the ancient warriors, and the

soles of which were thickly studded with hobnails. Bynseus,

de Calcibus, Dordraci, 1715. The military sandal of this

spiritual host "
is the preparation of the gospel of peace ;"

Wyckliffe
" in makynge redi." The preposition ev is instru-

mental or quasi-local, and eroipacria is represented as forming
the sandals. So that there is error on the part of Erasmus,
who renders parati ad evangelium. The noun eroipao-ia

has in the Septuagint an active meaning, as els eroipacriav

Tpoffis Wisdom xiii. 12; also an intransitive meaning
readiness or preparedness vjnrov? el? eroLfjuacriav vfuv irape^eiv

Josephus, Antiq. x. 1, 2
;
and still in a more spiritual

sense, Ps. x. 17 T^V eroi^acrlav rfj<i KapStas. The term is

sometimes employed in the Septuagint as the representative

of the Hebrew pan, as in Ps. Ixxxix. 14, where it is said to

mean foundation, and therefore Beza, Wolf, Bengel, Koppe,
and Flatt, take the word in such a sense here the firm basis

of the gospel of peace. Ezra ii, 68
;
Dan. xi. 7. The figure

is not appropriate; it might apply, indeed, to the road on

which they were to march, but not to their boots. The feet

were to be shod " with preparedness." The feet in fighting

are so protected or cased. The feet, too, are the instruments,

and therefore the appropriate symbols of motion. The
Christian warrior must move as the battle shifts

;
his career

is indeed but a battle and a march, and a march and a battle.

And whence is this promptitude to be derived ? From " the

gospel of peace
"

or peace the substance of the gospel, the

same gospel which was called i. 13 the gospel T*)? creoT7?pta<?.

For the possession of peace with God creates blessed serenity

of heart, and confers upon the mind peculiar and continuous

preparedness of action and movement. There is nothing to
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disconcert or perplex it, or divide and retard its energies.

Consequently it is an error on the part of many expositors,

from Ghrysostom down to Conybeare, to represent the meaning
thus "

preparation to preach or publish the gospel of peace,"
for it is of defensive armour alone the apostle is now speaking.

(Ver. 16.) 'E-Trl Tracnv ava\a{36vre<} rov Ovpebv rf)<s 7rtcrrea)9

-"In addition to all taking up the shield of faith" the geni-

tive being that of apposition. Lachmann, almost on the single

authority of B, reads ev iraa-iv, which might justify Jerome's

rendering in omni opere. Some, such as Luther, Beza, and

Bengel, give the words the sense "above all," or "especially,"
" above all things," as if the most important piece of armour

were now to be specified.. The Gothic has "
ufar alVJ But

the meaning is simply "in addition to all." Luke iii. 20;

Winer, 48, c. And the construction is changed. The pieces

of armour already mentioned being fitted on to the body and

fastened to it, each by appropriate mechanism, have each its

characteristic verb Trept^wcrdfjievob, evSva-dfjievoi,, vTroSya-dpevoi,;

but shield, helmet, and sword need no such special fastening,

for they are simply taken up or assumed, and therefore they
are joined to the one general participle, araXa/3<We9, and the

verb BegavOe. vpeov scutum a word of the later Greek,
1

denotes, as the name implies, a large door-like shield, differing

in form and especially in size from the ao-7rt9 clypeus and

was, according to Polybius, two feet and a-half broad and

four feet long TO ir\aro<$ . . irkvff ^//.wroSiW, TO Se /-wj/co?,

TToS&v rerrdpwv. Polybius, lib. vi. cap. 20, 23. The shield

preserved the soldier from being struck, and his armour, too,

from being hacked or notched. Such a large and powerful
shield is faith that unwavering confidence in God and His

grace which guards the mind from aberration and despondency,
and easily wards off'such assaults as are made upon it. 1 John

y. 4, 5. The special value and purpose of the shield are then

described

ev o> BvvrfcrecrOe rrrdvra ra /3e\7) rov Trovrjpov TO, ireirvprn^iiva

a-fieo-cu
"
in," or, "with which ye shall be able to quench all

1
Phrynichus, ed. Lobeck, p. 366. He quotes Homer, who uses the term for the

strong door of a cave, adding, that it means a shield, but not among approved or

old authors.
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the fiery darts of the wicked one." The article rh "before

weTrvpwfjbeva is not found in B, DV F, Gr, and is rejected by

Lachmann, but probably without sufficient authority. It

seems to imply that the devil throws other darts besides those

so specified. 'Q irovtjpo^ is
" the wicked one," either in proper

person or as leader and representative of the foes so vividly

described in ver. 12. 2 Thess. iii. 3
;
Matt. vi. 13

;
John xvii-

15
;
1 John v. 18. In the phrase ra {SeXy TCI, TreTrupw/iem,

there is a reference to a species of missile which was tipped or

armed with some combustible material. Ps. vii. 13
j Lipsius,

de Mitit. Roman, p. 106; Alberti, Observat. PJiilol. in loc.

This malleolus resembled a hammer, as its name imports.

The inflammatory substances were compressed into its trans-

verse portion or head, and this being ignited, the mallet was

thrown among the enemy. Keferences to such weapons are

found in Herodotus, Lib. viii. 52
; Arrian, Alexan. JExped. ii,

18
; Thucydides ii. 75

;
Smith's Dictionary of Greek and

Latin Antiquities, sub vooe Malleolus
; Winer, Art. Bogen ;

and other ancient writers. Thucydides calls these shafts irvp-

<j>opoi oia-roi; and Apollodorus gives them the same name
as the apostle. JBibL ii. 4. See also Livy, lib. xii. c. 8

;

Ammianus Marcellinus, 23, 4. The Coptic version reads

-QJULO^ "filled" with fire. These blazing arrows are shot

by the evil one o TTOZ/T^O? who is evil and undiluted evil
;

the evil one "
by merit raised to that bad eminence." In the

verb <r/3ecrai there is an allusion not to any power in the shield

to quench the burning darts, as many try to show with learned

labour, but to the simple fact, that such a missile caught on,

or in, the shield, glances off
it, and falling to the earth, is

speedily extinguished. It is a misconception of the meaning
of the participle TreTrvpapeva on the part of Bodius, Eollock,

Hammond, and Bochart, that poisoned darts are meant, and

are named "
fiery

"
because of the burning sensation, or fever,

which they produce ;
as if they received this appellation not

from their effect, but from their nature. Hierozoicon, Opera,
torn. iii. p. 425, ed. Leusden, Lugd. Batav. 1692. What

they are, it is difficult to say. The Greek fathers, with too

great restriction, think that reference is made to such lusts

and desires as we sometimes term "burning" lusts and desires.

2i
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The darts appear to be Satanic assaults, sudden and terrible

such suggestions to evil, such unaccountable impulses to

doubt or blaspheme, such horrid insinuations about the divine

character and one's own state, as often distract persons, espe-

cially of a nervous temperament. The biography of Luther

and Bunyan affords apposite examples. But the shield of

faith must be used to repel such darts, and if brought to inter-

cept them, it preserves the Christian warrior intact. His

confidence in God keeps him from being wounded, or from

falling a prisoner into the hands of his ruthless enemies.

Whatever happens moves him not
;
his faith saves him from

despondency and defeat. The future form of the verb by no

means supports Meyer's view as to the period of the evil day.

(Ver. 17.) Kal 7-771; irepiKe<f>a\a,iav TOU o-ajrijplov Be^ao-0e
" And take the helmet of salvation." D1

, F, and G omit the

verb; Segao-Qtu, a glaring,emendation, is found, however, in'A,
D3

, K, and L. The adjectival form o-corijptov is found also in

Luke ii. 30, iii. 6
;
Acts xxviii. 28. This use of the finite

verb in such a series is a characteristic of Pauline style, as if

from the participial construction his mind likes to rest at length
on the finite form. The military helmet protected the head.

It was a cap usually made of leather, strengthened and orna-

mented with metallic plates or bosses, and commonly sur-

mounted with a crest or plume. In 1 Thess. v. 8, the apostle

says, "For an helmet the hope of salvation" eX-TTiSa crarr)-

pta<; and therefore many suppose that the same idea is

expressed elliptically here. Such is the view of Calvin,

Zanchius, Calovius, Grotius, Estius, Bodius, Meier, and Win-

zer, but a view which is as unwarranted as that of Theodoret,

Bullinger, Cocceius, and Bengel, who refer a-wrijpiov to the

Saviour himself, because He has received such an appella-

tion in Luke ii. 30. The apostle takes the phrase from the

Alexandrian version of Isa. lix. 17, in which the Hebrew
nsm iis is translated 7rept,K6<f>akaiav <ra)Ti

rjpiov. Salvation,

and not the hope of it, is here represented as forming the

helmet
;
not salvation in an objective sense, but in conscious

possession. It is the assurance of being interested in this

salvation that guards the head. He who knows that he is

safe, who feels that he is pardoned and sanctified, possesses
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tliis
" lielme of helthe," as Wyckliffe renders it,

and has his

"head covered in the day of battle :"

ical rrjv fj,d%at,pav TOV TlvevftaTO?, o ecrnv pfjfia ov " and

the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God." The
last genitive is that of source, and the relative o is neuter, Tby

attraction or assimilation. This is the only offensive weapon
which the Christian soldier is to assume. That sword is

described as being the " word of God." By
u the word of

God " we understand the gospel, or revealed will of God
and to us it is in effect Holy Scripture, not in any restricted

sense, as limited either to its commands or its threatenings.

Theodore of Mopsuestia says, however, that
pfj/jia

eoO is

equivalent to eov ev&pyeia referring in proof to such phrases
as "

by the word of the Lord the heavens were made," the

meaning of which is easily understood. And this weapon
"the word of God" is

" the sword of the Spirit," for it is

the Spirit who supplies it. By the special organic influence of

the Spirit, plenary inspiration was enjoyed, and God's ideas

became, in the lips and from the pens of apostles and prophets,

God's words. The genitive, Trvev^aro^^ thus indicates the

relation in which God's word stands to the Spirit. How
strange on the part of Harless, Olshausen, Matthies, Stier,

and von Gerlach, to make it the genitive of apposition, and to

represent the sword as the Spirit Himself! In this erroneous

view they had been preceded by Basil, who has adduced this

verse as a proof that riot only the Son, but the Spirit, is called

the Word: the Son being the Word of the Father, and the

Spirit the Word of the Son. Contra Eunom. lib. v. cap. 11.

Such an exposition only darkens the passage, and compels
Olshausen himself to ask in perplexity a question which his

own false exegesis originates How can the Word of God be

represented as the Spirit ? and he answers the insoluble query

by a statement no less erroneous and unintelligible, that the

Spirit is an operation which the Word of God produces.

Harless argues, that as the previous genitives specifying the

pieces of armour are those of apposition, so analogy must

justify the same syntax in this clause. But the argument is

wholly out of place, and that because the apostle subjoins an

explanation. Had he simply said " the sword of the Word,"
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then according to the analogy of^previous clauses the exegesis

of Harless and Olshausen would be the correct one, but he

enters into fuller and more precise detail. Away at the other

extreme from this exposition is that of Chrysostom in one of

his interpretations, of GEcumenius and Theophylact, with

Michaelis and Grotius, which makes the clause merely mean

"take the spiritual sword of the Word; and still more

remote is the lame exegesis of Morus, Kosenmiiller, and De

Wette, which understands by
"

spirit" the human spirit, as

if the apostle meant to say
" take your soul's best sword,

the word of God."

The word of God is thus the sword of the Spirit, by which

the spiritual foe is cloven down. The Captain of salvation

set the example, and once and again, and a third time, did He

repel the assault of the prince of darkness by three brief and

simple citations from Scripture. Diplomacy and argument,
truce and armistice, are of no avail the keen bright sword of

the Spirit must be unsheathed and lifted.

(Ver. 18.) Ata nrdar^ 7rpoa-6V)(fj<;
Kal Seija-ews

i

rrpo<rev)(p[JLvot

ev Travrl Kaip& ev Hvev/^art
" With all prayer and supplica-

tion praying always in the Spirit." The participle is not,

with Conybeare, to be rendered as a simple imperative. We
cannot agree with De Wette and others in regarding prayer
as a separate weapon, for the apostle now drops the figure. It

is indeed an effectual means of repulse, not by itself, but in its

connection -with all these other graces. So that we understand

this verse as describing the spirit or temper in which the

armour should be assumed, the position taken, the enemy met,
and the combat pursued, that is, as still connected with a-rf)Te

oiiv. We cannot, with Olshausen, restrict it to the previous

clause, namely, that prayer must accompany the use of the

sword of the Spirit. The order of thought is make prepara-

tion, take the armour, stand, fight, and all the while be praying.

Meyer's effort to make Sto. Tracrq? 7rpocreu%>}5 ical Se^creo)?

an independent sentence, at least disconnected with the follow-

ing participle, is not happy ;
and his argument as to tautology

and the impossibility of "
praying always," is without force.

1

1 " '

Praying always' what does it mean? Being always on our knees? always

engaged in the very act of prayer ? This I believe to be one of the grossest glosses
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The preposition Bid expresses the means by, or the condition

in or through which, the spiritual exercise implied in Trpoer-

evxpfievot, developes itself. The two nouns are distinguished not

as imprecatio and deprecatio, as is the opinion of Chrysostom,

Theodoret, Grotius, and others
;
nor can we say, with De

Wette, that the first term denotes the form, and the second

the contents, of prayer. The two words are conjoined in the

Septuagint. 1 Kings viii. 28
;
2 Chron. vi. 19

;
Ps. vi. 9

;
and

in Phil. iv. 6
;
1 Tim. ii. 1. We believe with Harless, Meier,

Meyer, and others, that Trpocrei/)^ is prayer in general the

general aspects and attitudes of devotion in adoration, confes-

sion, and thanksgiving ;
and that Serja-^ is a special branch

of prayer, direct and earnest petition. The adjective nrda-^

adds the idea of "every kind" of prayer all the forms, public
and private, secret and domestic, oral and unexpressed, formal

and.ejaculatory, which prayer may assume. And such prayer
is not to be restricted to peculiar times, but is to be employed

ev Travrl Kaipw, at every season. Luke xxi. 36. a Not only
the minor officers along the ranks, but the whole hosts are to

join in these yearnings."
1 And such continuous and diversified

prayer must be

ev Tlvevpari,
" in the Spirit" as its sphere. It is surely

an unhallowed and perverse opinion of Castalio, CrociuSj

Grotius, Homberg, Koppe, Rosenmiiller, and Zanchius even,
which gives these words the meaning of BK Trvevftarosj and

makes them signify
" out of the heart, or sincerely." Bloom-

field indeed lays down the canon that Trvevfia, not having the

article, cannot mean " the Holy Spirit
"

a canon which is

contradicted by numerous passages of the New Testament, as

already stated under i. 17. The theology of the apostle is,

that while the Son pleads for His people in heaven, the Spirit

within them makes intercession for them and by them, by
giving them an enlarged and appropriating view of the divine

promises, that they may plead them in faith and fervour, and

that Satan, casts on that text. He has often given that gloss; monkery, nunnery,

abstraction from the -world in order to give one's self up to prayer, are but the effects

of that false gloss." Evans, Sermons on the Ephesians, p. 393. (British Pulpit.) Lond.

1 The Soldier of the Cross, by J. Leyburn, D.D., Philadelphia; a series of popular
and discursive sermons on Eph. vi. 10-18.

'

Reprinted, Glasgow, 1853.
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by so deepening their own poignant consciousness of want as

to induce them to cry for grace with an agony of. earnestness

that cannot be fitted into words. Rom. viii. 26. Jude speaks
.also of "praying in the Holy Ghost" (ver. 20), that is, in

His exciting and assisting influence. The soldier needs

courage, vigilance, and skill, and therefore he ought, with

continued prayer and supplication, to look up to the Lord of

Hosts, "who teaches his hands to war and his fingers to

fight," and who will make him " more than a conqueror ;

"
so

that in due time, the combat being over and his foes defeated,

the hand that wielded the sword will carry the palm, and the

brow that wore the helmet will be crowned with immortal

garlands before the throne. Praying always
teal et? avro dypvrrvovvTes ev irdcry Trpoo-tcapTeprjcret, fcal

SeriGet, 7Tpl Trdvrwv r&v drylwv
" and for this watching in all

perseverance and supplication for all the saints." Touro,

found in the Stephanie text after CLVTO, is regarded as doubtful

on the authority of A, B, and other concurrent testimonies.

Et? aino " for this," that is, for the purpose specified in the

clauses preceding, not as Koppe and Holzhausen argue, for

the design expressed in the following verse wa pot BoOfi.

To secure this earnest supplication at all times in the Spirit,

they were to be ever on their guard against remissness, for

many
"
impedimenta

"
exist in the Christian a,rmy. The

phrase ev irdar) Trpocr/eaprep^cret Kal Se^crei, is one of pregnant

emphasis. Acts i. 14; Bom. xii. 12; Col. iv. 2. "Persever-

ance and prayer," though not properly a hendiadys (the tech-

nical order of the words, as they should occur in such a figure,

being inverted), practically means perseverance characterized

by prayer, the one and the other noun having a distinct,

though blended signification. The term ayiwv has been

explained under i. 3. We are inclined to take the two clauses

as somewhat parallel, the second clause as containing, at the

same time, a specific addition. Thus, first, the apostle exhorts

them, by means of "
all prayer and supplication," to be pray-

ing at all times in the Spirit, the tacit or implied reference

being for themselves
;
and then he adds, but without any for-

mal transition,
" and for this watching along with all perse-

verance and prayer for all saints," The two thoughts are
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closely connected. To their persistent supplication for them-

selves, they were to join, not as a separate and distinct duty,

prayer for all saints, Ibut rather, as the compact language of

the apostle suggests, in praying for themselves they were

uniformly to Iblend petitions for all the saints. "All the saints,"

in obedience to the same mandate, pray for us, and in a spirit

of reciprocity it becomes us to pray for them. They need our

prayers ;
for many of them, at every given moment, must be

in trial, temptation, warfare, sickness, or death. And as but

a very few of them can ever be known to us, our all-inclusive

sympathy with them will prove its vitality by universal and

unwearying supplication for them.

(Ter. 19.) Kal virep e/jbov "And for me." When fcal knits,

as here, a part to a whole, it has an intensive or climactic

signification. Winer, 53, 3
; Hartung, i. 45. The apostle

lays emphasis on this mention of himself. And we apprehend
that the same speciality of request is marked by the change of

preposition. When he bids them pray for all saints, he says
TT e p I Trdvrcov T&v dyicov; but when he points to himself as

the object of supplication, he writes vTrep epov. Meyer and

De Wette, indeed, and Robinson, apparently deny that any

change of idea is involved in the change of preposition. Har-

less admits such' a distinction as is between pro and propter.

Certainly, in the later writers irepL and inrep are almost iden-

tical in use and sense. They are even found together, as

Demosthenes, Philip, ii. p. 162, vol. v. Oratores Att, ed. Dob-

son, Oxon.
; Thucyd. vi. 78, 1, p. 152, vol. iii. sect. 2, ed.

Poppo. No one denies this, but surely it may be asked, Why
should the preposition here be changed ? not, perhaps, for mere

variety of phrase and- style. The preposition Trept
"
about,"

*

used generally in a tropical sense when it governs the geni-

tive, may be regarded as the vaguer in its reference. They
could not know much about all saints, and they were to pray
about them. All saints were to be ideally encircled with

their supplications. The prayer for the apostle was more

1
me/, in Sanscrit pari, from the root J ,

is
" round about," differing from iw ,',

Latin amb, German um, which means on both sides, while u%, Sanscrit npari, from

the root ^OT
,
Latin super, Gothic ufar, German abet; English over, signifies

"
upon

"
or
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direct and personal, and virep is employed, while the blessing

to be prayed for is also clearly specified. In Eom. viii. 26,

1 Tim. ii. 1, Heb. vii. 25, where vm-ep is used, there is marked

directness in the supplication, though it be for all men. 1 Pet,

iii. 18. In Col. iv. 3, the apostle, in making a similar request,

uses irepi; but he includes himself with others, and writes

fjli&v, and so in Heb. xiii. 18. Though such a distinction

cannot be uniformly carried out, yet the use of these two dif-

ferent prepositions in two consecutive clauses would seem to

indicate that some ideal change of relation is intended. Turner

says that the prepositions are changed
" for the mere sake of

variety," and he instances e'/e and" Bid in Horn. iii. 20, which

in his opinion "apparently convey precisely the same thought."

But the explanation is slovenly ;
for though there is a kindred

meaning, there is a distinct difference of image or relation indi-

cated by the two prepositions. And for what were they to pray ?

iva poi $o0y \6tyo<s ev avoi^ei rov o-To^taro? ftov
" that to

me may be given speech in the opening of my mouth." The

conjunction Iva denotes the purpose, which is told by telling

the purport of the prayer." The Keceived Text has Sotfewy,

a more subjective representation, but the principal uncial

MSS. are against such a reading. A6yo<$ here denotes power
of speech utterance as in 1 Cor. xii. 8

;
2 Cor. xi. 6. The

connection of the next clause has been much disputed. It

appears to us plainest and easiest to join ev avoi^et, rov <TTO-

fj,ar6<f fjbov to the preceding words " that utterance may be

given unto me in the opening of my mouth." The arguments
for this view, and against the opposing hypotheses of Kypke
and Koppe, are ably given by Fritzsche, Dissert, ii. ad Cor.

p. 99, Such is the critical opinion of the three Greek fathers,

Chrysostom, GBcumenius, and Theophylact, of Luther and

Calvin, of Estius, Morus, Biickert, Harless, Olshausen, Mat-,

thies, and Meyer. The sense then is,
not that the opening of

his mouth was in itself regarded also as a divine gift j
but the

prayer is, that utterance should be given him when the oppor-

tunity of self-vindication or of preaching should be enjoyed.

Bullinger, a-Lapide, and Harless give avoids an active signi-

fication, as if the sense were, that utterance along with the

opening of my mouth may be given me, referring to Ps. Ii. 15,
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Ezek. iii. 27. We prefer the simple signification
" in the

opening of my mouth," that
is, when I shall have occasion

to open my mouth. Matt. v. 2
;
Acts viii. 35, x. 34

;
2 Cor.

vi. 11. Wholly baseless is the translation of Beza and

Piscator ut aperiam os meum. That the phrase describes

not the simple act of speech, but also specifies its quality as

bold or open, is the view of Pelagius, Vatablus, Bodius,

Zanchius, Eiickert, Meier, and Matthies. See Alford on

2 Cor. vi. 11. But this view gives an emphasis to the simple

diction which cannot be proved to belong to it. We believe

that its only emphasis lies in its use prefacing a set discourse

of some length, and not merely a brief or conversational re-

mark. That the apostle refers to inspiring influence we have

little doubt, whether that influence be regarded as essential to

the general preaching of the gospel, or to the apostle's vindi-

cation of himself and his mission at the imperial tribunal in

Borne
;

for he was now prosecuting the appeal which he had

originated at Csesarea. Luke xxi. 14; Matt. x. 19, 20; Mark
xiii. 11. His pleading for himself involved in it a description

and defence of his office, and that he refers to such unpreme-
ditated orations is the view of CEcumenius. The next clause

is explanatory, or gives the result

ev irappijcrlq ryvo)pt<ra,L TO fiva-r^piov TOV evaiyrye\lov
{l in

boldness to make known the mystery of the gospel." B, F,

Gr, omit TOV evcuyye\iov, but the words have good authority.

The genitive may be that of subject or of object, as in i. 9.

Ellicott prefers the former. The noun
-Trapprjo-t'a has been

explained under iii. 12, and does not signify "freely," as

Koppe and Grotius take it, that is, in contrast with previous

confinement. Wyckliffe has "with truth to make known."

It characterizes the speaking in itself or in quality, as bold and

open without reserve or trepidation. Tvaiplo-at is the infini-

tive of design. Mva-rrfpiov has been spoken of under i. 9. In

the first chapter the apostle calls one special result and pur-

pose of the gospel to wit, the re-capitulation of all things
under Christ a mystery ;

and in the third chapter he char-

acterizes the doctrine of the union of Jew and Gentile in one

church by a similar appellation. But here he gives the same

general name to the gospel. For it is a system which lay
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hidden till God's time came for revealing it. To know it,

there must be a Divine initiator, for its truths are beyond the

orbit of all human anticipations. The God-man a vicarious

death a gratuitous pardon
:the influence of the Spirit are

doctrines which man never could have discovered. They are

to him a mystery, not indeed something unknowable, but

something unknown till it be revealed. This gospel, without

mutilation, in its fulness and majesty, and with all its char-

acteristic elements, the apostle wished to proclaim with plain

and unfaltering freedom, and for this purpose he asked the

prayers of the Ephesian church.

(Yer. 20.) 'Tvrep o5 -rrpeapevw ev aXvem " On behalf of

which I am an ambassador in chains." The antecedent to

o$ is not barely evayyeXiov the gospel, but the preceding

clause. It was not simply because of the gospel, but because

of making known the gospel, that he was imprisoned. This

simple sentence has been variously analyzed. Some, as

Riickert and Matthies, translate it
"
for which doing of the

office of ambassador, I am in chains
;

"
while others give it

this turn tl for which, even in chains, I am an ambassador."

The apostle calls himself an ambassador, but one in chains.

His evangelical embassy an office peculiar to the apostles

has been described under iv. 11. It is perhaps too much to

infer, with Paley, Macknight, and Wieseler, that the singular

term a\vcri<s refers to that form of military surveillance in

which the prisoner had his arm bound with a chain to that of

the "soldier who kept him." Acts xxviii. 16, 20. The singular

form may bear a collective signification (Bernhardy, p. 58), yet
as we find the same expression in 2 Tim. i. 16, there is a possi-

bility at least that such may be the reference. Still, we find the

apostle, when in military custody at Csesarea, employing the

plural, and saying T&V Seoy/,coz> TOVTQIV. An ambassador in

chains was a rare spectacle. Tov$ 7rpeo-(Bei<$ vofjuo^ /jqSev Trdcr-

%eiv icanov, says Theophylact. The person of an ambassador

is by international law sacred and inviolable; and yet Paul,
a legate from the mightiest Sovereignty, charged with an

embassy of unparalleled nobleness and urgency, and bearing
with him credentials of unmistakable authenticity, is detained

in captivity. The object of the prayer was
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iva ev avTto Trappyvida-wpaij 009 Set //.e \a\rjcrai
" in order

that I may speak boldly in this, as I ought to speak." This

'clause resumes the object or design of the prayer, and is

parallel to the previous iva JJLOL 06$ Xoyo?. Kom. vii. 13
j

Gal. iii. 14
j
2 Cor. ix. 3. It dwells upon the same thought.

The phrase ev avr& refers back to the relative oS " that in

this," in making known the gospel and there is thus no

repetition or tautology. It is not the ground, but the sphere

of the irapp^a-ia, This meaning of the sentence is lost in the

exegesis of Meier, who follows Chrysostom and Bengel, and

makes 'iva and its clause dependent on irpea-^eva) ev dhva-ei,

the sense then being
" that even my imprisonment may pro-

duce its effect." The apostle's earnest wish was, that he

might expound his message in a manner that became him
arid his high commission, that his imprisonment might have

no dispiriting effect upon him, and that he might not in his

addresses compromise the name and dignity of an ambassador

for Christ. The epistle now ends with some personal matters

(Ver. 21.) "Iva Be et'S^re teal vfieis TO, KCVT e//e, ri

Trdvra v/uv yvwpicrei, Tv%ifco$ 6 or/aTTfjiof dSe\<pb$}
/cal

SMKOVOS ev Kvpiw
" But that ye also may know my state,

how I fare, Tychicus, the beloved brother and faithful in the

Lord, shall make known all things to you." The reading,
KOI vfiek elBffrej is found in A, D1

, E, F, G. This verse needs

almost no exposition. The supposition that in ical vpels there

is a reference by contrast to the Colossians, has been already
noticed in the Introduction. The particle Se is one of transi-

tion to another subject the conclusion of the epistle. The

words TO, Kar e/^e res mece are a very common Greek idiom

(Phil. i. 12
;
Acts xxiv. 22, xxv. 14), and they are further

explained by ri irpdaao)^ a phrase which means " howl fare
"

"what" or " how I do
"

not what I am employed about in

prison, but with the same meaning as in the common salu-

tation "How do ye do." The apostle was well aware of

their anxiety to know many particulars as to his health,

spirits, condition, facilities and prospects of labour
;
and not to

burden an inspired com'position with such minutiae, he charged

Tychicus with an oral message. Little is known of Tychicus
save what is contained in a few allusions, as in Acts xx. 4

;
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Col. iv. 7. In 2 Tim. iv. 12 the apostle says, referring, as some

suppose, to this mission "
Tychicus have I sent to Ephesus."

There is no ground for supposing, with Estius, that SiaKovoy

refers here to any office in the church. Tychicus, like Mark,
was useful for general service. 2 Tim. iv. 11. The words ev

Kvptq> show the spirit and sphere of the labours of Tychicus,
that it was Christian service which he rendered to the apostle

and their common Lord. We understand Trtaros to denote

"trusty"
" trewe mynystre." See under i. 1. The previous

epithet "brother" implies his profession of faith, but he was

selected to this mission, out of many other believers, because

of his trustiness, and he was commended to the Ephesians as

one on whom they might rely with implicit confidence. And
therefore Paul says of him

(Ver. 22.) *Ov eVe/At^a 7T/>09 yu.a<? eh avro TOVTO,
r

iva <yv&Te

rh Trepl rif^wv, /cal Trapa/ca^ecry ras /capSias vpwv
" Whom I

have sent unto you for this very reason, that ye might know
our affairs, and that he might comfort your hearts." The
verb might bear the translation,

" I send." Phil. ii. 28
;

Winer, 40, 5, 2. The phrase ra Trepl rjfji&v is a common

idiom-, and the apostle includes himself among others who
were identified with him and his position in Borne. . There is

plain reference in the last clause to iii. 13. The different

readings in these two verses principally refer to the position

and order of some of the words. Now comes the farewell

(Ver. 23.) T&lprjvr) rot? aSeX^ot?, real a^dirir] fjuera TncrreetK

"Peace to the brethren, and love with faith."
'Elprfvij is not

concord, as some suppose, and it cannot be so in a parting

salutation. The word in such a relation has not a special

theological sense, but means, in a Christian mouth,
"

all that

was good for them here and hereafter." See the term ex-

plained under i. 2.
" Peace be to the brethren

"
the Chris-

tian brotherhood in Ephesus j
and not, as Wieseler restricts it,

to the Jewish portion of the church. ChronoL, p. 444.

KOI ar/uiTi] yttera TTio-reto?
" and love with faith," that is,

love in union with faith.
" Love "

is not God's love to us,

but our love to one another
;
or as the apostle has already

called it,
" love unto all the saints." And that love is

" with

faith," as its accompaniment, for "
faith worketh by love."
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The apostle wishes them a more fervent love along with

a more powerful faith. He had heard that they possessed

these already, but he wished them a larger inheritance of the

twin graces. See under i. 15. We could not say, with

Bobinson, that in this instance, and in some others, perd is

equivalent to /cal
}
for close relation^seems always to be indi-

cated.
1 Mera indicates something which is to be regarded

not as an addition, but as an accompaniment. 'Ar/winy ical

TTtcrrts "love and faith," might mean love, then faith, as

separate or in succession, and avv wia-rei, would have denoted

coherence, but "love with faith" denotes love and faith in

inseparable combination with it. The reading of Codex A,
eXeo<j for o/yavrT?, is an emendation suggested to some old copy-
ists for the very reasons which have led Riickert to adopt it.

The concluding salutations in the other epistles, are commonly

brief, but the sympathy and elevation which reign in this

letter stoop not to a curt and common formula. In his fulness

of heart the apostle bestows an enlarged benediction on the

Christian community at Ephesus
aTTO eov Tiarpb<s ical Kupt'ou 'I^troO Xptcrrov

" from God
the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. In the 2d verse of

the first chapter, the apostle says,
" from God our Father,"

and the Syriac reads here also
] "*>}. Though fjfi&v be not

expressed, the meaning is the same, and the exposition will

therefore be found under i. 2.

(Ver. 24.)
CH %a/Jt? pera iravrtov r&v ar/cnrwvTWv rbv

Kup6oy V)ILVSV 'lyarovv ^ipiarov ev afyQapaiq
" Grace be with

all them who love our Lord Jesus Christ in incorruption."
This is a second and more general benediction. The article

is prefixed to %dpis in the valediction. See under i. 2. The
words " our Lord Jesus Christ," occurring previously in i. 3,

have also been already explained.

The concluding difficulty of the expositor, and it is no

slight one, lies in the concluding words of the epistle

ev a<f>9ap<ria. Wyckliffe has "
vncorrupcioun," Tyndale

"puernes," the Genevan "to their immortalitie," and Cranmer
"
vnfaynedly."

1
Msr, in Sanscrit mitJtas, from the root JT^T ,

is connected with ^sVoj, mid,

middle, and still contains the germ of its original meaning.
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Tlie connection and meaning are alike matter of doubt.

1. Some, such as Drusius, Wilke, and Peile, connect ev

afydapvia with %a/M9, as if the meaning were "grace with

immortality," or immortal grace. But this exegesis appears on

the face of it contrary to the verbal order of the clause. Pis-

cator, taking ev for avv, regards grace and immortality as two

separate gifts. Beza, Musculus, Bengel, Michaelis, Matthies,

and Bloomfield (Supplemental volume, in
foe.), give the

phrase another turn of meaning, and render "
grace to im-

mortality," or "
grace for ever abide with you." The opinion of

Harless is similar ev, he says,
" marks the element in which

this grace reveals itself, and d<f>6apaia is its indestructible

essence." And this is also the view of Baumgarten-Crusius.
Such a construction, however, has no philological foundation,

for the two nouns are not so homogeneous in meaning as

to be used in such a connection. Olshausen resorts to the

desperate expedient of an ellipse, saying that the words mean

tva (or}i' e^caa-iv ev a$Qap(riq. This ellipse, as Meyer says,

is a pure fiction. 2. As far removed from a natural exegesis

is the opinion of Wetstein, Keiners, and Semler, who join

ev dtydapcria to 'I^crow Xpitrroy, and give this interpretation

"who love the Lord Jesus Christ in his incorruptible or

exalted state." We should have expected a very different

phraseology if that had been the apostle's meaning, and at

least, with the present words, the repetition of the article

'Irjcrovv Xpia-rbv rov ev a<f)9ap<riq. 3. Whatever difficulty

may be involved in the exegesis, we are obliged to take the

eV d(f>0apa-ia as qualifying asyaTrcovrtov. This appears to be

the natural connection. But as to the meaning
1. Chrysostom and Theophylact give an alternative expla-

nation " on account of those things which are incorruptible."

These critics say TO ev Sid ecm, that is, ev stands for Sid.

But such violence to the words cannot be warranted.

2. Some give the meaning "in sincerity." Such is the

view of Chrysostom and Theophylact in another of their inter-

pretations, in which they explain ev d^dapo-ia by ev Koo-fjbio-

rtjri; and they are followed by Pelagius, Erasmus, Calvin,

a-Lapide, Estius, and Robinson. At the same time there is

some difference of opinion among this class, some giving more
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prominence to sincerity as an element of the love itself, and

others regarding this sincerity as proved by the result and

accompaniment of a chaste and holy life.

3. Others give the phrase this meaning
" in perpetuity."

Among this party are (Ecumenius, who employs as syno-

nymes dfydapros ical a//.e/&>T09, and Luther, Zegerus, Wolf,

Meyer, Wahl, Bretschneider, and Meier. Eiickert and De
Wette are undecided, though the latter seems to incline to the

first interpretation of the Greek expositors. The Gothic ver-

sion reads m unriurein " in incorruptibility." It is some-

what difficult to decide. The noun means incorruption, and

must define either the sphere or character of this love. If it

refer to the sphere, then there may be an allusion to the

heavenly places to which believers are elevated a region of

unchanging and undecaying love to Jesus (Eom. i. 23
;
1 Cor.

ix. 25, xv. 52
;

1 Tim. i. 17) ;
or if,

as Meyer says, it describe

the character of this affection, then it signifies that it possesses

an enduring freshness that it glows for ever. A similar

construction is found in Tit. iii. 15. We are inclined to

believe that the word characterizes the nature of this love, per-

petuity being a necessary element of this incorruption. The
term points -out that in this love there is no source of decay or

change, that it does not contain within itself the seeds of dis-

solution, and that it is of such compactness, that its elements

cannot one after another fall out and itself gradually perish.

Incorruptness is immortality based upon simplicity of essence.

And therefore this love to Jesus filling the entire nature,

burning with pure and quenchless fervour, proving itself a

holy instinct, unmixed with baser motives and attachments,

one and indivisible is "in incorruption," h a<f>0apa-{q.

AMEN.
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Access to the Father by Christ, 191-193, 243

Adoption into the divine family, 31-36

Anger, which is not sinful, . 356

which is sinful, . 357

its evil effects (note), ,,....... 367

Apostle, the office of, and its institution, 305-307

Apostleship, Paul's designation thereto, 12

Armour, spiritual ; offensive and defensive, . . 467, 474, and foil. pp.

Atonement; the doctrine thereanent, .375
Author of this Epistle ;

his designation, 1,2,216
his qualification to be a teacher of the Gentiles, . . . 217-220

Baptism, 282

Blessings, spiritual, enjoyed in Christ, 18

Charity enjoined, , .372
Christ, his divine Sonship, 11, 12

re-capitulation of all in him, 55

his Headship over the church, 329

his humiliation, 297 and foil. pp.

his sacrificial death, . . , 375

his exaltation, 100-107

his execution of the plan of redemption, 242

his boundless love, '. 255-267

he is the believer's inheritance, 59-61

dwells in the believer, 253

has received and conferred gifts on men, . . 288 and foil. pp.

subjugates his enemies, 294

Christians should remember their former condition, .'.... 164

which is described 133-145, 164-171

their present condition described, . 173-175, see also 149, 159, 160

should do all in Christ's name, 415

should be mutually submissive, in order to right discharge of relative

duties, 416, 417

should be established in the faith, . . . . . .323
Church, the

;
in relation to Christ, 107-119

in relation to the Father, a family, 247

should glorify God, 269

her subjection to Christ, 421

her presentation to Christ in purity, 430-432

Circumcision, the; who so called, . . 166

2 K
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FAOB

Colosse, the Epistle to
; compared with that to Ephesus, .... xliii

Commandments; the first with promise, 449

Commentators on the Ephesians, ........ 1.

Conclusion of the Epistle ;
refers to personal matters, .... 491

Conversation (language) to he pure, 361, 379-381

Converts are to manifest that they are of the light, hy proper fruits, . 389, 390

must have no fellowship with evil, 391

ought to be wise, 401

ought to redeem the time, . . . .

'

. . . . 402

ought to he soher,
405

Creation, idea of, used to delineate a spiritual change, . . . 160, 182

ascribed to God, 235

Darkness, moral and spiritual, of the Gentile world, . . 336 and foil. pp.

Death of Christ, sacrificial, 373-379

is an atonement, 375

Depravity inborn in man, 136, 142

Descent into hell of Christ, doctrine of, . .. . . . . .298
Devil, the, described as " the prince of the power of the air," . . 126-131

his activity and its sphere of operation, 131

Domestic duties,
"

416 and foil. pp. and also 445, 446

Doxology, the introductory, . . . 10

concluding a prayer, 267-272

Drunkenness and dissoluteness forbidden, 405

Election, doctrine of, . 19

its cause is in God, 19

helievers chosen in Christ, 21

believers chosen from eternity, . , . . . . .21
believers chosen to holiness, 22

general remarks on this doctrine, 24-31

Ephesians, the ;
their steadfastness in the faith, ..... 75

love to the saints, 77

cause Paul to give thanks, and offer up prayers on their behalf, . 78

are built into the temple of the Lord, 209

no longer walk as the Gentiles, .... ... 335

Ephesus, and the planting of a Christian church in it, . . . . ix.

Epistle, the; its title and destination, xvi.

its genuineness, ... xxx.

its relationship to that to Colosse, xliii.

its place and date of composition, xlvi.

its object and contents, xlvii.

works on the Epistle, 1.

Epistle to the Ephesians ; parties addressed, 2

its fitness to show Paul's insight into divine truth, . . . 221

practical portion commences, chap, iv 273

Eternity scripturally expressed, 271

Evangelist, the office of, 310

Evil ; question of its origin, 142

Exaltation of believers, 149

is for the manifestation of the divine excellence, .... 150
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Exaltation of Christ, the, . . . . 101-110, 302, and foil. pp.

is eternal, 106

Fainting under tribulation forbidden, . 244

Faithful, the
;

its twofold sense, . 4-7

Faith and holiness intimately connected, 7

Farewell salutation, the 492

Fathers
; tenderness to their children enjoined, 453

and careful upbringing, . . . . . . . . 454
" Father of glory," the, expression analysed, . . .

'

. . 82-84

Filial duties obedience and honour, 447

inculcated by nature, 447

and by revelation, 448

Filial piety or dutifulness co-exists with, or is generally accompanied by,

temporal advantages, 450 ,

Flesh, the
;

its peculiar scriptural meaning, 134

Foes, the Christian's spiritual, 469 and foil. pp.

Forgiveness of sin
; meaning of phrase, 42

Forgiving spirit required, a, . . . 369

Foundation of the Church and of individual believers, . . . .197
its corner-stone Christ, . . . 203

Fulness of times; meaning of this expression, . . . . . .52
Gentiles, the

; by Christ are fellow-heirs with the Jews, and made partakers

of equal privileges, 226 and foil. pp.

their former condition described, . . . 335-342 and 388-392

Gifts, diversity of, in the church, . 287

God ;
riches of his mercy, . . . . . . . . . 144

love to man, 144

Godhead, the: the Father, 247,282
the Father in his relations to all, . . . . . . .283
" The Father of Glory," phrase analysed .... 82-84

the Son in his relation to the Father, 80-82

Grace; sense of the word in salutation, 7

its usages in scholastic theology (note), 153

the source of salvation, 148, 153

Graces, Christian, inculcated, 275 and foil. pp.

Headship, Christ's universal, 85

over the Church, 329

Heaven and heavenly places, 16-18

Hierarchy, the celestial, 102-104

Humiliation of Christ, . 297-303

Husband's position and duty relative to the wife, .... 419, 424

the measure of his love to the wife, .... 425, 433, 445

the reason of it, . . . 434

and the reasonableness of it, 435

Imitation of God, commanded, . . . 371

Impurity of the Gentile world, 340, (note) 387

forbidden to Christians, 379

all such practices exclude from heaven, 384

Intemperance of the Gentile world, 405-407
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PAGE .

Jews despised and disliked by Gentiles (note), 178

Labour inculcated, 360

Long-suffering inculcated, 276, 277

Lord, the title as applied to Christ, . 9

Love of God to man
;

its greatness 144

Love in the heart
;
the foundation necessary for comprehending the love of

Christ, 255-262

Lowliness inculcated, 275

Manhood, Christian, 320-322

necessary for security, 323

Marriage ;
its reciprocal duties, 445, and foil. pp.

is applied to illustrate Christ's relation to the Church, . . 435-445

and specially in ...... .... 439

Masters ;
their relative duties, 462

solemn warnings to stimulate to their right discharge, . . 464, 465

Meekness inculcated, 276

Members ;
their individual efficiency in perfecting the Christian body, 330-334

Mosaic economy abolished, 179

Mystery ; meaning and application of the term, . . 50, 219

erroneously rendered sacrament
;

442

of Christ first fully revealed in apostolic times, . . . 222, 223

and God's wisdom thereby manifested, . . . .... 238

Office-bearers of the Church instituted by Christ, . . 305 and foil. pp.

ordinary, . . . . 311-314

extraordinary, 305-311

purpose of their institution, 314

period of their continuance, 317

Oneness, Christian, . 277-286

is different from uniformity, 287

Pastor, office of Christian, 311

Paul, his apostleship, 1

his bonds, 216, 490

his gospel ministry was according to the measure of grace and

strength received, 229

his sphere of action, 232

his personal humility, 230

Peace ;
sense of the word as a salutation, 7, 492

inculcated as a grace, 278

as a blessing preached by Christ, 188

Perfection, Christian 318-322

is inculcated in order to security, 323

Prayer ; attitude to be assumed therein, 246

must be made in the Spirit, 484

addressed to the Father, 247

should embrace all saints, 486

and may be answered beyond our desires, 267

examples : Paul's for the Ephesians, . . . 78, 250, and foil. pp.

Predestination, . . . . .32
is according to God's sovereign will, . .... 34
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PAGE

Predestination, is for the divine glory, 36, 62

is to adoption, 32

and to inheritance in Christ, 61

Pride, a besetting sin of ministers
;
Baxter's reproof of it (note), . . 231

Privileges of believers
;
access to the Father, 191

heavenly citizenship, . ;
195

admission to God's household, 196

spiritual inhabitation, . . . . . . ., .210
Prophets, were such through the Spirit, .224

office, &c., under the Old and New Testament dispensations, 307 and foil. pp.

Psalms and hymns of the early Church, , . . . . . 409-414

Quickening with Christ
; meaning of phrase, . . . . 145-148

Quotations from Jewish scriptures; how made by Paul,. 288 and foil, pp: 369-399

Reconcile
; use of the verb and its cognates in New Testament (note), . . 186

Reconciliation of Jews and Gentiles in Christ, 184

Redemption is by blood, . 41

the doctrine concerning it, 70-73

the plan thereof manifests the divine wisdom, 239

was revealed according to God's eternal purpose, and was executed by
Christ, . . 242

Regeneration in life and character
;
how described, .... 346-355

Resurrection of Christ manifested the divine power, the, . . . .98
Right hand of God, the

;
its signification, 101

Sacrifice, the, of Christ, . 373-379

is atoning, ... 375

Saints, primary and derivate sense of the term, 3

Salutation, the, 7

Salvation is by grace, 141
S
153

through faith, 153

not of ourselves, . 155

nor of works, 157

is the gift of God, 156

boasting excluded, 158

Seal of the Spirit, the, 65-68

Sealing of the Spirit, the, , . . 364

Sensual indulgences not to be excused, 386
those who practise them will experience God's wrath, . . . 337

they ought to be exposed and reproved, 394

Separation between the Jewish and Gentile world done away with, . 175-179

by abolition of the Mosaic economy, 179

in order to their being united in Christ, 182
and made one, 184
with equal privileges, 226-228

Slave, the; his condition described, 455-456
his duties and vices, 457
his conduct how influenced by Christian motives, .... 461

Sojourner, scriptural usage of word, 193

Song ;
a service to be rendered to God, 408-414

Spirit, the Holy; why so named? ....... 66-67
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Spirit, the Holy; seals believers, ...... 67-69, 364

ought not to be grieved, . 363

his work in the soul, . 250-253

is the source of revelation, 224

Spiritual, as respects blessings, its signification, 13-15

Stranger, scriptural usage of word, 193

Teacher, office of Christian, -.311
Temple of the Lord, believers so named, 208

Temperance, duty of, 405

Thanksgiving enjoined, 382

Theft condemned, 359

Tribulations not to be succumbed to, ....... 244

but gloried in, 245

Truth, the, gospel so characterized, 65

Truth
;
to be strictly practised, 355

Ubiquityjjf Christ, Lutheran dogma of, 110-119, 304

Unbelievers spiritually dead, ......... 120

children of disobedience, . . 132

Uncharitableness forbidden, . . .366
Uncircumcision, the, who thereby designated, ...... 166

Union, the mystic, of Christ and his people; its analogy to the human
relation of marriage, 435-445

Unity of knowledge ;
a future perfection of the church, . . . 317, 318

Unity of spirit inculcated, 277-279

Unregenerated, the
;
their character and condition, .... 131-142

Valediction, the, . . . 492 to end.

Warfare, the Christian's, 467 and foil. pp.

the scene of the conflict, .472

Wife's, the, subjection to her husband, 417, 423

the reason and manner of it, . . . . . . 418,421-423
reverence to her husband, ........ 446

Wisdom, divine, manifested in the plan of redemption, .... 239

Word of God, the, the Christian's weapon, 483

Works, good, the fruit and end of faith, not the cause of it, . . 161-164
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